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The NOZL3D computer program performs an .impl cit numerical solution to the
spatially parabolized form of the three-dimensiona ull8teady Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in general curvilinear coordinates to predict the flowfield in and about an
isolated three-dimensional jet exhaust nozzle. The equations. boundary conditions.
numerical solution technique. and class of nozzle configurations addressed are
pr"esented irikeference 1, and it is assumed here that the reader is familiar with
that reference. Associated with the NOZL3D code are two auxiliary codes. RGRIDD
and NOZLIC. The former constructs a boundary-conforming curvilinear coordinate
system and computational grid for complicated three-dimensional nozzle confi-
gurations (See Sectio.n 3 of Ref.l). NOZLIC is structured to construct thecoor-
dinate system and grid for relatively simple two-dimensional and axisymmetric
converging-diverging nozzles or for external flat plate boundary layer problems.
and to generate initial conditions for the NOZL3D code. The latter reads the grid
and initial conditions from a file prepared by NOZLIC.
For more complicated three-dimensional nozzle configurations, the coordinate
system and grid must be constructed by the RGRIDD code and stored on a disk file.
NOZLIC then merely reads these grid data. generates a set of crude flowfield ini-
tial conditions, and prepares for NOZL3D a disk file containing both the grid and
the initial flow conditions.
The aforementioned three programs have been designed specifically to operate
on the NASA-Langley Research Center's CDC CYBER 175 computer system,which has less
than IIOK decimal words of fast core memory available for data and instructions. A
three-dimensional flow solution carried out on a grid of 32 x 32 x 32 mesh points
requires nearly 500K decimal words of memory for data and instructions. Hence.
auxiliary disk files are used for primary data storage. This is accomplished as
follows.
The three-dimensional flow region is represented by a computational space'
that consists of a rectangular parallelepiped (see Section 2.1). This computa-
tional space is covered by a rectangular grid of nodal points that are equally
spaced 'in each of the three coordinate directions in the space. Finite-difference
analogs of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are solved on this grid by an
implicit numerical method (Ref. I) that advances the solution over a sequence of
time steps, each of which involves the following. For each of the three coordinate
directions, the numerical method requires solving a block-tridiagonal system of
linear equations involving all grid points that lie along a single grid line in
that direction. This is termed the "sweep" for that line. All such lines running
in that direction are so treated. The same process is repeated for all lines in
the second coordinate direction, and again for the third direction. The flowfield
data are stored b~ planes in an auxiliary disk file, and suffici~nt core memory is
available to accomodate all the data required to perform the two-dimensional
sweeps along all lines in one plane. This is done one plane at a time, reading in
pre- sweep data from disk to core, and the reverse for post-sweep data. However,
the latter data must be re-ordered to perform the third sweep that runs along the
grid lines normal to the data plane.
The two data transfer operations between disk and core, each in a different
order, are accomplished by an efficient Input/Output Manager routine called DMGASP
(Ref. 2). Both programs, NOZLIC and NOZL3D, use the disk files for primary data
I
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software. These basic programs also have been
UNIVAC tiiO computer system as well as on the CYBER
I
storage and employ the DUGASP
operated successfully on the
17S.
Core memory-based versions of the NOZLIC andNOZL3D programs also exi st ,and
have been exercised extensively on a CDC 7600 computer system having 300K decimal
words of large core memory. The internal program structure of this version is
drastically different from that of the disk file-based version. The listings,
etc., presented in this User's Guide apply only to the latter ~e!sion as i.ple-
mented on the CDC CYBER 175 computer.
The present User's Guide contains a description of NO~L3D and NOZLlC,
listings of the codes, and sufficient information to guide the User in preparing
input and in interpreting output for several test cases that d~ not require the
use of RGRIDD to generate the computational grid. A complete lis~ing of RGRIDD is
included here in Appendix C. The listing contains comment stateme~ts in subroutine
INPUT that give complete instructions for preparing input an~ for running the
RGRIDD code. The code itself is so simple and easy to use that ~e shall not deal
with it further in the present User's Guide. A detailed expos,tion of the grid
generation technique employed in RGRIDD is given in Section ~ of Reference I.
Recent improvements to the technique that have been implemen~ed in RGRIDD are
described in subsection 2.S of Reference 3. .
Sections 2 and 3 below describe the NOZL3D and NOZLIC codes, respectively, and
their input and output. Samples of the input and output are given for several test
cases. A complete copy of the NOZL3D printed output f~r each test case is given









2.1 Specification of Configuration Geometry and Character of Boundary Surfaces
The geometry of the nozzle configuration and of the flow regions internal and
'external to the nozzl~ are specified in Cartesian coordinates, x,y,z, where x is
oriented in the general streamwise direction.' The entire flow region is Jlapped
onto a computational space consisting of a rectansular parallelpiped (see
Reference I, Sections 2.4.1 and 3). The configuration geometry and the character
of the various boundary surfaces of the computational space are specified in the
code by a set of inteser variables that act as option selectors. The function of
each option selector is summarized briefly in comment statements that are
contained in the listing of subroutine INITIA (see Appendix V). An introductory
description of these functions is presented below.
Fisure 2-1 illustrates the structure of the computational space for the
general nozzle configuration shown in Fig. I-I of Ref. 1. Grid points in the
computational space are denoted by the triplet of indices J, K, L, where J is
associated with the streamwise Cartesian coordinate x, and t~e other indices are
associated with curvilinear coordinates in cross-sectional planes x=const. The
surface J=I represents the upstream inflow boundary and J=JMAX represents the
downstream outflow boundary. The surface K=I represents the symmetry half-plane
y=O, z~O, and K=KMAX represents a lateral outer boundary of the flow region. For
the nozzle configuration shown, the surface L=I is also a symmetry half-plane z=O,
y~O, and L=LMAX represents the upper peripheral boundary of the flow region. The
inner surfaces of the nozzle wall map onto the plane surfaces L=LW, I~J~JLW and
K=KW, I~J~JKW. The outer surfaces of the nozzle wall map onto the surfaces L=LWtl,
I~J~JLW and K=KWtl, I~J~JKW.
The wedge-plug maps onto the plane surface segment L=I, JLIWL~J~JLIWU, I~~W.
The remainder of the surface L=I is the image in the computational space of the
horizontal symmetry plane z=O. The wedge-plug may be omitted merely by specifying
JLIWL=JLIWU=O. If K"=O and JKW=O, the vertical nozzle wall is not present: the
horizontal wall L=LWand L=LWtl then extend all the way from K=I to K=KMAX, and
the wedge-plug also extends across the full range of K. The horizontal wall may be
omitted by specifyinS LW=O, JLW=O.
Complete symmetry exists in the way the K and L directions are treated in the
code, and the preceding paragraph applies to the K direction if one substitutes K
for Land L forK in that paragraph.
The current progtam logic is subject to the following restrictions: (I) For
3D internal nozzle flow cases where the surfaces L=LMAX and K=KMAX are walls as
specified by LMAXBC=KMAXBC=I (see below), an internal wedge-plug is not allowed.
(2) For the general nozzle configuration that has a wedge~plug bounded by a
side-plate at K=KW, the wedge-plug may not extend beyond the side-plate in the
streamwise direction, and may not be shorter than the upper nozzle wall L=LW. That
is, whenever ItIWU>O. KW>O. and LW>O, the following inequality must hold:
JLW~JLlWU~JKW. (3)The turbulence models contained in subroutine MUTUR for the jet
mixing region aft of the nozzle exit are valid only when the maximum velocity in
the exhaust jet exceeds the external freestream velocity. This subroutine is not
valid for jet wakes that exhibit a global momentum defect relative to the external
flow. This statement does not apply to local features such as the wake behind the













Fig.. 2-1 Sketch of Computational Space Showing Indices for Geometry Specification
.. .::. -"
The character of the six peripheral faces of the co.putltional spice is spe-
cified by a set of six option selectors, one for each face. The option selectors
JIBe, lOBe, LlBe determine the character of the faces 1=1, 1=1~ L=I, respectively;
whereas the selectors lNAXBC, KMAXDC, LMAXBC determine tbe nl*ure of the boundary
faces JMAX, lMAX, LMAX, respectively. If any of tbe selectors ,. set to zero, tben
all flow variables at the corresponding face a~e held fix,dat their initial
values for the duration of the computer run. The other Ivail,ble options for the
various boundary fac.s are as follows.
Inflow Boundary J=I. The only additional option for this boundary is JlBe:I, which
specifies that the inflow boundary conditions are to be co.puted implicitly as
de~cribed in Section 4.2.2 of Ref. J.
Outflow Boundary J=JMAX. There are two additional options fot this boundary. For
JMAXBC=I, all flow variables at the boundary are computed implicitly from the flow
conservation equations as described in Section 4.2.2 of Ref. ~. The other option,
JMAXBC=2 is similar, except that one of the flow conservation equations is
replaced by an algebraic boundary condition which specifies ~hat the pressure at
the outflow boundary is equal to the freestream pressure. The listing of subrou-
tine. BCJMAT in Appendix A contains comment statements that e~plain in detail how
the algebraic boundary condition on pressur. is applied at (he outflow boundary
under this option. As indicated in Sections 2.4.6, 4.2, and S of Ref. I, we
recommend that this option be used only for problems in which the outflow boundary
coincides with the nozzle exit plane, the nozzle is unchoked (i.e. the x-component
of velocity,u, is subsonic over the entire outflow boundary), and the computation
concerns only the flow r~gion interior to the nozzle (i.e. the computational
boundaries LMAX and KMAX coincide with the interior of the nozzle walls).
Lower Boundary.L=I. The upper
surface L=l. Under the opt ion
conditions are always applied
4.2.2) and the remainder of
coincides with the plane z= 0
surface of tbe wedge-plug occupies a part of this
LlRe=I, the implicit no-slip viscous wall boundary
on this part of the boundary·, (Ref. I, Section
the surface L=I is treated as a symmetry plane tbat
of the base Cartesian coordinate system.
I
Upper Boundary L::LYAX. There ue five additional options for this boundary face.
For LMAXBC=I, the face is treated as an impermeable wall at which implicit no-slip
boundary conditions are applied. For LMAXBC=2, implicit freestream boundary
conditions are applied as described in Section 4.2.2 of Ref. I. For LMAXBC=3, the
entire boundary is treated as a symmetry plane tbat is parallel to the Cartesian
coordinate plane y=O. For WAXBC=4, the boundary again is a symmetry plane, but
one that is parallel to the Cartesian coordinate plane z=O. For LMAXBC=S, the
boundary face L=LMAX is treated as an outflow boundary at which tbe viscous
stresses and beat conduction terms in the Navier-Stokes equations vanish, and all
flow variables are computed implicitly from the full set of equations~
• The same boundary conditions are always applied on nozzle walls
that are interior to the computational space (LW>O and JLW>O,
or KW>O and lKW>O).
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IObserve that the de ignations LMAXBC=3.4 that select symmetry boundary
conditions at L=LMAX are efined mnemonically. For example, when the surface
L=LMAX is selected to be a symmetry plane . that is parallel. to the Cartesian
coordinate plane y=O, the ve.locity component v ill the y direction must vanish at
the symmetry plane. The velocity component v . is proportional to the third
component of the flow variable vector q def ined in Sect ion 2.1 of Ref. I, and the
selection of LMAXBC=3 specifies that this third' component of,q vanishes .at the
plane of symmetry L=LMAX. Similarly, LMAXBC=4 specifies that the symmetry plane
L=LMAX is parallel to the Cartesian . coordinate planez=O, whence the fourth
component' of q (proportional to the w-componenLofvelocity) must vanish at the
symmetry plane. Thus, in general, when the surface L=LMAX is to represent a
symmetry plan,e at which the i'th component of q vanishes, the option selector
LMAXBC should be set equal to the integer i. .
Lower Boundary K=I and Upper Boundary K=KMAX. As stated earlier, complete symmetry
exists in the way the Kand L directions are tre.tedin the code. The preceding
paragraphs that describe the function of the option selectorsLlBC and LMAXBC
apply directly to KIBC and LMAXBC if one replaces the letter L by the letter K
throughout those paragraphs.
The described option selectors and geometry delimiters provide great flex-
ibility in the types of nozzle geometry and boundary conditions that can be
accommodated by the code. For example, axially symmetric confi,urationscanbe
treated as follows. The symmetry axis is taken to coincide with! the Cartesian X
axis, and the latter is mapped onto the entire surface L=l of the computational
space by a singular transformation. By seqing KW,=O, JKW=O, LW>O, the inner and
outer surfaces of the nOl,zle wall are mapped onto the planes ~=LW and L=LWtl,
respect ively. The opt ion KMAXBC=4 selects the surface K=KMAX to represent the
horizontal symmetry platle z=O, at which appropriate symmetry boundary conditions
are applied automatically by the code. The computational space then represents the
first quadrant y~O, z~O of the Cartesian coordinate system in which the flow
computation is to be carried out.
The NOZL3D code employs a Cartesian base coordinate system. Axisymmetric
flows must be treated as any other fully three-dimensional flow; that is, by using
a full three-dimensional grid. The flow computation region covers the first qua-
drant of the Cartesian space y~O, z~O as stated in the preceding paragraph, and
the planes y=O and z=o are symmetry planes. The described quadrant (in each
cross-sectional plane x=const.) is mapped onto a rectangle
in the computational space as follows: j represents the axial coordinate
x, ( represents a stretched radial coordinate, and ~ represents the
meridional coordinate. The computational coordinates ~(J), ~(K), (L)
thus resemble those of a cylindrical coordinate system in which the surface
(=0 (L=I) represent!! the singular axis of symmetry, the surfaces L=LW
and L=LWtl represent the inner and outer surfaces of the nozzle
wall, respectively, and the surface L=LMAX represents the lateral
outer computational boundary.
The user is cautioned that whenever the NOZL3D code is used to compute
an axisymmetric' flow, the curvilinear coordinate transformation must be defined as
described in the preceding paragraph. Grid points on the singular axis are handled
in a special manner in the code, and must be situated at the index L=I for the
code to function properly. That is, the coordinate that is associated with the
index L must represent the radial coordinate direction in a cross-sectional plane
x=constant, the symmetry axis must coincide with the Cartesian x axis, and the
surfaces K=I and K=KMAX must represent symmetry planes that coincide with the
plane y=O, z~O and with the plane z=O, y~O, respectively. The code tests internal-





the vertical symmetry plane y=O (K=I).
Confjgurations that po~sess only bilateral symmetry about the Cartesian
coordinate plane y=O can be accommodated in analogous fashion by setting KMAXBC=3.
in which case the surface K=KMAX represents the lower half of the symmetry plane
y=O.z~O, and the computational space represents the Cartesian half-space y~O.
In addition to the .three-dimensional flows for which the code is primarily
intended, two-dimensional flows can be computed efficiently by specifying the
input option KPLANE=l. The flow then is computed only in the plane K=I. which
coincides with the Cartesian coordinate plane y=O~ lhe flow variables are presumed
to possess no gradients in the y direction. and the v-component of velocity is
presumed to vanish.
2.2 Input/Output Description and Test Cases
The input data required to run the code are discussed below. along with a
description .of the printed output. The discussion is centered about the
input/output for several test cases that involve simple external flow, simple
internal flow, and combined internal and external flow in and about a nozzle. The
grids and initial conditions for these test cases arc obtained from initial data
files generatcd by the NOZLIC code (see Section 3).
2.2.1 Test Case No. I: Flat Plate Boundary Laycr
Aside from the body geometry, which is either computed within the NOZLIe code
or generated by the RGRIDD code, the only physical input parameters that must be
specified for an external flow are the dimensionless freestream Mach and Reynolds
numbers, the gas specific heat ratio and Prantdl number, and the freestream
temperature in degrees Kelvin. The latter is required as a reference temperature
in evaluating the molecular viscosity coefficient from the Sutherland law.
The input/output description and running instructions for the code are
described below and illustrated for a test case consisting of laminar external
flow over a finite flat plate. The freestream Mach number is 3, the freestream
Reynolds number 100,000, the Prandtl number is unity, and viscosity is propor-
tional to temperature. Graphical results for this test case are presented in
Section 5.2 of Ref. l.
2.2.1.1 Input Data
In order to perform a flowfield computation, the code requires data on the
Cartesian coordinates of the point in physical space that corresponds under the
coordinate mapping to each of the grid points (j,k,l) of the computational space.
The code also requires initial conditions on all physical flow variables at each
grid point. Thes·e data vary from problem to problem, hence the ~ode is designed to
operate only in a «restart" mode in order to keep the code free of ad hoc
instructions that apply only to individual problems. In the :'restart" mode, the
punched card input data is restricted to a relatively small set of general
parameters. The problem-dependent grid point coordinates and initial flow variable
data are read from a data file. For a new run, the latter file is prepared by an
auxiliary code, NOZLIC (See Section 3). An equivalent restart file also is
genera ted by the NOZL 3D cod e its elf a t I he con cI us ion 0 far un, sot hat the
computation can be continued in a subsequent restart run from the point at which
the initial run terminated. Restart files can also be generated at user-selected
intervals during the course of a run.
The punched card input data include the geometry options selectors, the phy-
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Is ical parameters of the problem, aael various selecto.tsthat govern file input,
output, running moele, and. number ,and she of tillesteps .. These ,re contained on
five cards. Card ima,es "ith the proper inputs or tho test case afe shown in Fig.
2-2. The first tW() cUds contain integudata n 1615foflllat, and'the final three
cards cont.inrealnumber data in aFIO.Ofor.at.
The first page of printed. output displays anel identifies the lnput dat!a item,S
in the exact sequential order of theirapp·earance on the input cards. This output '
page for the test case is shown in Fi,. 2-3. Those itells not .lrudy descfibed in
Section 2.1 are identified belo".
NYAX - Number of time steps to be taken during the run.
JMAX,KMAX,LMAX - Number of ,rid points inJ, It, L directions, respectively.
LAKIN - Laminar/turbulent flow option selector, 1 for lamJnar flow, 0 for
turbulent flo".
ItPLANE - Planar symmetry option selector. Usc 0 for three-dimensional prob-
lems. Use I to conserve computer time for t"o-dimeDsional problems
where gradients occur only in the I, L, directions ,Jand the flow is
invariant with respect to It.
IWkIT - IWIUT=I produces a printout of all initial data for the current run,
as read for an initial start run from the file prepared by the
NOZLIC code, or as read' for a restart run from the restart data
file. The initial data are not printed if IWkIT=O is! input.
NRST - Time step index at which the current run is initiated. For the initial
run that obtains the initial data from the file prepared by the
NOZLIC code, input the value NRST=O. For a restart run that obtains
the initial data from a restart file, generated during a previous
run, NRST must agree with the time step index NC of the data on the
restart file
ItVIS, LVIS, ItLVIS • Switches that allow the user to select whether the viscous
terms associated with a given coordinate direction arc to be compu-
ted or omitted. For example, ltVIS=I specifies that the viscous terms
associated with the K coordinate direction arc to be computed,
whereas those terms are omitted from the computation if ItVIS=O. The
switch LVIS=l(O) acts similarly for the L coordinate direction.
nVIS=I(O) similarly controls the viscous cross-derivative terms
that involve both the It and L coordinate directions. For
two-dimensional plane flows where ItPLANE=1 is input, default values
ltVIS=ItLVIS =0 , LVIS=1 are selected automatically by the code.
ISUTH - Optionselectol' for computing the molecular viscosity coefficient RMUE
either from the Sutherland law when ISUTH=I is input, or as a power
of te~perature when ISUTH=O is input. The viscosity coefficient is
computed in subroutine VISCOF.
NROUT - Number of time steps interval between points at which a restart file
is lenerated; i.e., a rest~rt file is generated on unit 4 every
NROUT time steps. The entire flowfied is printed out each time a new
restart file is created. ~
DT - Time stepsize to be use initially (see DTFAC below).
FSMACH - Freestream Mach number for external flow problems or for problems
involving both external flow about the nozzle and internal flow in
the nozzle.
RMACH - Reference Mach number. For external flow prOblems, this is the free- ,~
stream Mach number FSMACH. For purely internal flow in a nozzle or
for combined internal and external flow, use RMACH=1.0.
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IE - Reference Reynolds number. For external flow problems, this is the
freestream Reynolds number. For purely internal flow in a nozzle, or
for problems where both the internal flow and the external flow
about the nozzle are to be computed simultaneousl, in a sin.te run,
use the Ileynolds number based on internal flow stalnation conditions
with the sta.nation sound speed a~ the characteristic ~eloclty.
PI • Prandtl number.
RTDEGK - Ileference temperature in degrees Kelvin that is used in evaluatins
the molecular viscosity coefficient from the Sutherland law when
ISUTH=I is input. It should be equal to the reference temperature at
which the Ileynolds number is deflned.
FSP,FST - Dimensionless freestream static pressure and temperature. For purely
external flows, use FSP=FST=I. For combined internal and external
flows.these are defined as the dimensional free stream values
normalized by the dimensional reference pressure and temperature,
respectively (i.e., the internal flow stagnation chamber
conditions). Note that FSP is defined in the same fashion for purely
internal nozzle f10w under unchoked conditions where the freestream
pressure is imposed as a boundary condition at the nozzle exit plane
J=JMAX (see Ref. I, Section 2.2 and Ref. 3, Section 2.3.2).
OAMMA - Oas specific heat ratio
RMUEXP - Exponent of temperature in power law expression
molecular viscosity coefficient (used only when
TW - Dimensionless wall temperature boundary condition
reference temperature). To invoke adiabatic
tions, input the value TW=O.O.
DTFAC, OMEGA, DTMAX - These quantities enable the user to vary the time step
during the course of a run. The inputs DTFAC=I.O,OMEGA=O.O force
the code to use the input value of the time step, DT, for the entire
run. When DTFAC>I.O , OMEOA>O.O are input, the code will automati-
cally increase the time step as follows. Upon completing a step of
stepsize DT, the code determines the maximum (in absolute value)
relative change in any flow variable q at any grid point that took
place over the step. If the change is less than the input value
OMEGA, then the time stepsize for the subsequent step is increased
by the factor DTFAC. DTMAX simply is a user-selected upper bound on
the time step.
RM • Coefficient of artificial implicit dissipation operator (Ref. 3). No
dissipation is applied when RM=O.O is input.
SKU- Coefficient of explicit fourth-order smoothing operator (Ref. I, Section
4.3 and Ref. 3, Section S.3). Must be less than unity. Larger values
will cause numerical instabilities.
INFLT -Option selector for automatic filtering of the computed flow variables
at the inflow plane (Ref. 3, Section 2.4). The filt~r is applied





The remaining input data items INVISC, NOR I ,
significance in the code and must be given the values
The DMGASP routine uses macros from the system
COM430/MASTBR. In order to compi Ie, the following










This file is named
commands should be
~, -'- ----------------------'--'-,---·---'------r--~Ir--'---~
I2.2.1.2 PrlntedOutput of Computed llenHs
The complete printed output for the test case is siven in Appendix D. The
output that follows the display of input datacolUists of two. uct ions that have
the same format. The first section i.s ,iven only when IWJUT=I is input. and lists
the stuting data that .ere read from unit 2; these data include the Cartesian
coordinates of gr~d points and the initial valueaof physical flow variables at
each ,rid point. The first few lines display several input items that are redun-
dant with the punched card input described in Section 2.2.1.2. These items are
obtained from the initial data file prepared by the NOZLIC code. and are displayed
for reference purposes only. They do not affect the NOZL3D code run, which is
,overned solely by the input data described in Section 2.2.1.1.
The tabular output that follows the described lines lists by column the ,rid
point indices, the grid point coordinates,x,y,z; the dimensionless density R;
Cartesian velocity components U,V,W; and the dimensionless temperature T, pressure
P, and entropy function ENT. The non-dimensionalization is as described in Section
2.1.1 of Reference I. Velocities are normalized by the soupd speed at the
reference conditions and distances are normalized by the reference length. All
other variables are normalized by the correspondin, variables at the reference
state. For external flows, as in Test Case No.1, the reference conditions are
taken as the freestream conditions. For purely internal nozzJe flows or for
combined internal and external flow, the variables are referenced to the isentro-
pic stagnation conditions of the internal nozzle flow. '
The final section of printed output lists the values of the same quantities
after NMAX time steps, Note that for two-dimensional' flow (KPLANE=I), the full
printed output is siven only for the plane K=I.
Between the described major sections of output, three lines of intermediate
data are printed at the end of each time step that enable the user to monitor the
progress of the run. The first line gives the time step index NC, the current
value of the L2 residual, the maximum residual, and the grid point indices J,K,L
of the point at which the maximum occurred. The L2 residual is defined as the
root-mean-square, taken over all interior srid points, of the spatially
differentiated terms in the Navier-Stokes equations, inclUding the fourth-order
smoothing operators. These spatially differentiated terms are those that appear in
braces on the right hand side of Bq. (4.17) of Reference I.
The second line of intermediate output repeats the time step index and gives
the time stepsize PT, the cumulative time TAU, the maximum relative change over
the time step that occurred in any of the five components Q(N), N=I,2, ... ,5 of the
flow variable vector q at any grid point. The indices J,K,L of the ,rid point
where the maximum occurred are also printed, along with the index N that identi-
fies which component of q experienced the,reatest relative change.
The third line of printed output lists the five components of the generalized
force vector OF(N), N:I,2, .. ,5, and the current value of the nozzle discharge
coefficient CWo For Test Case No. I, the second component OF(2) of the ,eneralized
force vector represents the dimensionless draB coefficient CD of the plate. A
general discussion of the meaning of the generalized force vector is given in
Section 3 of Reference 3.
2.2.2 Test Case No.2: Two-Dimensional Internal Flow
Test case No. 2 is a computation of laminar flow in a so-called
"tWO-dimensional" nozzle that has straight sidewalls and a rectangular cross
section of constant width. The inlet section is of constant height. This is
followed by a straight-walled converging section that is connected to a straight
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Idiverging section by a circular arc that forms the leo.etric throat rogion. The
nozzle configuration is described in Section 6.1 of Ref. 3, which also presents a
discussion of the numerical results. l1e note only that tho nozzle width is 4 nn.
between sidewalls, and the throat half-height is 0.5388 inches. The latter is the
reference length by which all dimensions are normalized in the NOZL3D computation.
For this tost case, only the two dimensional flow in the vertical plane of symme-
try of the nozzle is considered. See section 2.2.3 for the three-dimensional fRow
test case for this nozzle (Test Case No.3).
The two-dimensional flow test case is for nozzle operating conditions
corresponding to the nozzle design condition with a stagnation pressure of I atm.
and a stagnation temperature of 29S Kelvin. The Reynolds number based on stagna-
tion chamber conditions and throat half-height is 940,000. Although one would
expect turbulent flow at this large a Reynolds Number, the test case assumes
laminar flow with a Sutherland viscosity law, a Prandtl number of 0.72, and
. adiabatic wall boundary conditions. The flow is computed in t~e upper half of the
vertical plane of symmetry y=O, z~O, which is covered by a 23xlS grid in the x(j)
and z(l) directions, respectively. The vertical (z) grid is stretched exponential-
ly to resolve the nozzle wall boundary layer.
The computation is performed in two stagcs: an initial run of constant time
stepsize DT=O.OS with JIBC=O (inflow conditions held fixed at their initial
values), and a restart run with JlBe=! (computed inflow conditions) using a
variable time stepsize.
The input data card images for the initial start are shown in Fig. 2-4 and
the first printed output page is displayed in Fig. 2-S. The remainder of the
printed output for both runs is contained in Appendix D. The output format is as
described in Section 2.2.1.2.
Aside from JiBe, the other inputs for the restart run that differ from those
of the initial start are: NMAX=400, NRST=IOO, IWRIT=O, NROUT=400, DTFAC=I.I,
OMEOA=O.OI, and DTMAX=0.3.
For internal flows as in test case no. 2, the generalized forces OF(N)
have the following physical meaning (Ref. 3, Section 3):
OF(I) is the net mass flux through the computational space
OF(2), OF(3), and GF(4) represent the global momentum defect in
the Cartesian x,y, and z directions, respectively, for the
entire computational space. At steady state, these are equal
to the x,y, and z components of the force exerted on the
nozzle walls.
OF(S) is the net energy flux through the computational space.
The printed valucs of the generaldzed forces are dimensionless, with mass flux
normalized by the product of the reference d~nsity, the refere~ce sound speed, and
the square of the reference length; momentum fluxes are normalized by one-half the
product of tbe described reference mass flux and the reference sound speed; the
energy flux is normalized by tbe product of the described reference momentum flux
and the reference sound speed. Recall that the reference density for purely
external flows is the freestream density, and for either internal or combined
internal and external flow is the stagnation chamber density of the internal
nozzle flow. The reference velocity is defined similarly as either the freestream
or stagnation chamber sound speed.
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I2.2.3 Test Case No.3: Thrcc,Dhlcnsion.1 (ntern,.IPlow
Test Case No.3 is a thru-d'illensiona' flow computation for the same
nozzle confi,uration dealt with in the two-dha~ensi()n.1 flow computation of Test
Case No.2. The vertical(z) and streamwise(x) ,rids are the same for both cases.
For the 3-D case, 10 ,rid points are distributed between the vertical symmetry \'
plane y.O and the nozzle aidewall with an exponentlal stretchln. to resolve the
aidewall boundary layer. The nozzh ()peratin. conditioDl are identical to thoac
for Case No.2. However, the inltH. ti,.e atep iss.a,tl~r\W'
The inputdah card illlla.es'>.iadtheflr'it'outp..{p.,e are 'hown in Fi,a.
2-6 and 2-7, respectively. To familiarize the reader with the reslart feature of
the code, two restarts are performed. The initial start is for 100 steps with the
boundary condition option selector JlBe=O (inflow boundary conditions are held
fixed at their initial values). The first restart continues the computation for
200 more steps using the same stepsize at which the initial start terminated at
step 100. The other inputs for the restart run which differ from those of the
initial start run are: JlBe=I, NRST=IOO, OMEGA=O.03, and DTMAX=O.3,
The second restart continues the calculation for 200 more steps with
JlBe=1 (implicit computed inflow boundary conditions). The input data for the
restart run which differs from that for tbe initial start run are: NMAX=200,
JlBe=I, NRST=300, SMU=0.8, D1'=O.OS, OMEGA =O.OS, and DTMAX=0.3.
Note that the explicit smoothing coefficient is set to 0.8 for the restart. As
part of the feature tbat automatically raises the time step by the factor DTFAC
whenever the maximum change in any flow variable over the preceding step is less
than the input constant OMEGA, the explicit smoothing coefficient is also
increased by the same factor until an upper bound value of SMU=0.8 is reached. The
smoothing coefficient is raised in this fashion along with the time stepsize in
order to preserve the same relative magnitudes between tbe smoothing terms and the
spatially differentiated terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. The value of SMU is
limited by the linear stability boundary of the set of smoothing terms, which is
unity. An upper bound of 0.8 is currently used in the code for conservatism to
avoid potential nonlinearity-induced instabilities that are not accounted for in
the linear stability analysis. A discussion of the meaning of the coefficient SMU
is given in Section S.3 of Reference 3.
The full printed output for the initial start and the final restart runs is
contained in Appe~dix D.
.~.
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I2.2.4 Test Case No.4: Internal and External Plo" for an Axisymmetric
Nozzle
A detailed description of the no%zle configuration is presented in Section 6.2
of Ref. 3, alonl "ith graphical results of the computation. We note here only that
the nozzle interior wall has an inlet section of constant radius, a convergent
section, and an exit section of constant radius. The external wall of the nozzle
consists of an initial section of constant radius, followed by a circular arc
boattail. The lateral outer boundary of the computational space, L=LMAX, is a
cylinder in the Cartesian space x,y,z. The downstream outflow boundary is located
about one exit diameter aft of the nozzle exit sO as to include the near-field
exhaust jet and the wake of the nozzle wall in the flow computation. The grid
consists of DIAX=5 meridional planes equally spaced at intervals of 22.5 degrees,
JMAX=28 cross-sectional planes along the x direction, of which the last five are
downstream of the nozzle exit (JLW=23), LW=15 grid points exponentially distribu-
ted across the interior of the nozzle in th~ radial direction, and another 13
points exponentially distributed in the radial direction between the outer nozzle
wall and the lateral outer "freestream" computational boundary (UIAX=28).
The calculation is for turbulent flow with a Sutherland molecular viscosity,
Pr=0.72, Re=I,IOO,OOO, and a freestream Mach number of 0.8. The internal flow
stagnation temperature and pressure are 300 Kelvin and 1.32 atm., the freestream
stagnation temperature is 275 Kelvin, and the freestream pressure is one-half the
internal flow stagnation chamber pressure.
The test computation consists of a 100-step initial start run with lIBe=O,
followed by four restart rUDS which employ JIBe=I. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 show the
input data card images and the first page of printed output for the initial start.
The remainder of the printed output for the initial start and final restart are
given in Appendix D. Note that the code tests internally for axial symmetry, and
automatically limits the printed output to cover only the vertical plane y=O, z~O.
For each restart run, the input data which differ from the input data shown
above for the initial start are as follows. All restarts employ JIBe=I. For the
first restart, NRST=IOO, OMEOA=0.02. For the second restart, NRST=200, DT=O.1S,
SMU=0.8, OMEGA=0.03, and DTMAX=0.2S. For the third restart, NRST=300, DT= 0.2196,
SMU=0.8, OMEGA=0.03, and DTMAX=0.2S. For the fourth restart, NRST=400, DT=0.25,
OMEGA=O.O, DTMAX=0.25. and SMU=0.8.
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NOZLIC constructs the curvilinear coordinate systell and ,rid for two- dimen-
sional or axisymmetric flow confi,urations, and ,enerates initial conditions for
NOZL3D. For ,eneral three-dimens ional nozzle conf i,urat ions, NOZLIC merely reads
the coordinate system and ,rid from a file prepared by the IlGIlIOD ,rid ,enerator
code, and sets up crude initial flowfield conditions.
Section 3.1 describes in ,eneral terms the input data required to operate the
NOZLIC code. The major subroutines and their functions are outlined briefly in
section 3.2. Sections 3.3 to 3.6 present the specific input data for a variety of
two dimensional and axisymmetric test cases that do not require the use of the
IlGIlIDD code to generate the grid. The latter sections discuss in detail how the
grid and flowfield initial conditions are constructed by NOZLIC for each class of
flow problem. The test cases are those for which the NOZL3D co~e input, output,
and running instructions have been given in Section 2. The ,rid and initial
conditions produced by NOZLIC for each test case are written on a disk file on
unit 4. An optional printout of these data can also be obtained from a NOZLIC run.
For the test cases presented in Sections 3.3 to 3.6, this printe~ output is omit-
ted because it is identical to the initial output provided by, the NOZL3D code
under the option IWRIT=1 (see Section 2.2.1.2 and Appendix D).
No test case is given for the general nozzle configuration whose ima,e in the
computational space is as depicted in Fig. 2.1 and that employs the RGIlIDD code to
generate the grid. However, the manner in which the RGRIDD output is used by
NOZLIC and the manner in which the flowfield initial conditions are constructed on
this grid are described in detail in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1 INPUT DATA
Many of the input data items required by the NOZLIC and NOZL3D codes are the
same. To avoid confusion, the first four cards of input data for the NOZLIC code
are identical to those for NOZL3D. The last of the five NOZL3D data cards is
omitted from the input data card set of NOZLIC because it contains only one item
that is irrelevant to NOZLIC. Further input data are required by NOZLIC and are to
be supplied on additional cards as described below.
The fifth and sixth cards are in 1615 and 8FIO.O formats, respectively, and
contain the following items:
NOPT - Option selector for type of flow configuration. Use NOPT=O for external
flat plate boundary layer flow, NOPT=I for two-dimensional internal
nozzle flow (including so-called "two-dimensional" nozzles that
really are three-dimensional, but have a rectangular cross section
and flat sidewalls), NOPT=2 for axisymmetric flow, and NOPT=3 for
general three-dimensional nozzle configurations.
JREADX - Option selector that ,overns the automatic construction of a grid
x(j) in the Cartesian x direction when the grid is not read in from
a file (see IIlGIlID below). JREADX=O produces a uniformly spaced
x-grid of JMAX points in the region XZERO~x~XMAX. If a nonuniform
grid x(j) is desired, JREADX specifics the number of values x(j)
that arc to be read in, starting on input data card 7. If JREADX is
non-zero, its value must agree with the input number JMAX, which
specifies the total number of grid points in the x direction.




nozzles. It is used only when NOPT=., ud specifies whicb of the
nozzle geometries is to be selected from among those progra_ed into
subroutine GEOM. The latter subroutine currently contains the
followinl leomehies: (i)Cosine nozzle (IGEOM=I) configuration
described in Section 5.1, Ref. 3. (ii)Two-dimensional
converging-diverlinl nozzle (IGEOM=2) configuration described in
Section 6.1, Ref. 3. Each of these nozzle geometries is specified in
subroutine GEOM by the functions z(x) and A(x), where z(x) is the
wall contour and A(x) is the cross-sectional are•.
KREAJ)y - Option selector that governs the automatic construction of a grid
y(k) in the Cattesian y direction for two-dimensional nozzle
configurations or for simple three-dimensional configurations having
a rectangular cross section and flat sidewalls. This option, like
JREADX, is used only when the grid is not read from a file (i.e.,
when IRGRID=O). The option KR.EADY=O produces a uniformly spaced y(k)
grid of KMAX points in the region O~y~. If a nonuniform grid is
desired, KREADY specifies the number of values of y(k) that are to
be read in following the array x(j) that specifies the grid for the
x direction. If the input data satisfy the inequality o<KREADY<KMAX ,
the the code automatically constructs the remainder of the y grid by
distributing tbe additional points exponentially between the last
input value y(KREADY) and the input ¥MAX described below. The
exponential stretching is controlled by the input quantity FN
described below. For axisymmetric flow (NOPT=2), KREADY=O must be
input.
IRGRID - Specifies whether the grid is to be constructed by the NOZLIC code
(IRGRID:O) or is to be read in from a 4ata file contained on unit 3
(IRORID:I). Note that the RGRIDD code writes this file to unit 2.
ICRUDE - Specifies whether the initial conditions are to be computed by
subroutine INITQ or by subroutine CRUDIC. The functions of these
subroutines is discussed later in Section 3.2.
ITOT , INWALL - These inputs are used only for axisymmetric flows (NOPT =2) and
should be set to zero for other cases. ITOT and INWALL are integers
associated with the specification of boundary conditions at the
inflow plane. For ITOT> 0 , the inflow boundary conditions are read in
from the last set of data cards (8F10.O format). The latter data
specify the radial distributions of total pressure, of total
temperature, and of the ratio between the radial and axial velocity
components. These data are to be supplied in sets that specify in
order the radial location RI and the non-dimensional boundary
conditions at that location: total pressure PTI, total temperature
UTI, and velocity component ratio VROUI. ITOT is the total number of
such sets to be read in, and INWALL is the index of the set that
corresponds to the interior surface of the nozzle wall. The inflow
boundary conditions at actual grid points are obtained from this
input array by linear interpolation once the grid is constructed. If
ITOT=INWALL=O, ICRUDE=1 are input with the axisymmetric flow option
NOPT=2,the described boundary condition array is not read in as part
of the input data, but is computed in subroutine INFLOW from the
initial flowfield conditions that are set up by subroutine CRUDIC.
The sixth input data card specifies the following information in
8FIO.O format.
PAOB 23
IXZEllO.XIIAX - These specify. respectively. theCarteshncoordinues x(j=I) and
x(j~JMAX) of the inflow and outflow pla"es. '
FN - ,Coordinate stretching parameter. For external flat plate boundary layer
flow (NOPT=O). PH specifies the location of the upper computational
boundary ZMAX in units of the esti~ated boundary layer thickness.
Porexample, FN=IO specifies that the boundary is located a distance
of 10 boundary layer thicknesses above the plate. The boundary layer
thickness is estimated automatically in terms of the freestream Mach
number FSMACH. An exponential st~etching function automatically
tailors the vertical (z) grid to place half the gfid points between
the plate surface and the estimated boundary layer edge. For either
two-dimensional internal flow in a nozzle or for'three-dimensional
internal flow in a so-called "two-dimensional" nozzle with flat
sidewalls and a rectangular cross section (NOPT=I), the input FN<I
controls the exponentially stretched grid point distribution in the
vertical z(l) direction so that, at each stream~ise station x(j).
half the grid points lie in the region z/zmax(x)~FN. where zmax(x)
is the local height of the nozzle wall at station x. The nozzle wall
shape zmax(x) is specified by a function statement in subroutine
GEOM. For the case of a three-dimensional nozzle with flat side-
walls, the remainder of the transverse y grid t~atis not read in
under the KREADY>O option is st,retched automatically so that
the transverse grid spacing Ay at the sidewall y=ymax is the same
at each x station as the vertical grid spacing Az at the upper
nozzle wall z=zmax(x).
¥MAX - This input is used only for options NOPT=O, I , and specifies the Carte-
sian coordinate y(K=KMAX). For the flat plate boundary layer.
NOPT=O, YMAX is the half-width of the plate. For a "two-dimensional"
nozzle with flat sidewalls and a rectangular cross section (NOPT=I),
¥MAX is the half-width of the nozzle,i.e., the distance from the
vertical symmetry plane y=O to the nozzle sidewall.
For complicated nozzle configurations (NOPT=3) where the grid is read in
(lR.OR.ID=I) and the initial conditions are computed by subroutine CR.UDIC (see
Section 3.2), the inflow boundary conditions must be supplied 'on a final set of
input data cards that follow all other input cards. This final card set specifies
the boundary conditions on the total pressure PTOT, total temperature HTOT, and
the ratios VOU (v/u) and WOU (w/u) of the transverse Cartesian velocity components
V,w to the normal component u at each grid point K,L of the inflow plane. These
data. one set per card, must appear in the following order: L, K, PTOT, KrOT, VOU,
WOU. The first tW9 items on each card are in 21S format, and the last four are in
4FIO.O format. Th~ total number of data sets (cards) must be equal to the product
of the input inte~ers KMAX and LMAX that are contained on the first NOZLIC input
card, since the product represents the total number of grid points that lie in the
in f I ow P I an e .
The DMGASP ro~tine uses macros from the system file. This file is named
OOM430/MASTER. In order to compile, the following control ~ommands should be





The major subroutInes of the NOZLle code and the functions performed by
each are outlined below.
MAUL This routine controls the logical flow and calls the principal
subroutines.
JNPUL. Th iss ubI' 0 uti nere ads the i n put d a t a . I t a Iso p I' i n t sou t a I I the
inputs, as well as the other derived data such as the inflow boundary conditions
that are computed automatically under NOPT=2 when ITOT=INWALL=O, ICRUDE=I.
ND1.PT~--, This subroutine either reads the curvilinear coordinate system and
grid for compl icated nozzle configurat ions ORGRID=l, NOPT=3) or constrncts the
grid for simpler problems (IRGRID=O, NOPT=O, 1,2). The fashion in which the grid is
constructed under each of the latler options is described in subsequent sections
of this user's guide that deal with individual test cases.
IN.LLQ., This subroutine sets up the flowfield initial conditions for relatively
simple configurations (NOPT,"O,I,2). The manner in which the initial conditions are
computed under each of the latter opt ions is described in subsequent sect ions of
t his user' s g u ide t hat de a I wi thin d i v i d u a 1 t est cases.
(,BJLQJ..~., Th iss ubI' 0 uti nesc t sup C I' U de i nit i a I con d i t ion s, and mus t be use d
(ICRUDE,=!) for complicated nozzle configurations (NOPT=3) where the grid is read
in (IRGRID=l). Because the present user's guide does not include a test case that
exercises subroutine CRUDIC, we shall outline briefly below how the latter
computes crude initial conditions for the interior and exterior flow regions of a
general nozzle whose configuration in the computational space is as illustrated in
Fig. 2-1.
The reader is reminded that, for such combined interior and exterior flows,
the non-dimensional variables used in both the NOZLIC and NOZL3D codes are defined
so that variables such as pressure, density, and temperature are normalized by the
corresponding internal flow stagnation chamber conditions, whereas velocities are
normalized by the stagnation chamber sound speed. The Initial conditions are
speci fied in terms of the non-dimensional flve-comronent flow variable vector q at
each grid point (see Ref. I, Section 2.1).
The boundary conditions on total pressurc, total temperature, and velocity
vector direction cosines at all grid points (J,K,L) of the inflow plane J = 1 are
read in as input dat~. At all other grid points (J,K,L), J> I, the velocity
vector is forced to be tangcnt to the grid lilies K,L = constant along which J
alone varies. The total pressure and total temperature along each such grid linc
is taken to be constant and equal to its value at the inflow plane J = 1. This
allows all flow variables to be computed at any grid point if the local static
pre s sur e iss p e c i fie d a t the poi n t. At poi n t sou t sid e the no Z z Ie, K ~ KW + I, L ~
LW + I. the static pressure is set equal to the freestream pressure FSP. The
latter pressure also is used at points K 2 KW, L 2 LW that lie in the region J ~
min(JKW,JLW) downstream of the nozzle exit. Inside the nozzle L 2 LW, K 2 KW, J <
min(JKW,JLW) the static pressure is computed from the one-dimensional, inviscid,
isentropic flow relations using the actual nozzle internal area variation under
the assumption that the flow is choked at the geometric throat X ~ O. This inter-
nal pressure is taken to be uniform over the nozzle cross section at each stream-
wise station x(J).
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I3,3 TEST CASE NO. I: FLAT PLATE BOUNDARY LAYER
The flow conditions for this test case already have been described in
Section 2.2.1.
3.3.1 Description of Grid and Initial Conditions
The plate occupies the portion of the Cartesian coordinate pl~ne z=O that lies
in the region O~XZERO~XMAX, -1/2~y~ll2. The inflow and outflow boundaries are
placed at X=XZERO and XMAX, respectively. For given input values of the freestream
Mach and Rcynold~ numbers, the viscous boundary layer thickness is estimated as a
parabolic function of X from eXIsting laminar boundary layer solutions. The upper
boundary of the flow region z=zmax (x) is placed at a distan~e of FN boundary
layer thicknesses away from the plate in the z direction, where FN is an input
constant. The image of this upper boundary in the computatiopal space is the
surface L=LMAX. The grid points are equally spaced in the direct'ion along the
plate between XZERO and XMAX. At each x station, the grid points are distributed
exponentially as a function of z to provide a fine grid near the surface of the
p I ate and a co a r s e g rid 0 u t sid e the vis co us I aye r. Th e ex po n e n t i a lis t a i lor edt 0
place half the grid points inside the viscous layer and half between the boundary
layer edge and the upper computational boundary z=zmax(x). The grid points are
equally spaced in the y coordinatc direction. These calculations. are performed in
subroutine NDLPTS.
The initial conditions on the flow variables at grid points are computed in
subroutine INITQ. Pressure is taken as uniform and equal to its freestream value.
Velocity is determined from the Blasius boundary solution for incompressible flow.
Temperature is computed from the velocity through the Ci'Occo relation, and density
follows from the equation of state.
3.3.2 Input Data and Output
Card Images of the input data for this test case are given in Fig. 3-1. The
first pagc of printed output is displayed in Fig. 3-2 and merely reproduces the
input data. A printout of the grid and initial flowfield also is given when the
input option IWRIT=I is selected. This output is not shown here because it is
identical to the initial flowfield output given by the NOZL3D code under the
option IWRIT=I, The latter output for the test case is reproduced in Appendix D.
3.4 TEST CASE NO.2: TWO-DIMENSIONAL INTERNAL FLOW
Test case No.2 is for a so-cal led "two-dimensional" nozzle that has straight
sidewalls and a rectangular cross section of constant width. For this test case,
only the two dimensional flow in the vertical plane of symmetry of the nozzle is
considered. The nozzle configuration and operating conditions already have been
described in Section 2.2.2.
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lllC IllWl JllWU IW llW lMAXIC NIST IWIIT MGII NP KVIS IVIS KIVlS INflT ISUTH NlOUTI I 15 0 0 2 0 0 0 50 , I I 0 0 50
DT FSMACH lMACH IE PI ITDEGK UP FST
1.0000000·02 3.0000000tOO 3.0000000tOO 1.0000000t05 I .001l0000tOO s.OOOOOOOt02 1.000001l0t1l0 1.1l001l000tOO
GAMMA IWUP TW CHIR DTf"C 1M SMU OMEG"1.4000000tOO 1.0000000tOO .0000000 .0000000 I . 1000000tOO .00001l1l1l 1.1l1l1l1l1l1l0·01 .1l1l01l1l1l0
'.
NOPT JIE"DX IGEOM KIE"DY IIGIID ICIUDE




UERO XMAX FN YMAX
1.0000000·02 1.0000000tOO 2. OOOOOOOtO 1 1.0000000tOO
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Output Page for Test Case No.1- NOZLIC
FIG. 3-2
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I3.4.1 Description of Grid and Initial Conditions
The nozzle is bilaterally symmetric. The x axis of the Cartesian base coor-
dinate system coincides with the intersection of the vertical and horizontal
symmetry planes. The latter planes coincide with the Cartesian planes y=O and z=O,
respectively, and the origin of the cocHdinate system is positioned at the geome-
tric center of the throat. The test case considers the flow in the upper part of
the vertical symmetry plane y=O, z~O between an upstream inflow boundary and the
outflow boundary, which coincides with the nozzle exit plane. The described region
interior to the nozzle is covered by a 23xlS grid in the x(j) and z(l) directions,
respectively. The streamwise (x) grid is nonuniform with a relatively fine spacing
near the throat. The vertical (z) ,rid is stretched exponentially to resolve the
wall boundary layer. Along each vert.ical grid line, half the grid points lie in
the region 0.99~z/zmax(x)~I. The physical coordinates of the x(j) grid are read in
(JREADX=23). A function specifying the nozzle wall shape in dimensional units
(inches) is contained in subroutine GEOM (IGEON=I option). B~fore the final grid
is constructed by subroutine NDLPTS, all inputted dimensions, including the nozzle
wall shape function,are automatically normalized by the throat half-height. The
code assumes the throat always to be located at the position x=O. The nozzle wall
height zmax(x=O) at this position thus forms the reference length by which all
dimensions are normalized in both the NOZLIC code run and the subsequent NOZL3D
code run. Note that a similar normalization of dimensions is employed for all
nozzle configurations, regardless of the option NOPT=1,2, or 3. For general
three-dimensional nozzle configurations, the reference length always is selected
as the z foordinate of the internal surface of the nozzle wall at the position
x=O, y=O.
The initial flowfield conditions are computed in subroutine INITQ as follows.
The nozzle is assumed to be choked at the throat. The pressure, density,
temperature, and streamwise velocity (averaged over the cross section) are compu-
ted from one-dimensional inviscid isentropic flow theory for the nozzle area
variation. These inviscid core flow conditions are applied over the lower half of
the grid 0~~LMAX/2, assuming that the streamlines are parallel to the grid lines
L=constant. The velocity components at the nozzle wall L=LMAX are set to zero to
satisfy the no-slip viscous wall boundary conditions. The velocity components at
the remaining grid points are linearly interpolated in L between LMAX/2 and LMAX.
The Crocco relation is used to compute temperature from velocity in this region.
Density follows from the equation of state by taking the pres~ure as uniform over
the nozzle cross section at each x station.
The inflow boundary conditions on total pressure, total temperature, and on
the ratios of the transverse velocity components to the streamwise component are
simply computed from the described initial flow conditions at the inflow plane
J=I.
3.4.2 Input Data and Output
Card images of the input data for this test case are given in Fig. 3-3. The
first page of printed output is displayed in Fig. 3-4 and merely reproduces the
input data. A printout of the grid and initial flowfield also is given when the
input option IWRIT=I is selected. This output is not shown here because it is
identical to the initial flowfield output given by the NOZL3D code under the
option IWRIT=I. The latter output for the test case is reproduced in Appendix D.
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I0 23 I 15 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 3
I 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 SO I I 0 I 100
'",0.05 1.0 1.0 9.4U 0.72 ' 295. 1.0 1.0
1.4 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.05 .00
23 2 0 0 0 0 0
·4. 2.275 .99 2.0
·4. -3.4
-2.8 -2.275 ·1.8 -1.3 -1.0 - .75
•. 6
-.475
- .35 - .225 - . 1 0.0 .075 .175
.325 .65 .975 1.275 1.675 2.025 2.275 I':""
Input Data Card Image~ . Te~t Case No.2· NOZLIC
FIG. 3·3
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IIlMAX IIiIAX KMAX LNAX LAMIN INVISC IIIC JNAXIC K'LANE KleC JKIWL JKIWU KW JKW KNAXIC
0 23 1 15 1 0 0 I 1 , 0 0 0 0 3
LleC HIWL JLIWU LW HW LNAnC NIST IWIIT MGII N' KVIS LVIS KlVIS INfLT ISUTH NIOUT·
1 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 ~O 1 , I 0 I 100
OT fSNACH .NACH IE ,. ITOEGK u, fST
5.0000000·02 1.0000000+00 1.0000000+00 9.4000000+05 7.2000000,01 2.9600000+02 1.0000000+00 1.0000000+00
GAMMA IMIIEX' TW eNU OTfAC 1M SMU OMEGA
1.4000000+00 1.0000000+00 .0000000 .0000000 1.0000000+00 .0000000 5.0000000·02 .0000000
NOPT IIEADX 'GEOM KlEADY IIGIID ICIUDE ITOT INWALL
1 23 2 0 0 0 0 0
uno XMAX fN YMAX
·4.0000000+00 2:2750000+00 9.9000000-01 2,0000000+00
XIJI- ·4.00000 ·3.40000 ·2~10000-2.27500 -'.10000 ·1.30000 '.1.00000 ·.75000
.. 60000 .. 47500 •. 35000 •. 22500 - . 10000 .00000 .07500 .• 7500
.32500 .65000 .97500 1.27500 1.67500 2.02500 2.27500
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and the inflow boundary conditions are
same general fashion as outlined in Section
3.5 TEST CASE NO.3: 11I1mE-DIMENSIONAL INTERNAL FLO"
Test Case No. 3 is a three-dimens ional flow computat ion for the same
nozzle configuration d~alt with in the two-dimensional flow computation of Test
Case No.2. The, nozzle operating conditio.. s are identical to those for Case No.2.
3.5.1 Description of Grid and Initial Conditions
The vertical (z) and streamwhe (x) grid is the same as for the 2-D flow
computation of Test Case No.2. For the 3-D case, 10 .rid points are distributed
in the y direction between the vertical symmetry plane y=O and the nozzle sidewall
with an exponential stretching to resolve the sidewall boundary layer. The first
three of these grid point locations are read in (ICREA.DY=3). The remainder of the y
grid is computed automatically as described under the input item KREADY in Section
3.1. The dimensions are normalized by a reference length (the throat half -height)
as described in Section 3.4.1.
The flowfield initial conditions
computed by subroutine INITQ in the
3.4.1 for Test Case No.2.
3.5.2 Input Data and Output
Card images of the input data for this test case are given in Fig. 3-5. The
first page of printed output is displayed in Fig. 3-6 and merely reproduces the
input data. A printout of the grid and initial flowfield also is given when the
input option (WRIT=I is selected. This output is not shown here because it is
identical to the initial flowfield output given by the NOZL3D code u..der the
option IWRIT=I. The latter output for the test case is reproduced in Appendix D.
3.6 TEST CASE NO.4: INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FLOW FOR AN AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLE
'.
The nozzle configuration
in Section 2.2.4, which deals
test case .
and operating conditions already have been described
with the NOZL3D code running instructions for this
I
3.6.1 Description of Grid and Initial Conditions
The x axis of the Cartesian coordinate system is chosen to coincide with the
axis of symmetry of the nozzle. The flowfield region for the computation occupies
the region between inflow and outflow planes normal to the axis, between the
vertical and horizontal symmetry planes y=O and z=O, and inside a cylindrical
outer "freestream" boundary that is concentric with the nozzle. That is, the flow
region occupies only a portion of the quarter-space y~O, z~O.
The grid consists of KMAX=S meridional planes equally spaced at intervals of
22.S degrees, JMAX=28 cross-sectional planes along the x direction, of which the
last five are downstream of the nozzle exit (JLW=23), LW=IS grid points exponen-
tially distributed across the interior of the nozzle in the radial direction, and
another 13 points exponentially distributed in the radial direction between the
outer nozzle wall and the lateral outer computational boundary (LMAX=28). The
nonuniform axial grid x(j) is read in (JREADX = 28). The equally- spaced meri-
dional grid is constructed automatically by the code under the option NOPT=2. The
meridional plane K=I coincides with the Cartesian coordinate plane y=O. The x·z
grid is constructed first in this plane and then rotated to obtain the grid in
each of the remaining planes.
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0 23 10 15 1 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 25 1 1 1 0 100
r, 0.01 1.0 1.0 940000.0 . 72 295 . 1.0 1.0
1.4 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0 .05 0.01
23 2 3
·4. 2.275 .99 2.0
·4. ·3.4 .2.8 ·2.275 ·1.8 .1. 3 ·1.0 ·.75
·.6 •. 475 .. 35 ,.225 .. 1 0.0 .075 .175
.325 .65 .975 1. 275 1. 675 2.025 2.275
O. .9 1.749




INMAX JMAX KMAX LMAX lI\MIN INVISC JIIC JMAXBC ItPLANE ItIiC IltlWL IItIWU ItW IltW ItMAXlC
0 23 10 15 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I
lllC JllWL lllWU LW llW LMAXIC NUT IWIIT NOli NP ItVIS LV15 ItLVIS INfLT ISUTH NIOUTI 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 25 I I I 0 , 100
OT fSMACH lMACH IE PI ITOEGK ·fSP fST
I .0000000 - 02 I.OOOOOOOtOO 1.0000000tOO 9.4000000t05 7.2000000-01 2. 9500000t02 I .0000000tOO 1.0000000tOO
GAMMA IWUP TW ~.. OTfAC 1M SMU OMEGA1.4000000tOO 1.0000000tOO .0000000 .0000000 I . 1000000tOO .0000000 5.0000000-02 1.0000000·02
NOPT JlEAOX IGEOM KlEAOY .IGIIO ICIUOE ITO, II'MAll
I 23 2 3 0 0 0 0
UUO XMAX fN YMAX
-4.0000000tOO 2.2750000tOO 9.9000000·01 2.0000000tOO
XIJI- -4.00000 ·3.40000 -2.80000 ·2.27500 -1.80000 -1.30000 ·1.00000 -.15000
- .60000 - .41500 - .35000 - .22500 - . 10000 .00000 .07500 . 17500
.32500 .65000 .975001.275001.675002.025002.27500
Ylltl- .00000 .90000 1.74900
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IThe grid is constructed by subll'outine NDLPTS, using information about the
nozzle geometry that is contained in three function subroutines: RWFUNC(X),
RWOUT(X), and RMA.X(X). The latter specify, respectively, the radii of the interior
and exterior surfaces of the nozzle wall and the radius of the lateral outer
"freestream" computational boundary, all as functions of the axial coordinate x.
Note that RMAX(X) is a constant for the present test case. As mentioned earlier,
the axial grid is read in. The radial grid i.e., the z-grid for the meridional
plane K=l under discussion, is stretched exponentially with separate stretching
functions in the interior of the nozzle and in the exterior flow region. Within
each of these regions, the exponential is tailored to place half the grid points
allotted to the region within a specified distance· of the wall. For each region,
the latter distance, which may vary with axial position, x, is specified by a
function subroutine: DELT(X) for the nozzle interior, and DELOUT(X) for the
exterior flow region. These function subroutines, as well as those described
earlier that specify the nozzle wall and freestream boundary geometries, can be
reprogrammed easily for other nozzle configurations.
The inflow boundary conditions on total pressure, total temperature, and
radial to axial velocity component ratio are not read in as input data for this
particular test case. Rather, they are computed in a special subroutine, INFLOW,
which is called from subroutine INITQ. The latter computes initial conditions for
the flow region inside the nozzle in the same general way as for the internal
flows dealt with in test cases 2 and 3. This defines the flow variables in the
region ~LW, J~JLW. For the corresponding region downstream of the nozzle exit,
J~JLW, ~LW, the exit plane conditions are used at each J. Outside the nozzle, the
transverse velocity components v,w are set to zero, the static pressure and total
temperature are set equal to their freestream values, and the total pressure at
the inflow plane is computed from a formula given in subroutine INFLOW.
The initial flow variables at points of the external flow region that lie
downstream of the inflow plane are obtained as follows. Along each streamwise mesh
line K,L=const., the total pressure is assumed constant and equal to its value at
the inflow plane. The velocity , u, and static temperature T then are computed
from the known total pressure, total temperature, and static pressure. The initial
conditions at stations x=const. downstream of the nozzle exit plane simply are set
equal to those at the exit plane itself.
3.6.2 Input Data and Output
Card images of the input data for this test case are given in Fig. 3-7. The
first page of printed output is displayed in Fig. 3-8 and merely reproduces the
input data. A printout of the grid and initial flowfield also is given when the
input option IWRIT=I is selected. This output is not shown here because it is
identical to the initial flowfield output given by the ~OZL3D code under the
option IWRIT=1. The latter output foil' the test case is reproduced in Appendix D.
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I0 28 5 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
1 0 0 IS 23 2 0 0 50 () 1 0 1 100
,05
.8 1. 0, , 1. 1E6 .72 300. .5 .98
..1.4 1. O. O. 1.1 O. .5 ,.05
2 28 0 0 0 1 0 0
-34.5 14 .5 O. O.
-34.5 -29 .5 -24.5
-".5 -15.5 -12.5 "10.1 -8."
- 7. -5.842 -4.953 -4.064 -3.048 -2.032 "1.016 O.
I. 08 2.17 3.26 4.35 5.U 6.53 7.62 8.7 >1'10. 11.5 13. 14.5
Input Data Card Illla,es - Test Case No. 4- NOZLIC
FIG. 3-7
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NMAX lMAX KMAX LMAX LAMIN INVISC IIIC lMAnC KPLANE KIIC IKIWL IKlWU KW IKW KMAnC
0 28 5 28 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 0 4
LIIC ILIWL JLlWU LW JlW LMAUC NIST IW.IT NOR I NP KVIS LVIS KlVIS INfLT ISUTH N.OUT
I 0 0 IS 23 2 0 I 0 50 0 1 0 0 1 100
oT fSMACH .MACH IE PI 1T0EOK fSP fST
~.0000000-02 1.0000000-01 1.. 0000000+00 1. 1000000+06 7 . 20.00000 -0 I 3.0000000+02 5.0000000-01 9.1000000·01
GAMMA .M\lUP TW alII oTfAC .M SM\l OMEGA
1.4000000+00 1.0000000+00 .0000000 .0000000 1.1000000+00 .0000000 5.0000000·01 5.0000000·02
NOPT JIEAoX 10EOM UEAoy 1.0.10 IC.UoE ITOT INWALL
2 28 0 0 0 1 0 0
uno XMAX FN YMAX

















































































































XII,. ·34.50000 ·29.50000 ·24.50000 ·19.50000 ·15.50000 ·12.50000 -10.10000 ·8.40000
·7.00000 ·5.84200 ·4.95300 ·4.06400 ·3.04800 ·2.03200 ·1.01600 .00000
1.08000 2.17000 3.26000 4.35000 5.44000 6.53000 7.62000 8.70000
10.00000 11.50000 13.00000 14.50000
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QCl. I.JKl Qll. I.JK)
QCl. 2.JK) Qll. 2.JK)
Q(l. 3.JK) Qll. 3.JKI
Qil. '+.JKl Qil. '+.JKl
Qll. 5.JKl Qll. 5.JKl
Qll. 6.JK)TURI1UCl. 6.JKl
Q(l. 7.JKl Vll. 7.JKI
QCl. 9.JK) ZCl. 9.JKl






Qll.15.JKl VXI II .15.JK)
Qll.16.JK) ZXI (l. 16.JK)
THE JACOBIAN IS STORED IN Qll.l'+.J) FOR CONSTANT K
AND IN Q(L.15.K) F"OR CONSTANT J.
































2 COI'i'1ON/BASE/tf'lAX .vtlAX.K/1AX .lMAX •..tl.KM.ll1.DT •GAMMA .GAMI .5I'lJ.F"SMACH
3 I .OXI.DVt .DZI.ND.ro.ve.F"VISI .rolSl .tIl.ALP .GO.OI£GA.tIlX.HOV.tIlZ
'+ 2.RI1.Ct8'l.PI.ITR.INVISC.lAMIN.I'f'.INTI.INT2.INT3
5 3.KPLAt£ .ITW. TW.W"OOT .L1E1C.lMAXBC.lU.ll •.H..I.KU.WTF"AC •..tlAXEIC
6 ,+.JtBC.JB.HTOTI32.321.PTOTI32.321.VDUI32.321.WOUI32.321.KMAXBC.KAL.
7 5KIBC .DTF"AC.RESID.III<.AREF" .lW.KW.JL1WL .JLlWU.JKIWL.JKIWU......W.J<W
B 6.SI10.XlSKM2.Xl522.ZlSKM2.Zl522.ENTGOI32I.ENTGOIl32.S1.SIlU1X.JTJ.
9 7KTJ.lTJ.IGNCAL.NRES.NC.NCI.TAU.NSTEP.JT.KT.lT.SIGMAX.GF"ISI.AESIOS
10 8.III<LP .I'LROW.I'LSKIP .KL2. INXBC. RI1ACH.DTMAX.KVIS .lVIS.KLVIS
II COI1I1ON/GEO/M3I.tf32 .RF"RONT .RI1AX.XR.XMAX.DRAO.DXC








20 COI1I1ON/RHSBCCII W•KUOALU•LORKMX •KORLI1X •ll1OAKl1. IIORKL •lUORKU •lKMXBC




25 I QSI32.32) .SHKWT
26 'COI«CK VARSI
27 COl1t1ON/VARS/QC32.16.32) .00(32.32) .X(32) .XX(32.'+I. YYC32.'+1
2B I.ZZC32.'+1
29 -COI1DECK VARS2
30 DIMENSION TURMlH32.16.321. VI32.16.321 .ZC32.16.321 .SI32.16.321.
31 IXXI 132.16.321. VXl 132.16.32) .ZXI (32.16.321 .DXIDXI32.16.321.
32 2OXIDVI32.16.32).DXIOZ(32.16.321






































7 GAMC " 2. -GAf11A
8 RR " I./QIL.I,.J<)
9 U " QIL.2 •.J<I*RR
10 V- QIL,3,.J<)*RR
II W " QIL.'I •.J<)*RR
12 UU - U*RI+V*R2+W*R3
13 UT " U**2+V**2+W**2
1'1 CI - GAMI*UT*.5
15 C2 - QIL.5,JK)*RR*GAI"t1A
16 Al I, \l " R'+
17 AII.2) " RI
18 Act ,3) " R2
19 A( 1,'+1 " R3
20 ACI,5l-0.
21 AC2,II-RI*CI-U*UU
22 A12,2) " R'I+UU+RI*GAM2*U
23 AC2,3) " -RI*GAMI*V+R2*U
2'1 AI2.'I) - -RI*GAMI*W+R3*U
25 AI2.5) " Rl*GAMI
26 AI 3. \l " R2*CI-V*UU
27 Al3,21 " RI<V-R2*GAMI*U
2B AI3,31 - R'I+UU+R2*GAM2*V
29 AC3,'Il " -R2*GAMl*W+R3*V
30 M3,5) " R2*GAMI
31 AC'I,l) " R3*Cl-W*UU
32 AI'l.2) - Rl*W-R3*GAMI*U
33 AI'I.3) " R2*W-R3*GAMI*V
3'1 AC'I,'I) " R'I+UU+R3*GAM2*W
35 M'I,5) - R3*GAMl
36 AC5. Il - I-C2+2. *CIl*UU
37 AC5,2) " RI*IC2-CI)-GAMI*U*UU
38 AC5,3) - R2*IC2-CI)-GAMI*V*UU
39 AC5.'I) " R3*IC2-CIl-GAMI*W*W





























P( IL. IKI =GO. (al IL .5. IKI - .5· lal IL ,2. IKI· ·a+al IL. 3. IKI .·a
I +aIIL.~,IKI"a)/aIIL,I,IKII
EAVGI ILL ,IKL .ILB ,IKB)=.5· lal ILL ,5,IKLI+al ILB ,5.IKBI I
EORAVGI ILL. IKL. ILB, IKBI =.5· lal ILL .5.IKLl/al ILL. 1• IKLI +al ILB,5, IKBI
1 lal ILB,I,IKB) I
J-JJ
ELIMINATE ROUNDOFF ERROR IN TRANSVERSE VELOCITY V FOR PLANE FLOW
IN THE XZ PLANE lPLANE-11 AND ENFORCE PLANAR SYMMETRY
IFIKMAX.Ea.11 GO TO 95








LAGGED B.C. FOR INTERNAL CORNERS AND SINGULARITIES
INTERNAL CORNER AT KMAX,LMAX
IFIKPLANE.EQ.11 GO TO 100
IFlKMAXBC.NE.1 .OR. LMAXBC.NE.11 GO TO 100










IFlNC.EQ.OI GO TO 1000
ELIMINATE AN'! OUTFLOW OF COMPUTED INFLOW PLANE J-I
IFIJ.NE.11 GO TO 600
IFIJIBC.NE.II GO TO 600
DO 500 L-LL,LU
DO 500 K-KAL,KU








B.C. AT SINGULAR AXIS L=I FOR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW
IFIABSIYII,7,KMAXI-YlI,7,III.GT.I.E-6 .OR. KPLANE.EQ.11 GO TO 1000
SET V-Web AND EXTRAPOLATE U,RHO,T QUADRATICALLY WITH ZERO NORMAL
GRADIENT AT AXIS





















IFIJ.NE.II GO TO 920
IFIJIBC.EQ.O) GO TO 920















































































































C LAGGED B.C. FOR SINGULAR CORNERS AND EDGES
C AXIAL INTERSECTION OF VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL WALLS IN PLANES
C L=I AND Kal
IF(JLIWU.LE.O .OR. JKIWU.LE.OI GO TO 150
JI= MAXO(JLIWL,JKIWLI
J2=MINO(JLIWU,JKIWUI






Q( I , I , II-Ql I ,5, I I IEORAVG(LLL ,KLL ,LLB,KLB)
CORNERS AND EDGES OF INTERMEDIATE WALLS
150 IFIKW.LE.O .AND. LW.LE.OI GO TO IB5
IF(KW.GT.O .AND. LW.GT.OI GO TO 170




IF(LORKW.LE.OI GO TO 165












QILLL,I ,KKKI=QILLL+LI ,I ,KKK+KI I
160 QILLL,5,KKKI=PILLL+LI,KKK+KII/GD








CORNERS AND EDGES OF BOTH INTERMEDIATE WALLS
170 CONTINUE
AXIAL INTERSECTIONS OF THE TWO WALLS
J2aMINOIJKW,JLWI





175 IFlJ.NE.11 GO TO 177
IFINC.EQ.NRSTI GO TO IB5
QIL,5,KI-PTOTlL,KI/GD
Q(L,I,Kl-PTOTlL,KI/HTOT(L,KI


































































































































































































INTERSECTION OF PLUG AT lORKel WITH SIOEPlATE AT KORl-KORLW OR KORlMX
IFIJlKIWU.lE.OI GO TO 200
IFIJ.lT.JlKIWl.OR.J.GT.JlKIWU) GO TO 200
lORK-1
IF(KORlW.EO.OJ KORleKORlMX
IF(KORl.EO.IJ GO TO 200
IF(KORlW.NE.Ol KORleKORlW
















TRAILING EOGES OF WAll AT JeJlKW






















CORNER POINTS AI MUTUAL TRAILING EDGE OF THE TWO WALLS










Q(l,1 ,K) oQll+ll ,I ,K+KII
Q(l,5,K)-PIl+ll,K+KI)/GD







INNER CORNER AND UPPER EDGE OF PROTRUDING SIDEPlATE
PROTRUDING EDGE POINTS AT lORKW















PROTRUDING EDGE POINTS AT lORKW



















































FILTER DENSITY OVER K
00 500 L-LI,L2
IFIKI.EQ.Ki!) GO TO ..00
DO 390 K-KI,K2
IFlK-11 365,355,365
355 SlL ,9,K) - .5' lQIL,. ,K) .QIL.I , I ,K) )
GO TO 380
365 SIL,9,K)-.25*IQlL-I,I,KI.QIL.I ,I ,KI.2.'QIL ,I ,K))
390 CONTINUE
DO 390 K-KI ,Ki!
390 QIL,I,K)-SCL,9,K)
RECOMPUTE MOMENTUM FLUXES AND ENEROY IN TERMS OF FILTERED DENSITY






















































































































1F"IIW.EQ.ll GO TO 100
KORl=L
LORK=K
100 ItlLORK.LT.LORKMXl GO TO 600
8C AT K=KI1AX OR L=LMAX
ItlLKMXBC.EQ.0.0R.LKMX8C.GE.3l GO TO 600
IF" ILKMXBC-2I ~00.200.200
200 00 300 J=JB.JMAX
300 CAlL 8OFHATIJ.K.L.I.J)
GO TO 600
~OO DO 500 J=JB.JHAX
500 CALL BCWMAT1J.K,L.I.Jl
IF" IJHAXBC.EQ. 21 CALL BCJMAT(JHAX,K,L,ll
C Be AT L=I OR K=I
600 1F"ILORK.GT.II GO TO 1100








1000 1F"IKORl.LT.KORlWl GO TO 700
1100 CONTINUE
C Be AT INTERMEDIATE WAlLS
1F"ILORKW.EQ.OI GO TO 1500
1F"ILORK.LT.LORKW.OR. LORK.GT .LORKW+11 GO TO 1500
IF1KORLW.GT.0.~.KORl.GT.KORlW+11 GO TO 1500
JBCMIN=JB
JBCHAX=JlKW




C SET IJ" MATRIX ELEMENTS tOR USE OF LAGGED B.C.
C SINGl1.AR AXIS L= F"OR AXIAl SYHHETRY (LAXIS-Il




INTERNAl CORNER AT KHAX.LHAX
eo IF (KHAXBC.NE.I.OR.LMAXBC.NE.ll GO TO 90




CORNER AT L-I. K-I
90 IF" lK'L.NE.ll GO TO 101
It lJKII4J'JllWU.LE.Ol GO TO 101
Je-HIN01JKII4J,JlIWUl
JI=HAX01I,JKIWl,JlIWl)
IF lJe.LT.JIl GO TO 101
00 95 J-JI.J2
95 CAlL ZEROOQ1J)
mAILING EDGES ~ CORNERS OF INTERMEDIATE WALLS
1F"IKW.LE.O .~. LW.LE.Ol GO TO 155




IF lIW.EQ. II GO TO 105
KORl=L
LORK-K
105 IF IKORlW.LE.OI GO TO 135
It IKORl.LT.KORlW.OR.KORl.GT.KORlW+ll GO TO 135
TRAILING EOGE OF WALL KORl=KORLW
IF ILORKW I 115.115.110
110 IF' ILORK.GT .LORKWI GO TO 125
115 CAlL ZEROOQIJKLW)
CORNER OF INTERSECTION WITH PLUG AT LORK-I
IF ILORK.NE.I.OR.KORL.NE.KORLWI GO TO 125
Je-JLKlWU
JI=MAXO(JLKIWl.ll

























































































HORIZONTAL WALLS AT L-I.LHAX
IflL .EQ. LHAX .AND. LHAXBC .EQ. II CALL ZERODQlJl
VERTICAL WALLS AT K-I,KHAX
If(KPLANE .EQ. II GO TO 9999





LAGOED B.C. fOR NOZZLE LIP WALL POINTS AT J-JHAX WHEN JH~XBC-2
lOUTfLOW B.C. P-fSP IMPOSED I
IfIJHAXBC.NE.21 GO TO 9999




INNER EDDE Of PROTRUDING SIDEPLATE
125 IfILORKW.EQ.Ol GO TO 135
If ILORK.NE.LORKW+I.OR.KORL.NE.KORLWl




CORNERS WHERE THE INTE~DIATE WALLS
If IKwoLW.LE.Ol GO TO 155










PRESEVE INITIAL DATA AT INfLOW PLANE J-I IN REGION OUTSlPE NOZZLE
IflLWI 2100,2100,2300
2100 IfIKW.LE.Ol GO TO 3000




2'100 IflL.LE.LWl GO TO 3000
GO TO 2200




































































SETUP MATRICES rOR ALGEBRAIC BC AT LOHER,UPPER BOYS AND INT HALLS
IrtLORK.LT.LORKMXI GO TO 230
BC AT LORK-LORKMX
IFILKHXBC.LT.I.OR.LKMXBC.GT.21 GO TO 230
IrILKHXBC-21 220,210,210
FREESTREAM BC
210 DO 215 K~KLORLL,KUORLU
KR-K
LR-LORK






220 DO 225 K-KLORLL,KUORLU
KR-K
LR-LORK




IrIJ.EQ.JMAX .AND.JMAXBC.EQ.21 CALL BCJMATIJ,KR,LR;15HI
225 CONTI NUE
BC AT INTERMEDIATE HALLS
230 Ir(KORLW.LE.OI GO TO 260
IFIJ.GT.JKLWI GO TO 260
IF(LORKH.GT.O.AND.LORK.GT.LORKH+11 GO TO 2BO
KR-KORLH
LR-LORK
Ir(/H.EQ.11 CALL BCHHAT(J,KR+I ,LR,ISH,KR+I I





260 Ir(LORKH.LE.O) GO TO 2BO
IF(J.GT.JLKHI GO TO 2BO











2BO IFILORK.NE.I.OR.LKIBC.EQ.OI GO TO 2B7
KBCMAX-KORLMX
IFIKORLH.GT.OI KBCMAX-KORLH








IFIJ.EQ.JHAX .AND. JMAXBC.EQ.2) CALL BCJHAT(J,KR,LR,ISHI
2B5 CONTINUE
BC AT KORL-I
2B7 /rtKLIBC.EQ.OI GO TO 320
TEST rOR INTERMEDIATE HALL
290 IF(LORKW) 300,300,310
300 IF(J.LT.JKLIWL.OR.J.GT.JKLIHUI GO TO 320
KR-I
LR-LORK




IFIJ.EQ .•~AX .ANO. JHAXBC.EQ.2) CALL BCJMAT(J,KR,LR,ISHI
GO TO 320

















































































































































































320 IFlKLMXBC.LT.I.OR.KLMXBC.GT.21 GO TO 105
KR=KORLMX
LR=LORK









IFlJ.Ea.JMAX .AND. JMAXBC.Ea.21 CALL BCJMATIJ.KR.LR.ISWl
105 CONTINUE
SET UP MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR USE OF LAGGED B.C.
SINGULAR AXIS L=I FOR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW
IF lIW.NE.I.OR.LORK.NE.LAXIS1' GO TO 115
DO 110 K=KLORLL.KUORLU
110 CALL ZEROOalKl
115 IFlIW.Ea.2.AND.LAXIS.Ea.11 CALL ZERODall1
NOZZLE LIP WALL POINTS AT J=JMAX FOR JMAXBC=2
lOUTFLOW B.C. P=FSP IMPOSED 1
IFlJMAXBC .NE. 2 .OR. J .NE. JMAXI GO TO 700
IFlKPLANE .Ea. I .AND. ISW .Ea. 21 GO TO 700
IFllTW .Ea. II GO TO 700
WALL AT LORK=LORKMX
630 IFlLORK .NE. LORKMXl GO TO 6BO





IFlKLMXBC .Ea. I) CALL ZERODa(KORLMXl
700 CONTINUE
INTERNAL CORNER AT K.L=KMAX.LMAX
IF lLKMXBC*KLMXBC.NE.Il GO TO 120
IF lLORK.NE.LORKMX) GO TO 120
CALL ZERODa(KORLMX)
CORNERS IN PLANE LORK=I




CORNER WHERE PLUG INTERSECTS SIDEWALL
IF lKORLW.LE.Ol GO TO 125
IFlJ.GE.JLKIWL.AND.J.LE.JLK1WUI CALL ZERODalKORLWl
TRAILING EDOES OF LONE INTERMEDIATE WALLS
125 IF lKORLW.GT.Ol GO TO 135
TRAILING EDGE OF LONE HORIZONTAL WALL
IF lLORKW.LE.O.OR.J.NE.JLKWl GO TO 175




.TRAILING EDGE OF LONE VERTICAL WALL
135 IF lLORKW.GT.Ol GO TO I~O




EDGES AND CORNERS OF COEXISTENT INTERMEDIATE WALLS
I~O IF lLORK.GT.LORKWl GO TO 160
IF IJ.NE.JKLWl GO TO 1~5
TRAIll~!J EDGE OF VERTICAL SIDEPLATE
CALL ZERO)alKORLWl
CALL ZERODaIKORLW+Il
CORNERS AND EDGES ON LOWER SURFACE OF HORIZONTAL WALL
1~5 IF lLORK.NE.LORKW) GO TO 175
INTERSECTION OF HORIZONTAL WALL AND SIDEPLATE
IFlJ.LE.MINOIJKLW.JLKW1) CALL ZERODa(KORLWl
INTERSECTION OF HORIZONTAL WALL AND VERTICAL PLUG
IFlJKLIWL.LE.J.AND.J.LE.JKLIWUl CALL ZERODa(11
TRAILING EDGE OF HORIZONTAL WALL





INSIDE OF PROTRUDING SIDEPLATE






























NOZL 3D - 8CALKL
160 IF ILORK.GT.LORKW+Il GO TO 175
CORNERSANO EDGES ON UPPER SURFACE OF HORIZONTAL WALL
INTERSECTION WITH VERTICAL WALL
IFl J. LE. NAXO IJKLW, JLKW I ICALL ZERODQ (KORLW+ I I
TRAILING EDGE
IF IJ.NE.JLKWl GO TO 170
DO 165 K=I.KORLW
165 CALL ZERODQ(KI
INSIDE EDGE OF PROTRUDING SIDEPLATE
170 IFIJLKW.LE.J.AND.J.LE.JKLWl CALL ZERODQIKORLWl
\75 CONTINUE
PRESERVE INITIAL DATA AT INFLOW PLANE J=I IN REGION OUTSIDE NOZZLE
IF(J.NE.11 GO TO 800
IF(LORKWI 755,755,775
755 IFIKORLW.Lf-.Ol GO TO 800
760 KI=KORLW+\
765 DO 770 K=Kl.KORLMX
770 CALL ZERODQ(KI
GO TO 800
775 IF (LORK-LORKWl 780.780,785









II1PI..ICIT HATRIX DEflNITlC»lS fOR ALGEElRAIC fREESTREAI1 BC AT LORI<-LQRI<HX lot£
ISWaI.2,3 fOR TI£ ADI ga:ps IN J.K,L DIRECTlC»lS.RESP. TI£ Sl.EEPS
tt.JST BE PERfORt£O IN Tt£ ORDER J.K.L.
ENfORCE fREESTREAI1 AXIAL VELOCITY lJafSHACH. PRESSlIlE fSP.
























BII .1.1 )"I.OfQ6(L •.J<)
BII,2.1)--fSHACHfQ6IL •.J<)
BII ,2.21"1.0'Q6IL •.J<1










'to 00 't5 N-l,'t
'+5 fll ,51-fl 1,5)+BlI ,5,N)'fl I.N)/Q6IL,.J<)
f( 1,2)-IBI 1.2, I )'f( I .1) +Bl 1,2.2) 'f(J .2) 1Q6IL .JKI































































THIS ALGEBRAIC B.C. IS USED IN PLACE 0, THE ENERGY EQUATION TO
MAINTAIN CONSISTENCY WITH THE WAll B.C. AT WAll POINTS
I,ll .EQ. lMAX .AND. lMAXBC .EQ. II 00 TO 26



















EN,ORCE WAll TEMPERATURE B.C. AT WAll POINTS OF THE OUT,lOW BOUNDARY
WHEN TW.OT.O. THE AlOEBRAIC B.C. RHO*TW=OAMMA*CGAMMA-I.)'EPSlON
REPLACES THE CONTINUITY EQUATION IN THIS CASE.












FOR INPUT OPTION JIBC=I, WE
ENFORCE Hi') IMPLICIT INFLOW B.C.AT J=l ON VELOCITY VECTOR DIREC-
TION COSINE, V/U,W/U. THESE REPLACE THE V.W MOMENTUMEQ'S.,RESP.
'OR OPTION JIBC=2, WE COMPUTE V,W FROM THEIR MOMENTUM EQUATIONS.




















COMMON ,REESP CONTAINS ,REESTREAM PRESSURE
COMMON/,REESP/,SP
VARS2
IMPLICIT MATRIX DE,INITIONS ,OR ALGEBRAIC B.C. AT J-l.JMAX.
ISW-I.2,3 ,OR THE ADI SWEEPS IN J,K,l DIRECTIONS.RESP. THE SWEEPS















20 I, lJ-11 50.50,25
25 I, IJMAXBC.NE.21 00 TO 1~5
EN,ORCE ,REESTREAM PRESSURE B.C. P=,SP AT OUT,lOW






















































































































































































GO TO 70 .
65 Fl I, 3l~IBI 1,3,2l*FCI ,2) tBI I ,3, 3l*FI 1,3) l/Q6IL,JK)
·n 1,4l~(BI 1,4,2l*FlI ,21 tBlI ,4,41*n 1.4) l/Q6(L,JKl
ENFORCE TWO IMPLICIT INFLOW B.C. ON TOTAL ENTHALPY HTOT AND TOTAL
PRESSURE PTOT. JIBC.LT.O SELECTS AN MOC RELATION TO CLOSE THE
SYSTEM. FOR JIBC.GT.O THE SYSTEM IS CLOSED WITH EITHER THE CONTINU
ITY, THE U-MOMENTUM, OR THE ENERGY EQUATION BY DEFINING NX~I.2,OR
5. RESP.
FOR JIBC~3 THE U-MOMENTUM EQ. IS REPLACED BY THE IMPLICIT RELATION
DIU) IDlXIl ~O




MOC RELATION FOR 81l,NX,Ml, CII,NX,Ml,FII,NXl GOES HERE
GO TO 105
80 CONTINUE
DEFINE NX FOR JI8C.GT.0
NX~INX8C
IF ILW.LE.Ol GO TO 85
KR~KMAX
IFlKW.GT.Ol KR~KW
IFlK.GT.KRl GO TO 85
IFIL.EQ.LW .OR. L.EQ.LWtll NX~2
85 IF lKW.LE.Ol GO TO. 90
LR~LMAX
lFILW.GT.Ol LR~LW
IFIL.GT.LRl 00 TO 90
IFlK.EQ.KW.OR.K.EQ.KWtll NX~2
90 IFIL.EQ.LMAX .AND. LMAXBC.EQ.ll NX~2
IFIK.EQ.KMAX .AND. KMAXBC.EQ.ll NX=2
IF IL .EQ. 1 . AND. L18C .EQ. 1 . AND. JLlWL. LE. J . AND. J. LE. JLlWUl NX=2

























1151F IISW.0E.2l GO TO 120
8rl,NPT,ll=QrL.2.JK1/QlL,I,JK1**2
III I ,NPT ,21=-1. O/QrL, I ,JKl




























I • DECK BCLKMX





7 'CALL VARS2 ... ... .
8 C IMPLICIT OUTFLOW 80UNOARY CONDITIONS (LORKMXBC~2 OR 5l.0R WALL BC
9 C ([ KMXBC=3l, OR SYMMETRY 8C (LKMXBC=3,It: AT GRID POINTSL=LORKMX.
10 C IMPLICIT ,IALL BC INTERMEDIHE WALL LOWER SURFACE L=LORKW.J.LE.JLKW
II C F"LLS IN LAST ROW OF BLOCK - TRIDIAGoNAL CO&TFICIENTMATRIX TO
12 C ~CCOUNT FOR IMPLICIT PORTION O"'INVISCID FLUX VECTOR TERMS, AND
13 C FILLS INLASTROW or Rl(>W HAND SIDE V':CTOR A5 COMPUTED. IN SueR.
lit C RHS. THE IMPI.ICI rpoRTIoN .Of· THE VISCOUS TERMS FOR. THE' ZETA(LI







22 IF(LORt<~J.Gr.O.AND.J.LE JLi<WI INTWAL=I
23 IF IKORU•. 3 T • O. AND. K. Gf .KLWRI INrWAL=·O













37 RR = RM • rRJ+06ILMM,KMMI)
38 IF(L·. EO. l ORKMX. AND. ILKMXBC.EO.3.0R.LKMXBC.EO Itl I GO TO 500
39 DO 'tau N~I .~J
40 DO 300 M=I.5
41 CIL,N.MI=O.O
42 A;L,N,~') -2.0·Dll-I,N,MI
43 300 BIL,N,MI = 2.0·DIL,N.MI
Itlf A/L,N,N) " AIL,NJJ' +(-I'IR+(I.O-WTFAC)'RJI
45 BII..N,N) = WTfAC'RJ + RR + BIL ,N,NI
't6 400 FIL.NI = S/Lor'K,I't8.KOkU
47 C ,'YMMETRY BC FOR I NV I SC I D TERMS AT UPPER BOUNDARY LORKMX
48 IFIL-LORKMXi QOO.850,850
't9 500 DO 700 N'I ,5




5-1 8iL.• N.Nl =Q6ILORK ,KORLJ +RR
55 AIL.N,NJ=AIL,N,NI··RR
56 700 F!~.NI~SILORK.Nt8.KORLJ
57 DO 800 M'I,5
58 A,L.LKMX8C.MI·0.0
59 800 f·IL,LK~IXBCJ=O.O
60 0 80 AT ItHEHMED I ATE WALL
61 850 IFf!NTWAL.EO.OJ GO TO 900
62 L=LOR:<W




SYM BC J.LT.JLKllol..OR.J.GT.JLKI~ FOR INVISCID TEAHS AT Ll£R BOY Lal
190 IFCL.GT.II GO TO 300
DO alo Nal,5







IFCIW.EQ.21 GO TO 230




230 DO 2'10 Ha l,5
2't0 CIL,3,HlnO.0
FCL,3I aO.0
C BC AT INTERMEDIATE HALL













8 C II'f'LICIT WALL BC AT GRID POINTS LKal AN) J.GE.JLKllol..OR.J.LE.JLKI~
9 C AN) SYtK:TRY BC OUTSIDE THAT J INTERVAL IN'LICIT WALL BC AT
10 C INTERl'ED lATE WALL lJ'PER SIR"ACE LaLDRKW+ I AN) J. LE .JLKW.
II C FILLS IN FIRST ROW Of" COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO AC~T FOR IIf'LICIT
12 C PORTION OF INVISCID FLUX VECTOR TEAHS, AN) FILLS IN fIRST ROW Of"
13 C RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTOR AS COt'f'UTED IN SlBlOUTlNE RHS. fOR
1'1 C ADIABATIC WALL, THE IIf'LICIT PORTION Of" TI£ VISCOUS TEAHS IN TI£
15 C ENERGY EQ fOR ZETACLl OR ETACKI DIRECTION ARE AOOED BY SI.llR VISHAT.
16 C THE EXTRA MATRIX I'U.TIP\.Y THAT ACCOUNTS fOR ZERO VELOCITY B.C.





















38 AfaRM< IRJ+Q6CLP,KPI I
39 C BC AT L=I
'10 IFIL.GT.II GO TO 150
'II C TEST FOR INTERMEDIATE WALL NORMAL TO Lal SlR"ACE
'12 IF IKORLW I 100,100,130
'13 C TEST fOR WALL AT L=I
'1'1 100 IFCJLKIIol..LE.J.AND.J.LE.JLKI~1 GO TO 150
'15 C SYMMETRY
'16 GO TO 190
'17 C TEST FOR WALL AT L=I
'19 130 IFCK-KDRLWI 100,100,190
'19 150 DO 190 Na l,5
50 DO 170 Ma l,5
51 AIL,N,MlaO.O
52 BCL,N,HI=-e.O<OIL,N.HI
































Ifof'llCIT MATRIX OEfINlTiON!!F"OR ALGEBRAIC WALLBC AT ("',K,LI
ISWal,2,3 F"OR Tt£ ADI Sh£EPS IN "',K,L DIRECTlONS,RESf' •. Tt£Sh£EPS



















IF" (ITW) 10,10.'+0 ..
















VELOC ITY AN) TEtf'EAI<TlflE B. C. F"OR PRESCR IBED WALL TEI'f'.
NORI1A1. MASS IN.JECTI ON AI<TE IoKlOT
ZETA(lI DIRECTION IS ASSI.t£D NORI1A1. TO WALL














































































7 C IMPliCIT INFLOW B.C. AT GRID POINTS J=I
B C FILLS IN FIRST ROW Of" COEF"FlCIENT MATRIX TO ACCQUIlT F"OR IMPlICIT
9 C PORTION Of" INVISCIO F"LUX VECTOR TERHS, AN) FILLS IN FIRST ROW Of"
10 C RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTOR AS COt'PUTEO IN SUlRS. RHS AN) VISRHS.
II C Tt£ EXTRA MATRIX IfJLTlPLY THAT AC~TS F"OR ALGEBRAIC B.C.



















2 Sl.8ROUTI NE BCXOUTlLI




7 C II'f'LICIT OUTFLOW BOI.WARY CQI()ITlONS IN XI DIRECTION
8 C FILL IN LAST ROW OF BLOCK TRIDIAGONAL COEFF MATRIX WITH
9 C EQUATION BEThEEN DELTAQeJo\AX) AI'll DELTAQe..,l.
10 C EQUATION IS F"lRST ORDER BACKWARD DIFFERENCING IN XI OF
II C THE P.D.E. AT J=Jo\AX. .,




16 DO 20 N=I,5
17 DO 15 M=I,5
18 AeJ,N,MI=-2.0*OeJ-I,N.MI
19 15 8CJ,N,MI=2.0'DIJ,N,MI ,










DIMENSiON H(5,51 ' , " ,




L 11=1 ,lBCll;I, II
l21 =B( Il ,2, I)






L32=8( IL ,3.2.1 -UI 'J12
U23', (BIll ,2.31 -L21*U13I'L22
L33~ I ' ; (BIlL. 3.31 -UI 3,*l.3I-LJ23'L321
U2'1=(81 IL ,2. 'I1-L2I'UI '11*L22
U25=IBllL.2,5)-L2I'UI5J*L22
L'tI"8lll .'t, I J
L'I2=BIIL,~.21-L41*UI2
l'l3"Bl IL. 'I, 3J -L 'I I*U13-L 't2'U23
U34= (8 ( .~. I 3,4- I -, '.31 ·U l'f~L32"lI2ll-)"L33
:.'1'1=1./ l81 II .'t,'1I-LJl't'L'II-U,:'I*L't2-J3'1'L43J
U35=' Ol 1:_,3 .51-L31 'UI5··1.32'J25 I 'L33
L51,·Sl (L,5, I I
L52=81IL,5,2.-L51*U12
L53=8( IL, 5, 31 "L:jl'JI3-L52' 123
L5'1=8l IL ,5, 'I 1-LSI*UI '1-L52*U24-L53*V3't
V'+5= r8l IL.'1, 5 J-L'I I 'UI5-1.'12*U25-L't3*U351 *l.'1't
L55' I . / IBI II ,5.51 -L51*VI5-L52"J25-L53*U35 -1.5'1*"''15;
COMPliT t L I fTLE R S
OI=lIl'f'( IL.1l
D2=L22' Wl IL ,21--L2I'Dli
03=L33* IFIlL, 31-L31 '01--L32'021
O'+=L't't* IF (IL, 'I 1-1.'1'( *01·L't2"02·1. '13*031
05=1.55* IFf II., 51-LSI *DI-L52*tJ2-l53*D3-l5'1'0" I
COMPUTE' BIG R S
Fl Il,5l~05
Ie I Il,'tl =0'l-U';5'05
F(IL.31=D3-U3~*FIIL,'tl-U35*OS
Fill ,21 ~D2-U23'F- (It ,31-U2't*Flll, 'tl -U25 '05
Fe II., I LoOI-UI2*f' l IL ,C' I ·UI3'F Ill, 31 ..,VI '1*f'( IL ,It 1-UIS*05
COMPUTE C PRIME FOR fiRST PO")
DO 10 M·I ,5
OI=L1I*Clli.,I,MI
02=L22* (C l IL ,2 ,MI-l21 *01 )
03=133* (CI IL .3,MJ -131*01-'.32'021
O't=l't't< IC ( It., 'I,M) -l't 1*01-1.'t2*02-L't3*D3)





10 8(IL,1 ,Ml = DI-UI2'BlIL,2,MI-UI3*S(IL,3,MI-UI'I*5(IL,'t,MI-UISo05




15 FI I.NI=F( I.NI-A( I.N,I) *FlIR.II-AC I,N,21 *F( IR.2! -Af I ,N,31 *F( IR.31
I -AlI,N.'1)*F(IR,'1I-A(I,N,51'FIIR,51
COMPUTE B PRIME
DO 20 M·l. 5
DO 20 N=I ,5

























































































































































































































ol-lIl fCCI ,I ,HI
02=L22f CCI I ,2,Hl-L2l foll











COMPUTE S PRlMEfSIG R FOR LAST ROW
DO 35 N=I,5
3S FC I ,Nl=FCI ,Nl-AC I,N,llff"( IR,ll-Al I,N,21 fFl IR,21-AC I,N, 3) fFC IR,3l
I -AI I ,N,'t) ff( IR,'tl-AC I,N,SlfFC IR,5)
COMPUTE S PR IME
00 'to H=I,S
DO 'to N=I,S
























L5't-HI5,'+I-l5I fUI't-LS2fU2't-l53 f U3'+
U'tS=IHl't,SI-l'+lfUIS-l'+~fuaS-l't3fU3S1*L't't
LS5=1./lHCS,S)-L5I fUI5-L52fU25-lS3fU3S-l5'tfU1tS)














50 f( I ,N)-F II ,N) -f"( IP, I )fS CI ,N, I1-Fl IP,21 fSC I,N,2) -FlIP, 3) fSl I ,N,31-
I f( IP,'+' fSC I ,N,'t) -f( IP ,S) fSl I ,N, 5)








2 Sl&IOUTlNE DIFFERlRO, IHIN; IMAX, ISYHIN. ISYHAXI
3 *CALL BTAID .
~ II-IHIN+I
5 12aIHAX-1
6 DO 100 NaI.5
7 DO 100 1-11,12
9 100 F'1I.NI-RO*ICII+I,N.Il-CII-I,N,1l I
9 IFIISYHIN.GT.OI GO TO 300
10 DO 200 N-I,5
II 200 F'lIHIN,NI-2.0*RIHICI II,N.Il-CIiHIN.N,1lI
12 GO TO 500
13 300 DO ~OO Nal,5
I~ ~OO FIIHIN.NI-2.0*RD*CIII.N.I)
15 FIIHIN,ISYHINI-O.O .
16 500 IFIISYHAX.GT.OI GO TO 700
17 DO 600 NaI.5
19 600 FlIMAX,Nlm2.0*RD*ICIlHAX,N,Il-CII2,N,lll
19 RETlRol
20 700 DO 800 Na t,5
21 800 FlIHAX,NI--2.0*RD*CI12,N,11










6 Dxe = .5/DXI
7 FAC=1.0
B J> = J+I
9 JR = J-I
10 IFIJ.NE.II GO TO 100
I I C FORWARD 0 IFFERENCE
12 JR=J
13 FAC=2.0
1'+ GO TO 200
15 100 IFIJ.NE.JMAXI GO TO 200
16 C BACKWARD OIFFERENCE
17 J>=J
IB FAC=2.0
19 200 XJ = IXIJ>I-X(JRII-OX2*FAC
20 YJ = IY(L,7.JPI-Y(L,7,JRII*Ox2-FAC










6 DX2 = .5/0Xl
7 FAC=t.O
8 JP = J+\
9 JR =J-I
10 IF"tJ.NE .\1 GO TO 100
II C FORWARD DIFFERENCE
12 JR=J
13 FAC=2.0
l't GO TO 200
\5 100 IFCJ.NE.JMAXI GO TO 200
16 C BACKWARD DIFFERENCE
17 JP=J
18 FAC=2.0










6 C INTERMEDIATE WALL IN K DIRECTION





12 lOa DY2 = .5/DYI
13 KP = K+I
l't KR = K-I
15 IFrKW.LE.O.OR.K.LT.KW.OR.K.GT.KW+l.OR.J.GT.JKWI GO TO 200
16 IFCLW.GT.O.AND.L.GT.LWI GO TO 200
17 IFCK.EQ.KWl GO TO 700
18 IFCK.EQ.KW+ll GO TO 500
19 200 IFCK.NE.11 GO TO 600
20 C TEST FOR INTERMEDIATE WALL NORMAL TO K=I SURFACE
21 IFCLWI 300,300,'t50






28 C TEST FOR WALL NORMAL TO K= I SURFACE
29 't50 IFrL-LWI 300,300,'t00
30 C rOWARD DIFFERECNE
31 500 FAC=2.0
32 KR=K
33 GO TO 900
3't 600 IFrK.NE.KMAXl GO TO 800








't3 ,C BACKWARD DIFFERENCE
'tIt 700 KP=K
'+5 FAC=2. a
'tS GO TO 900















7 C INTER£OIATE WALL IN L DIRECTION
8 Ol2 - .5tOll
9 LP - L+I
10 LR - L-I
II IFILW.LE.O.OR.L.LT.LW.OR.L.GT.LW+I.OR.J.GT.JLWI GO TO 100
i2 IFIKW.GT.O,ANO.K.GT.KWI GO TO 100
13 IFIL.EQ.LWI GO TO 700
1'+ IFIL.EQ.LW+11 GO TO 500
15 100 IFlL.NE.11 GO TO 600
16 C AXIS OF SYHI1ETRY




21 GO TO 999
22 C TEST FOR INTERMEOIATE WALL NORHAL TO L-I Sl.WACE
23 150 IFIKWl 200.200,'+00
2'+ C TEST FOR WALL AT L-I





30 GO TO 999
31 C TEST FOR WALL AT L-I
32 '+00 IFIK-KWl 200,200,300
33 C FORWARD DIFFERENCE
3'+ 500 LR-L
35 FAC-2.0
36 GO TO 900
37 600 IFIL.NE.LMAXl GO TO 900







'+5 GO TO 999
'+6 C BACKWARD DIFFERENCE
'+7 700 LP-L
'+B FAC-2.0
'+9 GO TO 900












It C ROUTINE TO CHANGE OT. ETC. TO NEW OT IOT"1
5 C OR TO CHANGE BACK TO OLD OT IOT"2












19 HOX a HO/OXI
19 HOY a HO/OYI














7 00 100 L-t.LORl<I1X











6 C EVALUATE VISCOUS CROSS TERMS AT lFPER 8OlJN)ARY KMAXILMAX IotiEN ISW=I.




II IFlISW.EQ.21 GO TO 300
12 IFIKLMXBC.EQ.Ol RETURN
13 C BOUNDARY AT K=KMAXIL=LMAXl
lit C WALL B.C.ILKMX8C=II.
15 C FREE STREAM BCIKLMXBC=2) OR OUTFLOW BCIKLMXBC=51
16 BO DO 90 L=I.L2
17 90 FIL,II=O.O
1B DO 100 N=2.5
19 00 100 L=I,L2
20 100 FIL.Nl=2.0-(CIL.N.II-CIL.N,IIll
21 IFIISW.EQ.2) RETURN
22 IFIKLMXBC.EQ.3.0R.KLMXBC.EQ.ltl GO TO 500
23 RETURN
21t C INTERNAL WALL AT K=KW IL=LWI
25 300 IFIJ.GT.JKLW) RETURN
26 1F(LORKW. GT. 0) L2=LORKW
27 GO TO BO
2B C SYMMETRY B.C. FOR VELOCITY COMPONENT NORMAL TO UPPER BOUNDARY











6 C EVALUATE VISCOUS CROSS TERNS AT A LOWER 8ORYK=!CL=ll hHEN 151'1=1,
7 C OR AT THE OUTER SURFACE K=t<W+1 IL=LW+Il OF AN INTERNAL. WALL
8 C ~N ISW=2
9 Ll=1
10 IFlISW.EQ.2) GO TO 100
11 IF(KLlBC.EQ.Ol RETl,,'RN
12 C 80UNDARYAT K=ICL=tl
13 IF!J.LT.JKLlWL.OR.J.GT.JKLlWUl GO TO 300
l't 100 L2=LOAKMX
15 I/:'CLOAKW.GT. 0) L2=LORKW+ I SW-I
1S C INTERNAL WALL .
17 IFlISW.EQ.ll GO TO 150
18 !FCJ-JKLWI 150,150,110
19 1:0 IFCL2.EQ.LORKMXI RETURN
20 IFCJ.GT.JLKWI RETURN
21 1I=L2-1
22 C AD IABA Tl C W~LL Be ON ENERGY EOUA T1 ON
23 150 11,,1-1
2't IFCI.EQ.l\ 11~3
25 DO 200 L=I,L2




30 250 IFCL2.EQ.LORKMXI RETURN
31 Ll=L2~1
32 C SYM 8C AT KL= 1. AND. J. LT. JKllWL, OR. J. GT .JKl.IWU. AND. LK. GT.LORKW
33 300 DO 500 L=L1,LORKMX















DIMENSION sse 13, II, TlI31
EQUIVALENCE (SS,Al, (TI t I, TI ,B( 1,5, I I), (Tl21, T2), CT(3) , T31, (T(lt) , T'tl
2, (Tl51, T51, (Tl6) , T61, CTl7l, T7I, CTlB), T8l, CT(9), T9J ,!T{(OI, TlOI
3, (TIll), TIll, (TC 121, Tl21, CTI 13), Tl31
VISCOUS STRESSES( INNER rlRST DERIVATIVES) rOR VISCOUS CROSS
TERMS IN A K,LPLANE

















DO 500 K= I ,KMAX










Q2 = (QCllL,2,KKKl**2 + Q(Lll,3,KKK)**2 + Qllll,'t,KKKI**21*RA


































































































































LOl€R BOlH)ARY L IKI =1




C lA'ER EIOl.NlARY LHAX (f(HAXI





C TEST F'OR INTERNAL WALL NORMAL TO L IKI oIAECTI ON THAT ~O OISRlPT
C CENTIW. DIFFERENCES IN THAT DIRECTION
905 IFlLORKW.EQ.OI GO TO 990
LKIoP=LORKW+ I
IFlL.HE.LORKW .AI\D. L.HE.LI<lof'I GO TO 990
TEST FOR INTERNAL WALL PARALLEL TO l IKI DIRECTION
IF IKORlW I 950.950.910
C ONE-SIllED DIFFERENCES AT U"PER EDGE OF TI'£ INTERNAL Io!ALl
C PARALLEL TO L (Kl DIRECTION
910 IFlL.NE.LI<lof'I GO TO 950




C ONE-'SIDED DiffERENCES ON fACES OF TI'£ INTERNAL WALL NORMAl TO TI'£
C l IKI DIRECTION








00 - UIL I I-UIL21







IFIL.HE.11 GO TO 930
lOWER BOlH)ARY L IKI-I
TEST B.C. OPTIONS
IFlLKIBCI 990.990.9[0
C TEST FOR LOWER WALL
910 [FlK.LE.I<LWP .AI\D. J.GE.JLKIWL .AI\D. J.lE.JLKIWUI GO TO 990
C SYIt1Emy CON:l[TlONS OUTSIDE WALL REGION
IF'IIW-II 915.915.920




C SY1't'£TRY PLANE Y-CONSTANT
920 Dll"AC=O.O
DVFAC-1.
GO TO 970 ,
C lA'ER BOlH)ARY LHAX IKMAXI
930 IFlL.N£.LORKHXI GO TO 990
C TEST B.C. OPTIONS
GO TO 1980.990.990.920.915.990I.LKHX8C+1
C INTERNAL WALLS ARE TAKEN CARE OF BY ONE-SIllED DIF'FERENCES AS
C SET lP PREViOUSlY









C SET VISCOUS STRESSES TO ZERO




C CORRECTION FACTOR FOR ONE-SIDED DIFFERENCES


































































































176 C COFUTE VISCOUS STRESSES















6 KlIof'I ool«R.W+ I
7 1F"(I(ORlW.EQ.Ol KlIof'I-KORLMX.
8 l-lORl<W+1
9 IF"lJ.lE ....KW.AN>.lOAl<w.GT.O.At\f).K.I..E.KlIof'H GO TO 200
10 100 l·1
II IF"llKIBC.EQ.OI GO TO 500 .
12 1F"IJ.lT.JLKIWL.OR.J.GT ....KIWU.OR.K.GT.KLIof'II GO TO 300




17 Cll .... 11.2.0.IWll+II-Wlll I
19 Cll.5.11-2.0'IEll+II-EIlll
19 Wll-I I 500.500.100 . .
20 C Svtt£TRY BC FOR J.lT ....KIWL.OA.J.GT. ...KIWU F'OR l-IIK-\l





26 IF"lJ.LE.JLKW.OO.LORI<W.GT.O.ANO.K.LE.KLIof'Il GO TO 700
27 600 IF"llKMXBC.EQ.0.OR.lKMXBC.EQ.2.0A.LKMXBC.EQ.51 RETlIlN
29 l=lORKMX
29 IFllKMXBC.NE.\l GO TO 900




3.. Cll .... [1·2.0.IWlll-Wll-Ill
35 Cll.5.11=2.0.IElll-Ell-III
36 1F"lL.lT.lORKMXI GO TO 600
37 RETlIlN
39 900 DO 900 N=I,5
39 900 Cll.N.II-O.O
..0 C REFLECTIVE SYM Be IH:N lMAXIKHAXI A PLANE PARALLEL TO XYIYZI PLANE
"I IF 1I.KMXBC.EQ. 31 Cll.3.11-2.0.IVILl-Vll-lll
..2 C REFLECTIVE SYM Be IH:N lMAXIKMAXI A PLANE PARALLEL TO XZIXYI PLANE












B C VISCOUS RIGHT HA/ID SIDE TEAMS THAT CONTAIN CROSS DERIVATIVES
9 C IN THE K.L DR L.K DIRECTIONS








18 DO 300 K=I.KLXP
19 IF!K.LT.KLXP)· CALL DZYCK)
20 IFCK.EQ.II GO TO 300
21 IFCK.EQ.2) CALL DYZSCI!I)
22 IFCK.GT.2.ANO.K.LT.KLXPl CALL DYZ
23 IF(K.EQ.KLWTt21 CALL DYZSCIC21
2'1 IFCK.EQ.KLXP) CALL DYZBCXCI)
25 IF!K.EQ.KLWTtl) CALL DYZSCX(2)
26 DO 200 L=I.LORKMX
27 LLL=L
28 KKK=K-I
29 IFC IW.EQ.21 KKK=L
30 IF! IW.EQ.2) LLL=K-(
31 DO 200 N = 2,5














C VISCOUS RIGHT HAt-il 5 IDE TERMS THAT CONTA INONL Y UN lD IRECTIONAL













IFClW.EQ.21 GO TO 700
CALL ZZMCJ,K,I,LMAXI
GO fO 900
700 CALL YYMCJ,K. I,KMAXI
00 BOO N=I,'+
00 BOO L=I ,KMAX
800 ZZCL,NI=YYCL,NI
C SPECIFY BOUNDARY CONDITION ON DIMENSIONl.ESS WLl. HEAT TRANS"
C FER RATE QW, NORMALIZED BY RHOINF*CINF**3.
900 QW=O.OQW=QW*SORTCZZ;l,11**2 + ZZ(I,2)**2 + Z2(1 31**21





RA = I./QCLLL,I,KKKIQ2=CQCLLL,2,KKKI«2 + QCLLL.3.KKkl**2 + QCLLL,'+,KKKI**2)*RA












S5Cl.) (ZZeL, 11*ZZIL, 31 13. 'RJI *VNU











DO 1100 L = I.LMORKM
L! = L+I







OU = UCL! I-ueLl
OV = VlLl I-veLl










































































































VISCOUS TERMS IN ENERGY EQ LOWER SURFACES INTERMEDIATE WALL
IFeINTWAL.EQ.O) GO TO 10'+0
IFCL.EQ.LORKWI FCL,51=-2.0*CR5+DZORDY*RE*OWI




VISCOUS TERMS IN ENERGY EQ UPPER SURFACES INTERMED IArE WALL
IFCINTWAL.EQ.OI GO TO 1050
IFfL.EQ.LKWRI FCL,51=2.0*CR5+DZORDY*RE*QWI
1050 CONTt NUE






C DEFINE VISCOUS RHS TERMS AT THE LOWER BOUNDARY L=1 FOR
C LK1BC=1 (EITHER WALL OR SYMMETRY BCI
IF-(LKIBC,EQ.O) GO TO 1300
TEST FOR INTERMEDIATE WALL NORMAL TO L=I SURFACE
IFeKORLW) 1110,1110,1120
C TEST FOR WALL AT L=I
1110 IFCJLKIWL.LE.J.AND.J.LE.JLKIWUI GO TO 1150
C SYMMETRY
GO TO 11'+0
C TEST FOR WALL AT L=I
1120 IF(K.LE.KORLW.AND.(JLKIWL.LE.J.AND.J.LE.JLKIWUI) GO TO 1150
C VISCOUS TERMS AT SYMMETRY PLANE PORTION OF LOWER BOY L=I
I I'tO F! I , I )=0 . 0
F( 1,2)=2.0*R21
f( 1,3)=2.0*R31




C ADIABATIC WALL BC AT WALL PORT!ON OF LOWER BOY L=I
1150 DO 1200 N=I.'+
1200 FCl,N)=O.O
FCI ,5) =2. 0* (R51+DZORDY*RE*OWI
1300 CONTt NUE
C DEFINE VISCOUS RHS TERMS AT THE UPPER BOUNDARY L=LORKMX
C FOR LKMXBC=I(WALLI.2CFREESTREAMI, OR 5COUTFLOW).
DO 1'+00 N=I,5
1'+00 FCLORKMX,N)=O.O










C DEFINE VISCOUS RHS TERMS AT THE UPPER BOUNDARY L=LORKMX WHEN THE













DO 1800 N = 1,5




















































































IF" CNBR Itf>UTED OT 0.0 .. TI£N DT IS SET F"ORlllAT C~T tf.Hl£R
IF" CNBR Itf>UTED EQ 0.0 IoTI£I tfllTED DT IS USED AAIl 1l£tWlllUI





























IF" IJ.NE.JHAXl GO TO 35
DXM - AMINI lDXI ,DVI.DZII






HOZ .. H:l/DZ I
WRITE IS.20ICNBR,JT.KT.lT.DT










































































IF" Cf\IlR II'f'UTED GT 0.0 .. Tt£N DT IS SET F"OR THAT C<llJWlT tf.HlER
IF" CNBR II'f'UTED EQ 0.0 &Tt£ II'f'UTED DT IS USED AND Tt£ MAXIMUM
COUWlT IlUt3ER IS F"0lN)
XJ't=o.o





























































8 JA - JI+I
9 JBB - Ja-I
10 XXJlt=o.O
II 00 15 J-JI,Ja
12 RI -DXIDXIL ,1't,JI"tIlX
13 R2 - DXIDVIL,15,JI"tIlX
lit R3 a DXIDZIL,16,JI"tIlX
15 R't - XXJlt"tIlX
16 CALL AMATRXIE,J,L,RI,R2,R3,R't1
17 DO 10 M=I,5
18 DO 10 N=I,5
19 10 DIJ,N,MI = EIN,MI
20 15 CONTlIU:
21 DO 30 J-JA,JBB
22 RJ = Q6IL,JI
23 RR = RM ".5"IRJ+Q6IL,J~11 I
2't RF = RM •. 5"IRJ+Q6IL,J+III
25 DO 25 N=t,5 .
26 00 aD Ma l,5
27 AIJ,N,MI = -DIJ-I,N,MI
28 BIJ,N,M) = 0.0
29 20 CIJ,N,M) - DIJ+I,N,MI
30 AIJ,N,N) = A(J,N,NI-RR
31 BIJ,N,NI = RJ+RF+RR
3a C<J,N,NI • CIJ,N,NI-RF







2 SUl3ROUTI N£ F1 LTRY CJ ,L ,Kt. K2 )
3 'CALL BASE
It 'CALL VARSI
5 'CALL BTR I 0
6 'CALL VARS2
7 DIMENSION [(5,51
8 KA ; KI+I
9 KB ; K2-1
10 CALL YYMCJ,L,KI.K2l
II DO 15 K=KI,K2
12 RI YYCK,I)'Hl)Y
13 R2 = YYCK,2)'HQY
lit R3 = YYCK,31'HOY
15 RIt = YYCK,ltl'HQY
16 CALL AMATRXCE,K,L,RI,R2,R3,Rltl
17 DO 10 M=I,5
IB DO 10 N=! ,5
19 10 OCK,N,M) = ECN,M)
20 15 CONTINUE
21 DO 30 K=KA,KB
22 RJ = 06C[ ,Kl
23 RR = RM •. 5'CRJ+06(L,K-I))
21t RF = RM •. 5'cRJ+06cL,K+I))
25 DO 25 N=I,5
26 DO 20 M=I,5
27 ArK.N,M) -OrK-l.N,M)
28 8CK,N,Ml = 0.0
29 20 CCK,N,Ml = OCK+! ,N,M)
30 ArK,N,N) = ACK,N,N)~RR
31 BCK,N,NI = RJ+RF+RR
32 CCK,N,N) = CIK,N,Nl'-RF













B LA = Lt+1
9 LB = L2-1
10 CALL ZZM(J,K,ll,l21
11 DO 15 L=Lt,L2
12 Rl = ZZll,11<I-()Z
13 R2 = ZZll,21<ff)Z
11+ R3 = ZZ(L,31<HOZ
15 RI+ = ZZIL,I+)<HDZ
16 CAlLAMATRXIE ,K.L,Rl,R2.R3;RI+I.
17 DO 10 M=l,5
18 DO 10 N=I,5
19 10 DIl,N,M) = E'N,MI
20 15 CONTINUE
21 DO 30 l=lA,L8
22 RJ = Q6(l,KI
23 fiR = RM <,5*CRJ+Q6(l-I,KI)
21+ RF = RM *.5'CRJ+QSIL+I,K) I
25 DO 25 N=I,5
26 OG 20 M=I,5
27 ACL,N,M) = -Oll-I,N,MI
28 Bll,N,M) = 0.0
2a 20 Cll,N,MI ·DCl.I,N,MI
30 All,N,N) = ACl,N,N)-RR
31 BIL,N.N) = RJ+RF+RR
32 CCl,N.N) = Cll,N,NI-RF












7 U • QIL.2.,A()"RR
8 V • QIl.3.,A()"RR
9 W· QIL.,+.,A()"RR
10 as • R!t+RI"U+R2"V+R3'W
II PP • GAMI'IQIl.5.,A()-.5'Q(l.I.,A()·(U'U+V'V+W"W))
12 FVI \I = QIl. \,,A()"OS
13 FV(2) • QIL.2.,A()·QS+RI·PP
1'+ FV(3) =QIl.3.,A()'QS+R2'PP
15 FVI,+) • QIL.,+.,A()"QS+R3'PP





I -DEC!< GOINTf" . .
2 SI.IIROUTINE GOINTF'CJ,KI,K2,L1,L2,1'I1X;0INTGL) '.
3 C DOUBLE INTEGRAl CI" F'HAT OVER ETACKI AtlI ZETA·illaEn.EEN






10 00 20 L-LI,L2
II 00 15 KaKl,K2





17 00 10 NooI,I'I1X
18 10 ACK,N,II"'FVCN)
19 15 CONTINUE
20 00 20 N-I,tf'1X
21 CAlL OORTRCSCL,N,I) ,A( I,N,II,OYI,KI,K21
22 20 CONTINUE
23 00 30 N-I,NHX


















DOU8LE INTEGRAL OF TOTAL STRESS OVER A WALL 80UNOARY SURFACE



































































CALL FLUXVE(KORL,LORK,ZZlL,1 1,ZZIL,21 ,ZZIL,31 ,D. I
DO 100 N=2,5









































































































4 C CALCULATE AND WRITE GLOBAL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS.
5 CALL ODRTRlAREF,ENTGD,DXI,I,JMAXI
6 DO 400 N=I.5
7 CAl.L QDRTRIENTGRL.ENTGDI (I ,N) ,DXI,I,JMAXI
8 400 GF(NI=ENTGRL
9 C CHANGE SCALING OF NON-DIMENSIONAL GENERALIZED FORCE VECfOR GFfN)
10 C TO REFERENCE VALUES OF INFLOW BOUNDARY MASS FLUX RHOINF'UINF'AREF,
I I C DYNAMIC PRESSURE AREF'5'RHOINF'UINF"2, AND KINETIC ENERGY
12 C nux AREP ,5·RHOINF'UINF"3.
13 C PfFERENCE AREA NORMALI ZEO BY SQUARE OF' REf'EAENCE LE NGTH,
14 AREF=l a
15 F ACM= I ,O/RMACH
16 GF f 1!=FACM'GFl I I/AREF
17 GF (51 <FACM'Cf' (51 I AREr
18 ,-ACM=,:', 0'FAC~I'FACI1'AREr'
19 DO 500 N=2, 5
20 500 GFIN)=FACM'GFINJ
21 WRI TE( 31 NC, fAU,GF
22 WR1TEI6.6001 GF
23 600 FORMAfflll'iX,67HGENERALlZUJ FORCFS FRO~1 DIRECT l"fEGF1ATION OF WALL















C GLOBL PERf'ORMANCE PARAHETERSF'ROH INTEGRAL F'ORM OF' STEADY STATE
C CONSERVATION LAWS.
C F'REESTREAH CONDITIONS ASSUHEll AT GRID POINT IJ.K.ll-l1.I.LHAXI
J-JJ
NHX-5








IF' IJ.EQ.I.OR.J.EQ.JHAXI GO TO 20
GO TO 70








CORRECT F'OR INTERNAL WALL LW.GT.O





IF' IKW.EQ.OI GO TO 30
K2-KW+1
IF' IJ.LE.JLWI GO TO 30





CORRECT F'OR INTERNAL WALL KW.GT.O
~O IF' IKW.EQ.OI GO TO 52






























































































































































































































SET SIoIITCH FOR WALL suRFACE INTEGRATION
IGFSUR-I












IFlJLIWU.EQ.OI 00 TO 170
IFIJ.LT.JLIWL.OR.J.OT.JLIWUI 00 TO 170
IFlLlBC.NE.1l 00 TO 170
FAC-I.
IFlJ.EQ.JLIWLI 00 TO 152
IFlJ.EQ.JLIWUI 00 TO 152
00 TO 155












IBO IFILW,EQ.OI 00 TO 220
IFIJ.OT.JLWI 00 TO 220
FAC-I.
IFlJ.NE.JLWI 00 TO IB2















IFIJKIWU.EQ.OI 00 TO 230
IFIJ.LT.JKIWL.OR.J.GT.JKIWUI 00 TO 230
IFlKIBC.NE.11 00 TO 230
FAC-I.O
IFIJ,EQ,JKIWl.OR,J.EQ,JKIWUI GO TO 221
00 TO 222












2'10 IFIKW,EQ,OI GO TO 300
IFIJ,GT.JKWI GO TO 300
FAC-I.
IFIJ,N£,JKWIGO TO i/'12






175 ENTOIJI-ENTOIJI+ENTOL ' .





181 DO 250 N-2,5



















00 200 K-I. KHAX
CALL ZZH1J.K.l.ll
RA - !./Qll, I ,KlQ2 • lQll.2,Kl**2 + Qll,3.Kl**2 + Qll,,+.Kl**21*RA
T - OO*IQll,5.Kl - 0.5*Q2I*RA
CALL VISCOFlT,RMUEl
VNU - RMUE





































00 100 Na l,5


























































































6 IFIIGf'~.EQ.Ol GO TO 10
7 tf1)(=1
9 CAll OORTRIAAEF ,ENTO,OXI , I ,..t1AXl
9 00 5 N=2,5
10 CAll OORmIENTGRl,.,ENT9I1,N,1I ,OX1,I,..t1AX1
II 5 Gf'INI=-ENTGRl '
12 C t£T OUTFlOlol INTEGRAl MIMJ$ Il'.FlOW INTEGRAL
13 10 0015 Nat ,tf1)(
1'+ Gf'INI=-OIIU1XINI+OINJI IN)
15 15 CONTltu:
16 00 25 1101=1,2
17 00 20 N=I ,tf1)(
19 CAll OORTRIENTGRl ,ENTBI I ,N, 11011 ,OXI ,I ,..t1AX)
19 20 Gf'INI=Gf'INI-ENTGRl
20 25 CONTltu:
21 C CHANGE SCALING OF GENERAliZED FORCE VECTOR GrIN)
22 C TO REFERENCE VAll£S OF Il'.FlOW ~ARY MASS FLUX
23 C RRHQ-RMACH, DYNAMIC PRESSURE .5-RRHQ-RMACH--2, AN)
2'+ C KINETIC Et£RGY FLUX .5-RRHQ*RMACH"3. REFERENCE AREA
25 CIS EQUAL TO SQUARE OF REFERENCE lENGTH.
26 AREF=I.O
27 FACM=I.O/RMACH
29 Gf'l n=F'ACM*Gf' II »I AREF
29 Gf'(5)=FACM-Gf'15)
30 F'ACM=2.0-F'ACM-FACM/AREF




















2 SlEROUTINE I/lFLTR( ISW,LDRK)
3 -CALL BASE
'+ -CALL BTR 10
5 -CALL RHSBCC










16 00 30 N=I,5




21 ACI2+1 ,1,1 J=FCI2+1 ,N)
22 IFCLKIBC.EQ. 1.ANO.J.GE.JLKIWL.AND.J.LE.JLKIWU) GO TO 15
23 ACI,I,ll=0.5-IF(I.N)+F(2.N)1
2'+ 15IF(12.EQ.LMORKM.AND.(LKMXBC.EQ.3.0R.lKMXBC.EQ.,+)
25 1 A02+1, 1, 1)=0.5-IF02.N)+Fl 12+I,Nl)
26 DO 20 1=13,1'+
27 20 FII,Nl=AII,I,ll
28 30 CONTINUE
29 DO '+0 1=13.1'+
30 IFCIW.EQ.I) FlI,31=VOUCI,LORK)*Fll.2)
31 tFOW.EQ.2) Fl1,3)=VOUILORK,I)*FII.2)






SET BOUNDARY CONDITION OPTIONS KPLANE=I FOR PLANAR SYMMETRY
LMAXBC DEFINES BDY CONDITIONS Af THE SURFACE L·lMAX. THE 8C ARE H
FIXED AT THEIR INITIAl. VALUES FOR LMAX8C~O,
LMAXBC~I SEl.ECTS IMPLICIT VISCOUS WALL Be
LMAXBC~2 SELECTS IMPLICIT OUTFLOW 8C WITH ENFORCED FREESTREAM
PRESSURE.FREESTREAM DENSITY
I.MAXBC=3 SELECTS REFLECTIVE SYMMETRY BC SUCH THAT I.MAX IS A
SYMMETRY PLANE Z=CONSTANT AND THE
W-VELOCITY COMPONENT IS ZERO IN THAT SYMMETRY PLANE.
LMAXBC=~ SELECTS REFl.ECTIVE SYMMETRY BC SUCH THAT LMAX IS A
SYMMETRY Pl.ANE Y=CONSTANT AND THE V
VELOCITY COMPONENT 15 ZERO IN THAT SYMMETRY PLANE,
LMAX8C=5 SELECTS IMPl lelT OUTFl.OW BC IN WHICH Al.L VISCOUS STRESSES
AND HEAT Fl.UXFX VANISrl AT L=LMAX.




















RFAD C'j, ID1t,~IAX "JflAX, KMAX, LMA,X, L AMI N, INVISC. ,.i18l "J"!AX8C .KPLANE ,KIR
Ie, ,I{<! I,L ,JK IWU, KW, ,jKW, KMAX[;C
Fl[AD C5, 10 II IBC, JLlWl., JI. IWI), LW, JLW, LMAXBC .NWiT , IWR IT, NGRI ,NP .KV I5
I ,LVIS,KLVIS,INFLT, ISUTH,NROUT
RE'AC I:', I~i)Df ,FSMACH, RMACH,RE', PR, RTOEGK, "SP ,FS r
rlEAD (5,15) GAMMA ,RMUEXP. TW ,CNBR ,DTFAC ,RM. SMU ,OMEGA
READ c5,15) DTMAX
10 FORt1A1' (16151
15 FORMA'!, BFIO, 0)
WRI TE (6,20 cNMAX"IMAX, KMAX, LMAX,l AMI N. INVISC JIBe, JMAXBC •KPLANE ,KI
IBC,JKIWl,JKIWU,KW,JKW,KMAXBC
WF~JTE ((;.25 i LlSC, JLI ,i,-, JLI WU.l.W, ..JL", LflAXBC, NRST , IWR: f ,NGRI ,NP .KVI S
I,LVIS'.Kl VIS, INFLT ,lSUTH,NRour
WR ITE C6, 3C iN .FSMACH ,RMACH, Ri: ,Pf~ .RTOEGK ,FSP ,f'ST
WR I fE (f3, 35) GAMMA, RMUEXP. TW, CN8R, C fFAe ,RM, SML!, OMEGA
WRITElt,,71 DTMAX
20 FORMATI122HI NMAX JMAX
IBC ,iMAXGC KPL ANE KIBC
IC 11618!
25 FORMAfr//1,2H LIBC
I NRST IWRIT NGRI
2UTH NROUT 11618)
30 FORMAT I/17X, 2HD I, lOX. 6HFSMACH, lOX, 5HRMACH
I, 12X,2HRF', I3X ,2rlPR , IIX,6HRfDEGK, Iu,o(, 3HFSP, 13X,3HFST, / IPBE 15, 'II
35 FORMA f ( lf5X. 5HGAMMA. lOX. 6HRMUE:XP, I IX. 2HTW, 12X. ~HCNBR, lOX. 5HDTrAC •
I, 13X,2HRM,I2X,3HSMU, IIX.5HOMEGA/IP8EI5.71
37 FORMATI//5X,5HDTMAX/IPEI5.7///)
RMACH IS REFERENCE MACH NUMBER
RE IS REYNOLD'S NUMBER AT REFERENCE CONDITIONS
RTDEGK IS RErERENCE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KEl.VIN
IUSED ONLY IN COMPUflNG THC SUTHERLAND VISCOSITY)
rSMACH IS FREESTREAM MACH NUMBER
rsp IS DIMENSIONLESS FREESTREAM PRESSURE
INORMALIZED BY REFERENCE PRESSURE I
FST IS DIMENSIONl.ESS FREESTRF.AM TEMPERATURE
(NORMALIZED BY REFERENCE TEMPERATURE)
INVISC~I FOR INVI3CID FLOW, a FOR VISCOUS FLOW
(C IS I1ANDA TORY)



























CALL DMHAS, c3 0,0)
CM.l DMDASfi 1.l,O,IDPARS)
















































































































































































NOZL30 - INI TlA
AT LMAX, IfiICH CAN BE COOED. INTO Sl.eR. 1lC. SIMILARLY TIME-LAGGED IlC
AT THE OTHER BOYS L-I,K-I,K-KMAX CAN lIE CONSTRUCETO If£N LIIlC.KIIlC
OR KMAXBC ARE ZERo.
LIIlC DEFINES THE IlC AT THE $lR'"ACE L-I
L11lC-0 MEANS THE IlC ARE HELD 'F"lXED AT THEIR INITIAL VALLES.
L11lC-1 MEANS II'f'I..ICIT VISCOUS WALL IlC ARE APPLIED IN THE WALL
REOIONIJLIWL.LE.J.LE.JLIWUI AND II.LE.K.LE.KMAXI.
THE REMAINDER OF" THE SlR'ACE L-I OUTSIDE THIS WALL REGION IS
ASSlKD TO COINCIDE WITH THE Z-O PLANE, AND REFLECTIVE SlJt£TRY BC
ARE APPLIED SUCH THAT THE W-COMPONENT OF" VELOCITY VANISHES IN
THE SYMMETRY PLANE. If£N KW.GT.OlSEE IIELOWI, THE DESCRIIED WALL
REGION EXTENDS OUT OfILY TO K=KW RATHER THAN KMAX.
KMAXIlC DEFINES THE IlC AT THE SlR'ACE K=KMAX. THE OPTIONS ARE
IDENTICAL TO THOSE FOR LMAXBC
KIIlC DEFINES THE BC AT THE SURFACE K=I
KIBC=O MEANS THE 8C ARE HELD FIXED AT THEIR INITIAL VALLES.
KIBC-I MEANS II'f'I..ICIT VISCOUS WALL IlC ARE APPLIED IN THE WALL
REGIONIJK1WL.LE.J.LE.JKIWUI AND II.LE.L.LE.LMAXl.
THE REMAINDER OF" THE SURF"ACE K-I OUTSIDE THIS WALL REGION IS
ASSUMED TO COINCIDE WITH THE Y-O PLANE, AND REFLECTIVE SUMHETRY BC
ARE APPLIED SUCH THAT THE V-COMPONENT or VELOCITY VANISHES IN
THE SYMMETRY PLANE. WHEN LW.GT.OlSEE BELOWI , THE DESCRIIED WALL
REGION EXTENDS OUT ONLY TO L=LW RATHER THAN LMAX.
TW=O.O SELECTS IMPLICIT ADIA8ATIC WALL BC FOR THE ENERGY EQUATION.
A NON-ZERO INPUT VALUE or TW IMPOSES A BOUNDARY CONDITION ON
DIMENSIONLESS ABSOLUTE WALL TEMPERATURE EQUAL TO TW.
ITW=O
IF(TW.GT.O.Ol ITW=1
SET OPTIONS FOR INFLOW eJ=ll ANO OUTFLOW IJ-JMAX I BOUNDARIES
JMAXBC=2 FOR SUBSONIC OUTFLOW WITH FREESTREAM PRESSURE ItFOSED
JMAXBC.LT.2 FOR COtFUTED OUTFLOW B.C.
JIBC=O FOR FIXED (LAGGED I B.C. AT Jal. JIBC.NE.O USES INITIAL
VALUES or TOTAL PRESSURE, TOTAL ENTHALPY, AND VELOCITY VECTOR
DIRECTION COSINES, TOGETHER WITH A CLOSING EQUATION OBTAINED EITHER
FROM MOC THEORY(JIBC.LT.O) OR FROM THE CONTINUITY, U-MOMENTUM,OR
ENERGY EQUATION (JI BC .GT. 0). SEE COMMENTS IN SUBR. BCJMAT
KVIS - I (01 SPECIFIES THAT THE VISCOUS TERMS FOR THE ETAIKI
DIRECTION ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN IOMITTED FROMI THE COMPUTATION.
LVIS = 1(01 SIMILARLY CONTROLS THE COMPUTATION or THE VISCOUS
TERMS FOR THE ZETA(LI COORDINATE DIRECTION
KLVIS = I (01 SIMILARLY CONTROLS THE COMPUTATION OF" THE VISCOUS
CROSS DERIVATIVE TERMS FOR THE ETA ANO ZETA COORDINATE DIRECTIONS.
SET NORMAL MASS INJECTION RATE WMDOT,NORMALIZED BY IFREESTREAM
OENSITY)*IFREESTREAM SOUND SPEED)
WMDOT. -0.0
SET FINITE VOL/FINITE-DIFF WEIGHT FACTOR, WTFAC=0.75(I.Ol FOR























































C... FILL ZETA COORDINATE ARRAY












C LOAD FREE STREAM AT ANGLE OF ATTACK ALP WHERE ALP IS
C MEASURED FROM X AXIS IN X,Y PLANE
READC21 KMAXR.JMAXR.LMAXR.ITMAXR.LMAXBC,LI8C,FSMACH.GAMMA,RE.SMUR.
I DTR. ALP. CN8R, PRR
WRITE 16.45JKMAXR.JMAXR,LMAXR. ITMAXR,LMAXBC.LIBC,FSMACH,GAMMA.RE,S
IMUR,OTR.ALP.CN8R.PRR










IF INC1.GT.NRSTJ GO TO 160
IF INCI.EQ.NRSTJ GO TO 60'
DO 55 J= I . JMAXR
55 READI21 DUM
GO TO 50

























SWITCH TO IDENTIFY AXIAL SYMMETRY
LAXIS=O
IFIKPLANE.EQ.O.AND. ABSIYCI.7.IJ-YCI.7.KMAX1I.LT.I.E-61 LAXIS=I
FIND NOZZLE THROAT INDEX J=JTT
JTT=I
DO 102 J=l.JMAX























































































































































































REDEFINE FSMACH AS DIMENSIONLESS FREESTREAM VELOCITY
INORMALIZED BY REFERENCE SOUND SPEED)
fSMACH=FSMACH<SQRTIFSTI
RE = RE/RMACH




















IFIJ,NE,JMAX) GO TO 124
ADJUST OUTFLOW PLANE VARIABLES TO SATISFY IMPOSED PRESSURE
BOUNDARY CONDITION P=FSP WHEN JMAXBC=2












IF IJ,NE.JTTl GO TO 90










CALL QDRTR 18 IL, I • I 1 ,A I I , I , I I ,DY I . I ,KTl
80 CONTINUE
CALL QDRTRIAT ,Bl 1,1,1 1 ,DZI.I,LT)
IFIAT.LT.I.E-6l AT=I.
WRITE 16,B51JTT,AT
85 FORMATl2X,28HTHROAT LOCATION x=o. AT JTT= 131
1 2X,I5HTHROAT AREA AT= IPEI2.5l
90 CONTINUE
IF IJ.NE.JTT) GO TO 125
NOZZLE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT CW









CW=DINTGL I I) I ICWFAC<ATl
125 CONTINUE
CALL PRECALl J)




COMPUTE HTOT AND PTOT CREFERENCED TO HREF AND PREF, RESP.l, AND
VELOCITY VECTOR DIRECTION COSINES VOU=V/U, WOU=W/U AT INFLOW



































IF (J.GT.Il GO TO 150


























165 FORMATl30H «<ERROR'- INPUT VALUE NRST= 15,60H DOES NOT MATCH ANY





















UPPER BOUNDARY SURFACE L=LORKMX
DO 35 IW=I.IWW
CALL SW
IFILKMXBC.NE.11 GO TO 35
L=LORKMX















IFrJ.LT.JLKIWLI GO TO 55








INTERIOR AND EXTERIROR SURFACES OF AN INTERNAL WALL AT L =LORKW
DO 70 1101=1,1101101
CALL SW
IFeJ.GT.JLKWl GO TO 70











EXTERIOR EDGE WHERE TWO INTERNAL WALLS INTERSECT WHEN BOTH WALLS
ARE PRESENT AND ONE WALL IS LONGER THAN THE OTHER
IFIKPLANE.EO.II GO TO 100
DO 90 1101=1,2
CALL SW
IFCKORLW.I.E.Ol GO TO 90
IFCLORKW.LE.Ol GO TO 90
IFCJ.LT.JLKW+11 GO TO 90










C 900 FORMATr5X. 'J~'l'll
C WRITErS,9051
C 905 FORMATl3X, 'K'TI5'1 'T30'2'T'I5'3'TSO''1'T75'5'T90'S'TI05'7'
C I TI20'8' I
C DOIIOK=I,KMAX
C WRITEeS,910) K, r06c I,KI ,1=1,81
CliO CONTINUE
C WRITElS,9061
C 906 FORMATl3X, 'K'TI5'9'T30'IO'T'I5'11 'T60'12'T75'13'T90'1't'TI05'15'1
C DOI15K=I,KMAX

























































































87 C 910 FOPMATr2X,12,1X,1P8E15 8)










6 CALL OMPASTCI3. IK-!l'Nl.ROW. I)
7 00 10 J=I .JMAX
8 IF'CN.EO.Il CALL OMWASTCI3.0CI,I.Jl.NLROWI
9 IF'IN.EO.2l CALL DI1'lASTC 13.0( I.I.J) ,NLROWI











6 CALL OI'f'AST(\ 3. IJ-I I -III<l.P, I I
7 IF"IN.E:Q.I I CALL IJIot.IASTlI3.Q,III<l.PI






2 SUlROUTlI'E MUTMIXILl ,L2)
3 'CALL BASE
'+ 'CALL VARSI
5 COMHON/VISC/TASl321 ,UU(32),SNORI32I,TMOI32I,TMII32I,TURMTl321 ,
6 I DS(32) ,Ul32l, V(32) ,W(32) ,E(32) ;RR(321
7 'CALL VARS2
8 C TLflBU..ENT Kll'EMATlC VISCOSITY FOR MIXING LAYER ANO FULLY DEVELOPED
9 C JET REGION





15 00 I L=LMIN,L2
16 IFlTAS(L) .GT. TASMAX) TASMAX=TAS(U
17 IFlW(U .GT. lJ'1AXI lt1AX=UU(U
18 IF(UU(LI.LT.lJ'1INI lJ'1IN=UU(L)
19 CONTINUE
20 C CALCULATE TURBULENT VISCOSITY
21 00 10 L=L1,L2
22 IFlTASMAX) ,+,,+,6
23 '+ Tl.flI1TlU=O
2'+ GO TO 10
25 C MIXING LENGTH
26 6 ELMIX=0.13'ABS(UMAX-UMINI/TASMAX












6 C COt'f'UTE EXPONENT SPI'"AC IN EXPONENTIAL OAt'f'ING FACTOR FOR
7 C BOLN>ARY lAYER ON A WAll AT llK)=lORK
8 GO TO 110.20). IW
9 10 l=lORK
10 K=KORl












."CONTROL ROUTINE FOR TUR8ULENT VISCOSITY TURMU(L,6,K)
J=JJ
IFlJ.LT.J8) GO TO 3000
DO 2500 IW=I,2
IFIKPLANE,EQ.I.AND.IW.EQ.21 GO ro 2500
IFILAXIS,EQ.! .AND.KPLANE,EQ.0.AND.IW.EQ.21 GO TO 2500
C'ALL SW
DO 2000 K=KLORLL,KUORLU
10 DO 20 L=LLORKl..LUORKlJ









ZETZ ~lE fA I ( "
CALL ZZMIJ.L,K.KI
ElLi = I , /SQRT fZZlK, 11**2+ZZ lK, 21"2+ZZ IK, 31 "2)
VELOCITY COMPONENTS, TOTAL VELOCITY, AND ELEMENTAL ARC
LENGTH ALONG LORK LINE
3 RHO! =I, IQlLORK. I.KORLI
urL I =RHOI'QILORK,2 ,KORl)
VlL1=RHOI*QrLORK.3,KORLI
WlLI=RHOI*QlLORK,4,KORLI
UUfLi =SQRTlUfi. I **2+VfLl **2+WlLl **21
GO TO e6,71.IW
6 CALL DLMETlJ,K,L.XI .YI,ZI)
GO TO 8
i CALL DKMElr.I,L ,K,XI, YI,ZI1
8 OS{L)=SQRTfXl.jf-t2+Yl ~~2tZl 011"2)
20 CONTINUE
VORTICITY COMPONENT NORMAL TO SURFACE ETA=CONSTANT OR ZETA=CONSTANT
DO 999 L=LLORKL.LUORKU












DERIVATIVES OF VELOCITY COMPONENTS IN LORK DIRECTION
LP=L +1
LR=L-I
INTERMEDIATE WALL IN LORK DIRECTION
IFILORKW.LE.O.OR.L.LT.LORKW.OR.L.GT.LORKW+I.OR.J GT.JLKW)GO TO 100
IFIKORLW.GT.O,AND.K.GT.KORLWI GO TO 100
IFeL.EQ.LORKWI GO TO 700
IFrL.EQ.LORKW+1 I GO TO 500
100 IFrL.NE.II GO 10600






lEST FOR INTERMEDIATE WALl. NORMAL TO L=I SURFACE"
iFrKOPloW, 200.200.400
lEST FOR WALL AT L=I
200 IFeJLKIWL.LE.J.AND.J LE.JLKIWU, GO TO 500
SYMMETRY
300 DU=O.O











COMt'1ON/VISCITAS(32) ,UU(32) ,SNOR(321, TMO(32), TMI (32), TURMT(32).





























































































CPURE EXTERNAL OR PLflE
WAKE Of A WALL
WALL BOUNDARY LAYER









9000 DO 9100 L=LI,L2





C UPPER WALL 15 PRESENT
1020 LI =LORKMX
C LOWER WALL PRESENT?
IFILKIBCfJLKIWUI 1025,1025,1030
C UPPER WALL BOUNDARY LAYER SPANS ALL LaRK
1025 L2=1
GO TO 7000
C BOTH UPPER AND LOWER WALLS ARE PRESENT
1030 IFIJ.LT.JLKIWLI GO TO 1025
C fff THE VARIABLE LEDGE DEfINES THE COMPUTATIONAL SUBOOMAIN
C 1.LE.LORK.LT.LEDGE THAT 15 SPANNED BY THE LOWER WALL B.L.
C OR WAKE AND THE SUBOOMAIN LEDGE.LE.LORK.LE.LORKMX
C fff THAT 15 SPANNED BY THE UPPER WALL B.L. LEDGE 15 CURRENTLY
C fff TAKEN AT THE POINT OF MAXIMUM TOTAL VELOCITY
UMAX=O.
DO 10~0 L=I.LORKMX
IFlUUCl.) .11.UMAXl GO TO 1040
NOZL 3D - MUTLfl
B7 310 DV=VCLPI-VCLl
Be DW=O.
B9 GO TO 910
90 C TEST fOR WALL AT L=I
91 ~OO IfCK-KORLWI 200.200,300
92 C fORWARD DiffERENCE
93 500 LR=L
9~ fAC=2.0
95 GO TO 900
96 600 IfCL.NE.LORKMXI GO TO BOO








105 GO TO 910
106 C BACKWARD DIffERENCE
107 700 LP=L
108 fAC=2.0
109 GO TO 900








liB C VORTICITY COMPONENT
119 TASfL)=ABSCXJfDU+YJ*DV+ZJ*DWlfEfLI
120 999 CONTINUE
121 C COMPUTE TURBULENT KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OVER RE,TLflMTCLI,
122 C CLflRENT LORK LINE AND STORE TEMPORARILY IN SfKL,IW.JI
123 C
12~ C CONfiGURATIONS WITHOUT INTERMEDIATE WALLS
125 C INTERNAL fLOW)
126 IffKW.GT.O .OR. LW.GT.OI GO TO 1200
127 C UPPER WALL PRESENT?
12B IfCLKMXBC-I) 1000,1020,1000
129 C NO UPPER WALL
130 1000 L2=LORKMX
131 L1=1
132 C LOWER WALL PRESENT?
133 IffLKIBC*JLKIWUI 9000,9000,1001
13~ C LOWER WALL OR ITS WAKE
135 1001 If(J-JLKIWUI 1002.1002,BOOO




I~O 7000 CALL MUTSPfIIW,Ll,J,K,SPfAC)
I~l CALL MUTWWKCLI ,L2, I ,SPfACI













































C '" LOGIC FOR rI..l.L 30 NOZZLE CQllFIGLflATION
C .. , THAT HAS INTERI£DIATE WALLS Af'I) SIDE PLATES LORl<W.GT.O
1200 CONTI IIU:
C DErlt£ Tt£ TOLERANCE EPSWAK TO DISTINGUISH WAKES
C mOM MIXING LAYERS. IF Tt£ HAXIt1Ut1 VELOCITY DEFECT vt1IN-Vt1AX
C IN A PROf'ILE SATl5rIES vt1IN.LT.EPSWAK'Vt1AX, ~ HAVE
C A WAKE. OTHERWISE, ~ HAVE A MIXING LAYER
EPSWAK=0.9




1225 IFIK-lKORLW+II I 1220,1220, 1230




C IN PLANE or SIDEWALL/SIDEPLATE K=KORLW,KORLW+I
1220 IFIJ-HAXOIJKLW.JLKWll 1250.1250,1235
C REGION OOIoH.>TREAM or ALL WALLS
1235 UMIN=UUC I I
LMIN=I
00 1236 L=2.LORl<MX




C WAKE OR MIXING LAYER? TEST UMIN AGAINST UINF





C REGION or SIDEWALL/SIDEPLATE
C BOUNDARY LAYER ON UPPER SURFACE or WALL
1250 CALL MUT5PfIIW,LORKW+I.J.K,SPFACI
CALL MUTIoW<ILORKW+I.LORKMX.1 ,5PfACl
BOUNDARY LAYER OR VERTICAL WALL SURFACE BELOW L=LORKW
IFIJ-JKLWl 9000.9000,12S0
1260 CALL MUTSPFIIW,LORKW,J.K.SPFAC)
CALL MUTIoW< ILORl<W , I ,I ,5PfACl
GO TO 1990
C IN REGION BET~EN SYMMETRY PLANE K=I Af'I) SIDEWALL/SIOEPLATE K=KORLW
C LO~R WALL PRESENT AT L=I ?
1300 IFlJlKIWU) 1310,1310,1500
C NO LOI£R WALL
1310 IF(J.GT.JLKWI GO TO 1'+00
C BOUNDARY LAYER ON LOI£R SURFACE LORKW or INTERI£DIATE WALL
CALL MUT5Pf(IW,LORKW,J,K,SPF'ACl
CALL MUTWWK(LORKW,I ,I ,SPF'AC)
BOlWARY LAYER ON lPPER SURFACE or INTERI£DIATE WALL
CALL MUTSPF lIW.LORKW+ \,J ,K, SPrAC)
CALL MUTWWKlLORKW+I,LORKMX,I,SPrACI
GO TO 1990





IFCWILl.GT.UMINI GO TO 1'+01
UMIN=WCLI
LMIN=L
I'+0 I CONTI NUE
UHAX-AMINIIUUCI),UUCLORKt1XI)
WAKE OR MIXING LAYER?
IFCUMIN-EPSWAK'UMAXI 1'+10,1'+10,1230
C WAKE - IF BROAD ENOUGH
1'+10 IF(ILMIN.LE.3).OR. lLMIN.GE. (LMAX-211 I GO TO 1230





C LO~R WALL PRESENT AT L=I






























































































1515 FORMATe 2X.'+5H·····ERROR fLAG IN SUBROUTINE MUT~ ••••
A/2X.58H••••• INAOMISSIBLE INPUT •••••
1/2X.58H"THIS SUBROUTINE IS NOT PRESENTLY COOED TO COMPUTE
2/2X,58H"THE TURBULENT VISCOSITY T~ FOR PLUGGED NOZZLES
3/2X.58H··WHERE THE CENTRAL PLUG AT LeK)=1 IS SHORTER THAN THE
,+/2X.S8H**U'PER NOZZLE WALL AT llKl=LWlKWI. THE ~NT
5/2X.58H**LOGIC REQUIRES JlIWU .GE. JlW WHEN BOTH ARE POSITIVE
6/2X.58H**AI\O NON-ZERO. ADDITIONAL LOGIC wou.D BE REQUIRED
7/2X.S8H··AFTER STATEMENT 1510 TO HANDLE THE REGION
8/2X. 58H**. O. LE. JLlWU.L.E. J.LE.JLW.
9/2X,3H**' I
STOP
1520 IFlJ.GT.JLKW) GO TO 1600
C REGION J U"STREAM OF INTERMEDIATE WALL TRAILING EDGE
C BOUNDARY LAYER ON OUTER S~ACE OF INTERMEDIATE WALL
CALL MUTSPfIIW,LORKW+1.J.K.SPfACI
CALL MUTWWKlLORKW+I,LORKMX.I.SPfACI
BOUNDARY LAYERS INSIDE NOZZLE
LI=LORKW
L2=1
80lWARY LAYER ON LflPER WALL AHEAD OF PLUG
IFlJ.LT.JLKIWL) GO TO 7000












IfILI.EO.II GO TO 1990

























C WAKE OR MIXING LAYER?
IFIUMIN-EPSWAK'AMINI Il.t1AX.W(LORKMXI I I1630,16'+O,I6't0




















1730 IFILEDGE.GE.LORKMX-2l GO TO 1230


























































































31+8 IFfWl I )-EPsWAK*lJMAX) 171+0,1750,1750
31+9 C WAKE OF LOWER WALL fPLUG)
350 171+0 CALL MUTWWK(I,LEDGE,O,O.O)
351 GO TO 1800
352 C MIXING LAYER IN LOWER REGION
353 1750 CALL MUTMIXfl,LEDG~)
351+ 1800 CONTINUE




359 DO 1810 L=LEDGE,LORKMX




36'+ C WAKE OR MIXING LAYER?
365 IFfLMIN.GT.LEDGE+2) GO TO 1830
366 C MIXING LAYER
367 1820 CALL MUTMIXfLEDGE,LORKMXI
368 GO TO 1990
369 1830 IFlUMIN.GE,EPsWAK*AMINlfUMAX,UUfLORKMX))) GO TO 1820
370 C UPPER WALL WAKE CENTERED ABOUT LMIN
371 CALL MUTWWKCLMIN,LEDGE,b,o.)
372 CALL MUTWWKfLMIN,LORKMX,O,O.1
373 GO TO 1990
371+ C LOAD KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OVER RE TEMPORARILY IN sfKL,IW,I)
375 1990 DO 1999 L=LLORKL,LUORKU
376 GO TO f1991,1992) ,IW
377 1991 LORK=L
378 KORL=K







386 C COMBINE INDIVIDUAL VISCOSITY COEFFICIENTS FOR THE K AND L DIRECTIONS
387 IFCKPLANE) 2300,2300,2100
388 2100 DO 2200 L=LL,LU
389 DO 2200 K=KAL,KU
390 TURMUfL, 6,K) =RE*OfL, I ,K) *sIL, 9,K)
391 2200 CONTINUE
392 GO TO 3000
393 2300 IFfLAXIS.EO.l) GO TO 2100
391+ DO 2'+00 L=LL. LU
395 DO 21+00 K=KAL,KU
396 TURMUfL .6,K)=RE*OfL ,I ,K) *SQR1"lsfL ,9,K) **2+sfl-, 10,K) **2)
397 21+00 CONTINUE
39B 3000 CONTINUE









5 COMMON/VISC/TASI321,UU(32) ,SNORI321,TMO(321 ,TM11321,TURMT(321 ,
6 I DSl321 ,Ul321 ,Vl321 .H1321 .E1321 .FF(321
7 *CALL VARS2
8 DATA FK.AP,FKK,F27,FCHK,FCKLE8,FELMIX/0.4.26 .•. 0168.1.6,.5 •. 3, .26/
9 C TURBULENT KINEMATIC VISCOSITY FOR HALL 80UNDARY LAYER IIHALL=ll
10 C OR HAKE IIHALL=Ol HHERE HALL lOR HAKE CENTER I IS AT L=LI AND B.L. EDGE
II C OR HAKE EDGE IS AT L=L2
12 C ARC LENGTH SNOR. MAXIMUM VORTICITY. VELOCITY EXTREMA, AND
13 C VORTICITY FUNCTION FF.
14 RA=SPFAC*SORTITASlLI1)/AP
15 IDL=I






22 C MAX VORTICITY AND ITS LOCATION
23 ITASMX=I
24 DO I 1=2, 12
25 L=L+IDL




30 C FIRST MINIMUM 8EYOND THE A8S0LUTE VORTICITY MAX. DETERMINES
31 C THE RANGE OF FFIll
32 C TO AVOID SPURIOUS PEAKS OUTSIDE THE SENSI8LE BOUNDARY LAYER
33 C OR HAKE REGION
34 IFF = ITASMX
35 L=L1
36 DO 2 1=2,12
37 L=L+IDL
38 IFII.LE.ITASMXI GO TO 2
39 IFITASILl.LE.TASIL-IDL1) GO TO 2
40 IFF=I




















61 IFI I.GT .IFFI GO TO 10




66 GO TO 10
67 9 IFIIM.EO.11 GO TO 10
68 IFlIHALL.NE.11 GO TO to
69 C FOR HALL BOUNDARY LAYER STOP HITH FIRST MAXIMUM FOUND
70 C
71 IFlFFII1.·.E.FFMAXI GO TO 15
72 10 CONTI NUE
73 15 CONTINUE
74 C INTERPOLATE FOR MAXIMUM POINT OF FF





80 IFIAM.EO.O.l GO TO 20
81 DIM=.5*BM/AM
82 IFIA8S(DIM1.GE.11 GO TO 20












93 DO 30 I=1.12
94 FIA=FCKLE8'SNORII I/SNMAX
95 IFCFIA.GT.I.E5) FIA=I.E5
96 TMOI Il=FKK'F27'FWAKI I I. <5.5*FIA"61
97 30 CONTINUE <,
9B C INNER VISCOSITY
99 L=L1-IDL ~.
100 IFIIWALL.EO.OI GO TO 50
101 C WALL BOUNDARY LAYER




106 TMI I I I=TASIL I' CFK'SNOR CII' I I . -EXP C-E 1111"2
107 40 CONTINUE
lOB GO TO 70
109 C WAKE
110 50 DO 60 1=1.12
III L=L <lDL
1'12 IFITASMAXI 52.52.54
113 52 TM I I 1J=0 .
114 GO TO 60
115 54 TMI(II=TASCLI'CFELMIX*UDIFF/TASMAXI**2
116 60 CONT INUE




121 80 TURMTCLI =TMI (I J
122 1=1<1
123 L=L <IDL
124 IFCI.GT.121 GO TO 90
125 IF lTM I ( I I .LE . TMO (1) 1 GO TO BO
126 B\ TURMT (L1 =TMO ( I )
127 1=1<1
\2B L=L<lDL
129 IFll.LE.121 GO TO 81











6 IF"llGNCAL .EO. I I IGNCAL = 2
7 NK=NK+I
8 1F"lA8SlDQOQHXl.GT •OMEGA l 00 TO 100
9 IFlDTFAC.EO.ll GO TO 100
10 DTF=DTHAX/DT
II IFlDTFAC.GT.DTFl DTFAC=DTF








3-D I/'PLI CIT NAVIER-STOl<ES SOLYER FOR Fl.l.L NOZZLE GEOMETRY







































WRITE ON UNIT 4 AND 6
WRITEC41 NC,TAU,DT,NK




10 fORHAT(IHI,5X,52HNOZZLE fLOW fIELD AS WRITTEN TO RESTART fILE AT S
ITEP,15,9H' TIME =,fI0.5,5X,5H DT=,fIO,5111
15 CONTlNl£
DO '+5 J= I •JHAX
CALL LKPIOCJ,21






DISCARD TURHU AND PUT X IN ITS PLACE fOR OUTPUT TO RESTART UNITQIL.6,KI-X(JI
20 CONTINUE
IfCIGL08.EQ.I.AND.KPLANE.EQ.ll CALL GL08ALCJl





















30 fORMATC IH ,14X,I3,10n 1.61
35 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE





















































































PUT DXIDX.DXIDY.DXIDZ INTO Q ARRAY FOR NEXT STEP












































3 DIMENSION ENTGRO( 1)
~ C 1-0 TRAPEZOIDAL QUADRATURE. COMPUTES DEFINITE INTEGRAL.ENTGRL.
5 C or INTEGRAND. ENTGRD I I) ,BETi-IZEN LIMITS IL, IU.
6 C
7 ENTGRL =0 .5' IENTGRO ( ILI +ENTGRD ( IUI )
8 IFIIIU-ILl.LT.21 RETURN
9 ILP= IL +1
10 IUM=IU-I
11 DO 1 l=ILP,lU'1
12 ENTGRL =ENTGRL +ENTGRO ( 1)





















CAll FlUXVEIK.L,Zzcl,11 ,ZZCl.2l,ZZlL,3l ,ZZll,4ll





TEST FOR SYMMETRY AT lMAX
IFCLMAXBC.EO.3.0R IMAXBC.EQ.4i ISYMAX=LMAXBC
TEST FOR WALL AT L=I
IF I CK. LT .KWRI . AND. CJUWL. LE. J. AND. J. LE. JUWUI l GO TO 35
SYMMETRY
25 ISYMIN=4
35 IF IINTWAl.EQ.O) GO TO 40
CAllDIFFERCRO.I.lW.ISYMIN.OI
CALL. 0 IFFER CRO ,lwR ,lMAX ,0, ISYMAX l
GO TO 45






DDV = RO<CZTP - ZTM}
DDV=O.O
DO 50 N=I.5














DO 65 K~ I .KMAX
CALL FlUXVECK.l,YYIK,ll.YYCK.2l.YYCK,31.YYIK.411
DO 60 N=I.5




TEST FOR SYMMETRY AT KMAX
IFlKMAXBC.EQ.3.0R.KMAXBC.EQ.41 ISYMAX=KMAXBC
TEST FOR WAll AT K=l
IFCCl.lT.LWRI .AND.IJKIWl.lE.J.AND.J.lE.JKIWUlI GO TO 85
SYMMETRY
75 ISYMIN=3




90 CALL DIFFERlRO,I.KMAX, ISYMIN,ISYMAXI
95 DO 100 N=I.5
DO 100 K=KAL,KU




VISCOUS RIGHT HAND SIDE
VISCOUS TERMS FOR l DIRECTION
IFClVIS.EQ.ll CALL DZZDYYll.JI
IFIKPlANE.EQ. II RETURN








































































































7 RO = -HOX
8 XXJ't=O.O
9 00 15 J=I,..ttAX




Jlt 00 10 N=I,5
15 10 CCJ,N,I) = fVCNI
16 15 CONTINUE
17 CALL DlffERCRO,l,JMAX,O,OI
18 00 20 J=JEl, JMAX
19 00 20 N=I ,5











7 C COMPUTE CARTESIAN VELOCITY COMPONTS or SHOCK SURFACE GRID PTS LaLS
8 SH<WT = O.
9 SH<WT = O. I
10 LS=LMAX-I
II LSP a LMAX-It







19 GAl'P=GA/'t1A+1 . 0
20 C SHOCK SPEEDS ON REGULAR ZETA LlI'£S or MESH
21 L=LS
22 00 15 J = 2.JI1AX
23 J>=J+I
21t ~=J-I
25 PWT = (J-21*0...t12
26 00 10 KaKAL.KU





32 AL = sa:lT(XL**2 + YL**2 + ZL**2)
33 QSIJ.Kl = asZETA*AL





39 IFIKPLAI'£.EQ.11 GO TO 15
ItO C QSIJ.Il a QS(J.31
Itl C QSIJ.KMAXI = QS(J.KMAX-21
It2 C XSTIJ.llaXSTIJ.3l
It3 C XSTIJ.KMAXl=XSTIJ.KMAX-2l
Itlt C YSTIJ.I 1=-YSTIJ.3l
It5 C YSTIJ.KMAXl=-YSTIJ.KMAX-21
It6 C ZSTIJ.I laZSTIJ.3l
It7 C ZSTIJ.KMAXl=ZSTIJ.KMAX-21
Its 15 CONTlIf.£
It9 C SHOCK SPEED ON SINGULAR ZETA Lll'£ J =
50 XJ a IXLSKM2-XLS22l *0X2
51 ZJ = IZLSKM2-XLS22l*0X2
52 AN • sa:lTIXJ**2 + ZJ**2l
53 XN = -ZJ
51t ZN = XJ
55 QSN = o.
56 XSTO • QSN*SH<WT
57 00 I K· I.KMAX
58 QSII.Kl • QSN
59 XSTlI.Kl • XSTO
60 XSTlI.Kl a O.
61 YSTlI.KI a O.
62 ZSTII.K) • o.
63 ~ITE(3) NC. TAU,oT.
6't I I (QSIJ.KI.J a I .JI1AXl.K • I.KMAXl











8 C ~OBALLY FULLY CONSERVATIVE SMOOTHING
9
10 C ZETAlL) DIRECTION OR ETAlK) DIRECTION ~II SMO-0.5<SHUI19. <13.0-FLOATIKPLANE)I)














26 IF I IW.EQ.I) GO TO 10










37 JLK IHL -JI( IHI.







45 DO 95 KORL;KLORLL.KUORLU




50 GO TO 15




55 15 00 95 M-I.M2




60 GO TO 30
61 25 NSYHL-O
62 C TEST FOR LOWER SYMMETRY PLANE
63 IFILKIBC.EQ.I.AND.!J.LT.JLKIWL.OR.J.GT.JLKIWU.OR.KORL.GT.KLXP)1
64 I NSYHL-S-Iw
65 C TEST. FOR UPPER SYHHETRY PLANE
66 30 NSYHU=O
67 l'ILK2.EQ.LMORKH.AND.(LKMX8C.EQ.3.OR.LKMXBC.EQ.4» NSYMU = LKMXBC
69 00 35 N-I.5
69 35 CDMlN)=O.O
70 SMI-O.O





76 'to SMI-AMAXIISMI.ABSl lQ6(L+LI .KtKIl -Q6IL-L1.K-KI) IlQ6lL .K»))
77 SMI-SMOI I I. O+O.25<SMI I
79 LK2M=LK2-1
79 IFCLAXIS.NE. Il GO TO 'II
90 l'ILKI.EQ.2.ANO.IW.EQ.11 GO TO 42
91 'II IF (LKI.GT.2.OR.NSYML.EQ.01 GO TO 60

































































656 IFe 1101.1£. Il GO TO 65B
IFCLKI-21658,657,658
C SHOOTHING AT SYMMETRY AXIS
657 IFCN.EQ.3 .OR. N.EQ.'11 GO TO '15
GO TO 50































C SMOOTHING AT UPPER SYMMETRY PLANE


















































































































IF eK.LT.KI.OR.K.GT.K21 GO TO 35























'15 S(L,N+8.Jl = FeJ,Nl-Q6IL,Jl
PUT XXl,YX1,ZXI ONTO DISC FOR K &L SWEEPS BELOW



























































































































































































70 FORMATIIHO,2HN=,14,IX,9HL2 RESID=,IPEIO.3,IIH MAX RESID=,
I IPEI0.3,9H J,K,L,N=, 12,3e IH, ,121 I
IF lRESID.LT.I. I GO TO 80
WRITE 16,75)









SET UP TO AVOIO DQOQ FOR N=2 IN SEPARATED REGIONS
IFlKPLANE.EQ.11 GO TO 84
DO 83 L=LL,LU
DO 83 K=KAL,KU










IF IJ.LT.JBl GO TO 165
IFfIGNCAL.GE.21 CALL EIGENeJl






IF eJ.EQ.I.AND.JIBC.NE.OI GO TO 90
IF eJ.EQ.JMAX.AND.JMAXBC.EQ.21 GO TO 90
GO TO 100





IFeJ·JIBC.EQ.I.AND.INFLT.EQ. II CALL INFLTRe2,Ll
DO I 10 N= 1.5
DO 110 K=KAL.KU
110 seL.N>8,Kl = FIK.NI'Q6eL.Kl
I 15 CONTI NUE
L SWEEP ALONG J.K LINES






IF fJ.EQ.I.AND.JIBC.NE.OI GO TO 125
IF IJ.EQ.JMAX.AND.JMAX8C.EQ.21 GO TO 125
GO TO 135





IFlJ·JIBC.EQ.I.AND.INFLT.EQ. II CALL INFLTRe3.Kl
DO 155 L=LL.LU
DO 150 N=I,5
IF IN.EQ.3.0R.N.EQ.41 GO TO 145
IFlN.EQ.2.AND. rABSlQeL.2,Kll .LT.O.Ol·RUMAXIIGO TO 145
IF IQrL.N.Kl .EQ.O.l GO TO 145
DQOQ=FlL.Nl/QIL.N.KI



























































IF IJ.NE.JTTI GO TO 170
NOZZLE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT CW



















SWITCH DT BACK. IF NECESSARY
lFliDTSW.EQ.OI 00 TO 180
CALL DTSWl21
180 CONTINUE
TAU = TAU t DT
WRITE l6.1851NC.TAU.DT.DQOQMX.JDQ.KDQ.LDQ.NDQ
185 FORMATIIHO.5X.4H NC=.13.6H TIME=,Fl0.4.4H DT=.EII.4.
I lX.17HMAXIMUM DELTAQ/Q=.IPEIO.3.IIHAT J.K.L.N=12.311H, .121)
IFINK.EQ.O.AND.RESIDS.LT.RESIDI NRES=2<NRES
IFlNSTEP.EQ.21 RESIDS=RESID
SWITCH DT FOR NEXT STEP IF IDTSW.NE.O
IFIIDTSW.NE.OI CALL DTSWll1
RETURN






















































DIMENSIONLESS LAMINAR VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT RMUE IS EvALUATED


















































13 GKPR = GAMMA/PR
14 PRTA = PR/O.9
15 ORE = -HOI lRE'OZOROY"21
16 IF IIW.EO.21 GO TO 10
17 CAll ZZMl-J.K.1 ,LMAXI
18 GO TO 20
19 10 CALL YYMIJ,K, I.K~IAXl
20 DO 15 N= t. "t
21 DO 15 l=I,KMAX
22 15 ZZIL,N)=YYlL,NI
23 20 R3 = I. 13.
2
'





29 RRIL! = t. 10lLLl. I ,KKK)
30 02= 10llLL. 2. KKK) "2.0 llll ,3 ,KKK) "2.QIlLL .If, KI<K J"2) 'RRIL I
31 T •. GO'(QIlLL,5,KKK) .' 0.S*Q2I'RRlL!
32 CAll V1SCOFf T•RMUE I
33 VNU = RMUE. TURMIHIII ,6, KKK)
34 GKAP • RMUE+PRTR'TURMUIlLl,6,KKKI





40 S4IL) R3·zzrL, I I'ZZll,2)'RJ'VNU
41 S51LI R3'ZZll,II*ZZll,3I'RJ'VNU
42 56rl.l R3'ZZIL,21·ZZll.3)'RJ'VNU
43 SOIL! SOIL! 'GKPR'GKAP
44 RRIL! I. lorllL .I,KKK)
45 (Hli QllLL.2,KKKI'RRIL!
46 V1L1 = QlLLL,3,KKi<I'RRI1I
47 WIll = Q1lLl.4,KKK)·RR1l1
48 Ell) = QllLl,5.KKKI'RRrl)
49 25 CONTINUE
50 DO 30 l·2.l0RKMX
51 LR L-I
52 CO sorll'SOllRI
53 CI SitLl+SI lLR,
51t C2 52lL) +S21LRI
55 C3 S3il)+53llRI
56 C4 = 54ILI'541LR)
57 C5 = S5lL!+55IlRI
58 C6 = 56ll)+SSrLRI
59 0Il,2.1) = -lCl'UllR)+C4'VILR)+C5'WllR)I'RR1lRI
60 OEUIl.2.1)· -1CI'Uil I+C4'VIL )+C5'W1L )I'RRil )
61 01L.2,2) • CI'RRILR)
S2 DEUIl.2,2) = CI'RRlL!
63 01l,2,31 = C4'RRILR)
64 OEU1l,2,31 • C4'RRfl.)
S5 OlL,2.41 • C5'RRilRI
66 DEU1l,2,4) = C5'RR1l1
67 01L,2.51 • 0,0
68 OEU1L,2,51 = 0.0
69 OlL.3,1) -IC2*VfLRI+C4'UIlRI+CS'WIlR)I'RRILRI
70 OEUil.3,11. -ICe'VIl I+C4'UIL )+C6'Wil ) I'RR1l 1
71 DIl,3,21 • C4'RRiLR)
72 OEUfL ,3,21 = C4'RRrli
73 0ll,3,31 = C2*RRlLRI
74 OEUrl, 3. 31 • C2'RRIL)
75 Oll,3,41 = CS'RRtLRI
7S OEUiL.3,41 • CS'RRfLI
77 OfL,3,51 • 0.0
78 OEUfL.3.SJ = 0.0
79 01l.4,11 -iC3'WfLRI'C5'UILRI+CS'VILRI)'RRIlRI
80 OEUlL ,4,1 i =-lC3'WIl I+C5''-'II, I+CS'VIL Il'RRll I
81 0lL,4,21 = C5'RRllR)
82 OEUIL,'t,21 '. CS'RRlLl
83 01l,4.31 - CS'RRILRI
84 OEUIl.4,3) = CS'RRILI
85 OrL.'+.41 = C3*RRfLRI






























































































I 2. *C't*UCll*'1Cll +2. *C5*UCll*WCll +2. *C6*Vlll*WCll +CO*E III I*RRCll
oCL,5,2) = C(CI-C01*UlLR1+C't*VILR1+C5*WlLRll*RAlLRl
oEUCL.5,21= ClCI-CO)*UCL I+C't*VCL I+C5*WCL I)*RACL )
oCL.5.31 = l(C2-CO)*VILR1+C't*UCLR1+CS*WCLR))*RRILR)
OEUCL.5,31= ClC2-CO)*V(L I+C't*UCL I+CS*WIL )1*RRCL )













IF CINTWAL.EQ. I.ANo. CL.EQ.LORKW.OR.L.EQ.LORKW+ll) GO TO 35





IMPl.I CIT VISCOUS BLOCKS FOR INTERMED IATE WALL










'15 CCLR,N.M) =CCLR.N.Ml +2. O*oRE*oElHLR+I ,N.MI
50 CONTINUE
FILL IN VISCOUS PORTION OF IMPLICIT COEFF. MATRIX FOR
IMPLICIT OUTFl.OW B.C. AT l.=LORKMX CLKMXBC=2 OR 51. OR FOR IMPLICIT
ADIABATIC WALL B.C. CLKMXBC=ll. OR FOR SYMMETRY BClLKMXBC=3.'tl.
IF lLKMXBC.EQ.OI GO TO S5
L=l.ORKMX
DO 60 N=2,5
IF lLKMXBC.LT.3.0R.LKMXBC.GT.'tJ GO TO 55
IF CN.EQ.LKMXBCl GO TO 65





FILL IN VISCOUS PORTION OF IMPLICIT COEFF MATRIX FOR IMPLICIT
ADIABATIC WALL BC FOR JLKIWL.LE.J.LE.JLKIWU AND SYMMETRY BC
FOR J OUTSIDE THAT INTERVAL
L=1
IF lLKIBC.NE.11 GO TO 100
NSYM=IO
TEST FOR INTERMEDIATE WALL NORMAL TO L=I
IF CKORLWI 70.70,80
TEST FOR WALL AT L=I
70 IF lJLKIWL.LE.J.AND.J.LE.JLKIHUI GO TO 85
SYMMETRY
75 IFCIW.EQ. II NSYM='t
IFCIW.EQ.21 NSYM=3
GO TO 85
TEST FOR WALL AT L=I
80 IF CK-KORLWI 70.70.75
85 DO 95 N=2,5


















































































2 SlBlOUT INE ZEROOQ II )
3 'CALL BASE
't 'CALL VARS I
5 'CALL BTR 10
6 'CALL VARSe
7 C DEfINE IMPLICIT OPERATOR MATRIX ELEMENTS TO YIELD DELTAQ=O
B C AT GRID POINTS WHERE LAGGED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE TO BE USED
9 15 00 30 N= 1.5
10 00 eo M=1.5
II A( I.N.MI=O.
12 BC I .N.MI =0.
13 20 CIl,N.MI=O.
1't B(l,N.NI=\.






























































$ LlBLDI (41 ,LlBHDRI'+) ,LlBLlN(4J ,L18NSG(4),
$ LIBLOCi'+),LIBNXTI,+) ,LlaOPRi,+) ,LI8SEG(4),
$ LlBSEQi,+) ,LlBWRT(4) ,LlNINPi 16). LlNTOCi 16),
$ MAXDAL . MCTSEG, MWHSEG, MWTSEG, NAMKEY I'+) ,
ASTOSDII-7)
RECORD SIZE IN WORDS IN)
RETURN CODE IBITS 0-8 OF FET+O)
END OF INFORMATION RETURN CODE
OPERATION STATUS WORD
DETAILED ERROR CODE lNOS)
DETAILED TAPE ERROR ISCOPE)
RESIDUAL SKIP COUNT (SCOPE)
NUMBER OF WORDS XFERRED ON READ/WRITE









GEN EQUIPMENT TYPE INDICES
UNIT NUMBERS ILEFT FOR COMPATIB)
CURRENT DEVICE LOCATIONS
NEXT (EOI) DEVICE LOCATIONS
DEVICE CAPACITIES
COUNTS OF WORDS READ
























































2 COMMON / CARDS /
3 A ITEMS, ITPREC ,
'+ B LASCOL. LSOUGT,
5 C IREC, IDAT
6 INTEGER (RECI200),




I I A DMERCD, DMERCM,
12 INTEGER DMERCD,
13 COMMON /CDMETS/
1'+ A TRARGS, TROPID,




19 USE / CDMERR/
20 DMERCD BSS 1
21 DMERCM BSS I
22 DMERLC BSS I
23 DMERPM BSS I
2'+ IOMERH BSS I
25 IfHSAV BSS 1
26 USE /CDMfTS/
27 TRARGS BSS I
2B TROP1D BSS I
29 TRINST BSS 1
30 rRARGL BSS 10
31 TRSTSZ BSS I
32 TRTOPM BSS I
33 TRTOPS BSS I
3'+ TRSTAK BSS '+B
35 'COMDECK CDMASTA
36 USE / CDMAST /
37 MAXLDI SET 160
38 ASTDIM BSS 1
39 BSS 7
'+0 SIZREC 8SS 1
'+1 RETCOD 8SS 1
'+2 EOFCOD BSS 0
'+3 EOICOD BSS 1
'1'+ STATUS BSS 1
'+5 DTLERR BSS 0
'+6 TAPERR ass I
'+7 RSKCNT BSS 1
'+8 NWRDXF BSS I
49 ASTCNT BSS 7
50 ASTSEC BSS 8
51 IFEQ OS ,SCOPE






































































ASPBEG, ASPEND, ASPLDI 118,32,01
BOOTNG I. TRUE. I





RPDTAB 1 2, I, 3, 31















C COMMON ICOMASTI ASTDIM,
A ASTOSD, ASTCNT, ASTSEC, ASTSYS, ASTMSG, ASTPKT,
8 ASTGFR, ASTPFN, ASTLFN, ASTEQC, ASTOPT, ASTYPE,
C ASTUNT, ASTLOC, ASTNXT, ASTL 1M, ASTWXR, ASTWXW
INTEGER ASTDIM. ASTOSDC \41, ASTCNTe7l, ASTSECC81
INTEGER ASTSYS. ASTMSGC9I,ASTPKT(25)
INTEGER ASTGFRCl61, ASTPFN( 161, ASTLFNC16I, ASTEQCC 161
INTEGER ASTUNTe 16), ASTOPTe 161, ASTYPEC161
INTEGER ASTLOCCI61, ASTNXTCI61, ASTLIMC161
INTEGER ASTWXRC 161, ASTWXWC 161
EQUIVALENCE (IDOPER,ASTOSDC!I) , (IQERCD,ASTOSDC211
*COMOECK RPMQI8
C
COIf'1ON 1/ IPOOl( I I
REAL POOl.. C1I
DOU3lE PREC IS ION DPOOL CI)
EQUIVALENCE (IPOOL,POOI..,DPOOLI
*COHOECK DALTITC·····················································............•.•...
c* NOS T R A D A TAM A NAG E MEN T S Y S T E M *
C* *
C* E Z - D A L BASIC-LEVEL MANAGER OF DIRECT ACCESS LIBRARIES *C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ft ••••••••••••••••
*COI1JECK llMECOM
COMMON ICOMERRI
A OMERCD, DMERCM, DMERLC, OMERPM, IOMERH,








* ASSEMBLY CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS *
f •• f ••••••••••••"""'."""·"·"
SCOPE EQU 0 *
NOS EQU I *













INTEGER ASPBEG, ASPENO, ASPLDI
INTEGER GIDIlU', GlOOMS, GIDTEM
INTEGER GIDRES(3),IDXTA8C .. I,KEYTA8C .. I,RIDRESC'I1
INTEGER RPDINO, RPDFIX, RPQNAM, RPClMA'1
INTEGER RPDTA8C"I,TYPTA8C'Il,UPCALL
LOGICAL BOOTNG, TIMING, UPGREr









































































































17't C' RPM RES 0 U R C E P 0 0 l MAN AGE R •
175 C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f •••• *, ••••••••f"f""f'f"fff't
176 'COl1:lECK SYI'EIO
177 COtt1ON ISYI'E I01
17B A CROF'IL, ERRFIL, MCI-I.IN, MTIol.IN.
179 B PLTFll, PPLFll, PRTFll. PlN"ll. SYSCRO.
IBO C SYSPRT, TTYINP, TTYPRT. TXTFMT. ZIOSCR
IBI INTEGER CRDrIL, ERRFIL, MCI-I.IN. i"tTIol.IN
IB2 INTEGER PL TFI L, PPLFI L• PRrr IL• PIN" IL• SYSCRO
IB3 INTEGER SYSPRT, TXTFMT.l5I,ZIOSCRI961
IS't lOGICAL TTYINP. TTYPRT
PAGE 96
"
ASTDIM 1161(ASTCNTCJl ,J=I, 71 /7*01
(ASTEQC(Jl,J=I,161 116*01
(ASTLFN(Jl,J=I.161










OMERCO, oMERCM. OMERLC. DMERPM. IOMERH 15*01
INITIALIZATION/CHECKOUT CODE BLOCK
COMMON TO ALL ENTRY POINTS
(loOPER,ASTOSoIIll, IIOERCO,ASTOSO(21)(DEVICX,ASTOSo(3), ITYPEX. ASTOSO(,+I)
ILCARGI,ASTOSO(511. (LCARG2,ASTOSO(SII
ILOCOCV.ASTOSO(71). ISIZREC,ASTOSO(9»)(RETCOO.ASTOSOI911. IEOFCOD.ASTOSOIIOI)
(STATUS. ASTOSO I11»), lTAPERR.ASTOSO( 121)
(RSKCNT.ASTOSOI131), (NWRQXF.ASTOSO(I'+I)(OEVTYP,ASTPKTII)). (SECTOR,ASTPKTI211
(QfC .PFNIOI. IQfC(21 ,PFNl, (QfC(31,PFNey)
ARGI, ARG2121. ARG3(,+1
COLOC. OEVICX. OEVTYP. EON(2) , EOFCOOQfC(3) , REEL, RETCOD. RING. RSKCNT
EQCOOE. OPTX, OPTXA
PFN, PFNlo. PFNCY, PFNRP, PFNXR
SECTOR, SIZREC. STATUS. TAPERR. TYPEX
TYPloX, VAN
















I NIT 1 A LIZ A T ION
AND
OMGASP






ASTYPE(LOI I - '+
TYPEX
ASTSEClTYPEX+51



































ASSIGN 250 TO LJ OEVX
150 CONTI NUE
00 160 1= e,l,+












C=PURPOSE ACCESS METHOD OF NOSTRA-DMS
C=AUTHOR C. A. FELIPPA
C=VERSION NOVEt'BER 1977
C=EQUIPMENT CDC
C=KEYWOROS AUXILIARY STORAGE MANAGER
C=KEYWOROS DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
C=EASY-SUB DMABRT LFNBF LFNZF
C=EASY-SUB IOMCPF IOMDPF 10MEOF
C=EASY-SUB IOMFET IOMOPN 10MPOD
C=EASY-SUB IOMPPF IOMOFC 10MRPF
C=EASY-SUB IOMTAB IOMXE I
C=TEST TESTCIO TESTPrM












2 C=OECK OMGASP OMGASP
3 SU3ROUTINE OM GASP
































































































(LFN, VRN. RING. 0, NTRKS. 0)
AST\lXrll.DII
ASHIMIlDII
ASTI OCII. DI I
COl OC
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(ltll'i.i I DMDA~" [N fRY
<;f:r Sf."(' r i lJN .i : 01" uMGA"I' REf. MNANUAL. LM5C --0626839
t.lITIN1[ iA~;SICN. OPEN) AN AUXIl.IARY STORAGE DEVICE
':,1'1 'XCI ION S. 1;;1 DtIGA;;P RIT. MANUAL, LMSC-D626839
ft- I L~~I\)j)' I 11. PI
GU n~ 1. J 1/\,,1..:,
CONI iN1l1
++++'1'1"+-++tttttt-+-+tt"t"
i ++ r; t t t t f 1" t t t +t t++ t t t
ENrRY aM 0 AST
IF CEOCODi." .EO. 0)













































C IF £ONAME IS NZ. PROCESS SUPPLIED IDENTIFIERC
CALL 10M OFC CEDN. OFCl
C
C BRANCH ACCORDING TO EOUIPMENT REOUEST INDEXC
NTRKS ; 7
























IF (PFN .EO. 01



















































































































ATTACH PERM F'iLE 10 RUN IF OPTX = 3.'1
I NSEY 1 ,l[V Jn, DE:;CR 1F' fORS IN AUX STORAGE TABLE
OPU) !, )LE
iF 1;1,1, PlH1 I' IE,- R~QUE5IED fOPTX Gr 51, ISSUE A
: Qi'''1[NT RfQUES I ON SCOPE, OR A DEF I NE REQUEST ON NOS
EVICT CONTENTS OF FILE (ERASE)
RELEAS[ FILE FROM JOB (fREE DEV I CE I .
CATALOG NEW PERM FILE IF ON SCOPE,
f1ul)[ ~ Of< rXA
: ~ I. ~l!jD(~ GT, C)
Ii (ASTSYS .NE" U;
C,.\L L 10f>1 APr'
;r :;':. rus. rJf, OJ
~JF"":~ iO!''j r'i~\)
SECTOR--ADDRESSABLE MASS STORAGE
IF IOPTXA ,LE. 2: GO TO 1500
Pl',! ANOlPFN.-7TnnBI .OR, PFNCY .OR. 6'1'PFNRP
.....5 iPf"!~ u)]) rrN
(,('h;~ :;'::,".
; ~- r,V·7Y< I'e 01 CALL 10M RPF (LFNIMer = :":~,;[) r OPT XA ... : '.Ij "'2
IF ,",::1 :, T":; • r'i~: a I CALL 10M OPF (LFN, PFN, MCT. 01



















FREE (CLOSE, DEACTIVATE) AN AUXILIARY STORAGE DEVICE
SEE SECTION 3.2 OF DMGASP REF. MANUAL, LMSC-D626839




ASTNXT (LOll c, 0
GO TO 5000
CONTINUE
IF' (ASTSY3 .NE. 0)
TEMPORARY 1'1 X TO DMGASP ,JAN1980
TO ALLEV! ATf PROBL EM WITH CHANGE IN
[QU1PM[NT CODCS O~J rH[ ~jOS SYSTEM




























ASSIGN 5000 TO LJ FAST














































































































(LFN. PFN. O. 0)
OMGASP
POSITION DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE
READ DEVICE AND CHECK STATUS WORD
CLOSE FILE
PL'lGE PE~NENT FILE COECATALOGUE)
DMRAST DMRAST ENTRY
READ RECORD FROM AUXILIARY STORAGE DEVICE
SEE SECT! ON 3. 't OF DMGASP REF. MANUAL. LMsC-D626839
DMPAST DMPAST ENTRY
POSITION AUXILIARY STORAGE DEVICE





ENTRY OM R AST
+t++++++++++++++++++++
CALL 10M ROR (LFN. ARG2. SIZREC. LOCREC, TYPEX)
IF (STATUS .GT. I) GO TO 7000
UPDATE DEVICE STATE AND ACCOUNTING PARAMETERS
ASTCNT(5): ASTCNT(51 + I
ASTWXRILDII : ASTWXACLDII + SIZREC
GO TO 3900
CALL 10M POT (LFN. LOCDEV. LCARGI. LCARG2)
ASTLOC(LDI) =LOCDEV
IF (STATUS)
CALL 10M CLS CLFN)
ASTEGCCLDI) ; 0
ASTPFNCLDI) ; 0
GO TO LJ FAST. (1100. 5000)
IDOPER; 6Hll1'f'AST













2900 IF (LOCDEV - LIMIT)















IF (SECTOR .EG. 0)
NE~OC - NE~OC +




















IF (OPTXA .LE. 2)
IF (OPTXA .GE. 5)




CALL 10M CPF (LFN. PFN. PFNID. PFNXAI










































































































ASTCNTC't I + (










IF RECORD IS TO BE WRITTEN BEYOIID Cl.mENT EOI ON
MASS STORAGE DEVICE. EXTEND EOI 8Y DUMMY WRITES
UPDATE DEVICE STATE AND ACCOUNTING PARAMETERS




WRITE RECORD ON AUXILIARY STORAGE DEVICE
SEE SECTION 3.5 OF DMGASP REF. MANUAL, LMSC-D626839
DMLAST DMLAST
LIST 10M INFORMATION


















IF (ARGI .NE. 0)
IF (ARG2(1) .NE. 0)
IF (ARG3(1) .NE. 0)
GO TO 5000
lOOPER = 6~ST






IF (OPTXA .EQ. 3) GO TO 6900
IF (SECTOR .EQ. 0) GO TO 3800
NEWLOC = NEWLOC + (SIZREC-!) ISECTOR
IF (NEWLOC .GT. L1MITl GO TO 6800










WRITE EOF ON MAGNETIC TAPE









































































































































ILLEGAL MASS STORAGE / ECS POSITIONING
ILLEGAL DEVICE INDEX





ATTEMPT TO READ MASS STORAGE AREA BEYOND EOI
ATTEMPT TO WRITE ON PROTECTED FILE
DEVICE OVERFLOW ON WRITE OP
MISCELLANEOUS ERROR DETECTED BY I/O HANDLER
UNABLE TO HONOR CONTROL CARD REQUEST




CHANGE INTERNAL FILE NAME lSI
SEE SECTION 5.2 OF OHGASP REF. MANUAL, LMSC-D626839
++++++++++++++++++++++
ENTRY OM N AST
+t++++++++++++++++++++
ASTLFNlLDll = LFNZF(ARG3111.AND.MASK('t211
NLDI = ARG2111 - I
IF (NLDI .LE. 01
DO't600 J = I.NlDI































C6300 10ERCD = 3









































































































































522 IF ( IOERCD . GE. 10) CALL 10M FET
523 IF 1IOMERH . GE . 2) CALL 10M TAB
52'+ IF (IOMERH .GE. 3) CALL DM ABRT
525 CALL IOFATE




AN ENTRY POINT SUMMARY FOLLOWS.
DMABRT CAUSES ERROR TERMINATION OF JOB
DMCLOK RETURNS CURRENT READING OF SYSTEM CLOCK IN







































DMCMFL TO ADJUST CENTRAL MEMORY FIELD LENGTH (CM FLI
OR TO REQUEST INFORMATION ON CURRENT CM FL.
DMCMFL$ COMPASS-CALLABLE. REGISTER-RESTORING VERSION
OF DMCMFL.
DMDATE RETURNS CURRENT DATE IN DISPLAY CODE FORMAT
MM/DD/YY AND CLOCK READING HH.MM.SS
DMRUNT RETURNS CP TIME USED BY JOB. ON SCOPE. IT
ALSO RETURNS 10 TIME AND CP TIME LIMIT.
MISCELLANEOUS REQUESTS ISSUED TO MONITOR
AUTHOR - C. A. FELIPPA, NOV 1975





SYSREQ TITLE MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEM ACTION REQUESTS















































DMABRT BSS I ENTRY POINT






























































































TIME CURRENT CLOCK READING IN DISPLAY CODE FORMAT
HH.MM.SS (OR 'HH.MM.SS IF ELAPSED TIME SINCE
DEADSTART IS RETURNED I
ENTRY POINT TO MODIFY CENTRAL MEMORY FIELD LENGTH, OR
TO GET INFORMATION ABOUT CM FIELD LENGTH.
FORTRAN REFERENCE -
CALL OMCMSZ (REQCM. CMSIZ, BCSIZI
I-f1ERE
SAVE 8CSIZ IN (8'1) FOR PRINT
STORE BCSIZ IN /CDMPAD/
STORE CMSIZ IN 2ND ARG OF DMCMSZ





STORE CMSIZ IN /CDMPAD/
RIGHTADJUST CURRENT FL
IX3> = ADDRESS(BCSIZI
ENCODE REacM INTO (X61
PLACE TEXT IN ASTMSG(21
SET ASTMSGC21
SET ASTMSGCII
PRINT REQUESTED CMl MESSAGE
SET ASTMSGC31
MEMORY MACRO(Xl> =REQUEST/REPLY WORD
(Bit> = FWA OF BLANK COMMON
(X2> = ADDRESS(CMSIZI
(B6l =2(X61 = CMSIZ = CURRENT CM FL
IX7l = 8CSIZ = CMSIZ-8CIOl
SET UP REaUEST WORD
(B6> = 2(XSl = ADDRESS(CMSIZl
SAVE ADDRESSCBCSIZ>
SAVE ADDRESSCCMSIZI
SKIP PRINT IF REQCM=O




LIMIT REQCM TO 2**IB-l(X7) =ADDRESS(BCSIZI
KEEP REQCM IN (XII
SAVE REQCM ON COMMON BLOCK
DESIRED NEW CM FL IN WORDS IF REQUESTING CORE
EXPANSION OR CONTRACTION. ZERO TO REQUEST
INFORMATION ABOUT CURRENT CMSIZ/BCSIZ.
CENTRAL MEMORY FL ON EXIT FROM THIS ROUTINE.
IF REQCM GT O. AND THE REQUEST IS SUCCESSFUl,
CMrL IS REOCM ROUNDED UP TO NEAREST 100B MUlTIPLE.
























































































































































































































175 SA7 AS+86 PLACE TEXT IN ASTMSG('tl
17S RJ =XNCOCTL$ OCTAL ENCODE CMSIZ IN (XS)
177 SAS A7-Bl PLACE ENCODED CMFL IN ASTMSG(31
178 SXI B't (XI I .. BCSIZ '~
179 RJ =XNCOCTL$ OCTAL ENCODE BCSIZ IN (XS)
180 SA6 A7+BI PLACE ENCODED BCSIZ IN ASTMSG(51
181 RJ =XIOl'ESSG PRINT I!'FORMATIVE MESSAGE
IBe? EO DMCMSZ RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
183 MEl'R:a Eau PAD+170B
18'1 Rf"LMESS DIS 2.0+++ REO CMSIZ&
185 !'FLMESS DIS 2.JOB CMSIZ&, BC SIZE&
186 DMCMSZ$ SPACE 2
187 ••• DMCMSZ$
188 •
189 • COMPASS-CALLABLE. REGISTER-RESTORING, GROIN-KICKING
190 • VERSION OF lX'lCMSZ.
191



















201 (BI1,(BSl,(B71 RESTORED TO 1.2,1, RESPECTIVELY.
202 (XI) = CMSIZ = CURRENT CM FL ON RETURN FROM DMCMSZ$.
203
·20'1 ENTRY DMCMSZ$
205 DMCMSZ$ BSSZ I




210 SAS SAVE+I (X51 TO SAVE+I
211 SBS B7+B7
212 SA7 AS+B7 (X't) TO SAVE+2
213 BX6 X3.
21't LX7 X2
215 SA6 AS+BS (X31 TO SAVE+3
216 BX6 XQ
217 SA7 A7+BS 1X21 TO SAVE+'t
218 SAS AS+86 IXO) TO SAVE+5
219 SX6 B5
220 SX7 B't
221 SAS AS+B7 (B51 TO SAVE+S
222 SXS B3
223 SA7 A6+B7 (B'tl TO SAVE+7
22'1 SX7 82
225 SA6 AS+86 (B3) TO SAVE+8
226 SA7 A7+86 (82) TO SAVE+9
227 SAl REOCMADS (All POINTS TO ARG ADS LIST IrTN)
228 RJ DMCMSZ EXECUTE DMCMSZ
229 SB7 1 RESTORE (B7) .. I
230 SAl SAVE+9




235 S82 XI RESTORE (82)
23S SAl A't-B7
237 SB3 X2 RESTORE (B31
238 SA2 At-B7 RESTORE (X21
239 58'1 X3 RESTORE (8'+1
2'10 SA3 A2-B7 RESTORE (X31
2't1 SB5 X't RESTORE (85)
2'12 SA't A3-B7 .RESTORE (X'tl
2'13 BXO XI RESTORE (XO I
2'1'1 SAl CMSIZ (XII .. CMSIZ ON RETURN
2'15 SA5 A't-B7 RESTORE (X51
--;2'16 581 B7 RESTORE (BII ..
2'17 EO DMCMSZ$ RETURN
2't8 SAVE Eau PAODING+I008
2'19 REaCMADS vro 't2/0,18/REaCM AODRESS(REaCMI
250 CMSIZADS vro 't2/0.18/CMSIZ ADORESSICMSIZ)
251 BCSI ZADS vro 't2/0,18/BCSIZ ADDRESSCBCSIZI











DMRUNT (CPTlME, IOTlME, CPTLIMI








EXIT IF ZERO SECOND ARGUMENT
STORE TRANSFER TO UPGERR
STORE DATIM(21
RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
STORE DATlM( I)
(X31 = VALUEIUPGERRI
MASK OUT RJ ADDRESS FIELD
SET 10M ERROR HANDLING FLAG
(Xl I = lEAH
ENTRY/EXIT POINT
IX51 = ADDRESSIDATIMl(BI I = I
DATE MACRO
CLOCK MACRO
A TWO-WORD ARRAY. CURRENT DATE WILL BE
RETURNED IN DATIMIII IN DISPLAY CODE fORMAT
tflXlYY LEFTJUSTI FIED WlTH BLANK FI LL .
THE CURRENT TIME WILL BE STORED IN DATlMI21.













































X2.Dt1ABRT DIRECT ABORT If NO USER-SPEC ROUTINE














































































































































































3't9 CALL ~lJ'lT (CPTlI£ , IOTlI'£. TlMlIMl
350
351 CPTlI'£ ELAPSED CP TlI'£ IN F. P. 5ECQllDS
352 . "
353 IOTlI'£ ELAPSED 1/0 TII£ IN F.P. SECQllDS
35't
355 • TlMlIM JOB CP TIME LIMIT INF.P. SECQllDS
356 ,
357 ENTRY IJt'IUIT
358 DMRlJ'lT 8SSZ I
359 587 I
360 SA2 AI+S7 (rTNl
361 SSI XI IrTNl
362 SA3 Ae+S7 (rTNl
363 see xe (rTN)




368 TIME TIMlOC GET TIME lIMI T, AND CP TIME
369 IFEO OS ,SCOPE
370 IOTlME TlMlOC+1 GET 10 TIME (SCOPEl
371 ENDIF
372 SAl TIMlOC (Xl) = 2't/CPTLIM,36/CPTIME(SEC,MSECl
373 MXO 2'tD
37't SA2 AI+S7 (X21 = 2't/lOTLIM,36/10TlME(SEC,MSECI
375 SX6 XO*XI CX61 = ISOLATED TIMLIM FIELD
376 aXI -XO'XI CLEAR CPTLIM FIELD
377 LX6 2'tD




3ee SX3 -XO'XI (X3) =CPTIME MSEC (INTEGERI
383 SX't -XO'X2 (X't) = IOTIME MSEC (INTEGERI
38't SA6 S3 STORE CP TIME LIMTI
3S5 SX5 10000
386 AXI 120 RIGHTJUSTIFY CPTIME SECS
387 AX2 120 RIGHTJUSTIFY 10TIME SECS
388 DXI XI'X5 (XI) = CPTIME SECS TO MILLISEC
389 DX2 X2'X5 (XI) = IOTIME SECS TO MILLISEC









399 SA6 SI STORE ELAPSED CP TIME CF.P. SECS)
'tao SA7 ee STORE ELAPSED 10 TIME (F.P. SECS)
'to I EO DMRlJ'lT RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM














'tl't DMUSER SPACE 2
't15 ,.. DMU5ER (NAME)
'tI6 ,
't17 ENTRY DMUSER
't18 DMUSER SSS I








't27 IOFATE SSS I
't28 SA2 IOMERRJ
't29 SAl 1000RRL CrTNI
't30 MXO -18
't31 SX2 -XO*X2
't32 IOMERRJ ZR X2,lorATE RETURN IF NO USER-SPECIFIED ROUTINE
't33 RJ 0 ELSE JUMP TO IT
't3't EO IOFATE
PAGE lOB
WRITE AN END-OF-fILE MARK AT CURRENT DEVICE POSITION
TITLE PROCEDURES FOR PHYSICAL DATA TRANSMISSION
f •• ft •• *._ .•....•..•••••••••••••••.•••••••.•..••.•••••••• f ••••••••••••••
• PROCEDURES INVOLViNG ACTUAL DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN •
CENTRAL MEMORY AND AUXILIARY STORAGE
REMARK - THE NOS PRU COUNT lAS RETURNED BY THE LENGTH CCl
IS ALWAYS ONE MORE THAN THE SCOPE COUNT lAS RETURNED BY
THE STATUS MACROl. NO REASONS FOR THIS DISCREPANCY ARE
KNOWN (WHEN DOES A CDC O/S EVER MAKES SENSE, ANYWAY).










RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
DUMMY BUFFER ADDRESS
PUT LIST HEADfR IN FET(II
I XII : LFN
(XS) ~ LIST HEADER
ENTRY/EXIT(B7) I
WRITES AN END-OF-FILE MARK
GET MASS STORAGE FILE SIZE (IN PRUSl
EXTENDS E01 8Y WRITING DUMMY PRUS
TRANSFERS A DATA BLOCK IRECORDl FROM AN AUX
STORAGE DEVICE CHARACTERIZED8Y A DMGASP DEVICE
TYPE INDEX. TO MAIN STORAGE. IALT ENTRY ROMS
ASSUMES SECTOR-ADDRESSABLE MASS STORAGE).
TRANSFERS A DATA BLOCK IRECORD 1 FROM MAIN
STORAGE TO AN AUX STORAGE DEVICE CHARACTERIZED
A DMGASP DEVICE TYPE INDEX. (ALT ENTRY WTMS










































AUTHOR - C. A. FELIPPA, SEPT. 1975
UPDATE - NOVEMBER 1977
SPACE
10MEOF
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READ ReORD FROM SI-OOR-ADDRESSABLF MASS STORAGE
WHERE THE FUNcrION OF THE ARGUMENTS IS IDENTICAL TO
THOSE OF 10MWTR (SEE BELOW I
ENTRY TO READ A RECORD FROM AUXILIARY STORAGE
FORTRAN REFERENCE -
CALL 10~IFmR (LFN, A, N, LOCR, TYPEXI
2
lLfN, A, N, LOCR, TYPEXI














































STORE LFN IN FET(2)
CLEAR FET(3)
ISSUE STA1US REQUEST
(XI) = WORD WITH PRU COUNT







EXI T IF N LT 0
TO SECTOR-ADDRESSABLE MS SECTION
ESTABLISH A FET
POSITION FILE TO EOI
GET FNT/FST ENTRIES
(XII = FET(7) = FST ENTRY
RIGHTJUSTIFY SECTOR COUNT FLO
rX6) = CURRENT SECTOR NO,
RIGHJUSTIFY CURRENT TRACK FLO
lX2) = CURRENT TRACK NO,
RIGHLIUST IFY FIRST - TRACK FIELD
[X3) = SECTORS PER TRACK
(XII = FIRST TRACK VALUE
lX21 = TRACK COUNT
(X'I) = I
CONVERT TRACK DIFF ro SECTORS
(X6) = SECTORS (PRU) COUNT
MAKE COUNT SCOPE COMPATIBLE










EXIT IF NLT 0
TO ECS-READ SECTION IF TYPEX = 3
TO WAMS SECTION IF TYPEX = 2
ro TAPE-READ SECTION IF TYPEX IT 0








































































































































































































































READ FROM EXTENDED CORE STORAGE
READ RECORD FROM (SIMULATEDI WORD-ADDRESSABLE




ISSUE DF.MESSAGE AND ABORT
READ IGNORING EOR
RESTORE (82) = NWPAD
RESTORE A(N+J)
CYCLE UNTIL (821 = 0






GET RETURN DATA FROM FET
RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
SAVE (82) = NWPAD IN (XO)
(X2) = LoeR
lAO) = ADDRESSIAI(B3) = N





RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
RESTORE A(N+ 1I
EXIT IF NWPAD =




GET RETURN DATA FROM FET
SKIP PAD-RESTORE IF NWPAD = a(X3) = LAST WORD SAVED IN PADDING
(A7) POINTS TO PADDING(OI(A21 POINTS TO A(NWXF+I)
INITIALIZE WORD XFER COUNTER
(X51 = f\WXF = 6'1'( (N+63)/6'1)
(XO) =f',W)(F-N = NWPAD(X'I) = NWXF FOR FET ASSEMBLY
(X5) = a TO MARK READ CCNlI TION
(X7) = ADORESSIA)+NWXF(82) .= NWPAD
IB5) = ADORESS(AINWXF+I))
ESTABLISH FET
IX'I) = LOCR = PRU ORDINAL
(Xl) = CURRENT CM FL
IX6) = LOCR
PRU ORDINAL TO FET(7)
SKIP IF CMSIZ CONTAINS NZ VALUE
ELSE CLEAR (X7) TO FLAG CMSIZREOUEST
At-[) OBTAIN CURRENT JOB SIZE
OMIT PADDING PROCESSING IF NWPAD=O
(83) = CMSIZ(X71 = ADORESS(A(NWXF+ll)
OMIT FL EXPANSION IF FL GE IN




































































A7+87 STORE IN PAOOING(JI
83,B2,RDSAMS3 CYCLE
A7 (A5l = EXIT (A71 FOR RESTORE LOOP









































































































































































WRITE RECORD ON SECTOR-ADDRESSABlE MASS STORAGE




BSS I STAGS-COMPATIBlE ENTRY
SA5 WTNS fETCH RETl.flN RJ INSTRUCTI ON
587 I (B7) = I
BX7 X5 IX7) =RET INSTR
SA3 AI+B7 (X3) = ADORESS(A) (fTN)
SAlt A3+B7 CX't) =ADORESSCN) (fTN)
SA2 A't+B7 1)(2) = AOORESS(LOCRI lfTN)
SA't X't (X't) =N (fTN)
58't X2 CB't) = ADDRESSCLOCR) (fTN)
SA7 IOMWTR STORE RETl.flN INSTR
NG X't.IOMWTR EXIT If N LT 0
En WRSAMS TO SECTOR-ADDRESSABlE MS SECTION
BSSZ I MAIN ENTRY POINT TO WRITE A RECORD
587 1 (B7) = I
5B6 B7+B7 (86) = 2
SA't AI +86 (X't) =ADORESS(N) (fTN)
SA3 AI +97 (X3) = ADDRESSIAI lfTN)
SA5 A't+86 lX5) = ADORESS(TYPEX) lfTN)
SA2 A't+B7 lX2) = ADORESSCLOCR) CfTN)
SAlt X't (X't) = N (fTN)
SA5 X5 (X5) = TYPEX lfTN)
58't X2 (B't) = ADDRESSILOCRI IfTN)
SB5 X5 (B5) = TYPEX
NG X't,IOMWTR EXIT If N LT 0
GT B5.86,WRECS TO ECS-WRITE SECTION If TYPEX = 3
EO B5,B6,WRWAMS TO WAMS SECTION If TYPEX = 2
LT B5,BO.WRTAPE TO TAPE-WRITE SECTION If TYPEX Ll 0
CAlL IOMWTR (LfN. A, N, LOCR. TYPEX)
CALL WT MS CLfN. A. N, LOCRI
IH:RE
LfN LOGICAL fiLENAME If AUXILIARY STORAGE f'EDILtl
15 MASS STORAGE OR MAGNETIC TAPE. IGNORED If
RECORD IS TO BE WRIHEN ON ECS CLCM).
A fWA or SOLflCE ARRAY IN PRIMARY MEMORY
N NLt1B£R or WORDS TO TRANSMIT. N=O IS ADMISSiBlE.
LOCR RECORD ADORESS ARGUMENT. SIGNIfICANCE DEPENDS
ON EQUIPMENT TYPE.
SECTOR-ADORESSABlE MASS STORAGE (TYPEX=O,I)
LOCR = 0 WRITE NEW RECORD AT EOL UPON A
SUCCESSfUl WRITE. THE SYSTEM RETURNS THE REL
SECTOR ADORESS CRSAI Of THE RECORD IN LOCR.
LOCR GT O. SPECIfiES RECORD REWRITE AT
RELATIVE SECTOR ADORESS (RSA) IN LOCR.
WORD-ADORESSABlE MASS STORAGE CTYPEX=2) THIS
MODE 15 NOT PRESENTLY. IMPLEMENTED.
MAGNETIC TAPE CTYPEX LT 0). LOCR IS IGNORED
AND RECORD XMISSION PROCEEDS AT CURRENT LOCATION.
ECS/LCM ITYPEX=3). LOCR = fWA Of DESTINATION AREA.
TYPEX DMGASP DEVICE TYPE INDEX CSEE DMGASP MANUAl!
NOTES -
1. ENTRY WTMS (PROV IDED fOR STAGS COMPATI 9 III TY) ASSLt1ES
TYPEX = O. I.E. SECTOR-ADDRESSABlE MASS STORAGE.
2. NO END-Of-RECORD IS MARKED hHEN WR ITING ON A RANDOM
ACCESS DEVICE ITYPEX GE 0). TAPE RECORDS ARE TERMINATED
9Y AN EOR MARK.(THIS M.a. SIMPLIfIES UNIVAC I/O SIMUlATION)
to\.'
lX51 = N + (PRUSIZ-I)
R-BIT=I.EP-BIT=I,XP-BIT=O,fETL='t(X5) = IN+63)/6't
IOMCIO
2(LFN. A. N, LOCR. TYPEX)


































































































783 SX6 B7 MARK LIMIT" A051BUfFERl+NWXF+1
78't LX5 6 lX51 " NWXF = S't*IIN+S31/S'tl
785 IXO X5-X't lXO) " NWXF-N .. NWPAD
786 BX't X5 lX't) " NWXF FOR FET ASSEMBLY
787 IX7 X3+X5 lX7) " AOORESSlAl+NWXF
788 582 XO 1821 " NWPAO
789 585 X7 1851 .. AOORESSlAlNWXF+I)
790 RJ "XFETSETS ESTABLISH FET
791 SA't B't lX'tl " LOCR
792 SXO B7 lXO) " 1
793 SXS B't rX6) " ADORESSlLOCRI
79'+ MX7 0 rX7) .. 0 TO FLAG OMCMSZ REQUEST
795 ZR X't,I-flSAM51 TEST FOR LOCR " 0 II-flITE AT EOI)
796 IFEQ 05 ,SCOPE
797 BXS X't lXS) .. LOCR ISCOPE)
798 ELSE
799 LXO 290 lXO) " 30/0,1/1 ,29/0 (NOS)
BOO 8XS X't+XO (XS) .. LOCR + REl-fllTE 81T (NOS)
801 Et-llIF
802 1-fl5AM51 855 0
803 SAl CMSIZ (Xl) " CURRENT CM FL
80't SAS FET+S ADSrLOCRl/LOCR TO FET(7)
805 NZ Xl,I-flSAM52
BOS RJ "XOMCMSZ$ GET CURRENT CM SIZE
807 I-flSAMS2 BSS 0
808 EU 82,I-flSAMS5 OMIT PADDING PROCESSING IF NWPAD"O
809 583 XI (83) .. CMSIZ
810 SX7 85 lX7) " ADDRESSIA lNWXF+ I ),
811 GE 83 ,85 ,I-flSAMS3 OMIT FL EXPANSION IF FL GE IN
812 RJ "XDMCMSZ$ ELSE EXPAND CM FL TO (X7) WORDS
813 I-flSAMS3 855 0
81't I-flSAMS5 BSS 0
815 NZ X't,I-flSAMSS BRANCH ON LOCR .. ZR/NZ
81S I-flITE FET,R WAITE MACRO
817 EQ I-flSAMS7
818 I-flSAMSS 855 0
819 REI-flITE FET,R REWA ITE MACRO
820 I-flSAMS7 855 0
821 RJ "XFETRET$ OBTAIN FET STATUS DATA
822 SA2 EO ICOD lX21 .. EOI CODE
823 SA3 OUTMIN (X3) " OUT-IN
82't MXS 't2O lXS) .. FILENAME MASK
825 585 X2 (85) " EOI COOE
82S ZR X3,I-flSAMS8 IF IN"OUT, I-flITING 15 COMPLETE
827 SAl FET lXI) " FET HEADER WORD
828 NE B5,B7,WRSAMS8 TEST FOR TRUNCATION ON HITTING EOI
829 SX2 86+87 lX2) = 3
830 BXS XS*XI MASK OUT LFN IN (XSI
831 BXS XS+X2 SET INTERLOCK/BINARY-MODE BITS
832 MX7 0
833 SAS AI RESTORE FETll) TO VIRGIN CONDITION
83't SA7 NWRDXF RESET NWRDXF TO ZERO
835 I-flITE FET,R ISSUE FINAL I-flITE TO MOVE EOI
83S RJ "XF"ETRET$ GET RETURN PARAMETERS F"ROM F"ET
837 I-flSAMS8 BSS 0
838 EQ IOMWTR RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
839
B'tO I-flITE ON WORD-ADDRESSABLE MASS STORAGE INOT IIfl.EMENTED)
8't1
8't2 I-flWAMS 855 0
8't3 MESSAGE WAMSG, ,R
B't't ABORT
8't5 WAMSG DIS 't.WORD-ADDRESSABl..E MODE NOT AVAILABLE
8'tS BSSZ 1
8't7
B't8 I-flITE RECORD ON TAPE
8't9
850 hflTAPE BSS 0
851 SX2 011't8 R-8IT=O,EP-BIT"I,XP-8IT"I,F"ETL"'t
B52 SXS 1000B LIMIT" ADS(8UfFERI+N+IOOOB
853 583 X't (B3) " N
B5't BX5 X't X5 - N lWRITE CONDITION)
855 RJ =XF"ETSET$ ESTABLISH FET
85S IF"EQ OS ,SCOPE
857 WRITER FET, ,R WRITE W/EOR AI'() RECALL (SCOPE I
858 ELSE
859 WRITER FET,R WRITE W/EOR AND RECALL (NOS)
860 ENDIF"
861 RJ -XF"ETRET$ GET RETURN PARAMETERS F"ROM F"ET
862 EO IOMWTR RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
863
86't WR ITE ON EXTENDED CORE lLARGE MEMMORYI
865
866 WRECS 85S 0
867 SA2 B't rX2) " LOCR
868 581 AO
8S9 SB3 X't (83) .. N
PAGE 113
INOZL3D - 10MCI0
870 SAO X3 (AUI = ADDRESS (A)871 SXS 83 (XSI ~ N
872 8XO X2 (XOI = Ers DESTINATION ADDRESS873 WE B3 XMIT N-WORD BLOCK (B3) = NB7't SAS NhRDXF SET NWRDXF875 SAO BI RESTORE (AO 1B7S EQ 10MWTR RETURN877 *
878 10MXEI SPACE 2879 *** IOMXE I (LFN. NPRUSJ
880 *
881 EXTEND EOI OF MASS STORAGE FILE BY WRITING A SPECIFIEDB82 * NUMBER OF DUMMY (ZERO FILIEDI PHYSICAL RECORD UNITS IPRUS).883 * THIS IS NEEDED FOR UNIVAC SIMULATION ON THE CDC.88't *
885 FORTRAN REFERENCE -88S




891 LFN LOGICAL FILE NAME892 *




898 10MXE! BSS I ENTRY/EXIT899 SB7 1 (87) = I900 SA5 AI+B7 (X5) = ADDRESS (NPRUS , (FTNJ901 SA5 X5 (X5J = NPRUS (FTNI902 BXS XI
903 SAS LFNADS SAVE ADDRESS(LFN)90't 8X7 X5
905 SA7 AS+87 SAVE NPRUS906 8XI X5










918 RJ =XIOMESSG PRINT MESSAGE919 SAl LFNADS RESTORE (XI) = LFN ADDRESS920 SAS PRUXEI RESTORE (XS) = NPRUS921 SX2 110'tB
922 SX3 BU"FER (X3) = ADDRESS (8UFFER)923 SX't 8UFSIZ (X't) = 8UFFER SIZE (WORDS 192't 8X5 X't (X51 = (X't) FOR WRITE MODE925 MXS 092S S8't X't (8't) = BUFSIZ927 RJ =XFETSET$ ESTA8LI SH FET928 MXS 0 CLEAR lXSl929 S82 87 INITIALIZE COUNTER (B21=1930 SAS BU"FER INITIALIZE (AS)931 XTEOII BSS 0
932 5B2 82+B7 COUNT933 SAS AS+87 CLEAR BUFFER WORD93't LT 82,B't,XTEOII CYCLE UNTIL BUFFER IS CLEARED935 *
936 XTEOl2 BSS 0
937 SA5 PRUXEI lX5) = REMAINING PRUS TO WRITE938 SAl FET (XI) = FET HEADER939 MXO 't'tD
9't0 583 BUFPRU
K9't1 SB5 X5 (B5) = REMAINING PRUS
.,9't2 LXO 2 (XOI = MASK FOR LFN AND MODE/ITLOCK9't3 SXS B5-B3 DECREMENT REM.PRU COUNTER9't't BX7 XO-XI (X7) = FET HEADER WORD9't5 SAS PRUXEI
9't6 SA7 AI STORE FET HEADER9't7 SXS B3 ASSUME FULL BUFFER WRITE9't8 SX7 BUFFER-I (X7) = ADDRESS(BUFFER-Il9't9 LT B5.10MXEI EXIT IF lB51 LE 0950 GE B5,B3.XTEOI3 TEST FOR LAST PARTIAL WRITE951 SXS 85


































RESET (OUTl = ADDRESS (BUFFER I
(X6l = ADDRESSfBurrERl+Nwxr
RESET f INl
WR 1Tf BUFf fR
Gn rET RETURN DATA






















FILE ACTIVITY AND POSITIONING OPERATIONS
CLOSES A LOGICAL FILE WITH RETURN.
BACKWARD SKIP LOGICAL RECORDS
BACKWARD SKIP FILES
FORWARD SKIP LOGICAL RECORDS
FORWARD SKIP FILES
DISCARDS CONTENTS OF FILE. LOGICAL FILENAME
REMAINS ATTACHED TO JOB CONTROL POINT.
OPENS A I.OGICAL FILE.
POSITIONS DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE ACCORDING TO
DMGASP LOCATION PARAMETERS
POSITIONS MAGNETIC TAPE DEVICE ACCORDING TO
DMGASP LOCATION PARAMETERS




















UPDATE - NOV 1977





FILE ACT1VI fY FUNCflONS PROVIDE CONTROL OVER DYNAMIC
ASSIGNMENT OF PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT, OPENING, CLOSING
ERAS ING, AND POS I fI ON I NG OF l.OG ICALIfLLOG ICAL Fll.ES




























f •• t ••• f*ff.f._ •••••••••••••••••••••
, EXTERNAL TEXT COMMON DECKS '
••• t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••




** •• ***.*** •• *•• **~*****••• *•• *** •••
COMMON SPACE 2
•• , COMMON BLOCK DECLARArlON
, =PROCEDURE CDMASTA




REQUESTS MAGNETIC TAPE ASSIGNMENT •(PRESENTLY DEACTIVATED) ,
. ,
























































































97 CLOSE FET,RETU'lN,R CLOSE WITH REiU'lN
99 SA5 1000000LS FETCH RETU'lN INSTRUCTION
99 EQ FAEXIT TO EXIT SECTION
90 •
91 IOI'EVT SPACE 2
92 ... IOI'EVT (LFNI
93 •
9'1 • ENTRY POINT TO EVICT (ERASE IN l.f'lIVAC PARLANCEl A FILE
95 •96 • FORTRAN REFERENCE -t· 97




102 LFN LOGICAL FILE NAME. CONTENTS OF" LFN ARE
103 DISCARDED. FILE IS NOT RELEASED FROM JOB.
10'1
105 ENTRY IOMEVT
106 10MEVT BSSZ I ENTRY/EXIT POINT
107 SX2 010'19 R-9IT=O,EP-BIT=I,XP-BIT=0.FETL='1
108 MX'I 0 N = 0
109 SX3 Xl DUMMY BUFFER ADDRESS
110 MX5 0
111 SX6 BO
112 RJ =XFETSET$ ESTABLISH FET
113 + SA2 =7HEVICT,
11'1 RJ FAMESG PR INT INFORMATIVE MESSAGE
115 EVICT FET,R EVICT MACRO
116 SA5 IOMEVT FETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION
117 EQ FAEXIT TO EXIT SECTION
119 •
119 IOMOPN SPACE 2
120 ... IOMOPN (LFN)
121
122 ENTRY POINT TO OPEN A FILE. THIS FUNCTION IS PRIMARILY
123 • DESIGNED FOR ACQUIRING DEVICE ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION
12'1 •
125 FORTRAN REFERENCE -
126






LFN LOGICAL FILENAME (1-7 CHARS. LJ ZEROFILLEDI
132 ON RETURN, FNT POINTER INSERTED IN BITS 0-11
133
13'1 VALUES RETURNED IN Cot't1ON BLOCK /CDMAST/ INCLUDE
135 DEVTYP CDC DEVICE CODE (12 BITS)
136 PRUSIZ PRU SIZE FOR DEVICE TO WHICH LFN IS ASSIGNED
137 FNTPNT FNT POINTER, INSERTED IN LOW 12 BITS OF" LFN
139
139 ENTRY IOMOPN
1'10 IOMOPN BSSZ I ENTRY/EXIT POINT
I'll MX'I 0 N = 0
1'12 SX2 OIO'lB R-BIT=O,EP-BIT=I,XP-BIT=O,FETL='1
1'13 MX5 0
1'1'1 BX3 XI DlffiY ElU"FER ADORESS
1'15 SX6 BO
1'16 RJ =XFETSET$ ESTABLISH FET
1'17 BX7 XI
1'19 SA7 LFNADS SAVE LFN ADORESS
1'19 + SA2 =5HOPEN,
150 RJ FAMESG PRINT INFORMATIVE MESSAGE
151 OPEN FET.,R ISSUE OPEN MACRO
152 SAl LFNAOS (XI) = LFN ADORESS
153 SA2 FET+I (X2) = FETC2l
15'1 587 BI
155 MXO -120
156 SA3 XI (X3l = LFN
157 SA'I FET+'1 (X'Il = FET(5)
159 LX2 120 RIGHTJUSTIFY DEVICE-TYPE FIELD
159 LX'I 120 RIGHTJUSTIFY FNT POINTER
160 BX6 -XO'X2 EXTRACT DEVICE TYPE
161 eX7 -XO'X'I EXTRACT FNT POINTER
162 SA6 DEVTYP
163 MXO '120
16'1 BX3 XO'X3 CLEAR BITS FOLLOWING LFN
165 LX'I 300 RIGHTJUSTIFY PRU SIZE FIELD
166 9X6 X3+X7 INSERT FNT POINTER





172 EQ FAEXIT TO EXIT SECTION
173 10MPOD SPACE 2
I PAGE 117
INOZL30 - IOI'FAP
17'+ ... 1011"00 (COlOC, LCARGI, LCARG2, SECTOR'
175
17S ESTABLISH NEW POSITION OF' DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE
177
178 FORTRAN REFERENCE -
179




\8'1 CDLOC ON ENTRY, C~T DEVICE LOCATION (SECTORS)
195
·
ON EXIT, l.f'OATED DEVICE LOCATION (SECTORS)
186
187 LCARGI FIRST LOCATION ARGUMENT IN DMPAST
\88
·189 LCARG2 SECOND LOCATION ARGUMENT IN DMPAST
190
191 SECTOR DEVICE SECTOR SIZE IN WORDS
192
·193 ENTRY IOf'POO
19'1 POSDAO BSS 0
195 IOMPOD BSSZ I ENTRY/EXIT
19S S87 I (B7) = !
197 S8S B7+B7 (86) = 2
198 SA2 AI+B7 (FTN)
199 SA3 AI+86 (FTNI
200 SAlt A2+B6 (FTN)
201 SAl XI (XIl = COLOC (FTN)
202 SA2 X2 (X2) = LCARGI (FTN)
203 SA3 X3 lX3) = LCARG2 (FTN)
20'+ SA't X'+ (X'+) = SECTOR rFTN)
205 BX7 X2 fX7) = LCARGI
20S 583 X3 (B3) = LCARG2
207 SB't X'+ (B't) = SECTOR
208 BXS X2
209 EQ B3,POAD't IF LCARG2=O, CDLOC=LCARGI AND EXIT
210 AX2 SOD (X2' = EXTENDED SIGN OF" LCARGI
211 BXS X7-X2 fXS) = IABSfLCARGII
212 EQ B'+,B7,PDA02 IF SECTOR=I, OMIT CONVERSION
213 SXS XS+77B
21'+ AXS S (XS) = COVERING SECTOR COUNT (CSC)
215 POA02 PL X7,POAD3
21S BX6 -XS RESTORE LCARGI SIGN
217 POA03 SAS AI SET COLOC = COV.SECTOR COUNr (SIGNEDl
219 GT B3,IOMPOO EXIT IF ABSOLUTE POSITIONING
219 IXS XS+xl ELSE (XS) = COLOC + CSC
220 POAO'+ SAS AI SET NEW LOCATION
221 EQ IOi"POO EXIT
222
·223 IOi"POT SPACE 2
22'+ ... IOMPOT (LFN, COLOC, NEWLOC)
E?E?5
·22S POSITION MAGNETIC TAPE DEVICE THROUGH THE
227 OMGASP LOCATION PARAMETER
228
·229 FORTRAN REFERENCE -
230




·235 • LFN LOGICAL FILENAME OF TAPE DEVICE
23S
·237 COLOC ON ENTRY, ClmENT DEV ICE LOCATION.
239 ON EXIT, COLOC=NEWLOC IF NO ABNORMAL
239 CONDITION IS DETECTED, ELSE CDLOC EXITS
2'+0 AT LAST ERROR FREE POSITION
2'+1
2'+2 NEWLOC DESIRED LOCATION
2'13
·2'1'+ •
2'+5 ENTRY IOMPOT t"
2'+S POSTAP BSS 0
2'17 IOMPOT BSSZ I ENTRY POINT
2'+9 SX2 011'tB R-BIT=O,E-BIT=I.XP-BIT=I,FETL=,+
2'19 BX3 XI DUMMY BUFFER ADDRESS
250 SX't BO N=O
251 MX5 0
252 SXS X2 DUMMY BUFFER EXTENT '.253 RJ =XFErSEr$ ESTABLI SH FEr
25'+ SA2 AI+B7 rX2) = AOORESSrCOLOC) (FTN)
255 SA3 AI+BS rX3l = ADORESS1NEWLOCl (FTNl
25S SA2 X2 (X2) = CDLOC (FTN)
257 SA3 X3 rX3) = NEWLOC (FTNI
25B IX7 X3-X2 eX7) = NEWLOC-CDLOC




261 AX7 \20 eX7l : MOVFIL = FILES TO MOVE
2S2 LX5 360 eX5l = MASK FOR tlLE/REC~T
263 ZR X7.TAPOS't
26't
265 POSITIONING BY FILES
266 *
267 AX2 120 (X2) : CDtll-
26B AX3 120 eX3) = flEl-F IL
2S9 PL X7,TAPOS2
270 BX7 -X7
27\ 583 X3 (B3) : flEI-FIL
272 SB2 X7 (82) = MOVFIL
273 GT B3.82,TAPOS2 TO BACKSKIP FILE SECTION IF
27'1 REWlf'() FET.R REWIf'() TAPE
275 SAl FET FETCH FET HEADER
27S MXO '120
277 MXS 0 (XSl = 0
278 BXI XO*XI CLEAR REO/RTN FIELD
279 SX5 86+B7 eX5l' 3
280 SAS A2 SET CDLOC : 0
28\ BX7 XI+X5 SET FILE MODE/INTERLOCK BITS
2B2 SA7 Al RESTORE FET HEADER
283 EO B3,BO,TAPOS3 OMI1 FORWARD SKIP IF NEI-FIL=O
28'1 SX7 B3 SET MOVFIL = NEI-FIL
285 *
286 TAPOSI BSS 0
287 SA'! FSFMAC+I FETCH OPERATION DESCRIPTOR
288 LX7 180 ROTATE MOVFIL
289 BX'! X't*X5 CLEAR FILE COUNT FIELD (Nl
290 8XG X't+X7 INSERT MOVFIL
291 SAG A't STORE OP DESCRIPTOR
292 FSFMAC SKIPF FET, ,I7B,R FORWARD SKIP FILES
293 EQ TAPOS3
29'1 TAPOS2 SA't BSFMAC+I FETCH OP DESCRIPTOR
295 LX7 180 ROTATE FILE COUNT
296 BX't X't*X5 CLEAR FILE COUNT FIELD
297 BXS X't+X7
298 SAS A'!
299 BSFMAC SKIPB FET .. 17B,R BACKSKIP tiLES
300 TAPOS3 LX3 \20 CDLOC : 't09S*(NEWFIL-I)
301 BX6 X3
302 SA6 A2 lFOATE CDLOC
303 *
30'1 * POSITION TAPE BY RECORDS
305 *



















325 eSRMAC SKIPS FET.. O,R eACKSKIP RECORDS
326 EQ TAPOS6





., 332 FSAMAC SKIPF FET .. O,R FORWARD SKIP RECORDS
333 *
33'1 TAPOS6 BX6 X3
335 SAG A2 SET CDLOC = NEWLOC
336 EQ IOMPOT RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
337 *
338 IOMREW SPACE 2
339 *** IOMREW (LFNl
3'10 *
3'11 * ENTRY POINT TO REWIND A FILE
3'12 *
3'13 * FORTRAN REFERENCE -
3'1'1 *

















358 RJ =XFETSET$ ESTABLISH FET
359 REWIND FET,R REWI/Ill MACRO
360 RJ FETRET$ GET RET/AT CODES
361 EQ IOMREW RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
362 SKPSYST IFEO OS ,SCOPE
363 BSKIPR/BSKIPF/FSKIPR/FSKIPF (LFN, N)
36't
365 ENTRY POINTS TO SKIP RECORDS OR FILES
366
367 FOR TRAN REFERENCES -
368 ,
369 , -----------------~-----370 CALL 8SKIPR IU N, N)
371 CAL.L BSKIPF (Lf-N, N)
372 CALL FSKIPR (LFN, N)
373 CALl. FSKIPF (LFN. N)






l.EN LOGIC~L FILE NAME
379





385 BSKIPF BSSZ I
386 SAlt BSKIPF FETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION
387 SB't 17B LEVEL=17B (FILEI
388 SB5 I B5=1 FOR BACKWARD SKIP
389 EO SKIPI
390 BSKIPR BSSZ I ENTRY POINT
391 SAlt BSKIPR FETCH RETURN INSfRUCTION
392 S8't BO LEVEL=O (RECORD)
393 SB5 I B5=1 FOR BACKWARD SKIP
39't EO SKIPI
395 FSKIPf- 8SSZ I ENTRY POINT
396 SAlt FSKIPF FETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION
397 SB't 17B LEVEL=17B (FILE)
398 S85 80 85=0 FOR FORWARD SKIP
399 EO SKIPI
'tOO FSKIPR BSSZ I ENTRY POINT
'to I SAlt FSKIPR FETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION
't02 S8't 80 LEVEL=O (RECORO!
't03 S85 BO B5=0 FOR FORWARD SKIP
'to't SKIPI 8SS 0
't05 BX6 X't (X6) = RETURN INST






't12 RJ =XFETSET$ ESTABLISH FET
't13 SA2 AI+B7 ADDRESS(NI TO X2 (FTN)
'tI't SA2 X2 (X2) = N (FTNI
't15 SA3 SKPTAB+B5 FETCH CPC ARGUMENT WORU
't16 MXO 't2D
't17 SX5 B't (X5) = RECORD LEVEL
't18 BX2 -XO'X2 LIMIT N TO 6 OCTAL DIGITS
't19 LX5 I'to ROTATE LEVEL FOR INSERTION \1
'/20 LX2 180 ROTATE N
't21 BX6 X3+X5 INSERT LEVEL
't22 BX6 X6+X2 INSERT N
't23 SA6 SKPMAC+I STORE AFTER CPC REFERENCE
'+2'+ SKPMAC SAl FET
't25 RJ =XCPC ISSUE REQUEST
't26 BSSZ I
't27 RJ FETRET$ GET CODE/STATUS
't28 SKPRET BSSZ I RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
't29 USE I
'+30 SKPTAB BSS 0
'+31 VFD IBe/3.2/1.40D/2'tOB FSKIP REOUEST WORD







































NOZL 3D - 1OMFAP
SPACE 2




SAl FET (XI I = LFN
aX7 X2
SA7 ASTMSG+I PUT OP 10 IN ASTMSG(21
axs X3
SAS ASTMSG INITIALIZE ASTMSGlII
RJ =XLFNBF$ 8LANKFI LL LFN IN (XS I
SAS A7+87 STORE .LFN IN ASTMSGl31
RJ =XIOMESSG PRINT MESSAGE
581 I RESTORE (81 I = 1
EQ FAMESG
UTILITY CODE 8LOCK FOR TERMINATION ACTIVITIES
ENTRY - IX51 = RETURN INSTRUCTION
855 a
8X? X5
SA7 FARETRN STORE RETURN INST
RJ =XFETRET$ GET RETURN PARAMETERS FROM FET
ZR Xl,FARETRN EXI T IF STATUS = a
RJ =XNCOCTL$ ENCODE STATUS IN lXSI
SA5 =IOHFAC STATUS
SAS ASTMSG+2 PLACE STATUS IN ASTMSGl31
8X7 X5
SA? AS-87 EXPLANATORY TEXT TO ASTMSGl21
RJ =XIOMESSG PRINT STATUS MESSAGE






















EXTRACTS RETURNS PARAMETERS FROM CURRENT FET.
SETS UP A FILE ENVIRONMENT TABLE (FET)
COMPASS-CALLABLE PROCEDURE FOR CONVERTING AN
1-9 DIGIT INTEGER TO OCTAL DISPLAV CODE
(ALT COMPASS ENTRY LFNBf$) BLANKFILLS A LFN
(ALT COMPASS ENTRY LFNZF$) ZERO FILLS A LFN
LEFTJUSTIFY A RIGHT-JUSTIFIED NAME
WHERE XXXX = EOPC.DLOC,NEXT,SECT,UNIT ARE
FUNCTIONS TO GET AST INFORMATION FOR A GIVEN LDI.
(ALT COMPASS ENTRY RJN8F$) BLANKFILLS A
ZEROFILLED RIGHT-JUSTIFIED NAME STRING










FILE INFORMATION FUNCTIONS INCLUDE FILENAME MANIPULATION










COMPASS-CALLABLE PROCEDURE FOR SETTING UP
A FILE ENVIRONMENT TABLE (FET)
COMPASS REFERENCE -
RJ FETSET$
ENTRY REGISTER SET -
(XI) ADORESS('t2/LFN,IB/FNT-POINTER)(LAST FIELD OPTIONAL)(X21 't8/0,3/R,3/EP,3/XP,3/FETL, WHERE
R = RANDOM ACCESS BIT, EP = ERROR PROCESSING BIT,










IFEQ OS ,NOS '
••• f •••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••
, EXTERNAL TEXT COMMON DECKS





















f ••• f ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f_ ••••••••••••••••
· .
IOMLDIX EXTRACTS INFORMATION PERTAINING TO A LOGICAL
DEVICE INDEX IN FORMAT SUITABLE FOR DISPLAY.
10MLFN QUERIES STATUS OF FILENAME IN RELATION TO JOB




• PROGRAMMED BY C.A. FELIPPA, OCT 1975 (HALLOWEEN DAY)
• UPDA TE - OCT 1977 (HALLOWEEN DAY)









































































































88 IX,+) N = SIZE OF BLOCK TO BE ><MITTED
89 IX51 0 IF READ CONDITION, N IF ~ITE
90 IX6) LIMIT-AOORESSI8U'"FERI-N
91
92 EXIT REGISTER CONFIGURATION -





'h 96 * ENTRY VALUES OF (X,+I ANO IX51 PLACED IN ~XF A!'lJ ~X~T
97 • lBLOCK /COMASTII, RESPECTIVELY.98
·99




WORD / BIT 5 '+ 3 2 I103
·
98765'+321098765'+321098765'+321098765'+321098765'+321098765'+3210
10'+ FET+O ----------LOGICAL-FILENAME---------------- •.......•....... 11
105 FET+l · ........... R.. E... X.................. FETL-------FlRST------
106 * FET+2 · ......................................•... --------IN--------
107 FET+3 · ......................................•.. --------OUT-------




110 * FET+6 · ........... -(FETEXT-POINTERI - ..............................
111 FET+7 .................................. ' .........................





117 IN AOORESSIBU"FERI ON READ-TYPE CONDITION
118 ADORESSIBUFFERI+N ON ~ITE-TYPE CONDITION
119 OUT ADDRESS IBLFFER I
120 LIMIT AOORESSIBUFFERI+N+(XSI
121 FETEXT POINTER ONLY SET IF XP-BIT = 1
122
123 FOR NOS, WORDS FET+6 ANO FET+8 ARE ZERO, ANO Tt£ XP BIT
12't lWORD FET+I) HAS NO EFFECT.
125 *
126 ENTRY fETSET$
127 FETSET$ BSSZ 1 ENTRY/EXIT
128 SB7 1 (B71 = I
129 BX7 X,+ (X7) = N
130 IX,+ X3+X,+ (X,+) = AOORESSlBU"FER1+N
131 SB6 B7+B7 (86) " 2
132 NZ X6,*+1
133 SX6 B7 IF IXS) " 0, SET (XSI " 1
13'+ + SA7 ~XF SAVE N IN~
135 BX7 X5
13S IX6 X'++XS lXS) = LIMIT
137 SA7 A7+B7 SAVE ENTRY lX51 IN ~T
138 MX7 0 lX7) " 0
139 SAS FET+'+ SAVE LIMIT IN FET+'+ • FET(51
1'+0 IFEO os ,SCOPE
1'+1 SXS CPCERR FETCH ERROR-XFER ADS ISCOPE)
1'+2 BXO X6 (XO I " ERROR XFER ADS (SCOPE I
1'+3 LXO 30 ISCOPE)
1'+'+ BX6 XO+X6 COMPLETE ASSEMBLY OF FET(9) (SCOPE I
1'+5 ELSE
I,+S MX6 0 (XS) • 0 lNOSI
1'+7 ENOIF
1'+8 SA7 RETCOO CLEAR RETCOO
1'+9 SBI XI SAVE lXI) IN BI
150 SA7 A7+B7 CLEAR EOFCOO
151 SA6 FET+8 STORE fETe91
152 SA7 A7+B7 CLEAR STATUS
153 SA7 A7+B7 CLEAR TAPERR/DTLERR
15'+ SA7 A7+B7 CLEAR RSKCNT
155 BX6 X3 lXSI • OUT • AOORESS(BUFFERI
15S SA7 A7+B7 CLEAR ~XF
157 SA7 AS-B7 CLEAR FETeBI
158 MXO '+2D (XOI " LFN MASK
159 SA7 A7-B7 CLEAR FET(7)
ISO SA7 A7-B7 CLEAR FET(6)
lSI IX7 X3+X5 (X71 • IN " AOORESSIBUFFER)+(X51
162 SAS A7-86 FETe,+) • OUT
163 SA5 XI (X5) • LFN/FNTPNT
16'+ SA7 A6-B7 FETe31 " IN
IS5 SXl 86+B7 lX11
• 3166 BX6 XO*X5 (XSI • ISOLATED LFN
167 BX5 -XO*X5 (X51 • ISOLATED FNTPNT
IS8 SAlt A7+86 lX,+) " LIMIT· FETl51
169 BXS XS+X1 SET INTERLOCK A!'lJ ><MISSION MOllE BITS
170 MXO -3 (XOI • OCTAL DIGIT MASK
171 SAS A7-86 STORE FET-HEADER IN FET(II
172 LX5 '+eo (X5) " LEFTJUST IF lED FNTPNT
173 BXI -XO*X2 (XII " FETL
r-·!--------~---- ------
I PAGE 123
FE:TSET (LFN, X2, BUFFER, N, NWRTl





(X7l = MERGED FNTPNT/LIMIT FIELDS
RIGHTJUSTIFY R/E/X BITS FIELD
STORE FETI5l(X'I) = XP BIT
CLEAR XP-BIT FIELD




(XII = MERGED FETL/FIRST FIELDS
(XSl :. MERGED R/E/X/FETL/FIRST FIELDS
STORE FETI2l
RESTORE (XI I
IBI) = I FOR NOS
EXIT IF XP=O
(X7) = ADDRESS OF FET EXTENSION(XSI = I
FETX( I) = I
ROTATE ADDRESS TO BITS 30-'17
STORE FETX-PNT IN FET(7)




























































EO FETSET RETURN TO FORTRAN PROGRAM
SPACE 2
FETREr$
COMPASS-CALLABLE PROCEDURE TO EXTRACT STATUS PARAMETER





RETCOD. EO ICOD ,STATUS ,DTLERR STORED IN ICDMASTI







SAl FET+O (XI) = FET HEADER
58S B7+B7 (BS) = 2
MXS -90 (XSI = RETURN CODE MASK
SA2 AI+B6 (X21 = IN = FET+2
BXS -XS"XI (XS) = RETCOD
SA3 A2+B7 (X3) = OUT = FET+3
SAS RErCOD STORE RETURN CODE
AXI 9 RIGHTJUSTIFY EOI INDICATOR
MXS -1
IX7 X3-X2 ; (X7) = OUT-IN
SA2 NWXWRT (XcI = NWXF ON WRITE OP, ELSE 0SA3 NWRDXF (X3) = CURRENT NWRDXF
SA7 OUTMIN PLACE (OUT-IN) IN OUTMIN
BXS -XS"XI (XSI = EOICOD
IX7 X2-X7 (X71 = IN-OUT+NWXWRT

























































































262 SA7 A3 STORE UPDATED NWRDXF
263 IFEQ as ,SCOPE
264 SAl A6+B7 FETCH STAlUS WORD (SCOPE)
265 ELSE
266 AXI I RIGHTJUSTIFY ABT CODE (NOS)
267 MX6 -4 (NOS)
26B BX6 -X6-Xl lX6) = ABT CODE lNOS)
269 LXI X6 (NOS)
'>', 270 SA6 A6+B7 STORE IN STATUS lNOS)
271 ZR X6.FETRET$ (NOS)
r 272 SAl FET+S lNOS)
273 SX2 X6-IIB lNOSI
274 MX3 -120 (NOS)
275 BXS -X3-XI (NOS)
276 NZ X2.FETRETS (NOS)
277 SA6 A6+B7 STORE DETAILED ERROR CODE (NOS)
27B ENDIF
279 EQ FETRETS RETURN





-2B3 OWNCODE ERROR PROCESSING PROCErURE. NOTE THAT THIS
2B4 CODE BLOCK USES ONLY REGISTERS AI.XI.A6.X6.XO. THIS
2B5 . IS IMPORTANT. FOR CPC USES ONLY THE 1ST FOUR.
2BS
-287 [FEQ OS. SCOPE
28B CPCERR 8SSZ I lSCOPE)
289 BXS Xl lSCOPE)
290 AXI 90 RIGHTJUSTIFY STATUS FIELD (SCOPEI
291 SA6 FET FIX TO GODDAMN SCOPE. 5/79 ISCOPE)
292 MXO -5 MASK FOR STATUS FIELD lSCOPE)
293 BX6 -XO-XI (XS) = STATUS lSCOPE)
294 SAl FET+6 lXI) = FET(7) (SCOPE)
295 SA6 STATUS STORE STATUS WORD lSCOPE)
29S AXI 300 RIGHTJUSTIFY FETX-PNT FIELD ISCOPE I
297 ZR Xl.CPCERR RETURN IF xp=o (SCOPE)
29B SAl Xl lXI) = FET EXTENSION WORD (SCOPE)
299 BX6 XI SAVE lXI) IN (XS) lSCOPE)
300 AX6 180 RIGHTJUSTIFY DETAILED ERROR (SCOPE)
301 BXS -XO-X6 lXS) = TAPERR lSCOPE)
302 AXI 240 RIGHTJUSTIFY RES SKIP COUNT (SCOPE)
303 MXO -160 (SCOPE)
304 SA6 AS+B7 STORE TAPERR (SCOPE)
305 BX6 -XO-Xl lXS) = RSKCNT (SCOPE)
306 SA6 AS+B7 STORE RSKCNT lSCOPE)
307 EQ CPCERR TO CPC EXIT WORD lSCOPE)
30B END IF'







EXTRACT INFORMATION PERTAINING TO A LOGICAL DEVICE INDEX
313
-
lLDIX) AND PLACE IT IN FORMAT SUITABLE FOR TABLE PRINT
314 BY SUBROUTINE IOMTAB.
315 ALL INPUT/OUTPUT IS DONE THROUGH 8LOCK /CDMPAD/.
31S •
317 ENTRY IOMLDIX
318 IOMLDIX BSSZ I
319 SAl LDIX lXl) = LDI INDEX
320 SB7 I (B71 = 1
321 SB2 MAXLDI lB2) = MAXLDI = AST ROW DIMENSION
322 SBI Xl 181 ) = 1.01
323 SB6 B7+87 lB6) = 2
324 SA3 Bl+ASTYPE-l lX3) = ASTYPElLOll
325 SB3 82+82 lB3) = 2-MAXLOI
32S SA2 A3-B2 lX2) = ASTOPTILDI)
327 SA5 A3+B3 lX5) = ASTLOClLOI) = COLOC
32B SX7 X3-4 (X71 = ASTYPEILDI)-4 = TYPEX
329 BX6 X2 (XS) = OPTX
330 SA7 TYPEX STORE TYPEX
331 SAl ASTSEC+4+X7 (Xl) = ASTSECITYPEX+4) = SECTOR
332 SAS A7+B7 STORE OPTX
333 8X6 X5 (XS) = COLOC
334 SA2 A5+B2 lX2) = ASTNXTILDII
335 SA6 AS+86 STORE COLOC
336 8X7 Xl IX7) = SECTOR
337 SAl =IOH (Xl) = BLANK WORD
33B 584 X7 SAVE SECTOR IN (84)
339 SA3 A2+82 (X3) = ASTLIMlLOl1
340 SA7 A7+B6 STORE SECTOR
341 SA4 A3+82 (X4) = ASTWXRlLDl1
342 BX6 X2 (X6) = NEXT
343 SA5 A4+B2 (X5) = ASTWXWlLDl1
344 8X7 X3 IX"I = LIMIT
345 SA6 A6+87 STORE NEXT
346 8xe Xl (XS) = BLANK




348 SAS AS+8S STORE TRANSPARENT FULL DEV MARK
349 LX7 X4 (X7) ~ KWXRED
350 BXS X5 (XG) : KWXWRT
351 SA4 ASTCNT (X4) : KACTVD (ACTIVE DEVICE COUNTER)
352 SA7 A7+BS STORE KWXRED ~
353 SAS AS+B6 STORE KWXWRT
354 SX6 ' X4+B7
355 BXO XI SAVE BlANK WORD IN (XO)
356 SA6 A4 STORE INCREMENTED KACTVD
357 SA5 A4+B7 (X5) : KFULLDlFULL DEVICE COUNTER)
358 PL X3, IOMLDI I TEST FOR FULL DEVICE (NEG LIMIT) ;-\-.
359 SX7 IR'
360 LX7 540
361 SX6 X5+B7 INCREMENT KFULLD BY I
362 SA7 A7-B7 STORE FUl.L DEVICE MARK
363 SA6 A5 STORE UPDATED KFULLD
364 10MLDII BSS a
365 SAl TABFMTI4 (XI) TABFMTC I)
366 BX5 XO (X5) TABFMT(5) COIR. ACCESS DEVICE)
367 SA2 AI+B7 (X21 TABFMT(2)
368 SA3 AI+B6 (X3) TABFMT(31
369 BX6 XI
370 SA6 TABFMT+O STORE TA8FMT ( I )
371 BX7 X2
372 SA4 A3+B7 (X4) : TABFMT(4) COIR. ACCESS DEVICE)
373 BX6 X3
374 SA7 A6+B7 STORE TABFMT(2)
375 SAl A4+87 (XI) : TABFMT(6)
376 SA2 A4+86 (X2I : TABFMT(7)
377 SA6 A6+B6 STORE TABrMT (3)
378 BX7 XO (X7) " BLANK
379 GT B4,IOMLDI2 BRANCH AS PFR SECTOR VALUE
380 SA4 A2+B7 (X4) : TABFMT(4) (TAPE DEVICE)
381 SA5 A2+B6
382 SA7 LIMIT BLANK OUT LIMI f WORD
3B3 SA7 SECTOR BLANK OUT SECTOR WORD
384 IOMLDI2 BSS 0
385 LX6 X4
386 BX7 X5
3B7 SA6 A6+87 STORE TA8FMT(41
388 8X6 XI
389 SA7 A6+B7 STORE TABFMT (5)
390 8X7 X2
391 SAl ASTLFN-I+BI (XI) : ASTLFN(LDI)
392 SA6 A6+BS STORE TABFMT(6)
393 SA5 AI-B2 (X51 : PFN : ASfPFN(LDI)
394 SA7 A7+86 STORE TA8FMT(71
395 BX7 X5
39S SA7 PFN
397 RJ LFNBF$ BLANKFILL LFN IN (X6)
398 SA6 LFNAME STORE 8LANK-PADDED LFN
399 ZR X5,IOMLDIX EXIT IF PFN:O '(LOCAL FILE)
400 BXI X5 (XI) ~ PFN
401 RJ LFN8F$ BLANKFILL PFN IN (XS)
402 MXO -6
403 SA6 PFN STORE 8LANK-PADDED PFN
40'1 BXS -XO*X5 (XSI : PFN CYCLE
405 SA6 A6+B7 STORE PFNCY
406 SAl A5-82 (XI) = PFNID : ASTOFR(LDI)
407 RJ RFNBF$ 8LANKFILL PFNID IN (X61
408 SA6 PFNID STORE BLANK-PADDED PFNID
409 EO 10MLDIX RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
410 fABFMTI4 DIS 'I, (2H +13, 2XA7,2X04, 214, 14,317,
411 TABFMT67 DIS 2.AI ,2I8,2H +1
'112 TABFMT45 DIS 2,A4,IX06,IX06,A7, (fAPE DEVICE)
413 LolX EOU PAD+6't
414 LFNAME EOU PAD+65
415 EQCOoE EOU PAD+66
416 TYPEX EOU PAD+67
417 OPTX EQI.' PAD+68
418 SECTOR EOU PAo+69
419 CoLOC EOU PAot70
420 NEXT EOU PAD+71
421 LIMIT EOU PAD+72
422 MARK EQU PAD+73
423 KWYRED EQU PAo+74
424 KWXWRf EOU PAD+75
'f25 PFN EOU PAD+76
't26 PFNCY EQU PAD+77
427 PFNIo EOU PAo+7B
428 TABFMT EOU PAD+80
429
430 IOMl. FN SPACE 2 oj
431 10MLFN (l.FN)
432
'I3~ , FUNCTION TO OUERY c~TATUS OF LOGICAL FIU~ NAME IN




't36 FORTRAN REFERENCE -
't37




't't2 • lFN lOGICAL FILENAME
't't3
·.- 't't't I~FN ZERO, lFN IS NOT ASSIGNED TO JOB
't't5 NEGATIVE, LFN IS A lOCAL rilE
't't6
·
POSITIVE, lfN IS ATTACI£D PERM filE
't't7
·
BI TS O-'t or 1000000FN CONVEY INfORMATION AS
't'tB
·'t't9 • REGARDS ACCESS PERMISSIONS (SEE SCOPE 3.'t MANJALl
't50 ENTRY IOtt..FN
't51 100000FN BSS I ENTRY/EXIT
't52 HX7 0 (X7l = 0




't57 HXO 't2O GENERATE lFN MASK
't5B SA6 A7-B7 SET LI ST HEADER
't59 BX6 XO'X5
't60 SA6 A7 STORE lFN
't61 IFEO OS ,SCOPE
't62 PERM FET,RC PERM MACRO (SCOPE)
't63 ENOIF
't6't SA5 FET (X5) = EXIT WORD
't65 MXO -9D
't66 AX5 SO RIGHTJUSTlfY RETURN FIELD
't67 BX5 -XO'X5 EXTRACT RETURN FIELD
't68 SX6 X5 PLACE IN (X6)
't69 AX5 't RIGHTJUSTIFY BIT 13
'+70 ZR X5,IOMLFN EXIT If PERM OR NONEXISTING filE
't71 BX6 -X6 COMPLEMENT (X6l IF lOCAL FilE
't72 EQ IOMLFN RETURN
't73
·'t7't IOMQF'C SPACE 2
't75 ... 10000C (EON, arc)
't76 •
't77 • TO BREAK DOWN UNIVAC-TYPE DEVICE NAME TEXTSTRING INTO












EDN EXTERNAL DEVICE NAME SUPPLIED (AS 2ND ARGUMENTl
't87 TO DMDAST. ITS GENERAL fORM IS
'tee OUAllfIER'FIlENAME(FCYClE), 20 CHARS MAX
't89 fIRST/lAST COMPONENTS ARE OPTIONAL
't90
·'t91 arc THREE WORD OUTPUT ARRAY RECEIVING -
't92 arC(I) QUALIFIER (1-7 CHARSl RJ, ZEROflllED
't93 arC(2) filENAME (1-7 CHARS) lJ, ZEROflllED
'+9't orC(31 DECOOED CYCLE NUMBER
't95 If ANY COI'f'OI£NT IS MISSING, THE CORRESPONOING
't96 ENTRY Of arc WIll RECEIVE ZERO.
't97
'+98 ENTRY IOMQfC
't99 GETQFC BSS 0
500 IOMQfC BSSZ I
501 SB7 I (B7) = I
502 HXO 6 (XO) = CHAR MASK
503 SA2 AI+B7 (X2) = ADDRESS(QfC) (fTN)
50't MX6 0 (X6) = 0 (fTN)
\:\ 505 SAl Xl (XIl = EONlI) (fTN)
506 MX7 0 (X7) = 0 (fTN)
507 SA2 X2 (A2) POINTS TO QfC(I) (rTN)
508 SB6 IR( (86) = FCYClE DELIMITER
509 585 IR' (85) ; QUALifIER DELIMITER
510 SA6 A2 orCCI) = a
511 SA7 A2+B7 QFC(2) = 0
512 SX5 -2 eX5) ; - MAX. WORDS IN EDN
513 SB3 60-'t8 (B3) ; 60-'+8. 't8 BEING MAX BITS/or
51't SB,+ IR9 (B't) = lARGEST ALPHANUMERIC. CHAR
515 lXO 6 (XO) ; RIGHT JUSTIfIED CHAR MASK
516 SA6 A7+87 orC(3) ; a
517 SX,+ IRa eXIt) ; IRa fOR fCYClE DECODE
51B •
519 GETorCI BSS a
520 MX6 a (XSJ ; a




523 GETa'"C2 BSS 0
52't LXI Ii RIGHTJJSTlFY I£XT CHAR
525 BX2 XO'XI ISOLATE CHAR IN CX2)
526 SBI X2 PLACE CHAR IN (BI) FOR TESTS
527 BXI -XO'XI CLEAR VACATED POSITION IN IXI)
52B EQ BI ,GETa'"C7 GET orF SCAN-ClOP ON ZERO BYTE
529 GT BI,8't,GETa'"C'+ TEST FOR SPECIAL CHAR ICODE GT 1R9)
530 LE 82,B3,GETOF"C3 LIMIT (X6)STRING TO 7 CHARACTERS
531 LX6 6 FOREPLAY ON IX6) \532 SB2 82-6 DECREMENT LEFTJUSTIFIER COUNT
533 BXS X2+X6 SIX BITS TO PASSION PIT
53'+ LX7 82,XS IX7) = LEFTJJSTIFIED OUTPUT STRING
535 GETOFC3 BSS 0
536 NZ Xl,GETOFC2 TEST FOR SOURCE STRING EXHAUSTION
537 SX5 X5+B7 INCREMENT EON WORD COUNT
538 SAl AI+B7 LOAD NEXT EON WORD IN (XI l
539 NG X5.GETOF"C2 CONTlMJE SCAN IF (X51 LT 0
5'+0 EQ GETOF"C7 EL SE GET orF LOOP
5'+1 GETOFC,+ BSS 0 SPECIAL CHAR TESTS FOLLOW
5'+2 NE BI,B5,GETQFC5 TEST FOR ASTERISK (QUAL DELIMITERl
5'+3 SB3 IB
5'+'+ SAS A2 STORE QUALIFIER IN a'"C(ll
5'+5 SB5 BO DEFUSE QUAL DELIMITER TRAP
5'+S NZ XI,GETQFCI RESUME SCAN FROM TOP IF (XI)NZ
5'+7 EQ GETOFCS
5'+8 GETOFC5 BSS 0
5'+9 NE BI.BS,GETOF"C7 ABANDON SCAN ON ANY SPEC CHAR BUT IR(
550 SA7 A7 STORE FILENAME IN OFC(21
551 SBS BO TURN orF CYCLE DELIMITER TRAP
552 NZ XI,GETOFCI RESUME SCAN FROM TOP IF (XI )NZ
553 GETOFCS BSS 0
55'+ SX5 X5+B7 INCREMENT EON WORD COUNT
555 SAl AI+B7 LOAD NEXT EON WORD IN (XI)
55S NG X5, GETClFC I CONTIMJE SCAN IF (X5l LT 0
557 *
558 GETOFC7 BSS 0 TERMINATION SECTION FOLLOWS
559 EQ BS,GETClFCB TEST FOR NAME/CYCLE
5S0 SA7 A7 STORE FILENAME IN OFC(2l
5S1 EQ 10MOF"C EXIT
5S2 GETOFC8 BSS 0 FILE CYCLE DECODING FOLLOWS
563 BX7 XO*XS (X7) =ENCODED LAST FC DIGIT
5S,+ AXS S
565 BXS Xo*XS (XS) =ENCODED FIRST FC DIGIT IF ANY
5SS SBI XS
5S7 IX7 X7-X't CONVERT FIRST DIGIT TO NUMERIC
5S8 GT BI ,B't •GETOFCI 0






575 SX7 X7+BI (X7) = DECODED FILE CYCLE
57S GETOFCIO BSS 0
577 SA7 A7+B7 STORE FILE CYCLE IN OFC(3l
578 EQ 10MOF"C EXIT
579 LFNBF SPACE 2
580 *** LFNBF (LFNl
581
582 FUNCTION PROCEDURE TO BLANKFILL A LOGICAL FILE NAME WORD.
583 *
58'+ * FORTRAN REFERENCE&
585 *
586 LFNB = LFNBF (LFNl
587
588 * WHERE LFN IS WORD HOLDING A ZERO-FILLED LFN STRING
589 *
590 * COMPASS REFERENCE -
591
592 (XII = LFN
t593 RJ LFNBF$
59't .
595 * THE RESULT RETURNS IN THE FUNCTION REGISTER (XS)




SaO LFNBF$ BSS I COMPASS-CALLABLE ENTRY POINT
SOl MXS SOD (XS) =FULL WORD MASK
S02 SBS 7 (BS) =MAX. CHARS IN LFN
S03 BX2 XI (X2) = INPUT LFN
SO'+ MX3 S (X3) =CHAR EXTRACTION MASK
S05 SB7 I (B71 = I
60S LFNBFI BSS 0
S07 BXI X3*X2 ISOLATE CHARACTER IN (XI)
S08 ZR XI,LFNBF2 EXIT LOOP ON ZERO BYTE
I PAGE 128
RESULT RETURNS IN THE FUNCTION REGISTER (X6)
REGISTERS USED 8Y LFNZF$& XO.X2,X3,82,B3(86).(B7) SET TO 2,1, RESP., (Bit) RESTORED.
WHERE LFN IS A WORD CONTAINING A LFN STRING DELIMITED
BY ZERO BYTE OR A SPECIAL CHARACTER (CODE GT ItltB)
COMPASS REFERENCE -
FUNCTION PROCEDURE TO ZEROF'ILL A LFN STRING. LAST 18






ROTATE (X3) QI\E CHAR RIGHT
CYCLE IF LESS THAN 7 CHARS PROCESSED
ISOLATE CHAR IN (X2)
EXIT LOOP ON NONZERO BYTE
ADVANCE SHIFT COUNT
NEXT CHAR INTO POSITION
CYCLE
FORM RESlLT IN (X61
LEFTJUSTIFY STRING
RETURN
(XI I = BLAfoI< WORD





ENTRY POINT(XI) = LFN(87) = t
(XO) = CHAR EXTRACTION MASK
(X7) = I
INJECT ZERO FILL(86) =2
RESTORE (Bit)
COMPASS-CALLABLE ENTRY
(XO) = CHAR EXTRACTION MASK(86) = MAX LFN CHARS
It2-BIT MASK IN (X6)(B3) = It'tB F'OR SPECIAL CHAR TESTS(B7) = I
ISOLATE CHAR IN (X2)
INCREMENT NOMINAL SHIF'T COUNTER
DECREMENT CHAR COUNTER
RIGHTJUSTIFY CHARACTER(82) = CHAR TO TEST
EX IT LOOP ON ZERO BYTE
OR SPECIAL CHARACTER














































































































































































































TO LEFTJUSTIFY A RIGHTJUSTIFIED NAME STRING
FORTRAN REFERENCE -
USER-PROGRAM CALLA8LE ENTRIES TO RETRIEVE AST
DATA PERTAINING TO A LOGICAL DEVICE INDEX lLDII
FORTRAN REFERENCE -
INF = LM XXXX CLDI)
WHERE xxxx = EOPC, DLOC, NEXT. SECT, UNIT TO RETRIEVE
EQUIPMENT CODE. CURRENT DEVICE LOCATION. NEXT FREE
LOCATION. SECTOR SIZE, AND UNIT NUMBER, RESPECTIVELY,
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOGICAL DEVICE INDEX LDI.
NOTE - ONLY LMSECT TESTS FOR LEGAL LDI RANGE.
LMEQPC,LMDLOC,LMIFNM,LMLIMT,LMNEXT,LMSECT.LMUNIT
I
XI (XI) = LOt CFTNI
XI
ASTEQC-I+BI
XI (X6) = ASTEQClLDll
LMEOPC
1
XI (XI) = LOt (FTNl
XI
ASTLOC-I +BI
XI (X6) = ASTLOC(LDI)
LMDLOC
1






xl (Xl) = LOI (FTN)
XI
ASTNXT-l+81
XI (X6) = ASTNXT(LDI)
LMNEXT
1














LMSECTl LD I )
ROTATE (XO) TO NEXT CHAR POSITION












RIGHTJUSTIFIED TEXTSTRING WITH ZERO/8LANK FILL




































































































































































THE RESULT RETURNS IN (X61
REGISTERS DESTROYED 8Y RFNBF$& B6,XI,X2,X3,X't,X6
INJECT BLANKFILL IN A ZEROFILLED RIGHTJUSTIFIED FILENAME
FORTRAN REFERENCE -
THE RESULT RETURNS IN (X6)





l..IMlT INTEGER TO 9 OCTAL DIGITS(X31 = RJ CHAR MASK
(X6) ASTL IMILDI 1
(XI) = LDI IFTNl
lB6l = LARGEST ALLOWED LDI
IBI) = LDI
(X6) = -I
RETURN (X61=-1 IF LDI LE 0
RETURN (X6l=-1 IF LDI GT 16
IX2) = ASTEGCILDIl(X3) = ASTYPEILDll = TYPEX+'t
RETURN (X61=-! IF LDI IS INACTIVE
(XOI =57-BIT MASK(X3) = TYPEX+'t IN RANGE (0,71(Xl) =ASTSEC(TYPEX.51
IX6) = SECTOR SIZE
RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
(XI I = LDI
(X6) = ASTUNTILDll
(B71 = 6
(X6) = OCTAL DIGIT MASK
ADVANCE BIT COUNT BY 6
ISOLATE OCTAL DIGIT IN (X6)
POSITION CHAR MASK
OCTAL DIGIT TO DISPLAY CODE
CARVE CHAR WINDOW IN IXI)
ROTATE ENCODED DIGIT CHAR
ALIGN NEXT DIGIT OF SOURCE WORD
STUFF ENCODED DIGIT IN RESULT WORD
CONTINUE IF SOURCE WORD IS NZ
RESTORE (B71= I




INTEGER TO 8E ENCODED
NCOCTL$
ZERO-FILLED RIGHTJUSTIFIED CHAR STRING













































































































































































































870 RFN8F$ BSS I COMPASS-CALLABLE ENTRY POINT
871 BX6 XI INITIALIZE RESUlT REGISTER
872 MXl 6 (XI) = LJ CHAR MASK
873 SX3 IR (X3) = FILL CHAR
87'1 SB6 10 MAX CHARS IN STRING
875 SB7 , (B7) = I
876 RFNBFI BSS a
877 BX2 XI'X6 EXTRACT CHARACTER
878 LXI 5'10 ROTATE MASK
879 NZ X2.RFNBF$ EXIT ON NONZERO BYTE
8BO LX3 5'10
881 586 B6-B7 DECREMENT MAX CHAR COUNTER
BB2 BX6 X3.X6 INSERT BLANK CHARACTER
883 GT B6.RFNBfl CYCLE
88'1 EO RFNBF$ RETURN
B85 RFNBF BSS 1 FORTRAN CALLABLE ENTRY





















2(LFN. PFN. 10. MAl(LFN. PFN. u-I. M)
FILE ACCESS MODE, AS IN lOHOPF.
PERMANENT FILE FlX'lCT 1ONS PROV IDE FOR Ru-ITJ ME EXECUTI ON
OF BASIC OPERATIONS PERTAINING TO THE ACTIVITY/STATUS






ENTRY POINT TO ATTACH A PERMANENT FILE TO RUN
FORTRAN REFERENCE (SCOPE) -
CALL IOMAPF (LFN. PFN, 10. M)
hHERE
LFN LOGICAL FILENAME
PFN 't2/PFN,6/0,6/RP.6/CY. AS IN IOMCPF.
ID OPTIONAL OWOJERS 10. AS IN IOMCPF.
M FlLEACCESS MODE PARAMETER
-I MULTIREAD ACCESS (SAME AS MR=I ON CCI
+1 EXCLUSIVE ACCESS (SAME AS RW=O ON CC)
o THIS ARGUMENT IS IGNORED
FORTRAN REFERENCE (NOSl -
CALL IDMAPF (LFN, PFN. UN. MI
WHERE
LFN.PFN SAME AS ABOVE. HOWEVER. RP AND CY FIELDS IN
PFN WORD ARE IGNORED.












• PROGRAMMED BY C.A. FELIPPA. DEC 1975
•
• UPDATE - NOV 1977
• •
f •• f_ •• _.' ••• _•• _••••••••••• '.' •••'.' •••• _"' •• ' ••• '.'f•• ft •••••••••••••
• •
A SUMMARY DESCRIPTION FOLLOWS. •
•
IOMAPF ATTACH PERMANENT FILE TO JOB (SCOPE/NOS) •
•IOMCPF CATALOG PERMANENT FILE (SCOPE) •
•
IOHOPF DEFINE DIRECT-ACCESS PERMANENT FILE (NOS) •
•
10MEPF EXTEND PERMANENT FILE (SCOPEl •
•
IOMPPF PURGES PERMANENT FILE (SCOPE/NOS) •
•
IOHAPF REQUESTS EQUIPMENT APPROPRIATE AS RESIDENCE •
MED IUM FOR A PERMANENT FILE (SCOPE) •
•









*f~ff.ffff*.** •• **f.f.f •• ffff**ff*f*
• EXTERNAL TEXT COMMON DECKS •
f •• f_ •••••• _••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••
• LIST XXTEXT COMCSYS
XTEXT COMCPFM
ENDIF









































































































ENTRY POINT TO CATALOG A PERMANENT FILE (SCOPE ONLY)
FORTRAN REFERENCE -
CALL 10MCPf (LFN, PFN. 10, XR)
WHERE
LFN LOGICAL FILENAME (1-7 ALPHANUMERIC CHARS,
LEFTJUSTIFIED. ZEROFILLED). MUST BE
CURRENTLY ATTACHED TO JOB,
PFN ,+2/PFN,S/O,6/RP,6/CY WHERE
PfN PERMANENT FILENAME (SAME RESTRICTIONS
AS FOR LFN)
CY CYCLE NUMBER (1-63). IF ZERO, THE O/S
WILL ASSUME CY = (HIGHEST CAT CY) + I
RP RETENTION PERIOD IN DAYS, IF 0, THE
PROGRAM ASSUMES RP=30 DAYS.
10 OPTIONAL OWNERS 10 (I TO 7 CHARS, RJ WITH
ZERO FILL). IF ZERO, THIS SPEC IS IGNORED.
XR IF NONZERO, PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT THIS IS A
CONTROL/MODIFY/EXTEND PASSWORD (1-7 CHARS,
RIGHTJUSTIFIED W/ZERO FILL). IGNORED IF ZERO
2(LFN, PfN, 10, XR)
MARK ATTACH ENTRY













































































































































































































INITIALIZE FILE DEF BLOCK
SET EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
TEST FOR M=I
SET MULTIREAD ACCESS FLAG




GET RETURN CODE AND EXIT
(XS) = UN
PR INT INFORMATI VE MESSAGE
ATTACH MACRO
FETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION
GET RETURN CODE AND EXIT
ENTRY/EXIT POINT
MARK CATALOG ENTRY
INITIALIZE FILE DEF BLOCK
eX2) = CODE FOR XR DESCRIPTOR(X't) = MASKED XR STRING
ROTATE XR
OMIT XR SPEC IF XR=O
















































17" CPf"SYST ELSE175 EQ IOMCPf" (NOS)
176 CPrSYST EflDlF
177 10I1JflF SPACE 2
178 ••• 10MllPF (lFN. Pf"N. CT. M) (NOS)
179 •
180 • ENTRY POINT TO DEFINE A lDlRECT ACCESS) PERtW£NT FlI.E.181 (NOS SYSTEM ONLY)
lBe






lFN lOGICAL FilENAME. AS IN IOMCPf".
ISO •
lSI PFN "2/Pf"N.6/0.6/RP.6/CY. CY.RP ARE IGNORED lNJER NOS.
IS2 •
193 CT FilE CATEGORY OCTAL VALUE (CF. NOS MANUAL)
19't
195 M FilE ACCESS MODE OR PERMISSION lEVEL
IS6 OCTAL VALUE (CF. NOS MANUALl
IS7
·198 ENTRY 10MllPF
199 10MllPF BSSZ I ENTRY/EXIT POINT
200 DPFSYST IFEQ OS.SCOPE
201 EQ 10MllPF (SCOPE)
202 DPFSYST ELSE
203 SB5 I MARK DEFI NE ENTRY (NOS)
20.. RJ PFMFET INITIALIZE FET FOR PFM REQUESTS (NOS)
205 BX6 X3 (X6) = CT (NOS)
206 lX7 X" (X7) = M (NOS)
207 SA6 CTW STORE CT (NOS)
208 SA7 AMW STORE M (NOS)
209 + SA5 =7H:lEFINE. (X5) = OPERATION 10 (NOS)
210 RJ PFI£SG PRINT INFORMATIVE MESSAGE (NOS)
211 DEFINE FET ••••• CTW.AMW (NOS)
212 + SA2 10MllPF FETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION (NOS)
213 EQ PFMEXIT GET RETURN CODE AfI[) EXIT (NOS)
21 .. DPFSYST EflDlF
215 •
216 IOMEPF SPACE 2
217 ... IOMEPF (lFN. PFN. 10. 0)
21B *219 ENTRY POINT TO EXTEfID A PERMANENT FILE (SCOPE ONLY)
220
221 FORTRAN REFERENCE -
222
223 CAll IOMEPF (lFN. PFN. 10. 0)
22..
225 * WHERE226
227 lFN.PFN.1O SAME AS FOR IOMCPFI(OMAPF
22B
·229 ENTRY IOMEPF
230 IOMEPF ass I ENTRY/EXIT POINT
231 EPFSYST IFEQ OS. SCOPE
232 585 ao MARK EXTEfID/PURGE ENTRY (SCOPE)
233 RJ FOBSET INITIALIZE FILE DEF BLOCK (SCOPE)
23.. + SA5 -7HEXTEt-D. (X5) - OPER 10 (SCOPE)
235 RJ PFMESG PR INT INFOOMATI VE MESSAGE (SCOPE)
236 EXTEr-D FOB.RC EXTEfID MACRO (SCOPE)
237 SA2 IOMEPF FETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION (SCOPE)
238 EQ PFMEXIT GET RETURN CODE AfID EXIT (SCOPE)
239 EPFSYST ELSE
2..0 EQ IOMEPF (NOS)
2..1 EPFSYST ENOIF
2lt2 *2..3 IOMPPF SPACE 2
2.... ••• IOMPPF (lFN. PFN. 10. 0) (SCOPE)
2..5 ... 10000PF (lFN. PFN. UN. PW) (NOS)
2..6 •
2..7 • ENTRY POINT TO PURGE AN ATTACHED PERMANENT FILE
2..8 •
2..9 • FORTRAN REFERENCE (SCOPE) -




·255 lFN.PFN.1O SAME AS FOR IOMCPF/IOMAPF
256 lFN MUST BE CURRENTLY ATTACHED TO JOB.
257
25B FORTRAN REFERENCE (NOS) -





ENTRY POINT TO REaUEST EaUIPMENT APPROPRIArE TO
PERMANENT FILE (SCOPE ONLYI
rORTRAN RErERENCE -
CALL 10HAPr (LrNl
WHERE LrN IS THE l.OGICAL rlLENAME or THE PERM riLE.
UTILITY CODE BLOCK TO INITIALIZE FILE DErlNITION BLOCK
ENTRY - (B51 = FUNCTION FLAG& I=CATALOG/DErINE,
-I=ATTACH, O=EXTENO/PURGE.
EXIT - (B71=1, (B61=2, LFN/PFN STORED,(AI1=ADDRESS(LrNl, (A2)=ADDRESS(PFN),
(A71 = ADDRESS OF LAST PARAMETER STORED.(X3) = VALUE OF 3RD ARGUMENT.(X'tl = VALUE or 'tTH ARGUMENT.
(BI1/(B21/(B31 ADRRESSES or ID/CY/RP DESCR
WORDS, RESP., IF IN FOB, ELSE ZERO.(XOI = IB-BIT MASK




























INITIALIZE rILE DEr BLOCK




GET RETlA'lN CODE AND EXIT
INITIALIZE rET rOR prM REaUESTS (NOSI
(X51 = OPER 10 (NOSI
PRINT INtORMATIVE MESSAGE (NOSI(NOSI
rETCH RETURN INSTRUCTION (NOSI






(X31 = 'PF REaUEST WORD
CLEAR rET(5)
CLEAR FET('t)
(A2) = ADDRESS(DUMMY PFNI
(X61 = MASKED LFN
CLEAR FET(31
(X71 = FLAG WORD
SET FETe21
SET FET( Il(X5) = OPERATION 10
ISSUE REQUEST
GET RETURN INSTRucnON











































































































































































































, (S71 , (SCOPEI
'"





















































( X31 >0 (FTNI
'" "" '"
{ X~l _ 4TH ARG VALUE (FTNI
""
~, XO'XI { X71 • MASKED LFN (SCOf'[l
'"
~, XO'X2 (XBl _ MASKED PFN (SCoPEl
'" '"
", STORE LFN (SCOpElm
'"
A6-B7 STORE pFN (SCOPE)
"" '"





'0 (all , , (SCOPEl
m ~3 -XO-X3 ( SCOPE!
'" '" '"'
(X71 _ CODE FOR 10-WORO I SCOPEl
'" '"
, FWTATE 10 STRING (SCOpEI
3'0
'" "




{Ac) _ AOORESS(PFNI IN FOe (SCOPEI
'" '"
XJ.FOBSETI OMIT 10 SPEC IF 10_0 (SCOPEI
'"
,n X3+X7 INSERT 10 CODE (SCOPEl
'" '"
A7H17 STORE 10 SPEC (SCOPE)
", ." "
{Bil ADDRESS ( IO-DESCR I PTOR I (SCOPEl
3M FOSSETI
'"




,n -xo*xs { X7) • CY rl[LO ISCOPEI
'" ""
'0 (82) - a (SCOpEI
,,,
'"
, POSITION CY VALUE ISCOPEI
'"





X7+3 [NSERT CY IDENTIFIER (03E) (scopEI
""
,,, A7+B7 STORE CYCLE DESCRIPTOR WOAO (SCOPEI
,,,
'" "





, ~lGHTJLJSTIFY RP FIELD ISCOPEI
'"
,n -XO-X5 {X7) -RP (SCOPEI




85.FDBSET't IGNORE Rp EXCEPT Foo CATALOG [SCOPEI
"" "
X7,FOBSET3 TEST FOR NONZERO Rp (SCOPEI
"" '"
3600B IF RP~O. SET Rp - 30 DAYS (SCOPEI
'""
FOSSEn ,,, , (SCOf>EI
"99
'"
X7~2 INSERT RP IDENTIFlER W2!l) (SCOPEI
""' '"
A7+B7 STORE I'll" OESCRIPTOR [SCOPEI
""' "" "












~, , (X6) , fNOSI
"" '"
, (87) , (NOSI
"" ""






rEhl CLEAR fEH2l (NOSI
"" '"
A6+B7 CLEAR fET!31 (NOSI
"" '"
A6+86 CLEAR FEHltl (NOSI
"" '"
A7+86 CLEAR fEH51 (NOSI
"" '"
A6+86 CLEAR FErl61 (NOSI
'" ""
/l7~B6 CLEAR FEH7l (NOSI
"" ""























( X3) 3RO ARGUMENT (FTNl
'" "" '"
( XIt) It TH ARGUl'ENT inNl
"" '"
XO'Xl ( X7J MASl<EQ LfN (NOSI
""
,~ XO'X2 ( X6) MASJ<EQ pFN (NOSl
"" "" "
[NOS)
m <'" 99 (81 I , "'"''"'" '"
X5+X7 SET FET ACTIVITY BIT ON (NOSI
PAGE 137
UTILITY CODE BLOCK FOR TERMINATION ACTIVITIES
CODE BLOCK TO GENtRATE AND PRINT INFORMATIVE MESSAGE
ENTRY REGISTER SET -
(AI I=ADDRESS(IFN) , (A21=ADDRESS(PFNI
1811, (82), <831, (871 - SEr FD8SET
(X51 OPERATION 10 TEXT.







PFMFET RETURN TO APPROPRIATE PROCEDURE
15/0, III ,20/0,617, 18/0 EP=I, fTTLGTH=5+7
















STORE PFN IN ASTMSG(41
SKIP IF NO 10 STORED
(XII = 10 DESCRIPTOR WORD
BLAM<FILL PFN-ID IN IXS)
INSERT COMMA AFTER LFN
8LANKFILL PFN IN (X6)
STORE LFN IN ASTMSGC31(X7) = PFN
CLEAR SLOT FOR •
INSERT ASTERISK
STORE PFN" 10 IN ASTMSG(41
STORE PFN INTO ASTMSG(51
IXI) = PFN
OMIT CY PRINT IF (B2)=0
IXII ~ CY DESCRIPTOR WORD
RIGHTJUSTIFY CYCLE NO.
CONVERT TO DISPLAY COOE IN (XSI
OPERATION '0 TO ASTMSG(2)
INITIALIZE ASTMSG(II
8LANKFILL LFN IN IX6)
PRINT MESSAGE
SET (81 I = 1
RETURN TO APPROPRIATE MACRO
(X7) NOW HAS 10H, RP = XXB
STORE RP LABEL WORD
CX?) NOW HAS 10H, CY = xx8
STORE CY LABEL WORD
OMIT RP PRINT IF (B31=0(XI) = RP DESCRIPTOR WORD
RIGHTJUSTIFY RP VALUE


































































































































































































































523 RPFEXIT Bss 0
52't sA5 FET
525 EO PFMEXIT+l
526 PFMEXIT Bss 0
527 IFEO 05 ,SCOPE
528 sA5 FOB FETCH BASE WORD (SCOPE)
529 ELSE
530 SA5 FET FETCH BASE WORD (NOS)
r 531 ENOIF532 + BX7 X2
533 MXO -90
53't SA7 PFMRET STORE RETlR'I
535 AX5 9D
536 8X6 -XO'X5 ISOlATE RETlR'I CODE
537 SA6 STATUS PLACE RC IN STATUS WORD
538 ZR X6,PFMRET RETlR'I IF RC = 0




5't3 RJ =XNCOCTL$ ENCOOE STATUS IN (X6)
5't't SAS ASTMSG+2 STORE IT
5't5 RJ =XIOMESSG PRINT STATUS MESSAGE
5'tS PFMRET BSS I RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
5't7 .
5't8 IFEO Os,NOS
5't9 CTW BSSZ I FILE CATEGORY WORD (NOS)
550 UNW BSSZ 1 USERS NUMBER WORD (NOS)
55t RJUNW BSSZ 1 (NOS)




PRINT 10, ASTOSoCI) ,ASTOSo(2) ,ERRMSGCI,IOERCo+I) ,
$ ERRMSG12 ,IOERCo+I) ,(ASTOSoCJl ,J=3,I"l
10 FORMAT CI6HO+++ LAST OP = A6,I3H, ERROR COOEI ../6X2AIO/6X,73HOEVI
$CE TYPEX LCARGI LCARG2 LOCoEV SIZREC RET/EOI STATUS oTERR/RSC NWR
$oXF 15X"17,IX06,17,IX03,1",5X02,"X02,2X02,17)
RETURN
DATA ASTOSoCl) IIH I
DATA ASTMSG 16HO+++ ,B'IH I
DATA ERRMSG 12'IH , 10HILLEGAL oE,10HVICE INDEX,
$ 10HINACTIVE D,IOHEVICE REF ,IOHFILE AINT ,lOHATTACHEo ,
$ 10HILLEGAL TA,10HPE POSTION,IOHILLEGAL MS,10H POSITION,
$ 10HILLEGAL RE,IOHCORD SIZE ,IOHILLEGAL RE,lOHAo REQUEST,
$ 1OHOEV ICE OVE, 10HRFLOW , IOH ILLEGAL WR, IOH nE REQUST,
$ 10HMISCELL. I,IOH/O ERROR ,IOHa/S CANT H,IOHONOR REQST I
LFNAME = LFNBF1FETl
PRINT 12, LFNAME,CFET(Jl,J=I,IOl
12 FORMAT C/22H +++ F.E.T. OF FILE ,A71
A 6X.7HFET+0 = 02I,IOX,7HFET+1 = 021 I 6X,7HFET+2 = 021,
9 IOX,7HFET+3 = 021 I 6X,7HFET+" = 02I,IOX,7HFET+5 = 0211
C 6X,7HFET+6 = 02I,IOX,7HFET+7 = 021 I 6X,7HFET+B = 021,
o IOX,7HFETEXT= 021 )
RETURN
ENTRY IOMFETX
PRINT 13, CJ,ASTPKTCJl ,J=I ,12)
13 FORMAT CIC6X,7HASTPKTCI2,3H)= 06,6X.7HASTPKTCI2,3Hl= 06,6X,
























.DEVDA Tl 121 ,mCODE, FEr C12I
ERRMSGC2,I21
PFNOAT13l,TABFMT17l
E QUI V ALE N C E





PRINT OPERATION STATUS DESCRIPTORS (050)
INTERNAL USE BY OMGASP/COC
IOMFEr 1000ET ENTRY
PRINT FILE ENVIRONMENT TABLE (FET) AREA














































C=PURPOSE COLLECTION Of DISPLAY PROCEDURES SUPPORTING DMGASP/CoC







































































































PRINT ASTMSG lMESSAGE) ARRAY
INTERNAL USE BY DMGASP/CDC AND SUBPROCESSORS
PADPRT PADPRT ENTRY
DISPLAY CONTENTS OF CDMPAD COMMON BLOCK











18 FORMAT l2H +S9XIH+ 12H + 121,I7H ACTIVE DEVICES ll2,SH FULL)
A 23X IH+/2H + IS, BH TP-OPS, IS,BH WRITES, IS,7H READS,













1'1 FORMAT (/IX,7ICIH+) /2H +IIX, '17HA U X I L I A R Y S TOR AGE
$E TAB L E,IIX,IH+/IX,7ICIH+'/IX,IH+S9XIH+/72H +LDI LFN
$ EQC TYP OPT SEC CDLOC NEXT LIMIT READ WRITTEN +)
ASTCNTIII = 0
ASTCNT (21 = 0
DO 1800 J = I,ASTDIM
LDIX = J
EQCODE = ASTEQCIJ)
IF IEQCODE .EQ. 0)
CALL 10M LOIX
PRINT TABFMT,
IF CPFI'UATI I) .NE. 0)
1800 CONTINUE
IS FORMAT IBH + IPFN= A7,5H, CY=12,SH, 10= R8,IHI ,3'1X,IH+)
PRINT· 32, CMSIZ,8CSIZ,REQCM,LWAREC, lPADlJ) ,J=I,S'I)
32 FORMAT C/SX,BHCMSIZ = OS,IOH, BCSIZ = OS,IOH, REQCM = OS,

















C=PURPOSE PRINT AUXILIARY STORAGE TABLE lAST)























































































































SET UP INITIAL CONDITIONS IN PLANES J ) 0








BEYOND THE END OF THE NOZZLE AND INSIDE THE NOZZLE
REGION 3 AND 4
INSIDE NOZZLE FOR NOPT-2 WE WILL USE INITQ RESULTS
42 CONTINUE
ENSURE VELOCITIES - 0 AT WALLS
IFILW.EQ.Ol GO TO 46
DO 45 L-LW,LWI














INSIDE OF THE NOZZLE FOR NOPT =2 WE WILL USE INITQ RESULTS
t-I,LW
IREGION I AND 2)
IFIJ.GT .11 GO TO 20
IF IJ.EQ.II GO TO 40
OUTSIDE OF THE NOZZLE
NOPT=2
OUTS IDE THE NOZZLE L ), LW







IFINOPT.EQ.31 GO TO 60
CALL LKPGAS I,JMAX, 21
XMAX=QII,6,11
LWI=LW+I
DO 50 J=I ,JMAX
CALL LKPGASlJ,21
DO 42 K=I ,KMAX
FREESTREAM SOUNDARY L-LHAX
DO 35 L=LWI ,LHAX











































































































































































































IFIJ.EQ.JMAX) GO TO 65




















ZERO VEI-OCITY AT AI-I- WAI-I-S
IFIJ.I-T.JKI-WI GO TO 90





















CAl-I- QZEROIJ,K.I-,HTOTII-.K) ,PTOTII-.Kl ,PI
B5 CONTINUE










90 IFIJ.I-T.JI-IWI-) GO TO 95
IFIJ.GT.JI-IWUI GO TO 95


































IFtJKIWU.EQ.O) GO TO 99
IFIJ.LT.JKIWLI GO TO 99
IFIJ.GT.JKIWUI GO TO 99
WEDGE PLUG AT K=1






























4 C INTERMEDIATE WALL IN K OIREGTION





10 100 DY2 - .5
II KP a K+ I
12 KR a K-I
13 IFIKW.LE.O.OR.K.LT.KW.OR.K.GT.KW+I.OR.J.GT.JKWI GO TO 200
14 IF(LW.GT.O.AND.L.GT.LWI GO TO 200
15 IFU(,EQ.KWI GO TO 700
16 IF(K.EQ.KW+11 GO TO 500
17 200 IFIK.NE.11 GO TO 600
19 C TEST FOR INTERMEDIATE WALL NORMAL TO K-I SURFACE
19 IFILWI 300,300,450






26 C TEST FOR WALL NORMAL TO Kal SURFACE
27 450 IF(L-LWI 300,300,400
2B C FORWARD DIFFERENCE
29 500 FACa2.0
30 KR-K
31 GO TO 900
32 600 IFIK.NE.KMAXI GO TO BOO





3B IFlKMAXBC.EQ.31 YK-2. 0> (Q(L, 7 ,KI-QIL, 7 ,KRI I >OY2
39 IF(KMAXBC.EQ.41 ZK-2.0>IQIL,e,KI-QIL,e,KRII>DY2
40 RETURN
41 C BACKWARD DIFFERENCE
42 700 KP-K
43 FAC-2.0
44 GO TO 900












4 C INTERMEDIATE WALL IN L DIRECTION
5 DZ2 = .5
6 LP=L+I
7 LR=L-I
B IFILW.LE.O.OR.L.LT.LW.OR.L.GT.LW+I.OR.J.GT.JLWI GO TO 100-
9 IFIKW.GT.O.ANO.K.GT.KW) GO TO 100
10 IF(L.EQ.LWI GO TO 700
II IF(L.EQ.LW+11 GO TO 500
12 100 IFIL.NE.11 GO TO 600
13 C AXIS OF SYMMETRY




18 GO TO 999
19 C TEST FOR INTERMEDIATE WALL NORMAL TO L-I SURFACE
20 150 IF(KWI 200,200,400
21 C TEST FOR WALL AT L-I
22 200 IFIJLIWL.LE.J.AND.J.LE.JLIWUI GO TO 500
23 C SYMMETRY
24 300 XL-O. 0
25 YL-O.O
26 ZL-2.0"(Q(LP,B,KI-Q(L,8,KII"OZ2
27 GO TO 999
28 C TEST FOR WALL AT L-I
29 400 IFIK-KWl 200,200,300
30 C FORWARD OIFFERENCE
31 500 LR-L
32 FAC-2.0
33 GO TO 900
34 600 IF(L.NE.LMAXI GO TO BOO







42 GO TO 999
43 C BACKWARD DIFFERENCE
44 700 LP-L
45 FAC-2.0
46 GO TO 900
47 C CENTRAL DIFFERENCE
48 800 FAC-I.O
49 900 XL-O.













B IF INOPT.EQ.2l GO TO 70
9 IF INOPT.EQ.3l GO TO BO
\0 IF (IGEOM.EQ.2l GO TO 25





16 C NOZZLE HEIGHT Z AND AREA A AT STATION X RELATIVE TO THROAT XT
17 IF IXIN-XTl 10,10,15
18 10 ZIN-ZT+.5>IZI-ZTl>(I.+COS(PI2>IXIN-XZEROl/l
19 GO TO 20
20 15 ZIN-ZT+.5>IZE-ZTl>(I.+COSIPI2>IXMAX-XINlll
21 C 20 NOZZI,E AREA
22 20 A-ZIN
23 GO TO 95
24 25 CONTINUE













38 IF' IXIN-XI I 35,35,40
39 35 ZIN-ZI
40 GO TO 65
41 40 IF IXIN-X21 45,45,50
42 45 ZIN-Z!+IIZ2-Z11/(X2-XI11>IXIN-Xll
43 00 TO 65
44 50 IF IXIN-X31 55,55,60
45 55 ZIN-ZFUNC(XINI
46 GO TO 65
47 60 ZIN-Z3+I(Z4-Z3l/IX4-X311>(XIN-X31
48 65 A-ZIN>YMAX













62 DO B5 L-I,LT
63 CALL XXMIL,J,I,KTI









INOlL! C - INFLOW
I *DECK INFLOW




5 XXX=XI I lIlT
7 RW I =RWFUNC I XXX I *IT
8 RWO=RWOUTl XXX I *ZT
9 GAM I =GAMMAI IGAMMA-I. I
10 DEll=.05
II DElO=I.O
12 00 35 l=1 ,lW
13 R I III =Rllll
1'+ RR=IRWI-RI III lIDELI
15 IF IRR.GE. I I GO TO 20
15 IFIRR.GT.3.E-31 GO TO 15
17 UUE=I'+5.3*RR
18 GO TO 30
19 15 UUE=RR**11./7.1
20 GO TO 30
21 20UUE=I.
22 30 CONTINUE
23 HT I III = I.
2'+ VROUI II I =0.
25 PT I III = I I .+IGAMMA-llI2.*EMCI I I **2* I I. -UUE*UUE I I ** I-GAMI I
25 WRITEl5,I001 l,RI Ill,PTI III ,HTI III ,VROUI III
27 100 FORMAT(22H l,RI,PTI,HTI,VROUI= ,13,IP,+EI2.51
28 35 CONTINUE
29 lWI=lW+1
30 00 70 l=lW I ,lMAX
31 RIIll=Rllll
32 VROUI III =0.
33 UUO=IRJ Ill-RWOI/DElO
3'+ IFlUUO.GT.I.I GO TO 50
35 UUO=UUO** I 1.17. I















C INITIALIZE FLOW VARIABLES Qll.N,K) AT GRIO POINTS
'CAll COHI




DATA FP/0.0 •. le5Be,.32979 •. ~8652,.62977,.75073,.8~605•. 91255,
I 95552 , .97928, .99155, .99682, .998981
DATA G/0.0 •. 03978 •. 16~22 •. 35812 •. 60951 •. B79~O,I.I~133.1.3557,
I 1.51632, 1.616~~, I .67~~6. I .70189, I .71~2~1
EHC2(B)·I.+FlOATIIJ)·8··.5
FUNClA)·~.·EHC21A)·II.+(GAHHA·I.)/2.·EHC2(AII
INITIAL DATA FOR FLAT PLATE BOUNDARY lAYERINOPT·O)
IF (NOPT.GT.O) GO TO ~5
DO IP 1-1.13
10 ETA(I).ETAII)/6.0





ZFAC.IFN+I.) 'IFN++ (ZETA! I I. -ZETAEI )-1.) 1 (FN" (1.1 (I. -ZETAEI) -I.)
IFlZFAC.EQ.O.I EZFAC·I.






IF lETAJ.GT.I.OI GO TO 30
DO 15 1-1.13































INITIAL DATA FOR INTERIOR OF 20 NOZZLE
~5 CONTINUE
IF (NOPT.EQ.3) GO TO 85
LED (lHAX+ IlI2
IF(lW.GT.O) lE·(lW+II/2





1-0 ISENTROPIC CHOKED FLOW
CAll XYZXIlKHAX,JHAX,lHW)
DO 80 1-1,2
IF (JT.EQ.JHAX.AND.I.EQ.II GO TO 80
IF(1.EQ.I) IJ·+I


























































































































































































DO 75 L-I ,LMW
DO 75 K= I ,KMAX





IF (TW.GT.OI GO TO 60
TL-TC lJI +( I •+lGAMI'1A-1 •1/2. +EMC lJI ++2+ 1·1. -lULlUC(JI) ++21 I
GO TO 65
60 TL-TW+lUL/UClJII+(-TW+TC(JI+II.+(GAI'1MA-I.1/2.+EMCIJI++2+(I.-ULI




















IF lJ.EQ.JMAX) GO TO 80














IF l/TOT.EQ.O) GO TO 1'15
CALL LKPGASII.2)
DO 100 I-I, ITOT
IF lLW.GT.OI GO TO 90
RI I I I-RI I I I/RI I ITOTI
GO TO 100
90 IF 1/.GT.INWALLI GO TO 95
RI I I '-RI I I I IRI (INWALL!
GO TO 100
95 IFl/.EQ./NWALL+11 RISAVE-RI(INWALL+II




IF lLW.EQ.OI GO TO lID
LL-LW
IF lL.LE.LWI GO TO 110
IF (NOPT.GT.II GO TO 105









INTERPOLATE RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE AND TOTAL ENTHALPY
TO ACTUAL GRID
DO 135 L-I,LMAX
IFlL.GT.LWI GO TO 131
DO 130 I-I,INWALL
CI-ZRLlL!-RI I I I










































































































II' IICRUDE.NE.OI GO TO 190















11'11CRUOE.NE.Ol GO TO 190
II'IKREADY.GT.Ol CALL SIDWIC
CONTINUE
BOUNDARY LAVER THICKNESS I'OR ADIABATIC B.C.










































REAO IN THE GRIO F~OH A FILE PREPARED 8Y RGRIO
- INPUT
EXTERNAL 2-0 80UNDARY LAYERS
INTERNAL FLOW IN 2-0 NOZZLES
AXIZYHHETRIC NOZZLES AXIS IS AT Y-Z-O (THE CARTESIAN
L-I.K-I.KHAX
PURE INTERNAL FLOW OR COH91NEO EXTERNAL/INTERNAL FLOW
FOR KW>O OR LW>O SET ICRUDE-I
FOR JLIWU > 0 SET (CRUDE-I
AR81TRARY NONAXISYHHETRIC NOZZLES









o USE THE COOE INITQ TO GET THE INITIAL ~'S
I USE THE CODE CRUOIC TO GET THE INITIAL O~S
READ l5.10INHAX.JHAX.KHAX.LHAX.LAHIN.INVISC.JI8C.JHAX8C.KPLANE.KI8









IF lJREADX.GT.Ol REAO (5.15HX(JI.J-I.JREAOXI
IF (KREAOY.GT.OI REAO'15.15HYKRlKI.K-I.KREADY)
IF IITOT.EO.OI GO TO 25
DO 20 I-I.ITOT










30 FORHATll22HI NMAX JHAX KHAX LHAX LAHIN INVISC JI
l8C JHAX8C KPLANE KI8C JKIWL JKIWU KW JKW KMAX8
IC 11618)
35 FORMATlll132H LI8C JLIWL JLIWU





I13X.2HRH. 12X.3HSHU. I lX.5HOHEGA/IP8EI5.7111)
WRITE l6.50INOPT.JREADX.IGEOH.KREADY.IRGRID.ICRUDE.ITOT.INWALL
50 FORMATll 66H NOPT JREADX IGEOM KREADY IRGRID ICRUDE
IITOT INWALL 11618)
WRITE l6.55IXZERO.XHAX.FN.YHAX
55 FORHAT 115X.5HXZERO. 10X."HXHAX. 13X.2HFN. 12X ...HYHAX.
I IIP..EI5.7)
IF lJREADX.GT.OI WRITE l6.601(XlJI.J-I.JREADXI
60 FORHATlI8H XlJI- (8FtO.5) I ,
IF lKREADY.GT.O) WRITE 16.65) (YKRlK).K-I.KREADY)
65 FORMATl8H YlKI- (8FIO.5»)
IF lITOT.EO.OI GO TO 85
WRITE 16.70)
70 FORHAT(T... IHI.TI6.2HRI.T28.3HPTI.T.. I.3HHTI.T53.5HVROUII
DO 80 I-I.ITOT , , '
WA ITE l6. 75) I •RI (/ I •PT I I I ) •HT I 1J) • VROU I ( I )
75 FORHATI2X.12.6X ... l2X.IPEII."))
80 CONTINUE
95 CONTINUE
IFlIRGRJD.EO.OI GO TO 110










































































































INOZLI C - LAORAN
I >DECK LAORAN
2 SUBROUTINE LAORAN IXX,X,FT)
3 DIMENSION Xl~) .FH~) ,Al~) .Bl~) .Cl~) .Dl~) .E(~)
~ D051-1.~
5 Al I )=XX-)« I)
6 Blll=Xll)-XI[l
7 CII)-XI2)-Xll)
B Dl J)=X(3)-Xl [I
9 5 ElJ)-Xl~)-XIJ)
10 IF lXX.OT .X(2)) GO TO 7
II FTl~)-O.

































00 10 Jel ,JMAX ,











4 CALL OHPASn 13, (J-Il.NKLP. I )
5 IF (N.EQ.II CALL DHWASn 13,Q,NKLPI

























MAIN ROUTINE TO SET UP GRID AND INITIALIZE FLOW VARIABLES
DIMENSION IDPARS('I)




























IFlNOPT.GT.O .AND. FN.NE.Ol FN=II.O-FNl/FN
ETAE=6.0*ll.0+0.07*FSMACH*10.2+FSMACHll
DO 95 J=I.JMAX
IF IIRGRID.EQ.O) GO TO eo






C... SEARCH FOR THROAT
IF lQl 1.6,1 I .NE-Ol GO TO 15
LL=LHAX
IFlLW.GT.Ol LL=LW



















IF INOPT.LT.2) GO TO 50
XXX=QIL,6,KI






IFlK.EQ.I .AND. J.EQ.11 RLlLl=RJL
GO TO 75











IFIKREADY.OT.O .AND. KREAOY.LT.KMAXI CALL YSTRCHIYKRlKREAOYll
CONTINUE
C SEARCH FOR THROAT
C SAVE A Z IN CASE JT=I WHEN YOU CAN'T FINO AN X=O.
IFlJ.EQ.11 ZTSAVE=QILMAX,8,ll



































































































INOZLI C - NDLPTS
87 lFIJT.EQ.OJ JT-I
88 WRITE 16.1001JT
89 100 FORHATt2X.2IHNOZZLE THROAT AT JT- 13J
90 lFINOPT.LT.IIGOTOIIO
91 IFINOPT.GT.II ZT-ZTSAVI\
































































WRITE(2) IT. TAU.DT .NK
DO 90 J-I.JHAX
CALL LKPGASIJ.21







































































3 DIMENSION ENTGRDl I)
~ C 1-0 TRAPEZOIDAL aUADRATURE, COMPUTES DEFINITE INTEGRAL,ENTGRL,
5 C OF INTEGRAND,ENTGRDII) ,BETWEEN LIMITS IL,IU.
S C










































6 I -5.842, -4 .953, -4.064,-3.048,
7 2 -2.032,-1.016,0.,1.08,2.17,3.26,4.35,5.44,6.53,7.62,8.7,
B 3 10. ,I 1.5,13. ,14.5/
9 DATA RIM/28"12.62/
10 DATA IFIRST/O/
II IFlZT .EQ.O.) GO TO 5







19 DO 10 J-I.Jt1AX
20 IFIXIN.NE.XINPUTIJI I GO TO 10
21 JF INOeJ
22 GO TO 20
23 10 CONT lNUE
24 GO TO 990













.. DIMENSION XINPUT 1(8) .RINla81 ,
5 DATA XINPUT1-3".5. -29.5. -a".5. -ISI.5. -15.5. -Ia. 5. -I 0.1. -8 .... -7.0.
6 I -5. 8..a. -... ~53. -".06" .-3.0"8. .
7 2 -a.032.-1.016.0 •• 1.08.2. 17.3.26....35.5 ...... 6.53.7.62.8.7.
8 3 10 •• 11.5.13 . • 14.51
9 DATA RIN/4*6."315.6.336.6.194.5.996.5.820.5.653.5."36.5.019.4.585.
10 I ".229.3.993.3.856.13'3.811
II DATA IFIRST/OI '
12 IF'IZT.EQ.O.) GOTQ5
13 1F'l1F'IRST.NE.O) GO TO 5
I" IFIRST-'




19 5 CONTI NUE
20 DO 10 J-I.JMAX
21 IFlXIN.NE.XINPUTlJI) GO TO 10
22 JF'IND-J
23 GO TO 20
2.. 10 CONT INUE




29 99p WRITEI6.999l XIN.XINPUT








4 OIMENSION XINPUT(28) ,RIN1281. ..
5 DATA XINPUT/-34.5,-29.5,-24.5,-19.5,-15.5,-12.5.-IO,I.-8.4,-7.0,
6 I -5.842,-4.953,-4.064,-3.049,
7 2 -2.032. -1.016,0.• ,I •P8 ,2.17 .3.26.4.35,5.44,6.53,7 ,6a ,8.7,
8 3 10.,11.5,13•• 14.5/






15 1f'IZT.EQ.OI GO TO 5
16 IF<lFlRST.NE.O) GO TO 5
17 IFlIlST-1




22 5 CONT INUE
2;3 DO 10 J-I,JMAX
24 IFIXIN.NE.XINPUTlJI) GO TO 10
25 Jf'INo-J
26 GO TO 20
27 10 CONTINUE


















8 IF (NOPT .Ea.\) IOP-13
9 00 10 L-I,LMAX






I~ IFlIF IRST .NE,.JWHAXI GO' TO 30
17 ZTT-ZT
18 00 20 I-I ,lOP













4 C SIDE WALL INITIAL CONDITIONS
5 -C~LL COl'll
6 KEc IKMAX+ 11/2




II 00 65 KcKE ,KMAX
12 UK-UO-IFLOATIKMAX-K1/FLOATIKMAX-KEI)
13 IF ITW.GT .0) GO TO 55
14 TL-TC IJJ - I I . + IGAMMA-1 . lI2. -EMCIJI**2- (1. - IUK/UC (JI) -~2).1
15 GO TO 60
16 55 TL-TW+ tUK/UC IJI ) - I -TW+TC (JJ - I I. + IGAMMA-I • )/2. -EMC IJl u 2-n •-UKI



























































lFIIFN.N~.OI GO TO 12
XXX-QIL,e,KI
lFILW.NE.p .AND. L.GT.LWI G~ TO II
FN-DELIIXXXl/RWFUNCIXXXI
GQ TO 12
II FN-DEl,OUTIXXXll IRMAXIXXXl-RWOUTIXXXI I













30 ZFAC- IFN+1 .1" IFNu (ZETA! I!. -ZETAEH-I. II IFNU I1.1 I I.-ZETAEI I-I. I




















DIMENSION Xli) ,A(4), Ylll

















































































C XI DERIVATIVES OF X,Y,Z
IFIJ.EQ.1 I GO TO 50























IS FORHAT\BIH···.FAILURE TO CONVERGE IN NEWTON ITERATION FOR Y STRETC
IHING COEFFICIENT OHEGA... 12X.3HWI-EI0.3.'IH W2-EI0.3,5H ERR-,
2 E10.3,3H N-12,/2X,6H Y~AX. E10.3,8H YKREAO-EI0.3.





































IF IERR.LT.I.E-Sl GO TO 20
WISAVE-WI
WI-W2


















































INOZllC - COMDECKS FOR DMGASP
NOZLI C - DMGASP
NOZLIC - IOMCIO
NOZLIC - IOMFAP
NOZLIC - IOMF IP
NOZLI C - IOMPFM.
NOZLIC - IOMPRT
SEE APPENDIX A - NOZl3D PROGRAM lISTING - PAGES 94-141
FOR lISTINGS OF ABOVE INPUT-OUTPUT MANAGER ROUTINES
PAyE 36
IAPPENDIX C














12 CALL FCTCA,a,XN,1 ;X, Yl










THIS SUBROUTINE DRAWS THE X AND Y AXES, MARKS OFF THE
INTERVALS, SETS THE SCALE VALUES, AND MOVES THE FILM TOA NEW
fRAME.
XMIN IS THE MINIMUM VALUE OF THE X lHORIZONTAL) VARIABLE.
XMAX IS THE MAXIMUM VALUE Of THE X VARIABLE.
YMIN IS THE MINIMVM VALI)f: OF THE Y (VERTlCALl VAflIABLE.
YMAX IS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE Y VARIABLE. .
NXINTg IS THE NIJMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH THe" X AXIS IS TO
BE DIVIDED.







IF NX OR NY .LE. 0 MAKE THEM EOUAL TO
IF lNX .LE. 01 NXTl
IF lNY .LE. 01 NY=l








CALL LINEVIML,MB,ML 1MT)DETERMINE INCREMENT~ FOR TIC MARKS
DX=(XMAX-XMINI/NX
DY=(YMAX-YMINI/NY
SCALE X AND Y VALUES
CALL XSCALV(XMIN,XMAX,ML,lOO)
CALL YSCALVIYMIN,YMAX,MB,IOQJ
DRAW TIC MARKS ON THE X AXIS
DX=(XRX-XRN)/NX
CALL LINRVll ,MB-20,MB-5,MB+5,XMIN,XMAX,DX,O,-1 ,3,8)
CALL LINEVINXVlsING) ,NYVlO.Ol-20,NXV(SING1,NYVIO.O)1








THIS SUBROUTINE IS ONE OF THOSE THAT PLOTS GRIDS




































































XIJ. 1)=XlJ+I. I) -DX1' l I. O+EI '* IJMAXMI-JI




'+30 DO '+'+0 J=I.JMIN
'+'+0 WSlJl=O.O
EJ=I.OI I I.O+EI-I.O
WBJ= lJMAX-JMIN·'ll 'ALOGi I . OtEJl I IJMAX-JMINI
DO '+50 J=JI.JMAXMI













IFI187.EO. 7.AND. 181lB71 .EO. IICALL WCALClX,Y.WOER,JMX,JMX.2,KMX-ll
IFiI87.EO. 9.AND. 1811871 .EO.IICALL WCALClX,Y,~ ,JMX,JMX.2,KMX-11
IFlI8B.EO. B.AND. 18l1881.EO. 11CALL WCALClX,Y,~OEr,2.JMX-l .KMX,KMXI
IFI188.EO. 10.AND. 1811881.EO. I 1CALL WCALCl~,Y.WT ,2,JMX-I,KMX,KMXl





3 I OYI.OSI ,A.8.X. Y, 18.01.D2.WL.loR.I-8.WT .WOER,WOEr)
'+ DIMENSION Xl,+O,,+Ol.Yl,+O.,+OI ,WLII I .loR!ll .1-8111 ,WTll I •WO£R I I 1,
5 I . WOETlIl,18l101
6 EPSLON=. 00 I
7 JI=JMIN+I
8 KI=KMIN+I
9 KMAXM I =KMAX- I
10 JMAXMI=JMAX-l
II C LEFT SIDE OF RECTANGULAR GRID _.. 181l) QR 61
12 181=5
13 IFlKMIN.GT.l I 181=6
1'+ IF1I8l 181 I .EO.ll CALL WCALClX. Y,WL .1.I,KI.KMAXMIl
15 IFI181181\.EO.11 GO TO 300
16 Xll.KMIN1=0.0
17 Yl I ,KMINI =YMIN
18 XlI,KMAX1=0.0
19 Y(I.KMAX1=YMAX
20 EY=EPSlllYMAX-YMIN,O.O.OYI ,KMAX-KMINtl ,0.001.lpO.I.1 I
21 IFlKMIN.GT.11 GO TO 230
22 WLK=lKMAX-KMIN-ll'ALOGII.OtEYIIIKMAX-KMINI
23 DO 200 KK=KI,KMAXMI





29 GO TO 300
30 230 DO 2'+0 K=I,KMIN
31 2'+0 WLlKl=O.O
32 EYK=1.01 l 1.0tEYl -1.0
33 WLK=IKMAX-KMIN-1 1'ALOGI L OtEYKl I lKMAX-KMINl
3'+ DO 250 K=Kl.KMAXMI
35 XlI,Kl=XII,K-11
36 Yl 1.Kl=Yl I.K-I I+OYI'! I.O+EYI '* lK-KI I
37 WllKl=WLK
38 250 CONTINUE
39 300 IFlI8ill,NE.'+1 GO TO 350



















































B9 n=F;PSIUSI,O.O.ioSl ,JMX,O.OOI,IOO,I,1 I
90 E2~EPSIUS2,O.O,oSI,KMX,O.00I,100,I,1I
91 WTJ=fJMX-21 'ALOOC 1. 0+E1)1 IJMX-I. 01
92 WRK=fKMX-21'AL6oel.0+E21/IKMX-I.Ol
93 oX=oSI' (I. O+EI I" IJMX-21
91t [F( lSI IB8) .EO.I) GO TO 550
95 XI =0.0
96 00 500 J=2. JMX
97 oS=oSI* I I. O+Ei I" CJMX-Jl
9B CALL XOFSfDS,XI,DX,A,B,XN,EPSLON)
99 XCJ,KMXl=XI




10it 550 [Fl IBI [B7) .EO.I I GO TO 700
105 YI=O.O
106 oY=DX








115 700 IFCJMIN.GT.I) GO TO 800
116 01=YCl,2)-YII.II
117 o2=YCJMAX,21-YfJMAX, II
I Ie CALL WCALCCX, Y,WR,JMAX,JMAX,2,KMAXMI)
119 CALL WCALCCX, Y,WL,I, I ,2,KMAXMI) .
120 CALL WCALC(X,Y,WT,2,JMAXMI,KMAX,KMAX)
121 CALL WCALC(X, Y,WB,2,JMAXMI, \,1)
122 RETURN .
123 C RIGHT OUTER BOUNDARY -- IB(31
121t 800 [F( [B(3) .[0. I) CALL WCALC(X, Y,WR,JMAX,JMAX,2,KMAXMI)
125 IF([B(3).EO.21 CALL ROBCX,Y,WR,JMIN,JMAX,KMIN,KMAX,YMAX)
126 IFUB(3) .OLOI GO TO 1000
127 oY=YMAX/KMAXMI




132 C TOP OUTER BOUNDARY -- IB(It)
133 1000 [FC [B(It) .EO.I) CALL WCALCrX, Y,WT,2,JMAXM\'KMAX,KMAXI
131t [FlIB(It).EO.2) CALL TOBCX,Y,WT,JMIN,JMAX,KMIN,KMAXI
135 [F C[B(It) •GT. 0) RETURN
136 DX=XMAXIJMAXMI







RGR I00 - Ell PSE
'OECK ELIPSE
SUBROUTINE EL IPSE I XMAX, YMAX,X, Y,JMAX,KMAX,IB.DXI.WR.ha.WT .A1B.XN.I ' , ' t::P!iLON) ,
COMMON /PLOTC/ SING
THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP BOTTOMANO' TOPor ELLIPSE TEST CASE
THAT IS IBC I) .IB(9) ,IBC (0)











E=EPSILCXMAX-SING.O.O,OX,KMAX,O.OOI, 100, I, II
WRK=CKMAX-21·ALOGCI.0+El/KMAXMI








































































































































2 FUNC TI ON EPS ILC FMX. FM IN,DF"M, NPT, FPCC • ICC,KtV ,NCAll)
3 C THIS SUBROUTINE APP~IES A NEWTON-RAPHSON ROOT-FINDING
~ C TECHNIQUE TO FIND A VALUE OF" EPSILON FOR A PARTICULAR USE







12 GO TO (1,21 ,KEY
13 FNPTM2=NPT-2
lit IF"CNCAlL.EQ. I 1 EPS= (F"MXLlDFML)" CI ,O/F"NPTM2hl ,0
15 D03NIT=I,ICCl
16 EPI =EPS+ 1,0
17 EP I TN=EP 1++F"NPTM2
18 REPS=I,O/EPS
19 DF"MOE=DF"Ml *REPS
20 F"=F"MXl-F"M I Nl-DF"MOE * (EPITN*EPI-I ,01
ill IF"CA8S(F") ,IT ,FPCCl I GO TO ~
22 DF"MOE2=DF"MOE*REPS
23 FPN=DFMOE2*( I, O+I;PI TN* CEPS*FNPTM2-I, Q))
2~ EPS=EPS+F I FPN '
25 3 CONTINUE
26 GO TO 5
27 2 NPTM=NPT-I
28 IFCNCAll.Ea,11
29 I EPS=C (FMXLlDFMU** CI ,OICNPT-2J )-1 ,OI*SORTIFlOATCNPTM)
30 DO 6l=I ,NPTM
31 6 RCl)=I,O/SORTCF"lOATCLI)
32 DO 7 NIT=I,ICCL
33 SUMl=O,O
3~ SUM2=0 ,0






~I F"=FMXl-F"M I Nl-DF"ML*SUM I
~2 1F"IA8SCF1,lT,F"PCCll GO TO It
~3 F"PN=DFMl*SUM2








52 100 FORMAT(/~2H EXCEEDED MAX, NO, OF" ITERATIONS IN EPSIL ,J
53 101 F"ORMATCI7H EPSIl=.F12,'5,5X,7H AND F=,F12,5,5X,7H AFTER ,13,










RGR toO - FI LLN
I +OECK FlLLN
2 SUBROUTl NE FI LLN I JMAX, JOMAl<, KMAX, KOMAX, he, WT ,WOEr ,X, I WI




7 DO 500 K=2,Kf'V'1
8 J.l=2
9 IFf lKOMAX.GT.KMA.X.ANO.K.LE.KMAX+1 I .0Fj.IW.LT.01 JI=JMAX+2
10 DO 100 J=Jl,JMM
11 WK2=. 5+ lhel JI + CK-t ) + lWTCJl -hel Jl )/KMMI
12 IFIJOMAX.GT.JMAX.ANO.J.LE.JMAX+11 WK2=.5+1WOETeJI+eK-KMAx-ll+






19 FtJl1 =-ACJII+XfJI-1 ,K)
20 IF ClABSe IW) .EO.2IF eJI ) =-A eJI l'X (K, Jl-1 )
21 F(JMM)=-ClJMMI+XlJOMAX,Kl
22 IFlIW.EO.21 FeJMMI=-CeJMMI*xlK,JOMAXI
23 CALL TRIBlA,S,C.O,F ,JI ,JMMI
2'+ IFClABSClWI.EO.21 GO TO 300
25 DO 200 J=JI,JMM
26 200 XIJ,KI=FfJI
27 GO TO 500

















































IBLOUP=OIN) PLOT A BLOW-UP OF N LINES AROUND THE NOl.!LE CORNER
IWRITE=OIII MEANS DONTlDO) WRITE OUT GRID ON UNIT 2
IPRINT=OIII MEANS DONTlOO) PRINT OUT GRID
ITI TLE=T ITLE
ISTOP=Olll MEANS REAOlDONT REAOI ANOTHER CASE








WRITEI6,2011 JMAX,KMAX,JOMAX,KOMAX,MAXIT,NCASE, IPIN, IBLOUP,
I IWRI TE, IPRINT, ISTOP
201 FORMATI// 92H JMAX KMAX JOMAX KOMAX MAXI r NCASE





IIPIN,XMAX,XOMIN,XOMAX, YMAX, YOMIN, YOMAX,DXI',DXOI,DYI,DYOI,DSI ,0501,
2 OMEGA,IB, IBLOUP , IhRlTE ,IPRINT ,XVAL ,ITITLE ,lSTOPl
THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE NOZL3D CODE ARE X,Y, AND. Z,
X IS ORIENTED IN THE GENERAL STREAMWISE DIRECTION. 'IN T!;iIS CODE-
RGRIDD- X AND Y ARE THE EQUIVALENT OF THE·Y AND Z CARTESI.AN COORDINATES
IN THE NOZL 3D CODE. . .
JMAX,KMAX ARE' OF POINTS IN X,Y DIRECTION OF INTERIOR NOZZLE GRID
JOMIN,JOMAX,KOMIN,KOMAX ARE INDEX LIMITS OF OUTER GRID
MAXI T=MAX NUffiER OF ITERATIONS IN RELAX· .. ,
NCA5E=1(2) MEANS CALCULATE GRID FOR INSIDEIANDOUTSIDEl 'OF NOZZLE
XNIXNO) IS THE SUPER ELLIPSE NUMBER FOR THE INSIDEIOUTSIDEl
SURf"ACE OF THE NOZZLE WALL '
IPIN=OII) DO NOTlDO) PLOT INITIAL CONDITIONS
XMAX,YMAX= SEMIAXES A,B OF SUPER ELLIPSE FOR NOZZLE INTERIOR WALL
XOMIN,YOMIN= SEMI AXES A,S OF SUPER ELLIPSE FOR NOZZLE P~TER WALL
XOMAXIYOMAX)~XIY) COORDINATE OF OUTSIDE LIMITS OFGRIi;l ALONG XIY) AXIS
XVAL= LOCATION OF THE NOZL3D X COOROINATE (FOR OUTPUT PURPOSES ONLY)·
XVAL REPRESENTS THE NOZL3D STREAMWISEX STATION AT WHICH ,THE
CROSS SECT 10NAL GR I0 IS GENERA TED . . .
DXI IDYl) =DXCDY1, OF GRID NEAREST INNER NOZZLE WALL
DXOllDYOI)=DXIDY) OF GRID NEAREST OUTER NOZZLE WALL
DSICDSOl'l=DELTA ARC LENGTH AT CORNER FORINSIOEIOUTSIDEI SUPER ELLIPSE,
OMEGA=OVER-RELAXATION FACTOR .
IBlll=Ol11f21 DONTlDO) READ IN THE GRID POINTS ON THE ITH BOUNDRY
(DISTRIBUTE PTS ON IB(3) & IB(~) TO CONFORM TO THE
DISTRIBUTION ON IBl6,7) & IBI2,B) I '


























































































87 300 .pORMAT (SF :0 •5·1. '
88' ~ITElS.3(j1 I XMAX,XoM1N./<OMAX.YMAX. VOM1 N.YOMAX, XVAL
89 301' FORMATU/5X,ItHXMAX. I IX', 5HXOM1N,IOX, 5HXqMAX, lOX ,4HYMAX
90, r. Irx, 5RYOM IN,I OX ,5HYOMAX. HX,4HxvAl ,I8E:15,eI
91 RrAOl5,3001 OXI,OX01,OVI'.OVOI.QSLOSOI,OMEGA
92 ~HE16,3021 OXI,OXOI,OVhOYOhOSI,OSOI,OMEGA







100 400 FORMlir'l1l3H 18,10151
101 JP\'=JMAX+!
102 KPI=KMAX'+.I
103'IFl'!'Bl'1I.EQ.1 I REAOl5,3001 IXIJ, II, Y(,l,II,J=I,,lMAXI
104 WOBl'2) .to, 11 REAOl5,3001 (XIJ,ll, Y(,l',11 ,J=,lP1'.JOMAXI
105 lFOBI31.EO.! I REAOl5,3001 lXCJOMAX,Kl, Y(JoMAX,Kl,K=I.KOMAXI
106 IF( IBI41.EO.11 REAOl5,3dbi (Xl'J,KOMAXI,Y(J,KOMAXI,J=I,JOMAXl
107 IF( IBI51.EO, I I REAOl5,3dlll' (Xq ,KI, V( l.i<l ,K=I,KMAXI
108 11'('[816) ,EO'. 1I REAtlC5',30QI ('X( hKl,Yl'r,KI,K=KPI',KOMAXI
1'09' IFlIE1l71.EQ. II REA'DlS,3001 (')«JPI ,KI,YIJPI.Kl ,K=I,KPll
ITO 1F'(IBI8).EO.I) REA015.3001' O«J,KPII.Vc'J,KPII,J=I,JPt'>
In' 1F'118l91 .EO, II REAOl5,3001' (Xl'JMAX,KI,V(jMAX,KI,K=I,KMAX)
112 IFI r8lI01.EO'.1 I.REAO(5,3001 IXIJ.KMAX) ,YlJ,KMAXI,J=I,JMAXI
113 InNCASE.EO.21 RETIJRN











I WQR('tOI ,WOSI'tOI ,WOTl'tOI',WOER('tOl ,WOET('tOI ,lSf 10) ,ITITLE1I3)
10 CALL INPUTrX,Y,JMAX,KMAX,JOMAX,KOMAX,MAXIT.NCASE,XN,XNO,IPIN,XMAX,
IXOMIN,XOMAX,YMAX,YOMIN,YOMAX,DXI ,DXOI,DYI ,DYOI ,051 ,OSOI,OMEGA,IB,




IF(NCASE.EO.21 CALL BDRYSlJMAX+l ,JOMAX,KMAX+I ,KOMAX, XOMIN,XPMAX ,
IYOMIN,YOMAX,XNO,OXOI,OYOI,OSOI ,XOMIN,YOMIN,X,Y,IB,OI.O?,WOL,WOR,























CALL PLAWT IJOMAX', KOMAX, X, Y,XOMAX, O. ,YOMAX, O.
I ",XNO,Dy'1 ,DXl ,OYOI,OXOl,OSI, ITlTLE,JMAX,KMAX,XN;JOMAX,KOMAXI
IF I IWAl TE. EO. I I WRI TE 12lXVAL, ( (XIJ ,Kl ,YlJ ,Kl ,J=1 ,JOMAXl ,K= 1,KOMAXl
IFlIPRINT.EO.11 CALL OUTPUTlX,Y,JOMAX,KOMAX,XVALI









C 100 CONT INUE
IFlIBLOUP. GT. 0) CALL PLOTBUI JOMAX.KOMAX ,X, Y,XNO,XN,OYI ,OXI ,OYOI ,OXOI
1 ,051, ITITLE ,JMAX,KMAX,IBLOUP)






























































SUBROUTl NE OUTER lXMAX; XM IN, YMI\X. YM IN, XORG. E;T AC ,BETA, JMAX, KMAX, X, Y)
GO TO 110.11, 12),NSIDE
10 YIJ,KMAXI YMAX
XIJ,KMAXI YMAX/TANIPHI) + XORG
GO TO 21
II XIJ,KMAXI XMIN




















I 5HANGl=,FB.2,5X,5HANG2=,F8.21124H OUTER 80UNDARY ON TOP, •
2 IBHFRONT , AND BOTTOM&I
FORMATl3H XC, 13,IH" 13,2HI= ,FI2.5.5X,2HYI ,13, IH" 13.2HI=,FI2,5,
I 5X.4HETA=,F8.2,5X,4HPHI=,F8.2,5X,6HNSIDE=,lI1







1 GO TO 22
DO 9 JJ=2,JMAX
J=JMAX+I-JJ
ETA = ETA + DETA
















IFI BETA.GT.O.OI CLUSTR = . TRUE.




B=O. 5'ALOGI CI . +IEXPlBETA I,-I. )*[TACT/PI IIll. +lEXPI -aETA) -I.) *
I ETACT/PII)































































































2 SUBROUTI N£ OUJPUT( X, Y, JMAX,KMAX ,XVAll
3 DIMENSION X(ltO,'tOl, Y('tO,IfOI
't ~IT[l6,1001 'XVAL
5 100 FORMAT ( IHI ,5x, 3HX ~.,f1 0,5// 15X, 7HY ARRAYII
6 IF(JMAX.LE.201 GO TO 'tOO
7 ~I TE(6,eOOI I (X(J,KI ,J~I,JMAXI,K=1,KMAXI
8 200 FORMATI20F6.3/3X,20F6.31
9 WRITE (6, 3001 '.
10 300 FORMATIII15X,7HZ ARRAy I
II WAI TEI6,2001· I (Y(J,Kl ,J=I,JMAX1,K=1 ,KMAXI
12 RETURN
13 't00~ITEI6,5001 (XIJ,Kl,J=I,JMAX1,K=I,KMAXI
l't 500 FORMAT (20F6.31
15 WRITE(6,3001




'THIS SUBROUTINE IS ONE OF THE SUBROUTINES THAT PLOTS GRIDS
ON THE SC4020 PLOTTER.
COMMON/PLOTC/SING
OIMENSION XI40, 40 I, Y140, 40 I .XXI401 , YY(40)., TIT 1151, I Tl TLE (131
READJUST PLOT LIMITS SO AS TO AVIOO A STRECHED PLOT.























10 FORMATI5HKMAX=.12,6H JMAX=,12,4H XN=,F5.I,5H DYI=,F8.7,5H DXl=
I ,F8.7,5H DSI=,FB.71
CALL PRINTVl63,TIT,80,9501
IFIM.EQ.KMAX) GO TO 30
ENCODEl27,20,TITI KMAX,JMAX,XNI
20 FORMATI6HKIMAX=,12,7H JIMAX=.12,5H XNI=.F5.1)
CALL PRINTVI27.TIT, 150,9251
30 DOIJ= I .M
MAX=JMAX
IFIJ.GT.KMAX.OR.IW.EQ.OI MAX=N












CALL LlNEVI IXI,IY!-15.IXI,IYI I
RETURN
END·
RGR IDO - PL AI..JT
<DECK PLAWT
SUBROUTINE PLAWTCN,M,X, Y,XMAX,XMIN, YMAX, VMIN,XNN,DYI,OXI,






















































































THIS SUBROUTINE IS ONE OF THOSE THAT PLOTS GRIDS
ON THE SC,+020 PLOTTER.
DIMENSION XII) ,Y(ll,MARKPT(51
DATA MARKPT /'+2,16,55,38,'+'+/
SYMBOLS ARE, IN ORDER& . t X 0 •
IF lNSYM .Gf. a .AND. NSYM .LE. 51 GO TO lOa
J=IABSINBR1-I
DO 110 I=I,J
IFII.EQ.MAXI GO TO 110
CALL LINEVI IXVIXCIII, IYVIYllll, lXVIXI!tl)I,IYVIY([t.lll )
CONTINUE
RETURN






2 SUBROUTINE PLOTBUC JOMAX ,KOMAX, X,Y;XNO,XN,OYI,OXI,DYOI ,OXOI,05I,
3 1 ITITLE,JMAX,KMAX, IBLOUP I
4 DIMENSION XC40,401,YC40;401.ITITLEIII








13 GO TO 200
14 IOOJI'MAXOCJMAX-2'IBH'I,!1
15 J2'JMAX








24 YMAX· -I .0[36
25 DO 300 J·Jl, J2
26 JJ·JJ.I
27 KK'O























THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES BYSLOR THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS BASED
ON A MODIFIED THOMPSON-THAMES-MASTIN S METHOD OF GENERATING GRIDS.
THE MODIFICATION EMPLOYS SPECIALIZED SOURCE TERMS INVOLVING FREE
PARAMETERS WP AND WQ THAT ARE COMPUTED FROM THE BOUNDARY VAL~ES.
oIMENS ION XIItO , 1I ,we I1I ,WT I1I .WUl ) ,WR I I ) ,WOER ( Il ,WOErel ) , YIitO , I )












IF! IKOMAX .GT. KMAX. AND. K. LF. KMAXt! ) .OR. IW. EQ. 0) JI =JMAXt2
00 3 J=JI,JMM
XXO= eXUt I ,KI "XIJ-I',K) J*0. S






XXEO=IXIJtl ,Ktll-XIJtl,K-II-XIJ-1 ,Ktl )tXlJ-1 ,K-I) )*0.25
YXEO= iYI Jt \,Kt! ).,y IJt 1,K··! )-Yl J-I ,Kt I) tY(J-1 ,K-I ) 1'0.25
80=-2.0*80
WQ=.S* lWUKl t eJ-I. 0) *iWRIK) -WL eK)) !JMMI
WP=.S*iWBeJ)tlK-I.Ol*IWTIJ)-WBIJ))!KMM)









Gl Jl =-BO*YXEO-GO*III .OtWQJ *y iJ ,Kt II t I I .O-WQl*Y IJ ,K·lll
FIJI J =FlJll-AIJI J *XIJI-! ,K)















IFIICOUNT.LT.MAXITl GO TO 2
RETURN
100 FORMATI29~ SUM OF RESIDUALS IXtY),X,Y ,3F20.10,








































































~ YM· .5' eye I,KMIN+I I +YIJMIN,KMINI I
5 DYMB=yeJMIN,KMINl-yeJMIN,KMIN-1 I
6 DYMT=ye I,KMIN+1 )-YC I,KMIN)
7 DYM=. 5* lDYMB+DYMT)
B 'yeJMAX,KMINl =YM
9 XeJMAX,KMINloxeJMAX, I 1
10 YCJMAX,KMIN··I I =YM-DYM








19 KMAXM I =KMAX··!
20 DO 100 K=KI ,KMAXMI
21 XeJMAX.KJ··xeJMAX, I I
22 100 YeJMAX,KI' ye JMAX ,K .. t I +DYM' ( I •O+E 1" eK-KI )
23 E=EPSILC YLJMAX ,KMIN-I ) -Y eJMAX, I 1,0.0 .DYM,KMIN-1 •. 001 , 100, I , 1I
2" K2=KMIN-2 .












'+ OX=A/ IJS-I :0)
5 XI=O.O
6 YI=8
7 00 100 J=2,JS





























THIS SUBROUTINE IS ONE or THOSE THAT PLOTS GRIDS
ON THE SC,+020 PLOTTER.
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER Of CHARACTERS ALLOWED INTH[ TITLE IS lOB.
ICHARS'IABSINCHARS)
IF (ICHARS .Gr. lOBI ICHARS=IOB
IF (ICHARS .GT. 5'+) IX=I'+
IF (ICHARS .LE. 5'+) IX=510-(ICHARS/2)'IB
IY=990
















12 XIJMIN+1 ,KMAX) =XM+OXM
13 veJMIN+I,KMAX)=YII,KMAX)
I~ OXM=I.I*DXM
15 E=EPSlllXIJMAX,KMAXI-XIJMIN+I ,KMAX) ,0. ,DXM,JMAX-JMIN, ,001,.100.,1 ,I)
16 JI=JM!N+2
17 JMAXMI =JMAX- I
18 DO 100 J=JI,JMAXM!
19 XIJ,KMAX)=XIJ-I,KMAX)+DXM*C! .0+EI**IJ-JII
20 I~O YIJ,KMAX)=YII,KMAXl
21 E=EPSILlXIJMIN-I ,KMAXl-XI 1 .KMAXI ,O.O,DXM,JMIN-l , .001,100,1,11
22 J2=JMIN-2



















































2 SUElROUTINE WCALCIX, Y,W,Jl,J2,KI ,K2,)
3 DIMENSION X(ltO,'tO), YI't0,40l,WI I)
't IFfJI.EQ.J2) GO TO 200 '
5 DO 100 J=JI,J2
6 T=XlJ+t.KI )-XlJ-I,KI)
7 T2=YlJ+I,KI l-YlJ-I.KI)
8 WIJ) =-2.0' I T' IXlJ+1 ,KI) '2, O'XIJ,KI )+Xl J-I ,KI)) +
9 I T2' IYIJ+l ,KI) "2.0·YIJ,KI )+YIJ-1 ,KI)) llq++2+T2++2)
10 100 CONTINUE
11 RETURN
12 200 DO 300 K=KI,K2
13 T=YlJI,K+I) 'YIJI ,K-I)
14 T2=XIJI,K+I) -XIJI ,K-I)















9 IF lDS-DSDX. LT . O. aI DXM=DX
10 DO 500 1=1,20
II IFIXI+DX+H.GE.AI H .. 9'CA-XI-DXl
12 IFlDX+H.LT .0.01 H--DX/2.0
13 CALL ARCLENCXI .XI+DX+H,A,B.XN.16,DSDXPHI
l't 0= lDSDXPH-DSDX l/H
15 DX=DX-IDSDX··DSl/D
16 IF I XI +DX. GE. AI DX=. 999999'1 A-X II
17 IFIDXP.EQ.O.O.OR.DXM.EQ.AI GO TO 450
IB IFIDX.GE.DXP.OR.DX.LE.DXMI DX=IDXP+DXM1/2.0
19 450 CALL ARCLENCXI.XI+DX,A,B,XN.16,DSDXI
20 I F I ABSlDS-DSDX I / OS. Lf . EPSLON) GO TO 600
21 IFlDS-DSDX.GT .0.01 DXP=AMAXIIDXP.DXI











COMPLETE NOZL3D PRINTED OUTPUI' FOR 'OlE TEST CASES
-----------_._--------------~~---------------~~_.~-.--------_._--

)PRINTED OUTPUT FOR TEST CASE NO. 1
NMAX JMAX KMAX LMAX LAMIN INVISC J1BC JMAXBc KPLANE K1BC JK1WL JK1WU KW' JKW KMAXBC
200 15 5 15
.' 1 0 0 1 1 1 o ~, 0 0 0 3
L1BC JL1WL JL 1WU LW JLW LMAXBC NRSJ IWRIT NGRI NP KVIS LVIS KLVIS INFLT ISUTH NROUT
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THROAT LOCATION x=o. AT JT=












J.K.L, AND MAX COURANT NBR 2 1 1 .61909+02
GF= 1.3405-02 4.9399-03 .0000 -1.5713-01 2.2832-04 Cw= 5.0681+00
NC = o TIME = .oeoo DT = .1000-01
CURRENT HOWAT NC= o AS WRITTEN TO RESTART FILE
J= 1 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ARI!F W/A"REF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .010000 -.500000 .000000 .357143 "000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .010000 -.500000 .000089 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000637 2.794365 1.000000 4.214S88
3 .010000 -.500000 .000226 .361819 .425367 .000000 .001613 2.7€3813 1.000000 4. 150E 11
4 .010000 -.500000 .000436 .375084 .818316 .000000 .005304 2.6€6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .010000 -.500000 .00()758 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .015593 2.408628 1.000000 3.423!:57
6 .010000 -.500000 .001252 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .038312 1.8€4058 1.000000 2.391::49
7 .010000 -.500000 .002010 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .069220 1.206249 1 .000000 1 .300:;04
8 .010000 -.500000 .003172 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .081314 1 .003670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .010000 -.500000 .004956 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1,000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
10 .010000 -.500000 .007692 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
11 .010000 -.500000 .011890 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
12 .010000 -.500000 .018330 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1 .oocooo 1.000eoo
13 .010000 -.500000 .028210 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
• A
.... 04 r'l"\l"\n -.~:~~C~ .0'13~~7 1 _C0000':! 3.'J000~0 .000000 "''Innnn ~ nrnnnn 1 _nnnnnn 1 nonrnn.... ·v·v ...........
15 .010000 -.500000 .066620 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
J= 2 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P!PREF ENT
1 .080714 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.80·0000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .080714 -.500000 .000253 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000224 2.794365 1.000000 4.214£88
3 .080714 -.500000 .000642 .361819 .425367 .000000 .C00568 2.7€3813 1.000000 4.150E11
4 .080714 -.500000 .001238 .375084 .818316 .000000 .001867 2.6€6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .080714 -.500000 .002153 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .005488 2.408628 1.000000 3.423!:57
6 .080714 -.500000 .003557 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .013485 1.8€4057 1.000000 2.391::49
7 .080714 -.500000 .005710 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .024364 1 .206249 1.000000 1 .300:;04
8 .080714 -.500000 .009013 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .028621 1.003670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .080714 -.500000 .014080 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 ~ 000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
10 .080714 -.500000 .021854 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
11 .080.714 -.500000 .033781 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
12 .080714 -.500000 .052077 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 • 000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
13 .080714 -.500000 .080146 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
14 .080714 -.500000 .123208 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
15 .080714 -.500000 .189270 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
u'" .; r\= i i. 1\ - ... ' .........._- " , ........ _- t. ' .... ~,r-.- ' .•1,,, ,.._.r "I" ' ..... nrr n I""~r- ea.'TI '- r\l 1\ ''''Lot V/ ~I",,"'" w, "''''''-0,.' •.. ,,...,.,,, .... './ '......... . :, ..._. _...
1 .151429 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.00COOO 4.226E93
2 .151429 -.500000 .000347 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000164 2.7e4365 1.000000 4.214£88
3 .151429 -.5Qoono .000879 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000415 2.7€3813 1.000000 4.150£ 11
4 .151429 -.5(JOOOO .001696 .375084 .818316 .000000 .001363 2.6€6072 1.000000 3 .946~77
5 .151429 -.500000 .002949 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .C04U07 2.4C8628 1.00·0000 3.423!:57
6 .151429 -.500000 .004872 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .009845 1.8€4058 1.000,000 2.391::49
7 .151429 -.500000 .007821 .829016 2.822899 ~oooooo .017788 1.206249 1.000000 1.300:;04
8 .151-429 -.5000-00 .012345 .9-96343 2.996940 .000000 .020896 1.0-03670 1.00UOOO 1.005142
9 .151429 -~ 500000 .019286 1.000000 3.000000 .·pooooo .000000 1.i>eOOOO 1.000000 1.000,(;0'0
10 .151429 -.500000 .029934 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1 AlOOOOO 1.0000·()'() 1.000·eoo
11 .151429 -.500000 .046270 1.000000 3.000000 .00000:0 .COOOOO LOtOOO-O 1 .0.00'000 1.000eoo
12 .151429 -.5000·0'0 .071331 1.000000 3.00000-0 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .0()~eOO
13 .151429 -.500000 .109777 1.00.0000 3.000000 .00000,0 .00.0000 1.00D,000 1.000000 1.000(;00
14 .151429 -.500DOO .168759 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 •.0.00000 1.0-00000 1.000000 .1.000eoo
15 .151429 -.500000 .259245 1.000000 3.00000D .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
J= 4 K= 1 L X y Z RIRREF U/AREF V/AREF WJAREF TITREF PIPREF ENT
1 .222143 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .00000-0 .000000 2.8COOOO 1.000000 4.226E93
.J a ~ .:)
.i>
2 .222143 -.500000 .000420 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000135 2.794365 1.000000 4.214988
3 .222143 -.500000 .001065 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000342 2.7€3813 1.000000 4.150E11
4 .222143 -.500000 .002054 .375084 .818316 .000000 .001125 2.6€6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .222143 -.500000 .003572 .415174 L 398878 .000000 .003308 2.408628 1.000000 3.423!:57
6 .222143 -.500000 .005900 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .008129 1 .8€4058 1.000006 2.391249
7 .222143 -.500000 .009472 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .014686 1 .206249 1.000000 1.300:;04
8 .222143 -.500000 .014952 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .017252 1 .OC3670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .222143 -.500000 .023359 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .00000-0 1.000000 1.000eoo
10 .222143 -.500000 .036256 1.060000 3.000000 .000000 .• 000000 1 .Ocoooo 1.000000 1.000eoo
11 .222143 -.500000 .056041 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
12 .:222143 -.500000 .086395 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
13 .222143 -.500000 .132961 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0000'00 1.00COOo 1.000eoo
14 .222143 -.500000 .204399 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
15 .222143 -.500000 .313995 1 .000000 3.006000 .000000 .000000 1 .ocoooo 1.000000 1.000eoo
J= 5 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .292857 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.8COOOO 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .292857 -.500000 .000483 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000118 2.794365 1.000000 4.214988
3 .:292857 -.500000 .001223 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000298 2.7€3813 1 .000000 4.150El1
.. .£':;;;J£U~I
r-_ .............. ,... ,....,.. ...... ..- ..... .... ..,,... ............ .-. .. n"") .. ,...
"1"\"''''''''' "'''',1'''\"",, n 1'\ "" cr."""",,1"') .. t\f'l'''''\l"\n ~. ~,~~~;-<7- • oJvvv vv • '" ~L,J..J.:J • ...,,-"vu-t" • U • o..JoJ I V ...... vv ......... " . ...,...,...,..",...,- .:. ................. ..,.- .. _............. -
5 .292857 -.500000 .004101 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .002881 2.4C8628 1.000000 3.423::57
6 .292857 -.500000 .006775 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .007080 1 .8€4058 1 .000000 2.391249
7 .292857 -.500000 .010876 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .012791 1 .2C6249 1.000000 1 .300:;04
8 .292857 -.500000 .017168 .996343 2.996940 .000000 ."015026 1 .OC3670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .292857 -.500000 .026820 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
10 .292857 -.500000 .041628 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
11 .292857 -.500000 .064346 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
12 .292857 -.500000 .099197 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .OCOOOO 1 .000000 1.000eoo
13 .292857 -.500000 .15:2664 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .ocoooo 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
14 .292857 -.500000 .234688 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOo 1.000000 1.000eoo
15 .292851 -.500000 .360524 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1 .000000 1.000eoo
J= 6 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .363571 -.506000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.8COOOO 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .363571 -.500000 .000538 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000106 2.794365 1.000000 4.214988
3 .363571 -.500000 .001363 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000268 2.7E3813 1.000000 4 .150E 11
4 .363571 -.500000 .002628 .375084 .818316 .000000 .C00880 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .363571 -.500000 .004570 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .002586 2.408628 1. 000000 3.423::57
6 .363571 -.500000 .007549 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .006354 1.8E4057 1.000000 2.391249
1 7 .36357 1 -.'500000 .012118 .82901'3 2.822899 ..OOIlOOO .011480 1 .2C0249 1.000000 1.:'100:;048 .363571 -.500000 .019129 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .013486 1 .003670 1.000000 1.0051429 .363571 -.500000 .029883 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
10 .363571 -.500000 .046383 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
11 .363571 -.500000 .071695 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
12 .363571 -.500000 .110527 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .oeoooo 1.00000-0 1.000eoo
13 .363571 -.500000 .170099 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
14 .363571 -.500000 .261492 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
15 .363571 -.500000 .401700 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
J= 7 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF VI A.REF W/AREF TITREi=' P/PREF ENT
1 .434286 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .434286 -.500000 .000588 .357863 .167855 .000000 . COO097 2.794365 1.000000 4 :214988
3 .434286 -.500000 .001489 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000245 2.7E3813 1.000000 4.150El1
4 .434286 -.500000 .002873 .375084 .818316 .000000 .000805 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .434286 -.500000 .004995 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .002366 2.408628 1.000000 3.423!:57
6 .434286 -.500000 .008250 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .005814 1.8E4057 1.000000 2.391249
7 .434286 -.500000 .013244 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .010504 1.2C6249 1.000000 1.300:'04
8 .434286 -.500000 .020906 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .012339 1 .003670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .434286 -.500000 .032661 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
10 .434286 -.500000 .050693 1.000000 3.000-000 .000000 .cooooo 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
11 .434286 -.500000 .078357 1.000000 3.000000 .00000-0 .cooooo 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
12 .434286 -.500000 .120798 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .ocoo09 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
13 .434286 -.500000 .185907 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 · C00000 1.0e0000 1.000000 1.000fOO
14 .434286 -.500000 .285793 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1 • (JOOOOO 1 .oooeoo
15 .434286 -.500000 .439030 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
u= 8 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .505000 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .COO000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .505000 -.500000 .000634 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000090 2.794365 1.000000 4.214£88
3 .505000 -.500000 .001606 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000227 2.7E3813 1.000000 4.1.50El1
4 .505000 -.500000 .003098 .375084 .818316 .000000 .000746 2.6€6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .505000 -.500000 .005386 .415174 1.398878 .000000 · C0219.4 2.408628 1.000000 3.423!:57
6 .505000 -.500000 .008896 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .0.05391 1 .8E4057 1.000000 2.391::49
7 .505000 -.500000 .014282 .829016 2.822899 .000000 • C09741 1.2C6249 1.000000 1 .300:;:04
8 .505000 -.500000 .022544 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .011442 1 .003670 1.000000 1 .005142
9 .505000 -.500000 .035219 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .OCOOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
10 .505000 -.500000 .054665 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1 .OCOOOO 1.00COOO 1 .oooeoo
11 .505000 -.500000 .084496 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
12 .505000 -.500000 .130262 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .cooooo 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
13 .505000 -.500000 .200472 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOo 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
14 .505000 -.500000 .308183 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 · COOOOO 1 .ocoooo 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
15 .505000 -.500000 .473426 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
u= 9 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .575714 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.8COOOO 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .575714 -.500000 .000677 .357863 .167855 .000000 • COO084 2.794365 1.000000 4.214£88
3 .575714 -.500000 .001715 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000213 2.7E3813 1.000000 4.150E11
4 .575714 -.500000 .003307 .375084 .818316 .000000 .000699 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .575714 -.500000 .005751 .415174 1.398878 .000000 • C02055 2.4C8628 1.000000 3.423!:57
6 .575714 -.500000 .009499 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .005049 1.8E4058 1.000000 2.391::49
7 .575714 -.500000 .015249 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .009123 1.2C6249 1.000000 1 .300:;:04
B .575714 -.500000 .024071 .996343 2.996940 .000000 • C1 0717 1.003670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .575714 -.500000 .037604 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
10 .575714 -.500000 .058367 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .cooooo 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
11 .575714 -.500000 .090218 1.000000 3.·000000 .000000 • COOOOO 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
12 .575714 -.500000 .139083 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
13 .575714 -.500000 .214048 1.000000 3.. 000000 .000000 .cooooo 1 .OCOOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
ill 57 <:;714
-.SonflOO .3'Q()~4 1 .000000 3.000000 .00000Cl .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
15 .575714 -. 50~0000 .505487 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
u=10 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .646429 -.500000 .00.0000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .64..6429 -.500000 .000717 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000079 2.794365 1.000000 4.214S88
3 .646429 -.5·00000 .001817 . .361819 .425367 .000000 .000201 2.7€3813 1.000000 4.J50E11
4 .646429 -.500000 .003505 .375084 .818316 .000000 .000660 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946!:77
5 .646429 -.5:0'0000 .006094 .415174 ·1.398878 .000000 .001939 2.408628 1.000000 3.423!:S7
'6 .646429 -.500000 .010065 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .004765 1.8E405B 1.00000.0 2.391::49
7 .646429 -.500000 .016159 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .008609 1.206249 1.000000 1.300:;:04
8 .646429 -.500000 .025506 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .01·0114 1 •.003670 1.000000 1 • o 0511l2
9 .646429 -.50Q.O.00 .039847 1.000000 3.000000 .0.00000 .000000 1.0,000.00 1.000000 1.000eoo
.10 .646429 -.500000 .061847 1.000000 3.000000 _.0,0,00 (J.o .000000 1 .·000000 1 .00<JOOO 1 .oooeoo
11 .646429 -.500000 .095599 1.000000 3.00000'0 .000000 .'0·00000 1.000000 1. (Jooooo 1.000eO,0
12 .646429 -.500000 .147378 1.000.000 3.000000 .000000 .,000000 1.0COOOO t.oooooo 1.00geoo
13 .646429 -.500000 .226813 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1 • 009000 1 .oooeoo
14 .646429 -.500000 .348677 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.090000 1.000eoo
15 .646429 -.500000 .535633 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
"'
J= 11 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .717143 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .717143 -.500000 .000755 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000075 2.7S4365 1.000000 4.214!:88
3 .717143 -.500000 .001914 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000190 2.7E3813 1.000000 4.150E11
4 .717143 -.500000 .003591 .375084 .818316 .000000 .000626 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946:77
5 .717143 -.500000 .006418 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .001841 2.408628 1.000000 3.423:57
6 .717143 -.500000 .010602 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .004524 1.8E4057 1.00COOO 2.391249
7 .717143 -.500000 .017019 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .008174 1.206249 1.000000 1.300:;04
8 .717143 -.500000 .026865 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .009602 1.003670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .717143 -.500000 .041970 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.oooeoo
10 .717143 -.500000 .065142 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo \j11 .717143 -.500000 .100692 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.oooeoo
12 .717143 -.500000 .155230 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.oooeoo
13 .717143 -:.500000 .238897 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
14 .717143 -.500000 .367254 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOoo 1.000000 1.000eoo
15 .717143 -.500000 .564170 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
J= 12 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .787857 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
:2 -,... ....... ,...- -' .. ~oc::;~~ .CCC'7S2 .3578S: .1S7S5S .~~~0~C .c~a~7~ ~- .. ?~~ ~=5 1 .. lj0C000 !!.:2111~eg.. :vtu..."
3 .787857 -.500000 .002006 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000182 2.7E3813 1.000000 4.1 50E 1 1
4 .787857 -.500000 .003869 .375084 .818316 .000000 .000598 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946:77
5 .787857 -.500000 .006727 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .001757 2.408628 1.000000 3.423:57
6 .787857 -.500000 .011112 .536464 2.. 163264 .000000 .004316 1.8E4058 1.000000 2.391249
7 .787857 -.500000 .017839 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .007798 1 .206249 1. 000000 1 .300:;04
8 .787857 -.500000 .028159 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .009161 1 .003670 1.000000 1 .005142
9 .787857 -.500000 .043990 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
10 .787857 -.500000 .068279 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
11 .787857 -.500000 .105540 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .ocoooo 1.000000 1.000eoo
12 .787857 -.500000 .162703 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
13 .787857 -.500000 .250399 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1. 000000 1.oooeoo
14 .787857 -.500000 .384935 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo~ 15 .787857 -.500000 .591331 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .oooeoo·'~11
:~ J= 13 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT~
1 .858571 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .858571 -.500000 .000826 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000069 2.7S4365 1.000000 4.214!:88
3 .858571 -.500000 .002094 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000174 2.7E3813 1.000000 4.150E11
4 .858571 -.500000 .004039 .375084 .818316 .000000 .000572 2.6E6072 1.000600 3.946:77
::l .lj:Jtl:J7; '-;.500000 .vv/0.:!3 .4i~;7~ . - .............. - .... ... .... .-.,... .... .,~ ................ ,.... ..,..,,"',.. .... '" ...... ...,""'r:t::":..-,I • ..J;jU(JIO .vvVVV\J .VVIVV...J ~.~VUV4'-' •• vvvv,,",v '"' • - • ..:.'o.J_.., •
6 .858571 -.500000 .011600 . 536464 2.163264 .000000 .004135 1.8E4058 1.000000 2.391249
7 .858571 -.500000 .018622 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .007470 1 .2C6249 1.000000 1 .300:;04
8 .858571 -.500000 .029395 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .008776 1 .OC3670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .858571 -.500000 .045922 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
10 .858571 -.500000 .071277 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOo 1.000000 1 . oooeoo
11 .858571 -.500000 .110174 1.000000 3.0000"00 .0"00000 .000000 1 ;000000 1.000000 1 o"oooeoo
12 .858571 -.500000 .169848 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
13 .858571 -.500000 .261394 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1 .ooocoo
14 .858571 -.500000 .401839 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOoo 1.000000 1 .oooeo'o
15 .858571 -.500000 .617298 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
J= 14 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF. P/PREF ENT
1 .929286 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.226E93
2 .929286 -.500000 .000860 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000066 2.7S4365 1.000000 4.214!:88
3 .929286 -.500000 .002179 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000167 2.763813 1.000000 4. 150E 11
4 .929286 -.500000 .004202 .375084 .818316 .000000 . 000550 2.666072 1.000000 3.946:77
5 .929286 -.500000 .007306 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .C01618 2.408628 1.000000 3.423=57
6 .929286 -.500000 .012068 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .003974 1.864058 1.000000 2.391249
7 .929286 -.500000 .019374 .829016 2."822899 .00000.0 .007181 1 .2C6249 1.000000 1.300:;;04
8 .929286 -.500000 .030582 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .008435 1.003670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .929286 -.500000 .047776 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000(00
10 .929236 -.500000 .074154 1.000000 3.000000 .000·000 .000000 1.0COOOO "1.000000 1.0"00COO
11 .929286 -.500000 .114622 1.000000 .3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.00COOO 1 .000COO
12 .929286 -.500000 .176704 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .OCOOOO 1.000000 1.000cOO
13 .929286 -.500000 .271946 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
14 .929286 -.500000 .418060 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .cooooo 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
15 .929286 -.500000 .642216 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1 .oooeoo
11= 15 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1.000000 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .COOOOO 2.8COO.00 1.000000 4.226E93
2 1.000000 -.500000 .000892 .357863 .167855 .000000 . COO064 2.794365 1.000000 4.214£98
3 1.000000 -.500000 .002260 .361819 .425367 .000000 .000161 2.7€3813 1.000000 4.150E11
4 1.000000 -.500000 .004359 .375084 .818316 .000000 . C00530 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946=77
5 1.000000 -.500000 .007579 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .001559 2.4C8628 1.000000 3.423=57
6 1 .000000 -.500000 .012519 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .003831 1 .8E4058 1.000000 2.391249
7 1.000000 -.500000 .020098 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .C06922 1.206249 1.000000 1 .300:;;04
8 1.000000 -.500000 .031724 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .C08131 1 .OC3670 1.000000 1.005142
~ i . vvvvvv -.;,)vvvvv .~..:;;::;uv I.V~~vvv ... ,... ............ ,.. ... ,... ........ ,,"" ... ,.. ............ """'" "',.. .... ,...,.." <4 """'''''''1''\ ~ . ~c~~~~..,).vV\Jvvv • V vvv""'"", • "",vV.\Jvv I. ,""vv,",..,_ I ....... _ ..................
10 1.000000 -.500000 .076924 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1 .OCOOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
11 1.000000 -.500000 .118903 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
12 1.000000 -.500000 .183304 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
13 1.000000 -.500000 .282103 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
14 1.000000 -.500000 .433674 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
15 1.000000 -.500000 .666203 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
NC=200 TIME= 2.0000 DT= .1000-01 MAXIMUM DELTAQ/Q= -1.706-0SAT J,K.L.N~lS, 1.5, 2
GF= 3.2079-04 4.6633-03 .0000 -1.6968-01 1.1273-04 CW= 5.0681+00
5, ""\
CURRENT FLOW AT NC= 200 AS WRITTEN TO RESTART FILE
J= 1 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .010000 -.500000 .000000 .357143 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.800000 1.000000 4.2261:93
2 .010000 -.5COOOO .000089 .357863 .167855 .000000 .000637 2.794365 1.000000 4.214::88
3 .010000 -.500000 .000226 .361819 .425367 .000000 .001613 2.7E3813 1.000000 4.150E11
4 .010000 -.500000 .000436 .375084 .818316 .000000 .005304 2.6E6072 1.000000 3.946~77
5 .010000 -.500000 .000758 .415174 1.398878 .000000 .015593 2.4C8628 1 . 000000 3.423::57
6 .010000 -.5000CO .001252 .536464 2.163264 .000000 .038312 1.8E4058 1. 000000 2.391 ::49
7 ;010000 -.500000 .002010 .829016 2.822899 .000000 .069220 1.206249 1. 000000 1.300:<04
8 .010000 -.500000 .003172 .996343 2.996940 .000000 .081314 1.0e3670 1.000000 1.005142
9 .010000 -.500000 .004956 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0eoooo 1.000000 1 .OOOCOO
10 .010000 -.500000 .007692 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0eoooo 1. 000000 1 .OOOCOO
11 .010000 -.500000 .011890 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000COO
12 .010000 -.500000 .0.18330 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1. 000000 1.000COO
13 .010000 -.500000 .028210 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000COO
14 .010UUU -.oOOUOU • u43.jb-' 1 . UUVUUU 3.uu0uuu .VVUUVU .vvvu00 1.0v00v0 I. VVy,vv\' I .vvvCv~
15 .010000 -.500000 .066620 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000COO
J= 2 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .080714 -.500000 .000000 .412761 .000000 .OQOOOO .000000 2.815870 1.162282 4.011742
2 .080714 -.500000 .000253 .413776 .147031 .000000 .000237 2.811531 1.163343 4.001E29
3 .080714 -.500000 .000642 .416311 .342501 .000000 .000898 2.792330 1.162478 3.964E02
4 .080714 -.500000 .001238 .426021 .644745 .000000 .003565 2.732422 1.164068 3.843::30
5 .080714 -.500000 .002153 .453482 1.117190 .000000 .010793 2.5E5235 1.163289 3.519E79
6 .080714- -.500000 .003557 .547723 1.849216 .000000 .032544 2.128648 1.165909 2.708192
7 .080714 -.500000 .005710 .883527 2.725908 .000000 .085935 1.320577 1.16E765 1.J87E37
8 .080714 -.500000 .009013 1 .119655 2.963187 .000000 .112531 1.045138 1. 170194 .998::41
9 .080714 -.500000 .014080 1 .1 14965 2.961983 .000000 .097118 1 • 045068 1.1652J3 1.000::53
10 .080714 -.500000 .021854 1 .123731 2.957422 .000000 .113900 1.048192 1.177886 1.000405
11 .080714 -.500000 .033781 1.050126 2.981731 .000000 .042705 1 . 020526 1.071681 1.000754
12 .080714 -.500000 .052077 .994287 3.002504 .000000 -.005309 .997196 .991500 .999484
13 .080714 -.500000 .080146 1.000195 2.999893 .000000 -.001582 1.000276 1.000471 1.000197
14 .080714 -.500000 .123208 1 . 000250 2.999905 .000000 -.001230 1 .000008 1.000258 .999£08
15 .080714 -.500000 .189270 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 -.001997 1.000000 1.000000 1.oo0eoo
oJ:: 3 K:: 1 L X y Z R/RR-EF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .151429 -.500000 .000000 .396005 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.805887 1.111145 4.064238
2 .151429 -.500000 .000347 .405610 .140424 .000000 .000197 2.801962 1.136504 4.019!:33
3 .151429 -.500000 .000879 .399058 .326490 .000000 .000641 2.784597 1.111215 4.021130
4 .151429 -.500000 .001696 .416271 .612009 .000000 .002712 2.731321 1.136970 3.878129
5 .151429 -.500000 .002949 .430237 1.056361 .000000 .006866 2.583099 1 . 111344 3.619=79
6 .151429 -.500000 .004872 .518684 1.751025 .000000 .021597 2.1£4151 1.138070 2.853C24
7 .151429 -.500000 .007821 .798181 2.655008 .000000 .056487 1.3£4495 1.113060 1.526C77
8 .151429 -.500000 .012345 1.094939 2.961747 .000000 .091563 1 .046383 1.1457..<6 1.009101
9 .151429 -.500000 .019286 1.088481 2.972305 .000000 .075769 1.031367 1.1226;!3 .996!:76
10 .151429 -.500000 .029934 1.123208 2.957920 .000000 .111497 1 .048086 1.177218 t.000490
11 .151429 -.500000 .046270 1 .101781 2.964716 .000000 .088444 1.040416 1.146310 1.000E50
12 .151429 -.500000 .071331 1.015566 2.994191 .000000 .015017 1 .006433 1.022100 1 .000:<34
13 .151429 -.500000 .109777 .999691 3.000274 .000000 -.002671 .9£9932 • 9996;!3 1 .000C55
14 .151429 -.500000 .168759 1.000145 2.999932 .000000 -.001548 .9£9972 1.000117 .999!:14
15 .151429 -.500000 .259245 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.002417 1 .000000 1.000000 1 .OOOCOO
oJ:: 4 K:: 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .222143 -.500000 .000000 .386941 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.805834 1.085691 4.102C80
~ ........... 4 "' .... r- .................. ,.. .~~C~~O ""'l("\r'7_" .. 4'")"'7C .. ..,. ,..,...,..,1\1'\('\ 1"'ll"\"4")c;. ~.g~~':)=~ . 1111110n ~ • ,,:,r:;f~~"'7.c. ."",£LI' .... ...JVVVV'W • oJ.." , -, I . , ............ • .... ""' ..... __ v ............... _- ~ - .... - -
3 .222143 -.500000 .001065 .389802 .319676 .000000 .000433 2.785320 1.0857;!4 4.060107
4 .222143 -.500000 .002054 .407754 .599876 .000000 .002061 2.734043 1.114818 3.914:<25
5 .222143 -.500000 .003572 .418947 1.034208 .000000 .005158 2.5£1676 1.085774 3.670432
6 .222143 -.500000 .005900 .503363 1.718803 .000000 .016278 2.216068 1.115486 2.916:<89
7 .222143 -.500000 .009472 .756986 2.614410 .000000 .044290 1.435937 1.086984 1.605C92
8 .222143 -.500000 .014952 1.070598 2.963060 .000000 .072019 1 .045549 1.119363 1.017404
9 .222143 -.500000 .023359 1.073794 2.978823 .000000 .064749 1.023209 1.098715 .994480
10 .222143 -.500000 .036256 1.092640 2.968229 .000000 .081634 1 .036840 1.132893 1 .000739
11 .222143 -.500000 .056041 1.118681 2.960046 .000000 .104305 1.046161 1.1703:.!0 1.000:<68
12 .222143 -.500000 .086395 1.041385 2.984385 .000000 .038271 1.017433 1.059539 1.001C63
13 .222143 -.500000 .132961 1.002782 2.999340 .000000 -.000218 1.001033 1.003818 .999!:21
14 .222143 -.500000 .204399 .999806 3.000125 .000000 -.002070 .9£9851 .999657 .999!:28
15 .222143 -.500000 .313995 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.002801 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000COO
oJ:: 5 K:: 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .292857 -.500000 .000000 .385832 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.806087 1.082679 4.107161
2 .292857 -.500000 .000483 .389203 .135500 .000000 .000111 2.802414 1.090709 4;087=37
3 .292857 -.500000 .001223 .388592 .314323 .000000 .000424 ·2.786293 1.082731 4.066=79
4 .292857 -.500000 .002359 .398665 .590962 .000000 .001548 2.736271 1.090854 3.952!:02
5 .292857 -.500000 .004101 .411"729 1.017955 .000000 .004724 2.5£8660 1.082937 3.688145
6 .292857 -.500000 .006775 .489196 1.696883 .000000 .012676 2.230318 1.091061 2.968751
7 .292857 -.500000 .010876 .742538 2.590813 .000000 .039263 1.460165 1.0842..<9 1.644805
8 .292857 -.500000 .017168 1.045786 2.963605 .000000 .057757 1.045052 1.092901 1.026=04
9 .292857 -.500000 .026820 1.073470 2.981099 .000000 .062230 1.020777 1.095773 .992:<36
10 .292857 -.500000 .041628 1.066107 2.977269 .000000 .056465 1.026134 1.093969 1.000193
11 .292857 -.500000 .064346 1.113468 2.962257 .000000 .101997 1 .044364 1.162865 1.000416
12 .292857 -.500000 .099197 1.062832 2.976828 .000000 .056536 1.025995 1.090460 1.001:<89
13 .292857 -.500000 .152664 1.008789 2.997016 .000000 .005348 1.003470 1.012290 .999£64
14 .292857 -.500000 .234688 .999453 3.000365 .000000 -.002460 .9£9698 .999152 .99%17
15 .292857 -.,500000 .360524 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.002994 1.000000 1.000000 1.000eoo
oJ:: 6 K:: 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .363571 -.500000 .000000 .387198 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.805869 1.0864:.!8 4.101 C40
2 .363571 -.500000 .000538 .381317 .134081 .000000 .000098 2.802271 1.068552 4.120!:37
3 .363571 -.500000 .001363 .389897 .310829 .000000 .000457 2.786631 1.086500 4.061E20
4 .363571 -.500000 .002628 .390364 .584858 .000000 .001102 2.737312 1.068549 3.98782.5
5 .363571 -.500000 .004570 .417526 1.007575 .000000 .004558 2.603086 1.086855 3.691 E05
6 .363571 -.500000 .007549 .477224 1.682007 .000000 .009960 2.238843 1.068430 3.009779
--;.~
7 .363571 -.500000 .012118 .738476 2.578329 .000000 .035893 1.473613 1.0882~8 1 .663EOO
8 .363571 -.500000 .019129 1.023116 2.962893 .000000 .048247 1.045345 1.069509 1 .035E33
9 .363571 -.500000 .029883 1.076583 2.982633 .000000 .059602 1 .019681 1.097771 .990C23
10 .363571 -.500000 .046383 1.049448 2.982779 .000000 .042669 1 .019004 1.069392 .999!:20
11 .363571 -.500000 .071695 1.099464 2.966982 .000000 .090874 1.039628 1.143034 1 .000<:35
12 .363571 -.500000 .110527 1.077323 2.972284 .000000 . 068170 1.031408. 1.111159 1.001134
13 .363571 -.500000 .170099 1.016492 2.994019 .000000 .012576 1.006694 1.023296 1.000129
14 .363571 -.500000 .261492 .999571 3.000470 .000000 -.002534 .999720 .999291 .999E92
15 .363571 -.500000 .401700 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.003279 1.000000 1.000000 1.000COO
u= 7 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .434286 -.500000 .000000 .387983 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.805388 1.088443 4.097C18
2 .434286 -.500000 .000588 .375561 .133199 .000000 .000090 2.801839 1.052260 4.145<145
3 .434286 -.500000 .001489 .390641 .308929 .000000 .000480 2.786511 1. 0885~6 4.058::51
4 .434286 -.500000 .002873 .384350 .581106 .000000 .000781 2.737534 1.052170 4.012':97
5 .434286 -.500000 .004995 .418007 1.002516 .000000 .004366 2.605104 1.088951 3.692766
6 .434286 -.500000 .008250 .469082 1.674055 .000000 .008125 2.242441 1.051889 3.035<139
7 .434286 -.500000 .013244 .736402 2.572604 .000000 .032879 1.480540 1.090273 1.673::01
8 .434286 -.500000 .020906 1.005769 2.960903 .000000 .042606 1.046769 1.052808 1 .044::64
9 .434286 -.500000 .032661 1.077631 2.984822 .000000 .054993 1.018034 1.097065 .988C39
10 .434286 -.500000 .050693 1.040672 2.985532 .000000 .037722 1.015077 1.056362 .999C19
11 .434286 -.500000 .078357 1.084060 2.972064 .000000 .076685 1.034236 1.121174 1 .001 ::79
12 .434286 -.500000 .120798 1.085181 2.970240 .000000 .074505 1. (}34167 1,122258 1.000E98
13 .434286 -.500000 .185907 1.024572 2.990816 .000000 .020264 1.010078 1.034898 1 .000::18
14 .434286 -.500000 .285793 1.000132 3.000362 .000000 -.002145 .999915 1.000047 .999E62
15 .434286 -.500000 .439030 1 .000000 3.000000 .000000 -.003447 1.000000 1.000000 1.000COO
u= 8 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P!PREF ENT
1 .505000 -.500000 .000000 .387340 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.804742 1.086389 4.098791
2 .505000 -.500000 .000634 .372238 .132647 .000000 .000083 2.801222 1.0427.!2 4.159:<90
3 .505000 -.500000 .001606 .389966 .308010 .000000 .000476 2.786063 1.086470 4.060!:05
4 .505000 -.500000 .003098 .380890 .578934 .000000 .000599 2.737274 1.042602 4.027154
5 .505000 -.500000 .005386 .417164 1.000874 .000000 .004083 2.605429 1.086891 3.696:<09
6 .505000 -.500000 .008896 .464753 1.671519 .000000 .007037 2.242669 1.042286 3.047C28
7 .505000 -.500000 .014282 .732993 2.569769 .000000 .030033 1.484412 1.088064 1 .680794
8 .505000 -.500000 .022544 .994214 2.957915 .000000 .039460 1.049363 1.043291 1.051E01
9 .505000 -.500000 .035219 1.075631 2.987575 .000000 .049250 1.015587 1.092396 .986::97
10 .505000 -.500000 .054665 1 .036982 2.986677 .000000 .037255 1.013238 1.050709 .998E26
11 .505000 -.500000 .084496 1.070448 2.976447 .000000 .062649 1.029263 1.101772 1.001E13
1? . <;()c:;ooo
-.500000 .130262 1.087689 2.970016 .000000 .076691 1.034954 1.125708 1.000735
13 .505000 -.500000 .200472 1 .032385 2.987914 .000000 .027531 1.013300 1.046116 1 ;000464
14 .505000 -.500000 .308183 1.001365 2.999974 .000000 -.001268 1.000394 1.001760 .999E48
15 .505000 -.500000 .473426 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.C03678 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000COO
u= 9 K= 1 L X y Z R!RREF U!AREF V! A.REF W/AREF T!TREF P!PREF ENT
1 .575714 -.500000 .000000 .385579 .000000 .000000 .COOOOO 2.8C4129 1.081215 4.105::.72
2 .575714 -.500000 .000677 .370884 .132324 .000000 .000078 2.800627 1.038709 4.164<l72
3 .575714 -.500000 .001715 .388181 .307671 .000000 .000448 2.785524 1.081287 4.067180
4 .575714 -.500000 .003307 .379484 .577884 .000000 .000527 2.736860 1.038595 4.032!:O6
5 .575714 -.500000 .005751 .415256 1.001228 .000000 .003731 2.6C<1791 1.081655 3.702C87
6 .575714 -.500000 .009499 .463379 1.673061 .000000 .006479 2.240759 1.0383~2 3.048C38
7 .575714 -.500000 .015249 .728290 2.568410 .000000 .027460 1.486551 1.082640 1.687!:55
8 .575714 -.500000 .024071 .987498 2.954528 ,000000 .037697 1.052612 1. 039452 1.057<:23
9 .575714 -.500000 .037604 1.071564 2.990543 .000000 .043508 1.012708 1.085181 .985C9210 .575714 -.500000 .058357 1.036214 2.987070 .000000 .038304 1.012534 . 1.049202 .998~28
11 .575714 -.500000 .090218 1 .059477 2.979958 .000000 .050428 1.025081 1.086050 1.001E62
12 .575714 -.500000 .139083 1.086524 2.970939 .000000 .076333 1.034447 1 • 123951 1.000673
13 .575714 -.500000 .214048 1.039237 2.985419 .000000 .033885 1.016070 1.055938 1.000548
14 .575714 -.500000 .329054 1.002992 2.999360 .000000 .COO055 1.001045 1.004040 .999E49
15 .575714 -.500000 .505487 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.C03728 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000COO
!o
u= 10 K= 1 l X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .646429 -.500000 .000000 .383185 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.8C3607 1.074301 4.114E46
2 .646429 -.500000 .000717 .370814 .132124 .000000 .000074 2.8C0116 1.038323 4.164C26
3 .646429 -.500000 .001817 .385767 .307545 .000000 .000404 2.785000 1.074360 4.076=74
4 .646429 -.500000 .003505 .379408 .577442 .000000 .000533 2.736468 1.038238 4.032:<52
5 .646429 -.500000 .006094 .412722 1.002207 .000000 .003350 2.603815 1.074652 3.709771
6 .646429 -.500000 .010065 .463819 1.676750 .000000 .C06241 2.238032 1.038041 3.043176
7 .646429 -.500000 .016159 .722491 2.566738 .000000 .C25226 1 .488535 1.075453 1.695:<20
8 .646429 -.500000 .025506 .983947 2.951136 .000000 .036469 1.056214 1.039259 1.063C73
9 .646429 -.500000 .039847 1.066519 2.993292 .000000 .038511 1 .009738 1.076905 .984C60
10 .646429 -.500000 .061847 1.036981 2.987212 .000000 .039194 1.012382 1.0498:.e!1 .997783
11 .646429 -.500000 .095599 1.050874 2.982569 .000000 .040638 1.021697 1.073675 1.001E17
12 .646429 -.500000 .147378 1.082835 2.972557 .000000 .074016 1 .033065 1.118639 1.000E97
13 .646429 -.500000 .226813 1.045184 2.983490 .000000 .039196 1 .018418 ·1.064433 1.000=73
14 .646429 -.500000 .348677 1.005158 2.998506 .000000 .001766 1.001932 1.007100 .999E72
15 .646429 -.500000 .535633 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.003790 1.000000 1.000000 1 .OOOCOO
u= 11 K= 1 l X y Z RjRREF UjAREF Vj AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .717143 -.500000 .000000 .380775 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.803242 1.067405 4.124708
2 .717143 -.500000 .000755 .371334 .131996 .000000 .COO069 2.799757 1.039644 4.161162
3 .717143 -.500000 .001914 .383341 .307500 .000000 .C00356 2.784596 1.067451 4.086:<78
4 .717143 -.500000 .003691 .379941 .577344 .000000 .C00564 2.736187 1.039589 4.029=77
5 .717143 -.500000 .006418 .410198 1.003421 .000000 .002987 2.602813 1.067669 3.717.1;52
6 .717143 -.500000 .010602 .465104 1.681625 .000000 .C06113 2.234914 1.039468 3.035=73
7 .717143 -.500000 .017019 .7170G9 2.565471 .000000 .023348 1 .489843 1.068319 1.701E30
8 .717143 -.500000 .026865 .982139 2.948076 .000000 .035392 1.059666 1.040739 1 .067232
9 .717143 -.500000 .041970 1.061649 2.995642 .000000 .C34410 1 .OC7058 1.069142 .983:<46
10 .717143 -.500000 .065142 1.038421 2.987313 .000000 .C39512 1.012430 1.0513:.e!9 .997:<77
11 .717143 -.500000 .100692 1.044372 2.984502 .000000 .C33357 1.019082 1.064300 1.001=37
12 .717143 -.500000 .155230 1.077969 2.974461 .000000 .070775 1.031279 1 • 111686 1 .000768
13 .717143 -.5000·00 .238897 1.049790 2.982056 .000000 .043283 1.020197 1.070993 1.000=60
14 .717143 -.500000 .367254 1.007483 2.997538 .000000 .003770 1 .002892 1.010397 .999S06
15 .717143 -.500000 .564170 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.003589 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000COO
u= 12 K= 1 l X Y Z RjRREF UjAREF Vj AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .787857 -.500000 .000000 .378477 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.802995 1.060868 4.134245
:l • Tdi'd,:)/ -.':)OOOOV .v00/~L • .jIL:.!10 • I j i S"L .v00000 . uvv007 ~.7~95i3 i . u';~vv7 • ......... r- __
.,. '~V<-I';'"
3 .787857 -.500000 .002006 .381032 .307522 .000000 .000300 2.784276 1 .060899 4.095E94
4 .787857 -.500000 .003869 .380844 .577542 .000000 .000615 2.735993 1.041987 4.025465
5 .787857 -.500000 .006727 .407807 1.004635 .000000 .C02620 2.601827 1.061043 3.724745
6 .787857 -.500000 .011112 .466868 1.687059 .000000 .006053 2.231771 1.041943 3.026718
7 .787857 -.500000 .017839 .711666 2.563325 .000000 .021711 1.491659 1.061564 1 .709C67
8 .78785T -.500000 .028159 .981335 2.945324 ;000000 .034300 1-.0€3036 1.043195 1.071 C78
9 .787857 -.500000 .043990 1.057063 2.997532 .000000 .031086 1 .004649 1.061977 .982=94
10 .787857 -.500000 .068279 1.039891 2.987586 .000000 .039140 1.012451 1.052839 .996733
11 .787857 -.500000 .105540 1.039245 2.985891 .000000 .C28216 1.017002 1.056915 1.001463
12 .787857 -.500000 .162703 1.072314 2.976501 .000000 .C66710 1 .029207 1.103632 1.000E61
13 .787857 -.500000 .250399 1.053583 2.981085 .000000 • C46490 1.021630 1.076372 1.000=21
14 .787857 -.500000 .384935 1.010134 2.996428 .000000 .C05987 1.003993 1.014168 .999S52
15 .787857 -.500000 .591331 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.003381 1 .000000 1. OOOQOO 1.000eoo
u= 13 K= 1 l X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .858571 -.500000 .000000 .376610 .000000 .000000 .COOOOO 2.802953 1.0556:l1 4.142465
2 .858571 -.500000 .000826 .372967 .132030 .000000 .COO063 2.799464 1.044107 4.153431
3 .858571 -.500000 .002094 .379163 .307768 .000000 .000255 2.784135 1.055642 4.103:50
4 .858571 -.500000 .004039 .381635 .578173 .000000 .000650 2.725887 1.044111 4.021£68
5 .858571 -.500000 .007023 .405907 1.006171 .000000 .002331 2.6C0924 1.055733 3.730Ll13
6 .858571 -.500000 .011600 .468525 1.692748 .000000 .005972 2.228519 1.044117 3.018C27
7 .858571 -.500000 .018622 .707696 2.562113 .000000 .020522 1.492416 1.056176 1.713764
8 .858571 -.500000 .029395 .980686 2.943062 .000000 .033254 1 .065944 1 .045356 1.074292
9 .858571 -.500000 .045922 1.053574 2.998890 .000000 .028918 1.0C2797 1 .0565:.< 1 .982C80
10 .858571 -.500000 .071277 1.041044 2.988001 .000000 .038304 1.012307 1.053856 .996149
11 .858571 -.500000 .110174 1 .035520 2.986881 .000000 .024941 1.015486 1.051555 1.001407
12 .858571 -.500000 .169848 1.066856 2.978394 .000000 .062498 1.027203 1.095878 1 .000£54
13 .858571 -.500000 .261394 1.056005 2.980555 .000000 .048513 1.022523 1.079789 1.000476
14 .858571 -.500000 .401839 1.012726 2.995327 .000000 .008355 1 .OC5070 1.017860 .999£99
15 .858571 -.500000 .617298 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.002845 1.000000 1.000000 1.000COO
J= 14 K= 1 L X Y z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .929286 -.500000 .000000 .374917 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.802934 1.050867 4.149£13
2 .929286 -.500000 .000860 .373578 .132159 .000000 .000061 2.799440 1.045808 4.150E75
3 .929286 -.500000 .002179 .377469 .308031 .000000 .000210 2.784012 1.050877 4.110729
4 .929286 -.500000 .004202 .382277 .578872 .000000 .000682 2.725806 1 .045837 4.019147
5 .929286 -.500000 .007306 .404175 1.007389 .000000 .002033 2.600162 1.050919 3.735706
:::; .... I'"\I"'1 .... oc _. .::,,""1"'\1"\"" _0~~~~~ wISC'~~~ ~.S::?1322 .000()n,:, .~0579~ 2.2::::'390 7 1 nL1t:;~~c; ':l 111 1 (""H~.':""'--''---'''' ....... ""'''''' ........ -
7 .929286 -.500000 .019374 .703565 2.559709 .000000 .019241 1.494237 1.051293 1.7191:78
8 .929286 -.500000 .030582 .979758 2.941000 .000000 .032019 1 . 068733 1.047100 1 .077511
9 .929286 -.500000 . 047776 1 . 050425 2.999959 .000000 .027058 1.001177 1.051662 .981 E68
10 .929286 -.500000 .074154 1.042146 2.988506 .000000 .037327 1.012133 1.054791 .995557
11 .929286 -.500000 .114622 1 .032399 2.987637 .000000 .022763 1.014217 1.047077 1.001264
12 .929286 -.500000 .176704 1.061343 2.980250 .000000 .058071 1.025160 1.088047 1.001C35
13 .929286 -.500000 .2,71946 1.058040 2.980234 .000000 .050124 1 .023261 1.082651 1.000427
14 .929286 -.500000 .418060 1.015437 2.994176 .000000 .010762 1.006193 1.0217:.<5 1.000C46
15 .929286 -.500000 .642216 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.002326 1 .000000 1.000000 1.000COO
J= 15 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1.000000 -.500000 .000000 .373685 .000000 .000000 .000000 2.803077 1.047469 4.155589
2 1.000000 -.500000 .000892 .373834 . 132562 .000000 .000060 2.7S9560 1.046569 4.149717
3 1 .000000 -.500000 .002260 .376249 .308941 .000000 .000181 2.783989 1.047473 4.116C18
4 1 .000000 -.500000 .004359 .382595 .580806 .000000 .000701 2.725557 1.046610 4.017447
5 1 .000000 -.500000 .007579 .403085 1.010912 .000000 .001847 2.598677 1.047486 3.737E08
6 1 .000000 -.500000 .012519 .471234 1.705452 .000000 .005684 2.221149 1.04E680 3.001118
7 1.000000 -.500000 .020098 .701415 2.559450 .000000 .018446 1.493857 1.047814 1.721548
8 1.000000 -.500000 .031724 .978487 2.939576 .000000 .030852 1 .070793 1.047757 1.080149
9 1.0()()Oao -.500000 .0495"'0 1 .048150 3.000669 .000000 .025906 .999972 1.0481:.<0 .981238
10 1 .000000 -.500000 .076924 1.042428 2.989272 .000000 .036099 1.011612 1.054532 .994£37
11 1.000000 -.500000 .118903 1.030459 2.988084 .000000 .021985 1.013428 1.044296 1.001238
12 1.000000 -.500000 .183304 1 .056554 2.981773 .000000 .053795 1 .023380 1.081257 1.001107
13 1.000000 -.500000 .282103 1.058709 2.980346 .000000 .050603 1.023482 1.083569 1.000::90
14 1.000000 -.500000 .433674 1.017983 2.993103 .000000 .013256 1.007245 1.025358 1.000e90
15 1.000000 -.500000 .666203 1.000000 3.000000 .000000 -.001442 1.0COOOO 1.000000 1.000eoo
GENERALIZED FORCES FROM DIRECT INTEGRATION OF WALL SURFACE STRESSES
.0000 -4.6633-03 .0000 1.6968-01 -1.1273-04
INITIAL OUTPUT FOR TEST CASE NO. 2 (INITIAL START RUN) SHOWING INPUT DATA AND FLOWFIELD INITIAL DATA
NHAX JMAX KMAX LMAX LAMIN INVISC J18C JHAx8C KPLANE K1BC JK IIlL JKIWlI KII JKII KHAXBC
100 23 '5 15 1 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 3
UBC JL JIlL JUWlI LW JLW LHAXBC NRST IwFHT NCR I NP KVI5 LVIS KLVIS INF'LT ISUTH NROUT
1 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 50 I 1 I O' I 100
or F'SMACH RHACH RE PR RTOEGK F'SP F'ST
5 00(0000£-02 1 OOOOOOOE.OO 1 0000000£.00 9 4000000E·05 7 2000000£·01 2 9500000£·02 1 0000000£.00 1 0000000£.00
GAMMA RHUEXP



























































THIS IS A RESTART FROM THE FOLLOWING INITIAL CONDITIONS
KMAXR.JMAXR.LMAXR. ITMAXR.LMAX6R.LIBCR.F'SMACR,GAMHAR RER.SMUR.OTR.ALPR.CNBRR.PRR
5 23 15 0 1 1
10000000E.Ol 14000000E·Ol 94000000E·06 50000000E·00 0
THROAT LOCAtiON x:O AT JT: 14


















J.K.L. AND MAX COURANT NBR 14 1 15 47326(-03 SMU' 5 00000E-02
GF," 3 9504E-02-7 2512E-00 0 -4 4539E-Ol I 6831(-14 CWo 9 9745E-01Ne • o TIME = o 0000 DT = .5000E-Ol
CURRENT FLOW AT Ne. a AS WRITTEN TO RESTART FILE
J. I K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREr UIAREF V/AREF II/AREF TITRE. P/PREF" ENT
I -7 423905 o 000000 o 000000 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
2 -7 423905 o 000000 I 238146 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
3 -7 423905 o 000000 1 880363 972497 235515 a 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
4 ·7 423905 o 000000 2 213475 972497 235515 a 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
'3 -7 4239015 o 000000 2 386257 972497 23'2,':.15 a 000000 a 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
6 -7 423905 o 000000 2 475878 972497 23':.'.'>15 a QOOOUO o 000000 988'106 9617)8 I 000000
7 -7 423905 o 000000 2 522364 972497 235'515 o 000000 a 000000 988906 961'08 I 000000
8 -7 423905 a 000000 2 546476 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 1 000000
9 -7 423905 o 000000 2 558982 969611 201870 o 000000 o 000000 991850 961708 I 004169
10 ·7 423905 a OCOOOO 2 565469 'l67182 168225 o 000000 o 000000 994340 961708 I 007701
•
11 ·7 423905 0'000000 2 568834 965204 134580 o 000000 o 000000 996378 961708 I 010593
12 -7 423905 a 000000 2 570579 963672 100935 o 000000 o 000000 997962 961708 1 012844
13 -7 423905 o 000000 2 571484 962580 067290 o 000000 o 000000 999094 961708 I 014453
14 -7 423905 a 000000 2 571954 961926 033645 o 000000 o 000000 999774 961708 I 015418
15 -7 423905 o 000000 2 572197 961708 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 961708 I 015740
J. 2 K· I L X 'I' Z R/RPEF" uaREF V/AREF" II/AREF T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
1 -6 310319 o 000000 o 000000 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 1 000000
2 -6 310319 o 000000 1 238146 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
3 -6 310319 o 000000 1 880363 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
<I -6 310319 a 000000 2 213475 972497 235515 a 000000 o 000000 988906 .961708 I 000000
5 -6 310319 o 000000 2 386257 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
6 -6 310319 o 000000 2 475878 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
7 -6 310319 o 000000 2 522364 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
8 ·6 310319 o 000000 2 546476 972497 235515 o 000000 0000000 988906 961708 I 000000
9 -6 310319 o 000000 2 558982 969611 2O,870 o 000000 o 000000 991850 961708 1 004169
10 -6 310319 o 000000 2 565469 967182 168225 o 000000 o 000000 994340 961708 I 007701
11 ·6 310319 o 000000 2 568834 965204 134580 a 000000 o 000000 .996378 961708 I 010593
12 -6 310319 o 000000 2 570579 963672 100935 o 000000 o 000000 997962 961708 1 012844
13 ·6 310319 o 000000 2 571484 962580 067290 o 000000 a 000000 999094 961708 1 014453
14 -6 310319 o 000000 2 571954 961926 033645 0000000 o 000000 999774 961708 1 015418
15 -6 310319 o 000000 2 572197 961708 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 961708 I 015740
J. 3 K. I L X y Z R/RREF" U/AREF" V/AREF II/AREF" T/TREF" P/PREF ENT
1 -5.196733 a 000000 a 000000 972497 235515 a 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 1.000000
2 -5 196733 a 000000 I 238146 972497 2355115 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
3 -5 196733 a 000000 I 880363 972497 2355115 o 000000 o 000000 988906 <:)61708 I 000000
4 -5 196733 o 000000 2 213475 972497 235515 o 000000 a 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
5 -5 196733 a 000000 2 386257 972497 235515 a 000000 o 000000 .988906 961708 1 000000
6 -5 196733 o 000000 2 475878 972497 235515 a 000000 0000000 988906 .961708 1.000000
7 -5.196733 o 000000 2 522364 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 .988906 961708 I 000000
8 -5.196733 o 000000 2 546476 972497 235515 o 000000 o 000000 988906 961708 I 000000
9 -5 196733 o 000000 2 558982 969611 201870 o 000000 o 000000 991850 96f708 I 004169
10 -5 196733 o 000000 2 565469 967182 168225 a 000000 a 000000 .994340 961708 I 007701
II -5 196733 o 000000 2 568834 965204 134580 o 000000 o 000000 996378 .961708 I 010593
12 -5 196733 o 000000 2 570579 963672 100935 a 000000 o 000000 .997962 .961708 I 012844
13 -5.196733 o 000000 2 571484 962580 067290 o 000000 o 000000 999094 961708 I 014453
14 -5 196733 o 000000 2 571954 961926 033645 o 000000 o 000000 999774 .961708 I 015418
15 -5 196733 o 000000 2 572197 961708 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 i .000000 961708 1 015740
J' 4 K' I L X Y Z R/RREf U/ARcr VNREF" WAREF" T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
I -4 222346 o 000000 o 000000 972497 23'S" I!) o OWOOO o 000000 988906 961708 1 000000
2 -4 222346 o 000000 I 238146 972497 2355115 a 000000 - 022119 .988906 961708 1 000000
3 -4 222346 o 000000 1 880363 972497 2355115 o 000000 - 033592 988906 .961708 1 000000
4 -4.222346 o 000000 2 213475 972497 :135515 a 000000 - 039543 988906 .961708 I 000000
5 -4 222346 o 000000 2386257 972497 2355115 a 000000 - 042630 988906 961708 1.000000
6 -4 222346 a 000000 2 475878 972497 235515 o 000000 -.044231 .988906 961708 1.000000
7 -4222346 a 000000 2 522364 972497 235515 o 000000 - 045061 .988906 .961708 1.000000
8 -4 222346 o OOOOGO 2 546476 972497 235515 o 000000 - 045492 988906 961708 1 000000
9 -4 222346 o 000000 2 558982 969611 201870 o 000000 - 039185 .991850 961708 1 004169
10 -4 222346 o 000000 2 565469 967182 168225 o 000000 -.032737 994340 961708 1 007701
11 -4 222346 o 000000 2 568834 965204 13~580 o 000000 - 026224 996378 961708 1 010593
12 -4 222346 o 000000 2 570579 963672 100935 a 000000 - 019681 997962 .961708 1 012844
13 -4 222346 o 000000 2 571484 962580 067290 0000000 - 013125 999094 961708 I 014453
14 -4 222346 o 000000 2 571954 961926 033645 o 000000 - 006564 999774 961708 - 1 015418
15 -4 222346 o 000000 2 572197 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000· 961708 I 015740
J. 5 K' I L x y Z R/PREF" U/AREF" V/AREr WIAREF" T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -3 340757 o 000000 o 000000 962328 276066 o 000000 o 000000 984758 947660 I.OOOOCO
2 -3 340757 o 000000 1 063838 962328 276066 o 000000 - 054584 984758 .947660 I 000000
3 -3 340757 0.000000 I 615641 962328 276066 o 000000 -.082896 .984758 .947660 1 000000
4 -3 340757 o 000000 1 901857 962328 276066 a 000000 -.097582 .984758 947660 1.000000
5 -3 340757 o 000000 2 050315 962328 276066 o 000000 - 105199 984758 .947660 1 000000
6 -3 340757 o 000000 2 127319 962328 276066 o 000000 - 109150 984758 947660 1.000000
7 -3 340757 o 000000 2 167260 962328 276066 0.000000 - 111199 .984758 947660 1 000000
8 -3 340757 0000000 2 187977 962328 276066 a 000000 -.112262 984758 .947660 1.000000
9 -3 340757 o 000000 2 198723 958393 236628 o 000000 -.096697 988801 947660 1.005754
10 -3 340757 o 000000 2 204297 955088 197190 o 000000 - 080785 .992223 947660 I 010630
11 -3 340757 o 000000 2 207188 952400 157752 a 000000 - 064713 995023 947660 I 014624
12 -3 340757 o 000000 2 208688 950321 118314 o 000000 - 048568 997200 947660 I 017734
13 -3 340757 o 000000 2 209465 948841 078876 o 000000 - 032390 998756 947660 I 019957
14 -3 340757 o 000000 2 209869 947955 039438 o 000000 - 016198 999689 .947660 1021292
15 -3 340757 o 000000 2 210078 947660 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 1.000000 .947660 I 021737
Js 6 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF V/AREF" II/AREF" TITREF P/PREF ENT
I -2 412769 o 000000 o 000000 943990 337579 0000000 o 000000 977208 .922475 I 000000
2 -2.412769 o 000000 880355 943990 337579 a 000000 - 066747 .977208 922475 I 000000
3 -2 412769 a 000000 I 336987 943990 337579 o 000000 - 101368 977208 922475 I 000000
4 -2 412769 o 000000 1 573839 943990 337579 o 000000 . 119325 977208 922475 I 000000
5 -2 412769 o 000000 I 696691 943990 337579 o 000000 - 128640 977208 .922475 I 000000
6 -2 412769 a 000000 1.760414 943390 337579 o 000000 -. 133471 .977208 922475 1.000000
7 -2.412769 o OOOorl) 1 793467 943990 337579 o 000000 - 135977 977208 .922475 1.000000
8 -2 412769 o Oooe) 1 810611 943990 337579 a 000000 -.137277 977208 .922475 1.000000
9 -2 412769 o 000000 1 819503 938185 289354 o 000000 - 118244 .983255 922475 1 008674
10 -2 412769 a 000000 1 624116 933328 241128 o 000000 - 098786 988371 922475 1016030
11 -2 412769 o 000000 1 826508 929392 192903 a 000000 - 079133 992558 922475 I 022060
12 -2 412769 o 000000 I 827749 926353 144677 o 000000 - 059390 995814 922475 1.026757
13 -2 412769 o 000000 1 828393 924194 096451 o 000000 - 039607 998139 922475 1.030115
14 -2 412769 o 000000 1 828727 922904 048226 a 000000 - 019807 999535 922475 I 032132
15 ·2412769 0000000 I 828900 922475 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 00000o 922475 1 032805
J. 7 K. I L x y Z R/RREF" U/AREF' V/J.REF' W/AREF' TITREF' P/PR[F' [NT
I ·1 855976 o 000000 o 000000 924597 392898 o 000000 o 000000 969128 896053 1 000000
2 • .1 855976 o 000000 770265 924597 392868 o 000000 · 077682 969128 896053 I 000000
3 ·1 855976 0000000 1 169795 924597 392888 o 000000 • 117976 969128 896053 I 000000
4 -I 855976 o 000000 I 377027 924597 392868 o 000000 • 138875 969128 8960~3 1 000000
5 -I 855976 o 000000 1 484517 924597 392888 o 000000 · 149716 969128 896053 1 000000
6 ·1 655976 o 000000 1 540271 924597 392888 o 000000 • 155339 969128 896053 1 000000
7 -I 855976 o 000000 I 569191 924597 392688 o 000000 · 158255 969128 896053 I 000000
8 ·1 855976 o 000000 I 584191 924597 392888 0000000 · 159768 969128 896053 I 000000
9 ·1 855976 o 000000 I 591971 916849 336761 o 000000 • 137617 977318 850053 I 011852
10 ·1 855976 o 000000 I 596007 910393 280634 o 000000 • 114971 984249 896053 1 021912
11 ·1 855976· o 000000 1 598100 905178 224508 o 000000 · 092098 989919 896053 1 030164
12 ·1 855975 o 000000 1 599186 901163 168381 o 000000 · 069120 994330 896053 1 036595
13 ·1 855976 o 000000 1 599749 898317 112254 o 000000 · 046096 997480 896053 1 041196
14 ·1 !'I55976 o 000000 1 600041 896618 0'56127 o 000000 · 023052 999370 896053 1 043959
15 ·1 855976 o 000000 I 600193 896053 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000 896053 I 044880
J. 8 K· I L x y Z R/RREF' UIAREF' V/AREF W/AREF' T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 ·1 391982 o 000000 o 000000 898460 457848 o 000000 o 000000 958075 860792 I 000000
2 ·1 391982 o 000000 678523 898460 4'57848 o 000000 • 090526 958075 860792 I 000000
3 ·1 391982 o 000000 I 030468 898460 457848 o 000000 · 137482 958075 860792 I 000000
4 -I 391982 o 000000 I 213018 898460 457848 o 000000 · 161837 958075 860792 I 000000
5 -I 391982 o 000000 I 307706 898460 457848 o 000000 - 174470 958075 860792 1 000000
6 ·1 391982 o 000000 1 356819 898460 457848 o 000000 - 181022 958075 860792 I 000000
7 ·1 391982 o 000000 1 382294 898460 457848 o 000000 · 184421 958075 860792 I 000000
8 -1 391982 o 000000 I 395508 898460 457848 o 000000 · 186184 958075 860792 I 000000
9 ·1 391982 o 000000 1 402361 888149 392442 a 000000 · 160370 969198 860792 1 016291
10 ·1 391982 o 000000 I 405916 879607 327035 o 000000 - 133981 976610 860792 I 030135
II ·1 391982 o 000000 1 407760 872740 261628 o 000000 - 107325 986310 860792 I 041501
12 -I 391982 o 000000 1 4087!7 867472 19(,221 o 000000 · 080548 992299 860792 I 050366
13 ·1 391982 o 000000 1 409213 863748 130814 o 000000 - 053718 996578 860792 I 056711
14 -I 391982 o 000000 I 409470 861529 065407 o 000000 · 026864 999144 860792 I 060523
•
!5 ·1 391982 o 000000 I 409604 860792 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000 860792 1 051795
J. 9 K. I L X y Z fURR£F U/AREF V/MlE, W/AREF T/TREF" P/PREF' ENT
I ·1 113586 o 000000 o 000000 874172 5117!3 o 000000 o 000000 947630 828392 I 000000
2 ·1113586-- o 000000 623478 874172 511713 o 000000 · 101177 947630 828392 1 000000
3 ·1 113586 o 000000 946871 874172 511713 o 000000 - 153656 947630 828392 I 000000
4 -I 113586- o 000000 I 114613 874172 511713 o 000000 · 180877 947630 828392 1 000000
5 -I 113586 o 000000 1 20!618 874172 511713 o 000000 - 194996 947630 828392 I 000000
6 ·1 113586 o 000000 1 246748 874172 511713 o 000000 • 202319 947630 828392 1 000000
7 ·1113586 o 000000 I 270156 874172 511713 o 000000 • 206118 947630 828392 I 000000
8 -I 113586 o 000000 I 282298 874172 511713 o 000000 - 208088 947630 828392 I 000000
9 -1113586 o 000000 I 288595 861540 438611 o 000000 • 179237 961524 8283n 1 020587
10 -1 113586 o 000000 I 291862 851133 365509 o 000000 - 149743 973281 828392 1 038100
II ·1 113586 o 000000 1 293556 842804 292407 o 000000 - 119952 982900 828392 1 052491
12 • I 113586 a 000000 1 294435 836437 219306 a 000000 · 090025 990381 828392 1 063724
13 ·1 1t3586 o 000000 1 294891 831948 146204 o 000000 - 060038 995725 828392 1 071768
14 ·1113586 o 000000 1 295127 829278 073102 o 000000 · 030024 998931 828392 1 076603
15 ·1 113586 0000000 1 295250 828392 o 000000 o 000000 -- -0000000 I 000000 828392 1078216
J' 10 K. I L x y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' V/AREF W/A?EF T/TREF' P/PR[F" [NT
1 • 881589 o 000000 o 000000 844754 571215 a 000000 o 000000 934743 789627 I 000000
2 · 881589 o 000000 577608 844754 571215 o 000000 · 110713 934743 789627 1 000000
3 - 881589 o 000000 877208 844754 571215 o 000000 · 168139 934743 _789627 I 000000
4 · 881589 a 000000 I 032608 844754 571215 a 000000 · 197926 934743 789627 1 000000
5 - 881589 o 000000 I 1t3213 844754 571215 o 000000 · 213376 934743 789627 1 000000
6 - 881589 o 000000 1 155022 844754 571215 o 000000 - 221389 934743 789627 1 00000o
7 · 881589 o 000000 I 176708 844754 51.1215 o 000000 • 225546 _934743 789627 I 00000o
8 - 881589 o 000000 1 187956 844754 571215 o 000000 - 227702 934743 783627 1 000000
9 • 881589 o 000000 1 193790 829392 489613 o 000000 • 196132 952056 789627 1 026026
10 · 881589 o 000000 1 196817 816823 408011 o 000000 - 163857 966705 789627 1 048197
II · 881589 o 000000 I 198386 806819 326409 o 000000 · 131258 978691 799627 I 066437
12 -.881589 o 000000 1 199201 799207 244807 o 000000 - 098510 988014 .789627 1 080686
13 ·881589 o 000000 1 199623 793856 163204 o 000000 - 065697 994673 789627 1 090896
14 • 881589 o 000000 1 199842 790680 081602 o OGOOOO • 032854 998668 789627 1 097036
IS - 881589 o 000000 1 199955 789627 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 .789627 1 099085
J. 11 K· 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AFlEF II/AREF . T/TREF' P/PREF' ENT
1 -.649592 o 000000 o 000000 801045 651583 o 000000 o 000000 915088 733027 1 000000
2 - 649592 o 000000 533547 801045 651583 o 000000 - 105368 915088 .733027 1 000000
3 - 649592 o 000000 810293 801045 651583 o 000000 - 160021 915088 . 733027 1 00000o
4 · 649592 o 000000 953839 801045 6515$3 o 000000 · 188370 9i5088 733027 1 000000
5 - 649592 o 000000 1 028295 801045 651583 o 000000 - 203074 915088 .733027 1 000000
6 • 649592 o 000000 1 066915 801045 651583 o 000000 - 210701 915088 733027 1 000000
7 - 649592 0000000 1 086947 801045 651583 o 000000 - 214657 915088 733027 1 000000
8 - 649592 o 000000 1 097337 801045 651583 o 000000 • 216708 915088 733027 1 000000
9 - 649592 o 000000 1 102726 781799 556499 o 000000 - 186662 937616 733027 1 034634
10 - 649592 o 000000 1 105522 766222 460:.416 o 000000 - 155946 956678 733027 1 064iOl
11 • 649592 o 000000 1 106972 753931 372333 o 000000 - 124921 972274 733027 1 088569
12 - 649592 o 000000 I 107724 744641 279250 o 000000 - 093754 984404 733027 I 107630
13 · 649592 o 000000 1 108114 738144 166166 o 000000 - 062525 993068 733027 1 121303
14 • 649592 o 000000 1 108316 734300 0'33083 o 000000 - 031268 998267 733027 I 129529
IS - 649592 o 000000 1 108421 733027 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 733027 1 132275
J. 12 K· 1 L X Y Z lVRREF' U/AREF V/AREF' II/AREF T/TREF' P/PREF ENT
1 - 417595 o 000000 o 000000 747603 740757 o 000000 o 000000 890256 665736 I 000000
2 -417595 o 000000 502575 747803 740757 o 000000 - 076688 890256 665736 1 000000
3 - 417595 o 000000 763256 747603 740757 o 000000 - 116465 890256 665736 1 000000
4 · 417595 o 000000 898469 747803 740757 o 000000 · 137097 890256 665736 1 000000
5 · 417595 o 000000 968603 747803 740757 o 000000 • 147799 890256 665736 I 000000
6 - 417595 o 000000 1 004981 747803 740757 o 000000 - 153349 890256 665736 I 000000
7 • 417595 o 000000 1 023850 747803 '740757 o 000000 · 156229 890256 665736 I 000000
8 • 417595 o 000000 I 033637 747803 740757 o 000000 - 157722 890256 665736 1 000000
9 - 417595 o 000000 1 038714 724121 634934 o 000000 • 1358'54 919372 665736 1 046085
10 • 417595 o 000000 1 041347 705223 529112 o 000000 • 113499 944008 665136 1 085538
11 · 417595 o 000000 I 042713 690479 423290 o 000000 - 090918 964165 665736 1 118127
12 · 417595 o 000000 1 043421 679431 317467 o 000000 - 068235 979843 665736 1 143663
13 · 417595 o 000000 1 043788 671754 211645 o 000000 - 045506 991041 665736 1 162004
14 • 417595 o 000000 1 043979 667230 105822 o 000000 · 022757 997760 665736 I 173048
IS · 417595 o 000000 I 044078 665736 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000 665736 1 176736
J. 13 K· I L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF" llIAREF" T/TREF P/PREF" ENT
I · 185598 o 000000 o 000000 687354 834445 o 000000 o 000000 860740 591634 1 00000o
2 • 18'5598 o 000000 485511 687354 834445 o 000000 · 042397 860740 591C34 1 000000
3 • 185598 o 000000 737342 687354 834445 o 000000 - 064387 860740 591634 1 000000
4 - 185598 o 000000 867964 687354 834445 o 000000 · 075794 860740 591634 I 000000
5 · 185598 o 000000 935717 687354 834445 o 000000 - 081710 860740 591634 1 000000
6 • 185598 o 000000 970860 687354 834445 o 000000 · 084779 860740 591634 1 000000
7 · 185598 o 000000 989088 687354 834445 o 000000 - 086371 860740 591634 I 000000
8 - 185598 o 000000 998543 687354 834445 o 000000 · 087197 860740 591634 1 000000
9 · 185598 o 000000 1 003447 659064 715238 o 000000 - 075107 897687 591634 1 060605
10 · 185598 o 000000 I 005991 636885 596032 o 000000 - 062748 928949 591634 1 112673
11 · 185598 o 000000 1 007310 619818 476825 o 000000 • 050264 954527 591634 I 155800
12 - 185598 o 000000 1 007995 607164 357619 o 000000 - 037724 974422 591634 1 189665
13 - 185598 o 000000 1 008350 598431 238413 o 000000 · 025158 988632 591634 I 214024
14 - 185598 o 000000 1 008534 '593320 119206 o 000000 - 012581 997158 591634 1.228707
IS · 185598 o 000000 1 008629 591634 o 000000 0'000000 . O-OOOOCO 1 ·000000 .591634 I 233613
J. 14 K· I L X Y Z R,RREF" WAREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF' ENT
I o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 633938 912871 o 000000 o 000000 833333 528282 I 000000
2 o 000000 o 000000 481357 633938 912871 o 000000 - 008290 833333 528282 I 00000o
3 o 000000 o 000000 731034 633938 912871 o 000000 - 012589 833333 528282 I 00000o
4 o 000000 o 000000 860538 633938 912871 o 000000 · 014820 833333 528282 1 00000o
5 o 000000 o 000000 927712 633938 912871 o 000000 - 015977 833333 528282 1 000000
6 o 000000 o 000000 962554 633938 912871 o 000000 - 016577 833333 528282 1 00000o
7 o 000000 o 000000 980626 633938 912871 o 000000 - 016888 833333 528282 I 00000o
8 o 000000 o 000000 990000 633938 912871 o 000000 • 017049 833333 528282 1 00000o
9 o 000000 0.000000 994862 601996 782461 o 000000 - 014685 877551 528282 1.075066
10 0000000 o 000000 997384 577379 652051 o 000000 • 012269 914966 528282 I 139779
II o 000000 o 000000 998692 558686 521641 o 000000 - 009828 945578 '528282 I 193521
12 o 000000 o 000000 999371 544964 391230 o 000000 · 007376 969388 528282 I 235806
13 o 000000 o 000000 999723 53'5568 260820 o 000000 • 004919 986395 528282 1 266265
14 o 000000 o 000000 999905 530085 130410 o 000000 - 002460 996599 528282 I 284642
15 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000 '528282 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 i 000000 528282 I 290785
J. 15 K· I L X y Z IVRREF un,REF V/AREF W/AREF TITRE!" P/PR(F ENT
I .139198 o 000000 o 000000 605042 954132 o 000000 o 000000 817926 494880 I 000000
2 139198 o 000000 482562 605042 954132 o 000000 009103 817926 .494880 I 000000
3 139198 o 000000 732863 605042 954132 o 000000 013825 817926 .494880 I 000000
4 139198 o 000000 862692 605042 954132 o 000000 016274 817926 494880 , 000000
5 139198 0·000000 930033 605042 954132 o 000000 017545 817926 4194880 1 000000
6 139198 o 000000 964962 £05042 954132 o 000000 018204 817926 494880 1 000000
7 139198 o 000000 983080 605042 954132 o 000000 018545 817926 494880 I 000000
8 139198 o 000000 .992477 605042 954132 o 000000 018723 817926 494880 I 000000
9 .139198 o 000000 997351 571302 817827 o 000000 016127 866232 494880 I 083647
10 :39198 o 000000 999880 545559 681523 o 000000 013473 907105 494880 1 155902
II 139198 o 000000 I 001191 526162 545218 o 000000 010793 940547 .494880 1 215998
12 139198 o OOOJOO I 001871 512002 408914 o 000000 008100 966558 494880 I 263337
13 139198 o 000000 1 002224 502346 272609 o 000000 005402 985137 494880 , 297464
14 139198 o 000000 1 002407 496726 136305 o 000000 002701 996284 494880 I 318064
15 .139198 o 000000 1 002502 494880 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000 494880 I 324952
J. 16 K· I L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 324796 o 000000 o 000000 ~87148 979379 o 000000 o 000000 808163 474512 I 000(\00
2 .324796 o 000000 484456 587148 973379 o 000000 009997 808163 474512 1 000000
3 324796 o 000000 735740 587148 979379 o 000000 015182 808163 474512 I 000000
4 324796 o 000000 866078 587148 979379 o 000000 017872 808163 474512 I 000000
5 324796 o 000000 933684 587148 979379 o 000000 019267 808163 .474512 I 000000
6 324796 o 000000 958750 587148 979379 o 000000 019990 808163 474512 I 000000
7 324796 o 000000 986939 587148 979379 o 000000 020366 808163 474512 I 000000
8 324796 o 000000 996373 587148 979379 o 000000 020560 808163 .474512 I 000000
9 324796 o 000000 1 001267 552362 839468 o 000000 . 017710 859059 474512 I 089264
10 .324796 o 000000 1 003805 525994 699557 o 000000 014796 902124 474512 I 166471
II 324796 o 000000 1 005122 506222 559645 a 000000 011852 937359 .474512 1·230750
12 .324796 o 000000 I 005805 491842 419734 o 000000 008895 964765 474512 I 281419
13 324796 o 000000 1 006159 482061 279823 o 000000 005932 984340 474512 , 317966·
14 324796 o 000000 1 005342 476377 139911 o 000000 002967 996085 474512 1 340035
" 15 .324796 o 000000 I 006438 474512 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.000000 474512 I 347415
J. 17 K· I L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREr V/AREF W/AREF TITREI'" P/PREF (NT
I 603192 o 000000 o 000000 568850 I 005005 o 000000 o 000000 797993 453938 I 000000
2 601192 o 000000 487298 568850 1 005005 o 000000 010258 . 797993 453938 I 000000
3 603192 o 000000 740055 568850 ! 005005 o 000000 015579 797993 453938 I 000000
4 603192 o 000000 871159 568850 1 005005 a 000000 018339 797993 453938 I 000000
5 603192 ·0 000000 939161 568850 I 005005 o 000000 019771 797993 453938 I 000000
6 603192 o 000000 974433 568850 1 005005 0000000 020513 797993 453938 1.000000
7 603192 o 000000 992728 568850 1 005005 o 000000 020899 797993 453938 I 000000
8 603192 o 000000 I 002218 568850 1 005005 o 000000 021098 797993 453938 I 000000
9 603192 o 000000 I 007140 533050 861433 o 000000 018173 851587 45393$ , 095271
10 603192 o 000000 I 009693 506099 111861 0000000 015183 896935 453938 1 177787
II 603192 o 000000 1 011011 485995 574289 o 000000 012162 934038 453938 I 246557
12 603192 o 000000 1 011704 471430 430717 o 000000 009128 . 962897 453938 I 300807
13 603192 o 000000 1 012061 461549 287144 o 000000 006087 983510 453938 I 3399'59
14 603192 o 000000 1 012245 455817 143572 o 000000 003044 995877 453938 I 363608
15 603192 o 000000 I 012341 453938 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 453938 I 371518
J. IS K. I L X Y Z R/MEF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PflEI'" ENt
I I 206385 o 000000 o 000000 540822 1 043966 o 000000 o 000000 782027 422937- , o00ooo
2 I 206385 o 000000 493455 540822 I 04396& o 000000 010656 782027 422937 1 o00ooo
3 I 206385 o 000000 749406 540822 1 043966 o 000000 016183 782027 422937 1 000000
4 1 206385 o 000000 882166 540822 1 043966 o 000000 019050 78202;' 422937 I 000000
5 1 206385 o 000000 951027 540822 1 043966 o 000000 020537 782027 422937 I o00ooo
6 1.206385 o 000000 986745 540822 I 043966 o 000000 021309 782027 .422937 1 o00ooo
7 1 206385 o 000000 1 005271 540822 1 043966 o 000000 021709 782027 422937 1 000000
8 1.206385 o 000000 1 014881 540822 1 043966 o 000000 021916 782027 422937 1 000000
9 1 206385 0000000 1 019865 503583 894828 o 000000 018878 839856 422937 1 105037
10 I 206385 o 000000 I 022451 475858 745690 o 000000 015771 888789 422937 1 196212
11 I 206385 o 000000 I 023792 455346 596552 o 000000 012634 928825 422937 1 272323
12 I 206385 o 000000 I 024487 440576 447414 o 000000 009482 959964 422937 1 332437
13 1 206385 o 000000 1 024848 430599 298276 o 000000 006323 982206 422937 1 375858
14 1 206385 o 000000 1 025035 424827 149138 o 000000 003162 995552 422937 1 402100
15 1:206385 o 000000 I 025132 422937 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.000000 .422937 1 410879
J. 19 K. 1 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AR[F' V/AREF' W/AREF' TITREF' P/PREF' ENT
I 1 809577 o 000000 o 000000 519521 I 073411 o 000000 o 000000 769558 399801 1 000000
2 1 809577 o 000000 499612 519521 I 073411 o 000000 010957 769558 399801 I 000000
3 1 809577 o 000000 758757 5!9521 I 073411 o 000000 016640 769558 399801 I 000000
4 I 809577 o 000000 B93173 519521 1 073411 o 000000 019588 769558 399801 1 000000
5 I 809577 o 000000 962893 519521 1 073411 o 000000 021117 769558 399801 1 000000
6 1 809577 o 000000 999057 519521 1 073411 o 000000 021910 769558 399801 1 000000
7 1 809577 o 000000 1 017814 519521 1 073411 o 000000 022321 769558 399801 1 000000
8 1 809577 o 000000 1 027544 519521 1 073411 o 000000 022534 769558 399801 1 000000
9 1 809577 o 000000 I 032590 481285 920067 o 000000 019410 830695 399801 1 112963
10 I 809577 o 000000 1 035208 453070 766722 o 000000 016216 882427 399801 I 211192
II 1 809577 o 000000 I 036566 432333 613378 a 000000 012990 924754 399801 1 293298
12 I 809577 o 000000 I 037270 417471 460033 o 000000 009749 957674 399801 I 358210
13 I 809577 o 000000 1 037635 407466 306689 o 000000 006502 981188 399801 1 405127
14 1 809577 o 000000 1 037825 401690 153344 o 000000 003251 995297 399801 I 433495
IS 1809577 o 000000 1 037923 399801 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 399801 1 442987
J. 20 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AR(F' V/AREF' W/AREF' T/TREF' P/PREF' ENT
1 2 366370 o 000000 o 000000 503032 I 096145 o 000000 o 000000 759693 382150 1 0ססoo0
2 2 366370 o 000000 505295 503032 1 096145 o 000000 011189 759693 382150 1 000000
3 2 366370 o 000000 767388 503032 I 096145 o 000000 016992 759693 382150 I 000000
4 2 366370 o 000000 903333 503032 1 096145 o 000000 020003 7596~3 382150 I 000000
5 2 366370 o 000000 973847 503032 I 096145 o 000000 021564 759693 382150 I 000000
6 2 366370 o 000000 I 010422 503032 1 096145 o 000000 022374 759693 362150 I 000000
7 2 366370 o 000000 1 029393 503032 I 096145 o 000000 022794 759693 382150 I 000000
8 2 366370 o 000000 1 039233 503032 I 096145 o 000000 023012 759693 382150 1 000000
9 2 366370 o 000000 I 044337 464085 939553 a 000000 019821 823448 .382150 I 119431
10 2 366370 o 000000 I 046984 435551 782961 o 000000 016560 877394 382150 I 223431
• II 2 366370 o 000000 I 048357 414690 626369 o 000000 013265 921532 382150 1310453
12 2 366370 o 000000 1 049070 399796 469776 o 000000 009956 955862 382150 I 379303
13 2 366370 o 000000 1 049439 389796 31.3184 o 000000 .006639 980383 382150 I 429094
14 2 366370 o 000000 I 049631 384033 156592 o 000000 003320 995096 382150 1.459208
15 2 366370 o 000000 1 049730 382150 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.000000 382150 I 469287
Js 21 K· I L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' V/AREF' IJIAREF T/TREF' P/PREF' ENT
I 3 108760 o 000000 o 000000 484093 I 122229 o 000000 o 000000 748120 362160 I 000000
2 3 108760 o 000000 512873 484093 1 122229 o 000000 011455 748120 362160 1.000000
3 3 108760 o 000000 . i78896 484093 1 122229 o 000000 017397 .748120 .362160 I 000000
4 3 108760 o 000000 916880 484093 I 122229 o 000000 020479 748120 362160 1 000000
5 3 108760 o 000000 988451 484093 I 122229 o 000000 022077 748120 362160 1 000000
6 3 108760 o 000000 I 025575 484093 I IU229 o 000000 022906 748120 362160 1 000000
7 3 108760 o 000000 I 044830 484093 I 122229 o 000000 023336 748120 362160 1 000000
8 3 108760 o 000000 1 054818 484093 I 122229 o 000000 023559 748120 362160 1 000000
9 3 108760 o 000000 1 059999 444397 961911 o 000000 020293 814946 362160 1 127249
10 3 108760 a 000000 I 062686 415564 801592 o OOOOCO 016954 871490 362160 I 238247
II 3 108760 o 000000 I 064080 394615 641274 0000000 - 013581 911754 -362160 1 331240
12 3 108760 o 000000 I 064802 379727 480955 o 000000 010192 953736 362160 I 404881
13 3 108760 o 000000 I 065177 369763 320637 o 000000 006797 979438 362160 I 458169
14 3 108760 o 000000 I 065372 )64031 160318 o 000000 003399 994860 362160 I 490412
15 3 108760 o 000000 I 065473 362160 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000 362160 I 501205
J. 22 K· I L X Y Z P./RREF U/AREF' VIAREF' WIAREF' T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I 3 758352 o 000000 o 000000 469525 I 142295 o 000000 0000000 739033 346994 I 000000
2 3 758352 o 000000 519504 469525 1 142295 o 000000 011660 739033 346994 1 00ססoo
., y
'Z
3 3758352 o 000000 .788966 469525 1 142295 a 000000 017708 739033 346994 I 000000
4 3 758352 o 000000 .928734 469525 1 142295 o 000000 020845 .739033 346994 I 000000
5 3 758352 o 000000 I 001231 469525 1 142295 o 000000 022472 .739033 '46994 1.000000
6 3 758352 o 000000 1 038834 469525 1 142295 o 000000 023316 .739033 346994 I 000000
7 3 758352 o 000000 1 058338 469525 1 142295 o 000000 023754 739033 346994 1 000000
8 3 758352 o 000000 1 066455 469525 1 142295 o 000000 023981 739033 .346994 I 000000
9 3 758352 o 000000 I 073703 429306 979110 o 000000 020656 808269 346994 1.133572
10 3 758352 o 000000 I 076425 400292 815925 o 000000 017257 866853 346994 1 250244
11 3 758352 o 000000 1 077836 379317 652740 o 000000 013824 914786 346994 1 348069
12 3758352 o 000000 1 078569 364464 489555 o 000000 010375 .952067 .346994 I 425626
13 3 758352 o 000000 I 078948 354547 326370 o 000000 006919 978697 .346994 I 481762
14 3 758352 o 000000 I 079145 343852 163185 o 000000 003460 994674 346994 I 515738
15 3 758352 o 000000 1 079248 346994 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 346994 1527113
J' 23 K. 1 L x y Z RtPREF UtAREF V/AREF Il/AFlEF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I 4 222346 o 000000 o 000000 459995 1 155432 o 000000 o 000000 732995 337174 1 000000
2 4 222346 o 000000 524240 459995 I 155432 o 000000 011794 732995 337174 1 000000
3 4 222346 o 000000 796159 459995 1 155432 o 000000 017911 .732995 337174 1 000000
4 4 222346 o 000000 937201 459995 I 155432 o 000000 021084 732995 337174 1 000000
5 4 222346 o 000000 I 010358 459995 1 1'55432 o 000000 022730 732995 337174 1 000000
6 4 222346 o 000000 I 048305 459995 I 15'5432 o 000000 023584 732995 .337174 1 000000
7 4 222346 o 000000 I 067987 459995 1 155432 o 000000 024027 732995 337174 I 000000
8 4 222346 o 000000 I 078196 459995 I 155432 o 000000 024256 732995 .331174 ·1.000000
9 4 222346 o 000000 1 083491 419458 990371 o 000000 020893 803833 337174 1 137865
10 4 222346 o 000000 1 086238 390350 825309 o 000000 0174'5'5 863773 337174 1 258398
11 4 222346 o 000000 I 087663 369378 660247 o 000000 013982 912815 337174 1 359547
12 4 222346 o 000000 I 088402 354562 49'5185 o 000000 010494 950958 .337174 1 439741
13 4 222346 o 000000 I 088785 344687 33J124 o 000000 006998 978204 337174 1 497819
14 4 222346 o 000000 1 088984 339021 165062 o 000000 003500 994551 .337174 I '532979
15 4 222346 o 000000 1 089087 337174 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 337174 I 544751
FINAL FLOWFIELD PRINTED OUTPUT FOR TEST CASE NO. 2 (RESULTS OF RESTART RUN)
NC,SOO TIME. 1122923 Dr. 3000£·00 MAXltM1 DELTAQ/Q.·9 064E-O'5AT J.K.L.~~· 3. I.IA. 2
or.-3 1357E·06-7 2612E·00 0 -4 4406£·01-3 2614E-04 CWo 99721E-OI
CINlRENT FLOW AT NC· SOO AS WRITTEN TO RESTART FILE
J. I K. I L X y Z A/RREF U/AREI'" V/AREF "/AREF TITREI'" P/F'AEF ENT
1 - 7 423905 o 000000 0000000 972928 233647 000ססoo 0ססoo00 989082 962305 I o00ooo
2 -7 423905 o 000000 1 236146 973457 231334 o 000000 o 000000 989297 963038 1 o00ooo
3 ·7 423905 C 000000 I 880363 973972 229060 o 000000 0000ooo 989506 963751 I o00ooo
.. -7 423905 o 000000 2213475 973734 230112 000ססoo 000ססoo 989410 963422 1 o00ooo
Ij
·7 423905 o 000000 2 366257 973218 232379 o 000000 0000ooo 989200 962707 I o00ooo
6 -7 423905 o 000000 2 47S876 972770 234333 000ססoo 0000000 989018 962087. I o00ooo
7 -7 42390'3 o OCOOOO 2 '522364 973691 230218 o o00ooo 0000ooo 98939A 963370 I o00ooo
8 ·7 423905 0000000 2 546416 977340 213615 0000000 0000ooo 99087A 968421 I o00ooo
9 -7 423905 o 000000 2 558982 975670 168460 o ססoo00 o o00ooo 994324 970132 I 004169
10 ·7 423905 o 000000 2 565469 974918 111503 o 000000 0000ooo 997513 972493 I 007701
II -7 423905 o 000000 2 %8834 972277 059507 o 000000 0000000 g<l1292 971589 1 010593
12 ·7 42:.'905 o 00')000 2 570579 968223 027844 o 000000 o 000000 999845 968073 I 012844
13 ·7 423905 o 000000 2 571484 964690 012237 o 000000 0000000 999970 964661 I 014453
14 -7 423905 o 000000 2 571954 962460 004731 o 000000 o ססoo00 999996 962456 I 015418
IS -7 423905 o 000000 :I 572197 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o ססoo00 I o00ooo 961708 1 015740
J. 2 1(. 1 L x y Z A/PREF U/AREF V/AREF "/AREF T/TREF' P/F'AEF ENT
1 -6 310319 o 000000 0000000 974604 233344 o 00ססoo 000ססoo 989798 964661 I ססoo35
2 -6 310319 o 000000 I 238146 976131 230664 0000000 • 003279 990386 966746 I 0ססoo3
3 -6 310319 o 000000 1 880363 977602 228133 o 000000 • 003291 990910 968716 999930
4 ·6 310319 o 000000 2213475 977939 229145 o 000000 - 002075 990941 969000 999823
5 -6 310319 o 000000 2 386257 978629 231069 - 0000000 ..- - 001-345- ·",-991086 969'306 999687
6 ·6 310319 o 000000 2 475678 978629 232977 o 000000 - 000783 990930 969753 999530
7 -6 310319 o 000000 2522364 978901 229477 o 000000 - 000530 991151 970238 999641
8 ·6 310319 o 000000 2 546476 977764 212653 o ססoo00 • 000257 991979 969922 1 000942
9 ·6 310319 o 000000 2 558'382 975617 169062 0ססoo00 • 000117 99456A 970313 1 C04433
10 -6 310319 o 000000 2 565469 973153 I I 1467 o o00ooo - 000037 996710 9699S2 I '007619
11 -6 310319 0000000 2568834 972408 059457 o o00ooo
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9 ·2 412769 0000000 1 819'503 945354 269066 000000o • 109690 983606 929855 1 005966
10 -2 412769 0000000 1 824116 939930 238133 o 00000o • 097470 986718 92744; I 011474
II -2 412769 o 000000 1 826'508 937404 179289 o 000000 • 073533 992056 q29957 I 018042
12 -2 412769 o OQOOOO I 827749 931632 108~09 o 000000 - 044458 995566 927501 I 024170
13 -2 412769 o 000000 I 828393 932712 055166 o 000000 • 022654 997077 929986 I 0215250·
14 -2 412769 o 000000 I 828727 929854 022834 o 000000 - 009379 997486 927516 1 026930
15 -2 412769 0000000 I 828900 9322158 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 997572 929994 I 025959
7 I L Z R/FlREf" U/AREF' Y/AREf" w/AREF' TITREI' P/PR(F' ENT \J. K. X Y
1 -1 855976 o 000000 o 000000 912895 409508 o 000000 o 000000 965612 881502 1 001462
2 -I 855976 0000000 770265 918748 402420 0000000 - 075213 967021 888-S49 1 000362
3 -1 855976 o 000000 1 169795 927357 386193 0000000 - 114500 969492 899065 999184
4 -1 855976 0000000 I 377027 927552 370203 o 000000 - 129147 969951 899680 999573
5 -I 855976 0000000 1 484517 931199 360548 o 000000 - 136693 971570 904725 999671
6 -I 855976 0000000 I 540271 929427 3'54076 o 000000 • 139314 971446 902888 I 000305
7 ·1 855976 o 000000 I 569191 931600 349381 o 00000o - 140365 972873 906328 I 000839
8 -1 855976 o 000000 1 584191 928485 341145 o 000000 • 138459 973361 903751 I 002684
9 ·1 855976 o 000000 1 591971 9",8615 32686') o 000000 • 133491 976467 906762 I 005828
10 -I 855.,76 0000000 1 596007 921069 2878(,5 o 000000 - 117890 981449 903982 1 014263
11 ·1 855976 o 000000 1 598100 916339 210~46 o 000000 - 086371 989675 906878 I 024873
12 -1 855976 o 000000 1 599186 908773 123879 o 000000 • 050850 994796 904044 I 033599
13 • I 855976 o 000000 I 599749 90')799 0,,2289 o 000000 - 0.(5578 996824 906910 I 035238
14 -I 855976 o 000000 1 6e0041 906450 025616 o 00000o - 010521 997364 904061 1 037328
IS -1 855976 0000000 I' 600193 909213 o 000000 o 000000 000000o 997476 906918 I 036182
J. 8 1(. I L X Y Z R/FlREf' UIAREf' Y/AREf' II/AREr T/TREF" P/PR(F" ENT
I I 391982 o 000000 o 000000 e86313 473702 o 000000 o 00000o 9547:-2 846226 I OOI~3
2 -I 391982 o 000000 678523 891123 463623 o 000000 - 085485 955555 851516 I 000646
3 -I 391982 o 000000 1 030468 900101 452747 0·000000 • 132441 957968 862268 999158
4 -I 391982 o 000000 1 213018 901452 433063 o 000000 - 1'50506 959135 864614 999776
5 -I 391982 o 000000 1 307706 905331 421414 o 000000 • 159359 961093 870107 I 000097
0 -I 391982 o 000000 I 356819 904084 412629 o 000000 - 162.(59 961439 869221 I 001009
7 -I 391982 o 000000 I 382294 906166 408196 o 000000 • 163932 962854 872506 1 001561
8 -I 391982 o 000000 1 395'508 S{)3504 400502 o 000000 - 16.(548 963500 870526 I 003412
9 -I 391982 o 000000 I 402361 903075 38·7184 o 00000o • 158076 966884 873168 I G07128
i(> ·1 391982 o 000000 1 405916 894079 340729 o 000000 • 139518 974054 870881 I 018669
Ii ·1 391982 o 000000 1 407760 8866)5 249333 0000000 · 102.(53 984947 873348 I 0~34~2
12 ·1 391982 0000000 1 408717 878053 148023 o 000000 - 060754 991941 870977 I 044907
13 -I 391982 0000000 1 409213 878041 075052 0000000 - 030818 994710 873396 I 047829
14 -I 391982 o 000000 I 409470 i3749'S8 031007 o 000000 - 012735 995480 871003 I 050117
15 -I 391982 0000000 I 409604 877235 0000000 o 00000o 0.00000o 995639 873410 I 049193
JO 9 K· I L X y Z R/RREr U/AREf' Y/AREI" IlIAREI" TITREI' P/PR(r ENi
I ·1 113'586 0000000 o (,()OOOO 860231 .528684 o 000000 o 00000o 942824 811046 I 001347
2 -I II ~'586 o 000000 623478 863176 526739 o OOWOO - 090822 942738 813749 999887
3 ·1 113586 0000000 94f;87 1 870744 514560 o 000000 • 144555 944296 822240 998049
4 -1113586 o 000000 I 114613 873232 494040 o 000000 - 168505 945726 825838 998420
5 -I 113586 0000000 I 201618 877628 482236 o 000000 - 1 ')0430 947583 831625 998373
6 -I 113586 o OOOOC'0 1 246748 877307 473164 o 000000 - 185076 948108 831782 999073
7 -I 113586 0000000 1 270156 879498 469475 o 000000 • 187946 949314 834920 999347
8 -1113586 o 000000 I 282298 877279 461922 o 00000o - 187092 950207 833596 I 001298
9 -I 113'586 o 000000 I 288595, 876052 447245 000000o - 182337 954126 835864 1005930
10 -I 113586 o 000000 I 291862 866097 3979")0 o 00000o • 162777 963059 834102 I 020061
11 -I 113'586 o 000000 1 2935':>6; esSS78 297%4 o 000000 - 122124 976923 836127 I 039670
12 ·1 II)Cj&6 o 000000 1 29443'5 845340 181989 o 000000 • 074674 986875 834246 I 055479
13 ·1 113586 0000000 1 294991' 643714 09367'5 o 000000 • 038460 - 991097 836203 I 060811
14 -I 113586 o (X)OOO0 I 295127.." 640737 038978 o ooCOOV - 016009 992327 834286 1 063630
15 -I 113586 o OOt}»O 1 2952"...0 842471 o 000000 000000o o 00000o 992584 836223 I 063029
J. 10 K· I L X Y Z R·"AAEF U/AREI" Y/AREf' IlIAREr TITREF P/PR(r ENT
I • Sl:H589 0000000 0000000 836621 577951 o 00000o 0·00000o ' 932965 780538 I 001968
2 . 881589 0000000 '577608 836349 581209 o 00000o - 092555 931513 779070 I ()(I.~~
3 - 081589 000000o 877208) 838499 579019 o 00000o - 151001 930785 780462 ..:167"?:
4 - 881~9 0000000 I 032608 83dSOS 56~47 o 00000o • 182028 931473 781('~~ . 9';,,$":
5 - 881589 o 00000o I 113213 841157 550439 000000o - 198128 933227 7P':'PJ ' 0l"'....e5
6 • 881'589 000000o 1 15'5022 840221 '540498 000000o • 2O'S219 933965 784737 1 001321
7 ·881'589 000000o 1 176706 841840 '536150 o 00000o • 209275 93'S218 787304 1 001892
8 - 861'589 0000000 1 167956 8)9800 529717 o OCOOOO • 209750 936029 786077 1 003734
9 ~ 881589 0000000 "I 193790 838823 519261 000000o - 20119' 939451 786033 1 00787'
10 • 881589 0000000 I 196817 827923 410988 o 00000o • 186702 g4m'5 786490 1 024488
11 • 881589 o 000000 1 19B386 8148S3 370166 o OCOOOO' • 148111 967392 788282 1 04995'5
12 • 881589 o 000000 1 199201 800703 23'S651 o 00000o • 094864 982466 78661'~ 1 073814
13
- 881589 0000000 I 19%23 7%754 12:lte5 o 00000o - 049779 989508 788394 1 083651
14 • 861589 000000o 1 199842 7933'S1 051892 0000000 • 020892 991651 786728 1 0876S9
15 • 881589 0000000 I I~S 79&702 0000000 000000o 000000o 992105 788'28 1 087617
J. II 1(0 I L X r Z R/~f' UlAREF' If/AREF' li/AREF'" TITREI=' P/mrr £NT
I -649'592 o 00000o 0000000 800548 644618 o 00000o o 00000o 916046 733339 1 001296
:2 • 649'592 o 000000 5))'547 79'5153 6SS736 000000o • 088015 91249' 7~S72 1 00011'5
3 • 649'592 o OOOOG'O 810293 7!M47S 612727 o 00000o - 1448)') 906919 713272 998376
4
- 649'592 o 000000 9'53639 778876 6736u o 000000 - 180360 903723 703888 998730
5 • 649'592 o 000000 I 028295 7763'51 673457 000000o - 201123 902S09 700664 99U-84
6 • 649'592 o 000000 I 066915 772996 670069 o 00000o • 2i 1817 901842 697120 999677
7 - 649'592 0000000 1 08£.,941 772936 669780 o o<YJOOO - 217961 901992 697175 999863
8 • 649'592 o 00000<) I 097337 7703'59 66SS70 o 00000o • 21999S 902'593 695321 1 001877
9 • 649592 o 000000 1 102726 76790'5 6'54003 o 00000o • 217867 906703 696262 1 007725
10 • 649'592 o 000000 1 10'5')<'2 7~'573 6118.?'> o 000000 - 204799 918463 694884 1 026883
II
- 649'592 o 000000 1 106972 737267 498198 o 00000o - 167131 914224 696146 1 0666'5Q
12 - 649592 o 000000 1 107724 716410· 315351 o 00000o • 10'5875 970Q6.4 694963 I 106SOO
I) • 649592 o ()<)Oo::,o I 108114 7090'50 164466 o 00000o • OS5237 981948 696250 I 126724
14 • 649592 o OC'00C~O 1 108316 705231 01)8982 o 00000o - 023139 99S538 69"'..032 I 133290
i5 • 649592 o 000000 I 108421 705961 0000000 000000o o 00000o 986297 696287 I 133692
;. 12 Ko I L X T Z fVR1?[r VIAPH" V/ARH' loI/AREF'" T/TR(r P/~r ENt
1 - 417'59'5 o 000000 o 000000 763631 710665 o 000000 o 00000o 898$2 686399 I 001,?4)
2 - 417'59'5 o 000:)00 '502':>75 753182 72969'5 o 00000o • 073970 892911 672"5~ I 000111
3 - 41759'5 o 000000 763256 732835 767302 0.00000o - 115694 881384 645908 998074
4 - 41759'5 o OOOOC'O 898469 716477 786832 0.00000o • t41788 873373 62S75 I 997973
'5 - 41759S o 000000 968603 706749 799120 o 00000o • 1'56989 868691 613947 990065
6 • 417595 o 000000 1 004981 7().O093 803204 o 00000o - 16'5020 866110 606357 998615
7 • 417'59'5 o O'XY)OO I 0.23&'50 697338 807123 o 00000o • 169619 865008 603203 999178
a • 41759'5 o 000000 1 033637 694384 806028 o 00000o • 171462 864867 6()()S'50 I 000712
9 • 417595 o OC{>OOO I 038714 691948 801732 o 00000o • 171608 867360 600168 1 005009
10 • 417595 o 0G-0000 1 041347 677879 753327 o 000000 • 161833 883691 599036 1 032379
I' • 417595 o OOOOC'O I 042713 1;46488 588319 o 00000o • 126501 924526 599'544 1 099407
12 - 417595 o 000000 , 043421 624249 359'517 o 00000o • 077314 9'59410 '598911 I 158~07
13 - 41759'5 o 000000 , 043788 61'5'538 184791 o 00000o - 039142 974069 599S77 1 1827)6
14
- 417'595 o O')OOC-Q I 043979 612203 076922 o 00000o • 016'542 978352 5999'50 i 190521
1'5 - 41759'5 o 0(,,'0000 1 044078 612308 0000000 o 00000o o 00000o 9792'5 599600 .1 191'S2S
Jo 13 "0 I L x T Z R/RREr U/ARrf' vlAREF' WtAREr TITRE'" P/PREr £NT
I - 18'5598 o 000000 o 000000 716312 788579 o 00000o o 00000o 87'5450 627096 I 000.38
2 • 185598 o 000000 48'5511 701134 813144 o 00000o • 05440S 867534 6082S7 999922
3 • 185598 o 000000 737342 672040 8623?O o 000000 - 075514 851422 572189 998130
4 • 185598 o 000000 867964 5S0811 892877 o 00000o • 008387 8.(0'3)6 546705 997507
5 - 185598 o 000000 93'5717 6361'51 916157 000000o • 093720 831673 ">29069 996618
6 • 185598 o Of.i0000 970860 6~791 9233'57 000000o -0%703 8280S1 520671 996907
7 - 185598 o 000000 969068 623630 932885 o 00000o • 098103 8ZSI'53 514590 996698
8 - 18'5598 o 000000 998543 621421 931334 o 00000o • 093685 825276 512844 998262
9 • 15')598 o 0000(,0 I 003447 615318 92:646 o 000000 • 097783 829631 510487 1 007500
10 - 185598 o 000000 , 005991 596160 858366 o 00000o • 09! 190 853818. 510737 t 048655
II - 18':>598 o 000000 I 007310 5611;6'5 663913 o ()(}JOOO
- 070329 907243 '509'584 1 14·166S
12 • 185598 o 000000 I 0079'~ 5369'5'5 395'503 o 000000 - 041814 9S0810 510542 1 219322
13 - 185'598 o 0000C-o I 008lSO 526414 200757 o 00000o • 02120S 968021 'S09"...80 1 2'51278
14 • 185598 o 000000 1 00BS34 524767 083271 o 00000o - 008788 972923 510558 t 2'59192
15 - 185596 o 00000o 1 008629 523230 0000000 000000o 000000o 973934 509591 1261980
J. 14 1(. 1 L X Y Z R/AAEr U/AR(r V/ARrF'" V/AREF'" TITREf' P/PRtr £NT
I o 000000 0·000000 0000060 679347 845843 o 00000o o ()()OOOO 8S68OO 582065 1 00009El
2 0000000 o 000000 4S! )57 6S8656 877393 o 00000o • \)33850 845927 557175 999699
3 000000o o 00000o 7)1034 61SUQ 946906 000000o • 034787 921739 5OS912 997694
4 o 000000 o 000000 860538 584343 993332 000000o • 030340 d04292 469983 997117
5 000000o 0000000 927712 571133 I 010564 o OCOOOO • 027100 HlO39 455215 997205
6 o 000000 0000000 962554 5S8205 1 027104 o 00000o • 024662 790281 441139 991848
7 o 000000 o orJOOfiO 980&26 557036 I 027430 000000o • 023208 789913 440043 998295
8 o 000000 o 000000 990000 550095 I 034663 o 000000 • 022647 787360 433'23 99999S
9 o 000000 o 000000 994862 548927 , 021031 o OifJOOO • 02\819 794072 "35eSS I 009378
10 o 000000 o lfJOOOO 997384 523760 954147 000000o • 020328 8.12987 431047 I 0659S8
II o 000000 o 000000 99%92 ..79691 636447 o 00000o • 012902 906923 435043 1 216706
12 o 000000 o OOOOCQ 99937' 454491 350727 o 000000 • 0"".06S6 I 9"7971 4308.... I 299'525
13 0000000 o 000000 999723 4«;'2451 173703 000000o • 00333$ 961"53 "35010 I 320381
14 o 000000 o 000000 99'3%'5 446448 07119() o 00000o • 0013.... 96504" "308"2 I 332"13
15 000000o o 000000 I 000000 45-0"29 o 00000o 000000o 000000o 965768 "35010 I 3286SS
J' 15 K. I L x T Z R/PKfF' U/AREF' v/AREF' v/AREF' T/TR(F' P/PR[F' [NT
1 139198 o 000000 0000000 643561 90(1166 o 000000 000000o 838046 5)933" 999613
2 139196 o 000000 482%2 616608 939398 o 000000 · 011515 82"104 5-08149 9999"50
3 139198 o 000000 7322.63 570553 I 009500 o 00000o 0165a0 797174 "54830 997780
4 139198 o 000000 862&92 560038 I 022328 o 000000 014583 791200 "43102 997699
5 139198 o 000000 930033 547508 1 0.. 1959 o WJOOO 019117 784037 ...nso2 997"36
6 139198 o 000000 964962 547837 I 036187 o 000000 011721 78..646 "298'58 998190
7 1)9198 o 000000 983080 '541997 I 047589 000000o 018124 7813S9 "2349" 998279
8 139198 o OCOOOOO 992477 '344158 I 037663 000000o 017991 784)57 42681 .. I OOQSI5
9 139198 o 000000 997351 '532529 I 026011 o 00000o 017290 792~ 421968 I 019526
10 139198 o 000000 99'3880 49993'5 861669 C lfJOOOO 015164 SS2238 426064 I 12"593
II 139198 o 000000 1 001191 4')0998 426740 o OOOO'JO 007847 934928 421651 I 28S607
12 139198 o 000000 1 001871 445719 194514 0000000 003683 95575.7 42S999 I 320453
13 139198 o 00')000 I 002224 439191 os 768 1 0000000 001701 9600"5 4216"3 I 334228
14 139198 o OOOO(>() I 002407 "'3295 033752 000000o 000668 960980 42S998 i 3~9
15 139196 o 000000 ! 002'"...02 43868'3 0000000 o 00000o 000000o 961142 "21643 I 336364
J. 16 K. I L X T Z R/RKf~ U/AR(F' vlAREF' "/AREF' TlTRE'- P/PR(F' ENT
1 324796 o 000000 o 000000 '596410 969024 o 00000o 000000o 813001 "84882 999708
2 324796 o 000000 484456 5799".,0 989070 o 00000o 014648 aouoo '&6517 I 000262
3 324796 o 0000(,0 73':.740 565868 1 012082 o 00000o 031271 7945-02 449CAl3 99172\)
4 324796 o OOO!j(;() 8?E.Q78 5eOl32 9'38353 o QI)()OOO 021310 802376 "654SS 99762'5
S 324796 o 000000 933684 565127 I 0lSCS5 o 00000o 02"03$ 794127 "8782 997772
6 324796 o 000000 %8750 '579765 9%'373 o ocoooo 020852 802'592 "65315 998146
7 324796 o O()"'.JOOO 986939 564'388 1 013550 000000o 021180 79'600 "'8622 9987.&8
8 324796 o 000('00 99637) 578361 993219 o 00000o 020"96 804368 "65215 1 001326
9 324796 000000o I 001267 5532'39 979494 o 00000o 019634 810713 ""8567 I 027266
10 324796 o 000000 I 003805 '522'562 7"3353 000000o 01S606 e90203 "65187 I 1S407S
II 324796 o 000000 I 005122 472458 3'534'5'5 000000o 007553 9.&9414 ..4esSS I 281475
12 32~796 o 000000 I 0~8OS "82549 163697 o 00000o 003476 964021 "65188 1 290238
13 324796 o O')OC;OO 1 O(){,I')9 4638)) 07321'5 o Q.JOQOO 001'%2 9'57071 USChO 1 314963
14 3247')(, o 000000 1 006342 '80(,{,6 026563 0000000 000606 961799 "6'5188 I 29'7321
15 324796 o OOOOCO I 006438 463426 o 000<)00 V 00000o 000000o 967921 "48S60 I 316SS1
J. 17 K. 1 L X T Z R/F/REF' U/ARE~ YtAREF' V/AREF' TITR('- P/PR[F' ENT
I 603192 o O.JOOOO o 000000 557237 I 022830 000000o 000000o 791393 440994 9999"5
2 603192 o (YVOOOO 487296 55OSS6 I 02'916 000000o 015091 791270 ....0625 I 000062
3 603192 o 000000 740055 S60469 I 0222f'J8 000000o 01539" 791"9" 443608 ~7762
4 603192 o 000000 8711'59 5643)'5 I 0226% 000000o 019077 793457 ...7776 997"90
5 603192 o 000000 93916J St·098'5 I 022366 000000o 019534 791621 444087 997"555
6 603192 o 000000 91<14)) 564'351 I {)2V218 o Q(x.."\()()() - 020522, -~194028 -448270 9980S5
7 603192 o OOlJOOO 992728 S606'50 1 020496 000000o 020S69 792096 .....089 998392
8 603192 o 000000 I 002218 563604 I 018381 O· 00000o 0.20867 795378 .4.6278 I 000"24
9 603192 o Of.JOOOO I 007140 '545'5>26 97523$ 000000o 019916 81.033 ....4078 I 037327
10 603192 o 0000(;0 1 009693 "98844 7017.&9 000000o 014822 898620 ....8271 , 18683'S
II 603192 0000000 1 011017 467905 380935 000000o 008079 949065 ..44073 1 28S976
12 603192 o 000000 I 011704 464816 19S789 000000o 0041515 96....03 ....8270 I j10226
13 603192 o 000000 1 012061 458433 092194 000000o 0019'S6 968672 444012 I 32332"14 603192 o 000000 I 012245 462275 037054 000000o 000786 969702 448269 , 320317
15 603192 o OfJOOOO I 012341 "578S2 000000o 000000o 000000o 969901 ..44071 I 325676
'\
J. 18 1<. I L x T Z R/FlREF' U/A~F' V/AR£F' W/AR£F' TIT~F' P/F'R(F' ENT
I \ 206385 0000000 o 000000 534157 \ 054310 o ()(,OOO/) 000000o 778131 41'564. 99996S
2 I 206385 0000000 49345.5 535640 I 051775 o 00000o 00968') 778964 417244 999926
3 1 206385 o 000000 743406 531388 I (5))40 0000000 013334 778498 .18355 996028
4 1 206385 o 000000 882166 53641;,0 1 058377 o Q(YJOOO 018517 177601 411152 997561
'5 1 206385 o 000000 9'}lO27 537481 I 054533 000000o 019655 178286 41831. 997681
6 \ 206385 o 000000 986745 536207 I QS66S2 o 000000 020861 771845 417086 998067
7 I 206385 o 000000 1 005271 537405 1 053766 0000000 021174 7783)4 41828"1 997804
8 I 206385 o 000000 I 014881 534040 1 052478 0000000 021349 180957 417062 I 003686
9 1 206385 o 000000 , 019865 512234 969104 000000o 019899 816561 418270 \ 067091
10 I 206385 o 000000 I 02.?45 1 461246 653203 000000o 01)686 904194 4170""...6 \ 23222\
II I 206385 o 000000 I 023792 441227 360315 000000o 007590 94'7962 418267 I )15001
12 I 206385 o 000000 I 024487 433695 18'5116 000000o 003914 961629 41705. I 343178
13 1 206385 o 0<)0000 \ 024848 433233 087521 o 00000o 001853 965451 418266 I 349092
l4 I 206385 o 000000 I 025035 431568 03'5111 0000000 000"-4 966368 .17054 1 352455
15 I 206385 o 000000 I 025132 432743 o 000000 o 000000 000000o 966S45 418266 1 351232
J' 19 1(. \ L X T Z R/RR[F" U/AR[F' V/AR£F' . WIAR£F' T/TR£F' P/F'R(F' ENT
I I 809577 0000000 o 000000 517431 I 077323 o 00000o o 000000 168314 3975'50 999994
2 1 809577 0·000000 49%12 517256 I 077206 000000o 009808 768087 397297 99983':>
3 I 009577 o 000000 7'38757 517146 I 080307 o 00000o 016116 1668'S5 396729 998162
4 I 809577 o 000000 893173 511298 1 083933 o 000000 019001 766355 3964)4 997547
'5 I 809577 o 000000 962893 517399 I 0820;:3 o 000000 020732 766531 3966U 997707
6 I 809577 o 000000 99':1057 517067 I 082600 o 000000 021362 766450 3%306 997849
7 1 809577 o 000000 1 017814 '517506 I 0821'32 o O().')OOO 021934 766311 396571 997329
8 1 809577 o 000000 I 027544 513180 I 073882 0000000 0:l1772 77220'$ 3%280 I OOG:t82
9 I 809577 o 000000 I 0)2'590 48)(,1)0 ~J863 o 00(000 019815 819918 3%'561 I 0%363
1O I 80'1':>77 o 01)0000 I OY,108 436224 617844 0000000 011948 908417 3%274 1 .?6'5~
II I 809577 o 0(01)00 I 03f,S66 41840$ 337Sl9 0000000 007122 947780 3%'558 i 341974
12 I 809577 o 000000 I 037270 ';12789 177:>06 000000o 003648 959987 396272 1 3676413
13 1 809577 o 000000 1 037635 41 !554 081456 o 00000o 001725 963328 396558 1 373920
14 1 809577 o 000000 1 037825 41 !013 0321).21 0000000 000692 964133 396272 I 375924
IS I 809577 o 000000 ! 037923 411245 o OOCJ'JO 000000o 000000o 964286 396557 I 375833
J' 20 K· I L X Y Z R/PR[F' U/Al'l£F" V/AR(F' II/AR£!' T/TR£F' p/PR[F' £NT
I 2 366370 o 000000 o 000000 500183 1 101474 000000o 000000o 757969 37912. 1 00000o
2 2 366370 o 000000 S0529S 499720 I 101919 0.000000 010930 157H2 378524 999714
3 2 366370 o 000000 767388 499%7 I 104596 000000o 016790 7S6466 378206 998190
4 2 366370 o 000000 903333 500338 1 107434 o 00000o 019622 75617\ 378341 997503
5 2 366370 o 000000 973847 SOOO'50 1 1064'5'5 000000o 021 :126 756100 378088 997640
6 2 366370 o 000000 I 010422 S00279 I 106522 000000o 021918 756126 378274 997492
7 2 366370 o 000000 I 029393 5003'59 I 107635 000000o 022501 755570 3780S6 99<.>69<4
8 2 36070 o 000000 I 039233 494240 \ 091587 000000o 022188 165327 378255 1 014547
9 2 3&6370 o 000000 I 044337 458174 942866 0000000 019567 Sal17 378047 I 127465
1O 2 366370 o 000000 I 04(;984 414764 589462 o 00000o 012371 911966 3782'50 1 296756
\I 2 366370 o 000000 I 048357 398826 318808 o 00000o 006728 Q4789S 37804S I 369131
12 2 366370 o 000000 I 049070 394499 162160 o (100000 003431 ·958809 378249 I J90951
13 2 366370 o 000000 I 049433 393072 076393 000000o 001618 961768 378044 1 397214
14 .2 366370 0000000 I 04%31 392995 030567 000000o 000648 962477 378249 1 3984'4
15 2 3663 70 o 000000 1 049730 392727 o 000000 o 00000o 000000o 962612 37804. 1 398991
J. 21 K· I L X T Z FVRR(I' U/AR[F" V/AR£F' 1l1AR[I' TITR£F' P/PR(I" ENT
I 3 108760 o 000000 o 000000 '482406 I 12S,:,s1 0000000 000000o 7471'50 3&0430 1 00009S
2 3 108760 o 000000 '5L?873 482206 1+25904 0000000 01l2e7 746740 360082 999716
3 3 108760 o 000000 778896 482648 I 128132 000000o 017017 745973 3600'2 9983224 3 108760 0000000 91E.880 482879 I 130748 000000o 020117 745573 360022 997591
5 3 108760 o 000000 9884'51 482805 : 130098 000000o 021767 '.5"'51 35~6 991629
6 3 108760 o OC'OOOO I 02"557'5 483040 I 130E.59 000000o 022466 145228 3S9975 997002
7 3 108760 o 000000 I 0.. 4830 483118 I 13190'5 000000o 023004 74'5013 3S9929 996649
8 3 108760 o 000000 I 054818 .73608 f 104569 000000o . 022<.>33 760031 3S9960 . I 024866
9 3 108760 o 000000 I 0'59999 432844 92044'5 000000o 019157 831521 3S9922 I 16?369
10 3 108760 o 000000 1 0626e.s 393488 561992 o ()OO"JOO 011839 91.782 3S'n"'..6 1 3284'50
11 3 108760 o 000000 I 064080 379878 302169 0000000 006380 947460 3SW19 I 395411$
12 3 108760 o 000000 1 064802 376040 153201 o ()O(X."OO 003242 957223 3'59955 I 41S531
13 3 108760 0 000_,30 ! 065177 374971 072038 0 000000 001_,6 95oj857 359919 ! 421043
14 3 108760 0 000000 ! C_5372 374763 026802 0 000000 000611 960485 3599_4 I 4222'88
15 3 108760 0 000000 1 065473 374680 0000000 0 060000 0 000000 960604 "_5':3_19 1 42?592
J= 22 K= I L x Y Z R/PI_F U/A_:_F V/Ai:_F W/AC_F T/TREF" P/PI_F ENT
I 3 7583=52 0 000000 0 QOOOOO 468486 1446219 0000000 0 0000100. 738443 3459cA) I
2 3 758352 0 000000 5!9==04 468385 144973 0000000 011365 73_361 345697 oJ9_6S7
3 3 758352 0 000000 78_366 468794 1470GE_ 0 000000 017302 737366 34_o68 0983_-_11
4 3 7r_33G2 0 000000 928734 468970 149469 0 000000 020460 736917 345592 997610
5 3 758352 0 000000 001231 469008 149132 0 000000 022145 7_ 345597 99751 i
6 3 758352 0 000000 038834 469331 150223 0 000000 022892 7362'=51 345546 996401
7 3 758352 0000000 058338 469176 151071 0 000000 023404 736552 345573 '396940
8 3 758352 0 000000 068455 456718 112<311 0 000000 022765 7%555 345532 I 035098
9 3 758352 0 000000 073703 413214 902117 0 O00OOO 018813 S36287 345566 I 190927
I0 3 758352 0 000000 076425 377021 544863 000GOOO O114.70 916471 34552<3 i 353857
II 3 758352 0 000000 077836 364905 2'91673 0 000,300 006162 94699_ 3455.64 1 417345
12 3 758352 0 O00G'O0 078569 361400 147723 0 0000,30 003127 9G6081 34552'8 I 436480
13 3 758352 0 000000 078948 360514 069429 0 000000 001471 9_85_ 345563 ! 441571
14 3 758352 0 000000 079145 360258 027751 0 000000 000_.,88 9=391t I 345527 I 44_9
15 3 7=..,8352 0 000000 079248 360153 0 000000 0 000000 0 O00(X)O 959222 345r-..,_,3 I 443032
J, 23 K, t L x Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AI_F T/TREF P;'PR_F [NT
! 4 222346 0 000000 0 00000(3 459347 157! !2 0 000000 0 00,.3000 732683 336556 I 000138
2 4 222346 0 000000 524240 459246 157526 0 000000 O11464 732288 33630! °J996.87
3 4 222346 0 000900 7_,159 459596 15%88 0 00o0(x) 01752'9 731594 33623.8 9'9843=3
4 4 222346 0 000000 937201 459791 161814 0 0000(30 020694 731167 3.56184 997682
5 4 222346 0 000000 010358 459853 161766 0 000000 022404 731036 336169 997450
6 4 222346 0 000000 048305 460298 163202 0 000000 023173 7,_,0265 336139 _!2
7 4 222346 0 000000 067987 459776 163310 0 000000 023661 731108 336146 997616
8 4 222346 00GO000 078196 445369 I 17201 0 000000 022891 7_4716 3:36127 043027
9 4 222346 0 000000 083491 400673 8910=31 0 000000 018603 838936 336140 209_19
tO 4 222346 0 000000 086238 366412 53451 0 DO0000 011267 917336 336123 3706941
t l 4 222346 00C_JOOO 087G63 355042 286)07 0 000000 006046 94675_ 336138 432604
12 4 222346 0 0000..30 08_3402 351773 144832 0 000000 0030_6 9_5'_37 336122 451204
13 4 222346 0 000000 088785 350925 068,353 0 000000 001442 957862 336137 456187
14 4 222346 0 000'300 08_984 35.0703 027197 0 000000 000577 958422 336122 45-7406=
15 4 222346 0 000,,300 089087 35,0680 0 000000 0 000000 0 000000 . 958529 336137 457608
e
G_N_RALiZED FOR_ES FROH DIRECT |NTEG_ATION 05" _ALL SURFACE STRESSES
0 7 2612J_,00 0 4 440_E,01 3 2614_'-04
FINAL PRINTED OUTPUT FOR TEST CASE NO. 3 FLOWFIELD DATA AT STEP 500
~'500 TIME- 165115 or••5500£-01 MAXII1U11 OELTAQ/Q- 5 24&-02AT J.K.L.N"3. 9. 9. 2
GF'L8220E-01-7.:tU'7EoOO-2.2707E.o.l-4 3906E.Ol-1 2344E-03 CW- 9773&-01
....- - .....
J. I K· I t. X y Z ,VRREF' UIAR[F' V/AREF' II/AREF' T/TREF' P/PR[F' ENT
1 -7423905 0.000000 o 000000 971593 239387 o 000000 o 000000 988S39 9£0457 I 00ססoo
2 -7.423905 o.oeoooo I 238146 972041 237476 o 000000 o 000000 .988721 951077 1 000000
3 -7.423905 0.000000 1 890353 973159 232638 o 000000 o 000000 .983176 962625 1.000000
4 -7 423905 o ooaooo 2 213475 . 974497 226720 o 000000 o 000000 989720 964479 1 00ססoo
5 -7 423905 o 000000 :! 386257 975792 2208-12 o 000000 o 000000 990246 966274 1 000000
6 -7 421905 o 000000 2 475876 9772513 214005 o 000000 o 000000 9':10840 968307 I 000000
7 -7 423905 o 000000 2522364 979256 204326 o 000000 o oooeoo 991650 971079 I o00ooo
& -7 423905 o 000000 2 545476 980755 196759 o 000000 o 000000 992257 973161 I o00ooo
9 -7 423905 o 000000 2 558382 976595 162769 o 000000 o 000000 994701 971420 I 004169
10 -7 423905 o 000000 2 5654E.9 972388 132717 o 000000 o 000000 996477 968962 I 007701
11 -7 4:.'3J05 o 000000 2 5E,G'31.1 969435 O')f,Wi6 o 000000 o 000000 998122 967615 I OlOS93
12 -7 423')05 o (100000 ;> 570',79 9(.IA!'~,a 0'Y)')52 o 000000 o 000000 9'-Y)20' %6163 I 012844
13 .. 7 0423905 o 000000 ;: 571484 964:<20 030280 o 000000 o 000000 999817 964144 I 014453
14 -7 423905 a 000000 ;( 571954 962403 01 !852 o 000000 o 000000 999972 952376 I 015418
15 -7 423905 o 000000 :2 572197 95\708 o 000000 C 000000 o 000000 1 000000 961708 1 015740
J. ! K· 2 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF' VlAREF \I.'~.R[F TITREF' P/F'REF' ENT
1 -7 423905 1 670379 o 000000 972008 237614 o 000000 o 000000 .988708 961032 1.00ססOO
2 -7 423905 I 670379 1 238146 972452 235709 o 000000 o 000000 988888 .961646 I 000000
3 -7 423905 1 670379 I 880363 9735'39 230884 o 000000 o 000000 989339 963179 I 000000
4 -7 423905 1 670379 2 21 3~7S 974883 224983 o 000000 o 000000 989B76 .965014 I 000000
5 -7 423905 1 670379 2 385257 976164 219128 o 000000 o 000000 . 990397 966790 I OOCOOO
6 -7 423905 I 670379 2 475B78 977610 212329 o 000000 o 000000 990983 .968796 i 000000
7 -7 423905 1 670379 2 522364 979578 202725 o 000000 o 000000 991781 971526 I 00ססoo
8 -7 423905 I 670379 2 54f,475 981031 195336 o 000000 o 000000 9';2369 973545 I 000000
9 -7.423905 1 670379 2 558'~82 976791 161535 o 000000 o 000000 994761 .971694 I 004169
10 - 7.423905 1 670379 ;2 56'S469 972505 131604 o 000000 o 000000 996526 .969127 1007701
11 -7 423905 , 670379 2 568834 969489 096320 o 000000 o 000000 998144 967690 1010593
12 ·7 423905 1 670379 2 570579 966875 059671 o 000000 o 000000 999288 966186 1.012844
13 -7 423905 I 670379 2 571484 964323 030i84 o 000000· o 000000 .999818 .964147 1 014453
14 -7 423905 1 670379 2 571954 962403 011827 o 000000 o 000000 999972 .962376 I 015418
15 -7.423905 1 670379 2 572197 961706 o QOOOOO o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 961708 1015740
J. I K· :3 L x y Z R/RREF WAREF VIAREF W/AREF TITREI" P/PRE_ ENT
I -7 423905 3 246102 o 000000 973394 231608 b 000000 o 000000 983272 962:1'51 1.00ססOO
2 -7 423905 3 245102 1 236146 973826 229706 o 000000 o 000000 989447 .9635,(9 i 00ססoo
3 -7 423905 3 245102 1 860363 974904 224891 o 000000 0000000 989885. 96'5042 1.000000
4 -7 423905 3 246102 2 213475 976189 219012 o 000000 o 000000 990~07 966824 1.000000
5 -7 423905 3 246102 2.386257 977426 213207 o 000000 o 000000 990909 968540 1.000000
6 -7 '''3905 3 245102 2 4752>78 978S10 20&527 o 000000 o 000000 991<169 970460 1 000000
7 -7 423905 3 246102 2 522364 980678 197156 o 000000 o 000000 932226 .973054 I 000000
8 ·7 423905 3 246102 2 545476 981983 190344 0000000 o OOOOCO .99<?754 .974867 1.000000
9 -7 423905 3 245102 2 558)82 977479 15714.0 0000000 o 000000 .995061 972652 I 004169
1O -7 423905 3 246102 2 565469 . 972(130 128462 o OOOOOi o 000000 9%699 95-:1719 I 007701
11 -7 423':'05 3 246102 2 568834 969695 094096 o 000000 o 000000 999229 967978 1010593
12 -7 423905 3 246102 2 570579 96694) 058476 o 000000 o 000000 999316 .966282 I 012844
13 -7 423905 3 246102 2 571484 964337 029702 o 000000 o 000000 999824 964167 . 1.014453
14 -7 423905 3 246102 2 571954 962405 0116.78 o 000000 o 000000 999973 .962379 1.015418
15 -7.J23905 3 246102 2 572197 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.000000 961708 1.015740
J= 1 K· 4 L X y Z R/RREF' U/ARE:F V/AREF W/AQEF T/iREF P/~EF' ENT
1 -7 423905 3 555807 o 000000 975918 220265 o 000000 o 000000 9'3»297 966448 I 00ססoo
2 -7 423905 3 555807 I 238;46 976334 2:8339 o 000000 o 000000 990466 967025 1 000000
3 -7 423905 3 555807 1. 880363 977370 213476 o 000000 o 000000 990986 .968~61 100ססoo
4 -7.423905 3 555807 2 213475 978597 207568 o 000000 o 000000 991383 970164 1 00ססoo
5 -7 423905 3 555807 2 386257 979759 20!815 o 000000 o OOCOOO 991854 971778 1.000000
6 -7 423905 3 555807 2 475878 981031 195337 o 000000 a 000000 992369 .973544 1.00ססoo
7 -7 423905 3.555807 2 522364 982723 186371 o 000000 o 000000 993053 9758% I 00ססoo
8 -7 423905 3 555807 2 546476 383775 180581 o 000000 o 000000 993478 977359 1.00ססoo
9 -7 423905 3.555.307 2 556982 978806 148302 o 000000 o 000000 .995601 .974500 1.004169
10 -7 423905 3555807 2 565469 973787 121436 o OQOOOO o 000000 997051 970915 1.007701
11 ·7 423905 3.555807 2 568834 970142 08?068 o 000000 o 000000 998413 .96861>3 10.10593
12 -7.423905 J 555807 2 570579 967111 055436 o 000000 o 000000 .999385 .966.16 1012844
13 -7.423905 3.555807 2 571484 964378 028250 o OOCOOO o 000000 .999840 .964224 I 014453
14 -7.423905 3555807 2 571954 .962411 011174 o 000000 o 000000 .999975 .962386 I 015418
15 -7.423905 3 005807 2 572197 961708 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 I 000000 :961708 1.015740
J. I K· 5 L X 'i' Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF IJ/AREF T/TREF P/PR[F ENT
I -7.423900 3 609714 o 000000 978232 209343 o 000000 o 000000 991235 .969657 1.00000o
2 -7.423905 3 659714 1 238146 978626 207425 o 000000 o 000000 .991395 .970205 1 000000
3 -7.423905 3 659714 1 880363 979602 202605 o 000000 o 000000 991790 .971559 I 000000
"
-7 423905 3 659714 2 213475 980742 196826 o 000000 o 000000 992252 .973143 I 000000
5 -7.423905 3 659714 2 386257 981790 1913.64 o 000000 o 000000 .992676 .974600 1.000000
6 -7 423905 3 659714 2 475878 982892 185457 o 000000 o 000000 .993121 .976130 I 000000
7 -7 423905 3.659714 2 522364 984333 177435 o 000000 o 000000 .993703 .978135 I 000000
8 -7.423905 3 659714 2 546476 985099 173022 o 000000 a 000000 994013 979201 I 000000
9 -7 423905 3 659714 2 558"?82 979817 141198 o 000000 o 000000 996013 975910 1004169
10 -7 423905 3 659714 2565469 974486 11'5392 o 000000 o 000000 997337 .971891 I 007701
II -7 423905 3 659714 2 568834 970516 084643 o 000000 o 000000 998567 .969125 1 010593
12 -7 423905 3659714 2 570579 967245 '052862 0·000000 o oonooo 999441 966705 1.012844
13 -7 423905 3659714 2 571<184 964410 027040 o 000000 o 000000 999854 964269 I 014453
14 -7 423905 3 659714 2 571954 962417 010594 o 000000 0000000 999978 .962395 I 015418
15 -7 423905 3 659714 2 572197 961708 o 000000 o 000000 a 000000 I 000000 .961708 I 015740
J. I K· 6 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF" IJ/AREF" T/TREF" PIPhEr ENT
1 -7 423905 3 694574 o 000000 972507 165734 o 000000 o 000000 994506 .967165 I 005658
2 -7 423905 3 69<1574 1 238145 972829 163734 o 000000 o 000000 .994638 .967613 1.005658
3 -7.423905 3 694574 I 880363 973615 158756 o 000000 o 000000 994959 .968707 1 005658
4 -7 423905 3 694574 2 213475 974503 152933 o 000000 o 000000 .. 995322 .969944 I 005658
5 -7 423~05 3 694574 2 386257 975269 147726 o 000000 o 000000 .995635 .971013 1.005658
6 -7 423905 3 694574 2 475878 976013 142498 o 000000 o 000000 995939 972049 I 005658
7 -7 423905 3 694574 2 522364 976966 135501 . 0 000000 o 000000 996328 .973379 I 005658
8 -7 423905 3 694574 2 546476 977514 J31315 o 000000 o 000000 996551 974143 I 005658
9 -7.423905 3 694574 2 558982 973760 108105 o 000000 o 000000 997653 971484 I 008330
10 -7 423905 3 694574 2 565469 970124 089280 o 000000 o 000000 998406 968577 1.010593
11 ·7 423905 3 694574 2 568634 967453 06%79 o 000000 o 000000 999137 .966628 I 012445
12 -7 423905 3 694574 2 570579 965293 041137 o 000000 o 000000 999662 964967 I 013886
13 -7 423905 3 694574 2 571484 963442 021346 o 000000 o 000000 999909 .963354 1014916
14 -7 423905 3 694574 2 571954 962160 008706 o 000000 o 000000 999985 962145 I 015534
15 -7 423905 3 694574 2 572197 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 000000 961708 1015740
J. 1 K· 7 L X Y Z R/RREF UIAREF" VIAR£F IJ/AREF T/TREr p/PR[r ENT
1 -7.423905 3.706270 o 000000 967388 127310 o 000000 o 000000 996758 .964252 1.010066
2 -7 423905 3 706270 1. 238 i 45 967517 125444 o 000000 o 000000 996853 .964572 1010066
3 -7.423905 3 706270 1 880363 968162 120885 o 000000 o 000000 .997077 965333 1010066
4 -7 423905 3.706270 2 213~75 968749 115782 o 000000 o 000000 997319 966151 I 010066
5 -7 423905 3 706270 2 386257 969210 111608 o 000000 o 000000 .997509 .%6795 1 010066
6 -7 423905 3 70627Q 2 475878 969606 107893 o 000000 o 000000 997672 .967348 I 010066
7 -7 423905 3 706270 2 522364 970105 103022 o 000000 o 000000 997877 968046 1.010066
8 -7 423905 3 706270 2 546476 970444 099577 o 000000 o 000000 .998017 .968520 1 010066
9 -7 423905 3 7Q6270 2 558982 968280 083328 o 000000 o 000000 99861 I .966935 1011570
10 -7 423905 3 706270 2 565469 966291 069044 o 000000 o 000000 999047 965370 1 012844
It -7 423905 3 706270 2 568834 964855 050994 a 000000 o 000000 999480 .964353 I 013886
12 -7 423905 3 706270 2 570579 963676 032382 o 000000 o 000000 999790 963474 1.014697
13 -7 423905 3 706270 2 571~S4 962664 017164 o 000000 o 000000 .999941 .962608 I 015277
14 -7 423905 3 706270 2 571954 96 J958 007071 a 000000 0000000 .999990 .961949 1.015624
15 -7 423905 3 706270 2 572197 961708 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 I 000000 961708 1 015740
J. I K. 8 L X y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREI'" IJ/AREF" TITREI'" P/PR[F' ENT
I -7 423905 3 710194 o 000000 964645 079587 o 000000 o 000000 .998733 .963423 1013217
2 -7 423905 3 710194 1 238146 96H60 078078 o 000000 o 000000 .998781 963583 I 013217
3 -7 423905 3 710194 1 880363 965023 074509 o 000000 o 000000 998890 .963951 1013217
4 -7 423905 3 710194 2 213475 965283 07079'5 o 000000 o 000000 .998998 .964316 1 013217
5 -7 423905 3 710194 2 386257 965461 068148 o 000000 o 000000 999071 964564 1.013217
6 -7.423905 3 710194 2 475878 965590 066156 o 000000 o 000000 999125 .964745 1 013217
•
.)
7 -7 423905 3 710194 2 522354 965754 063544 o o00ooo 000ססoo 999192 96;(974 1 013217
8 -7 423905 3 710194 2 545476 %5977 061508 o 00(1)00 o OOCOOO 999243 965146 1 013217
9 -7 423905 37!0194 2 55g~92 964792 052258 o 000000 o (l('/ff.A> 999454 964265 1 013886
10 ·7 423905 3 7101S4 2 5&5459 %3846 043603 o 000000 o 000000 99%/0 963479 1 014453
11 ·7 423%5 3 710194 2 563834 963154 032469 O·ooCOOO o o00ooo 999789 962951 1 014916
12 .7 423%5 3 710194 2 570579 962593 021060 o 000000 o ooCOOO 99991 I 96307 1 015277
13 ·7 423905 3 710194 2 571484 %2132 011563 0000000 o 000000 999973 962106 1 01553;(
1"4 ·7 423'305 3 710194 2 5719'54 961S1S 004934 o 000000 o 000000 99999S 961814 1 015689
15 ·7 423905 3 110194 2 572197 961708 o 000000 o 00ססoo 0000ooo 10w000 961708 1 0157;(0
Jo 1 Ko .9 L X Y. Z R/RP.EF" \J/AREF" V/AREF" \/1AREF" T/TREF" P/PREJ" ENT
1 ·7 423905 3 711511 o 000000 %2716 031815 o 000000 o OOJOOO 999798 961521 1 0!5109
:< ·7 423905 3 711511 I 238145 962740 031002 o 000000 o ססoo00 999808 961555 1015109
3 -7 423905 3 711511 i ee0353 %2793 0291'l7 o 000000 o 000000 999830 962629 1 015109
4 -7 423905 3 711511 2213475 %2838 027536 o OOOOCO o OOCOOO 999848 962692 1 015109
5 ·7 423905 3 7J 1511 2 38S2S7 9628€,2 026621 o 000000 o 000000 999858 .96272& 1 015109
6 -7 423905 3 711511 ;> 47':>878 9£2875 026101 o 000000 o 000000 99980~ 9627~4 I 015109
7 -7 423905 3 711511 2 522364 952294 025355 o 000000 0000000 999871 962770 1 015109
8 -7 423905 3 711511 2 54&476 9U910 024562 o 000000 0000000 999878 962793 1 015109
9 ·7 423905 3 71 iSH 2 5S~9'32 %2581 021629 o 000000 0000000 999906 962491 1 015277
10 -7 423905 3 711511 ;> 56':4:;9 962306 018494 o 000000 0000000 999932 962240 1 015418
II -7 423905 3 711511 2 56."'!834 9f..,~'O;?9 014234 o 000000 0000000 999"1S9 %2060 1 015534
12 -7 "n'X)':) 3 711511 2 S7,Y,19 "IF,:,})7 00970S o OGOOOO o 000000 'J')?')(l I %1?19 1 OIY.;24
l3 ·7 V J<)()5 ;) 711511 ;> 5714'34 961814 OO~lOa o 000000 o 000000 999,)?3 961808 I 015089
14 ·7 423905 3711511 ;> 571 9'34 9611)5 002609 o 000000 o 000000 999999 961734 1 015721
15 ·7 423905 3 711511 ;> 572197 961708 o 000000 o 0ססoo0 o o00ooo 1 o00ooo 961708 1 015740
Jo I 1<0 10 L X '( Z R/RP[F" U/AREF V/ARH" II/AREF" TITRE;' P/PP.EI'"" ENT
1 -7 423905 3 711952 o 000000 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o (}Y.)QOO 1 o00ooo 961708 I 015740
2 ·7 423905 3 711952 1 238146 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o o00ooo 1 00ססoo 961708 1 015140
3 ·1 42390'3 3 7! 1952 1 880363 %,708 o 000000 o 000000 o orveooo 1 000000 961708 I 015740
.4 ·7 423905 3 711952 2 213475 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I o00ooo %1708 1 015740
5 -7 423905 3 71i9~·2 2 :;-85257 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 COOOOO 961708 1 015740
6 -7 423905 3 71 i9':,2 2 475878 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o 0')0000 I ססoo00 961708 I 015740
7 -7 423905 3 711952 2 ':·2236~ 961708 o 000000 o 000000 ·0000000 1 000000 961708 1 015740
8 -7 423905 3 711952 2 54&476 %1709 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 i o00ooo %1708 1 015740
9 ·7 423905 3 711952 2 558982 961708 o 000000 o 000000 o 00ססoo 1 o00ooo 961708 I 015740
10 ·7 423905 3 711952 2 56";469 961708 o 000000 o 000000 000ססoo 1 o00ooo 961708 1 015740
11 -7 423905 3 71 !952 2 56B834 96! 708 o 000000 o 000000 o 00ססoo 1 OCOOOOO 961708 1 0157;(0
12 -7423905 3 711952 2 570579 961708 o 000000 o 000000 000ססoo I 00ססoo 96!108 1 015740
13 -7 423905 3 711952 2 571484 961708 o 000000 o 000000 0·00ססoo I o00ooo 961708 I 015740
14 -7 423905 3 711952 .2 5719'54 961708 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 I 00ססoo 961708 1 ·015740
15 -7 423905 3 711952 2 572197 %1708 o 000000 o 000000 000ססoo I o00ooo . %1708 1 0157.0:0
[
l J. 2 K· \ L X Y Z R/RR£f" U/AREI' Y/Ap£F" II/AREF" TITREI'"" P/PP(F' ENT
i 1 ·6 310319 o 000000 o 000000 964885 241392 o 000000 0000ooo 984113 949'555 998285
I
.2 -6 310319 o OOGOOO 1 238145 %5357 239291 o 000000 000371 98429\ 9S0192 998271
3 ·6 310319 o 000000 1 880363 966410 234132 o OO'"JOOO 000177 984686 951611 998236
4 "6 310319 o 000000 2 213475 967630 228122 o oorJOOO 001029 98S166 953276 998218
5 -6 310319 o 000000 2 38(.2'57 9M3 I I 22246;( 0000000 000761 - 985767 955121 998300
6 -6 310319 o 000000 :< 47':378 96?85S 216310 0ססoo00 0004QS 986462 9'".-6725 99861"
7 -6 310319 o 0000('0 2 522364 %9300 207516 o 000000 000153 987200 957387 999383
8 ·6 310319 o 00(;000 2 54f,476 %9151 192954 o 000000 000167 98SS15 95S020 1 000982
9 -6 310319 o 000000 2 558982 %7203 167991 o 000000 000119 990505 958019 1 003806
10 -6 310319 0000000 2 56S469 965171 134957 o 000000 ססoo57 992'30S 958323 I 007085
II -6 310319 o 000000 .2 568834 %3078 096941 o 000000 ססoo39 9')4881 958148 1 0Q99$6
12 -6 310319 o 000000 2 570579 %1972 059736 o 000000 000021 9962'55 958369 1 011815
·13 ·6 310319 o 000000 2 571484 %1240 030567 o 000000 ססoo11 996798 958162 I 012686
14 -6 310319 o 000000 2 5119'54 %1266 012315 o ססoo00 0ססoo4 996990 958372 1 012869
15 -6 310319 o 000000 2 572197 961026 o 000000 0·o00ooo 0000ooo 997021 958163 t 013002
Jo 2 Ko 2 L X y Z R/PPEF" U/AREF" V/AP:f.f' II/AREI' TITREI'"" p/Pfl(r ENT
1 ·6 310319 I 670379 o 000000 %4Cj24 239789 • 000379 o 00ססoo 904222 44%99 998379
2 -6 310319 1 670379 I 238146 %'5386 237697 - 000359 000359 9843'37 950323 998366
3 -6 310319 I 670379 , 8'3,,363 966413 232557 - 000300 000781 984785 9S170g 998335
4 -6 310319 I 670379 2 213475 967608 226567 • 000217 001039 9852'59 953344 998322
-5
-S 310319 I 670379 2 38E·257 966877 220924 • 000131 000774 985859 955177 998406
6 ·6 3103 19 I 670379 2 475878 %9816 214799 • 000055 000409 986551 9'56774 998720
7 -6 310319 1 670379 :2 522364 %9760 206069 000013 000156 9874'83 957428 999484
8 -6 310319 I 670379 :2 54(,476 %')119 191632 000077 000169 988590 ~J I 001072
9 ·6 310319 J 670379 2 558982 967181 166864 000142 000120 990SM 958057 1 003877
10 -6 310319 I 670379 :2 %5459 965166 134101 000196 000057 99nso 9S836 1 I 007133
11 -6 310319 I 670379 2 568834 963034 096395 000215 000040 994913 958185 I 009996
12 -6 310319 1 670379 2 570579 961986 059466 000177 ססoo21 996290 958408 1 011845
13 ·6 310319 1670379 2 571484 961254 030465 000103 ססoo11 996821 958199 I 012703
14 ·6 310319 I 670379 2571954 961283 012283 000042 0ססoo5 997013 9'58411 1 012885
IS ·6 310319 I 67037:l 2 572197 961040 o 000000 0000000 0000ooo 997044 958199 1 013019
J. 2 K· 3 L X y Z R/RPEF U/AREF V/AP£.F ll/AqrF" TITRE!" p/PR(I'" ENT
I -6 310319 3 246102 o 000000 %4953 234398 - 000579 0000000 934583 950076 998734
2 -6 310319 3 246102 I 238146 %5394 232314 - 000£53 000325 984754 950676 99872'5
3 -6 310319 3 246102 I 680363 9&5361 227197 • 000573 000734 98'5127 9'5 19S8 998704
4 -6 310319 3 246102 2 213475 %7472 221237 • 000437 001022 985579 9'53520 998703
5 -6 310319 3 246102 2 38f,257 %86(31 215635 - 000275 000778 g86163 9'55278 99879'5
6 -6 310319 3 246102 2 475878 969596 209603 - 000125 000417 966B43 956839 999106
7 -6 310319 3 :246102 2 522364 %953(, 201090 000002 000162 987554 9'57469 9998SO
8 ·6 310319 3246102 2 '546476 %8')21 187058 000117 000175 988828 9'5809'5 1 00139'5
9 -6 310319 3 246102 2 552982 967023 162911 000228 000124 9907'54 9'58082 1 0(,4132
10 -6 310319 3 24eil02 2 '56':,469 %~,O65 131017 000317 0OO05g 993003 9583B9 I 007309
II -6 310319 3 24£.102 2 568834 %3027 094330 000345 000041 9g499S SS8207 1 010103
12 -6 310319 3 246102 2 570'579 %1960 0'58345 000281 000021 9%335 958435 1 011911
13 -6 310319 3 24610.2 2 571484 %1234 029381 000164 000012 9%865 9'58221 1 012756
14 ·6 310319 3 246102 .2 571954 %1.269 012112 000068 000005 997055 9S8438 1 012934
15 -6 310319 3 246102 .2 572197 961023 o 000000 o 000000 0000ooo 997086 9'5a222 1 013069
J. 2 K. 4 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREI'" VOREI'" ll/"R(I'" TlTFl(1'" P/PR(F" ENT
.. 1 -6 310319 3 555807 o 000000 964587 223731 - 000766 0000000 985247 9'50357 999S59
2 -6 310319 3 5S5807 1 23SI~6 %5026 221626 - 000757 000154 985423 9'50960 999556
3 -6 310319 3 555.'307 I 880363 96:;;964 216467 - 000703 000480 985000 952246 _999550
4 -6 310319 3 555807 2 213475 966983 210488 - 000'563 000807 986230 953668 999564
5 -6 310319 3 555807 2 386257 %8072 204938 - 000349 000668 986773 9'55267 999664
6 -6 310319 3555807 2 475878 %8'313 199099 • 000125 000386 98741 I 9'56716 999963
7 -6 310319 3 555807 2 522364 %8845 191018 000066 000156 988074 9'57290 1 000663
8 ·6 310319 3 55·5807 2 546476 %8280 177766 000223 000180 989276 9'5789'5 1 002114
9 -6 310319 3 555807 2 558982 %6476 154773 000356 000128 991092 957867 1 004703
10 ·6 310319 3 55::'807 2 51;·5469 %4641 124497 0004.53 000061 993296 9'58174 1 007703
11 ·6 310319 3 555807 2 56£:834 962709 089746 000473 000042 gg<509'5 9'57987 1 0103~7
12 -6 310319 3 55';307 2 570579 961713 055652 000391 000021 995365 9'58217 I 012047
13 -6 310319 3 555807 2 571484 961010 028690 000244 000011 996868 958000 1 012853
14 -6 310319 3 555807 2 571954 %1055 011619 000110 000004 997050 958220 I 013019
15 -6 310319 3 555807 2 572197 9waoe; o 000000 o 000000 000ססoo 997080 9'58000 1 013154
.,i. 2 K. 5 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AFl(1'" V/AREI'" Ii/AREI'" T/TREF" P/PR(f" ENT
I ·6 310319 3 659714 o 000000 %3742 205551 • OOOlOI 0000000 986531 9'50761 1 001213
2 -6 310319 3 659714 I 238146 964187 203404 • 000099 • 000181 986715 9'51378 1 001214
3 -6 310319 3 659714 I 880363 %5138 198160 • 000078 • 000075 987107 9'5269'5 I 001.218
4 -5 310319 3 659714 2 213475 96':'149 192146 000001 000218 987545 9'54115 I 001242
5 -6 310319 3 659714 2 386257 967192 185715 000153 000211 986067 9'55650 1001340
6 ·6 310319 3 659714 2 475878 967974 181244 000367 000124 988654 9'56991 1 001611
7 -6 310319 3 659714 2 522364 957899 173909 000592 000047 989235 957479 1 002230
8 -6 310319 3 659714 2 546476 96/421 1-61953 000805 000147 990304 9'58041 1 003511
9 ·6 310319 3 659714 2 5':'8)82 %5804 140927 00093g 000125 991908 9'57989 1 OOSSIO
10 -.6 310319 3 659714 2 565469 96.4203 113340 001044 000064 993865 958288 I 008463
"
·6 310319 3659714 2 568834 %2482 081780 001040 ססoo46 99'5443 _9'5809'5 1 010786
12 -6 310319 3 059714 2 570579 961622 050848 000960 000024 996573 9S8326 I 012295
• 13 -6 310319 36S97!4 2 571484 960975 026316 000742 ססoo12 997016 9'"'..8107 1 013018
14 ·6 310319 3 659714 2 571954 961037 010687 000428 0ססoo4 997182 958329 I 013161
15 -6 310319 3 659714 2 572197 960790 o 000000 0000000 0000ooo 997208 .958108 1013292
J. 2 K· 6 L X y Z R/RflEF U/AFl(F V/Afl(F Ii/AItEF TITREF" P/PR(f" ENT
-)
.;
I ·6 310319 3 694574 o 000000 961126 173426 000001 000000o 988621 9'50190 1 004426
2 -6 310319 3 694574 I 238146 961564 ,171264 000003 - 000602 988798 ,950792 1 004422
3 -6 310319 3 694574 I 880363 962500 ' 166022 000015 - 000900 989175 952081 1 004414
4 -6 310319 3 694574 :2 213475 963516 160136 000048 - 000745 989595 953490 1 004417
5 -6 310319 3 694574 2 386257 964592 155074 000109 - 000701 990104 955046 I 004484
6 -6 310319 3 694574 2 475878 965414 150313 000203 • 000605 990653 956391 I 004699
7 -6 310319 3 694574 :2 522364 965406 144169 000346 - 000420 991138 956851 I 005194
8 -6 310319 3 694574 :2 5464/6 9650fl5 134262 000569 • 000146 991986 957351 I 006188
9 "6 310319 3 (,94574 :2 558')82 %3872 11708S 000731 • 000039 993188 957305 I 007914
10 ·6 310319 3 694574 2 56~4E.9 962705 094403 000662 • 000014 994603 957567 I 00990
II -6 310319 3 694574 2 568334 961402 068309 000871 000007 995835 957397 1 011638
12 -6 310319 3 694574 :2 570579 950786 042691 000829 000009 996683 957599 I 012760
1:' -6 310319 3 694574 :2 571484 960283 022292 000553 000007 997005 957407 I 013298
14 -6 3.lO319 3 694574 2 571954 960359 009131 00037$ 000004 997128 957601 1 013392
15 -6 310319 3 694574 2 572197 960146 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997148 957407 1 013502
J. 2 K= 7 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF Vo.PEF \//AR£F TITR£F' P/PR(F' ENT
1 -6 310319 3 70€270 o 000000 959046 130154 - 000027 0000000 991368 950767 1 008090
2 -6 3!0319 3 706270 1 238146 959'503 128123 • 000026 - 001157 991537 951383 I 008069
3 -6 310319 3 705270 ! B80363 960496 .123274 - 000021 - 001770 991892 952698 I 008017
4 -6 310319 3 706270 :2 213475 961543 118040 - 000009 - 001603 992277 954! 17 1 007965
5 -6 310319 3 706270 :2 386257 962&39 113887 000014 - 001783 992740 955650 I 007976
6 -6 310319 3 706270 :2 47%78 963::'03 110368 COO047 - 001617 993236 956986 1 008118
7 -6 310319 3 70&270 :2 522}&4 9'}3&01 106039 0000% - 001289 993624 957457 I 008471
8 -6 310319 3 706270 2 546476 9&jS(i5 099020 000192 - 000759 994246 957961 I 009142
9 -6 310319 3 706270 :2 5~,8',e2 96~'('96 086818 000320 • 000392 994997 957880 I 010244
10 -6 310319 3 706270 2 5&5469 962035 070439 000470 - 000174 995956 ,958144 1 011495
11 -6 310319 3 706270 2 568834 961158 051365 000536 • 000063 996604 957951 1 0'12S84
12 -6 310319 3 706270 :2 570579 960844 032504 000549 - 000017 997216 .958168 I 013277
13 -6 310319 3 706270 2 571484 960461 017283 000474 000000 99739.4 9579'58 1 0!3519
14 -6 310319 3 706270 2 571954 960592 007190 000287 000004 997478 958170 I 013650
15 -6 310319 3 70627') 2 572197 960370 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997489 9579'58 I 013754
J. 2 K· 8 L X Y Z RIRRET U/APEF V/AR£F \//APEF T/TREF P/Pfl'EF' ENT
I -6 310319 3 710194 o 000000 956687 079246 - 000000 o 000000 993211 950193 1 010959
2 -6 310319 3 710194 I 238146 957152 077653 000000 - 001311 993359 950795 I 010913
3 -6 310319 3 710194 1 860363 9S81S6 073959 000002 - 002102 993662 952083 I 010797
4 -6 310319 3 710194 2 213475 959250 070237 000006 - 002332 993998 953492 1 010678
5 -6 310319 3 710194 :2 386257 950396 067642 000012 - 002490 994430 955047 I 010634
6 ·6 310319 3 710194 2 475878 951298 065744 000020 - 002431 994894 955389 1 010726
7 -6 310319 3 710194 2 522364 961454 063494 000033 - 002130 995209 gc.hS49 I 010981
8 -6 310319 3 710194 2 546476 961513 059716 00C052 - 001591 99S005 957345 1 011419
9 -6 310319 3 7!0194 2 S~,8,)82 '361044 052936 OOOiOO - 001064 996095 957292 1 0120'54
10 -6 310319 3 710194, 2 5C5469 91;0750 043536 000168 - 000589 996654 957535 I 012745
II -6 310319 3 710194 2 SC8034 960226 032295 000239 • 000276 997013 957358 1 013331
12 -6 310::;19 3 710194 :2 570S79 %0123 020987 000261 - 000111 997325 957555 1 013592
13 -6 310319 3 710194 :2 571484 959860 011573 000215 - 000029 997398 957363 I 013877
14 -6 3103;9 3 710194 2 571954 960007 004968 000136 - 000002 997447 957556 1 013865
15 -6 310319 3 710194 2 572197 959809 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997452 ,957363 I 013953
J= 2 K· 9 L X y Z Fl/RREF U/AREF' V/APEF 'JIAREF TlTR£F P/Pfl(F" ENT
I -6 310319 3711511 o 000000 9S€-277 032124 - 000001 o 000000 994238 9"'..>0767 I 012178
2 -6 310319 3 711'511 1 238146 9'".>6 764 031301 - 000000 - 000825 99.\375 951383 1 012112
3 -6 310319 3 71 ISII 1 880363 957816 029478 000001 - 001381 ~'94656 952698 I 011952
4 -6 310319 3 711511 :2 213475 9Se-9ol2 027831 000002 • 001668' 934968 954116 I 011794
5 -6 310319 3 711511 2 366257 960085 025894 000005 • 001994 9~380 9556SO 1011731
6 -6 310319 3 711511 2 475878 960990 026330 000007 • 002128 9'35833 956986 I 011810
7 -6 310319 3 711511 2 522364 961176 025649 000007 • 002016 9')6130 957456 1 01203.
8 -6 310319 3 711511 2 546475 961301 024389 000008 • 001514 S9652'5 9'57961 I 012382
9 -6 310319 3711511 2 558982 9&0946 021999 000007
- 001202 ~eo9 957679 101262'J
10 -6 310319 3 711511 2 '5ES459 960336 018557 000008 - COO775 9':17196 9"'.>8142 I 0132',0
11 -6 310319 3 711511 2 5E8334 960453 014246 000007 - 000400 997391 957948 I OI3f.20
12 -6 310319 3 711511 2 570'579 960467 009702 000008 - 000146 997601 SC.>8163 1 013327
13 ·6 310319 3 711511 2 571484 960239 005701 000007 - 000044 997618 9579S2 I 01)941
14 ·6 310319 3 711511 2 571954 960418 002600 000008 000004 997652 9581.64 I 013900
15 -6.310319 3.711511 2 572197 960205 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 997653 .957951 1 013990
J. 2 K. 10 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/Ap(F lilAREF T/TREF P/PR(F ENT
1 -6 310319 3 711952 o 000000 955571 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 9'34371 950193 1 012612
2 -6 310319 3 711952 I 238146 956049 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 994504 950795 1 012546
3 -6 310319 3 711952 I 880363 957082 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 994777 .952083 1 01238f'
4 -6.310319 3 711952 2 213475 958204 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 99S083 953492 I 012223
5 -6 310319 3 711952 2 386257 959368 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 995495 955047 1 012150
6 -6 310319 3 711952 2 475876 960282 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 995946 956390 1 012223
7 -6 310319 3 711952 2 522364 960463 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 996238 .956849 I 012444
8 -6 310319 3 711952 2 546476 960'092 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 996622 .~7347 1 012779
9 -6 310319 3 711952 2 558392 9602'35 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 996887 '957295 1 013178
Ie. -6 310319 3 711952 2 565469 960188 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997243 957540 I OI358l
II ·6 310319 3 711952 2 568834 959845 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997415 957363 1 013900
12 -6 310319 3 711952 2 :'70579 959857 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997605 957559 I 014089
13 -6 310319 3 711952 2 571484 959652 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 997615 957363 1 OI<l!J86
14 -6 310319 3 711952 2 571954 959817 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997644 357556 I 014146
15 -6 310319 3 711952 2 572197 960011 o COOOOO o 000000 0000000 997648 957754 1 014068
J. 3 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF IflAREF TITRE. P/PR(F ENT
1 -5 196733 o 000000 o 000000 961332 245792 o 000000 o 000000 981526 943572 997132
2 -5 195733 o 006000 1 238146 %2744 242184 o 000000 - 006847 982137 945546 997166
3 -5 196733 o 000000 I 880363 964753 233272 o 000000 - 010556 983064 948414 997276
4 -5 196733 o 000000 2 213475 963956 222808 0·000000 - 009342 982971 947541 997512
5 ·5 196733 o 000000 2 386257 961277 213037 o 000000 - 005784 982346 944307 997988
6 -5 196733 o 000000 2 475878 959307 203484 o 000000 - 003348 982425 942448 998887
7 -5 196733 o 000000 2 522364 957391 192027 o 000000 - 001798 983139 941249 1 000413
8 -5 196733 o 000000 2 546476 955405 175472 o 000000 - 000917 984562 940656 I 002693
9 -5 196733 o 000000 2 <;58982 953267 152411 o 000000 - 000463 986445 940346 1 005512
10 -5 196733 o 000000 2 5E,5469 951049 120995 o 000000 - 000229 988638 940244 1 008687-
II -5 196733 o 000000 2 558834 949123 08.1457 o 000000 - 000111 990577 940180 1011484
12 -5 196733 o 000000 2 570579 947993 049611 o 000000 - 000052 991767 940188 I 013182
13 -5 196733 o 000000 2 57;484 947569 023915 o 000000 - 000022 992187 940165 1 013792
14 -5 196733 o 000000 2 571954 947511 009209 o 000000 - 000008 992269 940185 1 013901
15 -5 196733 o 000000 2 572197 947477 o 000000 o 000000· 0 000000 992282 940165 I 013930
J. 3 K· 2 L X Y Z R/AREF . U/AREF VIIIREF II/ARf:i T/JREF P/PREF ENT
1 -5 196733 I 670379 o 000000 961120 244202 - 000242 o 01;<>000 981539 943472 997334
2 -5 1.96733 1 670379· I 238146 962507 240618 • 000167 • V06805 982240 945413 997370
3 -5 196733 1 670379 1 880363 964.464 231767 000037 - 010470 983149 948212 997482
4 -5 196733 I 670379 2 21:3475 963645 221370 000313 -. 009250 983050 .947311 997720
5 -5 196733 1 670379 2 386257 950992 211654 000592 - 005732 982435 944111 998196
6 -5 196733 1 670379 2 475878 9S9042 202159 000834 - 003322 982516 942274 999089
7 -5 195733 I 670379 2 522354 957140 190786 001034 • 001784 983220 941079 1 000600
8 -5 196733 r 670379 2 546476 95'5178 174363 001193 - 000911 984629 940496 1 002850
9 -5 196733 I 670379 2 558982 953063 151506 001308 • 000460 986486 940184 I 005640
10 -5 196733 I 670379 2 565469 950876 120354 001341 - 000228 988653 940086 I 008775
II -5 196733 I 670379 2 '568634 948969 084107 001227 - 000111 990567 940018 I 011540
12 ·5 196733 I 670379 2 570579 94 W':·':) 049497 000930 • 000052 991746 940031 1 013220
13 -5 196733 1 670379 2 571484 .947431 023916 000543 • 000022 992161 940004 I· 013825
14 ·5 196733 I 670379 2 571954 947377 009227 000229 - 000008 9.92243 940028 1 013932
15 -5 !96733 1 670379 2 572197 947339 o 000000 o t)()OOOO o 000000 :992256 940003 1013962
J. 3 K' 3 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AR[F II/AREF T/TREF" P/PP(F tNT
1 ·5 196733 3 246102 o 000000 960479 238641 --000404 ·0000000 982073 943260 990041
2 -5 196733 3 245102 I 239146 961820 235107 • 000306 - 006787 982659 9451.41 .998080
3 -5 196733 3 246102 I 880363 9£3658 226391 - 000014 - 010373 983527 947784 998199
4 -5 196733 3 246.102 2 213475 962746 216173 000428 - 009086 983394 946759 _998442
5 -5 196733 3 246102 2 386257 960121 206639 0,)()910 - 005609 982784 943'591 998913
6 -5 196733 3 246102 2 475618 958242 197351 001341 • 003253 902868 941826 999782
'7 -5 196733 3 24(,102 2 522364 9':.1; J'10 186273 001700 • 001751 9B3542 940649 I 001242
8 -5 196733 3 246102 2 546475 954507 170293 001989 - 000898 984899 '940093 1 003413
9 -5 196733 3 246102 2 558982 952473 148100 002197 - 000454 986672 939779 1 006078
10 -5 196733 3 246102 2 555469 950388 111811 002256 • 000226 988748 939694 1009079
Il -5 196733 3246102 2 568834 948554' 082535 002054 - 000110 990579 939617 1 011729
.~ :J
)12 -5 196733 3.246102 2 570579 947492 048778 001538 - 000052 991712 .939639 1 013341
13 -5.196733 3 246102 2 571484 947076 023699 000883 - 000022 992109 .939603 1 013924
14' -5 196733 3 246102 2 571954 947034 009185 000368 - 000008 992189 939637 1 014024
15 -5 196733 3246102 2 572197- 94698B o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992202 939603 1 014057.
J. 3 K· '4 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ARE> II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF" ENT
1 -5.196733 3.555807 o 000000 959280 226978 • 000342 0000000 983014 .942986 999497
2 -5 196733 3 555807 1 238146 960636 223466 • 000296 - 007033 gg361Q 944892 999538
3 ·5 196733 3 555807 1 880363 962477 214844 • 000111 - 010684 984486 .947545 .999663
4 -5 196733 3 555807 2 213d75 961532 204629 000261 - 009277 964336 946472 999905
5 -5 196733 3 555807 2 386257 958945 195609 000723 - 005690 983717 943331 1 000352
6 -5 196733 3 555807 2 475878 957201 186757 001142 • 003331 983801 9416~4 1 001166
i -5 196733 3 555607 2 522364 955477 176298 001505 - 001799 984424 940594 1 002S22
8 -5 196733 3 555807 2 546476 953739 161206 001822 - 000930 985675 .940077 I 004527
9 -'5 196733 3 555807 :2 558982 951881 140309 002058 - 000475 ,987290 939783 1 006959
10 -5 196733 3 555807 2 565469 949984 111692 002118 ' - 000238 989180 9~;06 1 009692
11 -5 196733 3 555807 2 568834 948314 078351 001865 - 000116 990845 939633 1 01210,(
12 -5 '96733 3 555807 2 570579 947352 046432 00:273 • 000054 991876 939655 1 013567
13 -5 196733 3 555807 2 571484 946974 022652 000597 - 000022 992233 939619 1 014094
14 -5 196733 3 555807 2 571954 945941 00881 1 000181 • 000008 992303 939653 1 014180
15 -5 196733 3 555807 2 572197 946896 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992315 9396\9 I 014211
J. 3 K= '5 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREi'" . T/TREF P/PR[F' ENT
1 -5.196733 3 659714 o 000000 957611 206705 - 000119 o 000000 984635 942898 1 001842
2 -5 196733 3 659714 1 238146 959001 203189 - 000113 - 007609 985244 944850 1001881
3 -5 196733 3 659714 1 880363 960929 194608 - 000062 - 011574 986150 9,(762\ 1 001997
4 -5 195733 3 659714 2 213475 960091 184786 000088 - 010119 986021 946670 I 002216
5 -5 196733 3 659714 2 386257 957639 176005 000306 - 006292 985403 .943660 1 002612
6 -5 196733 3 659714 2 475878 956(1""11 167876 000505 - 003743 985469 942200 1 003327
7 ·5 195733 3 659714 2 522364 9:: ,) 158483 000670 - 002088 986018 9412S2 1 004515
8 -5 196733 3 6597i 4 2 546476 95J,02 144915 000846 - 001113 987107 940814 I 0002S5
9 -5 196733 3 659714 2 558982 951519 126171 000991 - 000577 988484 940561 1 008329
10 -5 196733 3 659714 2 565469 949916 100338 001002 - 000286 990086 9,(0498 I 010646
11 -5 196733 3 659714 2 568834 948507 070246 000740 - 000135 991490 940435 1 012680
12 -5 196733 3 659714 2 570579 947706 041544 000226 • 000059 992351 940457 1 013902
13 -5 196733 3 659714 2 571484 947394 020249 - 000235 • 000023 992644 .94042S I 014334
14 -5 196733 3 659714 2 571954 947374 007881 • 000290 • 000007 992698 940456 1 014398
15 -5 196733 3 659714 2 572197 947334 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992707 94042S 1 01442,(
J. 3 K. 6 L X y Z R/PPF U/APEF V/AREi'" II/ARE!" T/TRE> P/PR[F' ENT
1 -5 196733 3 694574 o 000000 955595 176069 - 000091 o 000000 986759 942942 1 004851
2 -5 195733 3694574 I 2381416 956956 172608 - 000084 • 008303 987348 944859 1 004874
3 -5 196733 3 694574 I 880363 958863 164231 - 000056 - 012677 988201 947549. I 004946
4 -5 196733 3 694574 2 213475 958024 154851 000010 - 011224 988004 946532 I 005096
5 -5 196733 3 694'574 2 386257 955624 146840 000104 - 007107 987307 94349,( 1 005396
6 -5 196733 3 694574 2 475878 954195 139901 000194 • 004240 987272 9420'50 1 005963
7 -5 196733 3 694574 2 522364 952925 132263 000237 • 002394 987678 941183 1006913
8 -5 196733 3 694574 2 546476 951733 121188 000219 - 001320 988543 S40829 1 008299
9 -5 196733 3 694574 2 558382 950470 105453 000163 - 000699 989635 940619 1 009950
10 -5 196733 3 694')74 2 ~.65469 949224 083587 000056 - OOQ34 I 990896 940583 1 011767
11 ·5 196733 3 694574 2 568834 948131 058188 - 000180 - 000145 99.1978 940526 1 013339
12 -5 196733 3 694574 2 570579 947529 034175 • 000497 - 000056 992640 940555 1 014273
13 ·5 196733 3 694574 2 571484 947282 016560 - 000680 - 000020 992862 940520 1 014605
14 -5 196733 3 694574 2 571954 9.47276 006425 - 000487 - 000007 992904 940555 1 014651
15 -5 195733 3 694574 2 572191 947235 o 000000 o 000000 o 00000o 992911 940520 1 01<l676
J. 3 Ks 7 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREi'" V/ARE> II/AREF' TltR£F P/PR[F' ENT
I -5 196733 3 706270 o 000000 953199 132166 • 000032 o 000000 989215 942919 1 008~
2 -5 196733 3 706270 I 238145 954618 128954 - 000029 - 008523 989790 944871 1 008350
3 -5 196733 3 706270 1 880363 95G633 121286 • 000022 • 013005 990600 947640 1 008324
4 -5 196733 3 706270 2 213475 9559.30 112997 - 000010 - 01 :490 990333 946689 1 008348
5 -5 196733 3 706270 2 386257 953655 106393 000005 - 007187 989543 943683 1 00BS06
6 -5 196733 3 706270 2 475878 952345 101215 000021 • 004099 989387 ,942238 1 008901
7 ·5 196733 3 706270 2 522364 951224 095957 000035 - 002083 989603 941334 1 009597
8 -5 196733 3 706270 2 546476 950295 088304 000031 - 000994 990197 940979 I 010598
9 -5 196733 3.70E270 2 558982 949380 076949 • 000053 • 000455 990963 .940801 I 011770
10 -5 196733 3 706270 2 565469 948'532 060818 - 000247 - 000189 .991828 .940780 I 013014
11 -5.196733 3 706270 2 568834 947802 041972 - 000473 - 000059 992546 940737 I 014060
12 ·5 196733 3 706270 2 570579 947416 024345 • 000568 • 000011 992981 940766 I 014670
13 -5 196733 3 706270 2 571484 947249 011682 • 000578 - 000004 993126 940738 I 014889
14 -5 196733 3 706270 2 571954 947254 004527 • 000361 • 000007 993153 940768 I 014915
15 -5.196733 3 706270 2 572197 947219 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 993158 .940738 1 014935
J. 3 K· 8 L X Y Z R/PPEF U/AREF V/AREF" 'J/AREF" T/TREF" PtF'REF" ENT
I -5.196733 3.710194 o 000000 951276 079470 - 000011 o 000000 991238 .942941 I 011242
2 -5 196733 3 710194 I 238146 952699 076938 - 000009 - 007173 991770 .9448SS I 011180
3 -5 196733 3 710194 1 860363 954735 071028 - 000007 - 010790 992474 .947549 I 011034
4 -5 196733 3 710194 2 213475 954085 064973 - 000008 - 009114 992085 946533 1 010913
5 -5 '96733 3 710194 2 386257 951883 060578 • 000011 - 005185 991190 .9.43497 I 010936
6 -5 196733 3 710194 2 475878 950667 057551 - 000014 - 002607 990943 9420'56 I 011200
7 -5 196733 3 710194 2 52.2){'4 94%96 054856 - 000019 - 000955 991047 .941194 I 011720
8 -s 196733 3 710194 2 546476 9489&0 050906 • 000031 - 000018 991448 940844 I Ot2u3
9 -5 196733 3 710194 2 558982 948260 044586 - 000053 .000389 991948 940645· 1 013245
10 -5 196733 3 710194 2 565~€9 947745 035154 - 000115 000382 992489 940627 I 014026
11 -5 196733 3710194 2 568834 947305 023963 - 000259 000239 992906 940586 1 014641
12 -5 196733 3 710194 2 570579 947099 013632 - 000357 000087 993157 940618 I 014986
13 -5 196733 3 710194 2 571484 946s-g4 006408 - 000283 000028 993236 940589 I 015112
14 ·5 196733 3 710194 2 5719'54 947011 002472 - 000159 • 000022 993251 940620 1 01511.9
15 -5 196733 3 710194 2 57;<197 946978 o 000000 o (\00000 o 000000 9932':>4 940590 1 015137
J. 3 1(. 9 L X Y Z R/F/REF u/AREF V/AREF" 'J/AREF TlTREF" P/F'REF" ENT
I -5 196733 3 711511 o 000000 950437 031620 - 000002 o 000000 992091 942919 I 012470
2 -5 196733 3 7115t1 1 238146 951905 030271 - 000001 - 003811 992611 .944871 I 012375
3 -5 196733 3 711511 1 680363 954049 027229 - 000001 - 005558 993283 947640 I 012149
4 -5 196733 3 711511 2 213475 953';;08 024357 - 000006 - 004126 992849 946689 1 011936
5 -5 196733 3 711511 2 386257 951377 022511 - 000010 - 001602 991913 .943683 1 011889
6 -5 196733 3 711511 2 475878 950195 021372 - 000011 • 000257 991628 .942240 1 012100
7 ·5 196733 3 711511 2 522364 949236 020481 • 000013 000530 991679 941338 1 012562
8 -5 196733 3 711511 2 546-176 948564 019191 - 0000!3 .000835 992011 940986 1 013188
9 -5 196733 3 711511 2 558982 947994 016930 - 000013 000878 992421 .940809 I 013850
10 -5 196733 3 711511 2 555469 947581 013323 • 000013 000785 992828 940785 I 014443
II -5 196733 3 711511 2 568834 947258 008881 - 000013 000507 993115 940737 1 01487..
12 -5 1~.>733 3711511 2 570579 947125 004884 • 000013 .000177 993287 .940767 1 015107
13 -5 196733 3 711511 2 571484 947046 002256 - 000013 000046 993339 940738 I 015194
14 -5 196733 3 711511 2 571954 947070 000884 - 000013 • 000006 .993347 940769 1015t92
15 -5 196733 3.711511 2 572197 947038 o 000000 o OOOWO o 000000 993348 940739 I 015207
J. 3 K. 10 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF" 'J/AR(F' T/TREF" P/F'REF" ENT
J ·5 196733 3 711952 o 000000 950305 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992251 942941 I 012690
2 -5 196733 3 711952 .1 238146 951743 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992765 .944858 1 012602
3 -5 196733 3 711952 1 880363 953823 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 993423 947549 1012388
4 -5 196733 3.711952 2 213~75 953234 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992970 946533 I 012177
5 -5 196733 3 711952 2 336257 951087 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992020 943;\97 I 012121
6 -5 196733 3 711952 2 475878 949919 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 991724 942057 1 012316
7 -5 196733 3 711952 2 522364 949003 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 991773 941196 I 012757
8 -5 196733 3 711952 2 546476 948343 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992097 940848 1 013370
9 -5 196733 3 711952 2 558982 947766 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992495 940653 1 014023
10 -5 196733 3 711952 2 5654/;.9 947377 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 992888 940639 1 014591·
II -5 196733 3 711952 2 568634 947077 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 993158 940597 1 014996
12 -5 196733 3 711952 2 570579 946950 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 993319 .940623 1 015215
13 -5 196733 3.711952 2 571484 946872 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 993365 .940589 I 015295
14 -5 196733 3 711952 2 571954 946900 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 993366 .940618 1 015285
15 -5 196733 3 711952 2 572197 946969 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 993357 .940678 1 015246
J. 4 K· 1 L X y Z RIRREF' UIAREF" V/AREF" \/1AP.£f' TITREF" P/PREF' ENT
I -;\ 222346 o 000000 o 000000 957930 260127 o 000000 o 000000 980047 .938817 .997042
2 ·4 222346 0.000000 1 238146 961547 254781 o 000000 - 021623 981604 943859 .997121
3 -;\ 222346 o 000000 I 880363 968087 241512 o 000000 - 036568 .984536 953116 .997392
4 -4 222346 o 000000 2 213475 970196 225728 o 000000 - 040968 985999 .956612 .998005
5 -~ 222346 o 000000 2 386257 .968889 210521 o 000000 - 039330 986514 .955822 .999065
"
.J
6 -4.222346 0.000000 2 475878 .968161 196235 o 000000 - 037551 .987748 .956299 1 000615
7 -4.222346 o 000000 2 522364 966720 182001 o 000000 - 035073 .989255 956333 I 002739
8 -4 222346 o 000000 2 546476 964917 165181 o 000000 - 031987 991206 956432 1005468
9 -4 222346 o 000000 2 558982 962658 143431 o 000000 - 027847 993442 956345 I 008681
10 -4 222346 o 000000 2 565469 .960343 114543 o 000000 - 022289 995889 956395 I 012139
11 -4 222346 o 000000 2 568834 958213 079930 o 000000 -015575 998002 956298 1 015188
12 -4 222346 o 000000 2 570579 .956990 045840 o 000000 - 008941 999342 956360 1 017071
13 -4.222346 o 000000 2 571484 956452 020832 o 000000 - 004065 999821 9562131 1 017787
14 -4 222346 o 000000 2 571954 956414 007438 o OCOOOO - 001452 999936 956353 1017921
15 -4.222346 o 000000 2572197 .956321 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 999955 956276 1 017979
J- 4 K- 2 '- X Y Z IVRREF UIAREF VIAREF" II/AREF" T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
I -4 222346 1 670379 o 000000 957520 258517 000219 o 000000 980179 938541 997347
2 -4 222346 1 670379 1 238146 961089 253214 000370 • 021494 981716 .943517 997426
3 -4 222346 1 670379 I 880363 967523 240049 000778 - 036315 .984607 952630 997696
4 -4 222346 1 670379 2 213475 969579 224377 001326 • 040666 986046 956049 .998Y:;
5 -4 222346 1 670379 2 386257 968;:>99 209263 001876 - 039069 986563 955288 999358
6 -4 222346 I 670379 2 475878 967590 19'5069 002346 - 037318 987789 955775 I 000893
7 -4 222346 1 670379 2 522364 965161 180940 002711 - 03':862 989276 955800 I 002993
8 -4 2223~6 1.670379 2 54')476 964388 164261 002968 - 031806 991204 955906 1 005686
9 -4 222346 1 670379 2 558982 962:58 142707 003100 - 027705 993405 .955812 1 008853
10 -4 222346 1 670379 2 565469 959884 114063 003033 - 022195 995816 955868 I 012259
11 -4 222346 1 670379 2 562834 957780 079708 002660 • 015531 997896 955760 I 015264
12 -4 222346 : 670379 2 570579 956':>80 045814 001953 • 008936 999221 955834 1 017122
13 -4 222346 1 670379 2 571484 9'56042 020884 001126 - 004075 ·999693 955748 1 017831
14 -4 222346 1 670379 2 571954 95WII 007478 000479 - 001460 999808 955827 I 017961·
15 -4 222346 1 670379 2 572197 955912 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 999826 955746 I 018022
J. 4 K- 3 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF II/AREF" TlTREF" P/PREF ENT
1 -4 222346 3 246102 o 000000 956481 252777 000269 o 000000 980743 938062 998355
2 -4 222346 3 246102 1 23814G 9'09')48 747579 000481 - 021.?ge 982238 942997 998430
3 ·4 222346 3 24&102 I 8HO ,63 9(.(,106 2)4696 001107 • 035808 985013 951626 9')8693
4 -4 222346 3 246102 ;( 213475 %7899 219385 002051 • 039873 986332 954669 999289
5 -4 222346 3 246102 2 ~862S7 966564 204609 003092 - 038207 986794 953799 1 000309
6 -4 222346 3 246102 2 475878 965898 190742 004018 - 036501 987984 954292 I 001792
7 -4 222346 3 246102 2 522364 964508 176987 004748 - 034096 989406 .954290 I 003812
8 -4 222345 3 246102 2 546476 96~825 160783 005265 - 031133 99 I25S 954405 1 006390
9 -4 222345 3 246102 2 558982 960691 139865 005540 - 027153 993344 954297 1 009407
Iv -4 222346 3 246102 2 5(,5469 958544 I !2015 005444 - 02i798 995641 9543$6 1 012647
11 -4 222346 3 246102 2 568834 956532 078522 004794 - 015301 997615 9542S0 1 015508
12 -4 222345 3 245102 2 570579 955400 045363 003548 - 008848 998882 954333 I 017279
13 -4 222346 3 246102 2 571484 954873 020830 002074 • 004065 999331 954234 1 017961
14 -4 222346 3 246102 :2 571954 954858 00,514 000896 - 001467 999443 954326 1 018081
15 -4 222346 3 246102 2 572197 .954745 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 999460 .954231 1016147
J. 4 K- 4 L X y Z R/RR£F U/AREF VIA REF" WAREF" T/TREF" P/PREf ENT
1 -4 2223.:6 3 555807 o 000000 95':>100 240627 000.167 a 000000 982053 937959 I 000266
2 -4 222346 3555807 1 238146 958578 235527 000293 - 021473 983546 942805 I 000331
3 -4 222346 3 555807 1 880363 964658 222953 000771 • 035798 986270 951413 1 000568
4 -4 222346 3 555807 :2 213475 9(,1)197 208195 001703 • 039275 987448 95"069 1 001124
'5 -4 222346 3.'55':>307 ;( 386257 %4(.24 194105 002933 • 037003 9677"3 952800 1 002076
6 ·4 222346 3 555607 2 475878 963915 ltl0375 004147 - "OJ5002 98B808 .953120 1-0034151
7 -4 222346 3 555807 2 522364 962586 168031 005177 • 032536 990099 .953055 1 005317
8 -4 222346 3 555807 2 546476 961035 152788 005943 - 029662 991791 .953146 1 007684
9 -4 222346 3 555807 2 558982 959082 133081 006378 - 025872 993685 953026 1 010430
10 -4 222346 3 555807 2 565469 957145 106720 006321 - 020786 995758 953094 1 0133~
11 -4 222346 3 555807 2 5f883A 955317 074924 005572 - 014608 997550 952977 1 015957
12 -4 222346 3 555807 2 570579 954305 043386 004119 - 0084(5 998697 953061 1 017557
13 -4 222346 3 555807 2 571484 953820 019999 002420 • 003904 999099 952961 1 018174
14 -4 222346 3 555807 2 571954 953818 007247 001061 - 0014i5 999200 9530SS 1 018278.
15 -4 222346 3 555807 2 572197 953705 o 000000 o 000000 0ססoo00 999217 952958 1 018343
J- 4 1(- 5 L· X Y Z R/RREF' u/AREF" VIAREF" lllAREF' T/TREF' P/FREF' tNT
1 -4 222346 3 659714 o 000000 953171 2191'143 000038 o 00ססoo 984092 .938007 1.003153
2 -4 222346 3 65?714 1 238146 .956723 2148L2 000070 • 022120 985600 .942946 1 003197
3 -4 222346 3 659714 1 680'363 96ne:? 202546 000232 • 036621 9883'53 951765 I 003376
4 -4 222346 3 659714 2 .113475 964677 188383 000645 - 039578 969518 954566 I 0038S5
5 -4 222346 3 659714 2 3H62S7 9{;3165 175264 0013S3 - 036327 989718 953262 I 004688
6 -4 222346 3 659714 2 475878 %2490 163407 OO2na - 0))406 990626 953467 1 00".-892
7 -4 222346 3 659714 2 522364 961257 .151946 003342 - 03038S 991721 953298 I 007520
8 ·4 222346 3 659714 2 '546476 959888 138374 004247 - 027342 993178 953340 1 009576
9 -4 222346 3 659714 2 558982 95818'5 120604 004831 - 023&57 994794 953196 1 011937
10 -4 222345 3 6'59714 2 S651.69 951;,541 096567 004894 - 018901 99£568 953258 1 014438
II -4 222346 3 659714 2 '5£8834 954"'86 067509 004263 • 013196 993063 953136 1 016621
12 -4 222346 3 659714 2 570579 9'54154 038791 002991 - 007579 999023 953222 I 0179SC
13 -4 222346 3 659714 2 571464 953739 0176-64 001598 - 0034'50 9913S0 953119 1 018465
14 -4 222345 3 659714 2 571954 953756 006308 000633 - 001231 9'.n4~ 953215 I 018543
15 -4 222346 3 659714 2 572197 953644 0000000 00ססoo0 0000ooo 991447 953116 1 018603
J: 4 K· 6 L X y Z R/RREf" UIAREf" v/ARE' \//AREf" TITRE. P/PRE' ENT
1 -4 222346 3 694574 o 0ססoo0 950666 188343 000020 o o00ooo 98-5652 937976 1 006822
2 -4 .222346 3 694574 1 238146 954183 183479 000043 - 022670 988115 942843 I 006827
3 -4 222346 3 694574 I S8Q3&3 960387 171689 000130 - 037337 990763 951516 1 006911
4 -4 222346 3 59~574 2 213475 96'213'5 158400 000302· - 03Y117 991818 954264 I 007251
5 -4 222346 3 694574 2 386257 9f.0832 146631 000565 - 035875 991922 953071 1 007903
6 -4 222?·,.~ 3 694574 .( 475878 9Ei)40 1 136666 000'343 - 031973 99269'5 9533t!S 1 008869
7 -4 2223.::· 3 694574 2 522364 9','.')380 127598 001493 - 028035 993566 953207 I 010184
8 -4 222346 3 694574 .( 546476 958262 116714 002180 - 024437 994741 953222 I 011850
9 -4 222346 3 69.1574 .( 558c>82 9%863 101771 002757 - 020619 996028 953062 I 013752
10 -4 222346 3 694574 .( %5469 955%9 081026 002975 - 016112 9970&32 953115 1 0157)0
1I -4 222346 3 694574 .( 5£.8834 95435<; 055950 002694 - 011008 999573 952'993 I 017409
12 -4 222346 3 694574 .( 570579 953747 031506 001923 - 006170 99'9298 953077 I 018"08
13 -4 222346 3 694574 .( 571<194 953417 013912 001018 - 002'20 ~37 952976 1 018792
14 -4 222346 3 694574 2 571954 953451 004789 000402 • 000935 999600 953070 1 018842
15 -4 222346 3 694574 2 572137 953345 o 000000 o 000000 o 00ססoo 999610 952973 1 018898
J. 4 K· 7 L X Y Z R/RREf U/AREF V/AREF \//AREF' TITRE. P/Pl1(' ENT
1 -4 2223.<16 3 706270 o 000000 947895 143300 000001 o o00ooo 989559 937998 i 010968
2 -4 222346 3 706270 I 238146 9514>39 138S54 000011 - 021801 991009 94293S I 010918
3 -4 222346 3 706270 1 880363 957875 128229 000041 - 035657 993601 951745 1 Ol~
4 -4 222346 3 706270 2 2131.75 959793 i .16670 000037 - 037490 994526 954539 1 010986
5 -4 222346 3 706270 2 386257 956587 107045 000156 - 032859 994427 953245 1 011394
6 -<l 222346 3 706270 2 475878 958286 099618 000269 - 028618 994986 953481 1 012090
7 -4 222346 3 70(-,270 2 S223M 957511 093635 000447 - 024433 995637 953333 1 013079
8 -4 222346 3 706270 .2 '546476 9%1)81 086425 000£.9'5 - 020538 996528 953359 1 014338
9 -4 222346 3 706270 2 558982 95561 ! 075524 000-353 - 016615 997466 953133 1 015747
10 -4 222346 3 70C270 2 565469 954710 059471 001142 - 012405 998462 953241 I 0171'3
Ii -A 222346 3 70€270 2 S€.8834 953878 039984 001232 - 008027 999201 953115 I 018?53
12 -4 222346 3 706270 2 570579 953523 02!508 001171 - 004218 9996S1 953201 1 011".876
13 -4 222346 3 706270 2 571.84 953285 008817 000769 - 001725 999802 953097 1 019119
14 -4 222346 3 706270 2 571954 953342 002742 000314 • 000536 991846 953194 I 019139
IS -4 222346 3 706270 2 5721S7 953235 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 9918S2 953094 I 019191
J. 4 K· 8 l )( y Z RIMEr UIAREF" V/ARE:' \flARE. T/TREr: P/Pl1(F ENT
I -4 222346 3 710194 o 000000 945537 OS7187 000000 o 00ססoo 992004 937977 1 014477
2 -4 222346 3 710194 I 238146 949103 083710 ooc-oos - 0173""..>6 993405 942844 1 014380
3 -4 2223~6 3 710194 I 880363 9554&8 07:;563 000016 - 028088 995864 95:517 I 014176
4 -4 222346 3 710194 2 213415 957500 0671 '"l ·000023 -·028708 99&52\ 9542'".>4 I 014Q8S
5 -4 222346 3 710194 2 386257 956538 OOOSIJ ססoo28 • 024385 996376 953071 1 014243
6 -4 222346 3 710194 2 475878 9%451 056068 000043 • 020975 996795 95338S 1 0l.ll707
7 ·4 222346 3 7!0194 2 522364 9':;:;81 .. 053194 000080 - 017553 997275 953209 1 015.466
8 -4 222346 3 710194 2 546476 955173 049778 000140 -014387 997964 953228 1 Oi€'441
9 -4 222346 3 710194 2 558982 954373 043676 000155 - 011211 998635 953070 1 017465
10 -4 222346 3 710194 2 565469 953810 033704 000145 - 007974 999283 953126 I 018366
II -4 222346 3 710194 2 568834 953321 021350 000144 - 004795 999672 953009 1 018971
12 -4 222346 3 710194 :2 570579 953184 010017 000507 - 002182 999903 9530'31 1 019265
13 -4 222346 3 710194 2 571484 953036 002963 000758 - 000623 999954 952993 I 01938'
14 -4 222346 3 710194 2 571954 953100 000407 000320 - 000104 999'377 953084 1 019374
15 -4 222346 3 710194 2 572197 95300B o 000000 o onOGGO o 000000 9?~981 952990 I 019420
J
)J. 4 K· 9 L x y Z P/RP[I'" U/AP[F" V/AREF" \f/APEF" T/TPEF" P/PREF' ENT
I -4 222346 3 711511 0000ooo 944498 034445 - 00ססoo o OOOQl"....o 993118 937998 1 016062
2 ·4 222346 3 711511 I 238146 946123 032'564 0ססoo1 - 008919 994527. 942934 I 015947
3-4 222346 3 711511 I 880363 954628 028336 000004 • 014247 996980 951745 I 015671
4 -4 222346 3 711511 2 213475 956782 024228 000001 • 0lJa03 997655 954538 1 015443
5 -4 222346 3 711511 2 Ja!5257 955844 021236 - 000002 - 011076 997281 953245 I 015459
6 -4 222346 3 i11511 2 475R78 ~·S778 019271 - OOO~OO • 00%11 997599 953483 I 015811
7 -4 222346 3 711511 2 :.22);'4 9:,r:.227 018369 - 000001 • 008001 99802'0 953336 I 016475
8 -4 222346 3 71\5\1 2 54647!; 954<;62 017453 - 000001 • 005344 9966Ja 95D62 1 017345
9 -4 222346 3 7\1511 2 558982 953951 015300 - 000001 - 004662. 999202 953190 1 018223
10 -4 22234b 3 711511 2 56'54159 953527 011179 - 000001 - 003189 999700 953241 . 1 018912
II -4 222346 3 711511 2 '.0-68834 953187 006082 - 000002 • 002001 999934 953125 I 019295
12 -4 2a346 3711511 2 570579 953165 001756 - 000002 - 000938 1 000062 953224 1 019435
13 -4222346 371 !-Sll 2 571484 953054 - 000610 - 0ססoo2 - ססoo1) 1 ()()()()68 953118 1 019489
14 -4 222346 3 7\ i511 ~ 571954 953140 - 000889 - 000002 000174 1 ססoo81 953218 1 019465
15 -4 222346 3 711511 2 572197 953037 o 00ססoo 000ססoo o ססoo00 1 ססoo82 953115 I 019510
J. 4 K. 10 L X Y Z RIRPEF U/APEr vlI,p.Er II/ARtr TITPEF' P/PREF' ENT
I -4 222346 3711952 o 000000 944301 o 000000 o :;00000 o 000000 993302 937976 1 016335
2 -4 222346 3 711952 I 2313146 9/,7859 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 994109 942843 1 016245
3 -4 222346 3 711952 1 880363 954236 o OOGOOO o 000000 o o00ooo 997150 951516 1 016010
4 -4 222346 3 711952 2 213475 956368 o 000000 o 000000 o o00ooo 997800 954265 I Ol~766
5 -4 222346 3 711952 2 3S62'S7 955551 o 000000 o ססoo00 o o00ooo 997406 953072 I 015712
6 -4 222346 3 711952 2 475878 9':·',578 o 000000 o 00ססoo o ססoo00 997708 953388 I 016008
7 -4 222346 3 711952 2 52231)4 95:;019 o 000000 o 000000 o OOCOOO 998112 953215 I 016657
8 -4 222346 3 7119'S2 2 546476 9':>4463 o 000000 o 000000 o ooor.JOO 998718 953239 1 017'511
9 -4 222346 3 71 i 9'S2 2 :.58?"2 95378:l o 000000 0·000000 o 000000 999269 953087 I 016'363
10 -4 222346 3 711952 2 Y.>S469 95337'3 o 000000 o 000000 o o00ooo 999748 .953139 1 019024
II -4 222346 3 711952 2 568834 953041 .0 000000 o 000000 o 000000 999965 95300S 1 019389
12 -4 222346 3 711952 2 570579 951003 o 000000 o 000000 o o00ooo I 000077 953076 1 019519
13 -4 222346 3 711952 2571484 952308 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 ססoo72 952977 1 0195'56
14 -4 222346 3 711952 2571954 952995 o 000000 o 000000 o 00v"OOO I ססoo76 953068 I 019523
15 -4 222346 3 711952 2 572197 953016 o 000000 o 000000 o 00ססoo 1ססoo79 95309\ I 019517
J. '5 K. I L X Y Z R/RPEF' U/AREF" VIAREF' \f/AREF' T/TPEF" F/PR[F' ENT
1 -3 340757 o 000000 o 000000 94'3740 292038 o 000000 OOOC-oOO 977984 928830 998366
.. -3 340757 o 000000 I 063838 95S7(.9 285953 o 000000 - 040076 900457 937091 998360
3 -3 340757 o 000000 ! 615641 95~,79 271116 o 000000· - 069086 985362 95J219 998521
4 -3 340757 o 000000 ! 90:857 97.;<;6 253888 o 000000 • 081444 . sP...8f,55 962128 999329
5 -3 340757 o 000000 2050315 974767 236846 o 000000 - 084019 !nOno 965740 I 000891
6 -3 340757. o 000,)00 2 127319 <:l76066 220727 o 000000 - 0838'53 993322 969548 .1 002994
7 -3 340757 o 000000 2 167260 975163 205907 o 000000 - 080864 995562 970836 1 00"..628
8 -3 340757 o 000000 2 187977 973821 189883 o 000000 • 076111 998191 9720S9 I 008839
9 -3 140757 o OO()%O 2 198723 97122'5 169454 o 000000 - 068€-29 1 000917 972115 1 012675
10 -3 340757 o 000'.100 2 ;'OA2'J7 9£.·G717 141 134 o 000000 - 057521 I 0040'55 972645 1 016901
II -3 340757 o 00(1)00 2 207fS8 96':,878 104171 o 000000 - 042585 1 006716 972365 1 02'0794
12 ·3 340757 o 000000 2 203688 9£.4472 064217 o 000000 • 026298 1 008570 972737 ' , 023270
13 -3 340757 o 000000 2 209455 963517 032170 o 000000 - 013184 I 009213 9723'33 1 024328
14 -3 340757 o C.QOOOO 2 209869 953680 012794 0000000 - 005246 I 009407 972745 10240656
15 -3 340757 0000000 2 210078 963303 o 000000 o 000000 o ססoo00 1 003439 972396 t 024648
J. 5 K. 2 L x y Z R/RREF' U/AP.EF' V/AP[F' WIAREF' TITPEF' P/P!<£F' ENT
I -3 340757 I 670379 o 000000 949117 290489 000828 o o00ooo 978109 928340 998756
2 ·3 340757 1 670379 1 063838 955062 284451 001044 - 039860 9S0'556 936511 998748
3 -3 340757 1 670179 1 EoI5641 95f-<;~4 269725 001622 - 06%76 gg<5404 9'52447 998904
4 -3 340757 1 &70)79 1 901857 97nn 257(/.,Z ·02392 - 080'iS1 988%5 9:61257 999704
5 -3 340757 I 670379 2 05C315 973926 235644 003i65 - 083560 99072S %4893 1 001251
6 -3 340757 I 670379 2 127319 97'5217 219621 003824 - 083419 993309 %S692 1 003330
7 -3 340757 I 670379 2 167260 974331 204905 004325 - 080463 995523 969968 1 005932
8 -3 340757 I 670379 2 187977 973022 189012 004648 • 075759 99812'0 971193 1 009099
9 -3 3·40757 1 670379 2 198723 970463 168751 004753 . - 068343 1 00080'5 971243 1 012879
10 ·3 340757 1 670379 2 204297 968002 140637 004524 • 0'57318 1 003900 971777 I 017044
II -3 340757 I 670379 2 207188 ')65197 103889 003822 • 042.70 1 QCX.523 971493 I C20886
12 ,-3 340757 1 670379 2 208688 9£)816 064110 002683 • 026254 1 008356 971869 1 023332
•13 .-3 340757 1.670379 2 209465 962663 032150 001487 • 013176 1 00S992 ~71521 1 024382
14 -3 340757 1 670379 2 209869 963032 012795 000625 - 005246 1 OO9ISS 971877 I 024506
15 ·3 340757 I 670379 2 210078 962651 o 000000 o o00ooo 0000ooo 1009217 971524 1 0247.01
Ja 5 Ka 3 L X Y Z fVRFl[F" U/AR(F" V/AR£F" W/AR£F" T/TR£F' P/PR[F' ENT
1 -3 340757 3 246102 o 000000 947641 2849'59 001108 o OOOCOO 978719 927474 1 0ססoo1
'- -3 340757 3 246102 I 063838 9'53456 279052 ·001426 - 039459 931098 93'5433 9999823 -3 340757 3 246102 1 61'5641 964516 264671 002349 • 067740 935768 9'50789 1 000117
4 -3 340757 3 246102 1 901857 969948 247949 003720 - 079547 9887':S 9'59031 1 0008S7
5 -3 340757 3 246!02 2 050315 97 13g,) 231330 005220 • 082006 990810 962463 1 002381
6 -3 340757 3 246102 2 127319 972711 215630 006541 • 081896 993329 966222 1 004384
7 -3 340757 3 246102 2 167260 971666 201276 007558 - 079025 995"54 967448 1 006882
b -3 340757 3 246102 1 187971 970660 18581" 008224 - 074476 997953 968673 .1 009911
9 -3 340757. 3 246102 2 198723 9&8211 166092 008471 - 067266 1 000s08 968702 1 013'520
10 -3 340757 3 246102 2 204:?'?!7 965897 138631 008102 - 05£503 1 003470 969249 1 01749'5
11 -3 340757 3246102 2 207188 963199 102601 006894 • 041945 1 00'5969 9689"9 1 021170
12 -3 340757 3 246102 2 208688 96: 900 063.164 004905 • 025991 1 007736 969341 1 023516
13 -3 340757 3 246102 2 209465 960'159 031906 002778 - 013076 I 008345 968978 I 024536
14 ·3 340757 3 246102 2 209869 961146 012721 001188 - 005216 I 008535 969349 I 024649
15 -3 340757 3 246102 2 210078 960751 o 000000 0000000 o o00ooo 1 ooasss 968981 1 024849
Ja 5 K· 4 L X y Z R/RREF" U/AR(F' V/AREF II/AREF TlTR'EF p/PR'EF' ENT
1 -3 340757 3 559626 o 000000 9460'56 273390 000764 o 000000 980268 927388 1 002254
2 -3 340757 3 559626 1 063838 951862 267640 000978 • 039475 982625 935323 1 002209
3 -3 340757 3 559626 I 61564' 962719 253732 001755 • 067266 987170 9'50368 1 002287
4 -3 340757 3 S5?626 1 901857 967650 237146 003210 - 078048 989882 957859 I 002988
5 -3 340757 3 5":·9-526 2 OS0315 9&862$ 221940 005090 - 079538 991658 9605"8 I 004383
6 -3 340757 3 559526 2 127319 969817 207005 006921 • 079001 993986 9639SS 1 006247
7 -3 340757 3 559026 2 167260 96902: 193433 008431 - 076102 99'5941 965088 I 008557
8 -3 340757 3 559626 .. 187977 9679'54 178830 009477 - 071744 99Br:>s 966266 I 0113"6
9 -3 340757 3 559626 2 198723 965702 160105 009951 • 064872 I OOOS92 966273 I 014658
10 -3 340757 3 559626 2 204297 963617 133843 009617 - 0'54567 I 003318 966814 1 018302
II -3 340757 3 559626 2 207188 961127 099213 008254 - 04056a 1 005600 966510 I 02167S
12 -3 340757 3 559626 2 206688 959961 061472 00'5972 - 025179 I 007231 966903 1 023830
13 -3 340757 3 559626 2 209465 959067 030958 003501 - 012689 1 007790 966538 1 024780
14 -3 340757 3 559626 2 209869 959268 012359 001558 - 005068 I 007968 966911 1 024874
15 -3 340757 3 559626 2 21C078 958873 o 000000 0000000 o o00ooo 1 007997 96?~1 1 025073
J. 5 1<. 5 L X Y Z IVRREF u/AREF V/AR[F' II/ARE!" TITR'EF" P/PRf:F' ENT
I -3 340757 :3 662229 o 00ססoo 943929 253821 000361 000ססoo 982652 927553 1 005591
2 -3 340757 3 662229 1 063838 94980&7 248224 000425 - 0"0008 985024 935&23 1 005507
:3 -3 340757 3 662229 1 615641 960943 234602 000718 - 067707 989588 9"50938 I 005494
4 -3 340757 3 662229 I 901857 966017 219703 001408 - 077477 992244 9'58524 1 006062
5 -3 340757 3 662229 2 050315 966933 205163 002578 - 077387 993840 960976 I 007298
6 -3 340757 3 662229 2 127319 968022 191713 004150 - 075470 995923 964075 1 0009S4
7 -3 340757 3 662229 2 157260 967272 179681 005835 - 071853 997624 964974 I 010992
8 -3 340757 3 662229 2 187977 966383 166613 007198 - 067381 999675 966069 1 013"42
9 ·3 340757 3 662229 2 l~o723 964387 149495 007993 • 060796 1 001702 9660~ 1 016337
10 -3 340757 3 662229 2 204297 962622 125118 007925 - 0'51090 1 004091 966560 1 01950S
11 -3 340757 3 662229 2 207188 9C0429 092800 00684) - 037967 1 006050 966240 I 022"30
12 -3 340757 3 662229 2 208088 959467 057513 004896 - 023561 1 007474 966638 I 02"286
13 -3 340757 3 662229 2 209465 958643 028944 002836 • 011864 I 0079'50 966264 1 025123
14 -3 340757 3 662229 2 209869 ~8872 011536 001253 • 000&730 1 008107 96&645 1 025186
15 -3 340757 3 662229 2 210078 ~8472 o 000000 o 000000 0000ooo 1 008132 966266 1 025382
J. 5 K= 6 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF' V/AREF' II/ARtF' T/TR(F' P/PR(F' ENT
1 -3 340757 3 695806 o 000000 940806 223007 000180 o 00ססoo 985;'27 927378 1 1)10083
2 ·3 340757 3 695806 I 063838 946673 217669 000221
- 0"00'59 9S8038 935349 1 009935
3 -3 3407'57 3 695806 I 615/;41 957703 205006 000373 • 067432 992461 9'50483 1 009761
4 -3 340757 3 1595806 I 901857 962893 191153 000650 - 076340 994984 9'58063 1 010148
5 ·3 340757 3 695806 2 050315 954137 178376 001069 - 074989 9960&70 960733 I 011134
6 ·3 340757 3 695805 2 127319 965508 167231 001704 • 071592 998372 963936 I 012"88
7 -3 340757 3 695806 2 167260 %4928 157844 002574 • 06S635 999782 964717 1 014162
8 ·3 340757 3 '395806 2 187977 964276 147363 003858 - 061435 1 001511 965733 I 016190
9 -3 340757 ~ 695206 2 198723 962593 132752 004846 - 054767 1 003157 965632 I 018572
'f'\
)10 -3 340757 3 695806 2 204297 961227 111236 005261 - 045611 1 00'5120 966148 1 021145
11 -3 340157 3 6951306 2 201188 959434 082609 004945 - 033939 1 006646 965810 I 023460
12 ·3 340757 3 695806 2 208668 9567SO 051386 003807 - 0210'51 1 007786 966214 1 024911
13 - 3 340757 3 69'5806 2 209465 958022 025940 002327 - 010631 I 008151 96'5831 I 02S593
14 ·3 )40757 :I 6'y',H06 2 2091)(,9 9~}B.'Ol 010339 001Q68 • 0042)0 I 000;-02 ~M2;X) 1 02"".>6 16
15 ·3 340751 3 6951106 2 210018 951B79 0000000 o 000000 0000000 1 006302 %5832 I 025009
J. ~ K· 7 L X Y Z R/RPEF U/AREF V/ARf:F VIARf:F TITRf:F P/PPrF (NT
1 -3 340757 3 706795 o 000000 937346 176430 000058 o OOCOOO 989541 927542 1 015486
2 -3 340757 3706795 1 %3838 943294 171675 000075 - 037424 991852 93S608 I 015285
3 -3 340757 3 70£795 1 6!5€41 954511 160600 000133 - 062583 996228 9S0911 1 0149'54
4 ·3 340757 3 706795 I 901857 9S~866 149031 000215 - 069822 998563 ~.)3487 1 01S0'5,)
~ -3 34D75] 3 706795 2 0'50315 961204 .138955 000335 - 067473 99973 960950 1 015685
6 -3 340757 3 706795 2 127319 962787 130805 000524 - 063732 1 00134 964079 I 016646
7 -3 340757 3 706795 2 167260 962571 124789 000820 - 058565 I 002481 964960 I 017895
8 -3 340757 3 706795 2 187977 962233 117914 001237 - 052960 I 003879 965965 1 019458
9 -3 340757 3 70oH5 2 198723 960913 106915 001753 - 046163 I 005124 965837 I 021283
10 ·3 340757' 3 706795 2 2D4297 95'J9'33 089'386 002368 • 037640 1 00(;607 966326 I 0231E16
II ·3 340757 3 706795 2 201 t88 ~.)~J') 75 066572 002993 - 027432 I 007614 965974 1 024168
12 ·3 340757 3 70679~ 2 1<)1)686 9SB333 041765 003136 - 017073 I 008386 966370 I 02S7oo
13 ·3 340757 3 7')6795 2 209465 957742 021293 002261 - 008719 j 008608 965987 I 026179
14 -3 340757 3 06795 2 209369 958032 008493 001044 • 003481 1 006707 966373 I 026155
15 ·3 340757 3 706795 2 210078 957636 o 000000 o 000000 000000o I 008721 965988 1 026339
J. 5 K· 8 L X Y Z R/RRE:F U/AREF Vfol.REF V/AR£F T/TRf:f" P/~F ENT
1 ·3 340757 3 710391 o 000000 9D?04 112722 000017 o 000000 993011 927378 I 02Q:;~8
2 -3 340757 3 710391 1 063838 939763 109138 00002S • 028755 99'5303 .935349 1 020347
3 -3 340757 3 710391 I 615641 950975 101008 000045 • 047757 999587 950482 I 019932
"
-3 340757 3 7t0391 I 901857 9S&403 093077 000060 • 052304 I 001735 gc.)3Q62 1 01975(;
5 -3 340757 3 710391 2 0':',0315 9S8158 086603 000074 • 0499S0 1 002682 960728 I 019972
6 ·3 340757 3 710391 2 127319 960056 081873 000107 • 047213 I 004032 963927 1 020537
7 ·3 340757 3 710391 2 167260 960008 079222 .000173 - 043212 1 004898 964110 1 021438
8 -3 340757 3 710391 2 187977 959929 075942 000274 • 033911 ! 006045 965732 1 022631
9 -3 340751 3 710391 2 198723 958948 059331 000336 • 033477 1 006966 965628 1 023993
10 -3 340757 3 7!0391 2 204297 95e~5S 057919 000306 - 025758 1 oo800S 966131 1 02S263
11 ·3 340757 3 710391 2 207188 9'57532 042791 000736 - 019030 I 008504 965775 1 026120
12 -3 340757 3 710391 2 208688 957645 026564 002049 • 011440 I 008901 966169 I 026516
13 -3 340757 3 710391 2 2094S5 957220 013339 002463 • 005'586 1 008946 96'5783 I 026746
14 -3 340757 3 710391 2 209869 957552 005322 001079 -002216 1 009000 5..0170 I 0.l6659
15 -3 340757 3 710391 2 2 10078 957162 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 009007 965783 1 026833
J. 5 K· 9 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF If/AREI'" TlTREf" P/PRfF ENT
I -3 340757 3 711567 o 000000 932369 046688 000002 000000o 994822 .927541 I 023082
2 ·3 340757 3 711567 1 063838 9382&6 044851 000005 - 014147 997167 93S607 1 022910
3 ·3 340757 3 711557 1 615641 949479 040809 000011 - 023412 1 00lS01 950910 I 022492
4 -3 34('757 :3 711567 I 901PS7 95')107 037243 000010 - 024949 1 003539 9'58486 1 Q22147
5 "3 340757 3 711567 2 0~·O315 9%677 034412 000012 • 023629 I 004257 960951 1 022122
6 -3 340757 3 711567 2 127319 958866 032356 000017 - 022916 I 005439 96'001 I 022475
7 -3 340757 3 711567 2 167260 959007 031708 000016 • 021175 1 006211 ."964963 1 023199
8 ·3 340757 3 711567 2 187977 95'?026 ,030925 000018 - 018954 1 007236 965966 1 024234
9 -3 340757 3 711567 2 198723 958171 028230 000016 - 0160"...6 1 007995 965831 1 025311
10 -3 340757 3 711567 2 204297 957835 022868 000017 - 013038 T 008812 "966326 1026325
11 ·3 340757 3 711567 2 207188 957334 017077 000016 - 010284 1 009055 966003 1 026808
12 -3 340757 3 71 i567 2 208688 957581 011618 000017 - 006574 I 009233 966422 1 026884
13 -3 340757 3 7t 1567 2 209465 957263 006018 000015 • 002871 1 009164 900036 1 026950
14 -3 340757 3 711567 2 209869 957619 002410 000016 • 0009'l1 1 009196 966425 1 026830
15 -3 340751 3 711567 2 2i0078 957230 o 000000 o 000000 000000o I 009191 966034 1 026997
J. 5 K. 10 L X y Z R/RRf:F U/AREI'" V/AREF W/AR£f" T/TREF P/PPrF (NT
1 -3 340757 3 711952 o 000000 931901 o 000000 o 000000 o 00000o 995146 921377 I 023620
2 ·3 340757 3 711952 I 063838 937695 0000000 0000000 ·0·000000 997491 935348 1023498
3 ·3 340757 3 711952 1 615641 948736 o 000000 0·000000 0000000 _ I 001840 9'50482 1 023153
4 -3 340757 3 711952 1 901851 954393 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 I 003945 958062 1 022764
5 -3 340757 3 711952 2 050315 956398 o 000000 0000000 0000000 I 004530 960730 1 022604
6 ·3 340751 3 711952 2 127319 956493 0000000 000000o o 000000 1 005675 963932 1 022814
7 -3 340757 3 7119'52 2 167250 958577 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 006410 964721 1 023'386
8 ·3 340757 3 7119'52 2 187977 ~S3€C5 o 000000 o 000000 o 00000o I 007412 965750 1 024576
9 ·3 340757 3 711952 2 198723 957856 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 008134 965648 1·025648
10 ·3 340757 3 711952 2 204297 95760'5 o 000000 Q. 000000 o 000000 1 oo8'30S 966132 1 026539
11 ·3 340757 3 7119'52 2 207188 9'57021. o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 009120 965748 I 027009
12 ·3 340757 3 711952 2 20&;88 957254 o 000000 o 000000 o OOCOOO 1 009269 966127 I 027061
13 -3 340757 3 711952 2 209455 955976 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 009171 965752 1 027080
14 -3 340757 3 711952 2 209859 9'57341 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.009181 966131 1 026934
15 ·3 340757 3 711952 2 210078 9'57286 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 009189 966082 1 026966
J. 6 K· I L x y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AR(F W/AR(F" T/TREF" P/PREF ENT
1 ·2 412769 o 000000 o 000000 930860 343495 o 000000 0000000 972338 90'5111 1 000607
;,.
-2 412769 o 000000 880155 937846 338003 o 000000 - 056414 974948 914352 I 000297
3 ·2 412769 o 000000 1 33"-997 . 9497'H 325248 o 000000 • 095353 979551 930372 999943
4 ·2 412769 o 000000 1 57JE39 952487 311299 o 000000 • 110020 981336 93-4710 1 000631
5 ·2 412769 o 000000 1 6?6€SI 9:)05; t 296889 o 000000 • 112225 982269 933657 I 002415
6 -2 412769 o OOOC()O J 760414 94'1:'42 282410 o 000000 - 111400 984255 934591 1 004852
7 -2 412769 o OOOO'JO 1 793461 946976 268780 o 000000 • 107906 986119 933834 1 007844
8 ·2 412769 o 000000 1 81061! 344973 253642 o 000000 • 103009 988844 934432 1 011487
9 ·2 412769 o 000000 I 8!~O3 9414&6 232785 o 000000 • 095032 991851 933794 1 016072
10 ·2 412769 o 000000 1 824116 938288 200427 o 000000 • 082109 995885 934427 1 021585
11 -2 412769 o 000000 1 826508 934165 153245 o 000000 • 06287! 999629 933818 I 027234
12 -2 412769 o 000000 I 827H9 9320'?~ 098025 o 000000 • 040256 I 002529 934456 1 031127
13 -2 412769 o 000000 I 823Y:l3 930443 051247 .0 000000 • 021052 I 003654 933842 1 033019
14 ·2 412769 o 000000 1 828727 930722 02:21 ! o 000000 - 008716 I 004029 934472 I 033280
IS ·2 412769 o 000000 I 828900 930037 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 004101 933851 I 033659
J. 6 K· 2 L x y Z R/RREr U/AREF VIAP.(F" \{fAREF TITRE. P/PREF" (NT
1 -2 412769 I 670379 o 000000 930035 3420'H 0014<111 o 000000 972<1127 904391 1 001054
2 -2 412769 1 670379 880355 'D69ijJ3 336636 001685 - 0'56166 975015 913SS6 I 000742
3 ·2 412769 1 670379 ! 336987 948815 323944 002332 - 094909 979577 929437 1 000382
4 ·2 412769 1 670379 I 573839 951503 3100.:7 003193 • 109516 981348 933755 1 OOIOSS
5 -2 412769 1 670379 I 695691 943569 295687 004072 • 111755 982283 932765 I 002818
6 ·2 412769 J 670379 I 7&0414 94%45 281285 004833 • 110947 984249 933703 I 005226
II> 7 ·2 412769 I 670379 I 793467 946117 267744 005409 - 107487 986089 932956 1 0081808 -2 412769 I 670379 1 610611 944147 2'5272J 005753 - 102634 988779 933553 1 011774
9 ·2 412769 1 670319 I 619503 940E,86 232006 005765 - 094713 991744 932920 I 016299
10 ·2 412769 I 670379 I 824116 937554 1991319 005350 • 081659 995730 933550 1 021747
11 -2 412769 1 670379 1 826508 933413 152827 004315 • 062699 999434 .932945 1 027338
12 -2 412769 I 670379 I 827749 931429 097787 002849 • 040158 1 002309 933579 I 031197
13 -2 4J2769 I 670379 1 828393 929764 051136 001499 • 021006 1 003426 932969 I 033077
!4 ·2 412769 I 670379 i 828727 930062 021168 000617 • 008698 I 003798 933595 t 033336
15 ·2 412769 I 670379 1 828900 929381 o 000000 o 000000 000000o 1 003870 932978 1 033713
J. 6 K· 3 L X Y l R/PREF ulAREr v/ARfr II/AREF TITRE. P/~F ENT
1 ·2 412769 3 246102 o 000000 928115 337123 001960 o 000000 972987 ·903045 1 002458
2 -2 412769 3 246102 880555 934913 331764 002322 - 055678 975513 912020 I 602132
3 -2 412769 3 246102 1 335987 946431 319316 0033"8 • 093865 979922 927429 I 001743
4 ·2 412769 3 246102 I 573833 948903 305573 004828 • 106068 981563 931408 t 002373
5 -2 412769 3 246'02 I 696691 947038 291518 006417 • 110221 982445 930413 . I 004064
6 -2 412769 3 246102 1 7&0414 946182 277363 007620 • 109<1134 984355 931380 I 006380
7 -2 412769 3 246102 1 793467 943740 264124 008901 • 106049 986112 930633 1 009218
8 -2 412769 3 245102 I 810611 941889 249469 oo9S60 - 101327 988701 931247 1 012664
9 -2 412769 3 246102 1 819'.503 938553 229201 009657 • 093576 9'31533 930606 I 017006
10 -2 412769 3 246102 I 824116 935571 197558 008927 • 080939 995379 911247 1 022251
II -2 412769 3 246102 J 82':;508 931611 151196 007J78 • 062033 998950 930632 1 027661
12 -2 412769 3 246102 1 827749 929653 095793 004729 - 039751 I 001746 931276 I 03140'5
13 ·2 412769 3 246102 1 829393 929029 050632 002495 • 020799 I C-J28) 1 930656 , 033244
14 -2 412769 3 246102 , 828727 928325 020963 001030 • 008614 : 003196 931292 1 033489
15 ·2 412769 3 246102 I 828900 927635 o 600000 o 000000 0000000 ., 003266 .930665 t 033869
J. 6 K. 4 L X Y Z IVPP[F UIAREF" V/APET W/ARE:F T/TREF" P/PREF" tNT
I -2 412769 3 564247 o 000000 926342 326910 OOJ380 o 000000 974635 9C2845 1.004925
2 ·2 412769 3 564247 8$0355 933142 321706 001632 • 055590 977137 911807 1 004561
3 ·2 412769 3 564247 1 336987 944522 309689 002488 - 093234 981428 926980 1 004092
.j .,' oJ
{4·
-2 412769· 3 564247 I 5738.39 946721 m622 003948 -.100513 982866 .930500 I 004629
5 -2.412769 3 564247 I 696691 944757 2830~3 005675 - 107938 983S85 929249 1 006199
.6 -2 412769 3 564247 I 7&0414 944013 269444 007282 - 106839 985387 .930218 1 008360
7 -2 412769 3 564247 I 793467 941700 256850 008609 - 103394 966998 929456 I 011001
8 -2 412769 3 564247 I el0611 940038 242915 009475 - 098802 989421 930094 I 014199
9 -2 412759 3 564247. I 819503 936904 223461 009680 - 091305 992033 929440 I 018235
;0 -2 412769 3 564247 1 824116 934172 192869 008894 - 079048 995640 930099 1 023132
11 -2 412769 3 564247 I 82€508 930419 147777 006976 - 060642 998977 929467 I 028216
12 -2 412769 3 564247 1 827749 928611 094694 004390 - 038893 1 001634 930128 I 031752
13 -2 412769 3 564247 I 82fl393 927024 049555 002199 - 020358 1 002660 929490 I 033516
14 -2 412769 3 564247 1 828727 927351 020515 000871 - 008430 I 003011 930143 I 033732
IS -2 412769 3564247 I 828900 926647 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 1 003078 929.499 1 034115·
J. 6 K~ -s L X y Z R/RREF· UIAREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREf' P/PREF' ENT
I -2 412769 3 665190 o ()()t"AOO 924224 30987i 000634 o 000000 977242 903191 I 008535
2 -2 412769 3 665190 880355 931149 304871 000723 - 055923 979751 912295 I 008110
3 -2 412759 3 665190 I 336987 9~2796 293439 001078 - 093311 984043 927752 I 007505
4 -2 412769 3 665190 1 573839 9~5245 281279 001756 - 105578 985434 931476 1 007882
S -2 412769 3 665190 I 69£691 943491 268778 002677 - 105722 986048 930327 I 009260
6 -2 412769 3 665190 I 760414 942977 256361 003723 - 103658 987720 931397 1 01 \192
7 -2 412769 3 665190 ! 793467 940907 244996 004787 - 099117 989151 .930599 1 013548
8 -2 412769 3 665190 1 810611 939510 232316 005606 • 095031 991351 931384 1 016405
9 -2 412769 3665190 I 819'503 9351',7) 214262 005913 - 087767 993668 930740 .1 020015
10 -2 412769 3 665190 1 824116 934282 185434 005351 - 076080 995934 931417 I 024413
II ·2 412769 3 665190 I 82£,508 930840 I4266B ·003869 - 058566 .999936 930780 I 029017
12 -2 412769 3 655190 1 827749 929225 091917 001946 - 037756 I 002396 931451 I 032264
13 -2 412769 3 665190 1 828393 927693 048329 000611 - 019854 ! 003356 930806 I 033935
14 -2 412769 3 665190 1 828727 928041 020062 000108 - 008243 ! 003692 931467 1 034126
15 -2 412769 3 665190 I 828900 927331 o 000000 o 000000 o ססoo00 I 0037'57 930815 I 034509
J. 6 K· 6 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF VlAREF I,fIAREF" T/TREF' P/PREF" ENY
I -2 412769 3 697218 o 000000 920596 281162 000305 o 00ססoo 980761 902884 I 013761
2 -2 412769 3 697218 880355 9;>7463 27€324 000360 - 055253 983203 911885 1 013;>h9
3 -;: 412759 3697218 1 336~67 939037 266111 000544 - 091699 987334 927143 I 012491
4 -2 412769 3 697218 1 573839 941595 255480 000819 - 102684 988534 930798 I 012618
'5 -2 412769 3 697218 i 6%691 940139 244835 001139 - 101519 988950 929750 1 013673
6 -2 412769 3 697218 1 760' 14 93'3965 234459 001494 - 098409 990402 930943 I 015236
7 -2 412769 3 697218 I 793467 938;:40 225182 001909 • 093788 991570 930331 1 017180
8 -2 412769 3 697218 I 810611 9371 86 214490 002308 - 088850 993476 931074 I 019593
9 -2 412769 3 697218 I 819503 934737 198596 002541 - 081781 995422 930.458 1 022660
10 -2 412769 3 697218 I 824116 932803 172848 002444 - 070994 998227 931150 1 026392
II -2 412769 3 697218 I 826508 929824 134494 001911 • 055175 1 000747 930519 I 030301
12 -2 412769 3697218 I 827749 928483 088119 000971 - 036173 I 002919 931194 I 033133
13 ·2 412769 36972i8 1 828393 92702'5 046931 000204 - 019275 I 003801 ?30548 I 034692
14 -2 412769 3 6972:8 I 828727 927387 019589 - 000031 - 008048 I 004124 931211 I 034863
15 ·2 412769 3 697218 ; 828900 925679 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.004186 .930558 1.035243
J. 6 K. 7 L X y Z RfRREF' UIAR£F V/AREF" W/AREf" T/TREF' P/f'REF' ENT
1 -2 412769 3 707381 o 000000 916171 232306 000090 o 000000 985816 903176 1.020951
2 -2 412769 3 707381 880355 923089 228398 000113 - 050523 988288 912278 I 020437
3 -2 412769 3 707381 I 3)[,987 934820 219920 000181 • 083167 992408 927722 I 019528
4 -2 412769 3 707381 I 573839 937631 211928 000245 - 091563 993400 9314..2 I 019322
5 -2 412769 3 707381 1 696691 936454 204180 W0304 - 089092 ·993439 930309 I 019874
6 -2 412769 3 707381 1 760414 935598 196722 000380 • 085688 994483 931430 1 020883
7 -2 412759 3 70739! I 793467 935245 190285 000..81 - 081249 995255 930807 I 022267
8 -2 412769 3 707381 I 8lO611 934575 182245 000522 - 076613 .996783 931568 1 024129
9 -2 412769 3 707381 I 819503 932553 169252 000402 - 070300 998306 930973 I 026583
10 -2 412769 3 707381 1 824115 931145 148186 000465 • 0610~ I 000572 931618 1 029536
II -2 412769 3 707381 I 826508 928769 117569 001055 - 048035 I 0024)5 931050 I 032498
12 -2 412769 3 707381 I 827749 927905 079735 001518 - 032554 I 004118 931726 I 034626
13 ·2 417.:'69 .3 707381 I 826393 926600 043662 000997 - 017891 I 004837 931082 I 035950
14 -2 412769 3 707381 1 828727 926991 018387 000355 - 007555 1 OOSI29 931746 I 036076
15 -2. 412769 3 707381 1 828900 926289 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 005186 931093 I 036449
J. 6 K· 8 L X r Z R/PREf' U/AREf" V/AREF' W/AREF T/TREF' P/PREf' ENT
.J
1 ·2 412769 3 71060S 0000000 910915 155410 ססoo24 0000ooo 991184 902885 I 028876
2 -2 412769 3 710605 880355 917659 152757 000033 - 037353 993709 911886 1 028459
3 -2 412769 3 710605 1 336987 929148 147345 000054 - 060740 997842 927143 1 027609
4 -2 412769 3 710505 I 573839 932095 142988 000058 - 064997 998610 930800 I 027038
5 -2 412769 3 710605 1696691 931353 138779 000054 - 062171 998271 929753 1 027073
6 ·2 412769 3 710605 1 760414 931961 134640 000058 • 0'59863 998914 930949 1 027470
7 -2 412769 3 710605 I 793467 n0993 131315 000070 • 056749 999296 930338 1 028290
8 ·2 412769 3 710605 1 810611 930673 126229 OOjIJ72 - 053508 I 000444 931087 1 029613
9 -2 412769 3 710605 1 819503 929045 116662 - 000080 - 048992 1 001564 930498 1 031487
10 -2 412769 3 710605 I 824116 928166 101972 - 000540 - 042919 I 003293 93122.2 1 033659
11 -2 412769 3710605 I 826508 926495 082647 - 000250 - 034603 1 oou32 93060i 1 035579
12 -2 412769 3 710605 1 827749 926234 057667 001833 • 023967 1 005U4 931276 I 036740
I:) -2 412769 3 710505 1 828393 92'5235 032073 002697 - 013219 1 005733 9:?-0636 1 037514
14 -2 412769 _3 71.0605 I 828727 925781 013799 001089 - 005728 1 005957 931295 1 037471
15 -2 412769 3 710605 I 828900 925105 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 1 005991 930648 1 037810
J. 6 K· 9 L X Y Z R/AA[r U/AP[r VIAREr II/AREF" TITREF" P/PR(F" ENT
I ·2 412769 3 711628 o 000000 9OB266 066589 000003 o 00ססoo 994373 903175 1 033381
2 -2 412769 3 711626 880355 915004 065415 000006 - 017260 997019 912276 1 033081
3 -2 412769 3 711628 I 33&987 926507 063238 000009 - 027679 1 001311 927721 I 032356
.01 -2 412769 3 711628 I 573939 929537 062018 000002 • 028204 I 001984 931442 1 031675
5 -2 412769 3 711529 I 69f-69 I 923016 060652 - 000002 - 026336 1 001394 9303!1 I 031326
6 -2 412769 3 711628 1 7504!4 92176) 059086 - 00')001 - 025719 ! 001799 931435 1 031412
7 ·2 412769 3 711628 I 793467 9289· 05802S - 000004 • 024502 1 001982 930815 1 0319'50
8 -2 .0112769 3 711628 I 81051! 92B87/:> OSS902 - 000003 - 023129 1 002906 931575 I 032945
9 ·2 412769 3 711628 I 819503 92709 050541 • 00000'5 - 020759 1 003740 930968 I 034418
10 -2 412769 3 71 !628 1 824115 926897 041721 - 000004 - 018370 1 005156 931676 1 036145
II -2 412769 3 711626 1 826508 92563S 0352'58 - 000006 017429 I 005895 931092 1 037473
12 -2 412769 3 711528 I 827749 92'5910 029353 • 000005 - 014016 I 006377 931814 I 037846
13 -2 412769 3 711628 1 828333 9~,289 017466 - ססoo07 - 007587 1 006350 931164 1 03S097
14 ·2 412769 3. 711628 I 826727 925897 007798 - 000007 - 00320'5 1 006428 931839 I 037909
15 -2 412769 3 7! 1628 1 828900 925216 o 000000 o o00ooo 000ססoo I 006439 931173 1 038223
J' 6 ". 10 L X Y Z R/AAU UIAp.Er V/Ap(F iii ARC.:. T/TREF" P/pp'(r ENT
I -2 412769 3 7119'52 o 000000 907418 o 000000 o 000000 o 0-0ססoo 97".;.002 902883 1 034430
2 -2 AI2769 3 711952 880355 9!4013 o 000000 o 000000 o 00ססoo 997671 911885 I 03~204
3 -2 412769 3 711952 1 33087 925301 o 000000 o 000000 0000ooo I 001991 927143 I 0:;3595
<$ -2 412769 3 711952 I 573839 928350 o 000000 o 00ססoo o 000000 I 002639 930001 I 032904
5 -2 412769 3 711952 1 696691 927896 o 000000 (;000000 0000ooo 1 002005 929756 1 0324~
6 -2 412759 3 711952 1 760414 928753 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 002370 930:9'55 I 032448
7 -2 412769 3 711952 I 793467 928010 o 000000 o 000000 o ססoo00 1 002522 930351 1 032935
8 -2 412769 3 711952 J 810611 9;>7953 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 003400 931108 1 033$65
9 -2 412769 3 711952 1 819503 92,(",681 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 004144 930".)21 1 035199
10 -2 412769 3 7119'52 1 S24116 926181 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 I 005442 931222 I 036761
il ·2· 412769 3 711952 1 82€,s0i3 924912 o 000000 o 000000 o OCOOOO 1 006111 930-564 I 038020
12 -2 412769 3 711952 I 827749 925173 o 000000 o 000000 o 0<1000 I 006543 931227 I 038349
13 -2 412769 3 711952 I 828393 924676 o 000000 o 000000 o 0..,'OC00 I 006417 930610 1 038442
14 -2 412759 3 711952 I 826727 925296 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 1 006417 931234 I 038163
15 -2 412769 3 711952 I 828900 925256 o 000000 o 000000 0000ooo 1 006428 931204 I 038193
J. 7 K· 1 L X r Z fVRRET U/ARE' V/AREF" WAREF" T/TflE' P/PPE' ENT
I -I 855976 o 000000 o 000000 901530 .0107805 0000000 o o00ooo %1797 867089 I 002516
2 -I 855976 o 00000° 770265 90B844 >:03041 o 0ססoo0 • Q&S701 %4182 876291 1 001759
3 -I 855976 o 00000· I 16979'5 920501 392031 o OOOOCO - 114675 ~7984 891030 1 000595
4 ·1 655976 o 000000 I 377027 921959 379760 o oooorJO - 131772 968803 893197 I 000808
5 -I 855976 o 000000 ! 484517 920551 365697 0·00ססoo • 136394 969806 892756 I 002457
6 ·1 855976 o 000000 I 540271 920497 351468 0000ooo - 137482 972177 6948$6 t 004932
7 -I 855976 o 000000 I 569191 918255 338331 o OOOOCJ - 135201 974252 894612 I 0080'59
8 - I 855976 () 000000 I 584191 916568 323663 000ססoo • 131130 977337 895796 lOll99'S
9 -J 855976 o 000000 I 591971 912f06 301664 o o00ooo - 123002 980888 895165 I 017434
10 -I 855976 o 000000 1 596;)07 908523 263517 000ססoo - 107Ba3 9'"00306 896082 1 024El9Q
II ·1 853976 0000000 1 598100 902530 202775 o oor...ooo • 093156 992011 895319 1 033551
12 ·1 855976 o 000000 I 5'?918S 839155 128996 0000000 - 0'52'953 996670 8"36162 I 039963
13 ·1 855976 o 00ססoo 1 5'?974~ 5%626 066828 0000ooo 0~7442 998589 895J61 I 043139
14 . 1 855976 o OOOOOV 1 600041 896897 027548 0·000000 • 011315 999205· 8%183 I 043656
.,
15 -1.855976 0.000000 1.600193 895977 o 000000 0.000000 0000000 .999326 .895373 1.044211
J. 7 K· 2 L X Y Z R/PREF U/AREF V/AREF \/IAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.855976 1.670379 0.000000 900569 406583 .001940 o 000000 .961847 .860228 1 002987
2 -1855976 1.670379 .770265 907868 401830 002179 - 068477 .964220 .875384 1.002229
3 -1.855976 1.670379 1.169795 919474 390890 002811 -.114291 968001 .890052 1 001060
4 -1.855976 1.670379 1.377027 920960 378585 .003663 -.131344 .968818 .892243 1.001258
5 -1.655976 1 670379 1 484517 919604 364557 004554 -.135975 .969818 891848 1.002882
6 -1 855976 I 670379 1 54,)271 9'9570 350391 005341 - 137064 972165 893974 1 005325
7 ·1.855976 1 670379 1 569191 9:7365 337330 005938 -.134807 974215 .893711 1 008412
8 -I 855':H6 I 670379 I 584191 915707 322756 006268 • 130766 977264 .894888 I 012300
q
·1 855976 I 670379 1 591971 911794 300870 OQ6212 - 122680 980775 894265 1 017679
10 -1 8~~976 1 670379 1 'S')(;()07 907753 2620'''7 005':>90 • 107614 986143 8951U 1 025069
11 -I 855976 1670379 I 598100 901609 202283 004306 - 082954 .991806 894420 1 033667
12 -1 855976 I 670379 1 599186 898457 128&94 002691 - C,2829 996434 895254 1 040039
13 -1.855975 I 670379 1 599749 895947 066681 001366 -.027381 .998343 .894462 1 043198
14 -1 855976 1 670379 1.600041 896212 027490 .000557 - 011292 998955 .895276 1.043714
15 -1855976 1.670379 I 600193 895301 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .999075 894473 1.044264
J. 7 K· 3 L x y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF IJ/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.855976 3 246102 0.000000 898433 402299 .002650 0.000000 .962325 .864585 1 004448
2 -1 855976 3 246102 .770265 905624 397602 002999 ·068038 .964657 .873616 1.003676
3 -1.855976 3 246102 1.169795 917035 385789 0::l397 1 -.113401 .968340 .888002 1.002474
4 -1.855976 3 246102 1 377027 918443 374615 .005354 - 130147 .969075 890040 1.002620
5 -1.855976 3 246102 1.484517 917149 360732 006844 '.134675 .970025 .889658 1.004170
6 -1 855976 3 246102 I 540271 917169 346771 008177 - 135726 972304 891767 1 006520
7 • I 8',5'176 3 246102 I ~r.?191 91'5050 31'l')r,2 009203 • 133'_,07 974272 891507 1 0094')1
8 ·1 (3'j'j9.,6 3 246102 1 5114191 913490 31 'Jf,')4 009774 - 129':,52 977218 892678 I 013234
9 ·1 855976 3 246102 I 591971 909705 298164 .009681 -.121593 .980604 .892060 1.018435
10 -1.855976 3 246102 I 595007 905801 260588 .008527 • 106694 .985828 892964 1.025624
11 -1 855976 3 246102 I 598100 899995 200569 .005529 -.082256 .991354 .892214 1 034029
12 -1 855976 3 246102 1 599186 896729 127614 003991 - 052388 995890 893044 I 040272
13 -1 855976 3 246102 1 5997 49 894258 056132 .002000 - .027156 .997762 .892256 1.043378
14 -1.855976 3 245102 I 600041 894529 027259 000812 - .011201 .998363 .893065 1.043881
15 -1.855976 3 246102 I 600193 893624 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .998482 .692268 1.044427
J. 7 K· 4 l X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF" VIAREF 'J/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.855976 3 567415 o 000000 896536 393604 001857 0.000000 .963983 864342 1.006985
2 -I 855976 3 567415 .770265 903659 389034 002097 -.067952 .966298 .873397 1 006169
3 -1.855976 3 557415 1.159795 915251 378542 .002871 -.112891 .969901 .887703 1.004874
4 -1.855976 3 567415 1.377027 916592 365771 .004112 '. 128943 .970505 .889558 1.0049'10
5 -1.855976 3 567415 1484517 915321 .353304 .005522 •. i 32893 .971338 .889087 1.006332
6 - i .855976 3 557415 1.540271 915422 339812 006830 ·.133602 .973504 .891167 1.008530
7 ·1 855976 3.567415 1 569191 913412 327532 .007889 -.131260 975331 .690880 1.011312
8 -I 855976 3 567415 I 584191 912015 313860 008492 -.127358 .978116 .892057 1 014821
9 ·1 855976 3 567415 1 591971 908419 293038 008377 -.119583 .981291 891424 1.019726
10 -I 855976 3 567415 1 596007 904752 25C390 007210 - 105011 986279 892339 1 026569
11 -1 855976 3 567415 1 598100 899154 197555 .005031 - 081033 99157j 891577 1 034645
12 -1 855976 3 567415 1 599186 896029 125821 002671 -.051655 .995970 892417 1.040681
13 -1 855976 3 567415 1 599749 893597 065242 001142 -.026792 .997786 891618 1.043712
14 -I ",.)'5976 3 567415 1 600041 893893 026909 .000415 - 011053 998374 .892439 1.044188
15 -I 855976 3 567415 1.600193 892979 o 000000 0.000000 0000000 .998489 .891630 1 044736
J. 7 K. 5 l X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF \//AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1 855976 3 667169 o 0000,)0 894588 378767 000813 o 000000 .966733 864827 1.010781
2 -1 855976 3 667169 770265 901929 374421 .000910 • 068107 .969045 8740.10 1.009893
3 -1 855976 3 667169 1 169795 913577 364526 .OOI2bl ·.112732 .972625 888567 1.000434
4 -1.655976 3 667169 1 377027 915198 353574 001825 '.127915 .973164 .890638 1.008277
5 -I 855976 3 667169 I 484517 9141.78 340998 00;>467 • 130856 973893 .890312 1 009483
6 -i .855976 3 667169 1 540271 914486 .328438 003104 ·.130783 975919 .892464 1.011446
7 -1 855976 3 667169 I 569191 912670 317120 003702 -.128005 .977559 892188 1013952
8 -1 855976 3 667169 1 584191 911501 304459 004057 - 123997 990125 .893385 1 017136
9 -1 855976 3 667169 1 591?71 908180 284916 003909 ·.116452 983004 .892745 I 021614
10 -I 855976 3 667169 1 59bC07 904859 250179 .002998 -.102523 .987638 .893673 1.027934
11 -I 855976 3.667169 1598100 .899561 .193843 .001456 - .079521 .992597 .892901 1.035525
12 ~1.855976 3.667169 1.599186 896589 .124222 .000082 -.051000 .996837 .893753 1.041326
13 ~1 .855976 3.667169 1.599749 894179 .064662 - .000364 -.026553 .998618 .892943 1.044310
14 -1.855976 3 667169 1 600041 894490 026710 - .000246 - .010971 .999200 .893775 1.044774
15 ~1 855976 3 667169 1.600193 893567 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 999315 .892954 1.045326
J. 7 K· 6 l X y Z R/RREF un.REF' V/AREF W/AREF' TITREF P/PREF' ENT
1 -1.855976 3.698138 o 000000 .890505 .351470 .000370 o 000000 .970707 .864419 1.016795
2 -1.355976 3 698138 770265 897787 347552 .000431 - .066709 .972959 873510 1.015840
3 -1.85SQ7E; 3.698138 1.169795 909364 338804 000619 -.109838 .976373 .887879 1014194
4 -1 855976 3.698138 1 377027 911090 3294.19 000843 -.123464 976678 889841 .1013741
5 -1 855976 3 698138 1 484517 910334 318507 001035 - 125171 977147 889530 1.014565
6 -1 855976 3 698138 1 540271 910961 307551 .001175 -.124370 978910 891748 1016115
I -1.855976 3 698138 1 569191 909463 297733 001259 -.121224 980263 891513 1 018189
8 -1 855976 3 698138 1 584191 90d601 286519 001216 -.117178 982521 .892720 1.020922
.9 -1 855976 3 698138 \ 591971 905677 269042 000978 - 110075 984998 .892090 1024817
10 -1.855976 3 698138 1 596007 902878 238229 000607 - .097548 .989075 .893014 1.030333
11 -1 855976 3 698138 1598100 898118 . 187734 000200 - 076920 993455 892249 1 037097
12 -1 855976 3 698138 1 599186 895376 122826 - 000184 - 050389 997455 893097 1 042537
13 -1 855976 3 .;98138 1 5997.19 89:>980 0~·4r,·.;3 - 000282 - 026542 999230 892293 1 045511
14 -I 855976 3 698138 I 600041 893278 026778 - 000149 -010999 .999822 .893119 1.045991
15 -1.855976 3 698138 1 600193 892359 o 000000 Q 000000 o 000000 .999939 .892304 1.046544
J. 7 K· 7 l X y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF I:fAREF T/TREF' P/PREF ENT
1 -1.855976 3.707753 0.000000 884807 298213 000087 0.000000 .977403 .864813 1.026442
2 -1.855976 3.707753 .770265 892084 295124 000113 -.059983 .979721 873994 1 025511
3 -I 855976 3 707753 1.169795 903744 288474 000183 - 097876 983177 .688540 1.023796
4 -1.855976 3 707753 1 377027 905763 281735 000225 -.108166 983269 .890609 1022978
5 -1 855976 3 707753 1 484517 905398 273472 000235 - 108375 .983314 .890290 1 023190
6 -1 855976 3 707753 1 540271 906422 264925 000239 -.107322 984594 .892457 1.024059
7 -1 855976 3 707753 1.569191 .905342 2571 09 000231 -.104496 .985484 .892200 1025473
8 -1 855976 3.707753 1 584191 904886 247502 000088 - 100984 987318 .893410 1 027589
9 -I 855976 3 707753 1 591971 902429 232362 - 000330 - 094902 .989304 .892777 1.0307'(7
10 -I 855976 3 707753 I 596007 900338 207720 - 000457 - 084853 992635 893706 1'035207
11 -f 855976 3 707753 1 598100 8<)64':M 169131 000400 - 068903 996027 892932 1040524
12 -I 855976 3 707753 1.599186 894382 116089 001343 - 047382 999331 .893784 1.044961
13 -I .855976 3 707753 1 .599749 892120 062890 001075 - 025764 1.000958 .892975 1.047724
14 -1.855976 3.707753 1 600041 892430 026183 000475 - 010755 1001543 893807 1.048189
15 -1.855976 3 707753 1600193 891508 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 1 001659 .892987 1.046745
J. 7 K· 8 l X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF ilIAREF TITREF' P/PREF ENT
1 -1.855976 3 710738 o 000000 876966 202883 .000020 0.000000 .985694 .86442; 1.038841
2" -1 855976 3.710738 770265 883974 .201076 000029 -.042817 .988164 873512 1.038134
3 -1.855976 3710738 1.169795 895240 .197443 000049 -.058798 .991779 .887880 1036606
4 -1.855976 3 710738 1 377027 897337 194065 .000046 - 073703 .991650 .889844 1.035562
5 -1.855976 3710738 1 484517 897427 \8901\ 000036 -.073074 .991205 .889534 1.035057
6 -1 855976 3710738 1 540271 898997 183466 000033 - .072900 991941 .891752 1.035101
7 -I 855976 3.710738 1.569191 .898443 178285 000030 -.071143 992285 891511 1035715
8 -1.855976 3.710738 . 1.584191 896474 .170646 000005 -.068590 .993582 892707 1'.037054
9 -1.855976 3.710738 1.591971 896555 .157634 - 000244 - 064071 .995013 .892084 1.039437
10 -1 855976 3 710738 1.596007 895199 .140487 - .000933 -.058076 .997570 .893023 1.042739
11 -1.855976 3 710738 1 598100 .892409 .119270 -, 000422 - .049500 .999827 .892255 1.046403
12 -I 855976 3.710738 I 599186 891312 085658 002602 - 035448 1.002002 .893096 1.049196
1:; -1.855976 3710738 1.599749 889692 046890 003639 -.019308 1.002925 .892295 1.050927
14 -1.855976 3.710738 1.600041 890203 019800 001533 -.008188 1003274 .893117 1.051051
15 -1.855976 3.710738 1.600193 .889334 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.003344 .892308 1.051535
J. 7 l<. 9 L X Y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF WIAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -1.855976 3 711665 o 000000 872724 086118 000001 \) 000000 .990933 .864811 1.046389
2 -1 855976 3 711665 .770265 .879625 .085467 000004 - .018716 993597 .873992 1.045903
3 -I 855976 3.711665 1 169795 890781 084295 000007 - 029503 997484 888539 1.044714
4 -I 855976 3.711665 1 377027 893028 .083380 000000 - 030026 .997291 .890609 1.043460
5 -1.855976 3 711665 1.4845i7 8933.66 081215 000000 - 029575 .996558 .890291 1.042535
6 -1 855976 3 711665 1.540271 895171 078770 000004 • 030137 .996973 .892462 1.042128
7 -1.855976 3 711665 1 569191 894902 076638 000001 - 029617 .996990 .892209 1042271
8 -1.855976 3.711665 1.584191 .89532'3 072954 .000003 -.028493 .997867 .893419 1.042989
,}
9 -1.855976 3.711665 1.591971 893874 .064571 000001 -.025604 .998758 .892764 1.044600
10 -1.855976 3 711665 1.596007 .892897 .052538 000002 -.022915 1.000885 .893688 1.047282
11 -1.855976 3 711665 1.598100 890647 .048489 - 000000 . - .023942 1 002604 .892966 1.050140
12 -1855976 3.711665· 1 599186 890500 .044238 000002 ~ 020714 I 003792 .893877 1.051454
13 -1855976 3.711665 ·1 599749 889570 025001 - 000001 - 010824' t .003920 893057 1.052028
14 -1.855976 3.711665 1.600041 890295 010732 - 000000 -.004408 1.004054 .893904 1.051825
15 -1.855976 .3.711665 1.600t93 6894.38 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.004079 .893065 1.052256
J. 7 K* 10 L ·x y Z R/RREF" U/ol-REF" V/AREF" lilAREF" TITREF" P/PREF" ENT
I -1.855976 3.711952 o 000000 871424 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .991962 864420 1 048102
2 -1 855976 3.711952 770265 878196 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .994566 873511 I 047709
3 -1.855976 3 711352 1.16~795 E89120 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .998605 .887880 1 046669
4 -1.855976 3.711952 I 377027 891280 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .998390 .889845 1 045429
5 -1855976 3.711952 1.484517 .891676 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .997599 .889536 1.044415
6 -1855976 3.711952 1.540271 .893581 O.OOCOOO o 000000 o 000000 .997959 .891757 1.043900
7 -1.855976 3.711952 1 569191 893384 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .997918 .891524 1.043950
8 -1.855976 3 711952 1.584191 893887 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .998706 .892710 1.044539
9 -I 855976 3.711952 1.591971 892635 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .999414 .892, .1 1 045865
10 -1.855976 3 711952 1.596007 891851 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1001318 .893027 1.048226
II -1.855976 3.711952 1.598100 889591 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.002956 .892221 1.051007
12 -1.855976 3.711952 I 599186 889417 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.004097 893061 1.052286
13 -1 855976 3 711952 1.599749 888687 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.004050 .892286 1.052582
14 -1.855976 3.711952 1 600041 889443 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.004060 .893054 1 052234
15 -1.855976 3 711952 1 600193 889440 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 1.004069 .893059 1.052245
J. 8 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF" V/AREF" Ii/A·REF" TITREF P/PREF ENT
I -1391982 0.000000 o 000000 870840 472545 o 000000 0.000000 .949398 .826773 1.003391
2 -1.391982 0.000000 .678523 878709 468146 o 000000 - 078406 .951718 .836284 1.002237
3 -1.391982 o 000000 1.030468 891788 457393 o 000000 -.131285 .955518 .852120 1.000308
4 -1.391982 o 000000 1 213016 895051 444200 o 000000 - 152661 956627 856231 1.000008
5 -I 391982 o 000000 1 307706 89~,351 429091 o 000000 • 160129 958116 857850 1 001431
6 -1.391982 o 000000 1 356819 895638 414916 o 000000 -.162283 960521 860278 1.003815
7 -1391982 0.000000 1.382294 893715 402261 o 000000 -.160849 .962572 .860354 1.006929
8 -1391982 o 000000 1 395508 891964 388222 o 000000 '.157290 .965854 .861507 1.011050
9 -1.391982 o 000000 1 402361 887634 365245 o 000000 - 148936 970028 861030 1017397
•
10 -I 391982 o 000000 1 405916 882094 321562 o 000000 '.131629 .977049 .861850 1.027331
II -1.391982 o 000000 1 407760 873899 247482 o 000000 -.101480 985483 1361213 1.040075
12 -1 391982 o 000000 1408717 (;68538 155894 o 000000 - 063985 992409 861944 1 049966
13 -I 391982 o 000000 1 409213 865278 080044 o 000000 -032865 995360 .861263 1 054673
14 -1 391982 o 000000 I 409470 865216 032924 0,000000 -.013522 .996249 .851971 1.055646
15 -I 391982 o 000000 1.409604 864365 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .996428 .861277 1.056:250
J: 8 K: 2 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF VlAREF" II/AREF" TITREF" P/PREF" ENT
1 -1.391982 1 670379 0.000000 869887 471442 002273 o 000000 .949430 .825897 1.003871
2 -1 391982 1 670379 678523 877726 467050 002496 • 078215 9~1742 835369 1 002710
3 -I 391982 1 670379 1.0304(;8 890763 .456312 003088 ·.130962 .955525 851146 1 000777
4 -I 391982 1.670379 1 213018 894042 443137 003895 ·.152294 .956628 .855265 1.000461
5 -1 391982 1.670379 1 307706 894375 .428062 004753 -.159758 .958106 .856906 1.001857
6 -1.391982 1.670379 1.356819 894581 413939 005521 -.161910 .960488 .859330 1.004210
7 -1391982 I 670379 1 382294 892791 401349 006102 ".160491 962615 .859414 1.007285
8 -1.391982 1.670379 1 395508 891069 387385 006399 -.156955 .965761 .860560 1011359
9 -I 391982 I 670379 1.402361 .886784 364494 .006261 -.148632 .969898 .860090 1.017651
10 -1.391982 I 670379 1 405916 881286 3209: 1 005500 -.131363 .976872 .860904 1.027522
11 -1391982 1 670379 i 407760 873142 246977 004078 -.101273 985261 .. 860273 1.040201
12 -1 391982 I 670379 I 408717 .867808 .155577 002442 -.063855 .992153 .860998 1.050047
13 -1.391982 1.670379 1.409213 864568 079888 001213 - 032801 .995090 .860323 1054734
14 -1 391982 1.670379 I 409470 864503 032862 000492 -.013497 .995976 861024 1.055704
15 -1.391982 1 670379 1 409604 863659 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 996154 .860337 1.056305
J= 8 K· 3 L X y Z R/RREF" U/AREF" V/AREF Ii/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -1391982 3246102 0.000000 .867739 467664 .003078 0.000000 .949871 .824239 1.005331
2 -1391982 3.246102 .678523 875504 463318 .003402 - .077849 .952148 .333610 1.004156
3 -1.391982 3.246102 1.030468 .888374 .452687 .004296 -.130225 .955847. .849149 1.002190
4 -1.391982 3246102 1.213018 891569 439632 .005563 -.151290 .956868 .853113 1.001820
5 -1.391982 3246102 1.307706 .891925 .424692 .006934 - 158633 .958282 .854716 1.003141
6 -1.391982 3.246102 1.356819 892277 .410738 008169 -.160740 .960593 .657114 1.005401
7 -1.391982 3246102 1.382294 890466 .398356 .009106 -.159344 .962641 .657199 1.006364
8 -1.391982 3.246102 1.395508 888832 .384642 .009572 -.155872 .965690 .858336 1012301
9 -1.391982 3246102 140236\ .884667 .362040 009313 -.147647 .969711 .857872 1.018428
10 -1.391982 3246102 1./'05916 .879298 .318811 .008040 -.130512 .976550 .858679 1.028111
11 -1.391982 3246102 1.407760 871294 .245358 005790 -.100613 .984805 .858054 1.040601
12 -1.391982 3.246102 1.408717 866048 .154550 003361 -.063435 .991600 .858773 1.050316
13 -I 391982 3 246102 1.409213 862851 .079368 001645 -.032588 .994498 .858104 1.054945
14 -1.391982 3246102 1.409470 862792 032653 .000666 -.013411 .995373 .858799 1.055901
15 -1.391982 3.246102 1.409604 861955 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .995548 .858118 1.056497
Ja 8 K. 4 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF lilA REF TITREI'" P/PREI'" ENT
1 -1.391982 3.570353 0.000000 866101 460174 .002082 o 000000 .951527 .824119 1.007845
2 -1.391982 3.570353 .678523 873893 .455950 .002312 - .077790 953787 .833507 1.006626
3 -1 391982 3 570353 1.030468 886747 .445614 003024 - 129834 .957407 848978 1004561
4 -I 391982 3 570353 1 213018 889886 432916 004116 - 150328 958299 .852776 1 004077
5 -1.391982 3 570353 1 307706 890241 418339 005334 -.157159 .959588 854265 1.005268
6 -1 391982 3 570353 1 356819 890656 404770 006447 -.158948 .961784 .856619 1.007380
7 -1.391982 3.570353 1.382294 888953 :.'192813 .007304 - 157426 .963704 856687 1.010l-64
8 -1 391982 3.570353 1.395508 887460 379605 007699 - 153986 .966601 .857820 1.013883
9 -1.391982 3.570353 1 402361 883477 357657 007339 -.145933 .970429 .857352 1.019731
10 -1.391982 3.570353 1.4059!6 878318 315327 .005952 -.129116 .977049 .858160 1.029095
11 -1.391982 3 570353 1.407760 870503 242964 .003754 - 099642 .985102 857534 1041293
12 -1391982 3 570353 1.408717 865368 153179 001752 -.062875 .991778 858254 1.050834
13 -I 391982 3 570353 1.409213 862212 078705 .000685 - .032316 .994632 .857583 1.055399
14 -1.391982 3 570353 1.409470 862164 032385 000240 - 013301 995494 .858279 1.056337
15 -1.391982 3.570353 1 409604 861329 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 99:;567 .E!57597 1.056931
Ja 8 K· 5 L X y Z RIRREF" U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -I 391982 3 668967 0.000000 864192 447256 000878 o 000000 .954310 .824707 I 011685
2 -1 391982 3.668967 .678523 .872080 443266 .000988 -.077796 .956559 .834196 1010391
3 -1.391982 3 668967 1.030468 885145 .433510 001342 -.129498 .960137 .849860 1.008155
4 -1.3919.82 3.668967 1.213018 888535 421536 .001826 - 149237 960950 .853838 1.007467
5 -I 391982 3 668967 I 307706 889116 407693 002303 -.155220 .962127 855442 1.008438
6 -I 391982 3 668967 1 356819 889719 394853 002727 - 156352 .964184 857853 1.010320
7 -1 391982 3 668967 1 382294 888205 383622 003067 - . 154461 .965934 .857947 1.012843
8 -1.391982 3 668967 1.395508 886925 371256 .003141 -.150945 .968624 .859097 1.016250
9 -1.391982 3 668967 1.402361 883221 350625 002714 -.143195 .972160 .858633 ! 021669
10 -1 391982 3 668967 1.405916 878405 .310485 .001645 -.127167 .978418 .859447 1.030497
11 -1.391982 3 668967 1.407760 .870859 240759 000243 - 098742 986175 .858819 1.042258
12 -1.391982 3.668967 1 408717 865813 152657 - 000627 -.062664 .992759 859543 1051657
13 -1.391982 3.668967 1.409213 862659 078673 - 000618 - 032302 .995609 .858871 1.056217
14 -1 391982 3 668967 1 409470 862612 032410 - 000316 - 013311 .996474 .859570 1057158
15 -1 391982 3.668967 1.409604 861773 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .996648 .858885 1.057754
J. 8 K· 6 L X Y Z R/PREF U/AREF V/AREF II/ARE' TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 -I 391982 3.698957 o.oooeoo 859706 420876 000403 o 000000 958710 .824208 1.018468
2 -I 391982 3.698957 .678523 867532 .417360 .000473 - 075792 960912 .833622 1.017114
3 -1 391982 3 698957 1 030468 880521 408795 000672 - 125626 .964346 849127 1.014698
4 -1 391982 3 698957 1.213018 884020 398288 000860 -.143724 .964929 85301$ 1013702
5 -1.391982 3 698957 I 307706 884867 385829 .000966 -.148599 965842 .854642 1 014274
6 -1 391982 3 698957 1 356819 885786 374182 000986 -.149164 967634 857117 1 015733
7 -1.391982 3 698957 1.382294 884572 363938 000908 -.147011 .969108 .857246 1.017839
8 -1.391982 3 698957 1.395508 883595 352542 000653 - 143509 .971501 .858413 1.020803
9 -1.391982 3 698957 1.402351 880343 .333948 .000194 -.136355 . ,974573 .857958 1.025542
10 -1.391982 3.698957 I 405916 876238 298704 -.000255 -.122211 .980069 .858774 1.033256
It -1.391982 3 698957 1 407760 869412 236339 - 000483 - 096823 .987046 858150 1.043872
12 -1 391982 3 698957 1.408717 864611 .153125 - 000511 - 062814 993365 .858874 1.052884
13 -1391982 3 698957 1.409213 861443 079538 - .000358 -032691 .996239 .858203 1.057481
14 -1.391982 3.698957 1.409470 861380 032864 - 000159 - 013497 .997122 858901 1058451
IS -1.391982 3.698957 1.409604 860540 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .997300 .858217 1.059053'
J. 8 K. 7 L X y Z R/RREI'" U/ARE' V/AREF II/AREF TITRE. P/PRE' ENT
1 -1.391982 3.708078 0.000000 852514 362331 000083 o 000000 967356 .824685 1031112
2 -1.391982 3 708078 .6785?3 860274 .359778 000115 - .067414 .969660 .834173 1.029828
"
3 -1.391982 3.708078 1.030468 873243 .353521 000196 -.110939 .973184 849826 1027403
4 -1.391982 3.708078 1.213018 876993 .345646 .000229 -.125249 .973556 .853802 1.026036
5 -1.391982 3.708078 1.307706 878232 335552 000215 - 128554 974013 .855410 1.025938
6 -1.391982 3708078 1.356819 879567 325807 000185 -.128883 .975285 .857829 1.026654
7 -1.391982 3.708078 1.382294 878776 .316764 000136 - 126989 97(286 857937 1.028077
8 -1.391982 3.708078 1.395508 878212 .305835 - 000075 - 123807 9iS239 .85910! 1.030399
9 -1.391982 ·3.708078 1 402361 875605 288573 -.000625 -.117465 98(,536 858650 I 034153
10 -1.391982 3 708078 1 405916 872818 260661 - .000801 - 106349 .984705 859469 1.039768
II -1.391982 3.708078 1.407760 867833 215277 .000320 - .087714 .989639 858841 1047375
12 -1.391982 3.708078 1.408717 864097 .148228 .001509 - 060538 .994755 .859565 I 054608
13 -1.391982 3.708078 1.409213 861086 079531 001231 - .032590 .997456 .858895 1.058949
14 -1.391982 3 708078 1.409470 861027 032971 000553 - 013540 .998335 859594 1059911
15 -1.391982 3.708078 1.409604 860190 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 998512 858910 1 060512
J. 8 1<. 8 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' V/AREF' WIAREF' T/TREF' P/PREF' ENT
1 -1.391982 3710852 o 000000 841516 246957 000023 o 000000 .979434 824209 1.049422
2 '- 1 .3919B2 3.710852 :678523 848916 245859 000035 - 046890 981986 833624 1.048478
3 -1.391982 3710852 1 030468 861340 242939 000058 -.076313 .985321 849127 I 046474
4 -1.391982 3 710852 I 213018 865'26 238591 .000055 • 084184 986005 853018 1.044834
5 -1391982 3.710852 1.307706 866867 231732 000044 - .086135 .985901 854645 1.043884
6 -1.391982 3.710852 1 356819 868834 224889 000038 - 086987 .986517 857119 1.043589
7 -1.391982 3 710852 1.382294 868663 218094 000032 - 085799 .986852 .857242 1.044026
8 -1.391982 3 710852 I 395508 868747 208005 - 000001 -.082957 988083 858394 1.045288
9 -1.391982 3.710852 1.402361 867136 190968 - 000334 - .077352 .989399 .857943 1.047458
10 -1 391982 3 710852 1.405916 866135 171169 - 001214 - 070651 .991502 .858774 1.050169
11 -1.391982 3 710852 1.407760 863582 150906 • 000372 - 062554 993705 .858146 1.053745
12 -1.. 391982 3 710852 1 408717 861726 112624 003515 - 0&6525 9%678 .858863 1 057808
13 -1.391982 3 710852 1 409213 859568 062034 004392 -.025530 .998404 .858197 I 060704
14 -1.391982 3 710852 1 409470 859769 026105 001795 - 010754 998978 858891 I 061215
15 -1.391982 3.710852 1.409604 858992 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 999093 858212 1061720
J. 8 1<. 9 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF' T/TREF' P/PREF' ENT
1 -I 391982 3.711696 o 000000 ?35399 102916 000003 o 000000 987172 824683 1.060805
2 -1.391982 3 711695 678523 8425,)0 102711 000007 - 019712 989997 834171 I 060194
3 -1.391982 3 711696 1 030468 854755 101956 000011 - 031712 994232 849825 I 058645
4 -I 391982 3 711696 I 213018 858637 100381 000006 - 03j766 994368 .853801 1.056874
5 -I 391982 3 711696 1.307706 860661 097261 000007 - 034668 .993900 855411 1.055382
6 -1.391982 3.711696 1 356819 862929 094315 000009 -.035517 .99&096 .857834 1 054480
7 -1391982 3 711696 1.382294 863151 091457 000007 - 035184 .993971 .857948 1.·054239
8 -1.391982 3.711696 1.395508 863861 066486 000008 - .033730 994503 859113 1.054456
9 -I 391982 3.711696 I 402361 863227 074734 000005 - 029695 .994679 858635 1.054953
10 -1.391982 3 711696 1.405916 863236 059'517 000006 - 026391 .995610 859447 1 055935
11 -1391982 3 711696 1 40i/60 861609 060640 000003 - .030123 .996845 .858891 1.058043
12 -1.391982 3 711696 I 408717 860985 060338 000005 - 027767 .998492 859688 1.060099
13 -1 391982 3 711696 I 409213 859880 033055 000002 - 014206 .998987 .859009 I 061169
14 -I 391982 3 711696 I 409470 860463 013999 000002 - 005755 999141 .859723 1.061045
15 -1 391982 3 711696 1 409604 859732 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 ·999172 859019 1 061439
J. S 1<. 10 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF V/AREF' \//AREF TITRE!" P/PREF' ENT
I -1 391982 3 711952 0.000000 833666 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .988655 824208 1.063280
2 -1.391982 3.711952 .678523 840739 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 991536 .833623 1062781
3 -I 391982 3 711952 1.030468 852666 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .995849 .849127 1.061408
4 -1391982 3 711952 1 213018 8'56473 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 995966 .853017 I 059641
5 -1.391982 3.711952 1 307706 858576 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .995422 854646 1.058025
6 -I 391982 3 711952 1 356819 860960 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .995545 .857124 1 056982
7 -1.391982 3.711952 1.382294 861269 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 .995337 .857254 1.0'56610
8 -1.391982 3 711952 1.395508 862108 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 995720 .858419 1.056605
9 -1 391982 3 711952 I 402361 861794 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 995571 857977 I 056601
10 -1 391982 3 711952 1 405916 862114 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 996145 858790 1 057052
11 -I 391982 3 711952 1.407760 860467 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 997282 858128 1.059069
12 -I 391982 3 711952 1.408717 859896 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .998788 858854 1.060950
13 -1.391982 3.711952 1.409213 859069 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .998993 .858204 1061576
14 -1.391982 3.711952 1.409470 859733 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .999146 858999 1.061411
15 -1.391982 3 711952 1.409604 859732 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .999159 859009 1061425
J~ 9 K~ I L X y Z R/RREF" U/AREF" VIAREF" WIAREI'" TITREI'" P/PREF" ENT
1 -I. 113586 0.000000 0.000000 .842619 .528973 0·000000 o 000000 .937090 . .789610 1:003527
2 -I. 113586 0.000000 .623478 849970 .526050 o 000000 -.085400 .939008 .798129 1.002093
3 -1.113586 o 000000 .946871 862489 517864 o 000000 -.144369 .942196 812635 .999632
4 -1.113586 o 000000 1.114613 866196 .505760 o 000000 -.170845 .943145 .816948 .998923
? -1.113586 0.000000 1.201618 867195 490591 o 000000 -.181680 944676 819218 I 000083
6 -I 113586 o 000000 1·246746 667530 476553 o 000000
- 165443 • 946913 821475 I 002297
7 -1.113586· o 000000 1 270156 866008 464339 o 000000 - .185211 949091 621912 I 005298
8 -1.113586 o 000000 1.282298 664162. 451144 o 000000 -.182469 .952230 .822881 1.009494
9 -1.113586 o 000000 1.288595 859651 .428339 o 000000 -.174501 .956997 .822683 1.016674
10 -1.113586 o 000000 1.291862 852501 .381723 o 000000 -.156164 .965729 .823265 1.029384
11 -1.113586 0.000000 1.293556 841723 .297555 o 000000 -.121986 .977644 .822905 1.047401
12 -1.113586 0.000000 1.294435 833527 .169119 o 000000 - .077615 .987859 .823407 1.062496
13 -1 113586 o oorooo 1.294891 629225 .097620 o 000000 - 040165 .992463 .822975 1,069659
14 -1.113586 o 000000 1.295127 828550 040477 o 000000 -016525 .993839 .823445 1071491
15 -1.113586 0.000000 1.. 29.5250 827862 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .994122 .822996 1.072153
J. 9 K' 2 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF' W/AREF' T/TREF PiPREF ENT
1 -1.113586 1 670379 o 000000 841704 527938 002460 o 000000 937119 .788777 I 003994
2 -1.113586 I 670379 623478 849026 525025 002670 - 085227 939028 .797259 1.002559
3 -1.113586 1 670379 .946871 861499 516862 003225 - 144075 .942196 .811702 1.000092..
4 -1.113586 1670379 1.114613 86521 I .504783 003987 - .170510 .943136 816012 .999368'·
5 -1.113586 I 670379 1201618 .866239 489645 004801 -.181340 .944654 818296 1.000502
6 -, 113586 1 670379 1 246748 866591 .475651 005538 -.185100 .946868 820548 1.002684
7 -1.113586 1.670379 1.270156 865099 .463492 006093 - . 184880 949012 820989 1.005647
8 -1.113586 1 670379 1.282298 863280 450359 006359 -.182155 .952128 .821953 1.009798
9 -I 113586 1 670379 1.288595 858808 427619 006168 -.174210 956860 821759 I 016928
10 -1 113586 I 670379 1 291862 8516']8 381075 005330 - 155900 965550. 822357 I 029581
11 -; 113586 I 670379 I 293556 640970 297029 003849 - 121770 977420 821981 ! 047536
12 -1.113586 1670379 I 294435 832806 188773 602241 -.077473 987600 822479 1.052584
13 -1.113586 1 670379 1.294891 820523 097642 001099 -.040092 .992188 .822051 1.009725
14 -I 113586 1.670379 1 295127 827849 .040404 000445 -.016595 993559 .822517 1.071552
15
-J . l' 3586 1 670379 1 295250 827166 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993841 .822071 1.072211
J. 9 1(- 3 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF VlAREF' \l/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.113586 3 246102 0.000000 839667 524507 003281 o 000000 .937544 787225 1.005423
2 -1.113586 3 246102 623478 846914 521646 003590 -.084894 939416 .795604 1 003974
3 -1.113586 3 246102 .946671 859217 51360! 004433 -.143409 .942499 809811 1 001474
"
-1.113586 3 246102 1.114613 862842 501643 005618 -.169507 .943352 .813964 1.000694
5 -I 113586 3 .. 16102 1.201618 863888 .486622 006897 - . 180331 .944807 .816207 1.001751
6 -1.113586 3.246102 I 246748 864284 472768 008053 -.184050 .946953 818436 1.003843
7 -I 113586 3.246102 1 270156 862862 460783 008921 - . 183842 949020 .818874 1.006697
8 -1.113586 3 246102 1 282298 861126 447865 009312 - 181171 .952045 .819831 1.010720
9 -1.113586 3.246102 I 288595 856761 .425375 008954 -.173310 .955673 .819539 1.017699
10 -1113586 3 246102 1.291862 849766 379127 007572 - 155110 .965244 .820232 1.030191
11 -1.113586 3 24SI02 1 293556 839164 .295479 005285 - 121138 .976996 .819860 1.047982
12 -1.113586 3 246102 1 294435 831091 .187749 002976 - .077054 967081 .820354 I 062902
13 -1.113585 3.246102 1.294891 826854 .0971 05 001437 -.039872 .991626 .819929 1.069981
14 -1.113586 3.246102 1.295127 826188 040182 000580 -.016504 .992984 .820392 1.071792
15 -1.113586 3246102 1.295250 .825511 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .993263 .819950 1.072445
J~ 9 K· 4 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF" I/IAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.113586 3.572277 0.000000 .838215 517864 002100 o 000000 .939201 .787252 1.007898
2 -1.113586 3.572277 .623478 845466 515136 002344 -.084828 .941046 795622 1.006404
3 -1.113586 3.572277 .946871 857729 .507389 .003052 -.143059 :944038 :809728 1.003805
4 -I. 113586 3.572277 1.114513 861307 495746 004066 - 168779 .944767 813735 1.002909
5 -1.113586 3.572277 1.201618 862365 481019 005163 -.179055 946107 .815890 1 003839
6 -1.113586 3 572277 i.246748 .862823 467471 006163 - 182478 .948145 .818081 1.005787
7 -1.113586 3 572277 1.270156 861502 455834 006912 - 182142 .950092 818507 I 008471
8 -1.113586 3.572277 1.282298 859897 443376 007198 -.179498 .952972 819457 '1012282
9 -1.113586 3.572277 1.288595 855699 421548 006717 -.171819 957423 819256 1.019003
10 -1.113586 3.572277 1.291862 e48878 .376188 .005240 -.153938 .965811 .819856 1.031227
II -I 113586 3.572277 1.293556 838423 293450 003078 -.120316 977412 .819485 1.048799
12 -1.113586 3572277 1.294435 .830449 .186492 001301 -.076542 .987390 .819977 1.063564
13 -1.113586 3.572277 1.294891 826262 096458 000466 - .039607 .991882 819554 1.070564
14 -I. 113586 3.572277 1.295127 .825609 .039916 .000154 -.016395 .993223 .820015 1.072351
15 -1.113586 3.572277 1.295250 .824937 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .993500 .819574 1•. 072999
Jt 9 K. 5 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF 'P/PREF ENT
1 -1.113586 3670124 o 000000 836378 505993 000807 o 000000 942073 .787929 1.011866
2 -1.113586 3 670124 623478 843702 503531 000953 - 084710 943899 796370 1.010299
3 -1 .• 13586 3.670124 .946871 856135 496395 001361 -.142599 946836. .810619 1.007529
4 -1.113586 3.670124 1.111613 .859965 485411 001809 -.167696 .947492 .814810 1.006429
5 -1.113586 3 670124 1.201618 .861257 471273 002167 -.177257 .948734 .817103 1.007143
6 -1.113586 3670124 1.246748 861889 .458279 .002463 - 180075 .950641 819348 1.008872
7 -1 113586 3 670124 1.270156 860744 447186 002680 - 179''05 952434 .819802 1.011313
& -1.113586 3 670124 1287798 8'39131 43C"l445 00'>640 '7' :1 95'5114 8Xl759 I 014825
q .1 II )',111". , t./01.'" 1 J1H!"',lj"', Ufo,".41! "14'11·' UtJ .... ,1L I. t,}t,~~.,l1O tJ ....llt.l!) I O)IIIJ
10 ·1 II f,u6 :3 670\24 1 2')1l.1/,2 8489<>3 3711300 001)')9. 1~,. 96 D03 821165 I 032797
11 -I 113':.86 3 f.70124 1 .2935~6 838738 291385 000370 I " .I .978611 820798 1.049928
12 .\ 1135t'6 3 670124 1.294435 830904 185634 - 001043 "'J1::J3 988427 821288 I 064447
13 -1.1135d6 3 670124 1.294891 826785 .096081 - 0.00815 -.039452 .992844 .820868 1.071331
14 -1.113586 3 670124 1.295127 825148 039769 - 000391 -.016335 .994163 .821326 1.073086
15 -1.113586 3.670124 1.295250 .825483 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .994434 820888 1.073725
J. 9 K. 6 L X Y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF II/AREF TlTREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.113586 3 699476 0.000000 831436 479446 000362 o 000000 .947023 .787389 1.019598
2 -1.113586 3 699476 .623478 .838700 .477585 000459 -.082236 .948810 .795767 1.017973
3 ·1 113586 3 699476 .94687\ .851053 .471873 000709 -.138038 .951607 809868 1.015021
4 -1.113586 3.699476 1.114613 .854980 462451 000905 -.161566 .952033 .813969 1.013607
5 -1.113586 3 699476 1.201618 856534. 449551 000961 ·.170229 .953024 .816298 1.013925
6 -1.113586 3 699476 I 246748 .857480 437431 000890 -.172625 .954693 .818630 1.015253
7 -1.113586 3 699476 1.270156 856597 .426979 000687 - 171674 956257 .819127 1.017335
8 -1.113586 3 699476 1.282298 .855449 .415520 0.00312 - 1688?'~ .958693 820113 1.020474
9 -1.113586 3.699476 1.288595 852017 .396310 -000216 - IF;·', ..;.: .962348 .819937 1026013
10 -1.113586 3 699476 1.291862 846547 .357374 - 000.707 ... l~,:~~/~ .969272 .820535 , .036061
II -1 113586 3.699476 1.293556 .837651 .284071 - 001101 - ; i~452 979132 .820\70 1.051032
12 -I . 113586 3 699476 I 294435 830571 . 183599 - 001217 - .0:;5343 988072 .820664 1.064236
13 -I . 113586 3 699476 1.294891 826708 095486 - 000819 -,039206 .992179 .820242 1.070G54
14 -I .113586 3 699476 1 295127 .826146 .039551 - 000364 - .016245 .9934i 1 .820703 1.072275
15 -1.113586 3.699476 1.295250 825493 C 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993664 .820263 I 072888
J. 9 tt· 7 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/ARfF V/AREF I//AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.113586 3.708281 0.000000 822587 415027 000048 o 000.000 .957848 .7879!3 1.035676
2 -1.113586 3 708281 623478 829745 4\4486 .000093 - .072464 .959753 .796351 1.034145
3 -1.113586 3.708281 946871 842018 .411812 000200 -.121145 .962668 .810584 '.0312· 2
4 -I .113586 3.708281 1.114613 846169 405553 000244 - 140667 .962892 .8\4769 1.029425
5 -1.113586 3.708281 1.20\618 .848083 .395144 000220 - 147830 .963426 817065 1.0.29065
6 -1.113586 3.708281 1.246748 .849402 .384686 000170 -.150090 964587 819323 1.029666
7 -I. 113586 3708281 I 270156 .848866 3746:52 .Oe0079 - .149382 .965767 .819806 1.031185
8 -1.113586 3 708281 1.282298 .848021 .362203 - 000255 - 146448 .967896 .820797 1.033870
9 -1.113586 3.708281 1.288595 845439 .341262 - 000986 -.139077 970663 .820637 I 038091
10 -1.113586 3.708281 1.291862 .842580 305704 - 001240 -.124914 .974669 821237 1.043790
11 -1.113586 3 708281 1.293c56 838062 248321 - 0.00315 -.10i542 979490 .820874 1.051210
12 -I . 113586 3 708281 1.294435 833956 .170041 000447 - 069503 984905 821367 I ~9101
13 -1 . 113586 3 708281 1 294891 830986 091320 000418 - .037440 .987924 .820951 1.063864
14 -1.113586 3.708281 1 295127 830668 .038017 000161 -.015615 .988853 .821408 1.065028
15 -1.113586 3.708281 1.295250 .830071 0.000000 0000000 0.000000 .989038 .820972 1.065533
J. 9 Kt 8 L X Y Z RIRREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.113586 3710922 0.000000 808333 280633 000020 ('l 000000 .974093 .787392 1.060631
2 -1.113586 3 710922 .623478 815026 281905 000033 - 049019 976373 .795770 1059613
3 -1112586 3 710922 .946871 -826537 283435 000060 -.081562 .979834 809870 1 0574~
4 -1.113586 3 710922 1.1146\3 830565 281555 000060 -093532 .980023 .8139:-2 1.055569
5 -1.113586 3.710922 1.201618 832925 .274940 00C050 -.098766 .980043 .816303 1.054394
6 -1.113586 3 710922 1.246748 834879 267611 000040 -.101185 . ")543 .818635 1.053943
7 -1.113586 3.710922 1 270156 .834918 259521 000027 -.100804 981085 819125 1.054506
8 -1.113586 3 710922 1.282298 834720 .246136 - 000031 - 097490 .982485 .820099 1.056111
9 -1.113586 3 710922 1.288595 833986 .221402 -.000486 - 089523 .983156 .819938 1.057204
10 -1.113586 3.710922 1.291862 .836093 .188616 -001603 - .077850 .981418 .820557 1.054271
11 -1.113586 3.710922 1.293556 839207 .153336 -000521 -.063622 .977338 .820189 1.048327
12 -1.113586 3.710922 1.294435 .841525 .107988 .003998 -.044602 .975241 .820689 1.044925
13 -1.113586 3 710922 I 294891 840336 063989 004708 - 026330 .976139 .820286 . 1046479
14 -1.113586 3.710922 1 295127 840192 027521 .001832 - 011338 .976851 820743 1.047314
15 .-1.113586 3.710922 1 295250 839606 0·000000 0.000000 o 000000 977018 .820310 1.047786
J. 9 K· 9 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF' V/AREF \//AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.113586 3.711715 o 000000 800505 .114293 000004 0.000000 .984268 .787911 1.075890
2 -1.113586 3.711715 623478 806847 115526 000007 -.019796 .986989 .796349 1.075464
3 -1.113586 3.711715 .946871 817769 117553 000011 - 032761 .991212 .810582 I 074273
4 -1.113586 3.711715 1 11461.3 821638 .117639 .000006 - 036751 .991638 .814768 1.072707
'5 -1.113586 3 711715 1 201618 824154 114961 000006 -.039171 .991400 817066 I 071138
6 -I 113586 3.711715 I 246748 826369 .111993 000007 - 040636 991478 819327 1.070073
7 -1 1135% 3 711715 I 270156 82(845 108594 000005 - 040699 991500 819817 I 069851
8 -1.113586 3 711715 I 232298 827528 101893 000006 - 038901 991878 820607 I 069905
9 -I 113586 3.711715 I 288595 828864 084500 000003 - .033061 990054 820619 1.067248
10 -1.113586 3.711715 I 291862 834711 060069 .000003 -.026896 .983845 .8212.26 1.057577
II -1. i 13586 3.711715 1.293556 841013 057196 000001 - 029621 976148 .820953 1.046152
12 -1.113586 3 711715 1 294435 844406 056684 - 000001 - 026532 .972915 .821538 1041008
13 -1.113586 3 711715 1 294891 843422 033304 - 000005 - 014334 .973554 .821117 I 042178
14 -I 113586 3 711715 1 295127 843806 014469 - 000004 - 005960 .973670 .821589 I 042113
15 -1.113586 3 711715 1 295250 843316 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .973697 821134 1.042384
J. 9 K. 10 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF \//AREF TITREF P/PR(F ENT
1 -1.113586 3.711952 o 000000 798460 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .986138 .787391 ! .079037
2 -1 113586 3 711952 623478 804654 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .988958 .795769 I 078783
3 -1.113586 3.711952 946871 815284 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993358 .809869 : 077909
<I -1.113586 3.711952 1.114613 819015 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993842 .813971 I 076466
5 -1 113586 3 711952 1 201618 821594 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 993560 .816303 1 074809
6 -1113586 3 711952 1 246748 823936 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993570 .818638 I 073596
7 -1.113586 3 711952 I 270156 824497 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993495 .8t9134 1.073223
8 -1.113586 3.711952 1 282298 825367 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993643 .820120 1.072930
.. 9 -1 113586 3.711952 I 288595 627207 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .991257 819975 1069401
10 -1.113586 3.711952 I 291562 833443 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .984579 .820591 1059010
II -1.113586 3 711952 1 293556 839796 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .976697 .820227 1.047346
12 -1.113586 3 711952 1 294435 843412 a 000000 o 000000 . 0 000000 .973162 .820776 1.0417b4
13 -1.113586 3 711952 1 294891 842879 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .973251 .820333 1.042123
14 -1.113586 3.711952 1 295127 843596 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .973849 .821535 1 042408
15 -1.113586 3.711952 I 295250 843456 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .973773 .821335 1.042396
J. 10 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RR(F U/AREF VIAREF 'W/AR(F" T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.881589 o 000000 o 000000 818086 580507 o 000000 o 000000 .926131 .757655 1.003582
2 -.881589 o 000000 577608 823202 581384 o 000000 - 089107 .926957 .763073 1001976
3 -.881589 o 000000 877208 831279 581614 o 000000 -.152256 .92801.1 .771436 .999204
4 - .881589 o 000000 I 032608 832549 576710 o 000000 - 184778 .927694 .772350 .998253
5 - 881589 0.000000 1.113213 833428 565281 o 000000 -.201633 .929019 .774271 .999257
6 -881589 o 000000 1.155022 833506 553221 o 000000 - 208936 .931047 .776034 1.001402
7 -.881589 o 000800 1.176708 832211 542380 o 000000 - .211010 .933201 .776620 1.004343
8 -.881589 000)000 I 187956 830280 530807 o 000000 -.209884 .936285 .777378 l.oo859l3
9 -.881589 o 000000 1 ·193790 82.5588 509772 o 000000 -.203311 .941617 .777388 1.016644
10 - 881589 o 000000 1 196817 816580 462431 o 000000 - 185332 .952520 .777808 1.0329~
11 -.881589 o 000000 I 198386 802073 368147 o 000000 -.147909 .969552 777652 1.058975
12 -881589 o 000000 1 199201 789672 237365 o 000000 -.095474 .985193 .777980 1.082786
13 -.881589 a 000000 1 199623 783594 123812 o 000000 - 049826 .992552 .777758 1.094251
14 -.881589 o 000000 I 199842 782133 051483 o 000000 -.020726 .994765 .778038 1.097509
15 -.881589 0.000000 1.199955 781520 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .995226 .777789 1.098362
J. 10 K· 2 L X y Z R/RREF" UIAREF V/AREF" 'W/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 -881589 1.670379 0.000000 817228 579523 .002564 o 000000 .926165 .756888 1.004040
2 -.881589 1.670379 .577608 822323 580404 002758 - 088945 .926983 .762280 \.002432
3 - 881589 1.670379 .877208 830371 .580646 003273 -.151981 .928024 .770604 .999655
4 - 881589 1.670379 1032608 831655 575757 .003986 •. 184463 .927698 .771525 998687
5 -.881589 1 670379 I 113213 832560 564353 .004756 - 201308 929011 .773458 .999666
6 -.881589 1.670379 1 155022 832655 552330 .005461 -.208604 .931018 .775217 1.00\779
7 -.881589 1.670379 1.176708 831386 .541534 .005997 -.210685 .933147 .775806 1.004683
8 -.881589 1.670379 1.187956 .829480 530013 .006246 -.209572 .936200 .776560 1.008896
9 -.881589 1 670379 1 193790 824824 509031 .006034 -.203017 .941501 .776572 1.016896
10 -.881589 1.670379 1.190817 815851 461749 005163 • 185059 .952367 .776989 1.033142
11 - 881589 1.670379 I 193386 801391 .. 367573 003661 - 147678 969359 .776836 1 059124
12 - 881589 1670379 1 19nOl 789025 .2369G8· .002084 - 095314 .984962 .777160 1.082887
13 -881589 1670379 1 199623 782969 123596 .001010 - 049739 .992303 .776942 1.094325
14 -.881589 1670379 1 199842 781510 051391 000407 - 020689 .994509 .777218 1.097577
15 -.881589 1.670379 1.199955 780902 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .994968 .776973 1.098425
J. 10 K. 3 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF \//AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.881589 3 246102 o 000000 815336 576375 003377 o 000000 926593 755485 I 005437
~ - 881589 3 246102 577608 820379 577;>86 0031;68 - 088632 9;;>7385 760807 1 003816
3 - 881589 3 246102 871208 828319 577592 004454 - 151369 928356 .768976 1 001005
4 - 881589 3 246102 1 032608 829~·63 572773 .005548 - 183641 927966 .769806 .999982
5 -.881589 3 246102 1 113213 830489 561455 006735 - .200373 .929220 .771707 1 000887
6 - 881589 3 246102 1 155022 830623 549541 007823 - 207615 931161 .773444 I 002912
7 -.881589 3 246102 1 176708 8294U 538887 008645 -.209695 .933217 .774031 1.005709
a -.881589 3 246102 1.187956 8,,7591 527558 .009003 -.208623 .936182 .774776 1.009796
9 -.881589 3 246102 1 193790 823C:::l 506811 .008605 ~.202144 .94138~ .774792 1.017659
10 -.881589 3 246102 1 196817 814152 459794 007178 - 184282 .952159 .775202 1.033777
II -881589 3.246102 1 198386 799806 365944 .004878 ·.147027 .969053 .775054 1.059628
12 -.881589 3 246102 1 199201 787537 235815 .002659 -.094852 .984552 .775372 1.083254
13 -.881569 3 246102 I 193623 781541 122959 .001260 - 049484 .991833 .775159 1 094606
14 - 881589 3 246102 1 199842 780094 051121 .000505 -020580 .994020 .775429 1 097833
15 -.881589 3.246102 1 199955 179496 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .994475 .775189 1.098673
J. 10 K' 4 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREf" T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -.881589 3 573991 o 000000 813999 570424 002123 0.000000 .928253 .755597 1.007899
2 -.881589 3 573991 .577608 619058 571444 .002373 -088539 .929022 .760923 1.006237
3 - 881589 3 573991 877208 827017 571963 003053 -.151054 .929929 .769067 1 003330
4 - 881589 3 573991 I 032608 828316 567321 .003940 . - 182971 .929456 .769884 1.002191
5 -.881589 ::: 573991 1 113213 829295 556178 004858 - 199298 930621 .771760 1 002973
6 -.881589 3.573991 1 155022 829479 544479 005712 -206217 932459 .773455 1.004864
7 -.881569 3.573991 1 176708 828378 534090 .006352 ·.208135 ,934406 .774041 1.007498
6 -.881589 3 573991 1.187956 826661 523165 .006573 -.207057 .937229 .774771 1.011381
9 -.881589 3.573991 1.193790 822254 503018 .006035 -.200724 .942283 .. 774796 1.019011
10 -.881589 3573991 I 196817 813502 456700 .004491 -.183087 952911 .775195 1:034925
11 -.881589 3 573991 1 198386 799306 363405 .002287 -.146024 .969662 .775057 1.060560
12 -861589 3 573991 1.199201 _787206 233955 .000671 -.094108 .984957 .775364 1.083882
13 -.881589 3 573991 1 199623 781325 .121939 .000109 - 049074 .992111 .775162 1015034
14 • 881589 3 573991 1 199842 779900 050692 000002 - 020408 .994257 .175421 1 098204
15 -.881589 3573991 1 199955 779319 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .994704 .775191 1 099025
J. 10 K· 5 L X y Z R/RREF' U/AREF V/AREF \/IAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.881589 3 671141 a 000000 812060 559221 000877 0.000000 .931225 .756210 1.012090
2 -.881589 3.671141 577608 817179 560558 .001059 -088231 .931970 .761587 1.010357
3 -.881589 3.671141 877208 825304 561752 .001522 - 150391 .932815 .769856 1.007279
4 -.881589 3 671141 1 032608 826918 557701 .001892 - 181886 932293 .770930 1.005930
5 -.881589 3 671141 1 113213 828205 546938 001991 - 197725 .933403 .773049 1006501
6 -.881589 3 671141 I 155022 828581 535546 .001961 -.204126 .935140 .774840 1.008191
7 -.881589 3.671141 1 176708 827647 525466 .001879. -205646 .936958 ,-775479 1.010618
8 -.881589 3 671141 I 187956 826082 514973 001624 -.204347 .939638 -- " 776218 1014265
9 - 881589 3 C71141 1 193790 821891 495513 000956 - 198027 .944478 .776258 1021565
10 - 881589 3.671141 1.196817 813452 450036 -.000334 -.180565 .954766 .776657 1.036965
11 -.881589 3671141 I 198386 799783 .357528 -.001948 -.143720 .970926 .776530 1.061689
12 -.881589 3 671141 1.199201 788282 229683 •. 002458 - 092405 .985472 .776830 1.083856
13 -.881589 3671141 1 199623 .782716 119689 -.001659 - 048172 .992230 .776634 1.094366
14 - 881589 3.671141 1.199842 .781371 049773 -000758 •. 020037 .994261 .776886 1 097381
15 - 881589 3.671141 1.199955 780814 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .994684 .776663 1.098161
J. 10 K' 6 L X Y . Z R/RREF U/AREf" V/AREF" II/AREF T/TREF" P/PR[F" ENT-
1 -.881589 3 699926 0.000000 806555 531667 .000438 o 000000 .936897 .755659 1.021029
2 -.881589 3.699926 .577608 811632 534068 000558 -085100 937599 .760985 1019~3 -.881589 3 699926 .877208 819691 .537269 .000867 - 144805 .938280 .769099 1015
4 -.881589 3.699926 1.032608 821386 . 535247 .001081 -.174776 .937492 .770043 1.014259
5 -.881589 3.699926 1.1\3213 822938 .525772 .001063 -.190098 .938366 .772217 1.014438
6 -881589 3 699926 1.155022 823673 514936 .000755 -.196526 .939934 .774198 1.015770
7 -.881589 3 699926 1.176708 822967 504835 .000065 -.198072 .941650 .774947 1.017974
8 -.881589 3 699926 1.187956 821520 493595 - .000936 -.196511 .944306 .775766 1.021'593
9 -.881589 3 699926 1 193790 817595 .472434 -.002003 -.189306 .948924 .775836 1.0285g
10 -.881589 3699926 1.196817 .810389 424830 -.002974 -.170701 .957886 .776260 1.0419
11 -.881589 3.699926 I 198386 .799503 333094 - .004116 -.134031 .970770 .776134 1061667
12 -.881589 3 6999;;'6 1 199201 790790 213001 - 004473 - 085741 981858 .776444 1.078510
13 -.881589 3.699926 1 :9C>f,23 786419 111235 -.002906 - 044781 .987055 .776239 1.086625
14 -.881589 3.699926 1 199842 785402 046374 -.001283 -018670 .988664 .776499 1.088960
15 -881589 3 699926 1.199955 784897 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .989005 .776267 1.089616
J. 10 K' 7 L X y Z R/RREF" U/AREF" V/AREF" "'IAREF" TITREF" P/PREF ENT
I -.881589 3 708455 0.000000 795779 461189 .000087 o 000000 .950239 .756180 1.041156
2 -.881589 3.708455 577608 800723 46528\ .000139 -.073515 951086 .761556 1.039505
3 -.881589 3.708455 877208 808682 472845 .000267 -.124857 .951929 769808 1036318
4 -.88i589 3.708455 1 032608 810603 475274 .000322 -.150249 .950988 .770874 1.034313
5 -.881589 3.708455 1.113213 812432 469077 000287 -.163882 .9'51451 .772989 1.033884
6 -.881589 3.708455 1.155022 813392 460088 000205 - . 170213 952561 .774805 I 034601
7 - 881589 3 708455 1.176708 812856 449892 - 000005 - 172338 .954097 .775543 I Q3I5542
8 - 881589 3 708455 1.187956 811363 435468 - 000870 •. 170746 .956925 .776414 1.040379
9 - 881589 3 708455 1 193790 807994 406819 - .002773 -.161740 .961067 .776536 1.046624
10 -.881589 3 708455 1 19G817 804621 342569 -.003841 -.139417 965631 .77(;968 1.053355
11 -.881589 3 708455 1 198386 802597 250583 - 003714 -.100199 .957908 .776840 1 056903
12 -.881589 3.708455 1.199201 802591 148258 • .004702 - .059365 .968289 .777\41 1.057322
13 -.88i589 3 708455 1.199623 802522 076691 -.003631 -.030817 .968128 .776945 i .057\83
14 -.881589 3 708455 1 199842 802856 032099 • 001646 - 012922 968043 .777200 I 056914
15 -.681589 3 708455 1 199955 802626 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .968038 .776974 1 057028
J. 10 K· 8 L X y Z RIRREF" U/AREF" VII REF" WIAREF" TITREI'" P/PREF" ENT
1 -.881589 3 710982 o 000000 778116 308368 .000039 o 000000 971140 .755660 1.073654
2 -.881589 3.710982 .577608 782414 314377 .000052 -·047035 972613 .760986 1.0729\5
3 -.881589 3.710982 .877208 789182 326634 000080 -.079610 .974553 .769099 1.071358
4 -.881589 ::i710982 1.032608 790508 334186 .000084 - .095443 .974116 .770046 1.070158
5 -.881589 3 710982 1 113213 792474 332473 .000076 -.105829 .974446 .772224 1.069458
6 -:88158S 3.710982 1 155022 793991 327162 .000059 -.1\ 1459 .975078 .774203 1.069333
7 -.861589 3 710982 1.176708 .793902 319128 000017 -.113028 .976115 .7i4940 1.070518
• 8 - .881589 3.710982 1 187956 .792640 301694 - .000151 -.110111 .978689 .775749 1.074025
9 -.881589 3.710982 1.193790 791232 262300 - 000908 -.099471 .980613 .775892 1.076901
10 -.881589 3.710982 1.196817 .797107 192599 • .002446 -.075948 .974033 .776408 1.0665\6
11 - 881589 3.710982 1.198385 814878 059193 - 001292 - .023939 .952593 .776247 1.033880
12 -.881569 3 710982 1.199201 841802 - 098093 .003611 .039288 922493 .776557 .988278
13 -.881589 3.710982 1 199623 848660 - 074874 004359 .030122 .914742 .776305 .976798
14 - .881589 3.710982 1.199842 848302 - 029240 .001524 .011756 .915544 .776657 .977820
15 -.881589 3.710982 1.199955 847483 o OOOOCO 0.000000 0.000000 .916052 ,776339 .978741
.
J. 10 K. 9 L X '( Z RIRREF" UlAREF" V/AREF" W/AREF TITREI'" P/·PREF ENT
1 -.881589 3.7t1731 0.000000 768702 \22867 .000008 0.000000 .983708 .756178 .1.092856
2 -.881589 3.711731 .577608 .772413 .126570 000010 - .017745 .985942 .76\554 1.093230
3 -.881589 3.711731 .877208 .778014 .134362 000013 -.029723 989449 .769806 1.093953
4 -.881589 3.711731 1.032608 778570 139619 .000010 - .035141 990113 .770873 1.094374
5 -.881589 3. 7i 1731 1.113213 780226 139761 .000013 -.039862 .990725 ':772989 1.094120.
6 -.881589 3.711731 1.155022 781726 137986 000014 - .042646 .991152 .77480-9 1.09375\
7 -.881589 3.711731 1.176708 782011 .134480 .000013 -.043683 .991739 . .775551 1.094239
8 -.881589 3.71173! 1.187956 781889 125266 .000013 - 042028 .992997 .776413 1.095696
9 -.881589 3.711731 1.193790 784377 098044 000010 -.034279 .989987 .776523 I 090987
10 -.881589 3 711731 1.196817 800681 048613 .000011 - .020555 .970450 .777021 1.060692
II -.881589 3.711731 1.198386 828049 - .001259 .00001! -.005872 .938356 .777005 1.011918
12 -.881589 3.711731 1.199201 852412 - 066130 .000010 .023294 .912025 .777422 972181
13 -.881589 3.711731 1.199623 .854751 - 036543 -.000001 .014105 .909295 .777220 .966209
14 -.881589 3.711731 1 199842 .855060 - 012755 .000004 .005105 909279 .777488 .9680S2
15 -.881589 3.711731 1.199955 854718 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 .909360 .777246 .968293
J. 10 K. 10 L X .y Z RIRREF" UlAREF" V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF" P/PREI'" ENT
';
.;;
I -.881589 3.711952 0.000000 766452 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .985918 .755659 . 1.096596
2 -.881589 3.711952 .577608 769975 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .988325 .760986 1.097259
3 -.881589 3.711952 .877208 .775141 o 000000 0000000 0.000000 .992204 .769098 1.098623
4 -.881589 3.711952 1.032608 .775363 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .993141 .770045 1.099534
5 -.881589 3.711952 1.113213 .777005 o 000000 0.000000 O.OOO~O .993845 .772223 1.099383
6 -.881589 3.711952· 1.155022 778675 o 000000 0.000000 0000 0 .994260 .774205 1.098898
7 •. 881589 3.711952 1.176708 .779033 0000000 o 000000 0.000000 .994757 .774948 1.099246
8 -.881589 3.711952 1.187956 .779163 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .995650 .775774 1.100159
9 -.881589 3 711952 1.193790 782566 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .991508 .775920 1.093674
10 ~.881589 3 711952 1.196817 799406 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .971195 :776379 1.062184
11 - 881589 3.711952 l. 198386 826477 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .939214 .776239 1,013613
12 -.881589 3.711952 1.199201 848946 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .915018 .776801 .976962
1::> -.881589 3.711952 1.199623 652982 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .910499 .776639 .970295
14 -.861589 3.711952 1 199842 854742 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .910841 . n8534 .969859
15 ~.881589 3.711952 1. ·199955 854730 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .910101 .777890 .969076
J. 11 K· I L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.649592 0.000000 0.000000 788094 639710 o 000000 0.000000 .912600 .719215 1.003805
2 -.649592 0.000000 .533547 789304 646632 0.000000 -086778 .911681 .719593 1.002178
3 -.649592 0.000000 .810293 .788297 661876 o 000000 -.147547 .908715 .716337 .999429
4 -.649592 0.000000 .953839 781786 673092 o 000000 - 180852 .904863 707409 .998499
5 - 649592 o 000000 1.028295 778559 673193 o 000000 -.201143 .904335 .704078 .999568
6 -.649592 o 000000 1 066915 775958 668051 o 000000 -.210950 .905165 .702370 1.001826
7 -649592 o 000000 I 086947 773610 661274 o 000000 -215014 .906744 .701466 1004792
8 - 649592 o 000000 1.097337 770971 652832 o 000000 -.215632 .909409 .701128 1.009123
9 -.649592 0.000000 1.102726 765807 634316 o 000000 - .211290 .915247 .700902 1.018335
10 -.649592 0.000000 I 105522 754266 584480 o 000000 -.195605 .929275 .700920 1.040243 .
11 -.649592 0.000000 I 106972 734489 471398 o 000000 -.158104 .954287 .700913 1.079655
12 - 649592 o 000000 1.107724 7!6642 304565 o 000000 - 10.2233 .978222 .701035 1.117678
13 -.649592 o 000000 1 108114 708424 159293 o 000000 - 053491 .989555 .701025 1.135854
14 -.649592 o 000000 I 108316 706065 066491 o 000000 - .022333 992974 .701104 1.141301
15 -.649592 o 000000 1.108421 705511 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 993693 .701062 !.1.42485
J: 1t 1(. 2 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF IJ/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.649592 1.670379 0.000000 787303 638773 .002623 o 000000 .912642 .718526 1.004254
.2 -.649592 1.670379 .533547 788508 645686 .002796 -.086635 .911721 .718899 1.002627
0 3 -.649592 1.670379 .810293 787507 .660911 .003263 -.147304 .908753 .715649 999871
4 -.649592 1.670379 .953839 781034 672117 003925 -.180571 .904901 .706759 .998926
5 -.649592 1 670379 1.028295 777846 672226 .004655 -200650 .904367 .703458 .999970
6 -.649592 1 670379 1.066915 775273 667105 005337 ~.210651 .905181 .701762 1.002198
7 - .649592 1.670379 1 .086947 772953 660363 .005862 -.214718 .906738 .700866 1.005126
8 -.649592 1.670379 1 097337 770342 .651968 .006105 - .215346 .909374 .700529 1.009413
9 - 649592 1.670379 1.102726 765210 633516 .005876 -.211023 .915181 .700306 1.018579
10 -.649592 1 670379 1.105522 753701 .583767 004971 - 195366 .929178 .700322 1.040445
11 -649592 1670379 1.106972 733963 470811 003437 -.157907 .954157 .700317 1.079817
12 -.649592 1 670379 1.107724 .716152 304146 001898 - 102092 978056 .700437 1 117793
13 -649592 1.670379 1.108114 707957 159057 .000905 -053411 .989365 .700426 1.135936
14 -.649592 1.670379 1 108316 705603 066389 .000362 -.022299 .992776 .700506 1.141372
15 -.649592 1 670379 1.108421 705053 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .993493 .700465 1.142552
J. 11 K. 3 L X Y Z RIRREF U/AREF V/AREF \//AREF' T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 - 649592 3 246102 o 000000 785552 635887 003462 o 000000 .913079 .717271 1.005630
2 - .649592 3.246102 .533547 786758 642776 003715 -.086373 .912151 .717643 1.003992
3 -649592 3 246102 .810293 .785777 657945 .004395 -.146815 .909165 .714401 1.001204
4 -.649592 3246102 .953839 779367 669113 .005346 -.179914 .905287 .705551 1.000206
5 -.649592 3.246102 I 028295 .776236 669244 .006400 -.200068 904712 .702271 1.001162
6 - 649592 3.246102 1.066915 773725 664181 .007400 -.209800 .905474 .700586 1.003325
7 -.649592 3.246102 I 086947 771481 657540 008173 -.213846 .906967 699708 1.006147
8 - 649592 3 246102 1.097337 768946 649308 .008508 - 214496 909521 .699373 I 010309
9 -.649592 3.246102 1.102726 763901 631079 .008078 -.210228 .915246 .699157 1.01934~
10 -.649592 3.246102 1.105522 752470 581586 .006585 -.194645 .929166 .699170 1.04·1113
11 -.649592 3.246102 1.106972 732845 468919 .004246 -.157277 .954048 .699169 1.080353
12 -.649592 3 246102 1.107724 715162 .302730 .002165 - .101618 .977798 .699285 I. 118118
13 -.649592 3.246102 1.108114 707050 158253 .000986 -053142 989010 .699280 1.136111
14 - .649592 3.246102 1.108316 704717 066044 .000386 -022183 .992388 .699353 1.141499
15 -.649592 3.246102 1.108421 704177 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .993097 .699316 1.142665
J. 11 K. 4 L X Y Z R/RR£F" U/AREF" V/AREF" II/A REF" T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
I -.649592 3.575745 0.000000 784234 630598 .002294 o 000000 .914700 .717339 1.008093
2 -.649592 3.575745 .533547 .785513 637529 002502 -.086274 .913776 .717783 1.005418
3 -.549592 3.575745 .810293 .784736 552720 .003019 -.146543 .910800 .714738 1.003538
4 -.649592 3.575745 .953839 778620 .663822 .003577 -.179628 .906945 .706156 1.002422
5 -.649592 3.575745 1.028295 775669 663944 .004076 -.199476 .906342 .703021 1.003278
6 -.649592 3.575745 1.056915 .773232, 658966 .004549 -.208848 .907026 .701342 1.005301
7 -.649~92 3.575745 1.085947 771095 652480 .004901 -212655 .908440 .7004"93 1.007983
8 - 649592 3.575745 1.097337 768635 644469 .004944 -.213175 .910894 .700145 1. 0.11998
9 -649592 3.575745 1.102726 753674 626348 .004255 -.208815 .915562 .699955 1.020937
10 -.649592 3 575745 I 105522 752304 576589 .002516 -.193056 .930411 .699951 1 042599
11 - 649592 3 575745 1 106972 732993 463780 000202 -.155584 954951 .699973 1 081287
12 - 649592 3 575745 1 107724 715745 298939 - 000956 - 100353 .978098 700068 I 118096
13 - 649592 3 575745 I 108114 707882 156244 - 000807 -.052469 988983 . 700083 I 135545
14 -.649592 357r45 I 108316 705596 065211 -000391 -.021903 992261 .700136 1.140784
15 -.649592 3 57 745 1.108421 · 705090 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .992950 .700120 1.141903
J. 11 K· 5 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF" V/AREF" II/AREI'" T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
1 -.649592 3 672170 o 000000 782157 520227 001134 0.000000 .917706 .717790 1.012480
2 -.649592 3.672170 .533547 783504 627514 .001314 -.085640 .915758 .718283 1.010737
3 -.649592 3 672170 .810293 · 782958 643417 .001733 -.145613 .913727 .715410 1.007676
4 -.649592 3 672170 953839 777350 654994 .001815 -.178557 .909879 .7072"94 1.006322
5 - 649592 3 672170 I 028295 .774930 655214 .001220 -.198482 .909317 .704657 1.006956
6 - .649592 3672170 1.066915 .772818 650206 .000226 - .207718 .909988 .703255 1.008799
7 - 649592 3 672170 1.086947 770853 643685 - .000877 - .211203 .911379 .702539 1.011371
8 - 649592 3 672170 1.097337 .768414 635359 -.002000 - .211182 .913890 .702246 1015444
9 -.649592 3.672170 1 102726 763310 615482 -.003491 - 205846 .919779 .702076 1.024715
10 -.649592 3672170 1.105522 .752008 561262 - .005610 -.188263 .933627 .702095 1.046368
11 -.649592 3 672170 1 106972 734055 445226 -.007756 -.149491 .956497 .702121 1.082411
12 - 649592 3 672170 1.107724 718729 285973 - 007094 -.096037 .977029 .702219 1.115016
13 - 649592 3 672170 1 108! 14 711625 150096 - 004305 -.050412 986799 .702231 1.130651
14 • 649592 3 672170 1 108316 7095.?2 06;>794 • 001901 - 021091 989802 702286 I 135434
15 -.6495'32 3 672170 I 108421 709047 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .990437 .702266 1.136467
J. 11 K· 6 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF Y/AREF" "/AREF" T/TREF P/PREF" ENT
I -.649592 3 700376 0.000000 .776159 592478 .000597 0.000000 .924188 .717317 1 022775
2 - .649592 3 700376 .533547 777486 600931 .000718 -.081307 .923191 .717768 1.020974
3 -.649592 3.700376 .810293 776902 619564 .001037 -.137926 919937 .714701 1.017680
4 - 649592 3 700376 .953839 771358 633852 .001219 -.169074 .915722 .706350 1.015923
5 -.649592 3.700376 1.028295 769245 635553 .001034 -.189048 .914923 .703800 1.016152
6 -.649592 3.700376 1.066915 767632 630701 000135 -.199498 .915551 .702806 1.017704
7 -.649592 3.700376 1 086947 · 755956 623394 -.002037 -.204042 .917086 .702447 1.020301
8 - .649592 3.700376 1.097337 763300 .612440 - 005438 -.204338 .920105 .702317 1.025084
9 -.649592 3 700376 1.102726 757650 585147 -.009368 '.196771 .926973 .702321 1.035809
10 '.649592 3.700376 1 105522 746925 .514705 -.013534 -.173300 .940324 .702351 1.055736
11 - 649592 3.700376 1.106972 734167 382379 -.016552 -.128763 .956787 .702442 1.082673
12 - 649592 3.700376 1 107724 725869 236518 -.015446 -.079572 .967785 .702485 1.100109
13 -.649592 3.700376 I 108114 721654 126531 - 009496 - .042530 .973516 .702542 1.109204
14 - .649592 3 700376 1 106316 720081 053561 - 004149 -.017989 .975651 .702548 1.112607
15 -.649592 3.700376 1.108421 719749 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .976141 .702577 1.113372
J. 11 K· 7 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF" II/AREF" T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
1 -.649592 3.708627 0.000000 .763196 516060 .000140 0.000000 .940462 .717758 1.047821
2 -649592 3.708627 .533547 764360 526831 .000187 -.067026 -.939680 .718254 1.046311
3 -.649592 3.708627 .810293 763691 550941 000307 -.112949 .936724 715368 1.043385
4 -.649592 3 708627 953839 · 758442 570972 .000342 • 137788 .932492 .707242 1.041541
5 - 649592 3 708627 1.028295 756480 .576952 .000267 '.154801 .931391 .704579 1 041389
6 -.649592 3 708627 t .066915 754796 574252 000124 -.164411 .931662 .703215 1.042621
7 - 649592 3.708627 1086947 .753021 565962 -.000199 -.170325 .933266 .702768 1 045400
8 -.649592 3 708627 1.097337 750181 550807 - 001775 - 172609 .937028 .702940 1 0'51201
9 •. 649592 3 708527 I 102726 .744521 .516295 - 007957 - 166354 944347 .703086 1.062627 .
10 - 649592 3.708627 1.105522 737389 433162 - 015379 - .141846 .953757 .703289 1 077356
II - .649592 3 708627 1 106972 .735206 247067 -019592 - 081436 .956645 703331 1.081900
') ~',
12 -.649592 3.708627 1.107724 744836 059182 -.021454 -.019457 .944435 .703449 1.062547
13 -.649592 3.708627 1.108114 .751936 005426 -.016071 - .001763 .935457 .703404 1.048459
14 -.649592 3 708627 1.108316 .754120 001627 -.006808 - 000549 .932877 .703501 1.044355
15 - .649592 3.708627 1.108421 .754372 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .932479 .703437 1.043770
J. II K. 8 L X Y Z R/RREF UIAHEF V/AREF lilA REF TITREf" P/PREf" ENT
I -.649592 3.711040 o 000000 741620 343629 .000051 o 000000 .967232 .717318 1.090079
2 -.649592 3.711040 .533547 741885 355506 .000061 - 037842 .967495 .717770 1.090220
3 -.649592 3711040 .810293 739378 .382570 .000086 -0619n .965629 .714704 1.090720
4 -.649592 3.711040 .953839 732730 405368 .000087 -.074264 .964010 .705359 1.091701
5 -.549592 3.711040 1.028295 730334 415977 000076 -.085671 .963691 .703816 1.092771
6 -.649592 3.711040 1.066915 729101 415778 000032 -.092899 .963958 .702823 1.093814
i - .649592 3.711040 1.086947 .727973 .412222 - 000109 - 096251 .964922 .702437 I 095585
8 -649592 3.711040 1 097337 725439 397539 - 000514 - 095219 .968021 .702240 1.100637
9 -.649592 3 711040 1.102726 720097 .346903 - 001936 - 087897 .975568 .702576 1.112617
10 -.649592 3 711040 1.105522 .720740 258391 - 004198 -.073251 .975441 .703039 1 111961
11 -.649592 3 711040 1.106972 .751915 - 088494 - 003951 .035181 .935596 .703489 1.048626
12 -649592 3.711040 1.107724 89491e - 647050 000811 .216889 .785889 .703305 .821577
13 -.649592 3 711040 1 108114 952477 - 673360 002750 226348 .738173 .703093 .752690
14 -649592 3 711040 1 108316 882075 - 274193 000339 092120 796631 702688 837635
15 -649592 3 711040 1 108421 .868124 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .809888 .703084 .857023
J: 11 . K· 9 L X y Z R/RRE' U/AREF v/AREr \YAREF T/TREF P/PREf" ENT
1 -649592 3.711746 o 000000 730243 135455 .000008 0.000000 .982900 .717756 1.114608
2 - .649592 3 711746 .533547 729671 141732 000010 - 012382 .984350 .718252 1.116603
3 -.649592 3.711746 .810293 725340 156326 000012 -.018974 .986249 .715366 1.121424
4 -.649592 3 711746 .953839 717114 169161 000010 - .021555 986231 .707240 1.126531
5 -.649592 3 711746 1 028295 713659 174819 000014 - 025915 987276 .704578 1.129905
6 -.649592 3.711746 1 055915 711874 .175755 .000015 - .028809 .987843 .703220 1.131687
7 -.649592 3711746 1.085947 710820 .172165 000015 - .030825 .988698 .702787 1.133339
8 -.649592 3.711746 I 097337 709433 158683 000015 -.030820 .990935 .703002 1.136791
9 -.649592 3.711746 1 102726 710769 118599 000006 - .025310 .989424 .703252 1.134204
10 -.649592 3.711746 1 105522 733444 031063 000001 - .005924 .959362 .703639 1.086015
11 -.649592 3.711746 1.106972 784010 - 126060 000000 .037806 .897508 .703656 .989259
12 -.649592 3 711746 1.107724 867701 - 409840 - 000001 .134550 .81 i 198 .703878 .858577
13 -.649592 3711746 1 108114 875490 - 283764 - 000004 .095003 .803509 .703464 .847404
1'\ -.649592 3.711746 I 108316 867733 - 111288 000002 .037324 811122 .703838 .858483
15 - .649592 3.711746 1.108421 865483 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .812827 .703488 .861181
J. 11 K. 10 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF . \l/AREF T/TREf" P/PR[F ENT
1 -.649592 3.711952 0.000000 7;>7803 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .985594 .717318 /.119161
2 -.649592 3.711952 533547 .725999 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .987305 .717770 1.121599
3 -649592 3.711952 .810293 722045 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .989833 .714703 I. /27551
4 -.649592 3.711952 .953839 713185 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .990"27 706358 1 133813
5 - 649592 3 711952 1 028295 709623 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 991816 .703816 1.1.37680
6 -.649592 3 711952 I 066915 708147 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .992483 .702824 1.139394
7 - .649592 3 711952 1 086947 .707220 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .993252 .702447 1.140874
8 - .649592 3.711952 1 097337 705964 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .994833 .702316 1.143502
9 - 649592 3.711952 I 102726 .709104 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 990831 .702602 1.136883
10 -649592 3.711952 1.105522 .733360 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .958506 .702929 1.085095
II -.649592 .3 711952 1.106972 781562 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .899550 .703054 .. 992750
12 -.649592 3 711952 1.107724 835587 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .841605 .703234 .904298
13 -.649592 3 711952 I 108114 857811 o 000000 0. 000000 o 000000 .820808 .704098 .872741
14 -.649592 3.711952 1.108316 862833 o 000000 o oooeoo o 000000 .817306 .705199 .866990
15 -.649592 3.711952 1 108421 864155 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 815067 .70.4344 .864085
J. 12 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREf" U/AREf" V/AREF lI/AREF T/TREf" . P/PREf" . ENT
I -.417595- 0.000000 0.000000 749420 710088 o 000000 0.000000 .894638 .670459 t .004054
2 -.417595 o 000000 .502575 745637 .723591 o 000000 - .074966 .891566 .664785 1.002634
3 - 417595 o 000000 763256 732236 755857 o ooor;oo - 121665 .883000 .. 646564 t .000232
4 -.417595 o 000000 898469 713860 786589 o 000000 -. 143676 873198 623341 999234
5 -.417595 o 000000 .968603 703281 801491 o 000000 -.158686 868831 .611033 1 000193
6 -.417595 0000000 I 004981 696054 805403 o 000000 -.165868 .867181 .603604 1 002426
7 -.417595 0.000000 1 023850 691569 .803866 o 000000 -.169125 .867393 .599862 1.005267
6 -.417595 0000000 1.033637 687670 .799002 o 000000 -.170019 .869185 .597713 1.009625
9 -.417595 0.000000 1.038714 .681514 .781704 0000000 -.167363 .875745 .596832 1.020912
10 -.417595 0.000000 1.041347 666355 .7;(3188 o 000000 ·.155379 .894791 .5!:l6248 ·1.052542
11 -.417595 o 000000 1.042713 .640171 577249 (j 000000 -.124150 .931409 .596261 1.113324
12 -.417595 0.000000 1.043421 617718 364079 o 000000 •. 078303 .965066 596138 1.170149
13 - .417595 0.000000 1. 043'188 608416 188054 a 000000 - 040447 .980076 .596294 1.195582
14 • .417595 o 000000 1.04j979 605569 .078205 a 000000 -.016820 .984491 .596178 1.203223
15 -.417595 0.000000 ., .G44078 .605146 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 .985412 .596318 1.204686
Jz 12 Kz 2 L X y Z R/RREf U/A~E:I" V/AREF lilAREF TITREF' P/PREF' ENT
1 -.417595 1.670379 o 000000 748722 709182 .002651 o 000000 .894698 .669880 1.004496
2 -.417595 1 670379 502575 744953 722659 002798 - 074859 .891630 .664223 I 003075
3 -.417595 I 670379 .763256 731597 754872 003209 -.121486 883076 .646055 1.000666
4 -.417595 1.670379 .898469 .713290 785562 003820 -.143472 873286 622906 999655
5 -.417595 1.670379 .968603 702769 800451 004520 -.158476 .868924 .610653 1.000591
6 -.417595 1.670379 1.004981 695583 .804370 005188 - 165656 .867264 .603254 1.002794
7 -.417595 1.670379 1.023850 691132 802859 .005710 -.168915 .867456 .599527 1.005595
8 -.417595 1.670379 1033637 687265 798045 .005945 -.169816 .869220 597385 1.009904
9 -.417595 1.670379 1 038714 681140 .780841 005682 -.167178 875749 .596507 1.021139
10 -.417595 I 670379 1 041347 666013 7224. ) 004714 - 155225 894764 595925 1 052726
11 • 417595 1.670379 1.042713 639862 576666 003133 -.124024 931353 595938 1.113474
12 -.417595 1 670379 1 043421 617447 363638 001661 -.078208 .964965 .595815 1.170231
13 -.417595 1 670379 1.043788 608169 187802 .000778 -.040393 .979943 595971 1.195614
14 -.417595 1.670379 1 043979 605330 078096 000309 -.016797 .984346 .595855 1.203236
15 -.417595 1 £70379 1.044078 604908 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .985265 .595995 1.204695
J' 12 K· 3 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF V/AREF I//AREF TITREF' P/PREF' ENT
1 -.417595 3.246102 o 000000 747177 706495 003535 o 000000 895165 668846 1.005851
2 -.417595 3 246102 .502575 743474 719893 .003722 - 074707 .892116 .663265 1 004419
3 -.417595 3 246102 .763256 730289 .751917 004227 -.121236 <)83602 .645285 1.001979
4 - .417595 3 246102 .898469 712.55 782444 004962 -.143130 .a73839 622318 1000919
5 -.417595 3 246102 .968603 701752 797284 005832 - 158009 .869461 .610147 1001/90
6 -.417595 3 246102 1.00498! .694665 801208 006706 -.165117 .867772 602810 1.0039.1
7 -.417595 3.243102 1 023850 .690299 .799762 007405 -.168331 .867914 .599120 1.006612
8 -.417595 3 246102 1.033637 686505 795056 007687 -.169nO .869617 .596996 1.010813
9 -.417595 3 246102 1.038714 680441 777985 .007174 -.166600 .876093 596130 1021960
10 -.417595 3.246102 I 041347 .665381 .719707 .005565 -.154652 .895052 .595550 1.053465
11 -.417595 3 246102 1.042713 639369 573951 OC3211 ·.123449 .931491 .595567 1.113981
•
12 -.417595 3246102 1043421 617165 .361526 001424 - .077756 .964804 .595443 1.170251
13. - 417595 3246102 1.043788 608006 .186628 000593 - 040141 .979596 .595600 1.195320
14 417595 3 246102 1 043979 605201 077598 000224 - 016690 .983941 .595482 1.202844
15 -.411595 3.246102 1.044078 604788 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .984847 .595624 1.204280
J. 12 K· 4 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF" Y/AREF' II/AREF" T/TREF P/PREF' ENT
I -.417595 3.577051 O.OOOOCO 745952 701764 .002482 0.000000 896760 .668940 1.008305
2 -.417595 3 577051 .502575 742409 ..715127 002580 -.074668 .893751 .663529 1.006837
3 -.417595 3 577051 .763256 729698 746967 .002745 -.121394 .885361 .646046 1.004299
4 -.417595 3577051 .898469 .712176 777193 002720 - .143543 .875760 .623696 1.003114
5 -.417595 3.577051 .968603 702087 .791866 .002565 -.158268 871426 .611817 1.003863
6 -.417595 3.577051 1.004981 695121 795760 002425 -.164996 .869694 .604543 1.005872
7 - 417595 3.577051 1.023850 690852 .79434; 002279 -.167899 .869809 .600909 1.008486
8 -.417595 3.577051 1.033637 687044 .789478 .001900 -.168496 .871537 .598785 1 012726
9 -.417595 3 577051 1.038714 680870 .771336 .000776 -.165458 878219 .597953 1.024182
10 -.417595 3.577051 1 041347 665734 710537 -001511 -.152829 897305 .597367 1.055893
11 -.417595 3.577051 1.042713 640376 .563275 - 003883 - 121206 .932906 .597411 1.114971
12 • 417595 3 577051 1 043421 619069 354082 - 003849 - .076170 .964785 597268 1 168786
13 -.417595 3.577051 1 043788 610314 182872 - 002348 -_039336 .97.8914 ,597445 1.192677
14 -.417595 3.577051 1.043979 607593 076073 -001039 - 016362 .983071 .597307 1.199886
15 ·.417595 3.577051 1.044078 607221 0.000000 0.000000 o 000000 .983939 .597469 1.201240
J. 12 Kz 5 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF lilA REF T/TREF' P/PREF ENT
1 -417595 3 672928 0.000000 743831 692189 001353 o 000000 .899825 669318 1.012904
2 -.417595 3.672928 .502575 .740384 705910 001479 -.073598 .895793 663971 1.011369
3 -.417595 3.672928 .763256 .728050 .738441 001683 - 119892 .888367 .646775 1.008620
4 -.417595 3 672928 .898469 :·711326 769044 001213 - 142541 .878855 .625153 1.007140
5 -.417595 3 672928 .968603 702021 .783655 - .000362 - .158137 .874663 .614031 1.007629
'a
6 -.417595 3 672928 , 004981 695508 787293 - 002773 -.165359 873010 .607185 1.009482
7 -.417595 3.672928 I 023850 691402 78~439 - 005374 -.168221 .873259 .603773 1.012164
8 -.417595 3 672928 1 033637 687350 779074 - 008349 -.168021 .875457 .601745 1011100
9 -.417595 3 672928 1 038714 680399 755427 - 011927 - 163241 883245 600959 1.030328
10 - 417595 3 672928 1 041347 664916 682.999 - 016984 -.147524 .902985 .600409 I 063099
11 -.417595 3 672928 1 042713 642315 529736 - 020119 -.114233 .934856 600472 1 115953
12 -.417595 3 672928 1 043421 624325 334105 - 015958 - 071941 961568 .600331 1.160955
13 -.417595 3 672928 1 043788 616475 174931 - 008950 - 037642 974104 .600510 1.182059
14 -.417595 3.672928 I 043979 613891 073117 -.003845 -015725 .977976 .600370 1.188753
15 -.417595 3 672928 1 044078 613544 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .978796 .600534 1.190019
J. 12 K· 6 l X Y Z R/RREF U/Af~EF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -.417595 3 700704 o 000000 737359 664253 000716 o 000060 907213 .668942 1 024796
2 - 417595 3 700704 50;>'J75 733905 679281 000812 - 067543 904129 663544 I 023232
3 - 417S9S 3 700704 76 32'>6 721')5.. 714fl')7 0010",6 • IOSl032 O~'D99 64(,079 1 020~5
4 -.417595 3 700704 8~a469 704873 748598 001090 -.129169 885363 .624069 1.018303
5 -.417595 3 700704 958603 695850 764872 000698 -.145288 .880881 .612961 1.018382
6 -.417595 3 700704 1 004981 .689960 768406 - 000773 -.154990 .879375 .606734 1020104
7 -.417595 3 700704 I 023850 .685982 764910 - 004952 - 160502 .880079 .603718 1.02328,4
8 -.417595 3 700704 I 033637 681480 753949 - 0124'3.7 -.161834 883509 60~094 1.029981
9 - 417595 3 700704 ! 038714 673~45 720477 • 022838 • 156752 893131 .601385 1 046213
10 - 417595 3 700704 1 041347 658911 632009 - 036231 • . 137446 .912288 .601117 1 077956
11 - 417595 3 700704 1 042713 643359 465220 - 045279 -.100946 934294 .601086 1.114557
12 -.417595 3 700704 1" 043421 634529 285676 • 038177 - 061637 947326 601106 1 136367
13 • 417595 3 700704 I 04 )lOS 629'1':>7 1(>1 200 - 02;>499 - 034764 9!)')150 601135 1 149520
14 • 417595 J 700704 I 04J':I79 6270iO 061965 - 0096!:>? - 014(;1'5 958666 .601151 1 1'S5~23
15 -.417595 3 700704 1 044078 626537 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .959496 601159 1.156816
J. 12 K· 7 L X Y Z FlIRREF UIAREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF E"'T
! - .417595 3 708750 o 000000 .721972 581733 000152. 0.000000 .927036 .669294 1.056060
2 - 417595 3.708750 502575 718335 598931 000183 - .050236 .924296 .663954 1.055068
3 -.417595 3 708750 763256 705953 639735 .000252 -.078062 .916144 646755 1053060
4 - 417595 3.708750 898469 689675 678933 .000200 - .0.89328 .906404 .625125 1051633
5 - .. 417595 3 708750 968603 680726 699417 000037 -.100183 901903 .613949 1.051891
6 -.417595 3.708750 1 004981 674310 704728 - 000240 -.107223 .900289 .607074 1.053994
• 7 -.417595 3 708750 1 023850 .669840 698160 - .000597 -.113856 .901766 .604039 1.058535
8 - 417595 3.708750 1 033637 665095 681156 -.002005 -.119975 .906397 . .602840 1.067002
9 -.417595 3.708750 1 038714 658858 651637 -.010927 -.121695 915064 .602897 1.081271
10 -.417595 3 708750 I 041347 .65i560 605325 - 033340 -.119245 .925120 .602771 1.098036
11 -.417595 3 708750 1 042713 641105 422209 - 055644 - 085843 .940695 603084 1.123769
12 - 417595 3 708750 I 043421 645868 086414 - 059464 - 017876 933506 .602921 1.111884
13 - 417595 3 708750 1 043788 663225 - 070331 -.036669 .015216 .909491 .603196 1.071850
14 -.417595 3.708750 I 043979 .667436 - 034524 -016911 .007406 903419 .602975 1.062002
15 -.417595 3.708750 1 044078 .668198 o 00000:') 0.000000. 0.000000 902761 .603223 1.060744
J. 12 K· 8 L ~ y Z R/RREF UIAREF. VIAREF" lilAREF T/TREF P/PR(F ENT
1 -.417595 3 711082 o 000000 695857 386205 .000048 o 000000 .961326 .668945 1.111380
2 -.417595 3 711082 502575 691082 402578 .000055 - 020509 .960161 .663550 1.113095
3 - 417595 3 711082 763256 676208 441686 000065 - 025226 .955457 .646087 i .117324
4 -.417595 3 711082 898469 657608 479i65 000048 -.021897 .949028 .624089 1.122257
5 -.417595 3 711082 968603 647440 499169 .000022 -.025254 .946798 61~95 1.126620
6 - 417595 3 711082 1 004981 641282 505173 - 000073 - .028264 .946203 .606784 1.130224
7 -.417595 3.711082 1 023850 637608 502627 - 000499 -.031344 .946851 .603719 1.133600
8 -.417595 3 711082 1 033637 634862 .494922 - 001966 - 032544 948468 .602146 1.137499
9 -.417595 3 711082 1 038714 .629929 .. 450696 -.004141 - 030109 .955184 .601698 1.149134
10 -.417595 3.711082 1 041347 .628151 390012 -.005022 - 039710 .959846 .602928 1.156047
11 -.417595 3.711082 I 042713 634499 028729 -.002672 013716 .952328 .604251 1.142389
12 - .417595 3 711082 I 043421 998578 ·1 146951 .001682 .249055 .605335 604474 .605680
13 -.417595 3 711082 I 043788 1 621725 -I 465813 .002244 315536 .372362 603868 .306884
14 -.417595 3 711082 1.043979 943353 - 613878 -001733 .132084 .639071 .602870 .654153
15 -.417595 3.711082 1 044078 864656 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .698328 603813 .740154
J. 12 K· 9 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF" II/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.417595 3 711757 o 000000 682279 150508 .000006 o 000000 .980966 .669293 1.143060
2 -.417595 3.711757 502575 .676541 '.158252 .000007 -.003941 .981393 .663952 1.147428
3 -.417595 3.711757 .763256 659495 176820 .000006 - .000530 .980679 .646753 1.158356
4 -.417595 3.711757 .898469 .638838 .194239 .000002 .005105 .978532 .625123 1.170628
5 -.417595 3.711757 .968603 627155 .203511 000006 .005339 .978941 .613948 1.179795
6 -.417595 3 711757 I 004981 619995. 205726 .000005 .004939 .979170 .607081 1.185504
7 -'.417595 3.711757 I 023850 .616441 197617 000004 002443 .979978 .604099 1.189212
8 -.417595 3.711757 1 033637 615278 1621-42 -.000000 -.001809 .980333 .603177 1.190543
9 -.417595 3.711757 I 038714 622732 084757 - 000008 -.005906 .969286 603606 1.171471
10 -.417595 3711757 I 041347 6'51408 - 050766 -.000002 .008621 .926961 .603830 . 1.100323
11 -.417595 3.711757 I 042713 717912 . 395391 -.000024 075793 .841239 603936 .960485
12 -.417595 3.711757 1 043421 I 018513 -1 070558 • 000020 226017 .593074 .604054 .588738
13 -.417595 3.711757 1 043788 .910819 - 661142 - 000024 .142549 .661407 .602422 .686587
14 - .417595 3 711757 I 043979 849650 - 255487 -000015 .054858 .710816 .603945 .758685
15 -.417595 3.711757 1 044078 837327 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .719486 .602445 .772439
J. 12 K. 10 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF" T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -.4'7595 3 711952 o 000000 679640 0000000 o 000000 0.000000 .984264 .668945 1.148683
2 -.417595 3 711952 502575 673642 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .985017 .663549 1.153644
3 . - .417595 3.711952 763256 655829 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 985146 .646087 1.166231
4 -.417595 3 711952 898469 634291 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .983914 .624088 1.180433
5 - 417595 3.711952 968603 622398 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 984891 .612994 1.190586
6 -.417595 3.711952 1 0049081 615834 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 985290 .606775 1.196131
7 -.417595 3 711952 I 023850 612537 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .985644 .603744 1.199132
8 - 417595 3 711952 1 033637 612076 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .983869 602203 1.197334
9 -.417595 3 711952 1 038714 620914 0000000 o 000000 0.000000 969542 .602002 1.173152
10 -417595 3 711952 I 041347 650075 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 927497 .602942 1.101862
11 -.417595 3 711952 1 042713 699380 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 862633 .. 603308 .995270
12 -.417595 3 711952 1 043421 785994 o 000000 .0 000000 o 000000 .769672 .604957 .847497
13 -.417595 3 711952 1 043788 822110 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .733559 .603066 .793346
14 - 417595 3 711952 t 043979 834048 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .726125 .605623 .780791
15 -.417595 3 711952 1 044078 835680 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .722806 .604034 .776614
J. 13 K· I L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF" TITREI' P/PREF ENT
1 -.185598 0.000000 o 000000 .705175 784415 o 000000 o 000000 .873023 .615634 1.003938
2 - 185598 o 000000 485511 696703 802637 o 000000 - .055596 867951 .604704 1.002943
3 -.185598 o 000000 737342 672440 847223 o 000000 - 080800 .854132 .574352 1.001068
4 - . 185598 o 000000 867964 645832 892210 o 000000 -.086370 .839305 .542050 .999705
5 -.185598 o 000000 935717 631720 .911948 0.000000 -.093615 .832430 .525863 1.000318
6 -.185598 o 000000 970860 622110 !;l28595 o 000000 -.096344 .829035 .515751 1.002365
7 - 185598 o 000000 989088 616869 930977 o 000000 - .097765 .828376 .510999 1.004964
8 -.185598 o 000000 998543 612281 928702 o 000000 - 098091 829577 .507935 1.009430
9 - . 185598 o 000000 1 0031.47 605135 910421 o 000000 • 096482 837742 .506947 I 024163
10 -.185598 o 000000 I 005991 585471 836497 o 000000 • 088819 864176 .505950 1070533
11 - 185598 o 000000 I 007310 553058 645274 o 000000 - 068366 .915174 .506144 1.159833
12 - 185598 o 000000 1 007995 528841 389465 o 000000 - 041171 .956333 .505748 1.233898
13 ·.185598 o 000000 I 008350 520282 197063 o 000000 -020814 .972800 .506131 1.263363
14 -.185598 o 000000 1 008534 517439 081333 o 000000 -.008583 977432 .505762 1.272163
15 -.185598 o 000000 1 008629 517323 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .978384 .506141 1.273516
J. 13 K· 2 L X Y Z R/RR(F U/AR(F V/AREF W/AR(F TITREI' P/PREF ENT
I - 185598 I 670379 o 000000 704603 783504 002644 o 000000 873117 615202 t .004372
2 -.185598 1.670379 485511 696162 801688 002762 -.055540 .868055 .604306 1.003375
3 -.185598 1.670379 737342 671976 846190 003112 • ,0.80711 .854259 .574041 1.001493
4 -.185598 I 670379 867964 645455 891105 003671 -.086266 .839456 .541831 1.000118
5 • 185598 I 670379 935717 631409 916812 004343 -.093509 .832592 .'525706 1.000710
6 ·.185598 I 670379 .970860 621848 927456 .005006 - 096238 .829193 .515632 1.002725
7 . 185598 I 670379 989088 616639 929857 005531 -.097656 .828517 .510896 1.005284
8 -.185598 I 670379 998543 612083 927625 .005759 - 097984 .829694 .507841 1.009703
9 -.185598 1.670379 1 003447 604964 909449 005460 -.096384 .837827 .506855 1:.024383
10 -.185598 I 670379 I 005991 585332 835648 .004434 - 088734 .864231 .505862 1.070702
II -.185598 1670379 1 007310 552955 644411 .002816 -.068276 .915183 .506055 1.159931
12 - 1855~8 I 670379 1 007995 528805 388786 001433 -.041100 .956233 .505661 1.233801
13 ·.185598 I 670379 1 008350 520...79 196687 000660 - 020775 972636 .506042 1.263152
14 -.185598 I 670379 I 008534 517448 081173 000261 • .008567 .977247 .505674 1.271915
IS -.185598 1.670379 1 008629 517332 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 978195 .506052 1.273261
J. 13 K· 3 L X y Z R/RREF U/APEF VIAREF \/IAREF T/TREF P/PREF' ENT
1 -.185598 3.246102 o 000000 703355 780904 003550 a 000000 .873652 .614487 1.005701
2 - .185598 3 246102 485511 695040 798963 003652 -.055550 .868631 .603733 1.004688
3 • .'185598 3246102 737342 671162 .843161 .003941 -.080789 .854935 .573800 1.002771
4 -.185598 3 246102 867964 644908 887796 004415 · 086329 .840205 .541855 1.001351
5 -.185598 3246102 .935717 630982 913387 .005074 - .093426 .833339 .525822 1.001878
6 -.185598 3 246102 970860 621535 923995 .005804 · 096068 .829925 .515827 1.003812
7 - \85598 3 246102 989088 616403 926422 006401 -.097424 829213 .511129 1.0062e:..
8 • 185598 3 246102 998543 611907 924230 00&597 • 097717 .830360 .508103 1.010630
9 • 18':;')98 :I ;;>46102 I 0034.\7 604805 90','168 005962 • 09(,083 638490 507123 1 025302
10 • 10"8)0 :3 246102 I OO'i)') 1 Sll'5178 O)I!';Q') 004227 • 000)37 864')36 '506142 I 071689
11 ·.185598 3 246102 1007310 552973 639160 001921 · 067736 915657 506333 I 16051~
12 -.185598 3 246102 1 007995 529227 384743 000572 - 040678 .956007 .505945 1.23311i7
13 -.185598 3246102 1 008350 520886 194549 000159 -.020550 .972036 .506320 1.261785
14 -.185596 3246102 1 008534 518113 080289 .000045 - .008474 .9'76539 .505958 1.270339
15 -.185598 3246102 1 008629 516004 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .977464 .. 506330 1.271650
J. 13 Kx 4 L X y Z FURREF Un-REF V/AREF .... /AREF T/TREF' PIPREF' ENT
1 ·.165598 3577800 o 000000 702327 776562 002582 o 000000 .875251 .614712 1 008130
2 ·.185598 3 577800 .465511 694268 794520 .002533 - 055635 .870305 .604225 1.007073
3 - 185598 3 577800 737342 671133 838:;57 002241 - 081411 856850 .575060 1.005036
4 - 185598 3577800 867964 645734 882478 001525 - 087600 842425 .543983 1.003482
5 -.185598 3 577800 935717 632206 907758 000662 · 094668 835646 .528300 I 003874
6 -.185598 3 577800 970850 622907 918222 • 000162 • 096915 .832220 .518396 1 005701
7 · . 185598 3 577800 989088 617826 920526 · 000901 - 097695 831527 .513739 1008161
8 -.185598 3 577800 998543 613226 917747 · 001938 • 097790 832856 .510729 1.012795
9 - .185598 3 577800 1 003447 605764 8016977 - 003978 -.095636 .8.41533 .509770 1.028371
10 ·.185598 3.577800 1 005991 585826 816895 -.007546 - .087044 .868536 :508812 1.075673
11 -.185598 3 577800 I 007310 554502 620683 - 009981 - 065865 917968 509016 1.162161
12 - 185598 3.577800 1 007995 532088 371929 - 007755 ·039346 955909 .508628 1.230334
13 - 185598 3 577800 I 008350 524266 188207 -00.\316 - 019885 970891 .509005 1.257042
14 -.185598 3.577800 1 OOe534 521623 077739 - 001847. - 008204 .975112 .508641 1.265062
15 - 185598 3 577800 I 008629 .521541 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .975981 .509014 1.266268
J. 13 K· 5 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF IJIAREF ilTREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.185598 3 673359 o 000000 700204 767651 .001521 0.000000 .878374 .615040 1.012954
2 -.185598 3 673359 .485511 692272 785920 .001568 -.054147 .873403 .604632 1.011821
3 -.185598 3 673359 737342 669665 830323 001473 - 079473 .859925 .575861 1.009526
4 -.185598 3 673359 .867964 645300 874667 000380 -086697 .845667 .545709 1.007615
5 -.185598 3 673359 935717 632719 899762 - .002092 - .095366 .839113 .530922 1.007711
6 -.185598 3 673359 .970860 623898 909803 -.005945 -.098843 .835839 .521478 1.009433
7 - 185598 3 673359 .989088 618985 911168 - 009923 -.100215 .835520 .517174 1.012243
8 -.185598 3.673359 .998543 613761 .905364 - 015681 - .099419 .837803 .514210 1.018456
9 ·.185598 3.673359 I 003447 605114 .675860 -.023399 -.095438 .848495 .513436 1.037325
10 -.185598 3.673359 1005991 585268 784355 · 034807 - .084678 .875548 .512430 1.084771
11 -. J85598 3 673359 1 007310 558419 596743 · .039668 - 063765 .918243 .512767 1.159246
12 -.185598 3.673359 I 007995 538130 367011 • 028458 - 038949 .951949 .512273 1.219716
13 '.185598 3.673359 1 008350 530367 168961 · 015023 -.019990 .966805 .512761 1.245972
14 -.185598 3.673359 I 008534 .527483 078307 '.006302 -.008263 .971191 .512286 1.254358
15 ·.185598 3.673359 i.008629 527484 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .972105 .512770 1.255537
J. 13 K= 6 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF WIAREF T/TREF' PIPREF ENT
1 -.185598 3.700889 0.000000 693303 .739537 .000842 o 000000 .886676 .614735 1.026587
2 -.185598 3.700889 .485511 685373 759008 .000898 - 046440 .881649 .604258 1.025475
3 ·.185598 3.700889 .737342 662747 806236 .001014 -.065447 .867793 .575128 1.023003
4 -.185598 3.700889 .867964 638353 853389 .000846 -.069217 .852886 .544442 1.020626
5 -.185598 3 700889 935717 625862 879966 000316 -.078635 .845982 .529468 1.020399
6 • 185598 3.700889 .970860 617777 .889748 -001227 - 085208 .843167 .520889 1.022306
7 -.185598 3 .. 700889 .989088 612435 .888363 - .006939 -.091050 .843609 .516656 1.026401
8 ·.185598 3.700889 .998543 606717 875667 - 019491 -.092637 .848211 .'514624 1.035879
9 -.185598 3.700889 1.003447 .596912 837431 -.040459 -.090987 .860163 .513441 1.057344
10 - 185598 3.700889 1.005991 582727 .759260 - .065979 -.082797 .880785 .513257 1.093160
II -.185598 3.700889 1.007310 569955 661425 -.084755 -071692 .900056 .512992 1.127024
12 -.185598 3.700889 1.007995 .554158 .499109 -.067063 -.053029 .926102 .513207 1.172750
13 -.185598 3.700889 1.008350 .539813 .274027 - 038793 -.029095 .950321 .512995 1.216110
14 -.185598 3.700889 1.008534 .534929 .111205 -016369 - .01 J735 .959428 .513226 1.232237
IS -.185598 3.700889 1.008629 .533628 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .961351 .513003 1.235910
J' 13 K. 7 L X Y Z Fl/RREF U/AREF V/AREF lilAREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.185598 3.708820 0.000000 675635 651236 000152 0.000000 .910288 .615023 1.064863
2 -.185598 3.706820 465511 .667529 .672167 .000155 -.027019 .905762 .604622 1.064698
3 -.165598 3.708620 .737342 .644939 .722731 000133 -.029966 .892883 .57.5854 1064111
4 -.185598 3.708820 .867964 .620934 .773081 - 000054 - .022524 .878829 .545695 1.063375
5 -.185598 3 708820 .935717 608421 802061 -.000309 - 024172 .872483 .530837 1.064327
6 -.185598 3.708820 .970860 599275 812519 -.000732 -.025888 .869764 . .521227 1 067458
7 - 185598 3 708820 989088 .593331 806829 -.000958 - 030376 .871863 .517304 1.074309
& -.185598 3.708820 998<;43 .586231 782481 - 004394 -039184 .878968 .515279 1 088292
9 -.185598 3.708820 1.003447 .580687 750603 - 011153 -.046055 .889072 .516273 1.104994
10 -.185598 3.708820 1 005991 .573174 717272 -.040469 -.056298 .899614 .515635 1.123936
11 -.185598 3 708820 I 007310 584369 766823 -.082441 -.070476 .884545 .516901 1.096592
12 -.165596 3.706820 1 007995 .582243 667921 - 096145 - .071682 .865940 .515832 1.099924
13 -.185598 3 706820 1.008350 564245 120532 - 060114 -012555 .916382 .517064 1.152098
14 -.185598 3 708820 I 008534 567962 032359 - 030360 -.003445 .908290 .515874 1.138929
15 -.185598 3.708820 1.006629 569840 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .907415 .517082 1.136331
J. 13 K· 8 l X Y Z Fl/RREF U/AREF' V/AREF lilA REF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.185598 3.71ll05 o 000000 644976 432314 .000041 0.000000 .953125 .614742 1.135880
2 -.185596 3.711105 .485511 635604 449887 000042 .000370 .950698 .604267 1.139641
3 -.185598 3.711105 737342 .610078 491879 .000031 .019123 .942737 .575143 1,148779
4 -.185598 3.711105 .867964 582911 531770 - 000006 .040985 .934058 .544472 1.159133
5 -.185598 3.711105 935717 .568255 552932 - 000037 .047164 .931826 .529514 1 168201
6 -.185598 3 711105 .970860 559269 559422 - 000193 .050272 .931533 .520978 1 175303
7 -.185598 3.711105 .989088 554566 562098 - 001139 046010 .931659 .516666 1.179439
8 -.185598 3.711105 .998543 549679 528113 - 003973 .050797 .937189 .515153 1.190649
9 -.185598 3 711105 1.003447 .551621 538433 -.006502 .032901 .932313 .514283 1 182785
10 -.185598 3.711105 I 005991 .541921 356388 - 003432 .045415 .952880 .516385 1.217486
II -,185598 3.711105 1.007310 ,555597 397937 .005774 -.004865 ,930822 .517163 1.177505
I~ -.185598 3 711105 1.007995 !072796 -I 344073 016787 .153712 ,485445 .520784 .471990
13 -.185598 3.711105 1.008350 2 4!5520 -1,717208 003013 ,181685 .214217 .517445 .150539
14 . -.185598 3.711105 1 008534 .937149 - 790526 - 003770 .083535 ,554903 .520027 .569500
15 -.185598 3 '711105 1.008629 797797 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .648504 .517374 .709832
•
J. 13 K· 9 l X Y Z R/F/REF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TRE:F P/PREF ENT
1 -.185598 3.711763 0.000000 629163 .166998 000003 o 000000 .977522 615021 1.176580
2 -.185598 3 711763 485511 .618908 174447 000Q03 .005198 .976915 .604621 1.183604
3 -.185598 3.711763 ,737342 591423 191904 -.000000 .019044 .973673 .575852 1.201306
4 -.185598 3 711763 .867964 .562436 207432 - 000003 .032364 ,970231 .545693 1.221366
5 -.185598 3 71\ 763 935717 ,546553 ,215264 000005 .036442 .971240 ,530834 1.236727
6 -.185598 3.711763 970860 ,536281 216012 000005 .038443 .971945 .521236 1.247052
7 - 185598 3 711763 .989088 .531919 197481 .000003 • .033431 .972738 .517418 1.252154
8 -.185593 3.711763 .998543 .534360 109672 000001 015456 ,965260 .515796 1.240254
9 - ,185598 3 711763 I 003447 553519 - 022946 000014 - 008327 .934295 .517150 1.183672
10 -.185598 3 711763 1 005991 ,571404 - 135393 000013 - .014674 .904055 .516580 '1.130883
II -.185598 3 711763 1.007310 630174 - 535556 - 000055 .031817 .823563 .518987 .990632
12 -.185598 3.711763 I 007995 1 562831 -1 573400 000015 .161495 .331834 .518601 .277560
13 - 185598 3 711763 I 008350 897698 - 833452 -.000010 .089250 .578414 .519241 .603930
14 -.185598 3 711763 1.008534 .764404 - 318416 .000008 .033552 .660996 .518488 .728422
15 -.185598 3.711763 1 008629 .769878 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .674477 .519265 .748856
J. 13 K. 10 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF IIIAREF ' , T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -.185598 3,711952 0.000000 ,626295 o 000000 0,000000 0.000000 ,981553 .614742 1.183592
2 -,185598 3 711952 .485511 .615730 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .981287 . .604267 t.191305
3 -.185598 3 711952 737342 .567512 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .978944 .575142 1.211020
4 -.185598 - 3.711952 .8679.64 557588 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .976475 .544471 t .233491
5 -.185598 3.711952 935717 .541395 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 .978050 .529512 t .250130
6 -.185598 3.711952 .970860 .532198 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .978879 .520957 1.259795
7 -.185598 3.711952 .989088 528146 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .978343 .516708 t .262960
8 - ~ 185598 3 711952 .998543 .532630 0000000 0.000000 o 000000 .966762 .515119 t .243610
9 -.185598 3.711952 I 003447 .550432 0.000000 0.000000 o 000000 .935385 .514866 1.187706
.:$
10 '.185598 3.711952 1.005991 .569917 a 000000 0.000000 O.OOOG~O .907572 .517240 1.136466
II -.185598 3.711952 1007310 .602324 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .858296 .516972 1.051248
12 ·.185598 3.711952 1.007995 .726221 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .711013 .516353 .808072
13 ·.185598 3.711952 I 008350 .754078 o 000000 o 000000 a 000000 .684417 .516104 .766221
14 '.185598 3.711952 1.008534 .767361 o 000000 o 000000 a 000000 .679517 .521435 .755440
15 '.185598 3.711952 I 008629 .768615 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .676997 .520350 .752148
J. 14 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF iliA REF T/TREF P/PRE:F ENT
1 0.000000 o 000000 o 000000 .662392 851866 a 000000 o 000000 851001 .563697 1.003423
2 0.000000 0.000000 481357 651044 872249 a 000000 -037138 .844692 .549932 1.002892
3 a 000000 0.000000 .731034 .620720 .922275 o 000000 - 041687 .827562 .513684 1.oo148i
4 0.000000 o 000000 .860538 .590859 972173 o 000000 -.030381 .809878 .478524 .999600
5 0.000000 0.000000 .927712 575966 999798 0000000 -.028065 .801987 .461918 1 000020
6 o 000000 0.000000 962554 565407 1 011025 a 000000 -.024563 797723 .45 '38 1.002092
7 o 000000 o 000000 980626 560081 1 013392 o 000000 • 023036 .796819 .44t. .. 1.004752
8 o 000000 o 000000 .990000 554968 1 010850 a 000000 -.021884 797996 . 442bo. 1.009936
9 o 000000 o 000000 .994862 546288 986350 o 000000 -.020912 809127 .442016 1.030500
10 o OOO~OO o 000000 997384 520864 882491 o 00000.0 -.018305 846238 .440775 1.098507
11 0.000000 0000000 .998692 484400 628300 o 000000 - 012525 .910745 .441165 1.217069
12 o 000000 o 000000 .999371 463683 352227 o 000000 -.OC6837 950090 .440540 I 292040·
13 0.000000 0.000000 .999723 457953 .172656 a 000000 - 003309 .963250 .441123 1.316469
14 o 000000 0000000 999905 455713 07041 i o 000000 -.001334 .966696 .440535 1.323773
15 a 000000 a 000000 1.000000 .455995 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .967385 .441123 1.324389
J. 14 K= 2 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF TlTREF P/PREF ENT
I 0.000000 1.670379 o 000000 661974 850877 002598 o 000000 .851147 .563437 1.003849
2 o 000000 1 670379 481357 650671 871205 .002693 - .0371:'0 .844853 .549722 1 003314
3 o 000000 1 670379 731034 520454 921099 .002994 - 041680 .827761 .513587 1 001893
4 o 000000 1 670379 860538 .590698 .970880 .003514 - .030375 .810113 .478532 999998
5 o 000000 1.670379 927712 575879 998458 004174 -.028059 .802238 .461992 1.000393
6 a 000000 1.670379 962554 565372 1 009568 .004840 -.024554 .797975 .451153 1002433
7 0.000000 1.670379 980626 560076 1 012042 .005362 -.023023 .797058 .446413 1.005058
8 o 000000 1.670379 .990000 554998 1.009564 005559 - 021870 .798207 .443003 1.010180
9 o 000000 1 670379 994862 546357 985220 005210 • 020907 .809284 .442158 I 030648
10 o 000000 1 670379 997384 520949 881290 004132 • 018294 846381 .440922 1 098621
11 0.000000 1.670379 998692 484522 626645 002475 -.012497 .910813 .441309 1.217037
12 o 000000 1.670379 999371 463917 350986 001204 -.005815 .949928 .440688 1291560
13 o 000000 1.670379 999723 458231 172000 000544 - 003297 .962982 .441268 1.315783
14 o 000000 1 670379 .999905 456007 070i37 000213 • 001328 .966397 .440683 1.323022
15 o 000000 1.670379 1000000 456288 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .967080 .441268 1.323631
J. 14 K. 3 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 0.000000 3246102 o 000000 &61115 848146 .003489 0.000000 .851804 .563140 1.005145
2 o 000000 3246102 .481357 649996 868297 .003516 - .037290 .845574 .549620 1.004587
3 0.000000 3 246102 731034 620206 917745 003603 -.042080 .828644 .513930 1.003121
4 o 000000 3 246102 860538 590791 967100 003828 - 030860 811121 .479203 1.001180
5 o 000000 3 246102 927712 576101 994507 004286 - 028387 803251 .462753 1.001502
6 o 000000 3 246102 962554 565716 1 005646 004872 - 024771 798989 452001 I 003464
7 o 000000 3 246102 980626 560486 1 OOoa31 005360 - 023170 .798042 .447292 I 006005
8 o 000000 3 246102 990000 555479 1.005602 005465 - 021964 iq9163 .443918 I 011040
9 o 000000 3 246102 9948&2 545762 980755 004707 • 020964 .810328 .443073 1.031657
10 o 000000 3 246102 .997384 521158 874212 002726 -.018224 .847839 .441858 1.100337
11 o 000000 3 246102 .998692 485041 617011 000376 -,.012333 .911751 .442237 1217769
12 o 000000 3 246102 999371 465068 344438 • 000421 - 006697 .949602 .441630 1.289838
13 o 000000 3 246102 .999723 459598 168716 - 000342 • 003236 .962138 .442196 1313065
14 o 000000 3 246102 999905 457446 068800 - 000161 - 001304 965415 .441625 1.320013
15 o 000000 3 246102 1.000000 457726 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 966071 .442196 1.320586
J. 14 K= 4 L x y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
I 0.000000 3.577985 o 000000 660435 843872 002579 0.000000 .853494 .563677 1.007555
2' 0.000000 3.577985 481357 649659 863849 002376 -.037521 .847375 .550505 1,006935
3 0.000000 3 577985 731034 620856 912746 001601 - 043228 .830806 .515811 1005317
4 o 000000 3.577985 860538 592528 .961414 000132 • 033133 .813748 .482169 1,003243
5 o 000000 3.577985 .927712 578307 988472 -001506 - 030802 .806020 460128 1.003420
6 o 000000 3.577985 .962554 568082 .999416 •. Q03032 - 026813 801778 .455476 1.005286
•
7 0.000000 3.577985 .980626 562872 1 001516 - 004455 -.024825 .800920 .450815 1.007918
8 o 000000 3.577985 990000 557545 997577 • 006295 - 023130 802535 .447450 1 013800
9 o 000000 3 577985 994662 547760 966501 • 009978 • 021566 815382 .446634 1.037349
10 o 000000 3577985 997384 520991 847306 - 015683 -.018054 854982 .445438 1.109750
11 o 000000 3 577985 .998692 486626 .586624 - 017678 - .011847 .916175 .445835 1.222082
12 o 000000 3 577985 999371 468473 .326248 - 012197 -.006373 .950373 445224 1.287123
13 0.000000 3.577985 999723 463561 160131 -006497 -.003078 961679 .445797 1.307939
14 0.000000 3.577985 .999905 461534 .065387 -.002738 • 001238 .964651 .445220 1.314283
15 0.000000 3.577985 1.000000 461847 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965248 .445797 1.314740
J. 14 K· 5 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF VIAREF WIAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I 0.000000 3.673465 0.000000 658369 835271 001660 o 000000 .856707 .564029 1012616
<: 0.000000 3 673465 461357 647759 855483 .001587 -.035754 .850562 .550959 1.011906
3 o 000000 3.673465 .731034 619635 904781 001081 - 041093 .833996 .516773 1.009972
4 0.000000 3.673465 86C538 592542 953594 - 000783 -.032658 .817204 .484227 1.007495
5 0.000000 3 673465 .927712 579410 980589 - 00029 -.032685 .809799 .469206 I 007355
6 0.000000 3 673465 .962554 569662 991144 - 009377 -.030780 .805801 .459034 1009208
7 o 000000 3.673465 .980626 564450 991451 -.015449 -.029790 .605709 .454783 1.012809
8 0.000000 3.673465 990000 557568 980180 - 025024 - 027617 809741 451485 1.022886
9 o 000000 3.673465 .994862 544550 929439 • 041078 - .023936 .828012 .450894 1.055897
10 o 000000 3 673465 997384 517293 790687 - 059565 -.018512 .869234 .449649 1.131467
11 o 000000 3 673465 .993692 488512 551166 -.061774 - 011806 .921514 .450171 1.227303
12 o 000000 3 673465 999371 472196 315978 - 040016 - .006349 .951813 .449442 1.284998
13 o 000000 3 673465 .999723 467544 157233 -020447 - 003058 962756 .450131 1.304930
14 o 000000 3 673465 999905 465389 064414 - 008427 - 001219 .965722 .449437 1.311370
15 o 000000 3 673465 1000000 465818 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 966322 .450130 1.311703
J. 14 K· 6 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 o 000000 3 700934 o 000000 651239 807239 000969 o 000000 .865718 .563789 1.027733
2 o 000000 3 700934 481357 640637 828422 000934 -026837 .859521 .550641 1.027097
3 0.000000 3.700934 731034 612470 679923 .000775 - .024594 842532 .516025 1.025068
4 0.000000 3 700934 .860538 585185 930807 000204 - .011830 .825010 .482784 1022214
5 o 000000 3.700934 .927712 .571992 .958867 - 000571 -.012638 817322 .467501 1.021968
6 0.000000 3 700934 .962554 562669 969\92 - 001994 -.015231 .813871 .457940 1.024365
7 0.000000 3.700934 980626 557150 965822 - 009113 -.019454 815277 .454232 1.030188
8 0.000000 3 700934 .990000 548384 .942803 - 031126 - .021443 .823067 .451357 1.046649
9 0.000000 3 700934 994862 533318 872042 -.068434 -.019882 .845813 .451088 1.087627
10 0.000000 3.700934 997384 51 !883 752669 -.103241 - 018798 .878834 .449860 1.148785
II 0.000000 3 700934 998692 493064 612301 - 118607 '-.015467 .913607 .450485 1212247
12 0.000000 3 700934 999371 476117 , .440743 - 089301 -.009526 .944413 .449651 1.270798
13 0.000000 3.700934 .999723 .467196 t 228276 -.048906 -.004624 .964059 .450404 1.307086
14 0.000000 3.700934 .999905 463408 092729 -.020678 -.001754 .970277 .449634 1.319806
15 0.000000 3.700934 I 000000 463574 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 971580 .450399 1.321390
J. 14 K· 7 l X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' v/AREF lilAREF T/TREr: P/PREF ENT
1 a 000000 3 708837 0.000000 632092 .716257 .000026 ° 000000 .892333 .564037 1.072049
2 o 000000 3 708837 .481357 621298 737734 -.000027 -.005937 .886824 550982 1 072798
3 o 000000 3.708837 731034 593115 789220 - .000225 014293 .871366 .516820 1.073853
4 0.000060 3 708837 .860536 555989 838563 - .000653 .040138 .855644 .484285 1.074410
5 0.000000 3.708637 .927712 552362 864885 -001064 .048753 .849423 .469189 1.077047
6 0.000000 3.708837 .962554 542154 874572 -001483 .053907 .846268 .458808 1.081082
7 o 000000 3.708837 .980626 536329 871024 - .003499 .052549 .847722 .454658 1.087630
8 o 000000 3 708837 .990000 526870 832492 -.013332 041325 .859635 .452916 1.110792
9 o 000000 3.708837 994862 512409 732386 - 024908 .025447 .887289 .454655 1.159361
10 o 000000 3 708837 997384 496983 620594 • 033904 007916 914381 .454432 1.209458
11 o 000000 3.708837 998692 492544 .596760 -.083692 - 002438 .924957 .455582 1.227844
12 0.000000 3.708837 999371 495510 645517 -.116417 -.010320 .916961 .454363 1.214311
13 0.000000 3.708837 .999723 ·480332 262070 -079196 -.004783 .948149 .455426 1.271335
14 o 000000 3 708837 .999905 478697 .091925 -.036744 -.001775 .949160 .454360 I .274427
15 0.000000 3.708837 1.000000 479673 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 . .949453 .455427 1.273782
J= 14 K· 8 l X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I o 000000 3 711110 o 000000 597336 477793 .000008 o 000000 .943872 .563808 1.159913
2 o 000000 3.711110 401357 585247 492589 .000001 018825 940905 .550662 1.165762
3 0.000000 3 711110 731034 553885 .525645 -.000038 .058130 .931701 .516055 1.18007;3
J
"4 0.000000 3.711110 .860538 522919 .550838 -.000107 .095620 .923337 .482831 1.196704
5 0.000000 3.711110 .927712 506661 .. 558534 -.000154 .109737 .922853 .467573 1.211283
6 0.000000 3711110 .962554 .496572 561420 - .000397 116790 .922439 .458058 1.220520
7 0.000000 3711110 .980626 493309 571450 - .001844 .115997 921496 .454582 1.222492
8 0.000000 3 711110 .990000 481647 .445758 -.004932 .110726 .939857 .·'52680 1.258838
9 0.000000 3.711110 .994862 . 475640 213568 -.006107 .092220 .955019 .454245 1.285584
10 0.000000 3.711110 997384 .474946 050047 -.001221 .082998 .955008 .453577 1.286321
11 0.000000 3.711110 998692 484867 -.006457 .011324 .056515 .941276 .456394 1.257384
12 o 000000 3.711110 999371 789966 -1 163116 .023582 .040990 .578392 .456910 .635593
13 0.000000 3.711110 999723 1 223346 -1 476152 .006854 .029723 .374243 .457828 .345250
14 o 000000 3711110 .999905 734585 - 723916 -.003348 .013777 .621143 .456282 .702707
15 0.000000 3.711110 I 000000 653235 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .700813 .457796 .830946
J. 14 K· 9 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF" V/AREF \//AREF" T/TREF" P/PREF ENT
1 0.000000 3 711764 o 000000 579262 .183424 000001 0.000000 .973713 .564035 1.211361
2 -0.000000 3 711-764 .481357 566644 .188634 .000001 .012672 .972355 .550980 1.220396
3 0.000000 3.711764 731034 534343 199225 -.000005 .034393 .967201 .516817 1.242764
4 o 000000 3 711764 .860538 503011 .204870 -.000009 .052538 .962766 .484281 1.267330
5 0.000000 3.711764 .927712 486732 204754 - .000002 .058707 .963950 .469185 1.285697
6 o 000000 3.711764 .962554 475888 200945 -.000008 .061926 .964133 .458819 1.297563
7 o 000000 3 711764 980526 471998 168801 ·.000008 051655 .963488 .454764 1.300960
8 o 000000 3 711764 .990000 475665 057139 - 000014 .014479 .952926 .453274 1.282740
9 o 000000 3 711764 .994862 488365 • 039433 -.000009 -.020858 932432 .455367 1.241993
10 o 000000 3 711764 .997384 493322 - 107678 -.000013 - 031830 .922118 .454901 1.223303
11 0000000 3.711764 998692 .522725 - 345777 -.000006 - 019624 .876687 .458266 1.136410
12 0.000000 3.711764 .9£9371 834768 -1 193459 .000064 .017017 548581 .457938 .589677
13 o 000000 3.711764 .999723 682430 - 749603 .000047 .015664 671885 .458515 .782838
14 0.000000 3.711764 999905 616750 - 294'543 000053 005541 .742344 457840 900661
15 o 000000 3 711764 1 000000 608197 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .753936 .458542 .919849
J' 14 K. 10 L X y Z R/RREF UIAREF" V/AREF" II/AREF" TlTREF P/PREF ENT
1 o 000000 3.711952 0.000000 576139 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .978598 .563808 1.220094
2 0.000000 3.711952 481357 563339 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .977497 .550662 1.229723
3 o 000000 3 7! 1952 .731034 5303~0 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .972972 .516055 1.253898
"
o 000000 3 711952 860538 498249 o 000000 o 000000 O· 000000 969053 .482829 1 280469
5 o 000000 3 711952 927712 481842 o aonono o 000000 o 000000 970375 467567 1 2S?~)05
6 o 000000 :3 7119:,2 f)(~ ..'')t)4 472027 o O()()O()O o 000000 o 000000 970305 450049 1 310;'60
7 o 000000 3 711952 9fHJf>26 469707 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 967735 454S52 1 :lonGO
6 0·000000 3 111952 990000 474972 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 953018 452657 I 283613
•
9 o 000000 3 711952 994862 481430 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .932249 .454407 1.242702
10 o 000000 3.711952 .997384 492859 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .923421 .455116 1.225492
11 o 000000 3 711952 ..998692 513611 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 691676 457974 1.164002
12 o 000000 3 711952 99'1371 584593 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .773433 .452144 .958696
13 o 000000 3 7119G2 999723 598250 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .760543 .454995 .934051.
14 o OOOOCJ 3.711952 999905 600339 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 757744 .454904 .929317
15 o 000000 3 711952 1 000000 604256 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000. .755840 .456723 .924572
J. IS K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF" lJ/AR(F" VIAREF" \//AREF" T/TREF" P/PREF ENT
1 .139198 o 000000 o 000000 624677 9,0964 o 000000 e 000000 630897 .519042 1.002963
2 .139198 o 000000 .482562 612779 ~29665 0.000000 -.018914 .824510 .505243 1.002938
3 .139198 0.000000 .732863 .583192 97.'655 0.000000 • 004867 .607437 .470891 .1.001806
4 139198 o 000000 .862692 560187 I 00':1;:102 o 000000 .014771 .792564 .443964 ."999312
5 .139198 o 000000 930033 553732 I 026563 c. 0 000000 015390 .789050 .436923 .999504
6 .139198 0.000000 .964962 547555 1 031157 o 000000 .018039 .787140 .431002 1001568
7 .139\98 0.000000 .983080 545540 . I 029397 o 000000 :-017698 . .787940 .429853 1.004067·
8 .139198 0.000000 992477 541433 1 024582 o 000000 018053 .790092 .427782 1.009857
9 .139198 o 000000 .997351 530847 986552 o 000000 .017172 .806656 . 428211 1.039203
10 139198 0000000 999880 497576 83"3961 o 000000 015104 858205 .427023 1.134612
II 139198 o 000000 1 001191 461704 525334 0.000000 .009922 .926806 427910 1262535
12 .139198 o 000000 1 001671 446574 265886 o 000000 .005142 .956062 . .426952 1.319862
13 .139196 0.000000 1.002224 443915 122848 o 000000 .002402 .963922 .427699 1.333897
14 .139198 0.000000 1 002407 .442\02 048640 0000000 .000962 .965728 .426950 1.338584
IS .139196 0.000000 1.002502 ·442926 (\ 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .966069 .427899 1.338059
J. 15 K. 2 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF" V/AREF W/AREF" T/TREF PIPREF ENT
I .139198 1.670379 o 000000 .624491 909778 .002'548 0.000000. 831140 .519039 1.003376
2 .139198 1.670379 .482562 612654 928401 .002622 -.018959 .824774 .505301 1.003342
3 .139198 1 670379 732863 5832b2 971212 002876 • 004984 .807758 471086 1.002198
4 .139198 I 670379 862692 560300 1 008223 003360 014624 792932 444280 999696
5 139198 I 670379 930033 553889 1 024962 004003 015276 789429 .437256 .999872
6 .139198 1.670379 964962 SA77SI 1 029518 .004663 .017948 787520 .431365 1001909
7 .139198 1 670379 983080 545767 I 027827 .005186 017619 .788283 .430219 1.004337
8 .139198 1.670379 992477 541729 1 023224 005423 .017983 .790357 .428159 1.009975
9 .139198 1.670379 997351 531162 985275 005161 017105 806880 428584 1.039245
10 .139198 I 670379 999880 49780.3 831796 004084 .015045 658576 .427403 1.134697
11 139198 I 670379 I 001191 462032 522434 002325 009860 926958 .426284 1 262384
12 .139198 I 670379 1 001811 447061 263984 001078 005103 .955872 .427333 1319026
1:- .139198 1.670379 I 002224 444U5 121902 000474 002383 .963614 .428273 1.332834
14 .139198 1.670379 I 002407 442651 048256 000182 000954 .965391 .427331 1.337453
15 .139198 1 670379 1.002502 .443472 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .955726 .428273 1.336927
J. 15 K= 3 L X Y Z R/RREF" UIAREF VIAREF W/AREF T/TREF" P/PR[F' ENT
1 .139198 3 246102 o 000000 .624208 906538 003444 o 000000 .632047 .519371 1.004653
2 .139198 3 246102 .462562 .612602 924937 .00338J • 019314 82'5767 .505867 1.004584
3 .139198 3.246102 732863 583664 967225 003230 - 005847 .808974 .472169 I 003390
4 .139198 3 246102 862692 561070 1 003838 .003177 .013579 .794299 .445657, 1.000868'
5 .139198 3 246102 930033 554660 I 020466 003441 .014523 .790756 .438601 1.000995
6 .139198 3 246102 964962 548601 1 024986 003900 017353 768831 432753 1.002954
7 .139\98 3 246102 983060 546668 1 023450 004353 017133 169512 .431601 1 005239
8 139198 3 246102 992477 542648 I 018756 004482 017588 791615 .429568 I 0108%
9 .139198 3 246102 9972~1 531652 978561 003526 016764 608758 .429978 1041280
10 .139198 '3 246102 999880 497775 818908 0009?3 .014730 .861471 .428819 1.138146
11 .139198 3 246102 1 001191 .462899 508364 -.001470 009567 928244 .429683 1263187
12 .139198 3 246102 1 001871 .448681 255833 - 001551 004938 .955530 .428751 1.316715
13 .139198 3 246102 1 002224 446248 118044 - 000896 002305 962856 .429672 1.329630
14 .139198 3246102 1 002407 444520 046717 - .000384 000924 964524 .428750 1.334002
15 .139198 3 246102 1 002502 .445330 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .964839 .429672 1.333466
J. 15 K. <I L X Y Z R/RREF' UIAREF" V/AREF WIAREl'" T/TREF' P/PR[F' ENT
1 .139198 3.577931 o 000000 .624044 901652 .002456 o 000000 .833994 520449 1.007110
2 .139198 3 577931 482562 612847 919875 002058 -.019810 .827846 .507343 1.006951
3 .139198 3 577931 732863 585023 961704 .000720 • .007722 .811493 .474741 1 005577
4 .139198 3.577931 862692 .563431 997968 - 001396 .010329 797283 .449214 1.002943
5 .139198 3 517931 .930033 .557216 1 014568 - 003414 .011354 .79.3736 .442284 1.002920
6 .139i98 3 577931 .964962 .551191 I 019029 - 005244 .014575 .791753 .436407 1.004775
7 139198 3 577931 963080 .549107 1 016891 - 007158 .014812 .792640 .435244 1.007427
6 .139198 3 577931 992477 544026 I 007880 -.010398 015785 .796211 .433160 1 015734
9 .139196 3 577931 997351 530482 954101 - 017149 .015416 .817353 .433590 IOS3274
10 .139198 3 577931 999680 .495664 776221 - 025716 013642 672381 432411 I 155139
11 .139198 3 577931 I 001191 464387 472680 - 025031 .008800 933079 433309 1268138
12 .139198 3 577931 1 001671 451905 238294 - 015717 004578 .956728 .432350 1.314527
13 .139198 3 577931 I 002224 .449884 110311 - 008007 002151 .903138 .433300 1.32'5709
14 .139198 . 3 577931 1 002407 .448207 043704 - 003312 000865 954619 .432349 1 329732
15 .139198 3 577931 1 002502 .449062 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .964900 .433299 1.329107
J. 15 K· 5 L X y Z R/RREF UIAREF" V/AREF II/AREF" T/TREF' P/PR[F' ENT
1 .139198 3 673434 o 000000 62?222 892943 .001359 o 000000 .637330 .521005 1012322
2 .139198 3 673434 .482562 .611205 911396 001142 - 017863 .631135 .507994 1.012038
3 .139198 3.673434 732863 .584062 953717 000254 -.005440 .614738 .475857 1.010263
4 139198 3 673434 .862692 563500 990530 - 001889 010902 .800693 .451190 1.007183
5 .139198 3 673434 930033 .557991 1 007656 - 005278 .009799 .797242 .444654 1.006791
6 .139198 3 673434 964962 552186 1 012088 -.010160 .011017 .795391 .439205 1.008663
7 .139198 3673434 983080 .549523 1 007093 -.017591 Oi0209 797413 .438197 1.013186
8 .139198 3 673434 .992471 .541544 984763 - 032419 011527 .80S4l7 .436169 1.029360
9 .139198 3 673434 997351 .523410 901719 -057589 .012415 .834407 .436737 1.081038
10 .139196 3 673434 999880 490455 708731 -.081974 .011376 .868081 .435564 1.180899
II .139198 3.673434 I 00.1 i91 .464845 435064 -074192 .007667 .939076 .436524 1.275785
12 .139198 3 673434 I 001871 453692 218518 - 043179 .004076 .959924 .435510 1.316837
13 139198 3.673434 I 002224 452110 101581 - 020917 001953 .965507 .436515 1.326349
14 .139196 3 673434 1002407 .450467 040355 -.008424 000799 .966794 .435509 1.330053
'.
15 .139198 3.673434 1.002502 ,451392 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .967040 .436514 1.329299
J. 15 K· 6 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' V/AREF' lilAREI'" TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 .139198 3.700921 0.000000 .615268 866391 .000422 o 000000 846585 .520877 1.028123
2 .139198 3.700921 .482562 .604215 885269 .000280 -.007479 840360 .507758 1.027990
3 .139198 3.700921 .732863 576843 928252 - 000186 013892 .823610 .475093 1.026357
4 .139198 3.700921 862692 .555635 965292 -.001034 .035610 809019 .449520 1.023394
5 .139198 3.700921 930033 .549546 982704 - 00.1728 .034699 805394 .442602 1.023309
6 .139198 3.700921 964952 .543749 987655 - 003129 .032384 .803785 .437057 1.025606
7 .139198 3700921 983080 .540509 979748 - .011508 .028103 .807143 .436268 1.032356
8 .139198 3.700921 992477 .530060 942674 -.039153 .027514 819810 .434548 1.056776
q
.139198 3 700921 997351 .511587 844726 - 081982 024342 850531 .435121 1 112045Iv .139198 3 700921 999880 485391 678545 • 123649 016313 894266 .434068 1 194070
11 .139198 3 700921 1 001191 .460470 422710 - 127383 .007080 .944493 .434911 1.288008
12 .139198 3.700921 1 001871 .447849 158688 - 083659 002538 .959118 .434018 1.336363
13 .139198 3.700921 1 002<?24 .447500 066350 - 044244 .001149 .971831 .434894 1.340520
14 .139198 3 700921 1 002407 .446406 026095 -018677 .000509 .972243 .434015 1.342402
15 .139198 3.700921 1 002502 .447280 0000000 o 000000 0.000000 .972305 ..434892 1.341438
J. 15 K· 7 L X Y Z R/RREF' U/AREF V/AREF' 'J/AREI'" T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .139198 3.708832 o 000000 594730 773130 - 000460 o 000000 876226 .521118 1.078669
2 .139198 3 708832 482562 .583364 789832 - 000537 .015194 871012 .508118 1 080559
3 .139198 3 708832 732863 .555486 825840 - 000816 .055106 .856898 .475995 1.084071
4 .139198 3 708832 862692 533474 852879 - 001243 088697 .845992 .451315 , .087730
5 .139198 3 708832 930033 526379 863783 - 001515 .095805 .845148 .444868 1.092480
6 .139198 3 708832 964962 520354 868556 - 002597 .100906 .843790 . 439069 1095758 .
7 .139198 3.708832 983080 516428 856533 - 009781 099019 848314 .438093 1.104976
8 .139198 3 708832 992477 497112 745662 - 025117 085223 .880221 .437569 1 164153
9 .139198 3 708832 997351 4744'57 533068 - 025653 056667 927223 .439927 1 249412
10 .139198 3 708832 999880 455894 190203 003554 023773 964851 .439870 1 321036
II 139198 3 708812 1 001191 461690 • 286987 002062 • 000103 9~"'5JO 441159 1 301679
12 139198 3 700832 I 001871 4'5n19 • 261490 • OSn09 • 003444 97JJ41 440164 I 33698;2
13 .139198 3 708832 I 002224 446360 • 130385 -.041604 - 002169 988324 .441149 1 364662
14 .139198 3 708832 1 002407 .443392 • 050767 - 020089 -.000995 992718 .440163 1.374392
15 .139198 3 708832 1 002502 444009 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .993567 .441153 1.374804
J. 15 K· 8 L X Y Z .R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF IJ/AREF TITRE!'" P/PREF ENT
1 .139198 3 711109 o 000000 554757 503537 - 000054 o 000000 938977 .520904 1.188540
2 .139198 3711109 482562 542352 509418 - 000062 034953 936263 .507785 1.195874
3 .139198 3 711109 732863 511764 515808 - 000110 .085512 .928399 .475122 1.213687
4 139198 3.711109 862692 486199 507572 - 000166 .120410 924629 .449553 I 233791
'5 .139198 3 71110S 930033 476793 497648 - 000181 126824 928401 .442656 1.248543
6 .139198 3 71 I 109 964962 470)65 493623 • 000509 129896 929566 .437235 1.256915
7 .139198 3 711109 983080 462578 388086 - 001920 .119715 944795 .437041 1 286068
8 .139198 3.711109 992477 452126 - 170062 - 003441 .069750 944511 .436483 1.286184
9 .139198 3.711109 997351 503929 - 561977 -.00150S .004870 .869487 .438160 1.143708
10 .139198 3.711109 .999880 469970 • 225262 001734 .001610 933101 .438530 1.262119
11 .139198 3 711109 1 001191 471768 - 430462 003929 01501 t 928970 .438258 1. 254615
12 .139198 3 711109 1 001871 .395681 - 131430 012799 011659 1.107460 .438201 l.604686
13 .139198 3.711109 I 002224 .354488 199218 007821 006975 1.236269 .438242 1.871857
14 .139198 3 71\109 I 002407 351128 092170 002732 001602 1 247504 .438033 1 896077
15 .139198 3.711109 I 002502 352268 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 1.244201 .438292 1.888606
J. 15 K· 9 L X y Z R/RREF" U/AREF' VIAREF Io'/AREF T/TREF P/PREF' ENT
I .139198 3.711764 0.000000 535905 187634 .000003 0.000000 .972401 .521115 1.247987
2 .139198 3.711764 482562 523723 188194 .000002 ,017941 .970197 .508114 1.256665
3 .139198 3.711764 .732863 494180 185266 -.000008 .041541 .963195 .475991 1.276910
4 .139198 3 711764 862692 .470482 175345 - 000012 054681 .959252 .451311 1.296926
5 .139198 3.711764 930033 462242 167484 -.000002 055148 962410 .444866 1 310425
6 .139198 3 711764 964962 455901 156503 • 000009 .054666 .963103 .. 439080 1.318635
7 .139198 3 711764 983080 455138 090762 - 000009 037704 962766 .438191 1.319058
8 .139198 3.711764 992477 462'110 • 052470 -.000006 .001695 947859 .438015 1.290759
9 .139198 3.711764 .997351 .473740 - 164318 000015 - 019548 .929621 .440399 1.253400
10 .139198 3 711764 .999880 456242 - 115609 • 000014 • 014428 963727 439693 I 319095
11 .139198 3 711764 1 001191 430042 • 170251 -.000049 -012500 1 025797 .441135 1.437663
•
12 .139198 3.71t764 1001871 .375205 .111593 - .000243 -.000804 1.173762 .. 440401 1.737293
13 .139198 3.711764 I 002224 .365086 093260 -.000220 001193 1 208332 .441145 1.808124
14 .139198 3.711764 1 002407 .363993 036517 • 000234 .000660 1.209860 .440380 1.812583
15 .139198 3.711764 1 002502 .365087 o OOOQOO o 000000 0.000000 1.206306 .441137 1.808083
J. 15 K. 10 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF TlTREF P/PREF ENT
I .139198 3.711952 o 000000 532865 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 977553 .520904 1.257457
2 .139198 3.711952 482562 .520611 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 975362 507784 1.266369
3 139198 3 711952 732863 490681 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 968290 .475121 1.287318
4 .139198 3.711952 862692 466334 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .964016 .449554 1.307993
5 .139198 3.711952 930033 457827 o 000000 a 000000 0.000000 .966864 .442656 1.321554
6 .139198 3 711952 .964962 .452152 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .966994 .437228 1.328342
i .139198 3.711952 983080 453369 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 963864 .436986 1.322620
8 .139198 3.711952 992477 .459899 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .948215 .436084 1.293724
9 .139198 3.711952 .997351 .468114 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .934907 .437643 1.266565
10 '39198 3.711952 999880 455729 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965387 .439955 1.321962
11 .139198 3.711952 I 001191 .429230 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 030403 .442280 I 445210
12 .139193 3 711952 1 001871 .378344 o 000000 o 000000 a 000000 1.159076 .438530 1.7098:46
13 .139198 3.711952 1 002224 .367798 a 000000 a 000000 a 000000 1.189573 .437522 1.774792
14 .139198 3.711952 1.002407 360215 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 1.184760 .426769 1.782402
15 .139198 3.711952 1 002502 362675 o 000000 a 000000 0.000000 1.196533 .433953 1.795220
J. 16 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF WIAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .324796 o 000000 o 000000 588134 958077 o 000000 a 000000 .811369 .477194 1.003293
2 .324796 0.000000 484456 578962 978549 o 000000 .002137 806223 .466772 1.003218
:3 .324796 0000000 735740 560378 999979 o 000000 021828 .794481 .445209 1.001592
4 .324796 0.000000 866078 554150 I 016997 o 000000 .028864 .789084 .437271 .999246
5 .324796 0.000000 .933684 556843 I 025951 o 000000 .022904 .790636 .440260 .999272
5 .324796 o 000000 .968750 554081 I 027056 a 000000 .023200 .790376 .437932 1.000931
7 .324796 o 000000 986939 555362 I 025412 o 000000 .020909 .792185 .439949 I 002297
8 324796 o 000000 S9G373 550891 I 017800 o 000000 020668 .795299 .438123 1.009496
9 324796 o 000000 1 001267 536626 959802 o 000000 019051 819927 .439994 I 051735
10 324796 o 000000 I 003805 49G6S8 761931 o 000000 015710 882184 .438170 1.167147
11 .324796 a 000000 1 005122 .4658135 450681 a 000000 .009460 .944464 .440012 1.281958
e 12 .324796 0.000000 1.005805 453271 22133' o 000000 .004700 .966708 .438180 1.326637
13 .324796 o 000000 1 006159 .452458 101159 o 000000 002146 .972499 .440015 1.335543
14 .324796 o 000000 1 006342 449989 039858 o 000000 000849 973760 .438182 1.340204
_15 .324796 a 000000 I .006438 451760 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .974002 440015 1.338434
J. 16 K· 2 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF lJlAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I .324796 1 670379 o 000000 588225 966535 002496 o 000000 811756 .477495 I 003710
2 .324796 I 670379 .484456 579108 976949 .002531 ,001968 .806635 .467129 1.003629
3 .324796 1.670379 .735740 560613 998267 002701 .021529 .794940 .445654 1.002004
4 .324796 1.670379 865078 .554387 1 015221 .00311 I 026611 .789549 .437716 .999664
5 .324796 1.670379 933684 557067 I 024155 003719 .022730 .791087 .440689 .999680
6 .324796 1 670379 .968750 554347 I 025304 .004400 .023048 .790806 .438381 1.001284
7 324796 1 670379 986939 555666 I 023828 005032 020786 .792543 .440389 1.002530
8 .324796 1.670379 996373 551226 1 016295 005448 .020566 .795634 .438576 1.009672
9 .324796 1.670379 1.001267 .536809 957536 .005258 .018964 .820470 .440435 1.052289
10 .324796 1.670379 1.003805 .496752 757728 003943 .015612 .882983 .438624 1.168144
11 .324796 1.670379 I 005122 .466226 446449 .002022 009368 944720 .440453 1.281931
12 .324796 1.670379 1.005805 453814 218874 000851 .004647 .966549 .438634 1.325784
13 .324796 1.670379 1.006159 453042 099987 .000356 002121 972220 .440456 1.334471
14 .324796 1 670379 1 006342 450597 039391 000135 .000839 973452 .438635 I 339058
15 324796 1670379 1006438 .452357 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .973690 .440456 1.337297
J. 16 K· 3 L X Y Z RIRREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I .324796 3.246102 o 000000 588622 962513 003114 0.000000 .813005 .478552 1.004983
2 .324796 3.246102 .484456 579719 972800 .002933 001270 .807971 .468396 1.004867
3 .324796 3 246102 .735740 561593 993889 .002503 020183 .796454 .447283 1.003211
4 .324796 3 246102 866078 555369 I 010752 002207 .027349 .791045 .439321 1.000849
5 .324796 3.246102 933684 .557889 1.019702 .002324 .021904 .792435 .442091 1.000794
6 .324796 3.246102 .968750 555244 I 020984 .002696 .022358 .792073 .439794 1.002239
7 324796 3 246102 986939 556532 1 019591 .003065 .020275 .793746 .441745 1.003425
8 .324796 3 246102 996373 551774 I 010617 .002788 .020149 .797358 .439961 1.011460
9 .324796 3.246102 '1.001267 .536322 .946509 .000906 .018599 .823728 .441784 1.056850
10 .324796 3.246102 1.003805 .496085 .739132 -.002472 .015193 .886956 .440006 1.174032
11 .324796 3 246102 I 005122 .466979 430443 -.004034 .009021 .946083 .441801 1.282952
12 .324796 3.246102 I 005805 .455322 .210388 -.002916 004464 .966384 .440016 1.323800
13 .324796 3.246102 1 006159 .454691 096081 - 001523 .002038 .971657 .441804 1.331761
14 324796 3246102 I 006342 452319 037850 - .000630 .000806 .972802 .440017 1.336.122
15 .324796 3.246102 1.006438 . 45405J o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .973022 .441804 1.334382
J. 16 K· 4 L X y Z R/RREF UIAREF VIAREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PR[F ENT
1 .324796 3.577847 0.000000 589257 957351 .001280 o 000000 .815199 .480362 1.007260
2 .324796 3.577847 484456 580710 967650 0007157 000557 810268 .470530 I 007036
3 .324796 3 577847 735740 563431 968848 - 000765 018098 .799052 450211 1 005168
4 .324796 3 577847 86f,078 557732 I 006011 - 002798 024409 .793758 442704 I 002578
5 324796 3 577847 933G84 560243 I 015281 - 004614 019250 .794908 .445342 1.002227
S .. 324796 3.577847 968750 557641 1 016698 - 006514 019975 .794426 .443005 1.003487
7 .324795 3 577847 .986939 558453 1013728 - 009237 .018405 .796646 .444889 1 ..005705
8 .324796 3.577847 996373 551830 996995 -.015069 018685 802899 .443064 1.018448
9 .324796 3 577847 I 001267 .533699 .917277 -.025356 .017472 .633574 .444877 1.071583
10 .324796 3.577847 1 003805 494632 701105 - .034492 .014226 .895785 .443084 1.187109
II .324796 3.577847 I 005122 468793 407444 -.029510 .008484 .94901 I .444889 1.284928
12 .324796 3.577847 I 005805 458100 201084 - 017400 004256 .967241 .443093 1.321755
13 .324796 3 577847 I 006159 457641 092294 - 008602 .001956 .972140 .444892 1.328981
14 324796 3.577847 1.006342 455291 036405 - 003512 .000775 .973211 .443094 1.333189
15 .324796 3.577847 1.006438 457040 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .973420 .444892 1.331430
J. 16 K· 5 L X y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF W/AREF TITREI'" P/PREF ENT
I .324796 3 673386 o 000000 588096 949887 - 000137 0.000000 .818363 .481277 1.011968
2 .324796 3 573386 484456 579610 .960352 - 000301 003119 .6\3337 471416 1011617
3 .324796 3 573385 735740 552627 981973 - 000919 021630 801956 .451202 I.009j98
4 .324796 3 673386 666078 557423 999753 - 002295 027089 796610 444048 I 006403
5 324796 3 673386 933684 560389 I 009765 - 004773 .020397 797667 .447004 I 005601
6 324796 3 673386 968750 557984 1 011312 - 009176 .019584 .797342 444904 1.006922
7 .324796 3 673386 .986939 557722 1 004194 - 017452 01718;' 801145 .446816 1.011915
8 .324796 3 673386 .996373 548174 973122 - 034559 .017277 .812064 .445153 1 032816
9 .324796 3 573386 I 001267 529050 880227 - 051631 .016113 .844822 .446954 1.089849
10 .324796 3 673386 1 003805 497022 695350 - 083572 .013546 .895884 .445274 1.184954
11 .324796 3 673386 1 005122 472982 438810 - 070371 .008970 .945073 447003 1.275051
12 .324796 3.673386 1.005805 460568 218759 - 039103 .004584 .965816 .445285 1.318336
13 .324796 3 673385 1 006159 .459539 .100145 -018513 .002112 .972725 .447005 1.327581
14 .324796 3 673385 1 006342 457150 039505 - 007381 .000842 .974026 .445286 1.332120
15 .324796 3 673385 1 006438 458808 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .974276 .447005 1.330545
J. 16 K- 5 L X Y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PR[F ENT
1 .324796 3.700900 o 000000 580572 .923344 -.000800 0.000000 .828287 .480963 1.029458
2 .324796 3 700900 .484456 572038 933045 - 000899 .014812 .823405 .471018 1.029541
3 324796 3 700900 .735740 554449 952347 - .001198 .042802 .812273 .450363 1.028389
4 324796 3 700900 855078 .548081 967366 • 001?91 .053729 807235 442430 1.026744
5 .324796 3 700900 933684 550210 975167 -.001923 048005 .808517 444910 1.026908
6 .324796 3 700900 958750 547384 976868 · 003445 .044983 .808987 .442827 1.029496
7 324796 3 700900 986939 545753 963056 - 010180 041341 815585 .445116 1.039124
8 .324796 3 700900 996373 533929 917544 -.028510 038831 .830572 .443466 1.067539
9 .324796 3 700900 1 001267 522594 849278 - 057374 .032249 852804 .445670 1.105563
10 .324796 3.700900 1 003805 506956 769617 - 095511 .023010 875455 .443817 1.148803
11 .324796 3.700900 1 005122 .482054 565025 - 099741 013247 924801 .445804 1.238255
12 .324796 3.700900 1 005805 458970 222139 - .060447 .004911 967076 .443858 1.320526
13 .324796 3.700900 1.006159 458094 084780 · .029525 001817 .973186 .44581 I 1.329884
14 .324796 3.700900 1.006342 455594 032050 - 012182 000581 .974033 443861 1.333842
15 .324796 3 700900 1 006438 457623 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .974188 44581 I 1.331802
J. 16 K· 7 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/"REF T/TREF P/PR[F ENT
1 .324796 3.708824 0.000000 555784 .810720 - .000778 o 000000 .865155 .481395 1.095553
2 .324796 3.708824 .484456 546671 815663 · 'OC0801 034999 .862554 .471534 1.098237
3 .324795 3.708824 .735740 527855 822084 - 000901 077025 .854960 .451303 1.103918
4 324796 3.708824 866078 519755 822919 - 000965 094377 854429 .444093 1.110085
5 .324796 3.708824 933684 520508 824096 -.001084 .094181 .858658 .446938 1.114934
6 .324796 3.708824 .968750 .516164 815845 -003163 .096145 .861627 .444741 1.122546
7 .324796 3.708824 .986939 508121 .75?486 • .010369 091863 .878819 .446546 1.152159
8 .324796 3 708824 .996373 487813 .619694 • 015230 .080522 .912836 .445293 1.216441
9 .324796 3.708824 1 001267 477487 50188.4 -.000689 .057063 .937308 .447553 1.259788
10 .324796 3.708824 1.003805 459763 095111 .035174 .026823 .972082 .446927 1.326446
11 .324796 3.708824 1 005122 .490932 - 522761 .044094 -.003769 .913712 .448571 1.214509
12 .324796 3 708824 1 005805 486722 - 552653 .003809 -.009812 .918999 .447297 1.225752
13 .324796 3.708824 1006159 .467034 - 286558 -.008987 -.005599 .960566 .448617 1.302531
14 .324796 3 708824 1 006342 459881 - 113204 - 005654 - 002381 972652 .447305 1.327087
15 .324796 3.708824 I 006438 .460161 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 974927 .448623 1.329867
J. 16 K. 8 L X Y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF I"AREF TlTREF P/PR[F ENT
1 .324796 3.711106 0.000000 510903 487669 - 000060 0.000000 .941414 480971 1.231530
2 .324796 3 71! 106 484456 501604 482740 -.000064 041009 .939036 .471024 1.237479
3 .324796 3.711106 735740 482011 464602 • 000087 080271 .934347 .450365 I 251081
.4 .324796 3.711106 -866078 472355 442880 - 000071 .091317 .936647 .442430 1.264354
5 .324796 3.711106 933(.84 .472006 432586 • 000056 .087830 .942635 .444929 1.272813
6 .324796 3 711106 968750 466010 366475 - 000351 082178 950677 .443025 I 290252
7 .324796 3 711106 986939 461784 036707 • 001208 .044532 965351 .445784 1.314951
8 .324796 3.711106 996373 .471440 - .277616 - 001900 -.019885 941518 443870 1.271914
9 .324796 3.711106 I 001267 457325 - 017086 000773 - 045735 .973671 .445284 1.331442
iO .324796 3.711106 1.003805 456994 - 105533 004799 -.029261 .974448 .445317 1.332890
11 .324796 3 711106 1 005122 .506485 - 755455 003097 - 016608 .884211 .447840 1.160725
12 .324796 3 711106 1 005805 .441279 - 333024 003548 -.005065 I 010408 .445872 1.401560
13 324796 3 711105 1 006159 .425096 - 111445 004772 - .001735 1.053431 .447810 1.483239
14 .324796 3 71 I 106 1 006342 420700 - 040746 003220 - 000835 I 059796 .445856 1 498419
15 .324796 3 711106 1 006438 422254 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 1.060535 .447815 1.497254
J. 16 K· 9 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF WIAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .324795 3 711763 o 000000 .494941 173114 000005 a 000000 972625 481392 I 288617
2 324796 :3 711763 1184456 486329 169'306 000002 017785 969572 471531 1 293624
3 324796 3 71 1763 73",740 468627 158006 • 000008 033358 963027 451300 I 304090
.. .324796 3 711763 866078 460958 145906 • 000001 034657 963408 .444091 I 313245
5 .324796 3 711763 933604 461518 139677 000010' 031679 968405 446937 1.. 31941.6
6 .324796 3 71 1763 968750 459115 .108507 .000001 028521 .968721 .444754 1.322606
7 .324796 3.711763 986939 462671 - 002998 000013 010180 .965485 .446702 1.314124
8. .324796 3.711763 9.96373 465552 - 085647 000009 - .014934 .957579 .445803 1.300131
9 .324796 3 711763 I 001267 .460403 - 033092 -.000005 - 026387 972885 .447919 1.326801
10 .324796 3.711763 1003805 453386 - 089615 .000004 -012359 .985148 .446652 1.351806
11 .324796 3 711763 1 005122 44~'968 - 303856 .000035 • 011474 .9954!7 .447906 1.370036
12 .324796 3.711763 I 005805 424180 - 088788 .000040 - 004804 1.053429 . .446844 I 484516
t~ .324796 3.711763 1 006'59 419386 - 028360 .000068 -001587 1.068149 .447967 1.512120
14 .324796 3.711763 I 006342 .417156 - 010573' 000056 -000199 I 071190 .446853 , .519663
15 .3.24796 3 711763 1 006438 .418009 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.071628 .447951 1519042
J. 16 K. 10 L x y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREf" P/PREf" ENT
1 .324796 3 711952 o 000000 .492308 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .976971 .480971 1.297141
2 .324796 3.711952 484456 483720 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .973753 .471024 1.302000
3 .324796 3.711952 735740 .465850 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .966760 .450365 1.312261
4 .324796 3.711952 866078 .457678 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .966684 .442430 1321479
5 .324796 3.711952 933684 458009 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 971437 .444927 1.327593
6 .324796 3.711952 968750 456423 o 000000 o 000000 0·000000 .970518 .442967 1.328179
7 .324796 3.711952 986939 461355 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965659 .445512 1.315860
8 .324796 3 711952 996373 462471 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .958959 .443491 1.305'468
9 .324796 3 711952 I 001267 458041 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 972361 -.-445381 1.328819
10 .324796 3 711952 I 003805 452998 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 987011 .447114 1 354826
11 .324796 3 711952 1 005122 445893 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1011651 .451088 1.397451
12 .324796 3 711952 1 005805 .424325 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1.055729 447972 1.487555
13 .324796 3 711952 1 006159 419342 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 069161 .448344 1 513616
14 .324796 3 711952 I 006342 414948 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 069576 .443818 1.520597
15 .324796 3.711952 1 006438 416480 o 000000 o 000000 a 000000 1.070602 .445884 1.519813
J. 17 K. 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF Io/IAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I 603192 0000000 o 000000 553322 1 015686 o 000000 o 000000 792153 438316 1.003733
2 .603192 0.000000 487298 549667 I 017704 o 000000 013515 789656 .434048 1.003225
.,
.,
3 .603192 0.000000 740055 .545474 1.022205 0.000000 .024305 .78'5899 .428687 1.001513
4 .603192 0.000000 871159 548796 1.029408 o 000000 .021707 .786400 .431573 .999722
5 .603192 o 000000 939161 550713 I 037210 o 000000 .020673. .787053 .433440 .999157
6 .603192 o 000000 974433 .549650 1.040545 0.000000 .021407 .786519 .432310 .999251
7 .603192 0.000000 992728 .550306 1 040647 o 000000 .020791 .787878 .433574 I 000501
8 .603192 o 000000 1 002218 543324 1 021682 o 000000 .020673 .795805 .432379 1.015741
9 '.603192 O.OOOOCO 1 007140 .521740 932421 o 000000 .018943 .831006 .433569 1.078009
10 .603192 0.000000 1 009693 .. 481578 .704998 o 000000 .. 014743 .897835 .432378 1 202624
11 .603192 0.000000 I 011017 455979 412788 o 000000 008716 .950845 .433565 1.301763
12 .603192 0.000000 I 011704 .446157 206980 o 000000 .004394 .969114 .432377 1.338380
13 .603192 0.000000 1 012061 445137 096339 o 000000 002042 974001 .433564 1.346361
14 .603192 0000000 1 012245 .443412 038317 o 000000 .000814 .975113 .432377 1.349995
15 .603192 0.000000 1 012341 .444531 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .975328 .433564 1.348931
J. 17K- 2 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I .603192 1:-670379 o 000000 .553685 1 014024 001945 0.000000 .792674 .438892 1.004129
2 .603192 1.670379 487298 .550044 1 016042 001927 013270 .790183 .434636 1.003619
3 .603192 I 670379 740055 .545827 1020556 001968 .023999 .786407 .429242 1001902
4 603192 1 670379 871159 549068 I 027778 002223 021524 786852 .432035 1 000098
5 603192 1 670379 939161 550983 I 035607 002709 020527 787474 .433884 .999496
6 .603192 1 670379 974433 549954 1 039012· 003338 021275 .786908 432763 .999525
7 603192 1.670379 992728 .550595 1 039078 003962 020689 .788272 .434019 I 000790
8 .603192 1 670379 1 002218 543478 1 019496 004273 .020581 .796414 .432833 1.016404
9 .603192 1 670379 1 007140 521613 928537 .003778 .018847 .832060 .434014 1.079482
10 603192 I 670379 1 009693 461520 699385 002221 .014623 898885 .432831 1.204088
11 603192 1 670379 1 011017 456301 408279 000695 008620 951149 434010 1 301811
12 .603192 1 670379 1 011704 446666 204552 000125 004342 . 969025 .432831 1.337648
13 .603192 1 670379 1 012061 445684 095207 .000015 002018 .973805 .434009 I 345430
14 .603192 I 670379 1 012245 443978 037869 -.000000 .000804 .974893 .432830 1.349001
15 603192 I 670379 1 012341 445091 0.000000 '0 000000 0.000000 .975103 .434009 1.347941
J. 17 K· 3 L X Y Z R/RREF' un.REF VIAREF WtAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I .603192 3246102 o 000000 554740 1 Oi0062 .001779 0.000000 .794141 .440542' 1.005221
2 .603192 3 246102 467298 551197 I 012144 001548 .012495 791683 .436373 1 004681
3 603192 3 246102 740055 .547057 1 016788 001010 022830 .787898 .431025 1.002899
4 603192 3.246102 871159 .550127 1 024157 000567 020624 .788161 .433589 1.000990
~ 5 .603192 3 246102 939161 551957 1 032120 .000449 019888 .788613 .435280 1.000234
6 .603192 3246102 974433 .550959 1 035599 000501 .020750 .787987 .434149 1.000165
7 .603192 3246102 992728 .551345 1 034852 .000253 .020314 .789618 .435352 1.001953
8 .603192 3 246102 1 002218 543462 1.011906 - 001161. .020249 .798930 434188 1.019626
9 .603192 3 246102 1 007140 520588 914446 - .004147 .018503 .836244 .435339 1.085764
10 603192 3 246102 1 009693 481048 680915 - 007150 014225 .902580 .434184 1.209512
11 .603192 3.246102 1 011017 .457151 394970 - 006767 .008334 .952278 .435335 1.302386
12 603192 3 246102 1 011704 448065 197827 -,004179 .004198 .969018 .434183 1.335965
13 .603192 3.246102 1 012061 44718' 092132 -.002081 .001952 .973507 .435.334 1.343215
14 603192 3 246102 1 012245 .445531 .036656 -000847 .000778 .974529 .434183 1.346615
15 .603192 3.246102 1.012341 .446622 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .974726 .435334 1.345572
J. 17 K· 4 L X Y Z RfRREF UfAREF' V/AREF WfAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .603192 3.577720 o 000000 555856 1 005765 - 000543 0.000000 .796249 .442602 1.007079
2 .603192 3.577720 487298 552478 I 007965 - 000905 012166 .793818 .438567 1.006457
3 .603192 3 577720 740055 548743 1 012983 -.001992 .021767 790108 .433566 1.004475
4 .603192 3 577720 871159 552153 1 020775 -.003566 018992 .790338 .436388 1.002280
5 .603192 3 577720 939161 554167 I 029054 - 005347 018120 790654 438155 I 001222
6 .603192 3 577720 .974433 553136 1 032196 -.007666 0191'"17 .790152 .437061 1.001332
7 .603192 3.577720 992728 552676 1 028249 - 011696 .019016 .792931 .438234 1.005188
8 .603192 3 577720 1 002218 542918 996802 -.019453 019210 .805053 .437077 1.0278'52
9 .603192 3.577720 1 007140 .518916 889370 -.029925 .017663 .844463 .438205 1.097848
10 .603192 3 577720 1 009693 481522 658058 •. 035255 .013623 907675 .437065 1.215861
II .603192 3 577720 1 011017 459409 384742 - 027281 .008083 .953833 .438200 1.301944
12 603192 3.577720 I 011704 450695 194451 -015544 004120 969756 .437064 1.333857
13 .603192 3 577720 1 012061 449838 090871 -.007610 001925 974126 438199 1.340888
14 603192 3 577720 1.012245 448212 036186 -.003099 .000769 .975128 .437064 1.344213
15 .603192 3.577720 1 012341 .449286 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .975322 .438199 1.343194
J. 17 K. 5 L X Y Z R/RREI'" U/APEI'" V/AREI'" II/AREI'" TITREI'" p/PREr ENT
1 .603192 3673313 0.000000 554078 .997618 -.000962 0.000000 .799685 .443088 1.012723
2 .603192 3.673313 487298 550591 999704 -.000936 015430 .797187 .438924 1.012112
3 603192 3 673313 740055 546726 1 004457 - 001015 026728 .793408 433777 1 010157
4 603192 3 673313 871159 550335 1 012068 - 001746 023571 ·793764 .436836 1.007953
5 .603192 3673313 .939161 552737 1 020276 -.003827 .021196 .794322 .439051 1.006906
6 .603192 3673313 .974433 551560 1 022078 -.008212 .020812 .794560 .438247 1.008068
7 .603192 3 673313 .992728 549697 1012153 -016715 .019656 .799585 .439530 1.015816
8 .603192 3 673313 I 002218 538234 970460 - 032454 .019092 .814687 .438492 1.043764
9 .603192 3673313 1.007140 516707 866610 - 052672 .017141 .850803 .439616 1.107979
10 .603192 3 673313 1 009693 485296 672168 - 063115 013672 903637 .438531 1 206678
11 603192 3 673313 1 011017 462780 415384 - 048579 008656 949958 .439622 1 292869
12 .603192 3 673313 1 011704 452686 212468 - 026608 004484 968730 .438531 I 330099
13 603192 3673313 I 012061 451372 099252 - 012616 002099 .973966 439621 1.338843
14 603192 3 673313 I 012245 449695 039510 - 005051 .000839 975172 .438530 I 342499
1'5 .603192 3.67331"3 1 012341 450706 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 975405 .439621 1.341615
J. 17 K. 6 L X y Z R/RREI'" U/AREI'" V/AREF' II/AREI'" TITREI'" P/PREI'" ENT
1 .603192 3.700869 0.000000 543216 .957716 -001127 0.000000 .814863 .442648 1.040147
2 .603192 3.700869 .487298 539540 958236 -.001125 .025504 .812740 .438506 1040261
3 .603192 3 700869 .740055 534923 958998 - 001116 .044460 .809851 .433208 I 040133
4 .603192 3.700869 .871159 537239 962326 -001130 .045507 .811162 .435788 1.040018
5 .603192 3 700869 .939161 538513 967212 - 001380 .044001 .812636 .437615 1.040921
6 603192 3 700869 .974433 536118· .963733 - 002752 .041765 .814919 .436893 I 045708
7 603192 3.700869 .992728 532002 941915 - 007594 .037593 824049 .438396 1 060688
8 .603192 3.700869 I 002218 520194 889318 -.018407 .032236 .841325 .437652 1.092692
9 .603192 3.700869 1.007140 507523 814777 -.035467 .025154 .864839 .438926 I 134365
10 .603192 3 700869 1 009693 488404 697875 - 052534 017666 896627 .437916 I 194264
11 603192 3 700869 I 011017 465362 463027 - 049582 010581 943372 439010 I 281051
12 603192 3 700869 I 011704 452593 .222493 · 028865 .004897 967591 .437925 1.328643
13 603192 3.700869 I 012061 451125 099391 - 013989 .002139 973147 .439010 1.338011
14 .603192 3.700869 ! 012245 449476 039128 - 005642 .000830 .974303 .437925 1.341564
15 .603192 3 700869 1 012341 450489 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .974521 .439011 1.340657
J. 17 K· 7 L X y Z R/RREI'" UIAREF V/AREF IJ/AREI'" TITREI'" P/PREI'" ENT
I .603192 3.708812 0.000000 510990 .801450 -.000576 0.000000 .867156 .443109 1.134312
2 .603192 3.708812 .487298 .505903 797586 -.000563 .036897 .865940 .438948 1.136365
3 .603192 3 708812 .740055 501219 787856 -.000527 .062584 .865490 433801 1.140909
4 .603192 3 708812 .871159 502301 781075 -,000455 066476 .869669 .436835 1.145429
5 .603192 3 708812 .939161 502607 777961 - 000600 .067944 .873419 .438987 1.150088
6 603192 3.708812 974433 498001 756896 - 001738 .068301 .879642 .438063 1.162557
7 603192 3 708612 992728 489456 690590 - 003853 063270 897526 .439300 1.194433
8 .603192 3 708812 1 002218 475714 '58n19 - 004352 051210 921467 .438355 r 240341
9 603192 3 708812 I 007140 46'5273 452772 002625 035173 945460 .439897 I 283985
10 .603192 3 708812 1 009693 451940 .177580 013437 016433 .971208 .436928 1.334382
11 .603192 3.708812 1011017 452756 - 059415 011596 .002798 .972291 .440211 1.334907
12 .603192 3.708812 1.011704 451672 - 085963 000966 • 000765 .971976 .439015 1 335753
13 6031S2 3 708812 I 012061 452349 - 045208 -001558 • 000717 .973190 .440222 1.336620
14 6031S2 3 708812 1 012245 450976 - 017854 - 001055 - 000377 973481 439017 1 338647
15 .5031':12 3.708812 1 012341 452188 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 973542 .440225 1.337295
J. 17 K· 8 L )( y Z RIRR(F UIARff" VIAREF' \//AR(F' TITREI'" P/PREI'" [NT
I 1303192 :I 111 102 o 000000 461764 434607 • 0000;'0 0'000000 946292 441642 1 2132372
~ 603192 3 71111)2 487298 464094 427069 • 000023 029969 .944849 .438499 I 284458
3 6031~2 3 711 102 .740055 458959 409744 - 000020 .047514 943873 433199 1.288855
4 .603192 3.711102 .871159 459893 .397624 000012 .046873 .947570 .435781 1.292851
5 .603192 3.711102 939161 460070 .384940 .000006 .046998 .951211 .437624 1.297620
6 .603192 3.711102 974433 .4.56278 .315279 -.000142 .040337 957647 .436954 1.310731
7 .603192 3 711102 992728 453592 152439 - 000438 016461 966698 438487 I 326248
8 603192 3 711102 I 002218 451342 076691 - 000466 • 0087.69 969873 437745 1 333253
9 .603192 3 711.102 1.007140 450410 164984 .000854 - 012842 .974641 438988 1.340916
10 603192 3 711102 1 009693 448753 035909 001642 • 004909 976761 438324 I 345815
11 GOJI'.); 3 711102 1 011017 4~07J? • 101116 OOO~O2 • 00201j~ 974f,06 439329 I 3"0':.00
12 .603192 :I 711 102 I 011 704 448289 • 060753 .001491 • 001313 .977810 438342 1347619
.~
,13 .603192 3.711102 I 012061 .448355 - .040119 .001946 . - .000725 979862 .<139326 1.3S0567
14 603192 3.711102 1 012245 447106 -.015878 .001609 - 000328 .980398 .438341 1.352815
15 :603192 3.711102 1 012341 448064 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .980502 .439327 1351800
J. 17 K. ·9 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF Ii/AREF TlTREF" P/PREF" .ENT
1 603192 3 711762 o 000000 456471 146750 000000 o 000000 970723 .443107 1·328404
2 .603192 3 711762 487298 453211 .143141 - 000002 011321 968525 .438946 1329201
3 .603192 3.711762 740055 449086 .135088 - 000003 .016887 .965960 .433799 1.330538
4 .603 1"2 3.711762 871159 .451004 . 129967 .000006 .014880 .968580 .4~33 1.331875
5 .6031.;12 3.711762 939161 452194 .124570 .000004 .015262 .970787 .438984 1.333503
6 .603192 3.711762 974433 451498 .095854 000001 .012620 .970255 .438069 1.333594
7 .603192 3711762 992728 453393 035915 000005 .002639 969055 .439363 1.329715
& .603192 3 711762 1 002218 452112· 012431 000001 • 007941 .969987 .438543 1 332501
9 603192 3711762 1 007140 449808 050338 000003 - 007976 978079 .439947 1 346366
.10 .603192 3.711762 I 009693 448127 005660 .000005 . 001660 .978870 .438658 1.349474
11 .603192 3.711762 1 011017 448837 -.042374 000009 ·.003079 .980023 .439870 1.350209
12 .603192 3.711762 1 011704 .446573 - 029288 000008 -.001802 .982437 .438730 1.356276
13 .603192 3.711762 1 012061 .447199 - 013646 .0000.15 - .000796 .983656 .439890 1.357197
14 .603192 3.711762 I 012245 445904 - 005223 000012 - 000100 .983927 .438737 1.359148
15 603192 3 711762 1 012341 447034 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 984003 439883 I 357877
J. 17 K. 10 L X Y Z R/RP.£F U/AREF V/AREF loI/AREF. T/TREr: P/PnEr: ENT
1 .603192 3.711952 a 000000 454551 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .973800 .442642 1.334864
2 603192 3 711952 487298 451374 a OOOOCO a 000000 0.000000 .971475 .438498 1.335418
3 .603\92 3 711952 740055 447225 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .968638 .433199 1.336446
4 .603192 3 711952 871159 448761 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .. 971075 .435780 I 337972
5 .603192 3.711952 939161 449734 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .973064 .437620 1 339550
6 .603192 3 711952 974433 449699 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 971592 436925 1 337566
7 603192 3 711952 992728 452293 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .969273 .438395 I 331307
8 .603192 3 711952 1.002218 451209 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .969959 .437654 1.333528
9 603192 3.711952 I 0071 40 448892 a 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .978399 .439196 1347905
10 .603192 3 711952 1 009693 448321 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 979387 .439080 1.349954
11 603192 3.711952 1 011017 .448864 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .980764 .440229 1.351197
12 603192 3 711952 1 011704 446258 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 983122 .438726 1.357604
13 .603192 3.711952 I 012061 446441 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 984339 .439450 1 359060
14 603192 3 711952 1 012245 .44'5368 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 984481 .436476 1.360541
15 .603192 3.711952 I 012341 446211 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .984242 .439179 1.359208
J. 18 K· I L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF TITREF" P/PR(F ENT
I 1.206385 o 000000 a 000000 527146 I 049503 o 000000 a 000000 .776884 .409531 1.003653
2 1.206365 o 000000 493455 527136 I 048358 o 000000 012090 .776485 .409314 1.003145
3 1.206385 a 000000 749406 529003 1 047825 o 000000 .016975 .77657\ .410808 1 001839
4 1 206385 o 000000 882166 531892 1 052508 o 000000 017007 .777067 .413316 1.000298
5 1.206385 o 000000 951027 .532035 1 060370 o 000000 020010 .776001 .412860 .9988\7
6 1.206385 a 000000 986745 532663 I 066438 a 000000 0206e5 .775390 .413022 .997560
7 1 206385 0.000000 1 005271 531192 1 064719 o 000000 021198 .777414 .412956 1.001271
8 1.206385 o 000000 1 014881 .521072 I 029646 a 000000 .020750 .. 792586 .412995 1.028697
9 1 206385 0.000000 1 019865 .493375 909937 o 000000 018659 836991 .412950 1.110325
10 I 206385 o OOf)noo 1 022451 456389 665987 o 000000 013928 .904903 412988 1.238420
II 1.206385 o 000t-00 1 023792 434221 387077 o 000000 008174 .951007 .412947 1.327698
12 1.206385 0.000000 1 024487 427146 196155 0000000 .004148 .966852 .412986 1.358719
13 1 206385 o 000000 1 024848 425249 091851 a 000000 001945 .971068 .412946 1.367075
14 1.206385 o 000000 I 025035 424848 036630 o 000000 000776 .972080 .412986 1.369016
15 1.206385 o 000000 1 025132 .424723 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 972271 .412946 1.369447
J. 18 K· 2 L X Y Z R/RREF un_REF V/AREr: Ii/AREF TITREF" PIPREF ENT
I 1.206385 1.670379 o 000000 527649 1 048172 .001011 0.000000 .777393 .410191 1.003928
2 1.206385 I 670379 493455 .527623 I 047060 .000965 011896 .776978 .409952 1 003411
3 I 206385 1 670379 749406 529422 1 046595 000911 016779 .777001 .411361 1 002077
4 1.206385 1.670379 882166 532248 1 051343 000998 016900 .777423 .413782 1.000487
5 I 206385 1.670379 951027 532415 1 059266 001283 .019900 .776320 .413324 .998943
6 1.206385 I 670379 986745 533043 1 065320 001704 020592 .775704 .413483 .997680
7 I 206385 1.670379 I 005271 531474 1 063208 002038 021121 777870 .413417 1.001645
8 1 206385 1.670379 1 014881 521095 I 026967 .001892 020672 .793436 .413456 1.029782
9 i 206385 i .670379 I 019865 493179 905417 000935 018562 .838260 .413412 1.112185
10 1.206385 1.670379 I 022451 456411 660699 • .000487 013818 .905870 .41345'1 1.239719
II 1.206385 1.670379 I 023792 434583 383439 • 001088 .008097 .951277 .413409 1.327633
12 1.206385 1.670379 I 024487 427632 194301 -000788 004109 .966830 .413448 1.358069
13 1.206385 1.670379 1 024848 425768 090998 ·.000407 .001927 .970971 .413408 1.366271
14 1.206385 1.670379 1025035 .425373 036293 • 000168 000769 .971965 .413447 1.368178
15 1.206385 1.670379 1025132 425250 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .972153 .413408 1.368601
J. 18 K. 3 L X y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' v/AREF Ii/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 1.206385 3.246102 0.000000 528940 I 045211 000214 o 000000 .778717 .411895 1.004655
2 1.206385 3.246102 493455 528931 1 044201 .000019 .011389 .778284 .411658 1.004103
3 1.205385 3.246102 .749406 530705 1 043958 • 000473 016086 778212 .413001 1 002666
4 1 206385 3 246102 882166 533456 I 048907 - 001019 016332 .778460 415274 1 000915
5 1 206385 3.246102 951027 533621 1 056961 - 001435 .01943;1 .777234 .414748 999214
6 1.206385 3 246'102 986745 534157 I 062708 · 001872 020234 .776694 .414876 998119
7 1.206385 3 246102 1 005271 532132 1 058826 - 002952 020848 .779493 414793 1 003239
8 1.206385 3 246102 I 014881 520870 1 018488 - 005348 020407 796419 .414831 I 033832
9 1 206385 3 246102 1 019865 492444 89.1764 - 008675 .018261 842294 414782 I 118204
10 1.206385 3246102 1 022451 456'532 646306 • 010399 .013512 .908639 .414823 1.243378
Ii 1 206385 3 246102 1 023792 43'5648 374435 · 008233 007904 .952096 414779 1.327475
12 1.206385 3 246102 1 024487 429004 189940 · 004746 004016 .966939 .41482i i 356483
13 I 206385 3 246102 I 024848 427208 089017 · 002315 001885 970904 .414778 I 364334
14 1206385 3 246102 1 025035 426833 035512 - 000936 000752 971858 .414821 1 366154
15 I 206385 3 246102 I 025132 426709 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 972038 .414778 1.366566
J. 18 K· 4 L X y Z R/RR£F U/AREF' V/AREF' lJ/AREF T/TREF P/PREF EHT
I 1 206385 3 577449 o 000000 529661 1 041305 - 001616 o 000000 .780673 .413492 1.006630
2 1206385 3 577449 493455 529694 I 040383 - 001791 .011663 780234 .413285 I 006039
3 1 206385 3 577449 749405 531685 1 04034 I - 002468 .016084 180201 .414821 I 004489
4 1 206385 3 577449 882166 534804 1 045465 - 003773 015681 .780533 .417433 1 002567
5 1.206305 3 577449 951027 53'5155 1 053418 · 005568 018413 779406 417103 I 000857
6 1 206385 3 577449 986745 535388 1 057835 · 008196 019260 779372 .417266 I 000639
7 1 206385 3 577449 1 005271 532352 i 049720 - 012888 020012 .783707 .417208 1 008496
8 I 206385 3 577449 I 014881 519774 I 002451 - 020430 .019720 802726 .417237 I 042897
9 I 206385 3 577449 I 019865 491611 871682 - 028275 .017697 .848633 .417197 1.127382
10 I 206385 3.577449 1 022451 457671 632447 - 029336 .013172 .911634 .417228 1.246233
11 1.206385 3 577449 1 023792 .437762 .369427 - 020951 007788 953014 .417194 1 326185
12 I 206385 3.577449 1 024487 431245 188450 - 011597 .003984 .967493 .417226 1 354435
13 1.206385 3 577449 ! 024848 .429471 088478 · 005634 .001874 971412 .417193 I 362165
14 1206385 3 577449 I 025035 429087 035314 - 002288 000749 .972357 .417226 1363979
15 1.206385 3 577449 1 025132 428974 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .972537 417193 1.364374
J. 18 K· 5 l X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF \//AREF T/TRE' P/PREF ENT
1 I 206385 3.673157 o 000000 525053 1 028258 - 001128 o 000000 785865 .413406 1.016099
2 1.206385 3 673157 493455 .525935 I 027032 - 001031 014936 .785421 .413081 1.015617
3 1.206385 3.673157 749406 527678 I 026257 · 000925 .021102 .785474 .414478 1.014342
4 1.206385 3 673157 .882166 530817 I 030508 - 001386 020451 .786136 .417294 1.012790
5 1.206385 3 673157 951027 .531 lSI I 037110 - 003042 .021967 .785643 .417295 1011901
6 1 206385 3.673157 986745 530634 I 038054 - 006883 021627 .787028 .417623 I 014080
7 1 206385 3 673157 I 005271 526086 1 022759 · 014385 021213 .793899 .4176S9 I 026461
8 I 206385 3 673157 1 014881 513033 968891 - 026130 020013 814230 417727 I 063381
9 I 206385 3 673!57 I 019865 488416 846324 · 037718 017503 .855210 .417698 1.139087
10 1.206385 3 673157 1 022451 .458777 632736 - 039059 013224 .910536 .417733 I 243530
11 1.206385 3 673157 I 023792 439113 379836 · 026829 008019 951227 .417697 1.322068
12- 1 206385 3.673157 1 024487 432178 195163 · 013970 004129 966573 .417732 I 351977
13 1.206385 3 673157 1 024848 430271 091665 • .005464 001941 970774 .417696 1.360257
14 1.206385 3673157 I 025035 429859 036583 · 002555 .000775 .971786 .417731 1.362198
15 1.206385 3.673157 1 025132 429738 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 971978 .417696 1.362620
J. 18 K· 6 L X y Z R/RREF UIAREF' V/AREF' II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1.206385 3.700802 o 000000 510630 966939 - 001141 o 000000 809400 .413304 I 0'59060
2 1 206385 3 700802 493455 510389 964416 · 001099 021667 809280 .413048 1 0'59104
3 1 206385 3 700802 749406 .511595 960473 • 000985 .032872 810078 .41443.1 I 0'59147
4 1.206385 3.700802 882166 .513707 960864 • 000920 035209 811580 .416915 1.0'59364
5 1 206385 3 700802 .951027 512731 962472 · .001149 037533 812393 .416539 1.061232
6 , .206385 3.700802 986745 510354 954439 -.002259 .035587 .816696 .416804 t .068838
'J
7 1.206385 3.700802 1005271 503644 .924533 -.005665 .031775 .827816 .416925 1.089142
8 1.206385 3.700802 1.014881 491417 860383 - 012239 .026098 848777 .417104 1.127752
9 I 206385 3.700802 1 019865 474552 756022 - 020184 019756 878987 .417125 1.184320
10 1.206385 3 700602 I 022451 454728 592347 - 024004 .013724 917442 .417187 1.257413
11 1.206385 3700802 I 023792 .438444 371115 • 018572 008187 951414 .417142 1.323134
12 1.206385 3.700802 1 024487 431980 .192193 -.009958 .004143 .965755 .417187 1.351080
13 1.206385 3.700802 1 024848 430170 090006 • 0046'34 001921 969713 .417142 1.358898
14 1 206385 3.700802 I 025035 429796 035881 - 001831 000760 970663 .417187 1 360704
IS 1.206385 3.700802 1 025132 429670 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .970843 .417142 1.361115
J. 18 K· 7 L X " Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1 206385 3.708787 o 000000 472979 767467 - 000395 0.000000 874095 .413428 1.179293
<: 1.206385 3.708787 493455 .472562 762929 • 000376 .025195 .874192 .413110 1.179841
3 1.206385 3 708787 .749406 473377 754527 • 000321 .038386 875659 .4145!7 1.181007
4 1 206385 3 708787 882166 . 475202 749956 - 000267 042001 .878215 .417329 1.182632
5 1.206385 3 708787 951027 473865 743842 - 000370 .045976 .880606 .417288 1 187188
6 I 206385 3 708787 986745 470264 718767 - 000780 045275 887820 .417509 1.200572
7 1 205385 3.708787 1 005271 462584 658724 -.001359 040567 902459 .417463 1 228432
8 1.206385 3 708787 I 014881 .452546 562121 - 001271 030826 922740 .417583 I 267109
9 1206385 3.708787 1 019865 .442349 431316 000017 .020006 .944175 .417655 1.308418
10 1.206385 3 708787 1 022451 .435270 284995 000674 010494 959669 .417715 1.338499
11 1 206385 3 708787 1 023792 4327'35 185545 - 000609 .005251 965144 .417709 1.349210
12 1.206385 3 708787 1 024487 431721 108030 - 001009 .002603 967579 .4177.24 1.3S39S8
13 1.206385 3 708787 1024848 431228 052784 - 000711 .001191 968653 .417711 1.356080
14 1 206385 3.708787 1 025035 431106 021292 - 000323 .000450 968959 .417724 1.356662
15 1.206385 3 708787 1 025132 .431067 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 969019 .417711 1.356795
J. 18 K· 8 L X y Z R/RREF UlAREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/f'REF ENT
1 1.206385 3 711094 o 000000 435130 384368 -.000002 o 000000 .949825 .413298 1.324940
2 1.206385 3 711094 493455 435065 380397 - 000002 .Oi5084 949378 .413041 1.324394
3 1.206385 3 711094 . H9406 4353qj 373548 000006 .021622 949665 .414425 1323183
4 1206385 3711094 882166 438376 369643 .000020 023416 .951033 .416911 1.322686
5 1 206385 3 711094 951027 437540 358128 000006 .026569 952009 .416542 1 325055
6 1206385 3 711094 986745 436160 318684 - 000044 .022590 955658 .41682Q 1 331815
'7 1.206385 3.711094 1 005271 434260 257401 - 000128 013563 .960173 .416965 1.340447
8 1.206385 3.711094 1 014881 432882 215543 -000075 005549 .963713 .417174 1.347101
9 t 206385 3.711094 I 019865 431562 183266 .000165 .003831 .966733 .417205 1.352975
10 1.206385 3.711094 1 022451 431095 121974 .000062 .003593 967863 417241 1.355142
11 1.206385 3.711094 1.023792 431903 08S025 -.000090 002331 .965984 .417211 1.351498
12 1.206385 3.711094 I 024487 .432354 045874 000286 .001113 .965043 .417240 1.349619
13 '206385 3.711094 1 024848 432483 021920 000399 .000497 .964687 .417211 1.348959
14 1.206385 3.711094 1 025035 432541 008926 .000432 000178 .964624 .417240 1.348798
15 1.206385 3.711094 1 025132 .432516 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 :964614 .417211 1.348815
J. 18 K· 9 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF" V/AREF WIAREF T/TREf' P/f'REf' ENT
• 1 1 206385 3 711760 o 000000 426772 125999 -000001 o 000000 968731 413428 1.36·1835
2 1 206385 3.711760 493455 426783 .124393 • 000002 004896 .967960 .413109 1.360738
3 ! 206385 3.711760 749406 428350 121788 - 000000 .006428 .957702 .41"4515 1.358383
4 1 206385 3.711760 882166 430811 .120582 000001 006763 .968703 .417328 1.356676
i 5 1.206385 3.711760 951027 .430887 116081 - 000003 .008419 .968438 .417287 1.3562096 1.206385 3.711760 986745 .431165 . r0083~· -.000002 .006858 .968342 .417515 1.;355724
7 1 206385 3.711760 1 005271 431255 .078738 -000002 .003326 .968088 .417492 1.355255
8 1.206385 3.711760 1.014881 43eS88 .06S629 -.000001 .000122 .969262 .417643 1.357361
9 1 206385 3.711760 1 019865 4302.£ 060822 - 000002 .000671 .970830 .417669 1.360403
10 I 206385 3.711760 1 022451 .43075;; 041633 -.000001 .000989 969560 .417642 1.357948
11 1.206385 3.711760 1 023792 432088 029796 - 600001 .000170 966631 .417670 1.352172
12 1206385 3.711760 1.024487 432919 016007 -.000003 .000095 964753 .417660 1.348507
13 1.206385 3 711760 1 024848 .433178 008102 - 000004 .000030 .964204 .417672 1.347418
14 1.206385 3.711760 1 025035 .433227 .003447 -.000004 ,000081 .964072 .417662 . 1.347173
15 1.206385 3 711760 1 025132 .433241 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .964060 ,417670 1.347139
J. 18 K. 10 L. X Y Z R/RREf' U/AREF V/AREF wnREF T/TREF P/PREf' ENT
1 1.206385 3 711952 o 000000 . .425641 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 .971001 .413297 1.366477
2 1.206385 3.711952 .493455 .425734 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .970185 .413041 1.365209
3 1.206385 3.711952 749406 .427307 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .969853 -"14424 1.362730
4 1.206385 3.711952 .882166 .429449 o 000000 a 000000 0.000000 .970804 .416910 1.361342
5 .1.206385 3.711952 .951027 .429262 o 000000 0000000 0.000000 .970370 .416543 1.360968
6 1.206385 3.711952 .986745 .429802 o 000000 a 000000 0.000000 .969792 .416819 1.359475
7 1.206385 3.711952 1.005271 '.430307 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 .968971 .416955 1.357686
8 1.206385 3.711952 1.014881 .430112 a 000000 a 000000 0.000000 .969898 .417165 1.359233
9 1.206385 3.711952 1 019865. .429572 o 000000 a 000000 0.000000 .971386 .417280 1.362001
10 1.206385 3.711952 1 022451 .430357 o 000000 a 000000 0.000000 .969877 .417393 1.358893
. 11 1.206385 3.711952 1 023792 .431592 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .966768 .417249 1.352985
12 1.206385 3.711952 1.024487 .432475 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .964755 .417233 1.349065
13 1.206385 3.711952 1 024848 432684 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .964217 .417201 1.348051
14 1.206385 3.711952 1 025035 .432913 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .964273 .417446 1.347844
15 1.206385 3 711952 1.025132 .433077 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .964166 .417558 1.347491
J. 19 K. 1 L x y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1.809577 ..a.000000 o 000000 508572 1 075137 o 000000 o 000000 .765722 .389424 1.003529
2 1.809577 0.000000 499612 .509019 1 074449 0.000000 .009159 .765708 .389760 1.003158
3 1.809577 0.000000 758757 .510306 1 074943 o 000000 .014047 .765691 .390737 1.002124
4 1.809577 0.000000 .893173 .511193 1 079728 0000000 .017335 .764937 .391031 1.000442
5 1.809577 0.000000 962893 511602 I 087755 o 000000 .020132 .763328 .390520 .998018
6 1.809577 0.000000 999057 512522 1 094781 o 000000 .020977 .762642 .390870 .996404
7 1.809577 0000000 I 017814 509327 1 088521 o 000000 021584 .766776 .390540 1.004315
8 1.809577 0.000000 1.027544 .495692 1 038209 o 000000 .020912 .788484 .390845 '1.044018
9 1 809577 0.000000 1.032590 464920 895203 o 000000 .018396 .840002 .390533 I 141114
10 1.809577 o 000000 1.035208 . .430391 639!139 o 000000 .013389 .908103 .390839 1.272301
11 1809.577 o 000000 1 036566 410993 368297 0.000000 .007777 . .950211 .390530 1.356083
12 1.809577 0.000000 1 037270 .405251 186978 o 000000 .003953 .964433 .390837 .1.384147
13 1.809577 o 000000 1037635 .403343 087724 o 000000 .001858 .968231 .390529 1.392225
14 1.809577 o 000000 I 037825 .403276 035029 o 000000 .000742 .969155 .390837 1 393646
15 1.809571 o 000000 1 037923 402885 o 000000 0000000 0.000000 969330 .390529 1.394438
J. 19 K· :2 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF TITREf P/PREF ENT
1 1.809577 1.670379 o 000000 .509084 1 074347 .000129 0.000000 .766090 .390004 1.003607
2 1809577 1.670379 .499612 .509517 I 073686 .000068 .009032 .766056 .390319 1.003222
3 1.809577 1.670379 .758757 .510763 i 074240 -.000056 .013915 .765981 .391234 1.002144
•
4 1 809577 1.670379 .893173 .511628 1 079095 - .000124 .017247 .765160 .391478 1.000393
5 1.809577 I 670379 962893 .512056 1 087169 - .000061 .020048 .763519 .390965 .997914
6 1.809577 1 670379 999057 .512940 1 094049 .000062 .020913 .762877 .391310 .996386
7 1.809577 1.670379 10178i4 .509591 1 087153 - .000032 021529 .767246 .390982 1.004723
8 1.809577 1.670379 1 027544 .495688 i 035560 -.000690 .020850 .789376 .391284 1.045203
9 1 809577 i .670379 i 032590 464813 891149 - 001936 018315 841144 390975 1.142771
10 1 809577 1.670379 1 035208 430536 635934 - .002901 .013306 .908816 .391278 1.273128
11 1809577 1.670379 1 036566 411376 365871 -.002516 .007726 .950400 .390971 1.355848
12 1.809577 1.670379 1 037270 .405704 185802 -.001486 .003928 .964439 .391276 1.383538
13 i .809577 1.670379 1 037635 .403815 087189 - .000726 .001847 .968192 .390970 1.391518
14 1.809577 1 670379 1.037825 .403750 034818 -000294 .000738 .969105 .391276 1.392920
15 I 809577 1 670379 1 037923 .403362 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .969278 .390970 1 393704
J. 19 K· 3 L x y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT, 1.809577 3 246102 o 000000 .510285 1 072440 - .000975 o 000000 .767130 .391455 1 004023
2 1.809577 3.246102 499612 510730 1 071848 -001138 .008778 .767075 .391769 1.003601
3 1.809577 3.246102 .758757 .512007 1 072550 - 001604 .013514 .766933 .392675 1.002414
4 1.809577 3 246102 893173 .512903 , 077547 - .002250 .016831 .766010 .392889 1.000507
5 1.809577 3 246102 96289.3 .513314 f 085590 -002926 .019707 .764325 .392338 .997986
6 i .809577 3.246102 999057 .513995 I 091710 -003824 020662 .763935 .392658 .996949
7 1.809577 3.246102 1 017814 .510091 I 082545 ... 005537 021329 .769127 .392325 1.006790
8 , 809577 3.246102 I 027544 .495459 1 027181 -.008372 .020643 .792439 .392621 1.049451
9 1.809577 3.246102 1.032590 .464520 879590 -.011327 .018076 .844559 .392315 1.147699
10 1809577 3.246102 I 035208 .431088 .625785 - 011685 013094 .910751 .392614 1.275186
11 1.809577 3 246102 1.036566 .412534 .360310 • 008434 007608 .950980 .392311 1.355150
12 1.809577 3 246102 1.037270 407018 183241 - 004687 .003873 .964607 .392613 1.381991
13 1.809577 3.246102 1.037635 .405169 .086040 - 002263 001822 968264 .392310 1.389759
14 I 809577 3 246102 I 037825 405108 034367 - 000913 000728 _969155 .392612 1.391122
15 I 809577 3.246102 1.037923 .404726 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .969324 .392310 1.391889
J. 19 K· 4 L X Y Z R/RREf U/AREF V/AREf W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
.~
~:;
1 1.809577 3.577180 0.000000 510299 1 067716 -.002215 0.000000 .769417 .392632 1.007005
2 1.809577 3.577180 .499612 .510763 I 067133 - 002315 .009367 .769363 .392962 1.006568
3 1.809577 3577180 .758757 .512223 1 067840 - .002831 .014001 .769302 .394054 1.005340
4 1.809577 3.577180 893173 .513438 I 072717 - 003992 .016683 .768580 .394618 1.003445
5 1 809577 3.577180 .962893 513854 1 080064 -005714 .019209 .767222 .394240 1.001348
6 1.809577 3 577180 .999057 .513997 1 083908 - 008412 .020118 .767696 .394593 1.001855
7 1.809577 3.577180 1 017814 509078 1 070139 -.013006 .020806 .774525 .394294 1.014663
8 1.809577 3 577180 1 027544 493735 1 009530 -.019257 .020170 .799166 .394577 1.059838
9 1.809577 3577J80 1 032590 463793 861236 - 024141 .017670 .850137 .394287 1.156003
10 1.809577 3.577180 1 035208 .432141 614543 - 022559 .012857 .913058 .394570 1.277169
il 1.809577 3.577180 1 036566 414304 356264 -.015043 .007526 .951678 .394284 1.353825
12 1.809577 3577180 1 037270 .408873 181863 - 008118 .003848 .965015 .394569 1.380053
1:; 1.809577 3577180 1 037535 407055 085491 - 003924 .001812 .968624 .394283 I 387695
14 1 809577 3577180 1 037825 406979 034160 • 001592 .000724 .969504 .394568 1.389059
15 1.809577 3.577180 I 037923 406615 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .969671 .394283 1.3897~
J. 19 K· 5 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF' W/AREF' T/TREF' P/PREF ENT
1 1.809577 3.673002 o 000000 504732 I 047543 -.001416 o 000000 .777498 .392428 , .022056
2 1.809577 3 673002 4:3612 505077 I 046686 -.001321 .012117 .777444 .392669 1.021707
3 1.809577 3.673002 758757 506313 1 046664 - 001207 .018222 .777477 .393647 1.020752
4 1.809577 3673002 893173 507385 1 050319 - 001533 020784 777159 .394319 1.019470
5 1.809577 3 673002 962893 507378 1 0':5189 - 002797 .022424 .776758 .394110 1.018951
6 1 809577 3 673002 999057 506378 I 053878 - 005953 022272 .779164 .394552 1.022914
7 1.809577 3 573002 1 017814 500043 1 032233 - 011964 .021825 .788561 .394314 1.040477
8 1 809577 3 673002 1 027544 485035 966438 - 019902 .020293 .813563 .394607 1.086631
9 1 809577 3 673002 1 032590 458956 825924 - 025392 .017346 .859191 .394331 1.173224
10 I 809577 3673002 1 035208 431309 598926 - 022604 012650 .914904 .394606 1.280738
11 1.809577 3 673002 1 036565 414583 352522 -.013559 007481 .951143 .394328 1 352698
12 1 809577 3 673002 1 037270 409260 180777 -.006472 003832 .964188 .394604 1.378358
13 1 809577 3 673002 1 037635 407471 085017 - 002865 .001803 967744 394327 1.385868
14 1 809577 3 673002 i 037825 407391 033975 - 001107 000720 968611 .394604 1 387218
15 1 809577 3.673002 1 037923 407036 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 968776 .394327 1.387938
J. 19 K· 6 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF' V/AREF' "'fAREF' TITREF P/PREF" ENT
1 1 809577 3.700736 o 000000 485277 966027 • 001146 0.000000 .808869 .392525 1080146
2 1.809577 3.700736 499612 485604 964557 • 001105 .016052 808944 .392826 1.079955
3 1.809577 3.700736 758757 486613 962822 - 001009 025273 809308 .393820 1.079544
4 1 809577 3 700736 893173 486989 963391 - 000981 029919 809612 .394272 1.079616
5 1.809577 3 700736 962893 .485688 952384 - 001180 032183 810764 .393778 1.082310
6 1 809577 3 700736 .999057 482741 950188 -.002016 .030707 .816402 .394111 1.092492
7 1 809577 3.700736 t 017814 474768 912820 -.004442 027280 .829659 .393896 1.117653
8 1 809577 3.700736 1 027544 461598 836462 - 008412 022253 .854039 .394223 1.163515
9 1 809577 3.700736 I 032590 443501 710099 - 011435 016665 888309 .393966 I 229720
10 1 809577 3 700736 I 035208 425510 527359 - 010452 011655 926516 .394242 I 304034
II I 809577 3 700736 I 036556 413289 320995 - 006048 006920 953248 393967 I 357389
12 1 809577 3 700736 I 037270 409037 167277 - 002624 003566 963826 .394240 1.378141
13 1 809577 3 700736 I 037635 407490 078955 - 001072 .001678 966811 .393966 1.384506
14 1 809577 3.700736 1 037825 407463 031583 - 000395 000669 967548 .394240 1.385598
15 1 809577 3.700736 1 037923 407121 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .967688 .393966 1.386264
J. 19 K· 7 L X y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' V/AREF' W/AREF' TITREF' P/PREF' ENT
t 1.809577 3.708762 o 000000 .445300 736580 -.000292 0.000000 881322 .392452 1.218073
2 1.809577 3.708762 .499612 445614 734878 - 000281 .015815 881253 .392699 1.217'635
3 1 809577 3708762 758757 446645 732384 - 000252 025095 .881433 .393687 1.216759
4 1 809577 3 708762 893173 447128 730494 - 000238 030231 881992 .394364 1.217003
5 1.809'577 1.708762 .962893 445780 722713 - 000295 .033149 .884129 .394127 1.221426
6 1 80-,j577 3.708762 999057 442637 696795 -.000455 032281 891200 .394479 1.234685
7 1 809577 3.708762 1 017814 435760 638665 - 000725 028155 904551 .394167 1261055
8 t 809577 3 708762 I 027544 427256 544530 • 000870 .020673 923275 394475 1.297346
9 1.809577 3.708762 1.032590 419006 .428921 - 000940 .013276 .940852 .394223 1.332395
10 I 809577 3.708762 1 035208 414140 322408 - 001213 .008050 .952584 .394503 1.355329
II 1.809577 3 708762 I 036566 410731 221715 - 001168 004967 .959823 .394229 1.370150
12 I 809577 3.·708762 I 037270 409146 125364 - 000751 .002706 .954209 .394502 1.378542
13 1 809577 3 708762 1 037635 408205 060642 - 000447 .001298 955761 .394228 1.382033
14 1.809577 3 708762 I 037825 408312 024420 - .000200 .000517 966177 .394502 1.382483
'J
15 I 809577 3.708762 1.(\37923 407995 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 966257 .394228 1.383027
J. 19 K. 8 L X Y . Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF" W/AREF" T/TREF P/PREF" ENT
1 1.809577 3.711085 o 000000 412043 352680 .000009 o 000000 .952616 .392519 1.358128
2 I 809577 3.711085 .499612 412496 352112 000009 007648 .952302 .392821 I 357065
3 1.809577 3.711085 758757 413715 .351819 .000011 .012109 .951898 .393815 1.354908
4 1.809577 3.711085 .893173 414348 350791 .000013 .015669 .951540 .394269 I 353570
'3 1.609577 3 711085 962893 413738 .341872 000007 .017708 .951759 .393779 1.354680
6 1.809577 3 711085 999057 .413119 .318547 • 000010 .015807 .954009 .394119 '.356697
7 1.809577 3.711085 I 017814 411657 281097 - 000048 011968 .956907 .393917 1.364758
8 I 809577 3 711085 I 027 544 410576 .234328 -.000052 .008041 960258 .394259 1.370977
9 1.809577 3 711085 1 032590 409386 180538 • 000074 005729 962432 .394006 1 375678
Iv 1 809577 3 711085 1 035208 409372 138489 • 000135 003774 963127 394277 1 376691
11 I 809577 3 711085 I 036566 40923'5 104211 • 000019 002490 962794 .394009 I 376398
12 I 809577 3 711085 I 037270 409393 062365 - 000017 001378 963072 .394275 1.376583
1'3 1809577 3711085 1 037635 .409047 031052 - 000021 .000676 .963235 .394008 1.377281
14 1 809577 3 711085 I 037825 .409294 012687 000070 .000248 .963304 .394274 l.j77049
15 1.809577 3.711085 1 037923 409013 o 000000 o 01'0000 0.000000 .963318 .394009 1.377447
J. 19 K· 9 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF V/AREF" IJ/AREF T/TREF P/PREF" tNT
I 1.809577 3 711758 o 000000 405219 114375 000000 o 000000 .968494 .392452 1390021
2 1 809577 3 711758 499612 405618 114236 000000 .002276 .968147 .392698 1.388975
3 I 809577 3 711758 7'58757 406616 114359 - 000000 00351 I 967725 393686 1.386732
4 1 809577 3 711758 693173 407724 114187 • 000001 004799 967231 .394363 1 384790
5 I 809577 3 711758 96289j 407763 110906 • 000002 .005583 .966562 .394129 1.383778
6 1 809577 3 711758 999057 406084 102688 - 000001 004927 966677 .394485 1.383509
7 1 809577 3 711758 I 017814 407812 090361 - 000002 .003629 .966579 .394183 1.383736
8 1.809577 3 711758 1.027544 408016 075961 - 000001 002281 966866 .394496 1.383871
9 I 809577 3.711758 1 032590 408016 059167 - 000001 .001873 .966198 .394226 1382912
10 1.809577 3 71175& 1 035208 .408744 046230 - 000000 001028 965128 .394491 1.380398
11 1.809577 3.711758 I 036566 409134 .036052 - 000002 .000754 .963593 .394239 1.377676
12 I 809577 3 711758 1 037270 409687 022272 - 000001 000490 962911 .394492 I 375959
13 I 809577 3 711758 I 037635 409512 011575 - 000003 000221 962702 394238 I 375895
14 , 809577 3711758 1 037825 4097':12 004089 - 000002 000114 962664 .394493 1.375464
15 1 809577 3 711758 I 037923 409529 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .962660 .394237 1.375812
J. 19 1(- 10 L X Y Z R/PREr: U/AREF VIAREF lilAREI'" T/TREF P/PREF" ENT
1 1.809577 3 711952 o OOOCJO 404502 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .970375 .392519 t .393706
2 I 809577 3 711952 .499612 404958 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .970028 .392820 1.392580
3 1.809577 3 711952 .758757 406157 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .969611 .393814 1.390336
4 1 809577 3.711952 893173 406840 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .969103 .394269 I .38867~
5 1.809577 3.711952 962893 406665 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .968320 .393782 1.387793
6 1.809577 3.711952 999057 407076 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .968182 .394124 1.387032
7 l.b09577 3 711952 I 017814 407053 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 967742 .393922 1.386435
8 1 809577 3.711952 1 027544 407429 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 967685 .394263 1.385840
9 1 809577 3 711952 1 032590 407591 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .966694 .39401$ 1.384200
10 1 809577 3 711952 1 035208 .408389 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .965<122 .394268 1.381298
11 1.809577 3.711952 I 036566 408798 o 000000 o 0000CJt) o 000000 .963726 .393969 1.378320
12 1.809577 3.71"1952 I 037270 .409431 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .962923 .394250 1.376320
13 1.809577 3.711952 1 037635 409277 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .962661 .393995. 1.376153
14 1.809577 3.711952 I 037825 .409614 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .962579 .394327 1.375724
15 1.809577 3.711952 1.037923 409571 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .962669 .3.94282 1.375768
J. 20 K- I L X y Z R/RREF U/APEF" VIA REF WIARE!:' TITREF P/PREF ENT·
1 2.366370 0.000000 0.000000 .492294 1 098152 o 000000 o 000000 .755795 .372073 1.003493
2 2.366370 0.000000 .505295 .492064 1098574 0.000000 .008962 .755398 .371704 1.003154
3 2.366370 o 000000 767388 491765 1 100839 0.000000 .015358. .754375 .370975 1.002039
4 2 366370 0.000000 .903333 492161 1.106212 o 000000 .019014- .75296.8 .370581 .99984-7
5 2.366370 o 000000 .973847 493232 1.114420 o 000000 020714 .751250 .370540 .996700
6 2.366370 o 000000 1 010422 493526 1.120419 o 000000 .021738 .750856 .370561 .995939
7 2.366370 0.000000 1.029393 488649 I 107488 o 000000 022049 .758200 .370494 1.009684
8 2.366370 0.000000 1.039233 .471449 1 042230 0.000000 .021129 .785981 .370550 1.061789
9 2.366370 0.000000 1.044337 .439269 880100 o 000000 .018144 .843409 .370483 1.172049
10 2.366370 0.000000 1.046984 406633 615145 o 000000 .012902 .911252 .370545 1.306044
11 . 2.366370 0.000000 1.048357 .389838 .348966 o 000000 .007370 .950344 .370480 1.385248
.11
"1 ~
12 2.366370 0.000000 1 049070 .364759 .176061 0.000000 .003725 ·963053 .370544 1.411154
13 2.366370 0.000000 1 049439 383343 082369 o 000000 .001745 966444 .370480 1.418214
14 2.366370 o 000000 I 049631 383087 032846 o 000000 0006~:) .967256 .. 370543 1.419784
15 2366370 0.000000 1 049730 .382960 0.000000 o 000000 o 000000 967410 .370479 1.420199
J. 20 K· 2 L X y Z R/RREI'" U/AREF v/AREI'" IUAREI'" T/TREI'" P/PflEF' ENT
1 2.366370 1.670379 0.000000 .492790 1.097879 -000649 0.000000 .756008 .372553 1.003371
2 2 366370 1 670379 .505295 .492560 1 098315 • 000728 .008871 .755599 .372178 1.003016
3 2.31"6370 1.670379 767388 .492255 1 100616 -000925 .015245 .754538 .371425 1.001855
4 2. =-'56370 1.670379 .903333 492646 1 106034 - 001143 .018929 .753081 .371003 .999603
5 2.366370 1.670379 .973347 493713 1 114219 - 001324 020652 .751355 .370953 .996449
6 2 366370 1.670379 1 010422 493941 1 119937 - 001559 021694 .751059 .370979 .995873
i 2.366370 1 670379 1.029393 488887 1 106280 - 002101 .022011 .758669 .370903 1.010110
8 2.366370 1.670379 1.039233 471482 I 039920 - 003133 .021081 .786796 .370960 1.062859
9 2.366370 1.670379 1 044337 .439294 876961 - 004332 018083 .84<1292 .370893 1.173250
10 2.366370 1 670379 1.046984 406875 612481 - 004594 .012847 .911718 .370955 1.306399
11 2.366370 1.670379 1 048357 390220 . 347528 - 003362 .007340 .950465 .370890 1.384881
12 2.366370 1.610379 1 049070 385178 .175397 -001665 003711 .963072 .370954 1.410569
13 2 2G6370 1.670379 1.049439 383769 062070 - 000G95 .001738 .966440 .310889 1.417578
14 2 366370 J .670379 1 049631 383515 032728 • 000360 . 000694 967246 .370954 1.419135
15 2.366370 1 670379 1 049730 .383388 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .967399 .370889 1.41'9549
J. 20 K· 3 L X Y Z R/RREI'" U/AREF" V/AREF" II/AREF" T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
I 2.366370 3 246102 0.000000 493760 1 096519 - 001851 o 000000 .756924 .373739 1.003797
2 2.366370 3.246102 505295 493563 1 096985 - 002011 .008747 .756511 .373385 1.003409
3 2 366370 3.2~6102 767388 493344 1 099349 -.002495 014974 755435 .372689 1002160
4 2 366370 3.246102 903333 493784 1 104777 - 003233 018611 .753952 .312289 .999837
5 2 366370 3 246102 973847 494763 I 112639 -.004136 .020414 .752300 .372210 .996855
6 2 366370 3 246102 1 010422 494700 i . 117174 - 005425 021512 .752428 .372226 .997075
7 2 366370 3 246102 1 029393 489092 I 101123 - 007507 .021854 .760888 .372144 1.012895
8 2 366370 3 246102 1.039233 471226 1 031761 -.010300 .020905 .789857 .372201 1.067227
9 2.366370 3 246102 1 044337 439281 867338 -012439 017890 .847139 .372132 1.177220
10 2 366370 3.246102 1 046984 407616 .605265 - 011593 .012697 .913106 .372196 1·.307436
11 2 366370 3.246102 1 048357 391345 .344020 - 007836 .007266 .950899 .372129 1.383919
12 2.366370 3.246102 1 049070 386390 173867 - 004241 003679 .963263 .372195 1.409077
13 2.366370 3 246102 1 049439 .384997 081394 - 002032 001724 .966576 .372129 1.415966
.. 14 2 366370 3.246102 1 049631 384749 032464 - 000818 000688 .967369 .372195 1.417494
15 2 366370 3 246102 1 049730 .384621 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 967521 .372128 1.417905
J. 20 K= 4 L X Y Z R/RREI'" U/AREF VlAREF. II/A REF" T/TREF" P/PREF ENT
1 2 366370 3 576934 o 000000 492721 1 089414 - 002485 o 000000 .760204 .374569 1.008996
2 2 366370 3 576934 505295 492546 1 089853 - 002584 009375 759797 .374235 1.008599
3 2 366370 3 576934 767388 492473 1 092103 - 003059 015587 758825 .373701 1.007369
4 2 366370 3.576934 903333 493077 1 097102 - 004095 .018741 .757628 .373569 1.005286
5 2.366370 3 576934 973847 .493841 1 103611 - 005690 .020249 .756531 .373606 1.003210
6 2 366370 3 576934 1 010422 493082 1 105096 - 008278 021211 .757806 .373660 1 005519
7 2 366370 3 576934 I 029393 486564 1 084391 - 012313 021484 767828 313591 1.024254
8 2 366370 3 576934 1 039233 468558 1 011080 - 016981 020504 797451 .373652 I 079938
9 2 366370 3 576934 1 044337 438092 847803 • 019467 011520 852766 .373590 1.186326
10 2 366370 3 576':134 I 0"6984 408237 '5934'53 • 016671 012468 .915273 373648 I 309742
11 2 366370 3 576934 I 048357 .392651 339274 - 010460 .007175 951447 .373587 1.382872
12 2 366370 3 576934 1 049070 387813 171983 - 005492 003643 963471 .373647 1.407310
13 2 366370 3 576934 I 049439 386450 080588 - 002630 001708 966713 .373586 1.414034
14 2 366370 3 576934 1 049631 386202 032154 -DOI063 000682 .967A90 .373647 1.415536
15 2 366370 3 576934 1 049730 386080 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .967639 .373586 1.415932
J. 20 K· 5 L X r Z R/RREF" U/AREI'" V/AR£F" II/AREF" T/TREF" P/PREF" ENT
I 2 366370 3 672860 o 000000 .484860 1 060436 - 001418 o 000000 771937 .374282 1 031183
2 2.366370 3 672860 505295 484610 .. 1 060696 • 001371 011442 .771514 .373883 1 030829
3 2.366370 3 672860 767368 .484353 1 062325 - 001347 .018790 .710614 .373249 1 029845
4 2 366370 3.672860 903333 484659 1 065831 - 001629 021922 .769887 .373132 1028614
5 2.366370 3 672860 913847 484700 1 068952 - 002594 022773 710018 .373228 1.028755
6 2 366370 3 672860 1 010422 .482630 1 064118 • 005091 022772 .773'533 .373330 1 035222
7 2 366370 3 672660 I 029393 474977 1 035220 • 009549 022006 .785931 373299 1.058560
8 2 366370 3 672860 1 039233 458057 957439 • 014489 020234 .815095 .373360 1 113885
9 2.366370 3 572860 1 044337 ·431896 801811 -.015415 .015909 .854334 .373302 1.209288
10 2 355370 3.572860 1 046984 406315 .566497 • 012551 012004 .918888 .373358 1.317399
11 2 366370 3572860 1 048357 392334 .327292 - 006504 006948 .951484 .373299 1.383372
12 2 355370 3 572860 1 049070 387847 .166514 -002704 .003532 962539 .373357 I 406045
13 2 366370 • 3 572860 1 049439 386571 .078078 • 001085 oo165~ .965555 .373298 1 412325
14 2 355370 3 572860 1 049631 386340 031152 - 000396 000660 966393 .373356 1.413728
15 2 366370 3 672860 I 049730 386225 0000000 o 000000 0.000000 966532 373298 1.414100
J. 20 K· 6 L X y Z R/FIREF U/AREF V/AREF 'JIAREF TlTREF P/PREf" ENT
1 2.366370 3 700674 o 000000 462132 .960735 -.001000 o 000000 810209 .374424 I 103293
2 2 366370 3 700674 505295 46i931 .960794 - 000992 013613 809805 .374075 1.102935
3 2 366370 3 700674 767388 461628 961479 - 000987 022758 .809058 .373484 1.102206
··4 2 366370 3 700674 903333 461417 .962231 - 001030 027130 .808952 .373264. I 102263
5 2 366370 3 700674 973847 460259 .959019 - 001190 028327 810789 .373172 1.105877
6 2 366370 3 700674 1 010422 456502 942507 -.001823 027237 .817471 .373177 1.118552
7 2 366370 3 700574 1 029393 448047 898191 - 003528 .024096 832839 .373151 I 148238
6 2 365370 3 700674 1 039233 . 434281 .812084 - 005810 .019848 .859398 .373220 1 199737
9 2 366370 3 700674 I 044337 416842 .673432 -006557 .015155 8C'5230 .373170 I 270416
10 2 356370 3 700674 1 046984 400W6 482991 -.004593 010419 931646 .373223 1 343272
11 2 366370 3 700674 1 0.:8357 390989 285544 - 001774 .006080 954419 .373167 I 389547
12 2 366370 3 700674 1 049070 387664 .146882 - 000427 003116 .962744 .373221 1 406464
13 2 ·366370 3 700674 1 049439 386676 069105 - 000076 .001465 .965062 .373155 1.411291
14 2 3C6370 3 700674 1 049631 386507 027616 - OOOOOS .000586 965625 37322i 1.412360
15 2366370 3 700674 I 049730 386408 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .965733 .373166 I 412663
J. 20 K· 7 L X y Z Fl/RREF' U/AREF' V/AFlEF' \//AREF' T/TREF' P/PREf" [NT
I 2 366370 3 708739 o 000000 421913 7! 1251 • 000209 o 000000 S87139 .374296 1 ..252860 .
2 2 366370 3 708739 505295 421726 711443 · 000210 012342 S86599 373902 1 252319
3 2 366370 3 708739 767388 4214£,5 .711887 - 000215 020768 885670 .373279 1 2513.17
4 2 366370 3 708739 903333 421310 710479 - 000224 024832 885742 373172 1.251603
5 2 366370 3 708739 973847 420261 .70i321 - 000252 .026007 888134 .373248 t 256235
6 2 366370 3 708739 1 010422 417080 673596 - 000355 025141 .895004. .373288 1.269806
7 2 366370 3 708739 1 029393 411048 614600 - .000568 .021408 .907943 .373208 , .295691
8 2366370 3 708739 1 039233 403665 .524612 - 000734 .015658 .924717 .373276 I 329231
9 2 366370 3 708739 1 044337 397084 420564 - 000747 010412 939912 .373224 1 359987
10 2 366370 3 708739 1 0':6984 392259 .312919 - 000644 .006856 .95i626 .373284 I 383685
11 2 366370 3 708739 I 048357 388871 198929 - .000497 .004208 .959761 .373223 I 400364
12 2366370 3 708739 I 00070 387428 .106575 - 000411 .002245 .963487 .373282 1 407891
13 2 366370 3 708739 I 049439 386905 .050845 - 000270 001075 .964635 .373222 1.410332
14 2 366370 3 708739 1 049631 386850 020423 - 000124 000432 964926 373282 , 410836
15 2 366370 3 708739 I 049730 386766 o 000000 o 000000 . 0 000000 964982 373222 1 411043
J. 20 K· 8 L X Y Z Fl/RREF' U/AREF' WAnEr W/AREf TITREf" P/PF/Ef" ENT
.. ! 2 366370 ·3711078 o 000000 392373 :;31350 000015 o 000000 .954241 .374419 1.387325
2 2 366370 3711078 505295 392230 .331798 000014 .006268 ,953701 .. 374070 1.386744
3 2 366370 3 711078 767388 392037 332591 .000010 .010676 .952663 .373479 1.385507
4 2 366370 3 711078 903333 392037 .331318 000010 012908 .952104 .373260 i .384692
5 2 366370 3 711078 973647 391811 .J<!3572 .000008 01341.2 . 952427 373172 1 385482
6 2 366370 3 711078 1 010422 391161 303796 - 000004 012400 954038 .373183 . I 388748
7 2 366370 3711078 I 029393 390072 268252 - 000034 009713 .956655 373165 1.3941 II
8 2.366370 3 711078 I 039233 38%88 .221953 - 000053 .006770 959270 373241 1.399335
9 2.366370 3 711078 1 044337 380j88 17-5551 000080 .004625 .960877 .373193 1.402669
10 2.366370 3.711078 1 046984 388003 .135508 - 000054 .003171 .961961 .373244 1.404828
11 2 366370 3.711078 1 048357 387552 092597 .000059 .002097 962941 .373190 1.40691S
12 2 366370 3 711078 I 049070 387351 .052746 - 000090 001138 963574 .373242 l.l08131
13 2 366370 3 711078 1 049439 387201 .025941 - 000121 .000560 963814 .373189 1.408701
14 2 366370 3 711078 1 049631 387227 010571 - 000021 .000201 .963882 .373241 1 408763
15 2 366370 3 711078 1 049730 .387168 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .963896 .373190 1.408869
J. 20 K. 9 L X y Z R/RREf" U/AREF V/AFlEf" 'J/AREf" TITREf" P/l'REf" ENT
I 2.366370 3 711756 o 000000 386593 .106836 .000000 o 000000 .968189 .374295 1.415984
2 2 355370 3 711756 505295 .386392 107048 - 000000 .002082 967675 .373902 1.415529
3 2 366370 3 711756 767388 386148 107435 - .000001 003525 965574 . .373279 1.414421
4 2366370 3 711756 903333 386315 .107036 - .000001 004155 965978 .373172 1.413157
5 2.366370 3 711755 973847 .386546 104333 • .000001 .004234 .965604 .373250 1.412273
'J
6 2.366370 3 711756 1 010422 386624 .097675 - 000001 .003981 .965524 .373294 1.412042
7 2.366370 3.711756 I 029393· 386576 .086087 - 000001 .003095 .965446 .373216 1.411998
·6 2 366370 3 711756 I 039233 386769 .071413 • 000001 002137 965140 .373266 1.411270
9 2.366370 3.711756 I 044337 386997 056693 - 000001 001536 964406 .373222 I 409663
10 2 366370 3 711756 1 046984 387252 044607 - 000001 000867 963916 .373276 I 408775
II 2 366370 3 711756 1 048357 387296 031661 - 000001 000777 963686 373232 I 408375
12 2 366370 3 711756 I 049070 387361 016711 - 000001 .000482 .953635 .373275 I 408205
13 2 356370 3 711756 1 049439 387315 009615 - 000001 000210 .963534 .373230 1 406271
14 2 366370 3 711755 1 049531 387359 004049 - 000001 .000097 .953642 373275 I 406220
15 2 365370 3.711756 1 049730 387311 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .963541 .373229 1.4062S8
J. 20 K· 10 I X y Z Fl/11REr U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF TITREf" P/PR(f" ENT
I 2 366370 3 71\952 o 000000 386067 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 969826 .374419 I 419154
2 2 366370 3 711952 505295 385909 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .969321 .374070 ; 418644
3 2 366370 3 711952 767388 385694 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .958330 .373479 1.417511
4 2.356370 3 711952 903333 385752 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 967620 373251 I 416366
5 2 366370 3 711952 973847 385845 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .967161 .373174 I 415576
6 2 366370 3 71\952 1 010422 3859G8 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .966885 373187 I 414993
7 2 366370 3 711952 1 029393 385104 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 966501 .373170 I 414232
8 2 366370 3 711952 I 03n33 386435 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 965860 373242 i 412810
9 2 366370 3 711952 I ')44337 386779 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964857 373187 1 410839
10 2 366370 3 711952 1 046984 387094 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964183 373229 1 409396
11 2 366370 3 711952 1 048357 387194 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .953795 .373176 . I 408682
12 2 366370 3 711952 1 049070 387311 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 963662 .373237 1406317
13 2 366370 3 711952 1 049439 387281 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .96361 I .373188 1 408267
14 2 366370 3 711952 1 049631 387314 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 963580 373208 1 408193
15 2 366370 3 711952 1 049730 387313 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 963610 .373216 1.408241
J. 21 K· 1 L X y Z R/RREr U/APEr V/AREF Ii/AREf" TITRE. P/PREf" ENT
I 3 108760 o 000000 o 000000 476915 I 119382 o 000000 o 000000 .746095 355624 1.003269
2 3 108760 o 000000 512873 476352 1 120328 o 000000 010157 .745423 .355084 1.002840
3 3 108760 o 000000 778896 475740 1 123463 o 000000 017224 .743947 .353925 1.001369
<I 3 108760 o 000000 916880 476610 1 129429 o 000000 020082 742384 .353827 998535
5 3 108760 o 000000 988';'51 477903 1 137652 o 000000 021433 ·740596 353933 995052
5 3 108760 o 000000 1 025575 477407 1 141233 o 000000 022409 .741113 .353813 .996159
7 3.108760 o 000000 1 044830· 470628 1 120763 o 000000 022476 .751946 .353888 1.015521
8 3 108760 o 000000 1 054818 450552 1 041767 o 000000 021250 785258 353800 1.080225
9 3 108760 o 000000 I 059999 417665 864089 o 000000 017885 847280 .353679 1.201422
10 3 108760 o 000000 I 052686 386872 591946 C 000000 .012447 914505 353796 1 337086
11 3 108760 o 0000')0 I 064080 372124 331113 o 000000 006999 9'50965 353877 1412179
12 3 108750 o 000000 1 0&4802 367617 165869 o 000000 003512 962402 .35379'5 1 436144
13 3 108760 o 000000 1 065177 366548 077348 o 000000 001638 965429 353877 1 44234\
14 3 108760 o 000000 I 065372 366193 030794 o 000000 000653 .966145 .353795 1.443971
15 3 108760 o 000000 1 065473 366225 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .966261 .353676 1 444123
J= 21 K· 2 L x y Z R/PPEF U/AREr V/AREf" lilA REF T/TREf" P/PREf" ENT
1 3 108760 1.670379 o 000000 477383 1 119423 -.001264 o 000000 746216 356232 1.003041
2 3 108760 I 670379 512873 476827 1 120376 - 001361 010083 745540 .355494 1.002598
3 3 108760 I 670379 778896 476222 1 123528 - 001622 017123 .744043 354330 1.001092
4 3 108760 1 670379 916880 477082 I 129489 - 001974 020012 .742455 354212 9913234
5 3 108760 I 670379 988451 478344 1.137589 - 002387 .021391 740695 354307 .994617
5 3 108760 I 670379 1 025575 477758 I 140781 - 002958 .022379 .741353 .354187 .996189
7 3 .108760 1 670379 1 044830 470812 1 119594 - 003848 022447 .752442 354259 1.017031
8 3 108760 1 670379 1 054818 450607 I 039754 - 005035 .021211 .78599.1 .354173·· 1.061162
9 3 108760 1 670379 I 059999 417771 861688 - 005933 017836 647952 .354250 1.202253
10 3 108760 1 670379 1 062686 387151 590167 - 005487 .012410 .914810 .354170 1337146
11 3 108760 I 670379 1 06.1080 372483 330243 -.003690 006980 951044 354246 1 411750
12 3 108760 I 670379 1 064802 367997 165482 - 001980 003503 962424 .354159 1.435564
13 3 108760 I 670379 1 065177 366929 077176 -.000941 001635 965436 .354247 1 441755
14 3 108760 I 670379 1 065372 366577 030726 - 000377 000651 966151 354169 1 443374
15 3 108760 1.570379 1 065473 366607 o 000000 o 000000 0000000 .966286 .354247 1.443529
J= 21 K· 3 L X Y Z R/RREf" U/AREF V/AREf" li/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
I 3 108760 3 246102 o 000000 477993 1 117873 - 002421 0.000000 .747270 .357190 1.003942
2 3 108760 3 246102 512873 477476 1.118835 - 002588 .010014 .746599 .356463 1003475
3 3.108760 3.246102 .778696 476953 1 121980 - 003095 .016936 .745122 .355388 1.001930
4 3 108760 3 246102 916880 477820 I 127774 - 003901 019791 .743585 355300 999137
5 3.108760 3 246102 988451 478919 I 135220 -.004991 021226 .742036 .355375 996140
6 3 108760 3 246102 I 025575 477981 I 136905 - 006558 .022235 .743243 .355256 .998543
7 3 106760 3 246102 1 044830 470548 1 113388 - .008774 .022301 .755121 .355320 1.020880
8 3 108760 3 246102 1 054818 450150 I 031295 - 011238 021042 .789159 .355240 1.085980
9 3.108760 3 246102 1 059999 417773 852935 -012481 017665 .850489 .355312 1.205848
10 3 108760 3 246102 1 062686 .387853 584287 - 010757 012289 915904 .355236 I 337774
11 3 108760 3 24()102 I 064080 373470 327567 - 006894 006925 951373 355309 1 410745
12 3 108760 3 246102 I 064802 369047 164337 - 003646 003480 962575 .355235 , 434175
13 3 108760 3 246102 1 065177 367986 076672 - 001734 001624 965550 .355309 1.440264
14 3 108760 3 246102 I 065372 367642 030530 - 000696 .000647 .966254 .355235 1.441854
15 3.108760 3.246102 1 065473 367667 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .966387 .355309 1 442014
J. 21 K· 4 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF TlTREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.108760 3576610 ·0000000 475642 I 107255 - .002468 0.000000 .7~1995 .357681 1.012285
2 3 108760 3 576610 .512873 475139 1 108175 - 002575 .010567 .751332 .356986 1.011822
3 3.108760 3 576610 778896 474679 I 111104 - 003020 .017547 .749972 .355996 1010380
4 3.108760 3 576610 916880 475529 1 116149 -.003937 .020076 .748797 .356074 1.008077
5 3 108760 3 576610 988451 476236 ! 121657 - 005412 021230 .748011 .356230 I 006421
6 :3 108760 3576610 I 025575 474522 I 119752 - .007801 022037 .750536 .356146 1.011274
7 3 108760 3 576610 I 044830 466377 I 091681 - 011158 021965 .763798 .356218 1 036296
8 3 108760 3 576610 1 054818 446362 1 006591 - 014437 .020623 .797875 .356141 1.101691
9 3.108760 3 576610 1 059999 415888 830635 -015317 .0172";9 .856509 .356212 1.216582
10 3 108760 3 575610 1 0626136 .387919 570526 -012136 .012023 .918075 .356138 1.340855
11 3 108760 3 576610 I 064080 374270 321423 -007134 .006804 .951745 .356209 1.410089
12 3.106760 3 576610 1 064802 370005 161652 - 003593 .003426 962521 .356137 1.432609
13 3 108760 3 576610 I 065177 368977 075478 -001681 001600 .965397 .356209 1438488
14 3 108760 3 576610 I 065372 368642 030064 - 000672 .000638 .966078 .356137 1.440026
15 3 108760 3 576610 I 065473 368667 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .966208 .356209 1.440180
J. 21 K· 5 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF \//AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.108760 3.672673 o 000000 465523 1 069086 -001267 0000000 .767572 .357322 1.042180
2 3 108760 3 672673 512873 464962 1 069857 - 001266 .012055 .766897 .356578 1.041766
3 3 108760 3 672673 778896 464305 I 072134 - 001325 019875 .765645 .355493 1.040653
4 3.108760 3 672673 916880 484709 1 075363 - 001584 .022415 .765065 .355528 1.039490
5 3 108760 3 672673 988451 464512 1 076790 - .002347 .023033 .765707 .355680 1.040552
6 3.108760 3 672673 1 025575 461504 I 067912 -.004299 022960 .770571 .355622 1.049886
7 3 108760 3 672673 I 044830 452668 1 031772 -.007468 021963 .785797 .355705 1.078943
8 3 108760 3 672673 I 054818 434521 943155 -010359 .019956 .818455 .355636 1.142327
9 3.108760 3 672673 1 059999 408871 .775758 -.010499 016368 .669966 .355704 1.244136
10 3 108760 3 672673 I 062686 385427 535824 -.007007 .011358 .922699 .355633 1.351086
11 3.108760 3 672673 1 064080 373601 304234 - 002935 .006454 .952088 .355701 1.411608
12 3 108760 3 672673 1 064802 369794 153481 - 000916 003254 961703 .355632 1.431716
13 3 108760 3 672673 1 065177 368875 071720 - 000265 001520 .964286 355701 1436991
14 3 108760 3 672673 I 065372 368569 028578 - 000072 .000605 .964898 .355632 1.438381
15 3 108760 3 672673 I 065473 368596 o 000000 o 000000 o -000000 965015 .355701 1.438514
J. 21 K. 6 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF TITRE!" p/PREF ENT
1 3.108760 3.700594 o 000000 440551 .954020 -.000874 0.000000 .811562 .2'57534 1.126479
2 3.108760 3.700594 512873 440031 .954607 - .000892 .013220 .810921 .356831 1.126122
3 3 108760 3 700594 778896 439317 955910 -.000945 .021932 .809907 .355806 1.125444
4 3.108760 3 700594 916880 439218 956222 -.001014 .025020 .81·0103 .355812 1.125818
5 3 108760 3.700594 988451 437944 951007 - .001139 025731 812542 .355848 1.130520
6 3 108760 3 700594 I 025575 433685 930461 -·OUI"622 024721 ·820224 .355719 1 145678
7 3.108760 3 700594 1 044830 425057 880658 - 002772 .021889 .837078 .355806 1.178656
8 3 108760 3.700594 I 054818 411361 .787929 - .003987 018205 864776 .355735 1.233714
9 3 108760 3 700594 I 059999 394897 641810 - 003764 .013984 .901019 .355809 1.306594
10 3 108760 3.700594 I 062686 360219 447443 -.002005 .009524 .935604 .;S55734 1.377459
II 3.108760 3.700594 I 064080 372395 25i'385 -.000347 .005458 .955455 .355807 1.418432
12 3 108760 3.700594 I 064802 .369698 .131122 .000147 .002776 .962226 .355733 1.432640$
13 3.108760 3 700594 I 065177 .369061 .061462 .000144 .001301 .964084 .355806 1.436400
14 3 108760 3 700594 I 065372 .368815 024523 000069 .000520 .964528 .355733 1.437445
15 3 108760 3 700594 1 065473 368859 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .964613 .355806 1.437504
'.}
J. 21 Kt 7 L X y Z RIRREF U/APEF VIAREF Il/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.108760 3.708709 o 000000 401085 690748 - 000157 o 000000 890932 .357339 1.283957
2 3.108760 3 708709 512873 400544 691087 - 000164 .011680 .89Cl285 .356598 1 283716
3 3 108760 3 708709 778896 399749 691316 - 000182 019167 .869362 .355522 1.263404
4 3.108760 3 708709 916880 .399572 688976 - 000189 .021422 .869861 .355'563 1.264352
5 3.108760 3.708709 988451 398540 .678302 -.000200 .021812 892513 .355702 1.289513
6 3.108760 3 708709 1 02:675 395431 648659 - 000277 .020805 .899282 . .355604 1.303369
7 3.108760 3.708709 1 044830 .390205 590335 - 000425 .017496 .911460 .35'56'56 1.328066
8 3.108760 3 706709 I 054918 383858 506116 - 000505 .013006 926365 .355593 1.358669
9 3 108760 3 708709 I 059999 378127 406617 -.000405 .009084 940587 .355662 1.387854
10 3 108760 3.708709 I 062686 373300 292154 - 000263 006155 .952571 .355595 1.412778
11 3.108760 3 708709 1 064080 .370398 .175585 -.000254 .003659 .960209 .355660 1 428559
12 3 108760 3.708709 I 054802 369201 .091366 - 000266 001912 963145 .355594 1.434785
13 3 108760 3 708709 1 065177 368939 .043241 -.000179 000911 .964006 .355659 1 .436474
14 3 108760 3 708709 I 065372 368790 017328 - 000081 .000366 964216 .355593 1.437020
15 3 108760 3 708709 I 065473 368843 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964257 355659 1 436998
J. 21 K· 8 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF VIAREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3 108760 3.711068 o 000000 374598 315335 000016 o 000000 .9S4435 357530 1.413578
2 3.108760 3.711068 512873 374100 315380 .000014 006399 .953826 356826 1.413428
3 3.108760 3.711068 778896 373400 .315007 000009 010196 .952870 .355802 1.413070
4 3 108760 3 711068 916880 373443 312796 000010 .010780 952775 .355808 1.412865
5 3 108760 3 711068 988451 373311 305037 000010 .010859 953217 .355846 I 413721
6 3 108760 3 711068 1 02:.575 372677 285644 -.000002 .010054 954505 .355722 1.416594
7 . 3 108760 3 711063 I 044830 371902 .252076 - 000024 007833 956743 .355814 I 421099
8 3 108760 3 711058 1 05481.8 371047 211273 - 000037 005541 958770 .355748 1.425420
9 3 108760 3 711063 1 059999 370474 171023 -.000048 .003972 .960453 .355823 1 428805
10 3 108760 3 711068 1 062686 369806 .128154 - 000003 002860 961977 .355745 ! 432106
11 3 108760 3 711063 1 064080 369386 081442 000073 001813 .963271 .355818 1.434684
12 3.108760 3 711068 I 064802 .369091 044413 - 000121 000951 963837 .355743 1.435987
13 3 108760 3 711068 I 065177 369093 021556 • 000154 000464 964035 355818 1 436279
14 3 108760 3 711068 1 065372 368995 008750 - 000054 000165 964G85 355743 I 436505
15 3 108760 3 711068 1 065473 369071 0.000000 o 000000 o 000000 .964095 .355819 1436403
J. 21 K· 9 L X Y Z R/RREF" U/AREF V/AREF W/AREr: T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.108760 3.711753 o 000000 369548 101221 • 000000 0.000000 966962 .357339 1.439929
2 3 108760 3711753 512873 369018 101228 - 000001 002252 966343 .356598 1.439833
3 3 108760 3711753 778896 368289 101067 - 000002 003487 965331 .355521 1 439464
4 3 108760 3 711753 916880 368443 100289 - 000000 003435 965045 .355564 1.438798
5 3.108760 3 711753 988451 368666 .097653 - 000001 003443 .964843 .355705 .1.438148
6 3.108760. 3 711753 I 025575 368663 .091182 - 000001 .003250 .964590 .355609 1.437775
7 3.108760 3.711753 1 044630 368774 080258 -.000001 .002506 .964450 .355664 1.437394
8 3 108760 3 711753 1 054818 368857 067377 - 000001 .. 001770 964057 .355599 1.436678
9 3 108760 3 711753 I 059999 3690i5 054912 - 000000 001304 963806 .355659 I 436058
10 3 108760 3 7:1753 i 002686 368963 042060 - oeoool .000807 963760 .355592 1 436070
11 3 108760 3.71' 753 1 0£40S0 368979 027676 - 000000 000744 .963920 .355666 1.436285
12 3 108760 3.711753 1 064802 368881 015598 - 000001 000438 963961 355587 I 436497
13 3 108760 3 711753 1 065177 368949 007887 - 000000 000184 963991 .355664 1 436437
14 3 108760 3 711753 1 065372 31)8B64 {)03302 - 000000 000080 964005 .35':>567 I 436590
15 3.108760 3 711753 1 065473 368944 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .964004 .355663 1.436464
J. 21 K. 10 L X Y Z ~/RREF UIAREF VIAREF W/AREF" TlTREF P/PR[F ENT
1 3.108760 3 711952 o 000000 369185 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 -:968429 .357530 1.442679
2 3.108760 3.711952 512873 368695 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .967810 .356826 1.442525
3 3 108760 3 711952 778896 368022 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 .966794 .355802 I 442064
4 3 108760 3.711952 916880 368146 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 966486 .355808 1.441410
5 3.108760 3.711952 988451 368294 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .966207 .355848 1.440762
6 3.108760 3.711952 I 025575 368330 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965777 .355725 I 440065
7 3.108760 3.711952 1 044830 .368583 0.000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965368 .355818 1.439060
8 3.108760 3.711952 1 054818 368765 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964699 .355748 1.437779
9 3 108760 3.711952 1 059999 369017 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .. 964231 .355818 ·1.436689
10 3.108760 3.711952 1 062686 369026 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .963999 .355740 1.436328
11 3 108760 3 711952 1 064080 359101 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .964012 .355818 1.436230
12 3.108760 3 711952 1 064802 .369035 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 .963990 .355746 1.436302
13 3.108760 3 711952 1 065177 .369117 o 000000 o 000000 . 0.000000 .963978 .355820 1.436156
14 3.108760 3.711952 I 065372 .369000 0.000000 a 000000 0.000000 .963926' .355688 1.436260
15 3.108760 . 3711952 1.065473 368972 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .963965 .355676 1.436362
~
J. 22 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF' V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.·758352 0.000000 o 000000 464229 1 137081 o 000000 o 000000 .737735 .342478 1.002784
2 3.758352 0.000000 519504 .463752 1.138130 o 000000 .010970 .737022 .341795 1.002227
3 3.758352 0.000000 788966 .463551 1.141566 o 000000 .018001 .735528 .340955 1.000369
4 3.758352 o 000000 928734 .464895 1.147982 o 000000 020403 733909 .341190 .997012
5 3.758352 a 000000 1 001231 466126 1.155987 o 000000 .021879 .732124 .341262 .993535
6 3.758352 o 000000 I 038834 464971 1.156995 a 000000 .022775 733747 .341171 .996726
7 3 758352. o 000000 I 058338 456530 1 130123 a 000000 022747 747468 .341242 I 022832
& 3 758352 o 000000 1 068455 434592 1 040780 o 000000 021293 785014 341160 I 095581
9 3 758352 o 000000 1 073703 401389 852293 o 000000 017693 .850136 .341235 1.224791
10 3 758352 o 000000 1 076425 372117 576131 o 000000 012137 .916801 341157 1.361456
II 3.758352 0.000000 1 077836 358635' 319680 o 000000 006764 .951479 .341:< '3 I 433964
12 3 758352 o 000000 1 078569 354570 159719 o 000000 .003383 .962169 .341156 1.456702
13 3 758352 o 000000 I 078948 353614 .074431 o 000000 .001577 .964987 .341233 1.462548
14 3 758352 0.000000 1 079145 353290 029625 o 000000 .000628 .965653 .341156 1464092
15 3 758352 o 000000 1 079248 353324 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965779 .341233 1.464228
J. 22 K· :2 L x y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREI'" TITREI'" P/PREF ENT
I 3.758352 1 670379 o 000000 464663 1 137200 - 001669 0.000000 .737851 .3428'52 1.002567
2 3 758352 1 670379 519504 464193 1 138252 -001777 .010909 .737136 .342174 1.002001
3 3 758352 1 670379 788966 463999 1 141687 - 002080 017917 .735633 .341333 1·000126
4 3 758352 1 670379 928734 465322 1 148046 - 002526 020348 734012 .341552 996786
5 3 758352 1 670379 1 001231 466502 I 155842 - 003113 .021849 732290 .341615 .993441
6 3 758352 1 670379 1 038834 465241 I 156389 - 003919 022751 . 734080 .341524 996948
7 3 758352 1.67.0379 1 058338 456652 1 128833 • 005010 022120 .748035 .341592 1.023499
8 3 758352 1 670379 1 068455 .434641 1 038833 - 006194 021256 .785736 .341513 1.096539
9 3 758352 I 670379 1 073703 401525 850202 - 006756 017652 .850720 .341585 122'5467
10 3 758352 1 670379 I 076425 372401 574695 - 005796 012107 .917048 .341509 . 1.361406
Ii 3 758352 1 670379 1 077836 358976 318994 - 003713 006749 951548 .341583 1.433522
12 3 758352 1 670379 1 078569 354926 159409 - 001957 003377 962196 .341508 1.456158
"
13 3 758352 1 670379 I 0/8948 353970 074291 - 000926 001574 .965005 .341583 1.461984
14 3 758352 I 670::r'9 ! 079145 353650 029570 - 000371 000627 .965668 .341508 1.463519
IS 3 758352 1670379 1 079248 353681 o 000000 o 000000: 0.000000 .965794 .341583 1.463659
J. 22 j(. 3 L X y Z R/RREI'" U/AREF V/AREF Y/AREF' UTREf' P/PREF ENT
1 :.> 758352 3 246102 o 000000 464930 1 134986 - 002750 o 000000 .739220 34368S I 004197
2 3 7o:;a:;:,2 3 246102 519'.:J4 464490 I 136035 • 002919 010875 .738515 343033 1 003619
3 3 758352 3 246102 788966 464347 1 139404 - 003433 .017801 .737057 .3422'50 1.001760
4 3 758352 3 246102 928734 465631 1 145432 - 004282 020203 .735556 .342497 .998617
5 3 758352 3.246102 1 001231 466593 1 152310 - 005499 021724 .734156 .342552 .995893
6 3.758352 3 246102 1 038834 464947 1 151144 • 007224 .022622 .736566 .342464 I 000517
7 3 758352 3 246102 1 058338 455954 1 121349 - 009436 '022569 751232 .342527 1.028503
8 3 758352 3 246102 1 066455 433947 1 029589 - 011534 021078 769156 342452 1 1020.17
9 3 7583.52 3 246102 1 073703 401440 . 841320 - .012085' 017477 853230 342'520 I 229187
10 3 738352 3 246102 1 076425 373010 566944 - 009840 .011988 918067 .342448 I 362028
11 3 758352 3 246102 I 077836 359847 316332 - 006060 .006694 .951843 .342518 1.432578
!2 3 758352 3.246102 1 078569 355856 158229 - 003149 .003352 .962321 .342448 1.454823
13 3 758352 3 246102 f 078948 .354906 073762 - 001489 .001563 965089 .342518 1.460566
14 3 758352 3 246102 1 079145 354595 029362 • 000597 000623 965743 .342447 1.462073
15 3.758352 3 246102 I 079248 354622 o 000000 0000000 o 000000 .965868 .342'518 I. 462216
J. 22 K· 4 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF TITREF P/PR(F ENT
I 3 758352 3 576329 o 000000 461463 1 120945 • 002410 o 000000 .745402 .343991 I 015613
2 3.758352 3 576329 519504 461039 1 121934 • 002517 .011355 .744709 ,343340 1015060
3 3. 758j52 3 576329 788966 460876 1 124985 -.002922 .018388 .743382 .342607 1 013395
4 3.758352 3 576329 928734 462002 I 129999 - 003746 .020560 .742317 .342952 1010956
5 3 758352 3 576329 I 001231 462459 I 134528 - 005134 021796 .741827 .343065 1.009888
6 3758352 3 576329 I 036834 .460022 1 ! 29470 - 007337 .022453 .745626 .343004 1017208
7 3 758352 3 576329 1 058338 450528 ! 095255 -010158 022214 .761485 .343071 1.047545
8 3 758352 3.576329 f 068455 429312 1 001134 - 012491 020611 .798955 .343001 1.120504
9 3 758352 3 576329 I 073703 399032 816131 -.012461 017016 .859745 343066 1.241557
10 3.758352 3.576329 I 076425 372681 553039 - 009243 011676 .920353 .342996 1.365903
II 3 758352 3.576329 1 077836 .360309 308734 - 005095 .006542 .952140 .343064 1.432290
12 3.758352 3 576329 1 078569 356504 154739 -.002442 003281 962113 .342997 1 453450
13 3.758352 3.576329 I 078948 355596 072.182 - 001109 001531 964758 .343064 I 458935
14 3 758352 3.576329 1 079145 .355296 028742 - 000437 000610 965384 342997 I 460374
15 3.758352 3.576329 ' .079248 .355321 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 965503 .343063 1460512
J. 22 K· 5 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF VIAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I 3.758352 3672510 o 000000 449689 I 075301 - .001193 o 000000 .764175 .343641 1.052030
2 3.758352 3 672510 519504 449183 I 076108 - 001216 .012453 .763495 .342949 1051567
3 3 758352 3 672510 788966 448776 I 078372 - 001311 020118 .762353 .34:2126 1050375
4 3 758352 3 672510 928734 449342 1 081260 - 001539 022304 761994 342396 I 049350
'5 3 758352 3 672510 1 001231 448810 1 0812bO - 002172 023067 .763072 .342474 1 051333
6 3.758352 3 672510 1 038834 445188 1 068974 • 003744 022905 769170 .342425 I 063176
7 3 758352 3 672510 1 058338 435452 1 027084 • 006061 021829 .786521 .342493 1.096817
8 3 758352 3 672510 1 068455 416740 930467 - 007770 .019659 821685 .342429 1.166163
9 3 758352 3 672510 i .073703 .391672 755182 - 007144 015!.'31 874429 .342489 1.2722CO
10 3 758352 3 6725:0 1 076425 369957 513485 · 004134 0108S3 .925582 .342426 1.377699
11 3 758352 3 672510 1 077836 359481 288415 - 001285 006118 952726 .342487 1 434489
12 3.758352 3 672510 1 078569 356175 144966 - 000148 003073 .961397 .342425 1.452906
13 3 758352 3 672510 1 078948 .355383 067686 000071 001434 .963712 .342487 I 457703
14 3 758352 3 672510 1 079145 355116 026963 000057 000571 .964261 .342425 1.458971
15 3.758352 3 672510 I 079248 35'5142 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964366 .342486 I 459087
J. 22 K· 6 L X y Z R/RR(F U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PR£F" ENT
1 3 758352 3 700523 o 000000 423369 949167 - 000803 o 000000 812249 343881 I 145517
2 3 758352 3 700523 519504 422866 949654 - 000829 013020 .811662 .343225 1 145234
3 3 758352 3 700523 788966 422322 950628 - .000897 021010 610911 .342468 1.144171
4 3 758352 3 700523 928734 422353 !jS0278 • 000958 .023332 611516 .342746 1.145583
5 3 758352 3 700523 I 001231 420866 943450 -001056 .024040 814397 .342752 1 151273
6 3 758352 3.700523 1 038834 4; 6417 920001 - 001429 023048 822855 .342651 1 168185
7 3 758352 3 700523 1 058338 407752 865696 - 002213 020519 840516 .342723 1.203338
8 3 758352 3 700523 1 068455 394393 769972 - 002839 017191 868818 342656 1 260'542
9 3 758352 3 700523 1 073703 378644 619219 • 002309 013253 905128 .342721 I 334804
10 3 758352 3 700523 I 076425 355168 423549 - 000894 008958 938344 342653 1.403994
11 3.758352 3 700523 I 077836 358381 240656 000107 005082 956298 342719 1.441635
12 3 758352 3 700523 1 078569 356104 121832 .000262 002577 .962223 342652 1 454269
13 3 758352 3 700523 1 078948 355575 057073 000164 001209 963839 .342718 1 457576
14 3.758352 3 700523 1 079145 355:65 022769 000071 .000483 964225 .342652 1.4'58507
15 3.758352 3 700523 ! 079248 355407 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964299 .342716 1.458550
J. 22 K· 7 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF V/AREF T/TR£F P/PR£F ENT
1 3 758352 3 708682 o 000000 384826 676973 - 000127 o 000000 893022 343658 1.308448
2 3 758352 3 708682 519504 384271 676855 • 000135 011203 892517 .34~68 1 308464
3 3 758352 3 708682 788966 .383560 676047 - 000151 017659 .892041 .342151 I 308735
4 3 758352 3 708682 928734 363457 672660 - .000149 .018933 892996 .342426 1.310276
5 3 758352 3.708682 1 001231 .382337 660763 - 000152 019260 895794 .342495 1.3.15921
6 3.758352 3.708682 1 038834 379432 630273 - 000209 018161 902452 .342419 I 329752
7 3.758352 3 708682 I 058338 374780 573975 • 000305 015311 913783 .342467 1.353108
8 3 758352 3.708682 1 068455 369147 494300 - 000322 .011653 .927571 .342410 .1.381871
9 3.758352 ' 3 708682 ! 07.')703 .363723 395537 - 000207 008465 941570 .342470 1.41 lOS?
10 3 758352 3 708682 1 076425 359055 .277211 -000138 .005777 .953643 .342410 1.436552
11 3 758352 3.708682 1 077836 356474 162512 - 000187 .C03379 960712 .34."'469 1.451384
12 3.758352 3 708682 I 078569 355470 083805 · 000208 .001753 963259 .342409 . 1456875
13 3 758352 3 708682 I 07'3948 355260 039603 • 000138 000834 963993 .342468 1.458328
14 3 758352 3.708682 1 079145 355133 015866 - 000061 000335 964172 .342409 I 458808
15 3 758352 3.708682 I 079248 355181 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 964207 .342468 1.458781
J. 22 K· 8 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF . VIA'rtEf" W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.758352 3 711059 0.000000 360421 .304980 .000017 0.000000 .954098 343878 1 435056
2 3 758352 3.711059 519504 359927 .304496 .000015 006081 953584 .343221 1.435070
3 3.758352 3.711059· 788%6 359361 303101 000011 .009050 .952981 .342464 1.435066
4 3.758352 3.711059 928734 359551 300275 000013 008989 .953250 .342742 1.435168
5 3 758352 3711059 1 001231. 359389 292290 .000013 009231 953702 .342750 1.436107
6 3.758352 3.711059 I 038834 358859 273535 000003 008510 .954841 .342653 1.438672
7 3.758352 3.711059 1 058338 .358225 243090 - 000013 .006709 956743 .342729 1.442557
8 3.758352 3.711059 1 068455 .357454 .207001 - 000019 .004934 .958627 .342665 1.446643
9 3.758352 3.711059 1.073703 356791 168438 - 000026 .003759 960592 .3~273O 1.450687
10 3 758352 3 711059 1 076425 356030 122837 000018 002720 962444 .342659 1.454725
11 3.758352 3.711059 1077836 .355624 075607 000072 .001677 963732 342726 I 457336
12 3.758352 3.711059 1 078569 355369 .040642 • 000134 .000871 .964232 .342658 1.458512
13 3.758352 3.711059 1 078948 355378 019672 • 000165 .000423 964399 .342726 1 458750
14 3.758352 3.711059 I 079145 355291 007982 - 000067 000153 .964441 .342657 I 458955
15 3.758352 3.711059 1 079248 .355360 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .964449 .342726 1.458855
J. 22 K· 9 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIA REF Ii/AREF T/TREF' P/PR[F' ENT
1 3.758352 3.711751 o 000000 355841 097742 - 000000 o 000000 965763 .343658 1.460052
~ 3.7583':? 3711751 519504 355333 097531 - 000001 002126 965203 .342968 I 460039
3 3.758352 3 711751 788966 354753 096971 - 000001 003030 964475 .342151 1.459891
4 3 758352 3.711751 928734 355025 095988 000000 002783 964513 342426 1.4.59501
5 3 758352 3.711751 . 1001231 355165 093306 - 000000 .002928 964332 .342497 1.458996
6 3 758352 3 711751 1 038834 355190 .087098 • 000001 002733 964057 .342423 I 458541
7 3 758352 3711751 1 058338 355300 077286 • 000000 002137 .963900 .342473 1.458122
8 3 758352 3711751 I 068455 ·355306 066015 - 000000 001576 963720 .342415 1.457841
9 3 758352 3.711751 I 073703 355302 054201 • 000000 001229 963878 .342468 1.458085
10 3 758352 3 711751 I 076425 355150 040443 · 000000 000790 964126 342409 I 458709
.. 3 758352 3 711751 I 077836 355139 025728 000000 000728 .964338 .342474 I 459050.,
12 3 758352 3711751 I 078569 355052 014277 - 000000 .000417 964377 .342403 1.459251
13 3.758352 3 711751 1 078948 355114 007197 000000 000174 964400 .342471 1.459185
14 3 758352 3.711751 I 079145 355039 003011 000000 000073 964~10 .342404 1.459322
15 3.758352 3 711751 I 079248 355110 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 96~409 .342471 1.459205
J. 22 K· 1) L X Y Z R/RREF UiAREF V/AREF Ii/AREF T/TREF' P/PR[F' ENT
I 3 758352 3.711952 o 000000 355565 o 000000 o OOOOOu 0000000 .967130 .343877 1.462572
2 3.758352 3 711952 519504 355094 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 966564 .343221 1.462492
3 3 758352 3 711952 . 788966 354583 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965822 342464 1.462211
4 3 758352 3 711952 928734 354868 a 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .965833 .342743 1.461758
5 3 7583'52 3 711952 I 001231 3'54971 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 9;;~578 342752 I 461202
6 3 758)'52 3 711q<;2 1 01Rfl')4 J'.'.012 o 000000 I'l 000000 o 000000 96')142 34](,56 1 ..&0....2
7 3 7':i0)I)2 3 71190:.; 1 O'~UJ)8 3·.>'·.2~,3 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 96",52 342131 I "'59"08
6 3 758352 3 711952 I 06845S 35'5336 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964339 .3..266.. 1.458729
.9 3 758352 3 711952 I 073703 355418 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 96429'5 .3-42728 I 458526
10 3 758352 3.711952 I 076425 355327 0000000 o 000000 o 000000 964350 .342660 1.458759
II 3 758352 3 711952 I 077836 355371 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .964423 .342728 . 1.458795
12 3 758352 3 711952 1 078569 355308 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964407 .342661 1.458876
13 3 758352 3 711952 I 078948 355381 (} 000000 o 000000 (} 000000 964395 .342727 '1.458738
14 3 758352 3 711952 I 079145 355283 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 964356 .342619 1.458840
15 ~ 758352 3 711952 I 079246 355196 o OOOOOU o 000000 o 000000 .964382 .342545 1.'459022
J. 23 Ks 1 L X y Z R/RREF' U/AREF V/AREF' Ii/AREF' TITREr P/PREF' ENT
I 4 222346 o 000000 o 000000 455326 1 149831 o 000000 o 000000 .731730 .333176 1 002356
2 4 222346 o 000000 524240 .455042 1 150B42 o 000000 010951 731059 .332663 1.001687
3 4 222346 o 000000 79615'9 455206 1 154372 o 000000 017836 .729588 .332113 .999527
4 4.222346 o 000000 937201 .456676 1 161028 o 000000 02038'3 .727858 .332396 .995872
5 4 222346 o 000000 I 010358 457748 ! 166604 o 000000 022048 .726211 .332422 .992687
6 4 222346 o 000000 I 048305 456059 1 167465 o 000000 .022947 .728800 .332376 .997700
7 4 222346 o 000000 1 067987 446505 1 136228 o 000000 022895 :744466 .332408 1.027814
8 4.222346 0'000000 1 078196 423636 1 040830 o 000000 021321 .784553 .332365 1.106178
9 4 222346 o 000000 I 083491 390463 846839 o 000000 017609 851304 .332402 1 240090
10 4 222346 o 000000 1 086238 362169 569416 0"000000 012006 .917697 .332361 1.377637
11 4 222346 o 000000 I 067663 349296 315403 .0 000000 006677 951630 .332400 1.449407
12 4 222346 o 000000 I 088402 .345464 157643 o 000000 003340 962070 .332360 1 471789
13 4 222346 o 000000 1 088785 344519 073490 o 000000 001558 964823 .332400 1.477618
14 4' 222346 o 000000 1 088984 344246 .029254 o 000000 000620 96547-4 .332360 1479085
15 4 222346 o 000000 I 089087 344243 o 000000 o 000000 O.OOOOVO .965598 .332400 1.479280
J. 23 K' 2 L X y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' v/AREr li/AREF' T/TREF' P/PR[F' (NT
I 4 222346 I 670379 o 000000 .455728 I 149793 · 001878 o 000000 .731930 .333561 1.002276
2 4 222346 1.670379 .524240 455449 1 150805 - 001991 010902 .731259 .333051 1 :001602
3' 4 222346 1 670379 796159 455615 i 154317 • 002312 017768 .729788 .332502 .999442
<f
4 4 222346 1 670379 937201 457057 1 160875 - 002810 .020337 .728076 .332772 99'5838
5 4 222346 I 670379 I 010358 458064 1 168185 • 003489 .022021 .726515 332790 992828
6 4 22~346 1 670379 1 048305 456264 1 166551 - 004402 022921 729281 332745 998179
7 4 222346 1 670379 I 067987 446579. 1 134649 - 005'542 022863 745165 332775 1 028710
8 4 222346 1 670379 1 078196 4;;>lf,67 I 038(,56 - 006!',32 021279 785362 332732 1 107287
9 4 2.<'2346 I f,1f)!79 I 013:3431 3')0£.·02 844::'')7 - 006943 017563 851939 .332769 I 240836
10 4 222346 , 670379 1 08&233 362456 567840 - 00Sn4 011973 917980 332729 1 377623
11 4 222346 I 670379 I 087663 34964'5 314592 - 003'593 006660 951727 332767 I 448977
12 4 222346 1 670379 I 088402 345629 .1572"".>6 • 001882 003332 962119 332728 I 471243
13 4 222346 1 670379 I 08878'5 344886 073311 - 000890 00.1554 964860 332766 I 477046
14 4 222346 I 670379 1 088984 344614 029183 • 000357 000619 965508 .332728 I 478504
15 4 222346 I 670379 1 089087 344610 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 965631 332766 I 478700
J. 23 K· 3 L X y Z RIPPEI'" U/APEI'" V/AREI'" Ii/AREI'" TITREI'" P/PREI'" ENT
1 4 222346 3 246102 o 000000 455738 1 145622 • 002923 o 000000 .733738 334392 I 004743
2 4 222346 3 246102 524240 ~'55478 I 147619 - 003088 010891 733081 333902 1 004072
3 4 222346 3 ';>46102 7%159 4~,~,r'(J9 1 151009 - 001':>97 017t>')S 731674 333401 1 001979
4 4 222346 :3 ?4()~O2 917';>01 4~) 10.8 1 1~71 17 • 004466 02022': 730134 333699 998669
5 4 222346 3 2~/)102 1 010358 457798 I 163357 • 005744 02190'5 728959 333716 996399
6 4 222346 3 246102 1 048305 455607 I 159923 • 007516 022785 732368 333672 I 002982
7 4 222346 3 246102 1 067987 445'587 1 125847 - 009654 022692 .748900 333700 1 034787
8 4 2223~6 3 246102 1 078196 422799 I 028308 - 011476 .021079 .789171 333660 I 113570
9 4 222346 3 246102 I 083491 390435 834837 - 011650 .017369 854672 333694 1 245030
10 4 222346 3 246102 ! 086238 363018 561374 • 009217 011639 .919120 .333657 I 378481
11 4 222346 3 246102 1 087663 3'50486 3114 i 3 - 005577 006594 95L083 333692 1 448\26
12 .. 222346 3 21.6102 1 088402 3410736 155760 • 002881 003301 962276 333655 1 469941
13 4 222346 3 245102 1 088785 345806 072638 - 00136! 001540 964968 .333692 1 475639
14 4 222346 3 24(;102 I 088984 34')')40 028918 • 000'546 000613 965606 333656 1 477067
15 4 nn4& 3 )M,IO,7 i 009007 )4,:>'',]4 o ~~~OOO o 000000 o 000000 %fJ,727 3J36?2 1 477263
J' 23 K· 4 L X y Z RIRH(f U/IIREI' V/AR(F Ii/AREI'" TITREI' P/PR(F' ENT
I 4 222;'46 3 576131 o 000000 451%0 1 129862 - 002409 o 000000 741101 .334655 I 018579
2 4 222346 3 576131 524240 451278 1 130768 - 002'508 011329 740471 .334158 I 017960
3 4 222346 3 576131 796159 4513$9 1 133737 • 002878 018257 739227 333679 I 0161SO
<I .. 222346 3 576131 937LOI 45;>522 1 138644 - 003648 0?0')89 738183 334044 I 013697
5 4 22;>346 3 576131 1 010358 4':>,'730 I 142132 • 004988 021975 737989 3)4110 I 013244
6 4 222346 3 576131 I 048305 44':l764 1 134934 - 007069 022591 .742776 334089 1 022483
7 4 222346 3 576131 I 067987 439440 1 09661 I - 009'594 022292 760329 334119 I 055432
a 4 ;»2jl146 J ':>7(,111 I Olfl196 4117(11 9'HI02 • 0114005 020r ,',O 799017 334004 I 1)4002
9 ~ 2.).' ,146 3 ~)lfil j i 1 00 J4'J 1 :lU"r.o till In) • 0111 J2 OIM':l6 8()16~8 334115 1 2':>U(,&6
10 4 222346 3 ~Jr)1J1 i O/:l&<'18 36."Y)O 543141 - OOCO.?'5 011488 921602 334081 I 382994
11 4 222346 3 576131 1 087663 3~G&02 302688 • 004301 006416 952426 .334113 1 448125
12 4 222345 3 576i31 I 088402 347257 151683 - 002011 003217 962055 .334080 I 468723
13 4 222346 3 '576131 , 088785 346371 070769 - 000898 001501 96.4608 334113 I 474125
14 4 22n46 3576131 1 OGsct34 346120 028181
- 000350 000')98 965213 334080 1 475477
15 4 222346 3 5713131 I 08908l 3461 1:1 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 965328 334113 1 475665
J. 23 K· 5 L X' Y Z R/FlPEF' U/AFlEF' Y/AFlEF' II/AREI'" TITREI'" p/PR[F' ENT
I 4 222346 3 57;»?') Q 000000 430740 I 079365 ·001150 o 000000 761976 334309 I 0'59396
2 4 222346 3 67.:395 524240 4383&4 I 080031 - 001180 012220 761384 333776 I 058917
3 4 222346 3 672395 796159 438206 I 082047 • 001273 019674 760401 333212 I 0'57722
4 4 222346 3 672395 937201 438717 I 084598 • 001470 022023 .760152 .333491 I 056882
5 4 222346 3 672395 1 010358 437928 1 083572 - 002038 022962 761569 333512 1 OS?S14
6 4 222346 3 672395 1 048305 433946 I 069049 • 003420 022792 768521 .333497 1 073202
7 4 222346 3 67 2395 1.067987 423716 I 023614 - 005354 021704 787146 .333526 1109750
8 4 222346 3 672395 1 078196 404879 922526 • 006633 019461 623694 333497 I 182594
9 4 222346 3 G72395 1 083491 380335 743500 - 005882 015680 876918 333522 I 290899
10· 4 222346 3 672395 1 086238 359711 502108 - 003234 010640 927114 3334'33 I 395570
11 4 222346 :1 672395 I 087663 349W4 281141 • 000063 005963 953177 333520 I 4S0754
12 4 222346 3 672395 I 088402 34(.8')9 141300 000021 002995 961464 333492 I 468494
13 4 222346 3 672395 I 088785 34CQ91 065994 000139 001399 963677 333520 I 473178
14 4 222346 3 672395 I 088984 345874 026292 000082 000557 964202 .333492 I 474352
15 4 22234G 3 672395 I 089087 345867 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .964302 .333520 1.474517
J. 23 K- 6 L X r Z R/RAE!' U/AAEF' V/AREF' W/AREF' TITRtF P/PR(F ENT
';;/
1 4.222346 3 700473 o 000000 411812 947010 -.000763 0.o00ooo .812385 .334550 1 156464
2 4 222346 3 700473 524240 411428 .947233 • 000789 .012455 .8'1930 .334051 1.156246
3 4 222346 3 700473 796159 411059 .947696 - 000849 019982 811445 .333552 1.157970
4 4 222346 3 700473 937201 411029 .946780 - 000893 022345 .812239 .333854 1 159138
5 4 222346 3 700473 I 010358 409399 938963 • 000975 .023200 .815396 333822 I 165493
6 4 222346 3 700473 1 048305 404920 .914062 - 001291 0222130 824269 .333763 1 183372
7 4 222346 3 700473 I 067987 396311 .859178 - 001918 019940 842260 .333797 I 219639
8 4 222346 3 700473 1 078196 383255 760618 - 002364 016775 870865 333763 1 278073
9 4 222346 3 700473 I 083491 367949 607908 - 001855 012964 .907176 .333795 1.353246
10 4 222346 3 700473 I 086238 355180 412897 - 000700 008726 939694 333761 I 421696
11 4 222346 3 700473 I 087663 340840 233959 000080 004941 956865 333793 I 458144
12 4 222346 3 700473 I 088402 346758 I !8501 00019! 002507 9625f5 333760 I 470269
I:> 4 222346 3 700473 I 088785 346237 055543 000117 .001177 964056 .333792 I 473508
14 4 222346 3 700473 I 088984 346071 022163 000050 000471 964424 .333759 I 474355
15 .. 222345 3 700473 I 089087 346080 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 .964495 .333792 1.474449
'. 23 K· 7 L X '( Z R/RREr: U/AREF' V/AREF' W/Ap'(F T/TREF P/PREF' ENT. 4 222346 3 708664 o 000000 374000 .670343 • OC')112 o 000000 893921 334327 1 324801,
2 <I 222346 3 708664 524240 373558 669844 - 000120 010365 893562 333797 1 324894
3 .4 222346 3 708664 796159 373016 668330 • 000131 016224 893354 333236 1 325356
4 4 222345 3 708664 937201 372882 664350 - 000123 017591 894434 333519 I 327148
5 4 222346 3 708664 1 010358 371722 651925 • 000123 .018112 .897267 333534 I 333013
6 4 222346 3 708664 I 048305 369002 621707 - 000171 017117 903782 333497 I 346642
7 4 222346 3 708664 I 067987 364655 567358 • 000246 014547 914595 333512 1.369228
6 4 222346 3 708664 1 078196 359332 489695 • 000250 011267 928076 333488 I 397606
9 <I 222346 3 70%64 I 083491 353961 390276 - 000167 008319 942232 .333514 I 427497
10 " 222346 3 708664 I 08'3238 349432 271194 . - 000141 005672 954370 333487 I 453355
11 4 222346 3 708654 I 087663 346963 158506 • 000179 003307 961233 .333512 1 467964
12 4 222346 3 708564 I 088402 346049 081814 • 000191 001714 963697 333480 1 473280
13 4 222346 3 708664 1 088785 345821 038687 - 000124 000816 964404 333512 I 474750.
14 4 222346 3 708664 I 088984 345733 015502 • 000055 000328 964578 333466 I 475167
15 4 222346 3 708664 1 089087 345747 o 000000 O. 000000 0.000000 964611 333511 I .75193
J. 23 K· a L X '( Z IVRREF UIAREF" V/AREF WAREF T/TREF _ P/Pf!EF ENT
1 4 222346 3 711052 o 000000 350715 300092 000019 o 000000 953896 334546 1 450505
2 <I 222346 3 711052 524240 350348 299373 000016 005345 953473 334047 1 450469
3 4 222346 3 711052 796159 349989 297631 000013 007888 953025 333549 1 450381
4 4 222346 3 711052 937201 350202 294645 000015 008056 953309 .333851 I 450461
5 4 222346 3 711052 I 010358 35001.8 286681 000014 008516 953724 333821 1 451397
6 4 222346 3 7! 1052 I 048305 349556 268895 000005 007901 954825 333765 I 4538.1
7 4 222346 3 711052 1 067937 348934 240764 - 000008 006362 956635 .333803 1 45763'5
B 4 222345 3 711052 1 078196 348156 206568 - 000012 004828 958686 333772' 1 4$2066
9 4 222346 3 711052 I 063491 347367 167366 • 000022 .003750 960949 .333802 t 466848
10 4 222346 3 711052 I 086238 346584 120680 000018· 002678 96301. 333765 I ,ql327
,'-
PRINTOUT OF FLOWFIELD INITIAL DATA FOR TEST CASE NO. 4
NOZZLE FLOW FIELD AS WRITTEN TO RESTART FILE AT STEP 0 TIME = .00000 CT= .05000
J= 1 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -9.055118 .000000 .000000 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .99101 1 .968890 1 .oooeoo
2 -9.055118 .000000 .691889 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
3 -9.0'55118 .000000 1.100368 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
4 -9.055118 .000000 1.341528 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991 01 1 .968890 1.000eoo
5 -9. 003511 C .000000 1.483905 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
6 -9.055118 .000000 1.567962 .97767'9 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
7 -9.055118 .000000 1.617587 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
8 -9. 055 i 1 fl .000000 1.646886 .977679 .212002 .000000 . COOOOO .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
9 -9.055118 .oaoooo 1.664183 .975332 .181716 .000000 .000000 .993396 .968890 1.003::71
10 -9.05S118 .000000 1.674395 .973354 .151430 .000000 .000000 .995414 .968890 1.006~25
11 -9.055118 .000000 1 .68CJ424 .9717'43 .121144 .000000 .000000 .997065 .968890 1.008=63
12 -9.055118 .000000 1.683983 .970493 .090858 .000000 .000000 .998349 .968890 1.010::82
11 -9.055118 .000000 1.685085 .969602 . 060572 .000000 .000000 .999266 .968890 1.011E81
14 -9. 055118 .000000 1 .687325 .969068 .030286 .000000 .000000 .999817 .968890 1.012L 62
15 -9.0:-:;SI18 .000000 1 .688058 .968890 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .968890 1.012722
16 -9. 055118 .000000 2.000000 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515777
17 -9.055118 .000000 2.000031 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 -9.0'5~,118 .000000 2.000110 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1 .091828 .500000 1 .492~03
19 -9.055118 .000000 2.000309 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -9.0'55118 .000000 2.000807 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 -9. 0'55118 .000000 2.002059 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458~83
22 -9.055118 .000000 2.005204 .469695 .452327 .000000 . 000000 1.0€4520 .500000 1.44C~15
23 -9.055118 .000000 2.013103 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -9.055118 .000000 2.032944 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .026110 .500000 1.386E92
25 -9.055118 .000000 2.082783 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -9.055118 .000000 2.207974 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 -9.055118 .000000 2.522438 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
28 -9.055118 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 2 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF \~/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -7.742732 .000000 .000000 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1 .oooeoo
2 -7.7~2782 .000000 .691889 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
3 -7.742782 .000000 1.100368 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
4 -7.7'12782 .000000 1.341528 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1 .oooeoo
5 -7.742782 .000000 1.483905 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991 011 .968890 1.000eoo
6 -7.742782 .000000 1.567962 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .9!::1011 .968890 1 .oooeoo
7 -7.742782 .000000 1.617587 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1 .oooeoo
8 -7.742782 .000000 1.646886 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
9 -7.742782 .000000 1.664183 .975332 .181716 .000000 .000000 .993396 .968890 1.003::71
10 -7.742782 .000000 1.674395 .973354 .151430 .000000 .000000 .995414 .968890 1 .006~25
11 -7. 74278;~ .000000 1.680424 .971743 .121144 .000000 .000000 .997065 .96e890 1.008=63
12 -7.742782 .000000 1.683983 4970493 .090858 .000000 .000000 .998349 .968890 1.010::82
13 -7.742182 .000000 1.686085 .969602 .060572 .000000 .000000 .999266 .968890 1 .011 E81
14 -7.742782 .000000 1.687325 .9690G8 .030286 .000000 .000000 .999817 .968890 1.012462
15 -7. 7'~2782 .000000 1.688058 .968890 .000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1.000000 .968890 1.012722
16 -7.742782 .000000 2.000000 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515777
17 -7.742782 .000000 2.000031 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500C60
18 -7.742782 .000000 2.000110 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492~03
19 -7.742782 .OOOOGO 2.000309 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483217
20 -7.742782 .000000 2.000807 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1 .081412 .500000 1.472212
21 -7.742782 .OOCOOO 2.002059 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1 .458~8322 -7.7~2782 .000000 2.005204 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .064520 .500000 1 .440~15
23 -7.742782 .000000 2.013103 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1 .052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -7.742782 .000000 2.032944 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 -7.742782 .000000 2.082783 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.0152:3'0 .500000 1.347{28
26 -7.742782 .000000 2.207974 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .98806"9 .500000 1.297::21
27 -7.742782 .000000 2.522438 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .98000'0 .500000 1.282{10
28 -7.742782 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .79196<> .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282{10
.1= 3 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -6.430446 .000000 .000000 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991 0"1 1 .968890 1.000eoo
2 -6.430446 .000000 .691889 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
3 -6.430446 .000000 1 .100368 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
4 -6.430446 .000000 1.341528 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
5 -6.430446 .000000 1.483905 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
6 -6.430446 .000000 1.567962 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1 .oooeoo
7 -6.430446 .000000 1.617587 .977679 .212002 .000000 .cooooo .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
8 -6.430446 .000000 1.646886 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
9 -6.-430446 .000000 1.664183 .975332 .181716 .000000 .000000 .993396 .968890 1.003::71
10 -6.430446 .000000 1.674395 .973354 .151430 .000000 .000000 .995414 .968890 1.006:<25
11 -6.430446 .000000 1.680424 .971743 .121144 .000000 .000000 .997065 .968890 1.008=63
12 -6.430446 .000000 1.683983 .970493 .090858 .000000 .000000 .998349 .968890 1.010::82
13 -6.430446 .000000 1.686085 .969602 .060572 .000000 .000000 .999266 .968890 1.011E81
14 -6.430446 .000000 1 .687325 .969068 .030286 .000000 .000000 .999817 .968890 1 .01 2 Li 62
15 -6.430446 .000000 1.688058 .968890 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .ocoooo .968890 1.012{22
16 -6.430446 .000000 2.000000 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515{77
17 -6.430446 .000000 2.000031 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 -6.430446 .000000 2.000110 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 -6.430446 .000000 2.000309 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -6.430446 .000000 2.000807 • 462358 .346609 .000000 . .000000 1 .081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 -6.430446 .000000 2.002059 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .5000QO· 1 .458:<83
22 -6.430446 .000000 2.005204 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0\:4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 -6.430446 .000000 2.013103 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1 . O!S2166~ .500000 1.416E69
24 -6.430446 .ooouoo 2.032944 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110- .500000 1.386£92
25 -6.430446 .000000 2.082783 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347{28
26 -6.430446 .000000 2.207974 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.29n:21
27 -6.430446 .000000 2.522438 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1 .282710
28 -6.430446 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1 . 282{ 10
J= 4 K= 1 L )( y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -5.118110 .000000 .000000 .977679 .212002 .000000 .000000 .991011 .968890 1 .oooeoo
2 -5.118110 .000000 .691889 .977679 .212002 .000000 -.000922 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
3 -5.118110 .000000 1 .100368 .977679 .212002 .000000 -.001466 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
4 -5.118110 .000000 1.341528 .977679 .212002 .000000 -.001788 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
5 -5.118110 .000000 1.483905 .977679 .212002 .000000 -.001978 .991011 .968890 1.000COO
6 -5.118110 .000000 1.567962 .977679 .212002 .000000 -.002090 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
.,
-5.118110 .000000 1.617587 .977679 .212002 .000000 -.002156 .991011 .968890 1 .oooeoo
8 -5.110110 .000000 1.646886 .977679 .212002 .000000 -.002195 .991011 .968890 1.000eoo
9 -5.118110 .000000 1.664183 .975332 .181716 .000000 -.001901 .993396 .968890 1.003::71
10 -5.118110 .000000 1.674395 .973354 .151430 .000000 -.001594 .995414 .968890 1.006:<25
11 -5.118110 .000000 1 .680424 .971743 .121144 .000000 -.-001280 .997065 .968890 1.008=63
12 -5.118110 .000000 1.683983 .970493 .090858 .000000 -.000962 .998349 .968890 1.010::82
13 -5.1 18110 .000000 1.686085 .969602 .060572 .000000 -.000642 .999266 .968890 1.·011E81
14 -5.118110 .000000 1.687325 .969068 .030286 .000000 -.00032.1 .999817 .968890 1.012 Li 62
15 -5.118110 .000000 1.688058 .968890 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .968890 1.012{22
~ 16 -5.1181 i 0 .000000 2.000000 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515{77
17 -5.118110 .000000 2.000031 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 -5.118110 .000000 2.000110 ..457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1 .091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 -5.118110 .000000 2.000309 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -5.118110 .000000 2.000807 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1 .472::12





22 -5.118110 .000000 2.005204 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1. 064520 .500000 1 .440~15
23 -5.1 18110 .000000 2.013103 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -5.118110 .000000 2.032944 .482574 .588771 .OOOOCO .OOCOOO 1 . 03611 0 .500000 1.386E92
25 -5.1 t 8110 .000000 2.082783 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -5.118110 .000000 2.207974 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 -5.118110 .000000 2.5224::l8 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
28 -5.118110 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 5 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF WjAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -4.068241 .000000 .000000 .976244 .218758 .000000 .000000 .990429 .966900 1.000eoo
2 -4.068241 .000000 .681615 .976244 .218758 .000000 -.003042 .990429 .966900 1.000eoo
3 -4.068241 .000000 1 . 084029 .976244 .218758 .000000 -.004838 .990429 .966900 1.000eoo
4 -4.068241 .000000 1.321608 .976244 .218758 .000000 -.005899 .990429 .966900 1.000eoo
5 -4.068241 .000000 1.461870 .976244 .218758 .000000 -.006525 .990429 .966900 1.000eoo
6 -4.068241 .000000 1.544679 ,976244 .218758 .000000 -.006894 .990429 .966900 1.000eoo
7 -4.068241 .000000 1.593568 .976244 .218758 .000000 -.007112 .990429 .966900 1.000eoo
8 -4.0·38241 .000000 1.622431 .976244 .218758 .000000 -.001241 .990420 • ~Hlr;900 1 .IHHnat!
9 -4.058241 .000000 1.639472 .973748 .187507 .000000 -.006272 .992968 .966900 1.003=91
10 -4.068241 .000000 1.649532 .971645 .156256 .000000 -.005259 .995117 .966900 1.0061:33
11 -4.058241 .000000 1.655472 .969932 . 125004 .000000 -.004222 .996875 .966900 1.009123
12 -4. 0-38241 .000000 1.658978 .968603 .093753 .000000 -.003173 .998242 .966900 1.011(61
13 -4.0G8241 .000000 1.661048 .967656 .062502 .000000 -.002118 .999219 .966900 1.012£:46
14 -4.058241 .000000 1.662271 .967089 .031251 .000000 -.001060 .999805 .966900 1 .013~78
15 -4.058241 .000000 i .562992 .966900 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .966900 1.013=55
16 -4. 068~~41 .000000 1.980640 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .105440 .502094 1.515777
17 -4.053241 .000000 1.980672 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 -4.068241 .000000 1 .980753 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1 .492~03
19 -4.058241 .000000 1.980954 .459905 .302158 .000000. .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -4.068241 .000000 1.981460 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 -4.058241 .000000 1.982730 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:<83
22 -4.058241 .000000 1.985921 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .064520 .500000 1.440~15
23 -4.068241 .000000 1 .993937 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1 .052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -4.068241 .000000 2.014071 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1 .3861:92
25 -4.068241 .000000 2.064645 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1. 015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -4.068241 .000000 2.191682 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 -4.068241 .000000 2.510785 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
26 -4.068241 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 6 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF PjPREF ENT
1 -3.280840 .000000 .000000 .973886 .229440 .000000 .000000 .989471 .963632 1 .oooeoo
2 -3.280840 .000000 .665339 .973886 .229440 .000000 -.005921 .989471 .963632 1 .oooeoo
3 -3.280840 .000000 1 .059734 .973886 .229440 .000000 - .009417 .989471 .963632 1.000eoo
4 -3.280840 .000000 1.291988 .973886 .229440 .000000 -.011481 .989471 .963632 1 .oooeoo
5 -3.280840 .000000 1.429108 .973886 .229440 .000000 -.012699 .989471 .963632 1 .oooeoo
6 -3.230840 .oocooo 1.510060 .973886 .229440 .000000 -.013418 .989471 .963632 1 . oooeoo
7 -3.280840 .000000 1.557854 .973886 .229440 .000000 -.013843 .989471 .963632 1 .oooeoo
8 -3.280840 .000000 1.586070 .973886 .229440 .000000 -.014094 .989471 .963632 1 .oooeoo
9 -3.280840 .000000 1 .602728 .971145 .196663 .000000 -.012207 .992265 .963632 1 •003~54
10 -3.280840 .000000 1.612563 .968837 .163886 .000000 -.010235 .994628 .963632 1.007::04
11 -3.280840 .000000 1.618370 .966957 .131109 .000000 - .008218 . 996562 ~ .963632 1.010e47
12 -3.280840 .000000 1.621798 .965500 .098331 .000000 -.006176 .998066 ' •. 963632 1.012182
13 -3.280840 .000000 1.623822 .964461 .065554 .000000 -.004123 .999141 .963632 1.013707
14 -3.280840 .000000 1.625016 .963840 .032777 .000000 -.002063 .999785 .963632 1.014E23
15 -3.280840 .000000 1.625722 .963632 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .963632 1.014£28
16 -3.280840 .000000 1 .938270 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515177
17 -3.280840 .000000 1.938303 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500C60
18 -3.280840 .000000 1.938386 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1 .492~03
19 -3.280840 .000000 1.938594 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -3.280840 .000000 1.939116 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472212
21 -3.280840 .000000 1.940426 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458:<8.3
22 -3.230840 .000000 1.943719 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .OE4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 -3.280840 .000000 1 .951989 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -3.280840 .000000 1.972764 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 -3.280840 .000000 2.024948 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -3.280840 .000000 2.156027 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.29n21
27 -3.280840 .000000 2.485283 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282'i10
28 -3.280840 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
u= 7 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -2.650919 .000000 .000000 .970077 .245749 .000000 .000000 .987921 .958360 1 .oooeoo
2 -2.650919 .000000 .645038 .970077 .245749 .000000 -.009188 .987921 .958360 1.000eoo
3 -2.650919 .000000 1 .025858 .970077 .245749 .000000 -.014613 .987921 .958360 1.000eoo
4 -2.650919 .000000 1.250688 .970077 .245749 .000000 -.017815 .987921 .958360 1.oooeoo
5 -2.650919 .000000 1.383424 .970077 .245749 .000000 -.019706 .987921 .958360 1.000eoo
6 -2.650919 .000000 1.461789 .970077 .245749 .000000 -.020822 .987921 .958360 1 .oooeoo
7 -2.650919 .000000 1.508055 .970077 .245749 .000000 -.021481 .987921 .958360 1.000(00
8 -2.650919 .000000 1.535369 .970077 .245749 .000000 -.021870 .987921 .958360 1 .oooeoo
9 -2.650919 .000000 1.55;495 .966940 .210642 .000000 -.018943 .991126 .958360 i .004544
10 -2.650919 .000000 1.561016 .964302 .175535 .000000 -.015883 .993837 .958360 1.008::94
11 -2.650919 .000000 1.566636 .962154 .140428 .000000 -.012752 .996056 .958360 1.011 546
12 -2.650919 .000000 1.569955 .960491 .105321 .000000 -.009584 .997781 .958360 1.014(01
13 -2.650919 .000000 1.571914 .959306 .070214 .000000 -.006397 .999014 .958360 1.015'i55
14 -2.650919 .000000 1.573070 .958596 .035107 .000000 -.003201 .999753 .958360 1.0i6E07
15 -2.650919 .000000 1 .573753 .958360 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .958360 1.017158
16 -2.6'50919 .000000 1.887087 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515'i77
17 -2.650919 .000000 1.887121 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 -2.650919 .000000 1 .887207 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 -2.650919 .000000 1.887422 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -2.650919 .000000 1.887963 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472212
21 -2.650919 .000000 1.889323 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:<83
22 -2.650919 .000000 1.892738 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .OE4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 -2.650919 .000000 1.901317 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1 .052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -2.650919 .000000 1.922865 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 -2.650919 .000000 1.976993 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -2.6'':'0919 .000000 2.112954 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297521
27 -2.650919 .000000 2.454475 .510204 .. 791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1 .282710
28 -2.650919 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1 •.282710
u= 8 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -2.204724 .000000 .000000 .966063 .261874 .000000 .000000 .986284 .952813 1 .oooeoo
2 -2.204724 .000000 .626105 .966063 .261874 .000000 -.011876 .986284 .952813 1 .oooeoo
3 -2.204724 .000000 .995746 .966063 .261874 .000000 -.018888 .986284 .952813 1.000eoo
4 -2.204724 .000000 1.213977 .966063 .261874 .000000 -.023027 .986284 .952813 1 .oooeoo
5 -2.204724 .000000 1.342817 .966063 .261874 .000000 -.025471 .986284 .952813 1.000eoo
6 -2.204724 .000000 1.418881 .966063 .261874 .0-00000
-'·.026914 .986.284 .952813 1 .oooeoo
7 -2.2J4724 .000000 1.463789 .966063 .261874 .000000 -.027765 .986284 .952813 1.000eoo
8 -2.204724 .000000 1.490302 .966063 .261874 .000000 -.028268 .986284 .952813 1 .oooeoo
9 -2.204724 .000000 1.505954 .962512 .224463 .000000 -.024485 .989923 .952813 1.005169
10 -2.204724 .000000 1.515195 .959527 .187053 .000000 -.020529 .993002 .952813 1.009549
11 -2.204724 .000000 1.520651 .957099 .149642 .000000 -.016482 .995521 .952813 1.013136
12 -2.204724 .000000 1.523872 .955219 . 112232 .000000 -.012388 .997481 .952813 1.015£29
13 -2.204724 .000000 1.525774 .953881 .074821 .000000 -.008269 .998880 .952813 1.017£25
14 -2.204724 .000000 1.526896 .953080 .037411 .000000 -.004138 .999720 •.952813 1.019123
15 -2.204724 .000000 1.527559 .952813 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .952813 1.019523
16 -2.204724 .000000 1.841483 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1 .515,77
17 -2.204724 .000000 1 .841518 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500C60
" r; J,
" (
18 -2.204724 .000000 1.841607 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1 .492~03
19 -2.204724 .000000 1.841829 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -2.204724 .000000 1.842388 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 -2.204724 .000000 1.843791 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1 .458~83
22 -2.204724 .000000 1.847315 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .064520 .500000 1.440~15
23 -2.204724 .000000 1.856168 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -2.204724 .000000 1.878406 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 -2.204724 .000000 1.934266 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -2.204724 .000000 2.074578 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 -2.204724 .000000 2.427026 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282'i10
28 -2.204724 .OOOOCO 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282'i10
.J= 9 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.837270 .000000 .000000 .961581 .278822 .000000 .000000 .984452 .946630 1.000eoo
2 -1.837270 .000000 .608139 .961581 .278822 .000000 -.017156 .984452 .946630 1.000eoo
3 -1.837270 .000000 .967174 .961581 .278822 .000000 -.027284 .984452 .946630 1.000eoo
4 -1.837270 .000000 1.179143 .961581 .278822 .000000 -.033264 .984452 .946630 1.000eoo
5 -1.837270 .000000 1.304286 .961581 .278822 .000000 -.036794 .984452 .946630 1.000eoo
6 -1.837270 .000000 1.378168 .961581 .278822 .000000 -.038878 .984452 .946630 1 .oooeoo
7 -1.837270 .000000 1.421787 .961581 .278822 .000000 -.040109 .984452 .946630 1 .oooeoo
8 -1.837270 .000000 1.447539 .961581 .278822 .000000 -.040835 .984452 .946630 1.000eoo
9 -1 .837270 .000000 1.462742 .957569 .238990 .000000 -.035369 .988577 .946630 1.005E71
10 -1.837270 .000000 1.471718 .954200 .199158 .000000 -.029655 .992067 .946630 1.010E47
11 -1.837270 .000000 1.477017 .951461 .159327 .000000 -.023810 .994923 .946630 1.014'=23
12 -1.837270 .000000 1.480146 .949342 .119495 .000000 -.017895 .997144 .946630 1.018e97
13 -1.837270 .000000 1.481993 .947834 .079663 .000000 -.011945 .998731 .946630 1.020::65
14 -1.837270 .000000 1.483083 .946931 .039832 .000000 -.005977 .999683 .946630 1.021'i27
15 -1.837270 .000000 1.483727 .946630 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .946630 1.022181
16 -1.837270 .oooaoo 1.798071 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515777
17 -1.837270 .000000 1 .798107 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 -1.837270 .000000 1.798198 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1 .492~03
19 -1 .837270 .000000 1.798427 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -; .837270 .000000 1 .799002 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1 .081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 -1.837270 .000000 1.800447 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:;83
22 -1.837270 .000000 1 .804075 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.064520 .500000 1.440:;15
23 -1.837270 .000000 1.813190 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -1.837270 .000000 1.836084 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1 .386£92
25 -1.837270 .000000 1.893592 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347/28
26 -1.837270 .000000 2.038046 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.29n:21
27 -; .837270 .000000 2.400896 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282'i10
28 -1.837270 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
.J= 10 K= 1 L :< y Z R/RREF U/AREF V!AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.533333 .000000 .000000 .954544 .303618 .000000 .000000 .981563 .936945 1 .oooeoo
2 -1 .533333 .000000 .584795 .954544 .303618 .000000 -.038543 .981563 .936945 1 .oooeoo
3 -1.533333 .000000 .930048 .954544 .303618 .000000 -.061298 .981563 .936945 1 .oooeoo
4 -;.533333 .000000 1.133879 .954544 .303618 .oaoooo -.074733 .981563 .936945 1 .oooeoo
5 -1.533333 .000000 1.254218 .954544 .303618 .000000 -.082664 .981563 .936945 1.000eoo
6 -1.533333 .000000 1 .325265 .954544 .303618 .000000 -.087347 .981563 .936945 1.000eoo
7 -1.533333 .000000 1.367209 .954544 .303618 .000000 -.090111 .981563 .936945 1 .oooeoo
8 -1.533333 .000000 1.391972 .954544 .303618 .000000 -.091743 .981563 .936945 1.000Coo
9 -1.533333 .000000 1 .406592 .949810 .260244 .000000 -.079463 .986455 .936945 1 .006'=83
10 -1.533333 .000000 1.415224 .945842 .216870 .000000 - .066626 .990593 .936945 1.012'=03
11 -1.533333 .OOOODO 1.420319 .942620 .173496 .000000 -.053492 .993980 .936945 1.017754
12 -; .533333 .000000 1.423328 .940129 .130122 .000000 -.040204 .996614 .936945 1.021=32
13 -1.533333 .000000 1.425104 :938357 .086748 .000000 -.026836 .998495 .936945 1 • 024~33
14 -1.533333 .000000 1.426153 .937298 .043374 .000000 -.013428 .999624 .936945 1.025E54
15 -1.533333 .000000 1.426772 .936945 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .936945 1.026::95
16 -1.533333 .000000 1.758147 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .105440 .502094 1.515;77
17 -1.533333 .000000 1.758184 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 -1.533333 .000000 1.758278 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 -1.533333 .000000 1.758513 .459905 .302158 .000000 · 000000 1 .087180 .500000 1.483217
20 -1.533333 .000000 1 .759103 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1 • 081 41 2 .500000 1.472212
21 -1.533333 .000000 1.760586 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:<83
22 -1.533333 .000000 1.764310 .469695 .452327 .000000 · 000000 1.0E4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 -1.533333 .000000 1.773665 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1 .052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -1.533333 .000000 1.797162 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 -1.533333 .000000 1.856187 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347;28
26 -1.533333 .000000 2.004449 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1 .297=21
27 -1.533333 .000000 2.376866 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282;10
28 -1.533333 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282;10
J= 11 K= 1 l X y Z R/RREF, U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.300000 .000000 .• 000000 .93587'5 .361671 .000000 · 000000 .973839 .911391 1 •oooeoo
2 -1.300000 .000000 .539934 .935875 .361671 .000000 -.070951 .973839 .911391 1.000eoo
3 -1.300000 .000000 .858703 .935875 .361671 .000000 - .112840 .973839 .911391 1.000eoo
4 -1.300000 .000000 1.046899 .935875 .361671 .000000 -.137570 .973839 .911391 1.000eoo
5 -1.300000 .000000 1.158006 .935875 .361671 .000000 -.152170 .973839 .911391 1.000eoo
6 -1.300000 .000000 .1 .223602 .935875 .361671 .000000 -.160790 .973839 .911391 1.000eoo
7 -1.300eoo .000000 1.262329 .935875 .361671 .000000 - .165879 .973839 .911391 1 .oooeoo
8 -1.300000 .000000 1.285193 .935875 .361671 .000000 - .168883 .973839 .911391 1.000eoo
9 -1.300000 .000000 1.298691 .929252 .310003 .000000 -.146278 .980780 .911391 1.009",92
10 -1.300000 .000000 1 . 306661 . 923721 .258336 .000000 -.122646 .986652 .911391 ,1.018L 69
11 -1.300000 .000000 1.311365 .919244 .206669 .000000 -.098470 .991458 .911391 1.0254 20
12 -1.300000 .000000 1.314143 .915792 .155002 .000000 -.074009 .995195 .911391 1 .0301:36
13 -1.300000 .000000 1.315783 .913342 .103334 .000000 -.049401 .997864 .911391 1.034;09
14 -1.300000 .000000 1.316751 .911878 .051667 .000000 -.024719 .999466 .911391 1.037e35
15 -1.300000 .000000 1.317323 .911391 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .911391 1 .037E1 0
16 -1.3QOOOO .000000 1.725018 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.1C5440 .502094 1.515/77
17 -1.300000 .000000 1.725056 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 -1.300000 .000000 1.725152 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 -1.300000 .000000 1.725392 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -1.300000 .000000 1.725995 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 -1.300000 .000000 1.727509 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1 .458:<83
22 -i.300000 .000000 1.731313 .469695 .452327 .000000 • 000000 1.0E4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 -i.300000 .000000 1.740867 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -1.300000 .000000 1.764865 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 -1.300000 .000000 1.825148 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1 .347128
26 -1.300000 .000000 1.976570 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297:21
27 -1.300000 .000000 2.356926 .510204 .791960 .000000 • 000000 .980000 .500000 1.282;10
28 -i.3QOOOO .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282;10
J~ 12 K= 1 l X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.056667 .000000 .000000 .903706 .445484 .000000 .000000 .9E0309 .867837 1.oooeoo
2 -1.066667 .000000 .493246 .903706 .445484 .000000 -.075720 .9E0309 .867837 1.00geoo
3 -1.066667 .000e00 .784450 .903706 .445484 .000000 -.120424 .9E0309 .867837 1.000eoo
4 -1.056667 .000000 .956372 .903706 .445484 .000000 -.146817 .9E0309 .867837 1.000eoo
5 -1.056667 .000000 1.057872 .903706 .445484 .000000 - .162399 .9E0309 .867837 1.000eoo
6 -1.056667 .000000 1.117796 .903706 .445484 .000000 -.171598 .9E0309 .867837 1.000eoo
7 -1.066667 .000000 L 153174 .903706 .445484 .000000 -.177029 .9E0309 •.867837 1.000eoo
8 -1.066667 .000000 1.174061 .903706 .445484 .000000 -.180235 .9E0309 .867837 1.000eoo
9 -1.066667 • 000000 1.186392 .893904 .381843 .000000 -.156110 .970839 .. .867837 1.015::85
10 -1.066667 .000000 1.193672 .885775 ;318203 .000000 -.130890 .979749 .867837 1.0284 56
11 -1.066667 .000000 1.197970 .879232 .254562 .000000 -.105089 .987040 .867837 1.039186
12 -1.066667 .000000 1.200507 .874210 ;. 190922 .000000 -.078984 .992710 .867837 1.047!:53
13 -1.066667 .000000 1.202005 .670658 .127281 .000000 -.052722 .996760 .867837 1.053=41
c;
"
14 -1.066687 ,000000 1.202890 .868541 .063641 ,000000 -,026380 ,999190 86?837 1 05713.9
15 -I 066667 .000000 1.203412 ,867837 .000000 .000000 ,000000 1,000000 86?837 1 058239
16 -1 066667 ,000000 1.689730 ,454203 ,000000 .000000 ,000000 1.105440 502094 1 515777
17 -1 066667 ,000000 1.689769 ,456233 .218045 ,000000 .000000 1,095931 500000 1 500C60
18 -1 056667 ,000000 1,689866 ,457948 .260884 .000000 ,000000 1,09!828 500000 1 492_03
19 -1 066667 ,000000 1.690112 .459905 ,302158 ,000000 ,000000 1,087180 500000 1 483_17
20 -1 066667 ,000000 1.690728 ,462358 .346609 ,000000 ,000000 1,081412 500000 1 472212
21 -1,066667 ,000000 1.692276 ,465531 .396219 ,000000 ,000000 1,074042 500000 1 458_83
22 -1.066667 ,000000 1.696t64 .469695 .452327 .000000 ,000000 1,064520 500000 1 440_15
23 -1.066667 ,000000 1.705930 .475210 .516112 ,000000 ,000000 1,052166 500000 1 416869
24 -I,066667 ,000000 1.730463 ,482574 ,588771 ,000000 .000000 1,036110 500000 1 386592
25 -1.066667 ,000000 t.792085 ,492499 .671603 ,000000 ,000000 !,015230 500000 1 34?728
26 -1.066667 ,000000 1.946874 .506037 .766064 ,000000 ,000000 ,988069 500000 1 297521
27 -1.066667 ,000000 2.335685 ,510204 ,791960 ,000000 ,000000 ,980000 500000 1 282710
28 -1,066667 ,000000 3.312336 ,510204 ,791960 ,000000 ,000000 ,980000 500000 1,282710
L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T./TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.800000 .000000 .000000 ,855761 .549564 ,000000 ,000000 ,939596 ,804070 .O00CO0
2 -.800000 ,000000 .454948 .855761 .549564 ,000000 -,065624 ,939596 .804070 O00CO0
3 -.800000 ,000000 .723541 .855761 .549564 ,000000 -,104368 ,939596 ,804070 O00CO0
4 -.800000 ,000000 .882115 .855761 ,549564 ,000000 -,127242 ,939596 ,804070 O00CO0
5 -,800000 ,000000 .975734 °855761 .549564 ,000000 -,140746 ,939596 ,804070 O00CO0
6 -.800000 .000000 1.031005 .855761 .549564 ,000000 -,148718 ,939596 .804070 O00CO0
7 -.800000 .000000 t.063636 .855761 ,549564 ,000000 -,153425 ,939596 .804070 O00CO0
8 -,800000 ,000000 1.082901 .855761 .549564 ,000000 -,156204 ,939596 ,804070 O00CO0
9 -.800000 ,000000 1.094275 ,841410 .471055 ,000000 -,135296 ,955621 ,804070 023£59
10 -.800000 ,000000 1.100990 .829638 ,392546 ,000000 -,113438 ,989182 804070 044259
11 -.800000 ,000000 !.104954 .820248 ,314037 ,000000 -,091077 ,980276 804070 061134
!2 -.800000 ,000000 1.107295 ,813091 ,235528 .000000 -,068453 ,988905 804070 074:35
13 -.800000 .000000 1.!08676 .808054 ,157018 ,000000 -,045692 ,995069 804070 083520
14 -.800000 .000000 1.!09492 ,805062 ,078509 .000000 -,022863 ,998767 804070 089_62
15 -.800000 ,000000 1.109974 ,804070 .000000 000000 ,000000 1,000000 804070 091145
16 -,800000 ,000000 1.646740 ,454203 .000000 000000 ,000000 1,105440 502094 515777
17 -,800000 ,000000 1.646780 .456233 °218045 000000 ,000000 1,095931 ,500000 .500¢60
18 -,800000 000000 1.646880 .457948 .260884 000000 000000 !,091828 ,500000 .492_03
19 -.800000 000000 1.647132 .459905 .302158 000000 000000 1,087!80 ,500000 ,483217
20 -.800000 000000 1.647765 .462358 346609 000000 000000 1,051412 ,500000 ,472512
21 -.800000 000000 1.649354 .465531 396219 000000 000000 1,074042 ,500000 ,458_83
22 -.800000 000000 1.653345 .469695 452327 000000 000000 1 064520 ,500000 .440&15
23 -,800000 000000 1.663370 ,475210 516112 000000 000000 1 052166 ,500000 ,4!6569
24 -.800000 000000 1.688552 .482574 588771 000000 000000 I 036110 ,500000 °386592
25 -,800000 000000 1.751807 ,492499 671603 000000 000000 ! 015230 ,500000 ,347728
26 -.800000 000000 1.910697 ,506037 766064 000000 000000 988069 .500000 ,297521
27 -,800000 000000 2.309810 ,510204 791960 000000 000000 980000 ,500000 ,282710
28 -,800000 000000 3,312336 .510204 791960 000000 000000 980000 ,500000 ,282710
L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 - 533333 000000 000000 .795286 .661625 .000000 .000000 912450 .725659 1.000C00
2 - 533333 000000 429559 .795286 ,661625 .000000 - 049779 912450 .725659 1.000C00
3 - 533333 000000 683164 .795286 .661625 ,000000 - 079168 912450 .725659 1.000CO0
4 - 533333 000000 832888 .795286 .661625 .000000 - 096518 912450 °725659 1,000C00
5 - 533333 000000 921283 .795286 .661625 .000000 - 106762 912450 .725659 1.000C00
6 - 533333 000000 973470 795286 _661625 ,000000 - 112809 912450 .725659 1.000C00
7 - 533333 000000 1 004280 795286 .661625 .000000 - 116380 .912450 .725659 1.000C00
8 - 533333 000000 1 022470 795286 ,661625 ,000000 - 118488 ,912450 ,725659 1,000C00
9 - 533333 000000 1 033209 775543 ,567107 ,000000 - 102628 ,935678 ,725659 1,035519
10 - 533333 000000 1 039549 759588 ,472589 ,000000 -,086048 ,955332 ,725659 1.066407
11 - 533333 000000 1.043292 747014 ,378072 ,000000 -,069086 ,971412 ,725659 1,091622
12 -.533333 .000000 1.045502 .737519 .283554 .000000 -.051924 .983919 .725659 1 .111 ::49
13 -.533333 .000000 1.046806 .730882 .189036 .000000 -.034659 .992853 .725659 1.125::01
14 -.533333 .000000 1.047577 .726958 .094518 .000000 -.017342 .998213 .725659 1 .1 34e 17
15 -.533333 .000000 1.048031 .725659 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .725659 1.136E60
16 -.533333 .000000 1.600900 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515777
17 -.533333 .000000 1.600941 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 -.533333 .000000 1.601044 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 -.533333 .000000 1.601303 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -.533333 .000000 .1.601953 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000· 1 .081412 .500000 1 .472212
21 -.533333 .000000 1.603586 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:<83
22 -.533333 .000000 1.607687 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.064520 .500000 . 1.440:<15
23 -.533333 .000000 1.617988 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -.533333 .000000 1.643863 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 -.533333 .000000 1 .708859 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -.533333 .000000 1.872122 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297::21
27 -.533333 .000000 2.282219 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
28 -.533333 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 15 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.266667 .000000 .000000 .722505 .780755 .000000 .000000 .878084 .634420 1.000eoo
2 -.266667 .000000 .414821 .722505 .780755 .000000 -.028820 .878084 .634420 1 .oooeoo
3 -.256667 .000000 .659725 .722505 .780755 .000000 -.045835 .878084 .634420 1.000eoo
4 -.266667 .000000 .804312 .722505 .780755 .000000 -.055880 .878084 .634420 1.000eoo
5 -.266667 .000000 .889674 .722505 .780755 .000000 -.061810 .878084 .634420 1.000eoo
6 -.266667 .000000 .940070 .722505 .780755 .00.QOOO -.065312 .878084 .634420 1.000eoo
7 -.266667 .000000 .969823 .722505 .780755 .000000 -.067379 .878084 .634420 1.000eoo
8 -.256567 .000000 . 987389 .722505 .780755 .000000 . -.068599 .878084 .634420 1 .oooeoo
9 -.256667 .000000 .997759 .696836 .669218 .000000 -.059417 .910429 .634420 1.051!:47
10 -,266667 .000000 1.003882 .676500 .557682 .000000 -.049818 .937798 .634420 1.0964 84
11 -.266667 .000000 1.007497 .660723 .446145 .000000 -.039998 .9E0191 .634420 1 .133:: 13
12 -.266667 .000000 1.009631 .648952 .334609 .000000 -.030062 .977607 .634420 1.162196
13 -.256667 .000000 1.010891 .640798 .223073 .000000 -.020066 .990048 .634420 1 .182!:54
14 -.266667 .000000 1.011634 .636003 .111536 .000000 -.010040 .997512 .634420 1 .195"59
15 -.266667 .000000 1.012073 .634420 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .634420 1 .199E35
16 -.266667 .000000 1.552194 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515777
17 -.266667 .000000 1.552236 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500(60
18 -.266667 .000000 1.552342 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 -.266667 .000000 1.552609 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 -.266667 .000000 1.553277 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 -.266667 .000000 1.554956 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1 .458:<83
22 -.266G67 .000000 1.559174 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .064520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 -.256667 .000000 1.569768 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 -.2;36667 .000000 1.596380 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 -.266667 .000000 1.6632'26 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -.255667 .000000 1.831134 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 -.266667 .000000 2.252902 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
28 -.256667 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .• 000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 16 K= 1 L )( y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .000000 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 .000000 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 -.008212 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
3 .000000 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 -.013060 .833333 .528282 1 • oooeoo
4 .000000 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 -.015922 .833333 .528282 1 .000(00
5 .000000 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 -.017611 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
6 .000000 .000000 .928855 ..633938 .912871 .000000 -.018609 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
7 .000000 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 -.019198 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 .000000 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 -.019546 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 .000000 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 -.016929 .877551 .528282 1.075(66
,
:f
10 .000000 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 -.014194 .914966 .528282 1 .139/79
11 .000000 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 -.011396 .945578 .528282 1 .193=21
12 .000000 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 -.008565 .9E9388 .528282 1.235E06
13 .000000 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 -.005717 .986395 .528282 1.266:<65
14 .000000 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 -.002861 .996599 .528282 1 .284E42
15 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .COOOOO 1.000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 .0'10000 .000000 1.500609 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 .000000 .000000 1.500652 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1 .095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 .000000 .000000 1.500761 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 .000000 .000000 1.501035 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483:;17
20 .000000 .000000 1.501723 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472:;12
21 .000000 .000000 1.503452 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458:<83
22 .000000 .000000 1.507793 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0E4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 .000000 .000000 1.518698 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.4161:69
24 .000000 .000000 1.546089 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 .000000 .000000 1.614894 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347/28
26 .000000 .000000 1.787724 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 ,gea"~HI • fiOgg PO 1 .~!;n~1
27 .000000 .000000 2.221853 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
28 .000000 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
J= 17 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF WjAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .283465 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 .283465 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
3 .283 L 65 .000000 .6518:'55 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 .233465 .000000 .794717 .633935 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 ,1.000eoo
5 .233465 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
6 .2'33465 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 .233,:;65 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 .283465 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
9 .283465 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 .233465 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1 .139/79
1 1 .283·165 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .9Ll5578 .528282 1 .193=21
12 .233465 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .969388 .528282 1 .2351:06
13 .283465 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1 .266:<65
14 .233465 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 i .284E42
15 .283465 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 1 .290/84
16 .283465 .000000 1.442593 .454203 .000000 .000000 .cooooo 1.105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 .283465 .000000 1.442638 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 .283465 .000000 1.442751 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1 .492:<03
19 .283465 .000000 1 .443033 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 .283465 .000000 1.443743 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472:;12
21 .283465 .000000 1 .445527 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:<83
22 .283465 .000000 1 .450007 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.064520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 .233465 .000000 1.461261 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1. 052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 .283465 .000000 1.489530 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 .283465 .000000 1 .. 560538 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347/28
26 .283465 .000000 1.738903 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 .233465 .000000 2.186933 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
28 .283465 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 • geoooo .500000 1 .282/10
.1= 18 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF WjAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .569554 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
2 .569554 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .COOOOO .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
3 .569554 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 .569554 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
5 .559554 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
6 .569554 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 .569554 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000COO
8 .569554 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 .569554 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 .569554 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1.139/79
11 .569554 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193=21
12 .569554 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .969388 .528282 1 .235E06
13 .569554 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1 .266:<65
14 .569554 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.284E42
15 .569554 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 .569554 .000000 1.380696 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 .569554 .000000 1.380742 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 .569554 .000000 1.380858 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 .569554 .000000 1.381150 .459905 .302158 .000000 .060000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 .569554 .000000 1.381884 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 .569554 .000000 1 .383726 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1 .458:<83
22 .569554 .000000 1.388355 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0E4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 .569554 .000000 1 .399982 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 .569554 .000000 1.429186 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 .569554 .000000 1.502545 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347/28
26 .569554 .000000 1.686814 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 .569554 .000000 2.149677 .510204 .791960 .000000 .\JOOOOO .980000 .500000 1.282/10
28 .569554 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
oJ= 19 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .855643 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
2 .855643 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 .855643 .000000 .651855 .633938 .'912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 ., .oooeoo
4 .855643 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
5 .855643 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
6 .855643 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 .855643 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 .855643 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 .855643 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 .855643 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1 .139/79
11 .855643 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193=21
12 .855643 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .969388 .528282 1.235E06
13 .855643 .000000 .. 998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1.266:<65
14 .855643 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1 .284E42
15 .855643 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 .855643 .000000 1.315415 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 .855643 .000000 1.315463 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 .855643 .000000 1.315583 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 .855643 .000000 1.315885 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 .855643 .000000 1.316643 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 .855643 .000000 1.318548 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458.:<83
22 .855643 .000000 1.323333 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0€4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 .855643 .000000 1.335353 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 .855643 .000000 1.365544 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 .855643 .000000 1.441382 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347/28
26 .855643 .000000 1.631879 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297=21
27 .855643 .000000 2.110384 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1 .282/10
28 .855643 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
oJ= 20 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF WjAREF T/TREF PjPREF ENT
1 1 .141732 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 1.141732 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 •.528282 1 .oooeoo
3 1.141732 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 1 .141732 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo





6 1.141732 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 1.141732 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 1.141732 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 I.H1732 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 1.141732 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1.139779
11 1 . 141732 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193::21
12 1.141732 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9€9388 .528282 1.235E06
13 1.141732 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .cooooo .986395 .528282 1 .266~65
14 1.141732 .nooooo .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.284E42
15 1 .141732 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 1 .290/84
16 1.141732 .000000 1.246724 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 1.141732 .000000 1.246774 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 1.141732 .000000 1.246898 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1 .091828 .500000 1 .492~03
19 1.141732 .000000 1.247211 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 1.141732 .000000 1.247995 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 1.141732 .000000 1.249966 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458:;83
22 1 .141732 .000000 1.254915 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0€4520 .500000 1.440:;15
23 1.141732 .000000 1.267348 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 1 .141732 .000000 1.298578 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 1.141732 .000000 1.377025 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347/28
26 1 .141732 .000000 1.574074 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297::21
27 1.141732 .000000 2.069039 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
28 1 .141732 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
J= 21 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/ AREF WjAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1 .427822 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 1.427822 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 1.427822 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
4 1 .427822 ,000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
5 1.427822 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
6 1.427822 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 1.427822 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .5\28282 1.oooeoo
8 j .427822 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
9 1.427822 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1 .075e66
10 1.427822 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1.139/79
11 1.427822 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193::21
12 1.427822 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9€9388 .528282 1 .235E06
13 1.427822 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1.266:;65
14 1.427822 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1 .284E42
15 1.427822 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 1 .427822 .000000 1.174596 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515777
17 j .427822 .000000 1.174647 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 1 .427822 .000000 1.174776 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:;03
19 1.427822 .000000 1.1750'99 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 1.427822 .000000 1 .175911 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1 .081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 1.427822 .000000 1.177950 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1 .458~83
22 1.427822 .000000 1.183073 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0E4520 .500000 1.440:; 15
23 1 .427822 .000000 1.195940 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 1.427822 .000000 1.228260 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 1.427822 .000000 1.309446 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 1.427822 .000000 1.513376 .506037 .766064 .000000 .COOOOO .988069 .500000 1 .297~21
27 1.427822 .000000 2.025625 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 L 282'i1.0
28 1.427822 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
..1= 22 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1.713911 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 1.713911 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 1.713911 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 1.713911 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
5 1.713911 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
6 1.713911 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
7 1.713911 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
8 1.713911 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
9 1.713911 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 1.713911 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1 .139/79
11 1.713911 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193~21
12 1.713911 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9E9388 .528282 1.2351:06
13 1.713911 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 ; 1.266:<65
14 1.713911 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.284E42
15 1.713911 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 1.713911 .000000 1. 098997 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 1.713911 .000000 1 .099050 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 1.713911 .000000 1.099184 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 1.713911 .000000 1. 099518 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1 .087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 1.713911 .000000 1.100359 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1 .OiiHH ~ • ~(H)(:iQg 1.i'i7;!~U
21 1.713911 .000000 1.102470 .465531 .396219 .000000 .cooooo 1.074042 .500000 1.458:;;83
22 1.713911 • 000000 1 .107774 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .OE4520. .500000 1.440:<15
23 1.713911 .000000 1 .121096 .475210 .516112 .000000 .cooooo 1.052166 .500000 1.4161:69
24 1.713911 .000000 1 .154560 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 1.713911 .000000 1.238617 .492499 .671603 .000000 .cooooo 1.015230 .500000 1.347128
26 1.713911 .000000 1 .449758 .506037 .766064 .000000 .cooooo .988069 .500000 1.297~21
27 1.713911 .000000 1.9801 ::?2 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
28 1.713911 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 ,1.282/10
J= 23 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 2.000000 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 ;oooeoo
2 2.000000 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 2.000000 .000000 .651855 .63393$ .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 2.000000 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
5 2.000000 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
6 2.000000 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
7 2.000000 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 2.000000 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .cooooo .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 2.000000 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 2.000000 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1.139/79
11 2.000000 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193~21
12 2.000000 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9E9388 .528282 1.235E06
13 2.000000 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1.266:<65
14 2.000000 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.284E42
15 2.000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 2.000000 .000000 1.000525 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 2.000000 .000000 1.000580 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500C60
18 2.000000 .000000 1.000720 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:<03
19 2.000000 .000000 1,001069 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483217
20 2.000000 .000000 1.001947 .462358 .346609 -.000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472212
21 2.000000 .000000 1.004152 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:<83
22 2.000000 .000000 1.009692 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0E4520 .500000 1.440:<15
23 2.000000 .000000 1.023607 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.4161:69
24 2.000000 .000000 1 .058559 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 2.000000 .000000 1.146356 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1 .347/28
26 2.000000 .000000 1.366891 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297~21
27 2.000000 .000000 1.920851 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
28 2.000000 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 24 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT






2 2.283465 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 2.233465 .00000<1 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 2.283465 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
5 2.283465 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 • cooooo .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
6 2.283465 .ocoooo .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 • cooooo .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 2.233465 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .cooooo .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 2.233465 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 2.283465 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 2.283465 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1 .1 39'i79
11 2.233465 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1 .193:21
12 2.283465 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9E9388 .528282 1.235E06
13 2.283465 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1 .266~65
14 2.283465 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.2841:42
15 2.283465 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 1.290'i84
16 2.21033'465 .000000 1.000525 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .105440 .502094 1.515'i77
17 2.283465 .000000 1.000580 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 2.283465 .000000 1 .000720 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1 .492~O3
19 2.283465 .000000 1.001069 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 2.283465 .000000 1 .001947 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .;500000 1.472::12
21 2.283465 .000000 1.004152 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1 .458~83
22 2.2'33465 .000000 1.009692 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .OE4520 .500000 1 .440~15
23 2.233465 .000000 1.023607 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 2.233465 ;000000 1.058559 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1.3861:92
25 2.283465 .000000 1 .146356 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347'i28
26 2.283465 .000000 1.366891 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297:21
27 2.283465 .000000 1.920851 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1 .282'i1 0
28 2.233465 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1 .282'i1 0
J= 25 K= 1 l X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 2.624672 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 2.624672 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
3 2.624672 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
4 2.624G72 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
5 2.624672 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
6 2.624672 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 2.624 672 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 2.624672 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
9 2.624672 .000000 .985857 .601996 .. 782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1 .075e66
10 2.624672 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1.139'i79
11 2.624672 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1 .193::21
12 2.624672 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9E9388 .528282 1 .235E06
13 2.624672 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1 . 266~65
14 2.624672 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.2841:42
15 2.62,1672 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 2.624672 .000000 1.000525 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 2.624672 .000000 1.000580 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1 .500e60
18 2.624672 .000000 1.000720 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1 .492~03
1~ 2.624672 .000000 1.001069 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483::17
20 2.624672 .000000 1.001947 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 2.624672 .000000 1.004152 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1 .458~83
22 2.624672 .000000 1.009692 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .OE4520 .500000 1 .440~15
23 2.624672 .000000 1 .023607 .475210 .516112 .000000
· 000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 2.624672 .000000 1.058559 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1.3861:92
25 2.624672 .000000 1.146356 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347'i28
26 2.624672 .000000 1 .366891 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297:21
27 2.624672 .000000 1.920851 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
28 2.624672 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282'i10
..1= 26 K= 1 L ,( y Z R!RREF U!AREF V!AREF W/AREF T/TREF PjPREF ENT
1 3.018373 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .COOOOO .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 3.018373 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 3.018373 .000000 .651855 .633938, .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 3.018373 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
5 3.018373 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
6 3.018373 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
7 3.018373 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
8 3.018373 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.oooeoo
9 3.018373 .000000 .985857 .60 1 996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1 .075e66
10 3.018373 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1 .139/79
11 3.018373 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1 .193:21
12 3.018373 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9E9388 .528282 1.235E06
13 3.018373 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 . 000000 .986395 .528282 1.266:;65
14 3.018373 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.284E42
15 3.018373 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 3.018373 .000000 1.000525 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 3.018373 .000000 1 .000580 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 3.018373 .000000 1 .000720 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:;03
19 3.018373 .000000 1.001069 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1 • 087180 .500000 1.483217
20 3.018373 .000000 1.001947 ,462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1 • 081412 .500000 1.472212
21 3.018373 .000000 1.004152 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1 .074042 .500000 1.458:;83
22 3.018373 .000000 1.009692 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .OE4520 .500000 1.440:;15
23 3.018373 .000000 1.023607 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 3.018373 .000000 1 .058559 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 3.018373 .000000 1.146356 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347/28
26 3.018373 .000000 1 .366891 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297::21
27 3.018373 .000000 1.920851 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
28 3.018373 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282/10
J= 27 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF PjPREF ENT
1 3.412074 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
2 3.412074 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 3.412074 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 3.412074 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
5 3.412074 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
6 3.412074 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 3.412074 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 3.412074 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 3.412074 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1.075e66
10 3.412074 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .5.28282 1.139/79
11 3.412074 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193::21
12 3.412074 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9E9388 .528282 1.235E06
13 3.412074 .000000 .9988'31 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1.266:;65
14 3.412074 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .000000 .996599 .528282 1.284E42
15 3.412074 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1 .000000 .528282 1.290/84
16 3.412074 .000000 1.000525 .454203 .000000 .DOO01}() .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515/77
17 3.412074 .000000 1.000580 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 3.412074 .000000 1.000720 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:;03
19 3.412074 .000000 1.001069 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1 .087180 .500000 1.483217
20 3.412074 .000000 1.001947 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472212
21 3.412074 .000000 1.004152 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458:;83
22 3.412074 .000000 1 .009692 .469695 .452327 .000000 .000000 1 .OE4520 .500000 1.440:;;15
23 3.412074 .000000 1.023607 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 3.412074 .000000 1.058559 .,482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1 .036110 .500000 1.386E92
25 3.412074 .000000 1.146356 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347128
26 3.412074 .000000 1.366891 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297::21
27 3.412074 .000000 1 .920851 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710




28 3.412074 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 28 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.805774 .000000 .000000 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1 .oooeoo
2 3.805774 .000000 .409873 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
3 3.805774 .000000 .651855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
4 3.805774 .000000 .794717 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
5 3.805774 .000000 .879060 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
6 3.805774 .000000 .928855 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
7 3.805774 .000000 .958254 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
8 3.805774 .000000 .975610 .633938 .912871 .000000 .000000 .833333 .528282 1.000eoo
9 3.805774 .000000 .985857 .601996 .782461 .000000 .000000 .877551 .528282 1 .075e66
10 3.805774 .000000 .991906 .577379 .652051 .000000 .000000 .914966 .528282 1 .139779
11 3.805774 .000000 .995478 .558686 .521641 .000000 .000000 .945578 .528282 1.193:21
12 3.805774 .000000 .997586 .544964 .391230 .000000 .000000 .9E9388 .528282 1.235E06
13 3.805774 .000000 .998831 .535568 .260820 .000000 .000000 .986395 .528282 1 ,266:;65
14 3.805774 .000000 .999566 .530085 .130410 .000000 .OOOCH:'lO .!:l§ijt.~~ , ~HHj~~~ l .~&4f4~
15 3.805774 .000000 1.000000 .528282 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .528282 1.290784
16 3.805774 .000000 1.000525 .454203 .000000 .000000 .000000 1.105440 .502094 1.515777
17 3.805774 .000000 1.000580 .456233 .218045 .000000 .000000 1.095931 .500000 1.500e60
18 3.805774 .000000 1.000720 .457948 .260884 .000000 .000000 1.091828 .500000 1.492:;03
19 3.8('5774 .000000 1.001069 .459905 .302158 .000000 .000000 1.087180 .500000 1.483'::17
20 3.805774 .ooooco 1.001947 .462358 .346609 .000000 .000000 1.081412 .500000 1.472::12
21 3.805774 .000000 1.004152 .465531 .396219 .000000 .000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458:;83
22 3.805774 .000000 1.009692 .46969:5 .452327 .000000 .000000 1.0E4520 .500000 ,1.440:;15
23 3.805774 .000000 1.023607 .475210 .516112 .000000 .000000 1.052166 .500000 1.416E69
24 3.805774 .000000 1.058559 .482574 .588771 .000000 .000000 1.036110 .500000 1 .386E92
25 3.805774 .000000 1.146356 .492499 .671603 .000000 .000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 3.805774 .000000 1.366891 .506037 .766064 .000000 .000000 .988069 .500000 1.297::21
27 3.805774 .000000 1.920851 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
28 3.805774 .000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 .000000 .000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
FINAL FLOWFIELD OUTPUT FOR TEST CASE NO. 4
NC-500 TIME' 77 9865 OT= .2500E+00 MAXIMUM OELTAQ/Q=-5.866E-03AT J.K,L.N=28. 3.22. 2
GF=-l ~6572E-01-3.4251E+00-3.3575E+01-3 3575E+01-2.4755E-03 cwo 1.0813E+00
CURRENT FLOW AT NC= 500 AS W~:TTEN TO RESTART FILE
J= I K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 ~9055118 0.000000 a 000000 973876 229486 0.000000 0.000000 .989467 .963618 1.000000
2 -9.055118 a 000000 691889 .973688 .230315 0.000000 0.000000 .989391 .963358 1.000000
3 -9.055118 a 000000 I 100368 .973126 .232784 0.000.000 a 000000 989162 .962579 I 000000
4 -9055118 a oeoooo I 341528 972389 .235979 0000000 0.000000 .988863 .961560 1.000000
5 -9.055118 0.000000 1.483905 .971877 .238176 o 000000 o 000000 .988654 .960851 1.000000
6 -9.055118 a 000000 1 567962 .972177 .236890 0.000000 o oooeoo .988777 .961266 1.000000
7 -9.05<;118 0.000000 1 617587 974100 .228491 o 000000 a 000000 .989558 .963929 1.000000
8 -90:"0118 0.000000 1 .646886 .977246 .214062 o 000000 o 000000 .990835 .968290 1.000000
9 -9 055118 0.000000 1 664183 .974414 .186789 o 000000 o 000000 .993022 .967615 1.003371
10 -9 0551 i8 a 000000 I 674395 .971296 164753 a 000000 0.000000 .994571 .!i56024 1.006225
11 -9.055118 o 000000 1 660424 .968216 .148059 0.000000 0000000 .995616 .963971 1.008563
12 -9.055118 o 000000 1 683983 .965383 .133237 0.000000 0.000000 .996450 .962454 1.010382
13 -9.055118 a 000000 1.686085 .965179 .113133 o 000000 0.000000 .997440 .962708 \.011681
14 -9 055118 o 000000 1.687325 966627 .077181 a 000000 0.000000 .998808 .965475 1.012462
15 -9.055118 o 000000 1 688058 968890 0000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 .968890 1.012722
16 -9.055118 a 000000 2 000000 452338 a 000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.105440 .500033 1.518273
17 -9.055118 o 000000 2 000031 456232 218016 0.000000 o 000000 1.095934 .500000 1.500065
18 -9.055118 a 000000 2 OOOi 10 .457947 .260869 0.000000 0.000000 1.091829 .500000 \.492206
19 -9.055118 a 000000 2 000309 .459905 .302153 0.000000 0.000000 1.087181 .50000b 1.48.3318
20 -9 055118 o 000000 2 000807 .462358 .346606 o 000000 0.0)0000 1.081413 .500000 1.472313
21 -9 055118 o 000000 2 002059 465531 .396217. 0.000000 0.000000 1.074042 .500000 1.458284
22 -9.055118 o 000000 2 005204 .469695 452327 0.000000 0.000000 1.064520 .500000 1.440215
23 -9.055118 a 000000 2 013103 475210 .516112 a 000000 0.000000 1052166 .500000 1.416869
24 -9.055118 o 000000 2 032944 482574 .588771 0.000000 0.000000 1.036110 .500000 1.386592
25 -9.055118 0.000000 2 032783 492499 671603 0.000000 0.000000 1.015230 .500000 1.347728
26 -9.055118 o 000000 2 207974 .506037 .766064 0.000000 0.000000 .. 988069 .500000 1.297521
27 -9.055118 a 000000 2 522438 .510204 791960 0.000000 0.000000 .980000 .500000 .1 .282710
28 -9.055118 a 000000 3 312336 510;>04 .791960 0.'000000 0.000000 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 2 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF UII\REF V/AREF lilAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -7.742782 0.000000 o 000000 .972469 .229849 0.000000 0.000000 .989458 .962217 1.000569
2 -7.74278:< o 000000 691889 972561 230609 0.000000 -.000173 .989435 .962287 \.000506
3 -7.742782 ·0 000000 1 100368 .972839 .232888 0.000000 -.Ovt:303 .989367 .962495 1.000325
4 -7.742782 0.000000 1.341528 973108 .235859 0.000000 - .000270 .969248 .962645 1.000094
5 -7.742782 0.000000 1 483905 973251 .237908 0.000000 -.000322 .989115 .962657 .999900
6 -7.742782 o 000000 1 567962 .973316 .236863 0.000000 - .000232 .989151 .962756 .999911
7 -7.742782 a 000000 1 617587 .972883. .229571 0.000000 -.000235 .989541 .962708 1.000483
8 -7.742782 a 000000 1.646886 .971838 .213311 0.000000 -.000095 .990691 .962791 .. 002076
9 -7.742782 o COOOOO 1664183 .969969 .188732 0_000000 - .000044 .992530 .962723 1.004709
10 -7.742782 o 000000 1 674395 .968430 .165260 o 000000 -.000018 .994184 .962798 1.007024
11 -7.742782 0.000000 1 680424 .967343 .148261 o 000000 -.000008 .995229 .962727 1.008535
12 -7.742782 0.000000 1 683983 966628 .133272 0.000000 -.000003 .996039 .962799 1.009654}3 -7.742782 0.000000 t 686085 .965700 . 113347 0.000000 . -'.000002 .996923 .962729 1.010939
14 -7.742782 o 000000 1 687325 .964634 .077104 0.000000 -.000000 .998098 .962800 1.012578.
15 ·-7.742782 o 000000 I 688058 .963702 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .998990 .962729 1.013874
16 -7.742782 0.000000 2 000000 .455575 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.098318 .500360 1.504194
17 -7.742782 o 000000 2 000031 .454463 .023953 0.000000 -.000000 1.098235 .499107 1.505552
18 -7 742782 o 000000 2 000110 .455838 .066152 o 000000 .000008 1.097686 .500366 1.502983
19 -7.742782 o 000000 2 000309 .456026 1615l9. 0.000000 .000021 1.094471 .4~;'107 1:498333
20 -7.742782 o 000000 2 000807 460617 .275917 0.000000 .000051 1.086295 .500366 1.481192
21 -7.742782 o 000000 2.002059 .463213 .354565 0.000000 .000073 1.077492 .499108 1.465892
22 -7.742782 o 000000 2 005204 .468048 .415412 0.000000 .000153 1.069049 .500366 1.448377
I,:; .;;, or
(
<C ::2 , J
23 -7.742782 0.000000 2 013103 .471694 .480103 0.000000 .000261 1.058138 .499118 1.429151
24 -7.742782 0.000000 2 032944 .480827 .569202 0.000000 .000768 1.040625 .500361 1.394758
25 -7.742782 O.OOCOOO 2 082783 492072 .672891 0.000000 .001046 1.014415 .499165 1 347113
26 -7.742782 0.000000 2 207974 504907 757442 o 000000 .001218 .990848 .500286 1.302335
27 -7.742782 o oooeoo 2.522438 .510097 .793141 0.000000 .002199 .979434 499606 ~ .282077
28 -7.742782 o 000000 3 312336 510204 .791960 o 000000 000577 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 3 K· I L X y Z R/RREF UIAREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -6.430446 o 000000 o 000000 971087 .231166 0.000000 0.000000 .989114 .960516 1.000791
2 -6.430446 o 000000 691889 971270 .231725 0.000000 -.001584 .989103 .960686 1.000704
3 -6.430446 o 000000 I 100368 971820 .233401 0.000000 -001761 .989069 .961197 1.000443
4 -6 430446 o 000000 1 341528 .972039 235923 0.000000 -.001364 .988832 .961182 1.000113
5 -6 430446 o 000000 1 483905 972251 237238 o 000000 -.001069 .988713 .961277 .999905
6 -6 430446 o 000000 1 567962 972050 .234595 0.000000 -.000755 .988885 .961245 1.000162
7 -6 430446 o 000000 I 617587 .971270 .224486 0.000000 -.000486 .989721 .961287 1.001329'
8 -6 430446 o 000000 1 646886 969742 .205440 0.000000 -.000248 .991239 961246 1.003497
9 -6.430446 o 000000 I 66':183 968142 .181565 0.000000 - 000112 .992914 .961282 1.0058,7
10 -6.430446 o 000000 I 674395 956843 159853 0.000000 -.000050 .994209 .961244 1.007709
11 -6.430446 0.000000 1 680424 966076 .144025 0.000000 - 000028 .995035 .961280 1.008867
12 -6.430446 o 000000 I 683983 965384 .129620 0.000000 - .000011 .995711 .961243 1.009841
13 -6 430446 o 000000 I 686085 964625 .1100b5 0.000000 -.000006 .996531 .961279 1010992
14 -6 430446 o 000000 1 687325 963496 074410 0.000000 .000000 .997661 .961243 1.012612
15 -6 430446 o 000000 1 688058 .962695 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .998528 .961278 1013829
16 -6.430446 o 000000 2 000000 453850 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.097429 .498069 1.505260
17 -6 430446 o 000000 2 000031 .453475 .022162 o 000000 000000 1.097359 .497624 1.505662
18 -6 430446 [; 000000 2 000110 454074 .061370 o 000000 .000000 1.096288 .498069 1.504221
19 -6.430446 0.000000 2.000309 .454835 .151615 o 000000 .000000 1.094076 .497624 1.499359
20 -6 430446 0.000000 2 000807 .458424 .264639 0.000000 .000002 1.086479 .498069 1.484275
21 -6 430446 o 000000 2'002059 461554 343165 0.000000 .000006 1.078152 .497625 1.468896
22 -6 430446 o 000000 2 005204 .465447 .403707 o 000000 .000020 1.070089 .498069 1.453020
23 -6 430446 o 000000 2 013103 469500 .467901 0.000000 .000044 1.059920 .497632 1.434230
24 -6.430446 o 000000 2 032944 478017 .561271 0.000000 000157 1.041970 .498080 1.399838
25 -6 430446 o 000000 2 082783 ..90560 672768 o 000000 .000400 1.014585 .497715 1.348998
26 -6.430446 o 000000 2 207974 502777 .756297 o 000000 .000285 .990991 .498247 1.304726
27 -6.430446 o 000000 2 522438 509281 .794933 0.000000 .000464 .978873 .498522 1.282163
28 -6 430446 o 000000 3 312336 510204 791960 0.000000 - .000861 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 4 K· 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -5 118110 o 000000 a 000000 .970893 .238917 o 000000 0.000000 .988189 .959426 .999934
2 -5 118110 o 000000 691889 .971182 .238202 0.000000 -005031 .988324 .959843 .999952
3 -5.118110 o 000000 1 100368 .972050 .236057 0000000 - 005801 988730 .961095 I 000006
4 -5 118110 o 000000 1.341528 .972038 .235369 0.000000 -.004938 .988654 .961009 .999933
5 -5.118110 0.0130000 I 483905 .972228 .234000 0.000000 -.004255 .988784 .961323 .999987
6 -5 118110 o 000000 I 567962 971719 .228164 o 000000 -.003570 .989239 .961262 I 000656
7 -5.118110 o OeGOOD 1 617587 970688 .214252 o 000000 -.002959 .990453 .961420 1002310
8 -5 118110 o 000000 1 646886 969010 .132952 0.000000 -.002388 .992069 .961325 1.004641
9 -5 118110 o 000000 1 664183 967648 .170131 0.000000 -.001962 .993586 .961442 1.006743
10 -5.118110 o 000000 1 674395 966590 .152233 0.000000 -.001685 .994566 .961338 1.008176
11 -5.118110 0.000000 1680424 .966023 .138397 0.000000 -.001507 .995261 .961445 1.009118
12 -5.118110 0.000000 1 683983 965297 .124171 0.000000 - 001333 .995901 .')61340 1.010071
13 -5.118110 o 000000 I 686085 .964655 .104915 0.000000 - .001121 .996672 .961445 1.011122
14 -5.118110 a COOOOO I 687325 .963559 070220 0.000000 -.000745 .997698 .961341 1.012623
15 -5.118110 o 000000 1 688058 962933 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 .998454 .961445 1.013654
16 -5 118110 o 000000 2 000000 .450496 o 000000 a 000000 o 000000 1.097857 .494580 1.510322
17 ~5 118110 a 000000 2 OC0031 450118 .022820 a 000000 - 000187 1.097782 .494132 1.510726
18 -5.118110 o 000000 2.000110 .450731 .063114 0.000000 -000517 1.097284 .494580 1.509218
19 -5.118110 o 000000 2 000309 .451538 .155261 0.000000 -.001273 1.094329 .4941.32 1.504077
20 -5.118110 o 000000 2.000807 455206 269176 0.000000 -.002207 1.086497 .494580 1.4S8488
21 -5.118110 0.000000 2 002059 458388 .348019 0.000000 -.002860 1.077979 .494132 1.472710
22 -5. 118110 o 000000 2 005204 .462322 .408807 0.000000 - .003361 1.069777 .494582 1.456516'
23 -5 118110 o 000000 2 013103 466416 473261 o 000000 - 003929 1.059451 .494145 1.437379
24 -5.118110 o 000000 2.032944 474962 .566946 0.000000 -.004696 1.041385 .494618 1.402645
25 -5.118110 o 000000 2 082783 .487729 .679892 0.000000 -.005619 1.013512 .494319 1.350696
26 -5.118110 0.000000 2 207974 .500360 .762781 o 000000 -.006269 .989710 .495211 1.305554
27 -5.118110 o 000000 2 522438 .507598 .800277 0.000000 - .007244 .977433 .496i43 1.281974
:;
28 -5.118110 0.000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.006580 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 5 K· 1 L X y Z R/RREF' U/AREF' V/AREF' W/AREF' T/TREF' P/PREF ENT
1 -4.068241 0.000000 0.000000 .971818 .256886 0.000000 0.000000 .986197 .958404 .997538
2 -4.·068241 0.000000 .681615 .972240 .253588 0.000000 -.010659 .986682 .959292 .997856
3 -4.068241 o 000000 1.084029 .972507 .243696 0.000000 -.012736 .988138 .961959 .998808
4 -4.068241 0.000000 1.321608 .973066 .236463 o 000000 - .011291 .988621 .961994 .999477
5 -4.068241 0.000000 1.461870 .973142 .230470 0.000000 -.010048 .989234 .962665 1.000066
6 -4 068241 o 000000 1 544679 .. 972332 .220943 0.000000 -.008766 .990006 .962614 1.001180
7 -4.068241 o 000000 1 593568 971208 .204095 0.000000 - .007611 .991474 .962927 1.003128
8 -4 068241 o 000000 1 622431 .969496 .181843 0.000000 -.006481 .993066 .962773 1.005449
9 -4.068241 0.000000 1.639472 .968357 .160365 0.000000 -.005594 .994457 .962990 1.007330
10 -4.0<'5241 o 000000 1.649532 .967375 .144698 0.000000 - .004977 .995280 .962809 1.008573
11 -4.068241 o 000000 1 655472 .966958 .132128 0.000000 -.004520 .995909 .963002 1.009385
12 -4.068241 o 000000 1658978 .966193 .118435 0.000000 -.004031 .996507 .962818 1.010310
.13 -4.068241 o 000000 , 661048 .965677 .099749 0.000000 -.003391 .997233 .963005 1.011263
14 -4068241 0.000000 1 662271 .964580 .066063 0.000000 ~.002240 .998175 .962820 1.012678
15 -4.068241 o 000000 1.662992 .964119 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 .998845 .963005 1.013551
16 -4.068241 0.000000 1 980640 .444620 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.096863 .487687 1.516900
17 -4.068241 o 000000 1 980672 .443871 .023993 0.000000 -.000806 1.096780 .486828 1.517808
18 -4.068241 o 000000 1 980752 .444876 066335 0.000000 -.002228 1.096230 .487687 1.515674
19 -4 068241 0.000000 1.980954 445407 .162434 o 000000 -.005457 1.092996 .486829 1.510483 .
20 -4 068241 o 000000 I 981460 .449599 .278237 0.000000 -.009344 1.084715 .487687 1.493431
21 -4 068241 o 000000 1 982730 .452521 .357978 0.000000 -.012022 1.075823 .486832 1.477356
22 -4.068241 o 000000 1.985921 .456943 .419674 O.OOCOOO -.014065 1.067306 .487698 1.459972
23 -4.068241 o OCOOOO 1 993936 460827 .485221 0.000000 -.016246 1.056530 .486877 1.440346
24 -4 068241 o 000000 2 014071 .469880 .579622 o 000000 -.019162 1.038190 .487824 1.404372
25 -4.068241 0.000000 2 064645 482661 .692710 a 000000 -.022455 1.009768 .487376 1.351340
26 -4 068241 o 000000 2 191682 496405 .774923 0.000000 -.023558 .985989 .489450 1.304781
27 -4.068241 0.000000 2.510785 .505040 .809526 0.000000 -.023204 .974283 .492051 1.280427
28 -4.068241 0.000000 3 312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.017499 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 6 K= I L X '( Z R/RREF' U/AREF V/AREF' lilA REF' T/TREF' P/PREF' ENT
1 -3.280840 .0 000000 0.000000 973311 .283906 0.000000 0.000000 .983015 .956780 .993710
2 -3.280840:>0 000000 666339 973712 .277155 0.000000 - .017151 .983973 .958107 .994515
3 -3.280840 0.000000 1.059734 974914 .256900 o 000000 - .020724 .986848 .962092 .996928
4 -3.280840 0000000 1 291988 .973597 .240740 0.000000 -.018505 .988152 .962061 .998785
5 -3.280840 o 000000 1 429108 .973340 .228974 0.000000 ~.016522 .989362 .962986 1.000113
6 -3.280840 o 000000 1.510060 .972196 .216136 0.000000 -.014537 .990400 .962863 1.001635
7 -3.280840 o 000000 I 557854 .971104 .198223 O.c.:.JOOO -.012827 .991961 .963298 1.003664
8 -3.280840 0.000000 1.586070 969432 .177080 0.000000 - .011214 993419 .963052 1.005832
9 -3.280840 o 000000 1.602729 .968496 .157526 0.000000 - .009945 .994702 .963365 1.00752J
10 -3.280840 O.OJOOOO 1 612563 .967477 .142876 0.000000 -.009004 .995469 .963093 1.008722
11 -3 280840 0.000000 1.618370 .967154 .130655 0.000000 -.008234 .996097 .963379 1.009493
12 -3.280840 o 000000 1 621798 966309 .117176 0.000000 -.007377 .996682 .963103 1.010439
'3 -3.280840 o 000000 1 623822 .965887 .098615 0.000000 -.00b.!09 .997407 .963382 1.011351
14 -3.280840 o 000000 1 625016 .964717 .065061 0.000000 -.004095 .998330 .963105 1.012717
15 -3.280840 o 000000 I 625722 .964367 o oooono 0.000000 0.000000 .998979 .963382 1.013583
16 -3.280840 o 000000 I 938270 .440361 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 1.095654 .482483 1.521072
17 -3 280840 o 000000 1 938303 439341 .024748 0.000000 -.001633 1.095565 .481326 1.522361
18 -3.280840 o 000000 1 938386 .440633 .068418 0.000000 -.004516 1.094978 .482483 1.519758
19 -3.280840 o 000000 1 938594 .440955 .166791 0.000000 - .011008 1.091556 .481327 1.514567
20 -3.280840 0.000000 I 939116 .445473 .282308 0.000000 -.018624 1.083082 .482484 1.496694
21 -3.280840 o 000000 I 940426 .448134 .361659 0.000000 -.023845 1.074082 .481333 1.480725
22 -3 280840 o 000000 1.943719 .452868 .423638 0.000000 ~.027856 1.065434 .482501 1.462641
23 -3.280840 o 000000 1.951989 .456565 .489922 0.000000 - .032088 1.054403 .481403 1.442798
24 -3.280840 o 000000 I 972764 .466033 .585730 0.000000 - .037758 1.035749 .482693 1.405685
25 -3280840 o 000000 2 024948 .479002 .700715 0.000000 -.043904 1.006536 .482133 1.35112'
26 -3.280840 o.ooooao 2 156027 .493765 .784539 0000000 -.045656 .982274 .485013 1.30264.0
27 -3.280840 o 000000 2.485283 .503497 .818172 0.000000 -.042954 .970869 .488830 1.277503
28 -3.280840 0.000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.030490 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J: 7 K· 1 L X '( Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
I -2650919 o 000000 0.000000 .974584 316668 0.000000 0.000000 .978942 .954061 .989075
2 -2650919 0.000000 645038 .974962 .306037 0.000000 -023810 .980473 .955924 .990468
"
E.- ~. '.), J.
3 -2.650919 0.000000 1 025858 976096 .274143 0.000000 -.028934 .985065 .961518 .994644
4 -2.650919 o 000000 1 250688 973900 247935 o 000000 -.025763 .987424 .961653 .997925
5 -2 650919 o 000000 1.383424 973293 .230118 0.000000 - 022866 .989279 .962858 1.000049
6 -2.650919 0.000000 1 461789 971918 .214721 0.000000 -.020215 .990569 .962751 1.001920
7 -2.650919 0.000000 1.508055 971020 .197816 0.000000 -.018144 .992034 .963285 1.003772
8 -2.650919 o 000000 1 535369 .969561 .180413 0.000000 -.016355 .993244 .96301 I 1.005602
9 -2.650919 0.000000 1.551495 958888 .16441 I 0.000000 -.014933 .994324 .963388 1.006974
10 -2.650919 0.000000 1.561016 .967805 .150227 0.000000 -.013665 .995115 .963078 1.008226
11 -2.650919 o OCOOOO 1 566636 967441 .136798 0.000000 -.012464 .995839 .963415 1.009111
12 -2.650919 o 000000 1.569955 .966483 .122268 0.000000 - 011142 .996495 .963096 1.010177
13 -2.650919 o 000000 1 571914 .966052 .102848 0.000000 -.009378 .997278 .963422 1.011151
14 -2.650919 0.000000 I 573070 .964772 .068009 0.000000 . -.006201 .998268 .963100 1.012692
15 -2.650919 o 000000 1 573753 .964421 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .998965 .963423 1.013546
16 -2.650919 o 000000 1 887087 .440135 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 1.096176 .482467 1.522107
17 -2.650919 0.000000 1 887121 438873 .025133 o 000000 -.002260 1.096084 .481042 1.523731
18 -2.650919 o 000000 1.887207 .440418 .069481 0.000000 - 006249 1095476 .482467 1.520746
19 -2650919 o 000000 1 887422 .440531 .168614 o 000000 -.015164 1.091960 .481042 1515710
20 -2 650919 o 000000 1 887963 .445272 282172 o 000000 -.025367 1.083532 .482467 1.497586
21 -2.650919 0.000000 1 889323 .447631 .360099 0.000000 -.032354 1.074651 .481048 1.482174
22 -2 650919 o 000000 1 892738 452581 .421662 o 000000 -.037786 1.066065 .482481 1.46387.8
23 -2 650919 o 000000 ! 901317 .456035 .487960 o 000000 -.043549 1.054987 .481111 1.444268
24 -2 650919 o 000000 1.922865 .465802 .584903 0.000000 -.051370 1036159 .482645 1.406519
25 -2.650919 o 000000 1.976993 .478941 .702779 o 000000 -.059930 1.005950 .481791 1.350404
26 -2.650919 o 000000 2 112954 .494364 .789389 0.000000 - 062524 .980724 .484834 1.299955
27 -2.650919 o 000000 2 454475 504030 .823546 0.000000 -.058742 .968792 .488301 1.274230
28 -2.650919 o 000000 3 312336 510204 .791960 0.000000 -.041022 980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 8K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -2.204724 0.000000 0.000000 973235 .351021. 0.000000 0.000000 974230 948!55 .984859
2 -2 204724 o 000000 626105 973935 .336430 0.000000 -.031293 .976404 .950955 . 98t>774
3 -2.204724 o 000000 .995746 .976035 .292657 0.000000 - .038334 .982928 .959373 .992512
4 -2.204724 0.000000 1 213977 .973613 .255943 0.000000 -.033704 986443 .960413 .997051
5 -2 204724 a 000000 1 342817 .972917 .232298 0.000000 - .029222 .988872 .962091 .999792
6 -2 204724 o 000000 1 418881 971537 .2'14914 0.000000 -.025561 .990341 .962152 1.001846
7 -2.204724 o 000000 1 463789 970829 . 198439 0.000000 -.022859 991759 .962828 1.003573
8 -2204724 o 000000 1.490302 969528 .182623 o 000000 -020617 .992831 .962578 1.005197
9 -2 204724 o 000000 1·505954 969013 .167893 0.000000 -018799 .993810 .963015 1.006402
10 -2.204724 o 000000 I 515195 967952 .153994 0.000000 -.017141 .994563 .962689 1.007606
11 -2.204724 0000000 1 520651 .967627 .140281 0.000000 -.015578 .995284 .963064 1.008472
12 -2 204724 o 000000 1 523872 966639 .125300 0.000000 -.013882 .995945 .962719 1.009554
13 -2.204724 o 000000 1.525774 .966231 .105316 o 000000 - .011662 .996736 .963077 1.010527
14 -2.204724 o 000000 1.526896 964910 .069563 o 000000 -.007693 .997737 .962727 1.012095
15 -2 204724 0.000000 1 527559 964588 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .998435 .963079 1.012938
16 -2 204724 o 000000 1 841483 439968 0.000000 0.000000 0.. 000000 1.096113 .482254 1.522254
17 -2 204724 o 000000 I 841518 .438522 .025548 0.000000 - .002795 1.096018 .480627 1.524128
18 -2 204724 o 000000 1 841607 .440259 .070610 o 000000. -.007724 1.095388 .482254 1.520844
19 -2.204724 o 000000 1 841829 440224 .170504 0.000000 -.018651 1.091781 .480628 1.515885
20 -2.204724 0.000000 1.842388 445130 .282275 0.000000 -.030866 1.083402 .482254 1.497597
21 -2.204724 o 000000 1 843791 447248 .358850 0.000000 -.039215 1.074647 .480634 1.482676
22 -2.204724 o 000000 1 847315 452348 419939 0.000000 -.045764 1.066147 .482270 1.464293
23 -2.204724 o OCOOOO 1 856168 .455588 .485803 0.000000 -.052707 1.055131 .480705 1.445031
24 -2.204724 o COOOOO 1 878406 465541 .583262 0.000000 -.062220 1.036320 ~482449 1.407054
25 -2 204724 o 000000 1 934266 .478895 .703565 0.000000 -.072653 1.005346 .481455 1.349644
26 -2.204724 o 000000 2074578 495053 .792893 0.000000 - .075515 .979342 .484826 1 .29739SJ
27 -2 204724 0.000000 2 427026 .505052 .827304 0.000000 -.069820 .967300 .488537. 1.271238
28 -2.204724 0.000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.048233 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 9 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1 837270 0.000000 o 000000 968139 .389308 0.000000 0.000000 .968642 .937781 .981270
2 - t 237270 0.000000 .608139 969554 .370293 0.000000 -.041347 .971553 .941973 .983643
3 -1 337270 o 000000 967174 .973799 .313246 0.000000 -051587 .980284 .954600 .990751
4 -1 837270 o 000000 1.179143 972000 .263280 0.000000 -.045793 .985CJ29 .957448 .996283
5 -1.837270 o 000000 1 304286 971785 .231578 0:000000 -.039504 .988005 .960128 .999380
6 -1 ..837270 0.000000 1 378168 .970667 .210565 0.000000 - 034355 .989631 .960602 1.001487
7 -1.837270 0.000000 1 421787 .970206 .192702 0.000000 -.030466 .991045 .961518 1.003109
8 -1.837270 0.000000 1.447539 .969051 .176590 0.000000 -.027282 .992042 .961339 1.004596
9 -1.837270 0.000000 1 462742 .968685 .161910 0.000000 -.024701 992945 .961851 1.005663
10 -1.837270 0.000000 1 471718 .967686 .148207 0.000000 -.022423 .993628 .961520 1.006769
11 -1 .837270 0000000 1.477017 .967452 .134796 O.OQOOOO -.020314 .994295 .961933 1.007543
12 -1.837270 o 000000 1.480146 .966483 .120181 0.000000 -.018065 .994911 .961565 . 1.008571
13 -1.837270 0.000000 1.481993 .966139 .100611 0.000000 - .015110 .995666 .961952 1.009480
14 -1.837270 0.000000 1.483083 .964841 .065731 0.000000 -.009864 .996615 .961575 1.010986
15 -'1.837270 0.000000 1 483727 .964594 0.000000 0000000 0.000000 .997263 .961954 1.011747
16 -1.837270 o 000000 1 798071 .440040 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.096195 .482369 1.522268
17 -1.837270 o 000000 I 798107 .438660 .026001 0.000000 - .003227 1.096096 .480813 1.524044
18 -1.837270 o 000000 1 798198 .440342 .071846 0.000000 -.008917 1.095441 .482369 1.520803
19 -1.837270 0.000000 1 798427 .440412 .172589 0.000000 -.021420 1.091735 .480814 1.515560
20 -1.837270 0.000000 1.799002 .445248 .282765 0.000000 -.035082 1.083372 .482369 1.497397
21 -1.837270 o 000000 1 800447 .447389 .358116 0.000000 -.044402 1.074723 .480820 1.482595
22 -1.837270 0.000000 1.804075 .452404 418795 0.000000 - 051794 1.066266 .482383 1.464384
23 -1.837270 a 000000 1813190 455668 .484123 0.000000 - .059605 1.055347 .480888 1.445226
24 -1.837270 0.000000 1.836084 .455564 .581804 0.000000 -.070492 1.036487 .482551 1.407253
25 -1.837270 o 000000 1 893592 .479238 .703982 0.000000 -.082482 1.004954 .481612 1.348732
26 -1.837270 o 000000 2 038046 .495751 796055 0.000000 - .085998 .977987 .. 484838 1.294875
27 -1.837270 0.000000 2 400896 506057 .830757 0.000000 -.078448 .965916 .488809 1.268409
28 -1.837270 o 000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.053626 .980000 .5000M 1.282710
J= 10 K= 1 L X '( Z R/P'.EF U/AREF VIAREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1.533333 o 000000 0.000000 961689 .439031 0.000000 0.000000 .960058 .922'<77 .975178
2 -1 .533333 a 000000 584795 .963232 .415390 o 000000 -.054538 .964080 .928633 .978635
3 -1.533333 0.'000000 .930048 .967862 .344468 0.000000 - .072219 .976146 .944775 .98p"l84
4 -1.533333 0.000000 1.133879 967668 .280536 0.000000 -.070346 .983072 .951287 .99bI.J81
5 -1.533333 0.000000 1.254218 969170 .239252 0.000000 -.065748 .987057 .956626 .999499
6 -1.533333 0.000000 1 325265 .969203 .213027 0.000000 -061031 .989170 .958707 1.001625
7 -1.533333 o 000000 1.367209 969492 .192803 0.000000 -.056657 .990823 .960594 1.003179
8 -1.533333 0.000000 1391972 968692 .176044 a 000000 -.052575 .991947 .960891 1.004649
9 -1.533333 a 000000 1 406592 968583 .161765 0.000000 - .048877 .992914 .961719 1.005673
10 -1.533333 a 000000 1 415224 .967649 .149058 0.000000 -.045441 .993641 .961495 1.006798
11 -1.533333 0.000000 1 420319 967482 .136877 a 000000 -.041965 .994364 .962029 1. 007600
12 -1.533333 a 000000 1 423328 966432 .123498 0.000000 -.038042 .995060 .961658 1.008744
13 -1.533333 a 000000 1 425104 966029 .105152 0.000000 -.032457 .9!?5942 .962109 1.009806
14 -1.533333 o 000000 1.426153 .964468 .071044 0.000000 -.021994 .997124 .961694 1.011659
15 -1.533333 0.000000 1 426772 964001 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .998049 .962121 1.012794
16 -1.533333 0.000000 1 758147 .439883 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.096246 .482220 1.522556'
17 -1.533333 -0.000000 , 758184 .438639 .026536 0.000000 -.003608 1.096143 .480812 1.524138
18 -1.533333 0.000000 1.758278 440199 .073302 ·0.000000 -.009966 1.095459 .482220 1.521026
19 -I 533333 o 000000 1 758513 .440451 .175141 a 000000 - .023811 1.091635 .480812 1.515369
20 -1 533333 O.OVOOOO 1 759103 .445160 .284060 0.000000 -.038605 1.083253 .482220 1.497350
21 -1.533333 0.000000 1.760586 .447412 .358467 0.000000 -.048684 1.074666 .480818 1.482485
22 -1.533333 0.000000 1.764310 .452286 .418842 0.000000 -.056739 1.066219 .482236 1.464472
23 -1.533333 0.000000 1 773664 .455665 .48378: 0.000000 -.065222 1.055362 .480892 1.445250
24 -1.533333 0.000000 1.797162 465456 .581407 0.000000 -.077141 1.036440 .482417 1.407321
25 -1.533333 o 000000 1 856187 .479486 .704906 0.000000 - .090280 1.004511 .481649 1.347858
26 -1.533333 o 000000 2 004449 .496340 .798987 0.000000 -.094218 .976747 .484799 1.292618
27 -1.533333 0.000000 2 376866 .506946 .833850 0.000000 -.085067 .964701 .489051 1.265925
28 -1.533333 a 000000 3 312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.057583 ,980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 11 K= 1 L X '( Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I -1.300000 0.000000 o 000000 964009 .502179 0.000000 a 000000 .947347 .913251 .961339
2 -1.300000 o 000000 539934 962194 .477578 0.000000 - .062654 ... 952118 .916122 .966910
3 -1.300000 0.000000 858703 .956748 .403774 o 000000 -.089891 .966432 .924631 .983676
4 -1.300000 a 000000 1.046899 953712 .337454 0.000000 - .099320 .975639 .930479 .994311
5 -1.300000 0.000000 1.158006 .955101 .292963 0000000 - 103470 .981040 .936992 .999233
6 -1.300000 0.000000 1 223602 .955554 .264225 0.000000 -.104318 .984066 .940323 1.002126
7 -1.300000 o 000000 1 262329 956265 .243349 0.000000 -.103188 .986339 .943201 1.004142
8 -1.300000 0.000000 1 285193 .955612 .227192 0.000000 -.100889 .987936 .944083 1.006042
9 ,'. - 1. 300000 0.000000 1 298891 .955600 .214365 0.000000 -.098060 989264 .945341 1.007399
I0 \~ I. 300000 0.000000 I 306661 954544 .202957 0.000000 - .094666 .990344 .945328 1.008946
11 '~1.300000 0.000000 1.311365 .954168 .190946 O.OQOOOO -.090054 .991495 .946053 1.010278







13 -1.300000 0.000000 1.315783 .951647 .154570 0.000000 - .073695 .994379 .946298 1.014288
14 -1.300000 0.000000 1 316751 .948900 .112163 0.000000 -.053659 .996821 .945884 1.017956
15 -1.300000 0.000000 1.317323 .947065 a 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .999276 .946379 1.021253
16 -1.300000 a 000000 1.725018 .439832 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1096139 .482117 1.522478
17 -1.300000 a 000000 I 725056 .438678 026855 o 000000 - 003937 1.096033 .480806 1.523930
18 -1.300000 a oooeoo 1 725!52 440157 .074175 a 000000 - .010874 1.095331 .482117 1.520906
19 -1.300000 a 000,)00 1 725392 440526 176550 0.000000 - 025879 1.091436 .480806 1.514989
20 -1.300000 a 000000 1 725995 445138 284324 o 000000 -.041661 1 083072 .482117 1.497130
21 -1.300000 o OUOUOO 1 727509 447454 .357969 a 000000 -. 052406 1 074554 .480813 1.482276
22 -1 300000 o 000000 1 731313 452228 418131 o 000000 - 061037 1.066130 .482134 1.464426
23 -1.300000 a 000000 I 740867 455677 482835 0.000000 -.070078 1.055328 .480889 1 445189
24 -1.300000 o 000000 1.764865 465380 .580414 o 000000 - 082785 1.036405 .482322 1.407363
25 -1.300000 a 000000 1.825148 .479691 .705366 0.000000 -.096828 1.004107 .481662 1347086
26 -1.300000 o 000000 1.97£570 .496847 .801324 0.000000 -.100795 .975587 .484767 1.290688
27 -1.300000 a 000000 2 355926 507727 .836319 . a 000000 -.090029 .953727 489310 1.263868
28 -1.300000 o OOCOOO 3.:'12336 510204 791960 a 000000 - 060442 .980000 .500000 ! .28271,0
J. 12 K· 1 l X '( Z R/RREf" U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -1 066667 o 000000 o 000000 96.9692 569843 0.000000 o.oooooe, .933631 .905335 945196
2 - 1.066667 o 000000 493246 962606 547638 o 000000 -.058203 .938279 .903193 . 9526:l3
3 -1 066667 0.000000 784450 .9413"8 .481024 o 000000 -087962 .952223 .896373 .975526
4 -1.066667 o 000000 .956372 929925 .425466 0.000000 -.105682 .961323 .893959 .9ti9669
5 -1.066667 o 000000 1.057872 .926842 .390631 0.000000 -. 118~51 .966190 .°95506 .996002
6 -1. 066667 0.000000 1 117795 .925077 .368404 . 0.000000 -.126422 .968838 .8:)6250 .999494
7 -1.066667 o 000000 1.153174 .924479 .352699 0.000000 - 130641 .970858 .897538 1.001837
B -1.066667 o 000000 1 174061 923!99 340729 a 000000 -.132314 .972364 .897685 1003947
9 -I 066657 C' 000000 1 186392 .922521 .330269 0.000000 -.13H'39 .973887 .898432 1005815
10 -1.066667 ° 000000 1.193672 920628 317313 0.000000 -.128917 .975722 .898277 1.008538
II -1 066667 o 000000 1 197970 918'?61 300112 o 000000 - 123066 978083 898820 I 011711
1.7 • I P""·'·(;7 n IHli)fHH) , .;'f)n~,1)7 Qlr.{10':) ;.,., 1'.:,t; . (1 l)'H1O(H1 II ~llC) Qn(1'.)~O ""n"·r,o I O't;tl7~
IJ • I nr,r.c,ro/ o t)ll\!iHHl I _'11 ..'11(,1-1 ·':1 Hlr;4 ':~4 I I ~ lJ lllHHHlll lllll"hi \Jt14hlj .tl""lll~ I ·U.:IU\J.!
14 -I Obbt-til a Ol)U(:OO 1 20.:uClO 9\J7b03 .180<,'55 o 000000 - 074886 .990173 .898684 1.029326
15 -1 066667 o 000000 1 203412 .902368 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .996390 899111 1.038188
16 -I 066[,57 o OOl)(]OO I 689730 4404<'2 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 1 096264 482818 I 521836
17 ·1 06CCG7 o (lODOGO 1 58'1m? 43'1392 02C f}G9 a 000000 - 004222 1.096157 481643 I 523112
18 -I 066667 a 000000 1 6898(,6 4,j0750 074484 0.000000 -.011660 I 095446 .482818 1.520246
19 -1 .066667 o 000000 1 690112 .441254 . 176700 0.000000 -.027658 1.091532 .481643 1.514122
20 -1066667 a 000000 1.690728 445707 282930 0.000000 -.044266 1.083264 .482818 1.496631
21 -I 066667 a 000000 1 692276 .448096 .355583 o 000000 -.055574 l.u:,.378 .481649 1.481872
22 -I 066667 o 000000 1 696164 .452717 .415384 o 000000 -.064709 1.066523 .482833 1.464332
23 -1.066667 a 000000 1 705930 .456252 .479820 0.000000 -.074232 1 055815 .481718 1.445127
24 -1.066667 a 000000 1 730463 .455848 .577836 0.000000 -.087674 1.036821 .483001 1.407362
25 -1.066667 a 000000 1 792085 .480427 .704399 o 000000 -.102668 1.004186 .482438 1.346367
26 -1.066667 a 000000 I 946874 .497793 .802806 o OOCOOO -.107168 .974859 .485278 1.288612
27 - 1.066667 a 000000 2 335685 508819 838553 0.000000 -.094885 .952811 .489897 1.261583
28 -1 066657 0.000000 3 312336 510204 .791960 0.000000 - .063119 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 13 K· 1 l X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.800000 o 000000 o 000000 955090 .652324 0.000000 0.000000 .914363 .873299 .931325
2 - .800000 o 000000 .454948 .944961 632110 0.000000 -.048237 .919217 .868624 .940270
3 -.800000 o 000000 .723542 914576 .571469 0.000000 -.076575 .933778 .854011 .967734
4 - 800000 a COOOOO .882115 .898041 .524972 a 000000 -. 096576 . .943577 .847371 .985051
5 -.800000 a 000000 975734 890817 499700 a 000000 -. i 10948 .948000 .844495 .992871
6 -.800000 o 000000 1 031005 .886691 .484769 0.000000 -.120316 .950162 .842501 .996985
7 -.800000 a 000000 1 063636 .884275 .474195 0.000000 -.125861 .951826 .841676 .999822
8 -.800000 a 000000 1 082901 881769 .463860 a 000000 -.128183 953601 .840856 1.002824
9 -.800000 o 000000 I 094275 .879311 .450574 0.000000 -.127513 .955111 .840719 1.006587
10 -.800000 o 000000 I 100990 875916 432331 a 000000 -.124141 .959396 .840350 1.011610
11 -.800000 o 000000 1.104954 872443 .409104 0.000000 -.118469 .963372 .840487 1.017417
12 -.800000 a 000000 1.107295 .867807 .377783 0.000000 -.109783 .968316 .840312 ·1024821
13 -.800000 o 000000 1.108676 862369 332397 0.000000 -.096749 .974667 .840523 1.034140
14 -.800000 o 000000 I 109492 .853849 .246499 0.000000 -071782 .984215 .840371 1.048425
15 -.800000 o 000000 I 109974 .844739 0.000000 a 000000 0000000 .995079 .840582 1.064555
16 -.800000 a 000000 .1 646740 441015 a 000000 0.000000 o 000000 1.096422 .483539 1.521235
17 -.800000 o 000000 1 646780 : 440205 026939 o 000000 -.004487 1.096314 482604 1.522204
18 -.800000 0.000000 1.646880 .441344 .074393 0.000000 -.012390 1.095604 .483538 1.519646
19 -.800000 0.000000 1.647132 .442058 .175841 0.000000 - .029283 1.091721 .482604 1.513283
20 - .800000 o 000000 1647765 .446210 .279928 0.000000 -.046602 1.083656 .483536 1.496496
21 -.800000 o 000000 1 649354 .448720 .351072 o 000000 -.058399 1.075'522 .482609 1.481935
.22 -.800000 o 000000 I 653345 .453037 .410121 0.000000 -.068055 1.067354 .483551 1.465059
23 -.800000 o 000000 1.663370 .456691 .473896 0.000000 -.078277 1.0'56892 .482673 1.446044
24 -.800000 o 000000 1.6,88552 .4C6198 .573955 0.000000 -.093315 1.037583 .483720 1.407974
25 -.800000 a 000000 1.751807 .481458 .703807 0.000000 - lQ9257 1.004134 .4S33448 1.345142
26 -.800000 o 000000 1.910697 .499100 804725 0.000000 -.113845 .973924 .486086 1.286026
27 -.800000 o 000000 2 309810 510252 .840973 o 000000 -.099653 .961876 .490799 1.258$41
28 - .800000 o 000000 3 312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.065626 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 14 K- 1 L X '( Z R/RREF U/AREr. V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
! - 533333 o 000000 o 000000 919410 .73T147 0.000000 0.000000 .690950 .819146 .921403
2 . -.533333 o 000000 .429559 .907164 .720649 0.000000 - .033824 .895551 .812412 .931142
3 -.533333 o 000000 683164 .870426 .669:J'55 0.000000 -.056970 .909354 .791526 .961259
4 -.533333 o 000000 832888 .849253 .632515 0.000000 -.075392 .919166 .780605 .981248
5 -.533333 0000000 921283 838336 .615383 0.000000 -.088045 .923016 .773797 .990471
6 -.533333 o 000000 .973470 83234"; 606658 0.000000 -.096433 .924535 .769528 .994954
7 -.533333 o 000000 1 004280 .828634 .601057 0.000000 -.101615 .925594 .766979 .997874
8 -.533333 o 000000 1.022470 825751 .594757 0.000000 -.104332 .926942 .765423 1.000721
9 -.533333 o 000000 1 033209 823177 .586927 0.000000 - .105300 .928796 .764'564 1.003975
10 -.533333 o 000000 '1 039549 .819499 .572290 0.000000 -.104168 .932355 .764064 1.009629
11 -.533333 o 000000 1 043292 810297 .527108 o 000000 -.096566 .942701 .763868 1.025454
12 -.533333 o 000000 1 045502 798187 .452236 0.000000 -.082971 .956887 .763776 1.047174
13 -.533333 o 000000 1 046806 788102 .372768 0000000 -.068418 969129 .763772 1.065979
14 - 533333 o 000000 i 047577 777986 263553 o 000000 . 048357 .981717 .763762 1.085420
15 -.533333 o 000000 1 048031 .768881 0.000000 o OuOOOO O. 0000· ~ .993387 .763796 1.103506
16 -.533333 0000000 1 600900 441979 0.000000 0.000000 ·O.OOOO\-J 1.096261 .484525 1:519685
17 -.533333 o 000000 I 600941 .441694 .028042 0,000000 -.004971 1.096145 .484161 1.519915
18 -.533333 o 000000 I 601044 .442338 077413 o 000000 -.013723 1.095371 .484524 1.517956
19 -.533333 o 000000 1001303 .443683 .181384 0.000000 -.032151 1.091230 .4Fl4161 1.510382
20 -.533333 o 000000 I 601953 447414 .284873 0.000000 - 050486 1.082944 .484524 1.493902
21 -.533333 o 000000 1.603586 450519 355815 0.000000 - 063019 1.07468Q .484164 1.478406
22 -.533333 o 000000 1 607687 .454565 .417361 0.000000 - 073797 1.06593:f .484536 1461138
23 -.533333 o 000000 1.617988 .458708 479517 0.000000 -.084504 1.055618 .484221 1.441757
24 -.533333 o 000000 1.643863 .467116 .571270 0.000000 -.099492 1.037651 .484703 1.406959
25 -.533333 o OOGOOO 1 708859 .482688 .700877 o 000000 -.116015 1.004695 .484952 1.344523
26 -.533333 o 000000 1872122 .500566 .805797 o 000000 -.120259 .973079 .487090 1:283404
27 -.533333 o 000000 2282219 .511916 .843287 0.000000 -.104043 .960947 .491924 1.256088'
28 -.533333 o 000000 3.312336 .510204 791960 0.000000 -.067692 980000 .500000 1.282710
J: 15 K· 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF TITREF P/PREF ENT
1 -.266667 o 000000 o 000000 .871475 .817290 0.000000 0.000000 .866938 .755515 .915980
2 -.266667 0.000000 .414821 .858773 .802821 0.000000 -.018126 .871239 .748196 .925947
3 -.266667 o 000000 659725 .820666 .759412 0.000000 -.032892 .884142 .725585 .956875
4 - .266667 . o 000000 804312 .797099 .729605 0.000000 -.045089 .893809 .712454 .978679
5 -.266667 o 000000 889674 .783816 .717956 o 000000 - .052739 .897073 .703140 .9&8876
6 -.266667 o 000000 940070 .776868 .713234 0.000000 -.057584 .898070 .697682 .993506
7· -.266667 o 000000 .969823 .772187 .710465 0.000000 - 060655 .898613 .693898 996515
3 -.266667 o 000000 .987389 .768989 .705787 0.000000 - .062113 .899894 .69:2008 .999593
9 -.266667 o COOOOO 997759 .765548 .698639 0.000000 -.062899 .. 901967 .690499 1.003695
10 -.266667 o 000000 1.003882 .758030 .669962 o 000000 -.060755 .910298 .690033 1.016972
11 -.266667 o COOOOO 1.007497 .742712 .596578 o 000000 - .053934 .928305 .689463 1.045593
12 -.266667 o 000000 1 009631 728965 .510164 0.000000 - 045992 .945949 .689563 1.073458
13 -.266667 o 000000 1 010891 .718616 .432436 0.000000 -.038944 .959180 .689282 1.094715
14 -.266667 o 000000 1.011634 .707930 .321515 0:000000 - .028944 .973971 .689503 1.118278
15 -.266667 0.000000 1.012073 .695614 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .990891 .689277 1.145721
16 -.266667 0.000000 1 552194 .443934 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.096334 .486701 1.517105
17 -.266667 o 000000 1.552236 .443852 .028878 0.000000 -.005430 1.096210 .486556 , .5170.45
18 -.266667 o 000000 1 552342 .444318 .079695 0.000000 -.014985 1.095387 .486700 1.515269
19 - .266667 o 000000 1 552608 .445948 .185179 0.000000 -.034816 1.091059· .486555 1.507074
20 - .266667 o 000000 I 553277 .449518 .287318 0.000000 -.054004 1.082713 .486700 1.490783
21 -.266667 0.000000 I 554956 .452844 357517 0.000000 -.067135 1.074448 .486557 1.475048




,- T. :z .....
."
23 -.266667 o 000000 1.569768 461075 .480402 0.000000 -.089447 1.055381 .486610 1.438470
24 -.266667 o 000000 I 596380 .468937 567796 0.000000 -.104087 1.038220 .486860 1.405541
25 - 256667 o 000000 1 663226 4844.08 .696867 0.000000 - 121468 1.005666 .487153 1.343906
26 - 266567 o 000000 1 831134 .502602 .806195 0.000000 -.125728 .972667 .488875 1.280805
27 -.266667 o 000000 2.252902 .513947 .845252 0.000000 -.107440 .960220 .493503 1.253151
28 -.266667 o 000000 3312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000. -.069175 .980000 .500000 1282710
J. 16 K· 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 o 000000 o 000000 o 000000 818919 .883451 0.000000 0.000000 .844824 .691842 .915103
2 o 000000 o 000000 409873 808167 869!03 o 000000 - 003048 .849277 .686358 924803
3 o 000000 o 000000 651855 775914 826060 o 000000 - 008881 .862638 669333 954780
4 o 000000 o COOOOO 794717 755287 .794317 o 000000 -.01395.Q .873759 .659939 .977567
5 0.000000 o 000000 .879060 743504 780637 o 000000 -016136 877944 .652755 988447
6 o 000000 o OOOOCO .928855 .737841 774841 o 000000 -.017343 .879441 .648888 .993165
7 0.000000 o 000000 .958254 .733997 .771690 o 000000 -.018098 .880060 .645961 .995943
8 o 000000 o 000000 .975610 .731944 769194 0.000000 - .018442 .880800 .644696 .997898
9 o 000000 o 000000 985857 .727612 .758412 o 000000 -.018530 .884384 .643488 1.004340
10 0.000000 o 000000 991906 712662 696678 o 000000 -.016418 .902614 .643259 1.033590
11 o 000000 o 000000 995478 694115 .599440 0.000000 - .013629 .925975 .642733 1.071585
12 o 000000 o 000000 997586 .681374 .511515 o 000000 - 011382 .943550 .642911 1.100046
13 o 000000 o 000000 998831 .671703 .433578 0.000000 - 009608 .956642 .642580 1.121705
14 o 000000 o 000000 999566 661526 .318191 o OCOOOO - 006984 .971766 .642848 1.146418
15 o 000000 o 000000 I 000000 .650342 0.000000 0.000000 o 000000 .988031 .642558 1.173583
16 0.000000 o 000000 1.500509 .446364 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 1.096303 .489350 1 513753
17 o 000000 o 000000 1 500652 446683 .029143 0.000000 - .005806 1.096176 .489644 1.513144
18 o 000000 o 000000 1 500761 446759 .080413 o 000000 -.016019 1 095333 .489350 1 511879
19 o 000000 o 000000 1 501035 .448814 .185710 0.000000 - .036989 1.090971 .489643 1.503096
20 0.000000 o 000000 1 501723 .451948 .285732 0.000000 - .056887 1.082755 .489349 1.487630
21 o 000000 o 000000 1 503452 .455621 .354745 o 000000 -.070530 1.074672 .489643 1.411751
22 o 000000 o 000000 i 507793 459078 .415550 0.000000 -.082352 1.065958 .489358 1.455410
23 o 000000 o 000000 1 518698 463768 476571 o 000000 - .093644 1.05S881 .489684 1.435803
24 o 000000 o 000000 1 545089 .471072 .561729 o 000000 -. 108252 1.039114 .489497 1.404198
25 o 000000 o 000000 1 614894 486730 691272 0.000000 - 126166 1.006968 .490121 1.343076
26 o 000000 o 000000 1.787724 .505092 .805036 o 000000 -.130682 .972460 .491182 1.277979
27 0.000000 o 000000 2.221853 .516441 .846786 0.000000 -.110288 959618 .495586 1.249943
28 o 000000 o 000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.070055 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 17 K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF l'/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
J 283465 o 000000 o 000000 .783903 920696 0.000000 0.000000 .831006 .651428 .916008
2 .283465 o 000000 409873 776798 .904175 0.000000 0(4127 .836384 .649701 .925300
3 283465 o 000000 651855 .755483 .854611 0.000000 .001348 852516 .644061 .953102
4 283465 o 000000 794717 .141004 815392 0.000000 -.001553 .866532 .642104 .976914
5 283465 o 000000 879060 .732933 795710 0.000000 -001797 ..872918 639791 .988434
6 283465 o 000000 928855 .729768 786572 o 000000 -.002357 .875621 .639005 .993220
7 .283465 o 000000 958254 .727650 .781531 o 000000 -.002269 .876891 .638070 .995811
8 .283465 o 000000 975610 .725633 .774964 o 000000 -.00:2660 .879100 .637904 .999428
9 .283465 o 000000 .985857 .716253 .740704 0.000000 -002016 .889995 .637461 1.011093
10 .283465 o 000000 991906 697889 .653344 0.000000 -.000882 .913516 .637532 1.054871
11 .283465 o 000000 995478 682470 .561957 0.000000 -.000314 .933719 .631276 1.087955
12 .283465 o 000000 997586 673759 .497091 0.000000 -.000089 .946111 .637451 1.108001
13 .283455 o 000000 998831 665904- .431623 0.000000 -.000054 .956950 637237 1.125964
14 283465 o COOOOO 999566 655363 310494 o 000000 .000001 .972648 .637437 1.151763
15 283465 o 00('000 I 000000 644838 o 000000 0.000000 0.000000 .988205 .637232 1.177787
16 .283465 o OOuOOO 1 442593 450297 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 1.096553 .493774 1.5087?5
17 .283465 o 000000 I 442638 .450606 .028763 0.000000 -.006056 1.096429 .494058 1.508209
18 .283465 o 000000 1.442751 .450686 .079386 0.000000 -.016712 1.095604 .493714 1.506968
19 .283465 o 000000 1 443033 .452697 .182673 0.000000 -.038448 1091363 .494057 1.498463
20 .283465 o 000000 1 443743 455719 279754 o 000000 - 058843 1,083501 .493172 1.483115
21 .2C3465 o OOCOOO I 445527 459266 347019 0.000000 -.072864 1.075749 .494053 1.468538
22 .283465 a 000000 1.450007 462629 .407010 0.000000 -.085093 1.067323 .493774 1.4::~"90
23 .283465 o 000000 1 461261 .467225 .46:-"'\0 0.000000 -.096691 1.051478 .494080 1.4: ..;8
24 .283465 o 000000 1 489530 474338 .55£.31 0.000000 -.111429 1 041171 .493867 1.403094
25 .283465 o 000000 i 560538 489890 .683240 0.000000 - 129829 1.009125 .494360 ) 342473
26 .283465 o 000000 1.738902 .508707 .803244 0.000000 -.134183 .973011 .494978 1.275060
27 .283465 o 000000 2 186933 519626 .847814 0.000000 -.111520 .959306 498480 1.246467
28 .283465 0.000000 .3.312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 - .070159 .980000 .500000 1.282710
.J- 18 K- I L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I .569554 o 000000 0.000000 .773506 .929684 0.000000 0.000000 .827518 .640090 .917048
2 .569554 0.000000 .409873 .768417 .912394 0.000000 .003785 .833353 .640362 .925956
3 .569554 0.000000 .651855 .753148 .860527 0.000000 .000764 .850858 .640822 .953026
4 .569554 o 000000 .794717 .740869 .817930 0.000000 -001428 .866022 .641609 .976410
5 .569554 o 000000 .E:79060 .734023 .795162 0.000000 -.001501 .873535 .641195 .988545
6 .569554 o 000000 928855 .731835 .784905 0.000000 -.001948 .876701 .641601 .993313
7 .569554 o 000000 .958254 .730484 .780167 0.000000 -001914 .. 877881 .641278 .995385
3 .569554 o 000000 .975610 .727437 .768142 0.000000 -.002143 .882028 .641620 1.001762
9 .569554 o 000000 985857 .712754 .709514 0.000000 - .001 145 .899764 .641310 1.030274
10 .569354 o 000000 .991906 .694271 .611748 o 000000 -.000343 .924161 .641619 1.069390
11 .569554 a 000000 .995478 .681293 .528913 0.000000 - .000114 .941318 .641313 1.097496
12 .569554 o 000000 .997586 .674026 .469958 0.000000 -.000051 .951922 .641620 1.114630
13 .569554 o 000000 .998831 666869 .407651 0.000000 - 000022 .961684 641317 1.130879
14 569554 0.000000 .9995~6 657534 .291966 0.000000 .000002 .975798 .641620 1.153964
15 .569554 o 000000 1 000000 648139 o 000000 ·0.000000 o 000000 .989474 .641317 1.176894
16 .569554 o 000000 I 380696 .455087 o 000000 0.000000 o 000000 1.096789 .499134 1.502746
17 .569554 o 000000 1380742 .456212 027376 0.000000 -.006085 1.096676 .500317 1.501107
18 .569554 o 000000 1 380858 .455446 .075642 0.000000 - .016811 1.095922 .499133 1.501082
19 .569554 o 000000 1.381150 458146 .174355 o 000000 -.038737 1.092042 .500115 1.492237
20 .569554 o 000000 1.381884 .460127 267587 0.000000 -.059402 1.084767 .499130 1.479740
21 .569554 o 000000 1.383726 .464278 .332479 0.000000 -.073632 1.077604 .500308 1.464699
22 .569554 o 000000 1 388355 .466660 .391248 o 000000 -086186 1.069569 .499126 1.450803
23 .569554 o 000000 1 399982 471863 .451012 0.000000 -.097933 1.060271 .500303 1.431826
24 .569554 o 000000 1 429186 .478081 .536052 0.000000 -.113020 1.044091 . .499161 1.402613
25 .569554 o 000000 1.502545 .494331 .670373 0.000000 -.131322 1.012167 .500345 1.341667
26 .569554 o 000000 1.686814 512922 .797922 0.000000 -.136880 .973845 .499507 1.271947
27 .569554 o 000000 2 149677 523583 .848163 0.000000 -.111809 959240 .502242 1.242605
28 .569554 o 000000 3 312336 510204 .791960 o 000000 -.069267 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 19 K· 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 .855643 o 000000 o 000000 770853 .930627 o 000000 o 00000.0 . 827297 .637724 .918063
2 .855643 o 000000 409873 765824 914436 o 000000 003147 .832803 :637781 .926597
3 .655643 o 000000 651855 750737 .865862 o 000000 000626 .849323 .637618 .952527
4 855643 o 000000 794717 737820 823490 o 000000 -.000792 .864224 .637642 .975992
5 .855643 o 000000 879060 .730694 . 799973 0.000000 -.001236 .872020 .637180 .986626
6 ·.855643 o 000000 928855 .728438 .790125 O.vOOOOO -.001437 .875085 .637445 .993330
7 .855643 o 000000 958254 .726817 .784575 0.000000 - .001716 .876560 .637098 .995891
8 .855643 a 000000 .975610 720678 .760894 0.000000 -.001423 .884459 .637410 1.008281
9 855643 o 000000 .985857 703584 .687627 0.000000 -.000410 .905481 .637082 1.042205
10 855643 o 000000 991906 687850 .599161 0.000000 .000032 .926628 .637382 1.076237
II 855643 o 000000 995478 .677893 534980 0.000000 .000069 .939782 .637072 1.097899
12 .855643 o 000000 997586 671243 481554 0.000000 .000023 .949545. .637375 1.113689
13 .855643 o 000000 998831 663615 .416190 0.000000 000011 .960007 .637075 1.131118
14 .855643 o 000000 .999566 653981 .299074 0.000000 - .000000 .974608 637375 1.155058.
15 .855643 o 000000 1 000000 .644195 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 .988948 .637075 1.179144
16 .855643 o 000000 I 315415 .462284 0.000000 o 000000 0.000000 1.097386 .507303 1.494156
17 .855643 0.000000 1.315463 .463996 .025013 0.000000 -.005856 1.097291 .509139 1.491819
18 .855643 0.000000 1.315583 .462590 .069228 0.000000 -.016207 1.096657 .507302 1.492769
19 .855643 o COOOOO I 315885 .465659 .160870 0.000000 -.037644 1.093365 .509135 1.484356
20 .855643 o 000000 1.316643 466701 .249077 0.000000 -.058222 1.086985 .507297 i .474376
21 .855643 o 000000 1.318543 .471113 .311101 0.000000 -.. 072495 1.080677 .5091"21 1.460312
22 .855643 o 000000 1 323333 .472598 .367673 0.000000 -.085089 1.0n396 .507284 1.448650
23 .855643 o 000000 1 335353 .478047 .427032 0.000000 -.097034 1.064894 .509069 1.430599
24 .855643 0000000 1.365544 .483405 .512162 0.000000 . -.112047 1.049334 .507253 1.403425
25 .855643 0.000000 1.441382 .499998 .654443 0.000000 - 131328 1.017372 .508684 1.342432
26 .855643 o 000000 I 631879 519090 .792416 0.000000 -.134717 .976290 .506783 1.269059
27 .855643 o 000000 2.110384 .528289 .847207 0.000000 -.109047 .959780 .507041 1.238862
28 .855643 0.000000 3.312336 510204 .791960 0.000000 -.067273 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 20 K· 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF WIAREF T/TREF PIPREF ENT
1 1.141732 0.000000 0000000 .764537 .935429 0.000000 0.000000 .825456 .631092 919040
2 1.141732 0.000000 409873 .759514 .920399 0.000000 .003510 .830606 .630857 .927216
~ .J~ :::-
::t ... " '-./
':")
3 1.141732 o 000000 651855 .744443 .875312 0.000000 001541 .846057 .629841 .952067
4 1.141732 o 000000 .794717 .731539 .8333.88 0.000000 .000087 860830 .629731 .975490
5 1.141732 0.000000 879060 .724337 .809400 0.000000 - .000799 .868886 .629366 .988522.
6 1.141732 o.ooaooo 928855 722022 799896 0.000000 -.001092 .871905 .629535 .993229
7 1.141732 o 000000 958254 .719806 792267 0.000000 •. 001532 .8742€"2 .629298 .997138
8 1.141732 o 000000 .975610 710768 .757687 0000000 - .001042 .8856;4 .629509 1.015273
9 1.141732 o 000000 985857 693285 678426 0.000000 - .000344 .907690 .629288 1.050927
10 1.141732 o 000000 991906 .679241 .596775 0.000000 -.000094 .926767 .629499 1.081835
11 1.141732 o 000000 .995478 670354 538131 0.000000 -.000032 .938740 .629288 1.101599
12 1.141732 o 000000 .997586 . .&63861 .486434 0.000000 - .000012 .948236 .629497 1.117083
13 1.141732 o 000000 998831 .$6305 .420810 o 000000 - 000005 .958835 .629288 1.134754
14 1.141732 o 000000 999566 .646489 .302802 0.000000 .000000 .973715 .629496 1.159330
15 1.141732 o 000000 1.000000 .636653 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .988433 .629288 1.184094
16 1 141732 o 000000 1 246724 .471983 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.096399 .517482 1.480465
17 1.141732 o 000000 1 246774 .473424 .021246 0.000000 -.005229 1.096330 .519029 1.478569
18 1.141732 o 000000 1.246898 .472210 .059055 o 000000 - .014532 1.095868 .517480 1.479463
19 1.141732 o 000000 1 247211 .4]4711 .139825 o 000000 - .034382 1.093347 .519024 1.472944
20 1.141732 o 000000 1 247995 .475557 .222196 o 000000 - .054537 1.088136 .517471 1.464880
21 1.141732 o 000000 1 24$'965 479281 279801 0.000000 -068381 1.082878 .519003 1 453260
22 1. ~41732 o 000000 1.254915 480562 .334215 o 000000 -.080873 1.076720 .517431 1 443455
23 1.141732 o 000000 1 267348 485310 .390640 0.000000 -.092334 1.069238 .518912 1.427798
24 I 141732 o 000000 1 298578 430342 .478122 o 000000 -.107631 1.054823 .517224 1.402749
25 1.141732 o 000000 I 377025 506411 .624141 o 000000 -.126916 1.023184 .518152 1.343237
26 1.141732 o 000000 I 574074 525397 .779659 o 000000 - 134522 .978983 .514355 1.266426
27 1 141732 o 000000 2 069039 534154 846250 o 000000 - 105071 960328 .512963 1.234107
28 1.141732 o 000000 3312336 .510204 .791960 o 000000 - .064045 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 21 K= I L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF .T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 1.427822 o 000000 o 000000 755136 .944491 o 000000 0.000000 .822002 .620723 .919735
2 1.427822 o 000000 .409873 .750349 930196 0.000000 .003946 .826975 .620520 .927656
3 1.427822 o 000000 651855 735990 887312 o 000000 .002216 841892 .619625 .951717
4 1.427822 o 000000 794717 723347 845956 o 000000 .000576 .856617 .619632 .975097
5 1 427822 o 000000 879060 .716086 821903 0.000000 -.000457 .864831 .619293 .988429
6 1.427822 a 000000 928855 713677 .812444 o 000000 - 000861 .867942 .619430 .993322
7 1.427822 o 000000 958254 .710b07 801676 0.000000 -001271 .871396 .619220 .998996
8 1 427822 o 000000 9756iO .69Y739 .757997 o 000000 -.000780 .885170 .619388 1.021062
9 1.427822 o 000000 985857 .682427 .676163 0.000000 - .000285. .907355 .619203 1.057194
10 1.427822 o 000000 991906 668947 597608 0.000000 -.000100 .925900 .619378 1.087445
II 1.427822 o oooeoo 995478 660269 .540904 o 000000 - 000043 .937804 619203 1.107194
12 1.427822 o 000000 997586 653710 .489774 o 000000 -.000014 .947478 .619376 1.123092
13 1 427822 a OC'OOOO 998831 646073 423859 0.000000 -.000007 958409 .619202 1.141401
14 1 427822 o 000000 .999566 .636090 304972 0.000000 .000002 .973724 .619376 1.166886 .
15 1.427822 o 000000 1 000000 .626186 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .988846 .619202 1.192470
16 I 427822 o 000000 1 174596 .481874 0.000000 0.000000 o 000000 1.100683 .530390 1.473971
17 1.427822 o 00';000 1 174647 487581 015249 0000000 - 003937 1.100646 .536654 1.466996
18 1.427822 o 000000 1 174776 482008 .042598 o 000000 - 010993 1.100376 .530390 I 473396
i9 I 427822 o 000000 I 175099 488352 .104861 0.000000 -.027020 1.098897 .536649 1.463739
20 1.427822 0000000 1 175911 .484476 .178864 o 000000 -.045898 1.094763 .530387 1.462889
21 1.427822 o 000000 1.177950 492085 .23"/685 0.000000 -,059527 1090510 .536623 1.448150
22 1.427822 o 000000 1 183073 .489050 .289035 o 000000 - .072085 1.084494 .530372 1.443730
23 1.427822 o 000000 I 195940 49737 I .346421 0.000000 -.082651 1.078603 .536465 1 426230
24 1.427822 o COOOOO 1.228260 498304 /435888 0.000000 - .096920 1.064014 .530202 1.405885
25 1 427822 o 000000 1 309446 .518118 60i557 0.000000 -.112449 1.032519 .534967 1.343156
26 1.427822 o 000000 I 513376 .r:-:C:,0S8 .768443 0.000000 -.119942 .983972 .526522 1.263600
27 1.427822 0.000000 2 (\-S-~~:~ 5[O'~06 .842660 0000000 -096734 .962027 .519789 1.230541
28 1.427822 o 000000 3 ~ l'z,,; 51 ~;::'.~'4 .791960 0.000000 -.059379 .980000 ,500000 1.282710
J= 22 K= I L X Y 'RR( , U/AREF V/AREF II/AREF T/TREF . P/PREF ENT
I 1.713911 o 000000 (j f)~0v~' . ..... .~ .;. _..-;'; ~"'~::195 0.000000 0.000000 .817829' .608207 .920676
2 1.713911 o 000000 lHJS8/~ i'39;· ?8 ':1417 ~ 7 0.000000 004172 .822586 .608078 .928260
3 I 713911 a 000000 (:51g::5 ~ .!~ :;':'j .:<0:.284 0.000000 .002891 .836854 .607436 .951282
4 1.713911 o 000000 .7947" l! ~~. _ &':;10:-;1 0.000000 .001334 .851322 .607392 .974414
5 1.713911 o 000000 879({'0 70r;· ,I .836853 o 000000 .000176 .859676 .607062 .988043
6 1.713911 o 000000 928855 . :0"010 .827207 o 000000 - .000322 .862938 .607172 .993223
7 1.713911 o 000000 .958254 .G~9712 .813606 0.000000 -.000741 .867474 .606982 1.000666
~).--.
8 1.713911 o 000000 .975610 .686527 .762861 0.000000 -.000190 .884349 .607130 1.027924
9 1.71391 I 0.000000 985857 .667901 .679355 0.000000 .000037 908766 .606966 1.067990
10 1.713911 0.000000 .991906 .654471 .603069 0.000000 000016 .927652 .607122 1.099079
11 1.713911 o 000000 995478 .646176 .547460 0.000000 .000003 .939321 .606966 1.118598
12 1.713911 0.000000 .997586 .639929 .49631·6 0.000000 -.000007 .948729 .607119 1.134199
13 1.713911 0.000000 .998831 .632676 .429539 0.000000 -.000002 .959363 .606966 1.152154
14 1.71391 I 0.000000 .999566 623212 .308866 0.000000 - .000011 .974176 .60711.8 1.177016
15 1.713911 o 000000 1 000000 .614218 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .988196 .606968 1.200919
16 1.71391 I 0.000000 1.098997 ·t83811 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.108851 .536474 1.482529
17 1713911 o 000000 1 099050 88564 -.000543 o 000000 .000165 1.108847 .541742 1.476737
18 1.713911 o 000000 1 099184 .483834 -.000749 0.000000 .000234 1.108792 .536472 1.482420
19 1.713911 o 000000 1 099518 .488701 .003882 0.000000 - .001128 1.108510 .541729 1.476123
20 I 713911 o 000000 I 100359 485033 .036317 0.000000 -.010745 1.106016 .536454 1.477246
21 1 713911 o 000000 1.102470 .492098 .113048 0.000000 - .033194 1.100710 .541657 1.461680
22 1.713911 o 000000 1.107774 490447 .179753 0.000000 -.051476 1.093714 .536408 1.454344
23 1.713911 0.000000 1 121096 .497724 .247542 0.000000 -.066527 1.087788 .541418 1.437966
24 1713911 o 000000 1 154560 .498453 .334317 0.000000 -.080573 1.076119 .536395 1.421708
25 1.713911 o 000000 1.238617 516485 ,537674 0.000000 -.108844 1.044725 .539585 1.360752
26 1.713911 o 000000 1 449758 .540987 .754290 0.000000 -.111620 .988088 .534543 1.263342
27 1.713911 o 000000 I 980122 548040 .842632 0.000000 -.086186 .962351 .527407 1.224077
28 1.713911 0.000000 3 312336 510204 .791960 0.000000 -.053583 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J: 23 K: 1 l X '( Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF IUAREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
.1 2.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .730778 .969129 0.000000 0.000000 .812359 .593654 .920946
2 2.000000 0.000000 409873 .726387 .956346 o 000000 .004260 :816973 .593439 .928412
3 2.000000 o 000000 .651855 713214 .917998 0.000000 .003086 .830816 .592550 .951080
4 2.000000 0.000000 794717 .700668 .879551 0.000000 .001545 .844944 .592025 .974143
5 2.000000 0.000000 .879060 .693440 .856040 0.000000 .000228 .853291 .591706 .987856
6 2 000000 0.000000 .928855 690510 .846480 0.000000 -.000529 .856661 .591533 .993439
7 2 000000 o 000000 950254 685316 828385 o 000000 - 000907 .863035 .591452 1.003857
8 :2 000000 a 000000 975610 6714137 7732/8 o 000000 000873 .800702 591380 1.032794
9 2 000000 o 000000 9850':>7 f.,504~O 697765 o 000000 - .000814 .898171 .591400 1.061573
10 2 000000 a 000000 991906 649430 .623770 o 000000 -.000406 .910593 .591366 1.082210
11 2.000000 a 000000 .995478 643479 .565119 0.000000 -000187 .919042 .591384 1.096280
12 2.000000 o 000000 .997586 638607 .511027 0.000000 000155 .926026 .591367 1.107974
13 2.000000 o 000000 .998831 633524 .443160 0.000000 000150 .933449 .591362 1.120431
14 2.000000 o 000000 999566 .627361 .319666 0.000000 .000235 .942626 .591367 1.135879
15 2 000000 o 000000 1 000000 627361 o 000000 o 000000 0.000000 .942626 .591367 1.135879
16 2 000000 o 000000 I 000525 500482 a 000000 0000000 0.000000 1.121598 .561340 1.479387
17 2 000000 o 000000 1 000580 .500482 -006750 0.000000 .003278 1.121598 ,561340 1.479387
18 2 000000 o 000000 1 000719 500469 - OJ7695 o 000000 002921 1 121372 .561212 1.479105
19 2 000000 o (lODOOO 1 0010G9 501390 - 037440 0.000000 .008239 t .119661 .561386 1.475762
20 2 000000 o (),)()()UO 1 001947 5033'52 - 023644 o 000000 003135 1.114830 .561152 1.457102
21 2 000000 o 000000 I 004152 506334 034395 0.000000 -.005916 1.108637 .561341 1.455508
22 2 000000 o 000000 1 009692 .508236 .089146 0.000000 - .018781 t . 103587 .560883 1.446707
23 2.000000 o 000000 1.023607 .511231 .161554 0.000000 -.031200 1.097231 .560938 1.434998
24 2.000000 o 000000 I 058559 .514482 .257418 0.000000 -.049505 1.087529 .559514 1.418707
25 2 000000 o 000000 I 146356 526941 .469537 o 000000 -.081862 1.057750 .557372 1.366716
26 2 000000 o 000000 1 366891 5'50614 725260 o 000000 ·.100089 .995580 .548181 1.263972
27 2 000000 o 000000 1 920851 555972 840347 0.000000 .. 072849 .963530 .535696 1.218553
28 2.000000 o 000000 3 312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.046291 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 24 K· I L X '( Z RInneI'" U/AnEF VIARCF II/WEF T/TRCF P/PREF' ENT
I .2 2834&'S o 000000 o ooaooo . 1I~'804 flwD2'.i o 000000 o 000000 .804659 .5735134 921348
2 2 28346~ o 000000 409U73 .708351 977557 0.000000 005272 809010 .573063 .928655
3 2.283465 0.000000 651855 .694993 .942254 0.000000 .Oel5345 .822062 .571327 .950851
4 2.283465 o 000000 794717 .682379 .905782 0.000000 .004004 .835726 .570282 .973764
5 2 283465 o 000000 879060 675035 883367 0.000000 003096 .843990 .569723 .987659
6 2 2fJJ465 o OOf)f)OO 92885r, 6717':,2 8730(,9 o 000000 002161 847424 .569253 ,993613
7 2 2UJ4b5 o 000000 9'J82S4 6(,(,/85 &S&997 o 000000 .002158 .853507 .569106 1003721
8 2.283465 o 000000 .975610 .652831 .800268 0.000000 .001809 .871420 .568890 1.033492
9 2 283465 o 000000 985857 .630578 697524 o 000000 002202 .902206 .568911 1.08495\
10 2.283465 o 000000 991906 607676 598112 o 000000 002639 936005 .568788 .. 1 . 142377
II 2 283465 o 000000 995478 .589463 .521333 0.000000 .002981 .965054 .568864 1.192255
12 2.283465 0.000000 997586 .576166 .466122 0.000000 .003139 .987142 .568757 1.230724
:i.->
1
<-- -"1 "":..> -, .i-
13 2.283465 0.000000 .998831 .567530 .429515 0.000000 .003186 1.002315 .568844 1.257213
14 2.283465 0.000000 .999556 .561953 .406751 0.000000 .003092 1.012044 .558721 1.274440
15 2.283465 0.000000 1.000000 .558037 .390254 0.000000 .002922 1.019296 .568805 1.287168
16 2.283465 o 000000 1 000525 .554994 .379267 0.000000 .002331 1.024311 .568485 1.296332
17 2.283465 o 000000 1000580 .554653 .375320 0000000 .002429 1.026259 .569217 1.299117
18 2.283465 o 000000 1 000719 .552496 .371561 0.000000 002165 1.028114 .568028 1.303496
19 2.283465 a 000000 1 001069 551416 .362213 o 000000 .001996 1.032742 .569470 1310388
20 2.283465 a 000000 1 001947 .543944 339521 o 000000 .001029 1.044085 .567924 1.332030
21 2.283465 a 000000 1.004152 532070 .289032 a 000000 -.000757 1.070389 .569522 1.377698
22 2 283465 ° 000000 I 009692 526612 .2797i4 ° 000000 - 004860 1.076471 .566883 1.391253
23 2.283465 0.000000 I 023607 .526136 .280073 o 000000 -.011871 1.080283 .568376 1.396685
24 2.283465 0.000000 1 058559 .525277 .344399 0.000000 -.026024 1.080377 .567497 1.397718
25 2.283-165 o 000000 1 146356 .537736 .516586 0.000000 -.046510 1.052788 .566122 1.349314
26 2.283465 ° 000000 1 366891 556852 .729568 0.000000 -.069185 .997595 .555513 1.260835
27 2 283465 o 000000 1 920851 557697 .837805 ° 000000 -.053999 .965167 .538271 1.219111
28 2.283465 o 000000 3 312336 .510204 .791960 ° 000000 -.037644 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J. 25 K= 1 L X y Z FURREF U/AREF Y/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
I 2 6;>4G72 o 000000 a 000000 690313 I 0138~;J o 000000 o 000000 .794794 540656 .921799
2 2 624672 a OO'.lOOO 409073 68G:J42 1 0024G6 o 000000 006827 .799073 .548437 .928902
3 2 624672 o OODOOO 651855 674431 968303 o 000000 .007452 .811909 .547577 .950456
4 2.624672 o 000000 794717 663126 .932633 0.000000 .006500 .825627 .547495 .973073
5 2.624672 o 000000 879060 .656092 .910486 0.000000 .005.778 .833943 .547143 .987075
6 2 624672 o 000000 .928855 653166 .900813 o 000000 .005366 .837584 .547082 .993160
7 2 624672 o 000000 .958254 647814 .882403 0.000000 .005!73 .844239 .546910 1.004350
8 2 624672 o 000000 975610 631491 821555 o 000000 .005546 .866081 .546923 1.040906
9 2 6246'12 o OO(!OOO 9858'S7 607162 .731175 o 000000 .005909 .900595 .546807 1.099531
10 2.624672 o 000000 991906 .586509 656814 0.000000 005523 .932361 .546838 1.154182
11 2.624672 o 000000 995478 572651 608105 o 000000 .005237 .954839 .546789 1·.193367
12 2 624672 o aooooo 997506 564353 579IG2 o 000000 .004707 .968800 .546790 I 218007
13 2 624672 o 000000 998B:31 559545 562398 o 000000 004549 .977261 .546822 1.232754
14 2 624672 o 000000 999566 .556624 552716 ° 000000 .004211 .982185 .546708 1.241563
15 2 624672 o 000000 1 000000 .554879 .545847 0.000000 .004227 .985700 .546944 1.247571
16 2 624672 0.000000 1.000525 553074 .541147 0.000000 .003922 .988099 .546492 1.252238
17 2624672 o 000000 1000580 .553428 .539264 . 0 000000 .004053 .989065 .547377 1.253142
18 2 624672 o 000000 1 000719 551463 .537466 0.000000 .003870 .989990 .545943 1256100
19 2.624672 o 000000 1 001069 551969 .532960 0.000000 .003908 .992318 .547729 1.258592
20 2.624672 o 000000 i 001947 546806 .521826 0.000000 .003480 .998155 .545797 1.270763
21 2 624672 a ooeooo 1 004152 540917 .494867 0.000000 002886 1.012679 .547775 1.294850
22 2.624672 o 000000 1 009692 .523255 .445062 0.000000 .000276 1.042992 .545751 1351436
23 2.624672 0.000000 1 023607 .519674 .434915 0.000000 -.003500 1.053406 .547428 1.368685
24 2 624672 o 000000 1 058559 .516055 .461057 0.000000 -.014274 . 1.055731 .544815 1.375546
25 2 624672 o OJOOOO 1 146356 .529164 '.593098 0.000000 -.027910 1.033555 .546921 1.333207
26 2.624672 o 000000 I 366891 .546240 .762564 0.000000 -.048405 .987118 .539203 1.257234
27 2.624672 o 000000 1.920851 .552922 .845952 0.000000 - .035031 .962959 .532441 1.220514
28 2 624672 o 000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -.028130 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= .,'.:) K= 1 L X y Z R/RREF U/AREF Y/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3018373 o 000000 o 000000 671254 1 034145 0.000000 0.000000 .786320 .527820 .922241
2 3 018373 0.000000 409873 668132 1.022774 o 000000 006096 .790731 .528313 .929146
3 3.018373 o 000000 .651855 .658766 .988660 0.000000 .006416 .803964 .529624 .950046
4 3 018373 o COOOOO 794717 .648446 953913 0.000000 .005238 .817615 .530179 .972299
5 3.018373 0.000000 879060 642161 .931499 0.000000 .005103 .826279 .530604 .986436
6 3018373 °000000 .928855 .638924 .921058 0.000000 .004266 .830327 .530516 .993275
7 301837J o.ooonoo .958254 .632505 .898437 0.000000 004643 .839281 .530850 1.008050
8 3.018373 °OOGOOO 975610 613834 .836631 0.000000 .004559 .864403 .530600 1.050741
9 3.018373 o 000000 985857 591649 .761228 0.000000 .005256 .897369 .530927 1.106994
10 3.018373 0.000000 .991906 .574702 706283 0.000000 .. 004389 .923210 .530571 1.152188
11 3.018373 0.000000 .995478 .564645 .671306 0000000 .004748 .940437 .531013 1.1 p "",I""::'
12 3.018373 0.000000 .997586 557792 .650536 0.000000 .003875 .950964 .530440 • . .0::01 (1':::;-
13 3018373 0.000000 .998831 .554929 .638214 0.000000 .004393 .957311 .531?~0 1 .;>: 15C'~
14 3.018373 0.000000 999566 .551520 .630970 0.000000 .003633 .961082 .530uf:' 1.21':.$71
15 3.018373 o 000000 1.000000 .551802 .625774 0.000000 .004249 .963;'99 .'.)J1826 1.-.£2569
16 3018373 o 000000 1 000525 .548017 622219 0.000000 .003506 :965670 .529204 .1.228319
17 3.018373 o 000000 1 000580 .552104 620794 ~.OOOOOO .004162 .966421 .53356r> 1.225626
18 3.018373 0.000000 1000719 .544633 .619432 0.000000 .003494 .967142 .526737 1.233243
19 3.018373 0.000000 1.001069 552430 .615991 0.000000 .004093 .968964 .535285 1.228560
20 3.018373 0.000000 1.001947 .540380 .607481 0.000000 .003300 .973498 .526058 1.245247
21 3.018373 0.000000 1.004152 .543587 .585940 0.000000 .003716 .985213 .535549 1.257253
22 3018373 o 000000 1.009692 .5196J2 .538843 o 000000 .001794 1.012296 .525991 1.315344
23 3018373 o 000000 1023607 518240 .510456 0.000000 .000300 1.033107 .535397 1.343795
24 3.018373 o 000000 1 058559 .506432 .531123 0.000000 -.009126 1.038327 .525841 1.363094
25 3.018373 0.000000 1.146356 .523386 .649244 0.000000 -.018508 1.020807 .534276 1.322558
26 3.018373 0000000 1.366891 .536781 .793635 0.000000 -.033380 .977042 .524458 1.253125
27 3018373 o OCOOOO 1.920851 .546333 .857006. 0.000000 -.020812 .959418 .524162 1.221870
28 3.018373 o 000000 3.312336 .510204 .791960 o 000000 -.020278 .980000 .500000 1.262710
J= 27 K= 1 L x y Z R/RREF U/AREF V/AREF W/AREF T/TREF P/PREF ENT
1 3.412073 o 000000 0.000000 659119 1.046790 0.000000 0.000000 .780946 .514736 .922647
2 3 412073 o 000000 .409873 .656376 1.035768 o 000000 .003499 .785328 .515470 .929372
3 3 412073 o 000000 651655 648148 1.002703 0.000000 .004195 .798474 .517528 .949708
4 3 412073 o 000000 .794717 637884 .969095 0.000000 .003200 .811691 .517768 .971621
5 3.412073 o 000000 .879060 631912 .947102 0.000000 .003640 .82037 .518407 .985nS
6 3.412073 o 000000 .928855 628710 .936867 0.000000 .002748 .824178 .518169 .992295
7 3.412073 o 000000 .958254 .621766 .912473 o 000000 .003606 .834107 .518619 1.008720
8 3.412073 o 000000 .975610 .601811 850931 0.000000 .003409 .861149 .518250 1.055102
9 3.412073 o 000000 .985857 .580709 .784304 0.000000 .004206 .893167 .518669 1.110067
10 3 412073 o 000000 .991906 .565059 .738635 a 000000 .003314 .917088 .518217 1.152313
II 3.412073 o 000000 995478 .555912 .710047 0.000000 .003914 .933158 .518754 1.180192
12 3 412073 a 000000 .997566 549331 693243 0.000000 .003007 .943112 .518081 1.198476
13 3.412073 o 000000 .998831 .546772 .683335 o 000000 .003705 .949192 .518992 1.208457
14 3.412073 o 000000 .999566 g43306 .677541 0.000000 .002861 .952831 .517679 1.216180
15 3.412073 o 000000 1000000 .543822 .673403 0.000000 .003617 .955466 .519603 1.219081
16 3 412073 0000000 1000525 .539857 .670580 0.000000 .002783 .957287 .5\6798 1.224984
17 3 412073 o 000000 1.000580 544255 669453 0.000000 .003560 .958019 .521406 1.221950
18 3.412673 o 000000 1 000719 .536349 .668375 0.000000 .002777 .958722 .514210 1.230024
19 3.412073 o 000000 1 001069 .544742 .665660 a 000000 .003515 .960504 .523226 1.224680
20 3.4120i3 o 000000 1 001947 532142 .658974 0.000000 .002654 .964961 .513496 1.241935
21 3 412073 o 000000 1 004152 .536031 642414 o 000000 .003280 .976615 .523496 1.253277
22 3.412073 0.000000 I 009692 .511259 608510 0.000000 .001615 1.004262 .513438 1.31338\
23 3.412073 0.000000 1.023607 .515321 .604468 0.000000 .000808 1.015506 .523312 1.323888
24 3 412073 o 000000 I 058559 .503716 .619960 0.000000 - .·007541 1.017069 .512314 1.338062
25 3.412073 o 000000 1 146356 .517760 .687047 0.000000 -.016250 1.008398 .522108 1.312142
26 3.412073 o 000000 1 366891 .529064 812731 o 000000 -.024814 .970305 .513353 1.251715
27 3.412073 o 000000 1 920851 .541018 .865922 0.000000 -.010339 .956590 .517533 1.223042
28 3.412073 o 000000 3312336 .510204 .791960 0.000000 -014072 .980000 .500000 1.282710
J= 28 K= 1 L X Y Z R/RREF U/AREF VIAREF I./iAREF T/TREF P/PREf ENT .
1 3 805774 0.000000 0.000000 .653799 1.051796 0.000000 0.000000 .778780 .509166 .923076
2 3.805774 o 000000 .409873 .650980 1.041383 0.000000 .002023 .782968 .509696 .929645
3 3.805774 o 000000 651855 .642522 1.010142 0.000000 .002946 .795530 .511146 .949514
4 3 805774 o 000000 .794717 .632373 .977385 0.000000 .002131 .80845\ .511242 .97110\
5 3.805774 0.000000 879060 .626293 .955722 0.000000 .002524 .81705$ .511718 .985240
6 3 805774 o 000000 928855 .622386 .943242 0000000 .001875 .821947 .511.568 .993618
7 3 805774 o 000000 958254 612770 .913438 o 000000 .002930 .835357 .511882 1.016\40
8 j 805774 o 000000 975610 592410 .854519 0.000000 .003281 .863640 .511629 1.064839
9 3.805774 o COOOOO 985857 .573262 .798417. 0.000000 .00379.4 ... 892949 .51.1893 1.115541
10 3.805774 o 000000 991906 .559759 .761374 0.000000 .003261 .913940 .511587 1.152703
II 3805774 o 000000 .995478 .552063 .739152 o 000000 003512 .927351 .511956 1.176112
12 3.805774 0.000000 .997586 .546746 .726277 0.000000 002961 .935463 .511460· 1.191002
13 3.805774 o 000000 .998831 .544677 .718807 0.000000 .003292 .940302 .512160 1.198979
14 3.805774 o 000000 999566 .541902 .714459 0.000000 002811 .943167 .511104 1.205092
15 3.805774 o 000000 I 000000 542410 .711372 o 000000 .003198 .945222 .5\2698 1.207265
16 3 805774 o 000000 I 000525 539089 .709270 o 000000 .002730 .946634 .510320 1.212043
17 3 805774 o 000000 1 000580 .542962 .708431 0.000000 .003141 .947200 .514293 1209300
18 3.805774 0.000000 1.000719 .536063 .707631 0.000000 .002719 .947741 .508050 1.216196
19 3.805774 o 000000 1 001069 .543538 .705617 0.000000 .003094 .949110 .515877 1.211224
20 3.805774 o 000000 1 001947 .532729 .700673 0.000000 .002597 . .952508 .507429 1.225366
21 3.805774 o 000000 1.004152 .536988 .688559 . 0.000000 .002815 .961107 .516103 1.232497




23 3.805774 0.000000 1.023607 .514404 .650962 0.000000 .000274 1.003261 .516081 1.308857
24 3.805774 0.000000 1.058559 .504038 663874 0.000000 -.004721 1.006137 .507131 1.323341
25 3.805774 o 000000 1 146356 .515164 717327 a 000000 -011183 .998806 .514548 1.302275
26 3 805774 o 000000 1.366891 .524285 .825519 o COOOOO -.021784 .965556 .506227 1.250117
27 3.805774 a 000000 1.920851 .537282 .870741 0.000000 -.005897 .955113 .513165 1.224543
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